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'Face the State" -- KOOL TV -- Interview with Travis Walton --

November, 1975

KOOL Television presents "Face the State," a special weekly
report to the people of Arizona, featuring the issues and
the people who make the news.

JR: Good day and welcome to "Face the State." I'm Jim Ryerson,

On a chilly November night, seven men had their lives

changed here in the Sitgrieves National Forrest, near

Hebsr. Riding in their truck, they saw what they believe

TO be an Unidentified Flying Object hovering in this

clearing. One of the seven, Travis Walton of Snowflake,

leaped from the truck and ran up for a closer look. His

companions say he was struck by a bluish light emitting

from the craft and knocked down. Terrified they fled,

but later regained their composure and returned. When

they did, Travis Walton was gone. From that point on,

his story is pretty well known. The six men, his

companions all passed lie detector tests in reference

to the incident. Travis Walton reappeared after several

days with a bazaar story about a ride in an Unidentified

Flying Object. But it's been basically a second-hand

story. Travis has been in hiding and has not met with

the media. Consequently, there have been a lot of

questions about the truthfulness of what Travis has



had to say. But now Travis Walton has decided to end

that silence in this exclusive interview, or--this special

edition of "Face the State." KOOL newsman Chuck Diamond

and I will conduct that interview after these messages.

Our guest today on "Face the State" is Travis Walton.

Travis, perhaps the best thing to do would be to, for

the first time, publicly recount your story from the

time you were driving in the truck, what happened?

TW: Well, the first part has been told by all tho witnesses,

but I'll recount my view of that. We'd just finished
«>

working, because it was getting dark. We packed up to

leave and we all got in the truck and we were riding

up the road, and we looked off to the right side of

the road, and I saw a glow that I thought was a sunset

or something. I was about to comment, when we came

past the thicket that we were looking through to where

we could see more clearly, and we saw a UFO hovering

in the air, about thirty yards off to the side of the

road. Everybody started yelling and they stopped the

truck. I wanted to get a closer look and I got out

of the truck and I started over there. Everybody was

yelling to come back, to stop. I stopped to look back.

Somebody called my name, and I turned back around, and

it started to make a noise and started to move, and I



took one step, I crouched down behind a log that was

there, and just as I started to raise up, I was just

going to stand up, I didn't have any intention of going

any closer, but it was just as if I was struck. It was

kind of a physical blow. It just knocked me back. I

don't remember seeing any flash of light or anything

like what they described. I just lost consciousness.

When I regained consciousness, I was looking up at a

light shining down on me from the ceiling. I could

tell I was lying up on a bed or a table or something,

because the ceiling was close. I was in a lot of pain.

I couldn't quite bring myself totally awake.

JR: What type of pain? What parts of your body?

TWi It was kind of like in my head, but just all over. I

can't describe it. I believed that I was in the hospital,

and I was looking up at the ceiling and I didn't make

any attempt to move because of the pain I was in, but

I felt something lying across my chest, and I looked

down and it was sort of a flat thing that kind of curved

across like that, and I couldn't focus my eyes very

well, but I looked beyond the top edge of the thing

that was lying across -me, and I saw two men leaning

over me. They weren't really men. They were a lot

like men, but they weren't quite human.

CD: What did they physically look like?



TW: They had kind of underdeveloped features and no hair

of any kind, and they were dressed in kind of a

brownish-orange.

CDi About how tall were they?

TW: They were slightly shorter than myself.

JRi What type of clothing was their dress?

TW: It was sort of a loose coverall. I didn't see any

buttons or anything like that. But being in so much

pain and everything, I didn't even think. I just lashed

out and knocked them back. I could see that there were

two on the right side and one on the left. I jumped

into the corner.

CD: Did you actually strike them? Did you actually touch

them when you lashed out?

TWs Yes, I.did. I kind of hit these two with the back of

my arm, and they fell back real easily.

CD: Did it feel like hitting a person?

TW: Yes, they seemed light, like they weren't heavy. I

couldn't stand up very well. I leaned against.... there

was a bench across the back wall....I say the back

wall....I mean, there was only one door....and I grabbed

up a tube, a clear piece of glass or something, and I

tried to break off the end to get something sharp to

defend myself with, but they didn't try to approach.

They just kind of put out their hands like that. I



was leaning. I couldn't stand up very well, and I was

breathing very heavily. And they didn't try to approach

or anything. They just left. They just ran out real

fast. And I was alone there for several minutes, and

I couldn't catch my breath. It was very hot. And I

was afraid they'd come back. And so I left. They'd

gone.... there was a corridor outside, and they went

to the right, and I went to the left.

JR: You went through the door?

TW: Yes, there was no door. It was just a hole, a doorway.

JR: An opening.

TW: And it was a curving hallway. It curved to the right.

And there was another door with no doorway. It was

just a hole. And I went into a room there and....

CD: Had you gone very far....a very far distance at that

point?

TW: It was only about thirty feet, or forty feet. I don't

know. Not very far. No, not even that far. I don't

remember. It was a very narrow corridor, and it was

dimly lit everywhere, and I went into this room....

that you could see out. You could even see the stars

back through the wall I just came through. I could

still see that there were walls, but I could see the

stars at the same time.

JR: And they didn't look like windows?



TW: No. It wasn't like that. And there was nothing in

the room but a chair with some controls and knobs and

things. I was just kind of....I was hysterical, I was

frantic, and I just moved around there for a while,

and I started fooling with the buttons there.

CD: Did you sit in the chair?

TW: Yes, I did, later. At first I just touched it. I

didn't think that I should be.,..I was afraid I'd mess

something up and that somebody would come. And I

heard somebody come in, and I turned around, and it

was a man, just like people. I mean he wasn't like

the other creatures, or whatever, at all. He looked

just like you and I, except he had a helmet on, sort

of a clear helmet.

CDi And he had hair and everything?

TW: Yes. I started babbling questions to him, and I ran

over there, and he wouldn't answer me. He just took

me by the arm and wanted me to go with him. And I

thought maybe he can't hear me through the helmet.

So we went out through the door, down to the right,

and out to the left. There was a small room there.

It had doors on it, and it was kind of like an air

lock. It was just a small room with nothing in it,

and then there was a door that went outside. And it

was a ramp that went down, and it was cool outside.



I could feel wind. There was a draft or something.

It was a large room, that this thing was sitting on

the floor in there, and it was shaped like the drawing

that they made, like the thing we saw the first time,

only bigger. And there were two other things in

there—other UFO to look like flying saucers,

kind of, except that they were rounded and oval-shaped,

and they were really shiny, like chrome. It was a big

room, like there was a lot more room in there. And

there was a curved ceiling. It curved this way, and

it had flat ends to the room. I came out of the door,

out of that first ship, facing this way, and there was

a doorway across in the far wall. He'd led me across

there and through that doorway, down a hallway, to a

room, and I'd had a burning in my chest, and it was

starting....! felt better....! was trying to get this

man to tell me what....you know, I asked him if he was

from Earth and just anything I could think of, and he

wouldn't answer.

CDi Was he expressionless? Did he have any expression

on his face?

TWi No, he looked friendly. He gestured and smiled, but

there were no words.

CD« In this place that you were in, could you see out at

all?
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TW: No, there was no way out there,

JR: So you were going from one ship to another. Was that

essentially it?

TW: Yes. This must have been inside of a larger building

or ship. I don't know if it was a large ship or a

building. I never felt any motion or anything. It

was just like being in a large building all the time,

everything solid. I was led down the hallway. The

man sat me in a chair, and ir. a room with three other

people that were like himself. They were dressed in

blue. And he went out....there was a door on the other

side....he went on through, and I sat in the chair,

and I tried to get the people to talk to me that were

there, and they didn't have things on their head,

and so I thought that maybe they could hear me, but

they wouldn't answer either. There were two men and

a woman in the room after the first man left. A man

and a woman came from around the table, and they each

took me by the arm and they led me over to the table,

and got me up on the table, and finally I don't know

why I should cooperate with them. They put a deal

over my face. It was kind of like an oxygen mask thing.

It was kind of clear plastic and it had a round, black

thing on it about that big, just attached to it. I

looked up at the ceiling which was just all solid



light. There wasn't any light fixture or anything,

but light in the rod-, just coming from the ceiling,

and that was the last I remembered. I went to sleep.

Until I woke up. I was lying on the pavement. It

was very cold. I woke up very suddenly, and I looked

up the roadway. I was lying outside. It was night.

And I could see a light on the bottom of a flying

saucer that looked just like the rounded ones that

were inside there. And it was very shiny, but the only

light came out of the bottom, and that went off, and

it went straight up, just really fast, just without

a sound.

CD: What were your feelings at that point? Were you still

in pain? Did you know where you were?

TW« I didn't know where I was immediately, but I recognized

the roadway, and I could see a light down the hill,

so I ran down that way. And it was about a mile or

a half a mile to Heber, and I ran down to the phone

booth that is by the gas station there and I called

my brother-in-law, and I don't know what I said, I

was hysterical. And he answered and said, "Who is

this?" And I tried to tell him and he said, "I think

you've got the wrong number" and he started to hang

up, and I screamed at him that it was me, and so he

stopped and he said, "Okay, I'll get somebody to come
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and get you." And I hung up, and I just couldn't sxand

up anymore, and I just sat down there.

CD: Were you in physical pain?

TW: No, not at the time. I didn't feel any pain. I was

just so weak, I couldn?t stand up. I was extremely

thirsty. And I haven't been able to make any purpose

out of that or anything, but that's the way it happened.

JR: We'll be joined by Jim Lorenzen, of Aerial Phenomena
tr

Research Organization, after these messages.

We've been joined now by Jim Lorenzen, who is the director

of APRO, the Aerial Phenomena Research Organization,

Jim, before we get to you, I-think there's one question

that I'd like to pose to Travis. A question that's

been bothering a lot of people. Travis, why didn't

you bring your story to the media?

(™T) Well, they, my family, told me about the news people

and all the people that were crowding around, and I

was just in no condition to talk to anybody, especially

a mob of people like that. I just couldn't handle it.

JR« Is that typical, Jim, in cases?

/JLi \It is in some cases, yes. I can vouch for what he

said, because when I first saw Travis he was in a

very unsettled state and he was in no position to fend

-; questions or to respond.
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CD« You have listened to the description that he gave us

of his ordeal. What are your comments, your reactions

in comparison with past cases.

JL: Well, I was struck by the fact that he described these

beings that didn't look quite human. He had described

them precisely the way another person has described

them who had a similar experience. Now this case has

not been published anywhere, and no case like it that

I know has been published. So it's something that

Travis could not have read anywhere. And the descriptions

are identical.

JRj There was some apparent conflict between different

organizations--UFO organizations—over Travis' story.

Why are you defending it and why did the others seemingly

discount it?

Well, some people get concerned about their image,

and they get....they don't realize that this subject

has many facets to it that can be....well, embarrassing

in the sense that public acceptance is lacking. The

story seemed too , pretty wild. I think

of the fact that we, our organization, has now going

on 2̂  years experience, made us able to cope with this

in a much more sane and realistic manner, than people

without that kind of experience.

CD: Could you tell us what kind of testing that Travis
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has undergone, what the results were of that, and what

the plans are for the future?

Well, I can do this generally. We had him checked by

a couple of KDs, and they ran some tests. I don't

have all the results, but I can say this, that there

was a urinalysis done on the first urine sample after

his incident, and this completely does away with the

idea that there was any drug involvement, that some

people have brought up. That and the blood sample

have really straightened that out. There's none of

that involved. And he's been interviewed at great

depth by some very well-respected psychiatrists. And

they have concluded that he is not a party to any hoax.

And that he's telling the truth. Now when we call in

witnesses, I mean call in experts like this to interview

witnesses, of course we call them in because we feel

they're qualified to make good judgments. And I have

no trouble accepting those judgments at all, particularly

as I mentioned since parts of his story really correspond

with cases that we know of already.

JR: Was this under regressive hypnosis?
'—*NJLiy No, regressive hypnosis has been performed by still

another man. In fact, it was performed by Dr. Jim

Harter, of Berkeley, University of California at Berkeley.

He's our research director, and he is a specialist in
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this sort of work and has "been involved in quite a few

other cases. Under the regressive hypnosis, he relived

the thing essentially as you saw here, probably with

a little more detail.

CD« What other kind of tests would he be going through

in the future?

JLy Well, see, we're really sort of past the testing stage

in a sense. In other words, I think from now on, I

think you'd more....I think you'd be more likely to

call it research. We hope to have this memory.... the

blocked memory....relieved, so that we can get a full

account of what happened. This may take time, and there

may be a program delay that we just have to wait for.

It'll just depend on how he feels as time goes by.

JRt Why not the polygraph test? This has been a major

criticism.

JLi All right. Because a lot of people have criticized

it, because they think polygraph is a lie detector....

because it's called that. But it's not. And Travis

was under that impression too. He was anxious to take

a lie detector or polygraph test. I advised him not

to, and several other people advised him not to, because

what it actually measures is stress, and questions

about stressful memories v/ould bring stress reactions,

just as well as anything else, so it would have been



meaningless to have him take that test at the time.

It could have been..,.in fact....one of the psychiatrists

said it would have "been a disaster for him to take it

at the time. It would have created a lot of false

impressions.

CDi How would you explain the other six witnesses taking

a test and having passed it then?
~̂AJLi) Well, their memories, of course, are not blocked.

They remember what happened. It wasn't the same sort

of stressful situation that Travis has obviously gone

through.

JR: Travis, what would you like, for your future? What

would you like to have come of this?

TW: Just acceptance of myself and the future. I have had

a lot of offers of people trying to turn it into some

kind of a profitable thing, but I have no interest in any of

those kind of offers. I just want the truth to be known.

I might, well I have intentions to cooperate with

research with reputable men that are, you know,

genuinely scientifically interested, like the men

with AFRO, and....but as far as any big project like

that, I....

JLi Yeah, I think we've talked about this....and Travis

doesn't want to make a big deal out of it. He just

wants to quietly find out what went on in that period,
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if it's possible, if it'll help advance the state of

knowledge on this subject.

JRi Do you wish it had never happened to you?

TWt Well, hindsight. I don't know. What happened, happened.

JR: We'll be back with more of "Face the State" after these

messages.

And so that's the story of Travis Walton, a story which

Travis says he won't be telling again. It hasn't been

our intent in this program to either prove or disprove

that story. There are people who spot unidentified

flying objects nightly, and others who would not believe

it if we brought film from shot inside of a spacecraft.

But, it's your decision. Ours was to bring you this

program, and let you make up your own mind as to what,

if anything, happened in this clearing on that November

night. For Chuck Diamond and photographer Dave McCullough,

I'm Jim Ryerson. Thank you for joining us on "Face

the State."

CODEi JR = Jim Ryerson (KOOL Reporter)

CD = Chuck Diamond (KOOL Reporter)

TW = Travis Walton

JL = Jim Lorenzen (Director, Aerial Phenomena Research

Organization)
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' Comments by William H. Spauldingj Director of GStf; Inc. .'r'egardiiig .
the Travis Walton/Jim Lorenzeh .television interview on November. 22
and 23, 1975* The opinions expressed herein are considered 'factual
and in most instances, a document or tape recording exists to sub-
stantiate the statements*. ' . ' . ' • ' , . , * • ' ' . .

:".';,>•"•' ' ••• '. , , • • , • ; ' ', ' i f • ' '
Page JO - TW remarks - Travis' brother, Duane, was interfacing
with the media from the onset of this incident. On numerous . ;
occasions Travis was in his brother's hoine after his ''return'' while
fruahe would talk to the media arid investigators.

Pa^e 10 - JL remarks .- If.. TraVis was in such a state of miridj why
did APRO arrange for a "secret" polygraph test on November 15* 1975
at the Sheraton Hotel in Scottsdale, Arizona?

Page 1J - JL response to reporter's question - Indeed^ sjsm'e people
get concerned over* their image and; that iis why it is $o impdrtalit
ivheri dealing with the controversial subject of ufology to, set the
facts straight, especially on abduction cases, ciaiinihg that the
subject is multi-faceted is a well kno\vn fact by all researchers

- • . ; . . • . - . ,M .. • ' - , ,' . • .

.Who have been seriously investigating the same for a year\ or longer;
I think (conjecture) the many facets in ufology that Mr. Loreiizieh

' , • . ' - • , ' - • • ' • • -
Was referring to are the many opinions in UFO research;.

Page 12 - JL comments on,the.testing - It is trUe that Dr* Kandeli
ran a urinalysis and a blood test on Travis Walton. .However six(6)
days had transpired since Travis' disappearance and the testing.
In our investigation and tkat of the polygraph' operator: it wais uh-

. . . ' - . : ' ' ; ' • - . : ' • . . • ) • » . - • • • . :
covered that Travis had frecently experimented with drugs. The
' ' , . • i .̂  .. .. •• \- '- . . • " . . .• ,., -•.•.', - - ' '{.: • ; -
expertise that APRO utilized to make a qualifying judgement on the.

" ' "T ' ' ' . " • - • ^ : *'

prime witness obviously found that Travis' "unsettled1,1 state, was
no problem. APRO immediatiy contacted: John McCairthy (polygraph

• ' . . • • . • , . . . , • • .' :•", i, , . •.i(
1.'- . •'

expert) on November l^i 1975 to conduct a "secJret" fbllowirig-day
test. • , - . ' . -
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Page 12 - JL comments on the regressive hypnosis - Dr. Jatoes
Harder, of the University of California at Berkeley, has a degree
in Civil Engineering and is not a specialist in regressive ,
hypnosis. Just because someone has done something several times
previously, does not make them an expert. Following Lorehzerifs
logic, I have changed the spark plugs in my car, therefore^ I aui
ready to become a mechanic at IndyJ

\

If Travis was in such an unsettled state as Jim Lorenzen flatly
states, why was he hypnotically tested immediately after his
"return."

Page 13 - JL comments on future tests - Once again Lorenzen
states a falsehood whereas he claims "we are past the testing
stage." I do not blame him, because Travis failed his polygraph
test on November 13, 1973* one week prior to the "airing" of this
interview, and further tests would only prove the incident was a
complete hoax. Of course, this is where a more "experienced organi-
zation would have the capabilities of coping in a more sane and
realistic manner."

Page 13 - JL comments on polygraph tests - Here is where Mr. Lorenzen
tells another blatant falsehood. If one takes the Lorenzen comment
as being a true, honest appraisal of Travis' condition verified by
experts and that a polygraph test "would have been meaningless,"
why in God's name did Lorenzen have Travis secretly tested by John
McCarthy a few 'days after his "return"? Lorenzen further stated

* i r

that polygraph testing would create a multitude of "false impressions;1'

. The only false impressions were those being created by APRO. . They
knowlingly lied about the secret polygraph test only because Travis
FAILED it. Mr. McCarthy concluded that Travis "was attempting to
perpetrate a UFO hoax in concert with others." APROf realizing this
danger, had the National Enquirer (tabloid paper) which paid for

, j j

the testing, swear Mr. McCarthy to secrecy. I know that if.Travis
had passed the tosts, APRO would have changed their statements about
polygraph testing and Travis' "unsettled" condition'^
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Lorenzen flatly stated, "I advised him not to" (take the poly-
graph test). This is another falsehood as it was Mr. Harder
(APRO's Director of Research) who called Mr. McCarthy for Mr.
Lorenzen to arrange for the tests.

Page l*t - JL comments on the six other witnesses taking a poly-
graph test,- Mr. Lorenzen infers that they (the other witnesses)
passed the testing because it was not the same sort df stressful
situation that Travis had gone through. The truth to the entire
matter is that the six other witnesses "passed" a lie detector
test with questions regarding the well-being of Travis. In a
previous published letter to QSW from Cy Gilson (polygraph operator)
for the Arizona Department of Public Safety (DPS)j he stated that
the one question regarding UFOs in his initial test does not authen-
ticate the fact that the experience actually transpired. The test

was not given to determine if there was an actual UFO sighting!

Page Ify- - JL comments on tho future - Mr. Lorenzen states "Travis'
doesn't want to make a bd g deal out of it (the sighting)'.' Well,
maybe Travis does not want to, but for damn sure APRO does. For1 - I i
example, the APRO Bulletin published consecutive monthly reports
on the incident. They had articles in all the UFO magazines; went
on a national syndicated television show, immediately contacted the
National Enquirer on the incident (and had three articles in same)^
directed Travis to give lectures on his experience, met with a
Japanese film crew for a story, and presented their "facts" to the
Blue Ribbon Panel - who in turn saw that Travis and crew were re-
warded with a large monetary figure for having the "best" UFO case
of the past year. Additionally, Travis, with assistance, is work-
ing on a book of his experience.

t u * •

Of course, this is no big deal. "He just wants to quietly find out
what went on in that period," to paraphrase Jim Lorertzen; *

Editor's note: I did not bother to comment oh Travis' second poly-
graph test which is considered a complete farce in the words of
Tom Ezell (owner of Ezell Polygraph Institute) where the test was
taken because of the time period of this interview.
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L. APPEARANCE Ob' UFO

DESCRIBE THE GBJEC'i 'S APPEARANCE: •• : x- '
SOLID O . • T RAM SI A RENT O • LIGHT SOURCE Q
VAPOR-") OTHER -J- DESCRIBE S<D»-lD

-
METALLIC (*

I/O

DESCRIBE THfc:-AFi""EAl<A«0£. OF THE 'OBJECT'S EDGES:
1.3 KE A [BRIGHT SlARf ) -: FUZZY Q •' FIERY Q
DESCRIBE "' ' ^ ' ."'

SHARPLY OUTLINED0^ -
- OTHER O ' •'

IBE T H E OBJiClJ-S EXACT SHAPE: ' - (GLASSES) ' •
ij . DISC-' <" >J:G'.;) RCUNDO DISC

ROCKET */FL/tf.E - OR' TAILQ"TYPE II : ROCKET:
TYPE III: CIGAR-oi iAPKD:
TYPE IV: ODDI'IIEi T R I A N G L E : ' B E L L ' ' . ' ' • OTHER .,

OfcJECT ACTIONS: (CIRCLE ONE FOR EACH QUESTION) .

0.
^•,r.

A . TRAVEL AT A TREMEKDOUS SPEED: ' YES
L.' TRAVEL Hi A SMOOTH A N D EVEN M O T I O N : YES.
C . HOVER DURING THE. S I G H T I N G : - (̂ Y"£T^> NO •' •
D. SUDDENLY SPEED UP AT ANY TB:E: YES
E.
F.
G.

ON'T KNOW
DON'T. K N O W ' ' ' ' ' •

DON'T KNOW ' ' • - "
DON'T KNOW _'.

CHANGE DIRECTION: Y E S ' N O ' - . DON'T KNOW : D » E > A<or
C H A N G E SHAPE: YES ' <^&> D O N ' T K N O W ' '-•"• . •
CHANGE COLORING: YES < 2 g P _ D O N ' T K N OW " ' • - .

H . C r l A K G E BRlUHTKLSii OR TEXTURE: <Z&j^> NO ' DON'T' KNOW
I. LEAVE VAPOR OR S M O K E : . YES Q£D DON'T K N O W ' . . " . - ' . , .
J. FTj\SH OR FLICKER: YES C^gD DON'T KNOW ' . . . .''.•',
K. FLUTTER O R - V I E R A T E : '.YES C^O DON' T KNOW .."• • . '"
L. ROTATE: • YE3 <3z& . DON'T KNOW ' :

K. ' TURI'-I ON EDGE ( P O S I T I O N ; : .YES - . 5ffi*- ' . DON'T ' K N O W . ' . " • •
DISAPPEAR AiiO^REAPPEAR: YES CNfj^J) , D O N ' T KNOW . •

KG - D O N ' T h H O W ' " . ••• i
WERE I l iE OfcjLCTii IN FORT-J,'\T10N? DESCRIBE: N/As ';- ' '
DRAW SKETCH - . - - - . - , - . = . „ . . •

DESCRIBE 1HE OBJECT( : i j BRILLIANCE:
GOMi'ARE TO KOON ( C I R C L E O N E ) ' '. '

>OEJECT W A S ' B R I G H T E R ' : ' - ••
OLJEC'i' WAS ABOUT THE SAJ-JE .

G. OBJECT WAS NOT AS BRIGHT" .
D. . D O N ' T REMEMBER " '

COMPARE TO BRIGHTEST STAR': '1 "
TT^? OaiECT WAS BRIGHTER
D. OBJECT WAS ABOUT THE SAME
C. OBJECT WAS NOT AS BRIGHT
D. DON'T REMEMBER ' , • - . . ' . .

COMPARE THE SIZE OF THE OBJECT(a) WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING. ITEMS WHEN
HELD AT- ARK 1 G LENGTH: ' ( CIRCLE . ONE ) ' ./ ' ' • • ' '" • : •- '- ' '
A;.-. . : : -PITHEAD . D. K1CKLL , v' ': " ' " i - G . - ' ORANGE ' > " - • " - ' • • ' ' - • ' • • • " ' '
, B . - i-'L/v- .. ';.. , E. QUARTER' •-.'•. " • - . - j 1 . - - • • • : H . . - S . DON'T REMEMBER • • • ••; ' . -
0. ' DIME' . . : /'• • . . '-e\. . . SILVER DOLLAR/;-,, : : - I." OTHER Sgg -

e 2.



'.1. WJIAT A C u L D f O U Eolir.ATii 1u uE 1HE ^C1IUL LENGTH OF THE OBJECT?
FT. >/0

/.. MhAT Jo YOUR hSTTKAlZ uF HIE uEJECT'o DISTANCE FROM YOU? 9 O ""/OP FT"

. WHAT Ttt Y A i R E S T I M A T E OF THE OBJECT'S H E I G H T ? 2 O " I^L- F T .

'"HAT ,olll D 1,1-: Yu J i t t J ' j i y . T i vF IKE OBJECT'S 3PEED - COMPARE TO
AIRCRAFT OR PUiLA'lE. IN IP!!: H«S> UgHJ

';. 'A lTH Y yUR I A: D Ai A W - I ' J LUv'Glh, FIKCERS EXTJtMDED FULLY, W?IAT WOULD BE
/ OUH ^l/ri. 'iATE OF !KE TTr . I i 31 WOULD H A V E TAKEN FOR THE OBJECT TO TRAVEL
>R^i : 'HiE ' i lx- ,,F / Lri IKUI ' tF TO THE I . IT1LL FINGER? M /
________ ( T IKE) '

- - A I 'AG r UyR3; ( V I S U A L a AJD10)

V»ab IhE CoLwR JF ' J i l L , 015

^L » T U THi C i - J L C ' i ( b ) \AK^ U'i SObftUV Y£o ^
111 DilAli : £:L^OT^CAC >- j-i I'cns <

:i . VI -,« T J - . J FAG J .u<

1. Wn^lij. Wr.u^ YvjiJ . inLN YJU,.^.; JHE u E J E J T l b ) ? ( C I R C L E O N E ) .
-i. 11 ii L I j l L D L N u C^TD IN ^ Vu.liICIA: DESCRIrE
^T")uUTDC.Or<>> D. 01HER:

IF YuJ Wr^Ri-. I N A ' i . i lCL^ Uil'iOkOLlLL^ AIRCRAF'l , E T C . ) :
A. W^'A'i DIRLTIKiJ Ai-JxE '• u'J T l u i V ^ L I K G Y Dc>g UQ£VT
L. v/LAT ./A 13 Yollh oPEMj C-'ilJ? _ r̂:§L
C. DID YOU Lj ' JOi AT -'iTY l l f i TO WA'ICH TilL OBJECT? YJs,6,J--^

r NO ^

, . c,no ' l l ' b >J . * L . C r ' ( t . ) M^/LLi ihHJL'-M AJY TRANSPARENT MATERIAL, OPTICAL AID,

LIL lilt OIJEC'1( . ; ) I-'^Vii I M I-Ro»'l CR EEhlND ANY NATURAL LANDSCAPE,
D U I L D I i J O , V P C V YES ,
I? YL^, DnSCRlJ.^r ___©_5

flno 'LllL.nL ^NY AjKCi-J/xFT IN 'iI.E V I C I N j J Y CF THE bIGHTING PRIOR TO, DURING
JR AI-'iiK Y ^ U oAW '111^ .bJjLC" ( o j ? YEJ ' '"
I?' Y A O , DiioORIl-: U?

6. HOW FAMILIAR ARL i jU 1I< Oi:oiRVij\U THE FOLLOWING: (CIRCLE ONE FQR EACH j

A. Kli;}. F I ^ I N u j
A f R C R ' . P T oFLlj PJy rLJDVRIJl, 31LEN RARELY NEVER OBSERVED I

3. LOW FLY1W-, "
A T R C i - J i J ' T i.'L-Ari_ra'yu1U1jBi,Y.' oliN RARELY NEVER OBSERVED

C. oy.TEl LI1L- bb.U IL^UIAfvLY LJ\J\-.U_ HARgT.Y^ NFVER OPSirRVTvn
D. '.vu.'iHLR B A i J C N S ol-.hN RV3ULA1{LY t&EEf. RAEELl NEVER OBSERVED
E. hiiTrORo

(VAUILG b'l \R.- ) t^KMI l-^CULARLY. bPJEN RARELY NL^R OBSERVED
J- . FL^JKS ol- LlHLo

IN il IGhT c - h K N h H . - . i i T fl^i v^ oLEt: RARELY NEVER OBSERVED
C. DONAFIDE UFOb SELN REGULARLY - SEEN RARELY NEVER OBSERVED . *-



•-•.IF.

• • • ' '-" ' ' ' " : ' ' • ' • • • ." ,~ . _x* ' ' ' " -
WAS. THE O E J i i C T ( 3 ) - LARGE/BRIGHT ENOUGH YO PHOTOGRAPH? 'YES (3 NO Q ' '

O (*T " > v ' , • . • • ; • ; . • '
I . ' "• , , ' ' . ' •

A/ /A '•'""'
I \ ' • ';• " , ' : -'

WAS"THE OBJECTS) PHOTOGRAPHED? Y E 3 ' - . N O
IF YES, " GlVii COI-li-LETE DETAILS I N C L U D I N G : -
CAME PA TYrj, _ : CAMERA K.ODELj
L2KS TYPE _ __ .LEWS KODEL
FILM TYPE A N D /uiA or^ED ' ;
EXPOuU Hi. iiETTiNG U "

DID Ti:i GEJbCT(.5) LAi\'D? YE3 .- NC

•10. . W E R E Tiii.H£ A M Y EFFECTS OH A N Y ' O F THE FOLLOWING: SOIL, TREES, VEHICLES,
ELECTRICAL DEVICES, ANIMALS, WITNESt>(ES ) • • . . • • ' ' • • ; • ' •

y , - iS , FT:iLL» II-VEbTIGATOrl MJ5T C'GKPLILTE THE AIPROPRIATE GSW SUPPLEMENT REPORT '
OA I.!-; FULL DETAILS ' . . • . . . - • . ' ' • ' ' - , • "

iit;-: r

1. • FLACE YOURSELF IN THE CENTER OF AN •' '• •-
IMAGINARY CIRCLE. ' PLACE AN "A" IN - "
THE PROPER DIRECTION QUADRANT WHERE .
YOU FIRST SAW THE OEJECT(S) AND A""B"
WHERE YOU LAST-SAW THE OBJECT(S). .

s

.X. 30e

CN . 'FIGURE II PLACE All "A" WHERE YOU
FIRST SAW THE OBJECT(S) AND A "B" -
WHERE YOU LAST SAW.THE OBJECT(S) ,

11

DRAW A 5K^.TCi-i TH,\T W I L L SHOW THE DIRECTIONAL MOTION AND THE FLIGHT
PATH OF TI-IE C5J; i .CT(S) . FLAOi^ AN "A" AT THE EEC INNING OF THE PATH A N D '
A "B" AT THE iiND OF THi^ J : A T H . A K D I/EKUTJL 'i'HE CHAWGL-: IN DIRECTION, IF '
APPLICABLE. . • ' ' . ' ' • • • ' . • • ' : . - . - . . .



J.

DF-id wR I i tCVlbf i . A 1,U' jir' ' tHE ARYA WHERE Y'JU 3nW THt OEJECT(S) . LOCATE
Yob ̂  M;3I r i IGN .vl'i1: .iX "X". ADD I'I I -lULLY, LGCAlL THE OBJECT(S) WHERE
iOU l'.LlvYi JuW II , , I J i i -\.] "A" . H I D ,/H^a YOU LAST CAW IT WITH A "B".
ixi^v :v.mv A L i i 'E D^iK!r, n:-j THE ' j r j i . cT( -} TRAVEL PATH.

. » . at

•-Ten A DRA,<I::J JH r. ^ ^ L J E J i f s ) UI:ICH YOU SAW. INCLUDE AS MUCH
.•\I1 Ab FOuJTILl , AKJJ LA^L ALL 1RCKINENT I-EATURSS.

,. i --'JUVi Da 7 v
BuuG P

TO 2L«»"

u

HITS

UFO tXP

2. I I u V A t I. LAMr-L. , A! J, AKD AGELi OF WITNES^LS:_

YJI ; P.VJ-.R oj.i-.u ANY o'niiR orji:cT( rj} W H I C H YOU COULL NOT IDENTIFY
TO ANY CONVENTIONAL SQURCt ? Yc-'-' ' '^ * U ( j

' ^ -
iu W f ' - i - DID YOU r l t . o T rti'LATIi, Y O U R U h O OLoERVATION? (CIRCLE O N E )
A. hll< FuaCL <SD(^'W OR b'J'ATi P O L I C E v fuD IIEWSPAPER

LEDM r>0 ' JLCL.r i^T^-J ' I i ;EA' C

i'V;^ YO- ; LVi-.R L1".^. T N'J EjW 1 tv/'^D • - h IK'I ERhGGATED HY ANY GOVERNMENTAL OR
civil IA:; JL/L^TiGni..^ COKJEHKT''J 'inio OR ANY OTHEH SIGHTING?
['ES x 110 ^^^~ I'-"1 Y l 'S DEG'Ji IDE*

".AV,_ ( C U LV^k 1 _'-ls -i- I 'D ./K '-'^C uOI TO DIoCUoS THIS OR AluY OTHER

i.^'i ic 1-1

HO

i>~ YOU wio i i You iL ;;A; u, -10 ,I^L WITHHELD IF THIS REPORT is MADE PUBLIC?
( 1 111 TIAL OK E ) Y e.» , ̂ CAJL ,\\Q
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2. IF INTERVIEWED Hi i'b&i'JK, COMi-LETE THE FOLLOWING: I HAVE AUTHORIZED
' Tlhi; i.:SE OF A TALE hECuiOJEE DURING THE COMPLETION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE;

W I T H THE KNOWLEDGE THAT THE 1MPGRMATION RECORDED IS TO BE USED FOR '
REVIEW OF THE I N T E R V I E W AND WILL NOT BE USED FOR ANY OTHER .PURPOSE. .

WITNESS(ES) ' •
(SIGNATURE)

YCUR ;>SSJSTAi;CZ 13 OF GtuUVL VALUE AMD J f 5 GENUINELY APPRECIATED. THIS '
iiiPOhT SHALL M r ibJVlEWEi j 31 C,UR INVESTIGATION PANAL OF RESEARCHERS AND
EVALUATED IN GREAT DETAIL FOR ITS FULL SCIENTIFIC VALUE. ADDITIONALLY,
GROUND SAUCES V^ICH ( G G t f ) W I L L KOT DEVULGE- ANY OF THIS CONFIDENTIAL
ii;rGiWiTio;--i T-j.«iri JOUHCE OUTRIDE or1 O U R ORGANIZATION WITHOUT T H E - . ' . ' > .
WITNESS (ES) PRIOR V/ i t lTTLH APPROVAL. . \; . ' . :

u . . iJi
.DIRECTOR, GSW-WEST

J. A . SFAULDING ' ' •
• DIRECTOR*. • fjSW-EAST

..DATE OF-TILLING OUT THIS REPORT:.

o IGKA,TURE(3} OF V/1TNKSS (ES ),

VJ (3 , I ̂  ̂  S

A

NOo
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UFO 'victim'
tP ' * - ' • - •

fails to show
for lie test r

', A Snowflake man who
. said he was abducted by

XJFO occupants Nov. 5
•failed to appear -Friday

' for a lie-detector test and
o n e UFO investigator
Branded the story an

.Apparent hoax. , ' ., - '.
•:.,Travis Walton, 22, the
'man who 'claimed he was
, t a k e h aboard t h e
.unidentified flying' object
near Heber, failed to ap-

/pear at Arizona Depart-
' ment of Public Safety

headquarters to take a
."scheduled • • lie-detector
•,test. The test.was to be
.' given -by DPS .polygraph
^expert Cy Gilson. .

'"-'•' W a l t o n ' s • brother,
^Duane,|rearlier had said
<Walton was willing, .to
•>j&bmtt-to a lie-detector

_^test and other?tests to
-; prove be told the truth.

•£• Navajdi County Sheriff'
;. Martin Gillespi6' issued a.
« statement. saying, .no fur- •
/ ther .attempts''. will .'• be
•.made by his 'office or by
i-DPS to administer a.lie-
.'.detector test to Walton.

i ':l, \Gillespie, said 'his office
'would investigate new
'. evidence.' of', a ; hoax . if

i,evidence turns up. r .

t .
JO- '

uo

•411
41

1

*-': Gillespie ha*said^
.-&• hejthad"'doubt8Vabout.'
.'.Walton's- s tory^. based1

-jipon ao.',.interview, •wifl i>

•fi

•^-:£„•»



' ft;

; J W i l l i a m Spaulding,
'Mead of Ground' Saucer

'.',Watch, a .Phoenix-based
;1UFO-investigationr group,
'̂ id be also bad Informa-
tion that led him to doubt
'Walton's story. /•'•" . - - • • , .
* ' "

"* Spaulding''- said/ . ' h i s ,
;group is pulling 'out: .of
the investigation because

'<jf Walton's •' refusal to
submit to. scientific test-

~ti>g. -.',;; .-•; v/v;-*
* • Dr. Lester Stewart; a
Consultant ' f o r ' Ground
MUcer . Watch,, said he
Interviewed Duane and
/Jravis Walton Tuesday
Corning and their behavr'
Jor made him suspicious

"<f.the story. ' • " ' . - ( - . ••• ; -
J J Stewart, who holds doc-
4^ral degrees in -health

. ^cience, physiology and
jpsychology, also is a con-
Vltant to' the 'Center for
'UFO Studies of Evanston,

, m., and the Mutual UFO
•Network group, based in
,Segium, Tex. . . • ; ' , - . -...-

' '^Travis Walton's where-.
'ebouts are .unknown end
bis brother, could not be

. reached f o r comment
.Friday. " . ' ' . ' • ; . ; .
• ' Polygraph expert Gil-
.ttm appeared' at a press
; conference Friday to ex-

'I-j^ain the lle^etector'test.
.results for six men' who
-allegedly.;witnessed Wal-
ton's •'•• U F O. encounter.,
F^ve of the - witnesses "
passed the test and re-

: spits for the- sixth .were
Inconclusive, Gilson said.

.'•".Based on the results,,
Oilson said five" .of the

' .witnesses "did In fact see
something they .believed

/to be a UFO.'That does-'
. tft i mean) there was; a '

'

"

. ,. . .'...-••> .'-\i,.'.o
'".£&> / V -:-7'i'< • ::-:*'V ̂ ':.'.

; ^^^ '̂*:Mfii^:
^•^v;-;-;.-:f; -:.v '-W^r



CALLiDrPHONY
.. . . . .

•!,f •-"-'.-_'• (Conduded from Page A-l) ' the alleged disappearance Sunday. .. E
V wettfceot the door; down a hallway and ;; THE HYPNOSIS never "came off, ;

room where he saw a Steward said, and he believes the
on the^ade. •.:," .'ikreason 'i^that the Waltons fear expo- '

'' " " 'ciiiu ..a*a*«3M«t. tT • •..^•"k-.vl"' '•"• • •-." '• • •' •
tfitti the buttons and ̂ > big•>•" stewkft .challenged the-alleged infal-

ill sorts of: stars, VA"guy?7jibJUty:^:;the lie .detector, tests adminis- ;

. „.;; dark-haired huflian, jtookv-tered to 'the sixwitnesses. Eive Deport-'
?him;-J>£ toe;; elbow,into another-Toora ̂ ^y p^sseoVbut Steward said he"would.
-i^.t_l*i- -ALjI_A.. .««_.• j.«.M«4 n ^v«wv*M«xn i_i*MM»n..-_-i- _ - i _ _ ' •_ _ j i«_ ^; *!_•' __ _.L j t i « _

ua.Tfuesday.abputregresSrve ypnosis , i t )».he M u t ; e y
:̂ause.?StewaTd is a consultant fpr ' h ̂ ^ ff they'(the

^S^^rL '̂̂ .^ii '̂̂ w '** *&***** they can li

-
e- but

beat

did go

. tne tests,'" he •
•v- added. - *'-u^*hv :--^f%; .'V-.C-, 'f;--"--'*v#

HE SAD) -THAT' Travis appeared "
i upset at first, -but was completely calm '
•;*\Aen1ttfe br5the|S:3eftj:and described :

•<Oiaf:l!&a<tl«nci4Jarinmint«tnafi»»'';inf «ftniff'

. .
; !';tbey/̂  :-here{", Steward/saipyVadding;,
^•"fi^-yt&eir;Ide^isjon '•• to. .Meaye came '
' _I US.. _i-i— ii '-f ^-J _* !_:-• u-ll. .

.."drop t̂he.;case'!.. itnniediately.,v

•;-8afdrMs-;ghAlp. '"Has nadj.it. .we*Jbaye~r
,,-;dohe.jall ̂ e-canwWe . will-do .na'forthet",";
%ia.yestligation:",67 '"•'-, spend •." jfn'y ^miifiS !
"- «^ .̂J%:;V^ ̂ -VSi' -•'' • !
• j * * i u ' fear«l:- that -

.
• J j SpauliJfiig sai(f*feis*git>up' fear«l:- that -

- .̂ . _ j.^. TJ* .^-j _lv _f >H^A_.*.-««.4*TJ "™Vf*-_ 1

Case Bs Linked
. - • .-*.v*,.-1?;^.--

'^-•-. with Walton and" his brother,'Duane, on- (, . . — r — - • • x-- - •- ". •• ••" .»«.»-.« vii*u IUJ WAvr^liVI « LXUOAJCy VII- f

^^^Wnwb^r^knoW^to:have.;S^^^ ^ ;
^tervi^^an^leget^^aSe'. travel^ , ,HeteI ?f*W?.% *?i^ M;;/-:, ,'.;, '
E«r'-;-.''^s.':lab6rec|j:theS^ema«-Jhcident t^e Waltons appeared at 'his>':office,-,-'':
Xphcji?v:a^$;charges it>MKis,iilrui related;;, ; :Steward . saidi at about 9;30 a.m!-, I
P:" ^ ' "" w ' ' .;^> ."- '_. ' " -' *..' \.. ' _ S!innAC*vMvrfAr hvrwwiclo <ivn«î »non»o v .'-

,de-
. _..," H.vSteward, director'of .-'

I the Modem. Hypnosis Instruction Center
;> Phoenix, told the Phoenix Gazette <{D3ndmg ipedlcal .attention for ita»,3,
' iri^ah exclusive Mniefview. -fiiar'Travis - , reused, to'Ifave his office/.to go to [
;-.Wafton's ;story :aboiit beingV abducted •-*.1™-';-' •>• • •'• ":-:',""•*•' ' , . •„ . ^-
^^"^^^^V'^'^absqlute^ "They'wanted a.complete^Sisical k
-«wx. - . . , . , ,.- . , , . . - • „ . ^.oV'they wanted it for free.^Steward

• • ̂ t̂̂ îl̂ SS!̂ 1 -̂-""̂  WftEN :STEWARD arranged the^,
.. ̂ i^^fl»--«^'*^i^^vriie^ tumls^e said;;
:-:them.jand.I sav this is a ho^x.!̂  '. - .^. », -. - -'— • - — .-....'

?

?

>

I

•'r'- '-

.g' ••"»«•» Jifiuuup "JUl.WUiUieC: •-> • ••"._. | . .._•.' •,«

«'•: During the tw^-hour^fiesaiori. Steward
JS_ boi/i« /IVa\no~i*olntA/l lile* oinvr*. «iKf\t*4 *l»V»

••i- .oiewara^saia ne com ajxwrvaKing up t
.'in"'a White room with foiir-'.'snow white/. 1

J 5^ - tail; angular but not muscular,"" beings
'•: S,- looking atihimr'They,, had "misshapen
. f v^fieadS, • bulging-/ eyeir and 'i-no .-•. £inger:;
s' *v-/̂ b;:!,v|M'iwo^dv t̂;.:answ^^avl8^v
| ^jrqu^jojfsi^^id^Tci^thyiiw^;V^;.-,'*.--:••
* ^^"1ra:SA^Hfi^Wl^G/n^;^n^.ail.^
*; V^fin^f^gof^^.^le.iup^twfiich *§" .4

.. •'/-was-lying,''."/tewaif^afd. -"Hersiaw.;a..-.i
^pi^fie-oi plasUcfe]iHp«(>and .wrencBed it '" *
rS-^;^ed^%>^k:tfover ftlte^tablfe

^^^jl^-Jiwjd^ft^^^ic^ures.^.-.-::::;.;-..^.:•/:•.' . i-.rj.-;';<;
^ "He. ,saidf;they backed, out. and' left ,!
^ him -aiione?iThev;"..wefe wearing ajlver- '
li- gray,or bliie ^cpyeralls. TVavis said h,e'^
.• vT / ? - ' ' . - ' - J - - $ _ ' • • ' " ' '.' -" .a
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UFO visits Rim Road

•ke says he became a passenger on a UFO. The view

b y Richard Robertson • ' • . ' • •

Former Pdyson resident Travis Walton took a
trip last week, or so he said, and the story
has been attracting world wide attention.

Walton was allegedly carried away by an
unidentified flying object Nov. 5 (hat hovered
over the Rim Road about IS miles (24 km)
southof Heber '.". ,-•' '• •

The disappearance was witnessed by six corn
panions including .his older brother, Duane. All
six submitted themselves to a lie detector test'

il problems
olunfeer

. The Hurst tool was purchased in 1974 at a
cost of $5,183 of .which a balance of approxi-
mately il.IOQ is still owed, according lo-BeJk,

• '
/f^fn«ooJpWha«wasra^tftrt)ugh . • •

a series of public fund raising during the past
yeai.

A i the time the tool was removed from the
fire station. Belk was under suspension from the

, -department for 30 days because of a prior inci- •
dent. "I am personally bearing the financial re-

' sppnsibility for the tool and have signed the note .
with Thunderbird . Sales of Phoenix for '
the purchase of the tool," Belk said. "Someone at
the council meeting on Oct. 27 made the remark
that possession was nine points of the law. (Not
in reference to the Hurst Tod). We decided not
to take a chance on that attitude." .

Co-chairman of the Hurst Tool Committee Anne
Kuntz said that although the Hurst Tool com- .
mittee was made up of persons that served on
the fire department, the committee has always
been a seperate operation from the fire depart-" •
ment. Had the tool been purchased through the
use of tax funds, Mrs. Kuntz said, the use and
operation of the tool would have been restricted
to within the fire department boundaries. • •'

Members of the committee have said that the tool
was taken to the Kuntz residence on East Aero
and is still readily accessible to all agencies in
the event of an emergency.

Bslk has filed ar. appeal on his suspension and .
that action is expected to be heard by the town
personnel board before Nov. 29 according to the
town clerk.

continue
cartmen t

she had gotten three stories from Mrs. Jones'
and three contridictions. • '

Mrs. Jones answered with, "I fee),your state;
ment is garbled." .1 '?'•;.' v-;•'. • "-

-• :"-Mrt:' Kuntz restated ;rhe committees position
tliat the Hurst Tool is not associated with the fire
department and that the account for the fund is
kept separate from fire department monies. She

, said that the committee wants more control over
the tool until the present problems are resolved but
that the tool is available for use. ' •} ; .

Dave Marko questioned the council on the need
for the Town to hire -a paid fire chief. "Do
we have a patronage position we need to. fill?".
Marko asked. . >' - •

The Mayor said that a fire chief, someone .that is
paid and directly responsible to the council and
taxpayers is needed to handle fire investigation
and the paperwork involved,

Another member of the audience, Travis Jones/
said, "The basic issue here '. . . .found uval-.
most every service organization.. . . .there are:
groups who are self seying defined as in-
stitutionally radical. Meaning that control of an
organisation is their primary goal and not the
good of an organization or the community. The
group here tonight pretty well indicates that
that is the issue at question. 1'might'give an
example of what 1 consider an institutional radi-
cal," Jones said. "In the last two or three days
there have been some phone calls made in this
town by anonymous callers''who refuse to give

..,a wild

(Continued to PvQ*}

• ;•*•"* •

Monday and five of the six.tests indicated they
were telling the truth-.about what they saw.
The sixth test was inconclusive. .. , . , '. .

Duane claimed Tuesday- that he found his
brother in a-"collapsed state" in a phone booth
in Heber.

'. The Walton fara
ily is not unknown

' to many Payson
residents. The family
attracted some.no-
toriety during their
four years here.
They lived near the
mercury mine at the .
bottom of Slate
Creek Canyon in
one of" the homes
that has since been
torn down. , '•- ..

the family con- . <• •
sists of the mother, "•'.„'' ~- • .....
Mary Kellett, four : fl* W .***:"•
boys. Duane. Don, *"*?• • ; • ' . . - •
Travis and Ralph Anderson and a .girl, Allison.

The Walton family is not unkhflvm to many.
• Payson residents. The family attracted' sotpefnjv.

toriety during then-'four years.-jiere.. They lived
neai the rnercurV mine,at the,bottom of Slate .
Creek Canyon in one. ofthe^.hornes that has
since been torn down. ","'•"•'• "" - '•)

x • The family consists of'the mother, Mary Kel '
• ten, four.boys. Duane, .Don,ITraVis and Ralph

Anderson and a girl. Allison. ,..-'.;
• All of the youngsters attended .elementary and

,high school in Payson. .Travis 'going, from the
• seventh to tenth grades here. '. • ' i
. . Teachers that remember...the family described.

the children as intelligent but they didn't get
along with other students. ' • • • - ' ,

"The mentality was there;', they all had high
IQ's, they just didn't want to use it," said one
teacher. ' • j-.'.-j .,--"' ; '

. Another teacher described their-, behavior as
"•"quirked.* '-;. ,. .•"''. ' - • ' " c - . - . • • . .: '
..'•-• Duane was .said to have been a good runner
'•.and athlete but was not eligible because of his

residence. .; - . - " • • ' : • •••
• • The family how resides in Snowflake. They;are,
well-known to that area's residents also." It is
on that knowledge that many persons base their
belief that disappearance is a hoax.-' . .

UFO experiences are not new" to Duane and
Travis several persons. in Snowflake -told The

. Roundup Monday. They reportedly., have talked
extensively' about wanting 'to t ride, in a flying
saucer. . ' . • ' • " • . . V

(Continued to Pog». ̂ VJ .̂w .,'
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ad was necessary.
1 they could pay
.400 the survey
someone else was
o come up with

t the survey was
to help all prop-

ig Houston Mesa
ess, local real es-

tate people and residents got to-
gether and offered to pool some
physical energy toward the survey.

Pitching iri to lend a hand
were Dennis Chrrtensen of Chris-
tensen and Associates, Bill Me-
Intosh of Shady Pine, L.B. Curry
who is developing Wonder Val-
ley, Lee Murray, Omar Cavin of
Bob Law and W.L. Lair.

_mfrr-W.dWi'fr -JirtfAlAb --. • g'T^TT. . ' ' • /
*/ c friP". lii' a _^-'^fi

J?'-_^'l^7£^rt."*'v^*^y-'TJ^
!« r£*~?^r^ t "^ *jjr> *^V; '£Jr^ ' '*<3-i* -**•

i^^SiJ
"':i T1
&k*\. Wr.l

1
Listening in

n listens attentively to a two minute recorded
service of the Headstart program, Tales for Tots
ording each day. Children can hear the stories ,
baling 474-3212. It is a 24-hour service sponsored
i Community Child Services, Inc..

i26 E. Indian School Rd.
Phoenix

Daily 8 AM - 6 PM. Sunday 9 AM - 5 PM.? Ihurs-
sy nights 'til 9 PM.. Mastercharge and BankAmenca cards
.ne 1-956-8760.

• (Continued from Page \) '• • ' , • ' •
One woman, who asked not to be identified

because of her government job, said Travis came-,
to her recently all excited because he had just .
been chased through the forest by a UFO..-

Sank Flake, Snowflake marshal, is not hesi-
tant to express his disbelief of the Walton's
story. He predicted Monday that "One of these ;
days Travis is going to come walking in here •
with a wild story about a ride in a flying sau-
cer." Flake believes the incident was engineered
by the brothers. \ . • ' * ' •

Travis, apparently materialized Tuesday but has
not told any stories to the public yet. His
brother, however, has confirmed that Travis will
soon tell of his experiences in a flying saucer
piloted by two beings.

Flying saucers and UFO's have been the only
subject worth talking about in Heber, Snowflake
and Taylor this week. Not only have the resi-
dents here joked about it but they have been .
telling each other about sightings they have made
but were unwilling to tell about previously. • - - - -

While many believed the incident to be a hoax,
there were uneasy feelings expressed since no
clues had been found by Monday to explain the
disappearance. Taylor Town Marshal Jim Click
said it was "eerie."

The witnesses said Walton ran toward the saucer
shaped object and was struck by a bluish-green
light. All six witnesses ran the opposite direction
and returned 15 minutes later to discover the
craft and Walton had completely vanished. .

The standard greeting for strangers and friends

has included some mention of the UFOs or ';;
blue lights. • • •-

One man sitting in'a cafe in Heber suggested -
that the light would be valuable in starting a
garbage collection business. " • . :

Raymond McGrath, principal of the Snowflake \
Elementary School, said most of 'the children '
there (kindergarten through fifth grades) nave :"
joked about it. "Some of the younger children •:'
are a little scared but most of the students
joke about it," he said. • ' ' - " ,-
- Since the stor> became public one week ago.
every major newspaper, radio and television net-
works in the state has reported .on it and the
news wire services have carried it nationwide.
While The Roundup interviewed Flake Monday
he received a telephone call from the'London' ,'
Daily Express concerning the incident.

Government investigators have participated in
the investigation and the UFO clubs and en-
thusists have flooded the area.
. The Gentry Fire Lookout reported that hun- •
dreds of vehicles have traveled up and down the.
Rim Road in the area of.the supposed disap-
pearance. . •
. "I hope'it is true."" Heber convenience mar"
ket clerk Alice Hammargren said, "because it's,
history happening right here." . . •

Bazaar planned
The Stars of the Rim Club

will have a bazaar beginning at
9:30 a.m. Saturday, at the Pay-son.
Woman's Club on Main St.

(Due to Road Closing) ;

Toes. 11 to 7 Tfcnrs. 11 to 7 Sat. 10 to 2

w- p * S i "* --^iLk .s\j j i *ft>'**••»•



16 November 1975

RE I WALTON. TRAVIS C.

On 15 November, Travis C. WALTON waa given a polygraph examin-
ation for The National Enquirer, at the requeat of Mr. Paul *
JENKINS, reference WALTON'S recent UFO experience. TUo examin-
ation commenced at 1425 and was. concluded at 1615 hours. . .

During the e<nmiuution, he uhowed groae deception on tho charts,
as he answered the following relevant questions as Indicated]

Were you actually takan aboard a spacecraft near Hobor oh '
November 5'̂ ? ... "Yea"

*• Were you actually ill a spacecraft from the 5th to the to1*
of November? ... "Yos"

- Have you liod to Dr. HARDER about being In a spacecraft?
... "No"

• Have you acted in collusion with others to perpetrate a UFO
hoax? ... "No" "
Did you lie to any oT bhoriff GILLESPIE'S queationa concern-
ing your disappearance? ... "No"
Were you hiding aomewhere in Arizona during your disappearance?

VNo"
Have you boen adviaod by anyone to lie on this examination?
"... "No"

His reactions on the control teat were normal. He appeared to bo
lucid, and prior to testing stated that he understood each of the
questions to be asked, and that he oould answer each with a "Yes"
or "No". It waa obvious during the examination that ha waa delib-
erately attempting to distort his respiration pattern.

Based on his reactions on all charts, it is the opinion of tbia
examiner that WALTON, in concert with others, is attempting to
perpetrate a UFO hoax, and that he has not been on any spacecraft.

JOHN j. MCCARTHY
Examiner**
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' . - ,- .• William H. Spaulding '•• •
Ground Saucer Watch

• 13238 M/ 7th Or. '\
•Phoenix, Ai ' • 5^029

• "" " " , . '' ' *" *t;;-Dear;B 'f1>••••.-•' ;;;
/v^ ; ' -j;;:^-f..;:•,'.;;!--^'• • ' • , • . " " • . _ • • , - ; . . . • - • > - • • ' \-.>^

'. '•" ' TVumks for ini t ia t ing a dialog. •• Misunderstandings •'"'-'•'>'
-.'• should riot be allov;ed to fester and. swell'out of proportion.. ,

-. •' It is certainly to your credit to'undertake discussion of . .
points of friction. • ' . , - . -, ' • • , ' - . ' , (. ^

The edit-trial in question refers-to "dovelonements in- .':'
the field....in the l.ant few years". It seoms to me by. your .-.
own statement your croup has been around, a long time albeit

. "underground'1 - a^ain, your termino"

, » ; •

A!L;O, the oditori.al endorres "new approaches... .that • / ' < • ; . • '
nuginent and cnmn.Tement previously existing efforts." Your1 ' ' . ' : ..

.computer enhancement e f for t s 'would seem to qualify in this' '*"'
respect. If wp had had a chance to evaluate your program when-'
the editorial w i.rs v;ritten your organi/ation would no doubt'
have been I jy ted .a lon/^wj th I'SI,' FT.S and CUFOS. ' ' ... • ,. .'••• • • • > • ' . ^

- . ..i..,.-.-,.-*-:.,^' ^

Ao' to whether or not ClIFOfJ has an investigative body, I - ' " ,.; V^-.;.
think we aro 'defi L ing with .semantics and have no real argument, .:*:i~:
According to Kynek, membersbip ..in CUFOS.is 'open only-.to.' ' -: . . ' i-. ! . . .J., •^V/.';',,
pccredit»?d scientists who'-are • publ ished" in their respective'.-.'*
fields. Th i s membership restriction reouired him to depend

•on outside -ignnt"- for field work - the "membership ore.ini^a-
tions" in hin termiricj.l.oRy. Also, Hynnk has endorsed the Ft."
Smith resolution which decries duplication of effor t . ..''.'.

l,-V- r
- '."I T,.-

"*i:: >
•M.'S!i "

' - I don't know -UK: pouroe of your information but I directed '
o.nly one t-fim-'irk toward you during my Ft. Smith talk. That was .^ . '
with rerv.-xx-t to the buh-title of vour organization '"Civilian ". .-
Aerial PVi'.-nomcna Kcr^^'jrch (Jrgaiii".at'ion". I stated that _ . , "- i . .
"iiiiitation ir- the s inc'iror I form of I'.l attery1 '.« a harmless' ;';•..' ' • i '
inten>fet,-iti.,-,n nf thn fac t that,-our organisational t i t le ' ' • • '.
r.ppe.nrs wholly wi t ,h in that nhr;ir.e. I could easily have opined /,
that you w^-re attemptinr to confuse the public and trade on '•''•• ; , .
the reputation of APRO t>ut I did not. •' ,, , ^'

'. Dr. Ourt C. Monroe, Ji • /oology

Vi ' i 'i ''"-•' * ' .' • "

eAlon-<Piofit Cotfioinlion • Qoundd tin 1952 '
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' i l an; at- n lor.n to know what you 'mean by'malign in p. and-, ,'U-'".''1^"1'

• ';"i f - ' you 'v ja t ched (th^;., ^''(.'iL-TV interview show "Face the-vState,"-*•'•'"
'•• with Travi:.; Vial ton and-niysei r you must hove seen ^ h a t - 1 care.- 'C,.

'• f u l l y •iyv'id'jd r v M i ^ i y r-.-i- i i.ic j 7 inn; -"our organization even when"/
'-V;.i-:|<edi-n?,:tliroc:t-:.:%neV.;1;ion .-.by far. Diamond .concerning ^ur difference*;:
• ' and you 'imir.t k:vr.v -.by/now "that'l'-T v f eel"" that :you\seriouSFly,-.'bptched/ "

-,' • ' " . ' I n thir-- ' rnr i rd "•'[' w> 0 'I d' r>o irvt out thnt it is. th^; responsibil-
, • i!> of I,IT? UKo rnt .p.v ' ip 'h f ' - ' . o ' l d . to no l . j cn itself and to this end'--

, (, J >(. ' •' O' Hl«oi*J " Ar>iuamf . . r.fOChfm.Mi y

i - v " ^ f ^ 'O<. C>J»iO M. J4COM . . . . . n-t i •• *. , « ^ • »-•""•

" (j, A"1" K

11* , .,^ v Midottlo*n, on.
J * ' C . , j, Dr O A r., rP^..«

" ./ Coiioq* o( Oiifioitnn M^oidnp, U"'

s;?V.I
,j^ ^ •'; Mol^n,m«rt A. Athir .. M..M.» nr

', '̂ • CHQJlry. AH . CAIJd*

-'F ^ '• , - ' Ui»l*«f s'ly O1 Arl7o«». Tucvj". A / .
J .'̂  .'•. I O Mtrnld A C*hf> . . "J" JP^VCnw""n

. .
| . ' *'•", » Or Klthryn ».' Sduidrrto . . . pw

11 *" ' ,' Puidut unlwiiiiv Jt Fc.t: wjyna. r-imsr>.i"
. -I,". ' O Mlcnj.i J U093-"

, .^,"i '• R*tM.ch o.a«i).fAilan.Sy(1'^v,N.SM . Austidlli.i
:. ,':! D. Plchird r natnei . . . . Pt.y*^*

--1; ^ - ' r " LO* A I I O I . r t
O» ^.t .^nOA wrMtfi . . . . Pl.vt" «

j. •, D» Pnb^-1 M wn. j . . pi.vi'c*

, v;e inu::jt": crit ic i'/« -oacli ot'iiarP methodology .and a^oi'oach when we'"
Tce.l th.'i.t 'crjt . l '" ' j-m i.o'b" conotTTjctivc, -anproDriate. and nec-"f ' •
or>r,nry. •(/!"(! t 'ac'i- you made an a^'io-1.1 for nuch c r i t ic i sm-a t -F t .^ r . - . '
• • i n i . t h . ) ' - ' • ( ; o h ; - . - , l - iv ; person ..'should be a>)le to receive such'^'^
c r . i . i - i c i s m --UKI cu i i s ' u l e r ' i t - i n tho ..•?;>i.rit that it is niven. 'V

' • ' ; « . ; - h a v e • l i !> . f : n c.Tip'ir.'jt i.ni^1 vni i i Dr. l ivnek. •' '..i called hi's off/ice
•.'•n .Dec. 11, 'V.i?!' to' b i - i n r him on th-: o tn te cf the case (I talked
to i ' . . - j / • / ' • • < J ' ''nd nn l .hf ; I 'o'Movnnr ninht I called hi? home .t-o f;ive-.v ,1 . . - . - _*
l i j f n J Juane \i:-jl t > ' M i ' :• .phone" n i i m b f * r . - i o triat l ie could ta,Lk to DUane
•J i n: c tl;/ with ro.'.nect to ccjni r i f^ to l-'howni^ to interview Travis^ '1

• ( A l l e n ' v . ' - i i i out 'I c r . t u r i n r r } 1 .-ax-o the number to Kimi.1) Hynek •':"•'
cnlJ.r.rl rrn on ^-Ic: !'•.; 1 low j.n/; ' .Satunlay and thanked me for savin^-V -
i i i c f rbi i . a w.-.-^tMi t r i p . "-nparently you had been acting'as a '-".; ^
f-;o-hot'.vo(in'-but h'id no/'lncted . to tel'J hijn that.the •V/altons.l.had!^-. ;
not. afj'rccdj: to. r.n, int,ery.iew<'.f..';1; ̂ j.; •'.''.'^.'j,-,'- Y:.-•.>'{•>';;.'•'/ j t:'.vv'^''^,;'':i:,' '.i'-lv^Xi''''^

• ';'Ith r r - : : . p f -n l . to Lh" O- j ram irn-' of wh ich vou accuse \ IR ' , ' I • ! • ' • <1 ' ' -- * * -^ .. .
would |.i. i n t nut !.}ia.t vJu havr ; b^en acl.nally doin^ ' the

. ' i ' l irr rv l "ii n r.'if;t,r> ol' H .S .W. ' n iiT'ol vcment are
thoin: . ' - . l .vf ,T. ' '. J - ' i v : soft- pedal «"d Lhoin because frank.ly they
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NEWS RELEASE

COHJIHLTANTS Travis- Walton, the Snowflake man involved in a UFO abduction

last November 5th, has passed % lie detector test relating to his

experience.

The test, requested by A.P.R.O. of Tucson, was administered

George Pfiefer of Ezell & Associates in Phoenix, Arizona on

Saturday, February 7, 197&«

The test showed that Walton was telling the truth when he

^ stated that he was not a UFO buff, did not use drugs, or participate

in a hoax, and that he encountered alien creatures aboard a strange-'

• " . ' • * ' '.

Specific questions and responses are as follows: . ,,:^

1. Before Nov. 5, 1975 were you a UFO buff? NO. - .-.• *.'

2. Since Nov. 1, 1975 have you used any illegal drug? 133. '̂-

Have you been truthful with Mr. Lorenzen in the account ,„ T
* T

of your UFO experience? YES. ' '_.--v~

4. Were you struck by a blue-green ray on the evening of"

Nov. 5, 1975? YES. -

. Are there approximately only 2 hours you recall during«• . i,
your UFO experience? YES.

6. Did you find yourself on a table in a etrange rooa?

7. ' Did you see 3 strange creatures in the room? YES,

8. Did you conspire with another to perpetrate a hoax in

this matter? NO,
~, *

9. Have you been reasonably accurate in deacribing^your

experience? YES. *>—

'*<i(Jn1952 . ,i- r
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WOODSIDE PLANETARIUM AND OBSERVATORY

13 FRIEND COURT, WENHAM, MASS. 01984

DIRECTOR: RAYMOND E. FOWLER PHONE: AC 6I7/ 468-4815

11 February 1976

2623 Ridge Avenue,
Evanston, Illinois 60201

Dear Allen:
- - - , _ - , - _ _ _ , _

I read the APRO account of the Travis Walton case wvth great interest. The
NICAP position outlined in the UFO Investigator is quite different and its
negative outlook appears to have been influenced by the assertions that -
(1) Travis Walton contacted a radio talkshow about the prospects of his appearing
as a "contactee" prior to the alleged abduction incident. (2) Travis Walton is
an avid UFO buff (3) The section of the polygraph test dealing with the UFO
might have been negative but the non-related sections might have been positive
thus giving the impression that the polygraph test as a whole was positive.
Since the NICAP article was supposed to have been based upon a "thorough job"
and "factual information", I queried NICAP by phone on 9 and 11 February 1976
to obtain the documentation for these assertions. To make a long story short,
NICAP based its article upon two letters from NICAP Investigator, Dr. William
Bickel, Physics Department, University of Arizona (Office: 602/884-2524 and
Home: 602/792-9304). NICAP could not identify the radio station mentioned nor
did NICAP have the polygraph records. ;

I talked to Dr. Bickel by phone on 9 February 1976. He told me that he was
surprised by the NICAP article as he had not performed a formal investigation.
He merely had written two letters to NICAP recounting what he was reading in the
newspapers and what he had thought he had heard Sheriff Coplin tell him. However,
he told me that Sheriff Coplin denied ever telling him about the "radio show"
story-and-that-Travis Walton apparently was not a. UFO buff. _ Dr. Bickel_di,d not
investigate the Walton report because he assumed another NICAP Investigator named
Jordan was doing a good job. Unfortunately for NICAP, Jordon never submitted his
report and Dr. Bickel said that Jordan turned over the material to APRO.

I explained to John Acuff that the NICAP article took undue literary license and
that it might possibly hamper present and future enquiries into the incident as the
data contained therein was not necessarily factual and not based upon a "thorough job"
as stated. John explained that the article was published in the manner of a "news
item" rather than a thoroughly researched report in order to keep NICAP members
abreast of the situation. He assured me that future positive and/or negative data
would be published in follow-on articles. Apparently NICAP has knowledge that Travis
Walton's mother is an avid UFO buff who has, in the past, expressed a desire for
personal UFO abduction. Perhaps if the whole family had been taken, we would not be
mixed up in this confusing case intermixed with conflicting organizations, personalities,
undocumented statements, etc. In all fairness to NICAP, Dr. Bickel's letters were
rather dogmatic and negative and probably convincing. It is regretable that Dr. Bickel
did not follow up these letters with the information he gave me over the telephone.
Some kind of a lesson should be learned from all of this.



In my estimation, the Travis Walton case really can only be explained in four
basic ways.

1. It happened generally as described and was a real physical event. (See Note 1)

2. It appeared to happen as generally described and was a shared psychic and/or
hallucinatory experience. (Note 1)

3. It was a hoax carried out by all seven men.

4. It was a hoax perpetrated upon some of the men by a few men. This could be done.

a. Planting an accomplice(s) behind/the pile of slash with a flash-gun and
a tethered glowing (from candles! within) "flying saucer model" such as
sold by Edmund Science. (See attachment). If one allows for some
misconception, by. the innocent observers and_ exaggerations by the hoaxers,
the model (powered by hot air) would look similar to the sketch made by
the witnesses. The "ribs" for example, which are not usually reported
by other legitimate observers, would be reported if such a model were
employed.

b. The (involved) truckdriver would (as planned) stop the truck when everyone
saw the object. Travis (as planned) would get out of the truck and walk
toward it. When he reached it and "raised his hands" (a planned signal),
the accomplice behind the slash pile would trigger a flash-gun or similar
apparatus. Travis then would jump and fall to the ground.

c. The truckdriver (as planned) would then drive off and leave Travis and his
accomplice(s) so that they could make their exit. Then, when another "flash"
and perhaps a "roman candle, etc." was triggered, the truckdriver would
then drive back to the scene of the apparent abduction. Travis and the
"saucer" would have by then exited. >

d. Those in the truck involved with the hoax would, by exaggerated statements
and suggestions to the innocent observers, help further convince them that
they had witnessed a real UFO abduction. Whether a polygraph test could
expose such a thing would depend upon what questions were asked. The
innocent parties would probably pass with flying colors, the one or few
-hoaxers in the truck might -have passed or partially passed or
inconclusive results.

The above scenario might appear far-fetched but could very well be more apt to
occur rather than a bonafide UFO incident. The TV program concerning the abduction
of the Hills report and the influence of Travis Walton's mother could certainly have
sparked the idea. The thought of publicity, monetary gain, etc. might provide further
motivation. If the incident were a hoax and all 7 men involved, it would be harder to
pull off and keep secret as well as provide some positive polygraph tests supporting
the story. If the incident was a hoax and only a few involved* it would be quite
easy to pull off in the manner described above or something similar. People mistake
all kinds of things as "spaceships" and UFOs just in the general run of things. It
would not take much to create a pre-meditated UFO event by hoaxers. Even Mother Nature
via Venus, Sirius, etc. manages without effort to create some "impressive" UFO reports.
If the Travis Walton incident is a hoax, it should be exposed. If it is not, only
careful documentation of all the facts will authenticate it. Exaggerated, Selective,



and organization-interest prejudiced reporting can do nothing but muddy the waters
and compromise even an authentic real event.

cc: J. Acuff (NICAP)
W. Andrus(MUFON)
J. Lorenzen (APRO)
W. Webb

NOTE 1 - It would be very worthwhile to obtain a written copy of the Polygraph
examination to undergird either of these possibilities. Travis Walton
should take a Polygraph test. Personality Stress Evaluation tests would
be extremely valuable as would hypnotic regression by a qualified
hypnotist with a M.D. This is not to say that hypnotism applied by
someone who is not a Medical Doctor or Psychiatrist is invalid but only
that a true scientific analysis would demand that hypnotic regression
be employed by a person or persons with the proper backgrounds.

NOTE 2 - It is very possible that some or all of the above items have been
' accomplished and that my letter, in some ways, is written in ignorance.

APRO investigated apparently quite thoroughly up to this juncture. I
am only "arm-chair investigating" and speculating. I hope some of what
I have said is of some value. -

NOTE 3 - The "Flying Saucer" model mentioned is shown below. I checked with
Edmund Science Co. to see if Travis Walton purchased one in September
or October. Their records indicate he did not'̂ M' Their technical advisor
told me that purchasers are advised not to use a lighted (fire) source
but such could certainly be used to provide hot air just as the plastic
garment bag balloons -used- by pranksters-. Other -Companies~also~sell the~
same "Flying Saucer"model and it would be hard to actually trace a purchase.

Giant 9 Ft. Hot-Air Flying Saucer Kit
Fun!

Fun!
Funl

Rises to amazing height on
lust hot air Provides lots ol
inexpensive fun Easy lo
assemble and launch Ideal
tor the 4th ol July science
clubs picnics or |usl plain
outdoor fun Attach a string
tether and^wULcan loft OD-
|ect up \o(Vi Ma? Saucer can -
be usedTweTand over again If damage occurs you can
easily repair it Kit includes 16 pre-cut gores of grade
#1 white model paper, 8 red panels for portholes wire
cord, and instructions Make and fly your own U F O

No. 71,175 $4.75 Ppd.
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ALLEGED ARIZONA ABDUCTION

?

As with all contactee cases, the alleged
abduction of a 22 year old forestry
service crew member has created undue
excitement and interest throughout the
country.

NICAP's regional investigator William
S. Bickel has done a thorough job of
uncovering the "unpublished" and more
factual information pertaining to this case

Travis Walton, a longtime student_of-
UFOs, claimed to have been taken on
board a "spaceship" on November 5. The
six woodcutters were working in east-
central Arizona when they claimed to
have seen a lighted object hover at tree-
top level in a wooded area south of
Heber, a small town near Holbrook Ariz-
ona. The men reported to the Sheriff's
department that Walton spotted the ob-
ject, left their truck and approached the
object. Walton's co-workers said a "blu-
ish" light then hit Walton and he fell to
the ground. The crewmen became fright-
ened and left the scene, but then turned
back. Upon their return they found Wal-
ton and the object missing ....

Five days later, Walton was found
slumped in a phone booth near a Heber
service station. He told the Sheriff's
department that he had been taken
aboard the spacecraft by "three hairless
human-like beings wearing blue, tight-
fitting clothing." Walton claimed that he
saw the spacecraft fly off and was able to
make it -on his own into town" where he~
called his brother-in-law.

At first it was claimed that Walton was
under doctors' care in a Phoenix hospital.
This later was admitted to be a fabrica-
tion and supposedly was done to protect
Travis Walton from the questions of the
news media.

Further reports appeared in the news-
papers that five of the six men (excluding
Travis Walton) had taken and passed a lie
detector test.

NICAP's investigator, Dr. William S.
Bickel began his report "the Holbrook
UFO case which started with a bang
ended in a fizzle." The strongest point
about the alleged abduction is that the
five witnesses have taken and passed a lie
detector test. The test was administered
in three basic parts:

A—Was each witness involved with
foul play or mad at Travis Walton
(kidnapee)?

B—Did each witness know if anyone
else involved with foul play?

C-Whatdid you see?
Dr. Bickel concludes that correct

answers to "A" and "B" constitute "pas-
«•

sing the lie detector test" even if question
-IlCH.was failed totally. Question ,"C" is of
course the only question that is relevant
to confirming the report of the abductinn
by a UFO. According to the Sheriff of
the county in which the occurrence alleg-
edly took place. JTravis Walton called a
radio talke show BEFORE the event took
place aod volunteered to be on the show.
The MC of the show called him a "kook"
and refused to have him on the air. Then
AFTER the event, Walton again called
the talk show and said, "who's a kook
now?" Theseftactsj^naturally throw the
case under great suspicion and would
seem that either a hoax has been commit-
ted or that a psychological phenomena is

, involved.

ontinue existing programs at their pre-
ent level and to institute vitally needed

new programs.
We all know the financial pressures

caused by the inflationary period of the
past five years. An organization is no
different than an individual in its ability
to continue to provide services during
times of inflation. If an organization or
n individual is "living on a fixed in-

come," they rapidly see the buying power
of their dollar diminish. Fortunately dur-

_ _ ing^the past f ive years, NICAP has seen
the size of its membership grow and this
resultant increase in income has enabled
NICAP's programs to continue.

NICAP has not increased membership
dues since 1970 and would prefer not to
take such action. However, because of
rising costs some research programs are
now in jeopardy and no new programs
can be started.

?
Your donations are needed. If each

member donated $5.00, NICAP would
* have almost $25,000 for use in funding

its desired and existing programs. Your
{ donations are fully tax deductible and
• will be deeply appreciated by your organ-

ization. >

EDITORIAL

by:
John L. Acuff, President

Throughout the first fourteen years of
NICAP's nineteen years of existence, con-
tinual pleas for donations were common-
place. NICAP's members always respond-
ed when called upon and donations ac-
counted for a major portion of the
organization's income.

In 1970, the Board of Governors
decided that NICAP should operate in the
manner in which it was designed, i.e., as
an individual membership organization
devoted to the research of UFO phenom-
ena, and that its primary financial sup-
port should come from membership dues.
Since 1970 NICAP has operated in this
manner, and is a financially sound, al-
though not a wealthy, organization. Ad-
ditional income is needed by NICAP to

"\<ru report it if you want to. Zzzghs— I don't want to gel involved "
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Mr. Travis Walton _ ^ ^ _ _ .
Snow Flake, Arizona 85937

Dear Mr. Walton:

I am writing to both'you and your mother in the hope that I will re.cei.xe at least a1

brief reply from you regarding your abduction aboard a UFO last November. We have
been following the story in the papers with, interest. We now,find-ourselves,involved .
in possibly one phase of your case which does interest p!> considerably. , " - .„ v

* 'u i ^ •»

We are investigating a similar abduction case here in California involving three people.
One of the witnesses, a twenty-fourjyear-old 'ele'ctricYan" gave^m'e ah* object he said
the "aliens" had given him which they staged .had been^taKeh ,fromv yOur pockets during
your abduction. i .v.*"' ,- ',-* \ " s _ « , . ? •

v. - f «' 'T * ^

In order to verify this article and, back up the^al!)thje~n5icj(yVpf this particular story, we <*
missing any thing ir-anyTOfw l̂eidf.jyalue, out of your9 ' * * ' . ' ? - i*. ^>- !9* i '

would like to ask-you if you are
pockets at the time of your experience. It migl̂ f proye"Xver.yr'TnterestyTg',to find out if
this is true, and that this item got transported fro.m,Arub^rst6"'̂ aiirfbrnia by the "aliens."
I'm sure you can understand why I cannot di'sclosfe. to yoavVhat tfie item is. We want
you to tell us what the article is — if you are indeed*missi'mg something from your' ' - - * ,̂ ,4. »W T- •'fc.J^r °i * f '
pockets — and if you are, please describe it to us in detail.. ;l.£*ituisuof value to you
and you can verify ownership, I may be able to persuade- our' contact to return it to
me so that i can send it on to you. ^

MUFON is a scientific research-organization, worldwide, and we worck directly with
Dr. J. Allen Hynek's-"Center for UFO Studies"! out of North Western University in
Evanston, Illinois; - - " '•

4 . *•

A self addressed stamped envelope is enclosed for your convenience. Please drop us
a line about this matter as soon as possible.

i

Sincerely yours

Western States Director
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"CIVILIAN AERIAL PHENOMENA Rt SEARCH ORGANIZATION"
GROUND SAUCER WATCH • 13238 N 7th DRIVE • PHOENIX, ARIZONA • 85029
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.it o,l T di n i i > ! i] ' i. ii.i I b~i
\~j Pri'nrt onurl , // nlnr,, Vs*->*

, T)J roc' i"1

ivxl a copy of your loiter dnted February 11, 197^ from Walt Andrus,
mainly because I am MUFON State Director and GSW was the only organization
to investigatp the 1. Walton incident.

i c , ) c - c v ° r
. v/- In prt

Your 3.£;3es""ion!. of th» " i l u ' t i o n i ^ f ^ i r ind vc ^1]^
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TD! l^ v] n,̂  i' ^j 701 nti .nni,"1^ b1 noipd:

1") O ^ /^u . v. W v - r o I nr rnl;y ''"^ orypnT''Lion M^1 1 r^rfonnpd fin\r Physical
inl - i t p ^ - i '•-.line *iM> ' i) ^ ( "caption of i.T'J. r'.~ i.";, Jor^on.
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CONSULTANTS Raymond.E, Fowler

Dr jamet A Harder Director o( Research
Hal Staff Director of Public Relations
Coral E. Lorenzen Secretary-Treasurer
Madeleine cooper Membership Secretary
Allen Benz Staff Librarian
Sheila Kudrlo Olflco Manager

«. * ̂  -* •
ft 611113111 . MA 0 1 984

"

Costa Meu?CRa Sand"rl ..... - e r o n a u c s ^ Friend
Dr. Konneth V Anderson . . V . Anatomy
Emorv llniwnhy. Atlanta. Oa
Mr. Daniel HarrK . . . . Aslionomy
Tucion, Arizona
Dr Leo V Standc'ord ....... Astronomy
Mankato Stale college. Manfcato. Mn Dpfl T* FLa V '
Mr Walter N webD . .. Astronomy "CQX *^<ljr •
Hayden Planetarium. Boston, M»

Unlvorsliy nf I lorlrta, Lake AUrod, Fl
Dr. Vladimir Ste'anovlch . . . . Biochemistry

Thanks for your letter copy (11 Feb. «?6, Hynek).
'

Tu«on.A B°""y'
days a§° we sent you a news release on Travis Walton's

polygraph . For your information Travis1 brother Duane was also
given a p61ygraph relative to his possible knowledge of a hoax
and/o r of Travis' whereabouts during the missing period and was

°™ lvvs 'n corm"1'er r"hno'09V cleared of having such knowledge. Also established is that the -
"'1^ two were not "UFO students". Neither had read a UFO book or pub-
EMOb'o""v Hcation prior to the incident - Mrs. Kellet (Travis* mother) is

Geochcmlll, V .1 -I 1 . . • 1 • > , - .

willing to take a polygraph also - .*-* r »/ a r » xDr Pinlip Seff . Geology

L , n , ,

Greensboro. N C
Dr Loin E D.iughoMy Medicine
Valleio General Hospital, Vallcjo, Ca
Dr 0en|aTnn Sawyer Mcfliciie

".'"STT. .?„",„» Me<i,..n.
Coiieqo (if nstcopalhic Mndicinc Des Momcs. u

Travis was not enough of a "UFO Buff" to watch the Hill story
dramatization although he had seen some promos and knew it was

N
M J"u r 9 V

Calgary. Alt .
Dr P R«y F.

«^7coTo,lo5h"1el" Ph-'D50n"v

Dr Mlcflacl J Dug$ir» Physics

Commonwcallh Scientific and industrial
Research Organization, Sydney. N S W , Ausltaha
D- B.t»«d i- H..n« Ph.,.c,

*"""'"
"""""

_ pwchlj,,v
"7c..c.°M L.U... PWCM-V

p,vcnoio,y

Or Mmac- C Dudley Radtation Pnyilcs

?;,™°;i',",nna
coel'i""n " R°"9'0"

El,,ar"n';.;Uwst:,';un.«,I1,y.5c'en"E<"JC"">n

orh"o°h"cs"D." .. . s.i,mo.o,»
U S G«oto9lc«l Suivey. Boulder. CoD- R.cn»oEin.Md9o zoology

' ' •doo'03v

The information given to me by Alan Dalis, the "inconclusive"
*-* v *

polj'-graph testee, is that he failed on a question relating to pos*»
sible bad feelings toward Travis VJalton. Since bad feelings have
existed between the two Dalis is certainly not a candidate for
hoax part icip at ion with Travis.

Since the polygraphs of the six were administered by a Dept.
of Public Safety (DPS) expert they are considered state property
and are a little hard to come by but I have a good prospect now
of obtaining complete transcripts.

IA!I_ J. i_ t- " i t i i i ^ i . i • > - M I . *What has been overlooked by telephone investigators of this
Ca3G is that th e sheriffs office has, from the start, been "down"
on the case because of open bias against the general concept to
the point of putting out derogatory rumors as fact. Also, the
sheriffs office is an elective position; the local population is
(or was) very upset and the sheriff feels obligated to sooth them
even *•*• -̂t means being slightly slanderous toward a minority of
seven — some of them "outs iders " . Snowflake and environs is a very
provincial Mormon community.

One mystery is cleared up by your letter. I was puzzled by
the fact that NICAP seemed to ignore Ray Jordans report in favor
of Bill Bl ckel who investigated only by telephone. However, if
T J J « J t . L / » J i i _ \T-Trt art t » • t •,Jordan aidn't loiTivard a report to NIOAP the mystery is solved,

Jordan mentioned to me on one occasion his disappointment that

cAfon-<P*ofit c/?£ieatc/J doifiotcition - bounded On 1952
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International Director
Director of Research
Director of Public Relation!
Secretary Troaiurer
Membership Secretary

SlaM Librarian
Office Manager
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CONSULTANTS

of K̂ ;" !»«,.*« A,,it»my NICAP had never acknowledged any of the many reports he had for-
irZ^X'"™':0'' ... A,,,"o'™Iy warded to' them in the past. Maybe this is why.
Tucion, Arfsona
Or Leo V Siande'ord . Atlronomy '

"'"wV^N1 wc.0r.reiMan""°'Mn- .«.onomy At this time we have not been able to locate anyone in the
rr^r;;™'"'"' .,,,.hy,K» sheriffs department who will admit to having even heard the
m"">l"^'!lNN^r'l"y'"""m°"'Btaa«>mia,y rumor that Bickel reports having received from undersheriff Coplan.
UntvoriUv of MnMda. Lake Alfred. Fl - 1,1 _ . . _or v i a < i i m i r s i o i a n o v i c h Bioch.rniury j certainly do not th ink Bickel made this up. "hat seems likely
Boiton unlverilly. Boilon, Ma "

Sn^SL'̂ rw,.*,-.- OM ca,,afla
BO"nv is that it is an elaboration of derogatory remarks and speculation

Sf-^K1.*";-..ru«n.A, Boll"y made on the air by McCoy of KFI - Los Angeles.
Dr James A Ward*' Civil Engineer Ing
University nf California, Berkeley, Ca

M:r̂ r,L70'L
1nnd«,onEn,ln.

c;V:̂ onT«"s McCoy is sneering and outspokenly cynical in his attitudes
rSTZl "IẐ ir!" toward this case *** UFOs in eeneral. Yet he interviewed Travis
Sni«Vwvwo>Jr>e,"«."D.iut.T«l"c''"'E"*'ne"'n' by appointment (McCoy initiated the contact) and made no reference
uLs"n.i«uniU!,i1y*Lo,.n.ui " " °O9y to an alleged previous call. I think if he-had something on Travis
DrS3r''%-uVcT'v-a'll""Gco1lJ

 ne would have used it during the interview.
Dr David M Jacobs . Hi.tory

r.̂ M-̂ ri1"11"""11"-1" u.n,u,,,«, • B?st regards,
UnlverHly o( VicIO> la. Victoria, G C . Canada ( f,

Greensboro N C " / •" /
Dr, Lnini t naugfTiv . Medicine / ... /_, / A -

Vjtirr-io C.ot"'iai HotpMai. V.IHOIO. Ca ' ,ft jf ^xf^x^ ( / /"h -̂̂ V l̂
IV Lian..imin<-»wV» . Mort.rlne r'h S^*-^ \ S {, • \
Mliltliplown Oh / * . y </o, M A i*.-,M,i«n M..nriM« p y Jun lorenzen
Colti*c|o of (Ktr-onathlc Mrdklne, (.let Mo I not. la
D. H n<»n-i1 W-^dson . . Mcd.c.ne

Mfdical Coltrgc o' Ohio Koipiial. Toledo, Oh

MM°£n?J^C™V , Oranacbura. ̂ ^'^ CC I J& CR

D. Waller W «^»«" Metallurgy T^ -• i IJpKK
Huqhai Aiici,i'l LO'DO-itlnn. Tucion. A* " tli U I* CUU
Mohammed A Ai^1" Wrcrohioloqy

Calij^i v. AM f jnjo^
Dr n Bov t . t^Ofn ODII«

University ol Art /ona. Tucson. Az
O' Ha i o id A Cjihn Paiaotycholony
Northfjrn Arizona University, f lagitalt, Ai
D', Rolicrl t Crccgan .Philosophy

DF Kathryn M Souadrlto Phlloioohy
Purdue University at Fort Wayne, Indiana
Dr Lmcrson w Shideler fhiiosoohy
Denver Cotot.irto
D» Mic^ao' } DuT9"i Phytic* "

Rciwrch Organization, Sydney. N S W.. Auitralla
Dr nic^ard f names . . Pfiyslct

Lot Altos. Ca
Or Gerhard A WoMer . Physics
California Stale Unlveritly. San Diego. Ca
Dt RohnlM wood . Physic*
McUonnoU Douglas Ailronaullci Company,
Ln» Angeles, Ca
Dr JulO Eisonbud . . Psychiatry
Denver, Co
Or L Gerald Laufcr . Psychiatry
Cornell Unlvenlly, New York, N V
Of n«*rtrioid t Scnwa'Z Psychiatry
Montcnti. N J

Or Tony L Mapirj Psychology
Untverslfy of Caillomla at Davis, ca
DI, Michael A Peisinger Psychology
Laurcnhan University, Sudbury, Ont . Canada

Dr R Leo So'mne P»ychoro<7V
University of Wyoming. Lar^mlo. Wy
Or HO'aCB C O'lt'CV Halation Phy^lcj

Unlversllv ol Illlnoli, Chicago, II
D' No f man A Coc*<bu>n . Religion
Surrey, England
Dr A Hfnry Swan" Science Education
Eail Tennessee State University.
Johnson City. Tn
Dr John S Oer' . Seismology

US Geological Survey, Boulder, co
Or Qicnard f-'heridge . Zoology
San Diego Slate College, San Diego, Ca
Dr Burt L Monroe Jr Zoology
Untverilty of Loultvllle. Loulwllle. Ky

a/\fon-<Piofit cRtitaicfi Coifioration - Qounde.d tin 1952
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polyrr.v.ph rcjnorK on tho 1'lrr.l. n i x . Dalis, tho "incon-
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JAMC3 J. HCOAHTV
' ' ; DIPCCTOn

. - . . . . . . A.rixona
l)eparl:uie.u! of Public Safely

* ' •
Phoenix, Ari'/.oiifi (15005

13 November- 197!3
ATTrNTiOK Or ..

Sheriff Mar lin. Gillesp.ie
Navajo County Sheriff's Office
300 Navajo Boulevard
Holbrook, Arizona

Dear Sheriff Gillespic:

On 10 November 1975 a polygraph examinnl'. :i on was administered,
to John E. Goulettc, Dwayne P. Sini{;h, Ke>nncl.h E. Peterson,
Michael II. Rogers, Jeff S. P.ierce and Allen M. Dalit-..

The putpose of these examinations was'-to determine whether or
not any of' the above1 listed people were deliberately trying to
•conceal a criminal act i.e.: aggravated assault and/or homicide
in which. Travis Walton xvas tlie . v.i c tiin. ' • . -

The relevant questions asked and the answers given are as follows:

Question #1 - Did you cause Travis Walton any serious
physical injury last Wednesday afternoon?

• Question #2 ~ Do you know if Travis Walton was physically
•injured by .some other member of your work
crew last Wednesday?

Question jf3 - Do you know if Travis Walton's body is
buried or hidden somewhere in that Turkey

• Springs' area?'

Question IM - Did you tell the truth about actually seeing
a UFO last Wednesday when Travis Walton
disappeared?

'/;'.";:' ''•',

•,'."' ''.' .•' rf-.;

1 • ff'

• • ':-.*!'•.'.•'".':',''



Sheriff Marl in G.i.
Pago Two
13 November 1975

Each of the six men answered NO to questions If 1; 2, and 3 and
they each answered YES to om-ntio" '\\f\-. The 'test results were
conclusive on Goulctte, Smith, Peterson, Rogers, and Pierce.
The test .results on Dal. is wore inconclxisive .

Based on the polygraph chart tracing, it is the opinion of this'
examiner that Goulei.te, Smith, Peterson, Rogers, and Pierce
were being truthful when they answered these relevant questions.

These polygraph examinations prove that these five men did see
some object that they believe to be a UFO and that Travis
Walton was not injured or murdered by any of these men, on that
Wednesday (5 November If)'/!")).' If an actual UFO did not exist
and the UFO is a mon-madr; hoax, five of these men had no prior
knowledge of a hoax. No such do hermin'ation can be made of. the
sixth man whose test results were inconclusive.

The charts . obtained will bo ma inta.i ned in the Polygraph Section
of the Department of Public Safety.

Sincerely , ,

. ; (.'r-:'d-/ i-
C. . M. G.il:.:'oii
l\j l.yj) <iph j'j>:am.i nc'r
Hepi \): tmi MI 1. (.>!" T'ublic Safety

CEG: jg

•-•-.ovi- • ;
••:.X;/,,M

.;.•»••'-. i i
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M."I".. ,.,,'..^' " ' " ' " ,, h(ini ^ J i d , t ' i ' j I'ii" t W T not _ \}\ I '•-. wb; il VJT- not rnlcac^d. Je

TV ' - ' • • c l f u M y sul'init that iv; ,->tx in n be t te r ''or;ition to judge

sine, w- wr-rr thrrr nnd ho wr.criH. Any uncertaintv over this

o,,r, ITiaii'f'r wr/K clmr-rr! nn pn-il-. Tr-r/jb ccn be rotested h- ar

' p^po iM of mt iorml r'prl 11 ion. I'ut Mr. i 1 ns woi'ld rather in-

....„„„ dulff in rb r,r.\r-r •» ,;,,-)sr;i nn I. ion -ind lial f-1 rnt.h.". He hr.s fore

"Vit'i.1.. e:prricnc^ j ri tb t i r - - T .

Hir prm'ocpfl riolivf; for Ilif -ill^n-rd 1 oax i r -ure fiction.

A Giinpl-; f -bfnk vni.li Hi" l o ) - - - I, r.cr- icr> o fMcia l -T w i l l -"r i fy

t . l?nror-, tvul ,], i mi l / , 1 , Tor^ol '.or' ior contract in ihe

.V,T , ,v P'1- '• """^ ''nrw hr> ''oiil'l do r.o -ir,)i ri without nr<- iHice if the need

cr. A r i l / ) /7-d In.-i^ '.i.rh r K] nsr- r,urrrr.t .- would ' •• coir.p] ctel.v

'.n.-r-y. Of cour-.^, Kl n-n lia-- many r- on; and" of dolJnr?

O'"&.''M ,̂"'n.'J7" """"'" c' ,„„,„, pJ'Jci/vri jp .'.import ol t f ip i-lo-i thnt 'ill HKOc o.->n bo e:
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Emory Uihwrtlty Alljnta Ql ' f

Mr Oar11*1 Hjrrh Aitfonomy
Tucson Arlrona
O* L»O / Sl*nd«fO»d Allronomy

ManitAto S!*t« Cotl»q«, Mankato Mn
Mr waller N Webb Autonomy i/

*Vn75riI.«u^«r..iv.B..iimor. Md''ODIlv1i" John J. McCarthy, the initial polygraph e" aminer, apparent-
Or Me/Dert N Nigg B*och*mHtry
LrnlMiUiy of Florida Like Alfred Fi

^ vtfd"nl'Sf>fa"SSon Ma Btoth9mlmv ^y ^ecame m i f fed over the fact that his opinion was overruled \ Sl
t> M.ch*»(

ol";'™ A' ,«:',"' T"cl°" A'c,,,,in,,n»î

Mjrco *.o ( »n i FnunOJtton rngln0rrt TIIC.IOO Ar

tf* r>« C*

UHh St*li Unrw^ffily. LOW" Ul
[> Ki'otri »• w ni»mi

Or O l v O M Jacnhi Hitlnry

Or P M M Fd~i'(U Lnquitifi
Un v*r( ty Of ViCIO'i* V let On* U C O'Ud*

r.-ren«>«-<D N C

LI Lc- I E t>»og^e* v V- 1 qmc

Or M fj" njlrj V >

[ C( - v 1 I
M*i^ u \ »'-t*>i »h
(J V,. - . •.* i.

Hi *i*^ i a. / •"« ;n ^> ly ^ iiqiia f
D » >*i' « C *• i"- I n K s
S i • it .» 11 i t u A ' u n mi ^n rj \

Loi or«x M C*
O Ju'f C vei-xm
O*n-f, ra
O L r.enta i_?ji&
Cpm«« U" *«'t'iv '**•* v^ "• N v

Ot BeftfiOtdC S("w*./
MonlcU* "J
Or F«'ry L MJDI*
Unlvvrtlly rrf Clllfornlj «l DlvM Cl
r> MKtiMi A P*ning«

HOf*C» C Ourtl*y
nivvfilty o> niinoii c

Norrrsn A Coc*<t(<ir

tut I «nn*»v*» Sute unlvvrtlfy
J0hn»on City Tn
f> John S O«rr
US G«olofllt»l Surwy Qou'fMf Co
O R.cf»»e) Clfx-klw
S«n Dte^n ii»t« CT" Î* S*" O>*3O CJ
Or Bu I L "0-*0r /'

LMrvWtfery O' Loorvv iW Louh*ul« Ky

by three other eznp;rts. Ferhaos this explains why he abandoned

his proOnsional ethics and personal inteprity by breaking faith

and his written agreement with his client the NTtitmal Enruirer.

Such actions do not sugppst reliability,

]n the oast when Klass }i?c launched an a t t ack his targets

usually "heJd t l u i r peace'1 uu I h" hjs r.ot f in^l^d v;ith seven

Arizona woodcutters before. In r^^non: •*. t/i h i G c r i t i c i s m they

h.'ivf oM'orpr1 t o r i ' i ' . - , L w i l l , - i lolYrrip '1 ^ ' a m i n ^ r acrertable to

Ma . pro vid i ri /> IH i^r e'^ Lo p?iy I h r fi"i j ;^h(, -^nd i^cppt the

rv^' . r l t' •'. vali >, Any man f ^ i l i nc ; w i l l pav for1 hi ,3 o^n test,

t lif\" c , a \ . — r''O i \ ' 1 i' ' i ' co IT' f I h' h i nnl h i PC ' O 1 O C > O .

In -horl, I h f - v l i iv^ i r w i l o ' 1 , ) n n i l o "pij up o r yhut up".
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Mr Waiter N VMob
MlYdt » Ptarwtarium. Boa on Ma
Or Pkftard C.Henry JXii
Johm Hophlns Unnwrtity. Belttmore. Md
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Dr. Vladimir Slefanovfch Biocrtemiitry
Boflon Uni««*iity. Boston. Ma
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Or Brian w Jofinton Ewctncat Engineering
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Or Frank fl Sa'nDury EXOOiotagy
Utah State Unh«r(fty. Logan, ut
Or Harotd H Wtlhamt Geoehemtttry
Sunwapta Mlnerali, Ltd . Calgary. Att . Canada
Or PffHo S*f Geology
TRW Syttemi CCOUD. Redondo Beach, Ca
Or David M J*eob« History
Temple UnnrerUly, PniUdeipnu. Pa
Or P M H Cdw«fd« Linguhtlcs
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To: Members of the Blue Ribbon Banel
From: Jim Lorenzen - APRO
Subject: Walton Case

During the period of November 13 thru November 16, the
National Ennuirer solicited the advice of several exosrts to
help them decide whether or not the Travis .Valton abduction
was legitimate. One of those experts was a polygraph examiner
named John J. McCarthy. Two of the experts, myself and Dr.
James Harder were against the administration of nolygraoh at
that time since the polygraph detects str-ss rather than lies
per se, and to us Travis was obviously in a v^ry distressed
state of mind. ihen conditions were agreed uoon wh«reby the -
test results would only be used by the Enquirer to facilitate
decision making and the results would be privileged information
i.e., they could only be released unon consent of the client
(the National Enquirer) and the subject (Travis Walton). Mr.
McCarthy assured all concerned} "The information will never
leak out of my office, you can rest assured of that. "

Med>rln«
On Mo>ne> l»

M "id *et own on
Or B A T» Poorten
College ol OtteoMthic MI
Of R OonaW woooton MBdicina
Medical College o< Onto Ho to it Ji Toledo. On
Or PooettVW Johnv>n Metallurgy
Material* Rvietrch Corp .Orangeburg N V
Or w«Hcr W Watfcer Metallurgy
Mugrtet Aircraft corpo*ation, Tucson Ac
Mortemmcrj A At ha* MlcroOiOlogy
Holy C'ou Hocpitai ol Untvrrntv of Caiga'y
Calgary Aft- Canada
Or. B Roy Fneoen Optics

Or Harold A C*hn Paraotychoiogy
Northern Arizona Uni«emty Fugstaff, A/
Or Rooett f Creegan PMiio»oohy
SUie Un«**uty of N*w York at Albany, N V
Or K^trtryr M SouJOf'O PTHlOtOpny
Purdu* Uot*«ftJ*v at Fort Wayne Indian*
Or Cmerion W Stiidew* Prtiluwtprty
Denver. Coii*ado
Or Mitiiaei J Dugqin Phviici

R^tejaicn o>tr>ni/aiMX rydney N & W . Auilrcha
O* R.rh4r<l r »*ain«« i » ytict
LO* Allot ( *
O> Gerrujrd A WoMef i**viic«
CJtiforrtU) Stale Univwttity, V*n fjlegn t a
O» none* i M Wf«d prrynct
McOonnait Unugiaf A*T">nantK4 r omp»ny

1'iycnutryCar Juie f »

Or L L.e*«i<i tau'w

Untvetilty nf ( «irfn»nU al flavii t a
Or M (DM1 A fetftinger
LAirentian uniwe<itty Sudbu*y fjni .
Or M Leo Sr^mkie

Or Horace C Dudley «»dtation«>**T«ic»
UnrvertltV of MHnon Chrogo It
Or Korrnan A Cot*ft
Surrey England
Or A Henry S*«nn

C««l Tennetiee Statu urtmertity
JonntonCIry. Tn
f> Johns Derr

I Ctr«'id4e /ootogy

Science leliirei Ion

On thr same day Travis Walton was repressed I
by Dr. Harder in the oresence of several doctors including the
psychiatrist Jean Hosenbaum. It was the consensus of Rosenbaun
and several others that McCarthy's test was invalid and meaning-
less from an evidential standpoint because of Travis' state of
mind and the general conditions extant at the time of the test.

In a scientific study one does not waste time or words
reporting meaningless data; instead, one retests. This is what
APRO did. The trpts performed by George Pfeifer confirm our
initial .judgement with respect to John J. McCarthy's t*»ntn.
I have nince dirm-r,^! t h i n r. i Lu.it ion with othor polyp.r-cinh
opera torn and have br>en told that they would have refused to
test under the condition:; dor.cribrd, alnce they would not ex-
pect. .1 valid Lent, under such conditions.

I w;in rioL in I 'hotsriix wli"ti l.hn Irnl WMM r.ori'lnnt nd ImL w/uft
notified ol' tho r^Tnll.:; an pri v| I or^d inl'onnM 'on.

It was my feelinp, however, that you, the Panel, should
hsve been informed of the co.-nnlete situation while sitting in
judgement on the 1C'75 cases and I fully intended to ask for a
release from Travis and the inquirer to that end.

As you know, fate intervened. I developed severe Angina
Pectorin, vi.i:j uri'l<--r corr . iH^r . - ih lo mrdic . iUon wlvn i hi ir''r>o Kr.

nin - Ouu/u/aJ tin
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Or Michael j Hudek Botany
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Utah State UntMrslty Logjn Ut
Or Harold H WtilUmt Ceochemlitry
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Or Pftittp 5e*f Geology
TRW Systems Grouo Redondo Beach Ca
Or Oevtd M JaootM History
Temple Unrvefi ty Philadelphia Pa
Or P M H FdMrdt Lingufsiics
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Or Lou * C Otugrmty Med tin*
Wleft «n»f«l MntnhX V*U» y ( *

O* B*"**"^)" ^awryer u*d e'rt

Of B A TePoorten Med cine
Coiteg* of Otfeooa'hic Medic ne O« Momet t»
Or R Oon»id woooion Mea cine
Medical College of Oh o HoscitJi Toiedo Oh
Or BobertW Jo^nton Metallurgy
Mjtartan Reieirch Corp Qrangeburg N v
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Hugn«S Aitcrjlt Corporation Tucson Az

Holy C*ou Hosoitai of Uni««f uly of Calgary
Calgary. Art.. Canada
Or B Roy Fneden Optics
Unnreri«ly of ArUona Tucson At
Dr Harold A Cann Parapsychology
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Daugherty to take my place at the mini-panel and completely
forgot that detail. I understand that the test was brought uo
and discussed briefly but do not know whether it got passed on
to you as a group.

As it turns out, John J. McCarthy has now demonstrated
what I consider to be a shocking degree of unreliability by
releasing, not only the result of his test - thereby breaking
his word and his written contract, but also releasing purported
material fron the confidential pre-test interview.

In attempting to^eoqilaiii motivation, I can only propose
-Etect'lre became so TniffB^'0Tn?r having his opinion over-ruled
by that of other exoerts ttrit he was willing to sacrifice his
professional ethics ajxi personal integrity in order to avenge
his imagined injury.

Phil Kla&s hao rr rent.ly released a 17 pure conyrighted
document which nurporK U> ~>no^e the Vlalton car»^ ns a hoax*
Hie position o*' cour e, is that McCarthy's trr,l uat> valid and
Pfiefer's was flawed. He overlooks the fads in making this
judgement - the tense situation ejtant when the first test was
given and the prooer relaxed atmosphere which attended the
second. Travis is willing, even anxious, to take a third test
if Klass will nay the expenses and stipulate that he will accent
the findings as valid. He insists also, that his supporting
witnesses be examined with respect to details of the initial
sighting.

Klassv final conclusion is that th^ caar wan a hoax con-
trived h; 1hf wholi ' proup in order to y*\ ilo rrh out of h i f l
contract". T l i i n Ihcory do^r not hold w a t e r an thu l-oiwit £§r*
vico w l I I re .1 i 1 • vr-rll 'v*

Sincerely,



Donald L. Cline
696 Alberta Avenue #5
Sunnyvale, CA9̂ 08?

NICAP
Suite 3
3535 University Blvd. West
Kensington, Maryland 20795 August 3i 1976

Gentlement

The June 1976 issue of UFO INVESTIGATOR has just
arrived, and I am appalled and angry that an organization
which once had tremendous stature would print such absol-
ute drivel.

I-say "once-had" because—I~see-this newsietter~as~ ~~~
your swan song* I doubt that any serious investigator
will ever again consider NICAP as anything but a cult
of "Klass-ites."

I have considerable experience in both civil and
criminal investigations. I have read many books on the
subject of Unidentified Flying Objects and related pheno-
mena, and I have found some biased in favor of the exist-
ence of UFO's as intelligently-controlled objects, some
biased against, and some — a few — appeared to be as
objective as it was humanly possible to be. In nearly
all cases, the conclusions were plausible as pertaining
to at least some of the cases, though usually the author(s)
expounded their conclusion as solving all the cases.

And then there are the books by Klass. I have read
him, as much as I could stomach, and I have found him in-
capable of objectivity, accuracy, and veracity. His con-
clusions have invariably contradicted the evidence he has
presented in every case of his I have read. The so-called
'new1 evidence he uses to support his claim has in most
cases been presented before and shown to be false, or al-
ternatively, has been accompanied by contradictory and/or
carefully tailored 'documentatione'

is Walton is a case' in pointi
Item! "Walton passed the polygraph examination."
Klassi "Mr. Klass revealed to NICAP that a lie
detector test had been administered to Travis
Walton THREE MONTHS EARLIER, ON NOVEMBER 15, 1975.
WALTON FAILED THE POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION AT THAT
TIME," (Large print courtesy or NICAP or Klass.)
A. Evidence in support of Klass' statement!

1. "The polygraph examination statement of
consent dated Nov. 15, 1975 and signed by
Travis Walton."
a. Rebuttal! If in fact such a document

exists, and is in fact legitimate, it
does not prove Walton took the test.
It only proves he wanted to take it at
that time.

2. "McCarthy's written report to the National
Enquirer dated Nov. 16, 1975 which includes



his conclusion that the UFO account was
a hoax,"
a. Rebuttal! A legitimate polygraph re-

port does not include a 'statement of
conclusion1 by the examiner. It in-
cludes the questions asked, the answers
given, and the subject's veracity as
indicated by the machine to the operator.
The latter is a subjective evaluation by
the operator based upon his training and
experience, but does not support a con-
clusioni otherwise an accomplice in a
bank robbery would get off scott free _

_ —„ —because—the -examiner" concluded" "that he
didn't shoot the teller.

2Ai Statement in the text attributed to a written
report submitted to the National Enquirer by
McCarthyi "Attempting to perpetrate a UFO
hoax, and that he has not been on any space-
craft."
a. Rebuttalt The very incompleteness of the

sentence quoted indicates that it was
taken out of context and carefully trimmed
to indicate what Klass wanted it to indi-
cate. It is more likely a statement of
the preconceived notions of the examiner
than it is an admission by Walton. THIS
IS A PRIME EXAMPLE OF KLASS' TECHNIQUE,,

3» "The voucher receipt from the National Enqui-
rer payable to McCarthy's Arizona Polygraph
Laboratory dated January 14-, 19?6, for
•Travis Walton UFO Incident."1

a. Rebuttali But was Travis Walton the one
examined? And if so, when? Vouchers
paying for commercial service normally
indicate the date^upon which the service
was performed. 'Or was this voucher for
payment in advance of some service?

•̂» "Agreement to conduct test and supply report
to National Enquirer. This statement is
dated Feb. 15, 19?6 rather than Nov. 15,
1975* This is clearly a typographical error."

a* Rebuttali Oh, really! How convenient
for Philip J. KlassI And how strange that
the typographical error involves a date
so closely related to when the test ac-
tually did take placei

5« Statement in the texti "Mr. Klass discovered
that Travis Walton dictated the questions
that he wanted to be asked." And then, third
sentence down the columni "He (Mr. Tom Ezell)
stated that it is perfectly proper for the
sponsor of a test (APRO) to indicate the areas
which should be explored."
a. Rebuttali Well? Which statement should

we believe?



6. Statement in the texti "However, Mr. Ezell
in later correspondence with Mr. Klass stated,
'Because of the dictation of questions to be
asked, this test should be invalidated."
ae Rebuttali Which test? The one allegedly

conducted by McCarthy, the one allegedly
conducted by Pfeiffer, or some other test
related to the witnesses, or what? Does
this statement support Klass, or does it
support Walton?

7. Statement in the text attributed to Tom Ezelli
"'The reactions on the charts, to my way of
interpretation, would not be readable. You
would not be able to say if he (Travis Walton)^
is -t el-ling the-trutir~or~if ~he's~lyingv: " ~
a. Rebuttali If this quotation is accurate,

then it leaves two questions unansweredi
Is it ever possible to 'read the charts'
at a later date and attempt to make sense
of them? And does Mr. Tom Ezell make a
practice of second-guessing his trained
employees? This point may seem picayunish,
but it indicates to me the length to which
Klass will go to ferret out a statement,
any statement, that can be turned around
to support Klass.

8. "CORROBORATING WITNESSES' POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS'
(heading) Statement in texts "That one quest-
ion (about the UFO) does not make it a valid
test as far as verifying the UFO incident."
a. Rebuttali Quite true. But neither does

it make the test invalid as far as verify-
ing the UFO incidento As a matter of fact,
this statement has no bearing at all on
the UFO incident. It was inserted to help
promote the climate of disbelief in the
reader and serves no other purpose.

9. "WALTON'S CHARACTER" (heading) Statements in
texti "On May 5, 1971 Travis Walton and
Charles Rogers pleaded guilty to first degree
burglary and forgery charges." "This infor-
mation was revealed by Travis Walton himself
during a preliminary discussion with the poly-
graph examiner, Mr. McCarthy, and confirmed
by state authorities." "At the time of the
report there is no indication that Walton
was continuing his youthful misbehavior."
a. Rebuttali Then why mention it, except to

further create an atmosphere of disbelief
unsupported by the facts? In 1971 Walton
would have been 16 or 17 years of age; a
juvenile. What has it got to do with a
UFO incident nearly five years later?



10. "MOTIVATION OF THE SIX WITNESSES" (heading)
A statement to the effect that Mike Rogers
masterminded the hoax to give him *k legal
basis for terminating his money-losing con-
tract on the grounds that his crew would
not return to the work site out of fear,
allowing Rogers to collect the withheld
funds and pay his crew."

a* Rebuttali This argument is invalid on
two pointsi 1. The contract between a
government agency and a company (Mike

- — _ . _ Rogers) is not-affected-by breach"Oi' con--
tract between the company (Mike Rogers)
and its (his) employees. Thus the alleged
UFO incident would not give Rogers a legal
basis for terminating his contract unless
it was written into his contract, which
was not stated. 2. Rogers did not col-
lect the withheld funds, did he? If he
had, I'm sure Klass would have pounced
on it.

11. "SUMMARY" (heading) Statement in the texti
"Mr. Klass stated that, 'One possible expla-
nation for the reaction of Rogers and the
members of his family is that they knew the
incident was a hoax and that Travis was safe
in a terrestrial hideout, rather than aboard
an extraterrestrial spacecraft that might be
taking him to a distant world from which he
might never return."

a. Rebuttal'* "One possible explanation ..."
(Italics mine.) A favorite tool of the
dissenter* To assert that one particular
explanation is possible, and then to go
on as though that explanation- is xne only
possible one, Erich Von Daniken, whatever
the merit of his work, did the same thing
repeatedly, as does Klass. There are a
number of other possible explanations, in-
cluding the one that the family
and friends of Walton and the work-crew
did not react as Klass suggests at all, a
possibility which will be acceptable to any-
one who heard the tapes of the first inter-
views with Mrs. Kellet, Mike Rogers, and
the other members of the work-crew.

The above dissection has gone on much longer than I ex-
pected} however, the depth one must go to expose subtleties
of misrepresentation is much greater than the author must go
to misrepresent his subject. It is a tiresome endeavour, and
one which I hope to avoid in the future.



With the exception of Item lla Rebuttal, I have intent-
ionally restricted myself to the statements made in your art-
icle and to my knowledge of polygraphy and legal rules of evi-
dence, and to my understanding of the writing art. I have
not called upon any outside evidence or information relating
to the Travis Walton case.

Thus, I submit, Philip J. Klass disproves himself every
time he publishes the results of one of his 'investigations.'
It has been said before by one more illustrious than I, and
it shall no doubt be said again as long as Klass continues
to publishi Klass dismissed!

_Sincerely,

s&->^?ji?t. _
)onald L» Cline

P. S. I do not wish to be associated with an organization
so indifferent to in-depth investigation and fair re-
porting. Please consider my resignation as a member
of NICAP as being effective immediately.

cci APRO
MUFON
SPACE SCIENCE CENTER
CUFORS



Septsaber 14, 1976

Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Director
Center for UFO Studies
2623 Ridge Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60201

Bear Dr. Uynek:,

I an writing to you for a twofold purpose—first to respond to your in-
quiry to Mr. Bill Spauidine regarding py academic background, and second
to acquaint you with my observations and opinions of the Travis Walton
case. X.

I eataed rr.y rii.D. from California Western University, Santa Ana,"which is
recognized by the California State Board of Education as a fully qualified
university. I elected to take my doctoral training in psychology using
the alternate education extc-rna3 decree program having been introduced to
this method via the English based Australian higher education system.
This system follows the non-traditional European method of individualized
instruction enabling one to worK at his ovm pore a is ate own place and at
his own time of r loosing. As you are probably aware, this type of program
has been in use for eight hundred years in the European institutions of
higher learning where all instruction, research and testing are done by
the candidate off campus under the guidance and direction of the faculty
advisor but where the comprehensive written and ora] examinations and
defense of the dissertation are accomplished at the university. En-
closed nlease find certain information about this university and the type
of courses offered. I hope that this clarifies this matter for you and
for CUFOS. If you -would like, tc write directly to the. university, I would
riot object. Note also that one~of the members of the Board of Advisors of
California Western University is from the University of Arizona, 1'ucson,
AFRO's home town. I might also add that I have been awarded a Bachelor of
Science Degree in 1953 and as Master of Science Education Degree in 1969
from Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona, an AFRO recognized accredited
institution.

Frankly, I find it abhorrent that I am compelled to defend my academic qual-
ifications for the allegations made against me by such an unscientific, non-
objective UFO organization.

Spring—summer of 1974 I did voluntary internship in psychology at North
Mountain Behaviorial Institute utilizing hypnosis as one method of

\
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rehabilitating hard core drug addicts with considerable effectiveness. I
served on the visiting faculty of the Maricopa County Community District
from September 1974 to May 1970 teaching college level drug abuse educa-
tion and health science courses at llaricopa Technical Community College
at Phoenix, Arizona.

I am Regional Vice-President of the International Society for Professional
Hypnosis, President of the Arizona Society for Professional Hypnosis, pro-
fessional member in good standing of the American Public Health Association,
American Homeopathic Medical Association, American Institute of Hypnosis,
Arizona Public Health Association, National Council of Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse, Maricopa County Mental Health Association, and several educational
organizations. I air. Owner-Director of Modern Hypnosis Instruction Center,
Phoenix, Arizona.

In looking back over the past eight months of allegations against me by
that organization, I have only to say that these charges are the most
asinine that I have encountered. It seems to rae that he who shouts the
loudest is losing the argtunent. The tactics the rival organization have
taken are transparent—attempting to discredit GSW's investigation and con-
clusions on the Walton case by casting doubt on the professional qualifi-
cations of Mufon and Affiliates Scientific Consultants through disparaging
my academic preparation.

However, be that as it may, I feel certain that uhe developments in the
Travis Walton case would have been somewhat different if at the time I
had been able to corrobate my opinion with the psychiatrist's evaluation
I was crying to obtain, noc getting Liedical help only as the Waltons
assumed. I phoned Jarry Szymanski, M.D., psychiatrist, that morning,
November 11, 1975, shortly after 10:00 a.m. in order to get his medical
opinion in evaluating those individuals. Had his schedule* noc been booked
solid, we would perhaps not have had all this nonsense to go through. As
a result of my call, Dr. Szym.i-.iski attempted- to reschedule his appointments
to work the Waltons in as soon as possible. By the ti:o« he called back at
11:25*3 by my watch to say that the best he could do would he to see them
during lunch time, about 12:30. they had left my office, and I was not able
to contact them again for any further evaluation. This sequence of events
can be substantiated by Dr. Szynanskl.

Travis Walton's appearance, condition and behavior at the time he and his
brother were seen by me in my office warranted my assertion of his drug
involvement—bloodshot eyes, dilated pupils, fresh red puncture mark on
the right arm, withdrawal from reality, non-responsive to direct question-
ing, simply sitting in a slumped position holding his head in his hands
apparently staring at the floor, not answering any of n»y questions for che
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first part of the session, experiencing a phasic in and out alteration of
mental clarity and confusion showing ataxic nystagmus involvement. My
evaluation consisted of using the DSM-II method of organization and by
following the psychological behaviorial principles of consistency and
using my past experience in the drug abuse field and observation of be-
havior changes of Travis Walton from a very confused to a rational rea-
soning state during the time he was in my office, showed to me a clearly
classic example of drug use and abuse.

Since that time, I have bean blasted by AFRO in the press and also through
TV media. I have not, up to this tine, replied to their allegations; and
if 1 do, it will no doubt be in court. ' ,

M^CAnTHV '5

The results of John Murphy* e polyo«jraph examination on November 15, 1975,
and the research of Philip Kloss have strongly supported ray ownsprofes-
sional evaluation. I still stand by the statements I made at that time
and have up until now see no reason to change any of thorn. ^

I hope this confidential information will help you in evaluating this sight-
ing and will put at ease all tninds in this matter.

SiitcereJy,
'

'{. Steward, Ph.D.

LHS:vs
Enclosures
cc: Bill Spauldinp



Interview wi th John. ivicGarl .ny- .~- '1. iv':arch, l'y/7 -- by John Schaefer

J.S-* ' I ' m hayirin ?-n li! t e rv l^v ; 'w. i th .John McCar thy , and the date

. is March 1, 1977. And you had a comment to m a k e - o n that
'•If ;,•'•. '• '' • • • ' - ' .' . • ; .1 ' • . • • ,

'; ' • • • ' " ' article?• : • • . ' :
 ; . . : •

JM: Yes. 111 i n - ' o v e r q.ue.s ticning Lcrenznn, and it rsaysi "Let '3

talk a b o u t Li-.e McCarthy polygraph test v/hich wan made only

. ' • ' . . . a week after Travis r e . lurried and which he failed. Why

. . •:' ;.vere those results .hushed 1 .up?" Lorenaen.:" "Three •
' . ' ' ~ \' ' ' • ' • " > ' : ' . . *

• • • • . . ! • ' . • • • • • . : • ,('
:i, i ; . ' . : • • • , . . • • , . ' » • • ^

. psychia vr'ifi ts v/iio .examinee} Trrivis' on the .same occasion

/ . declared the ' te t ' t . to be rneaain^ieijS because of Walton 's

state of mind and the c ire urns tancorj under which , the test
1 . •• ' was £J-ven." Wel l , tiuinber one, thi,y is fabrication by

Lorenaen, byca>.i:.-e there were :no psycfiiatri:.^ ta present

..at; ' the. occasion t ha t . I ran him. The only people outside

of the Nu:!;i.ojiH:l Enquirer reporters and photographers wlio

. • were there were vital ton*a :brother , Travis Walt . -on 's brother,

' • • ' D w a y n e , and a Dr. Harder. He wat; introduced to me as a

doctor.' I ( i idn* t "know whe thur - h e w a s ' a medical' doctor

; • ' . or .v/hat hs -was' . .T found ; out laU; r he wau r,on;c thing' of ,

a-psychologist, or a hypnot i s t , 'or; something -of this

nature, .when actually he 's a profewaor ' of 'engineering, .

. . I " th ink , some th rng a t Cal. .Okay , n o w . those are .the. only'

... - people prc::on1;. I learned some'-'months' later i in. f'ab;t

d u r i n g l,he ' .Jiue when I .w;u; there' J n the room with .Harder



and the re: ;- of Mi tm, i.ardcr recc jved a telephone c

I believo frorr, Lorenzen, I ' m not jvj: 't ' , in whinh Harder

relayed to lue v ' i h c v : j that doctors jo-and-so, husband

and wife team w e r e flying in i r o m Colorado, and they 'd

be in that ni^at, or T,ho next day. I found cut later that

thei~e were ' he psychiatr is ts who examined him, but they

weren ' t present, at ih<* time I f,ave thp examination.

Also, Lorensen is ru 'u being very straight-forward in

this in terview with Uberi1;. Lor^n/.erv himself made the

initial r o n t u c t \ ; i th mo to do the examinat ion , asked if

I would do the e x a i p i n n t x o n . And 1 had beun tefez'red to

him by a irientt jf hi^ here in town, for whom 1 Ur,ed to

work, ynd v;ho knov,.3 oi my prof esc; j onalism in the polygraph

field. oo ;IH oa ' lod rno optenrnbiy aa t h < j nui'iber one man

"to do the 4,p (-. A j ' i . t r -' bricl convc rsat tori wj rh Tiorenzen

on tho p h o r t p , Vic- eat ' l , " T ° n o L i - , , bo put Ur. Harder on."

ilo then H r i j v i e r ; o l i . r i the phune arid ihtrodu. ' :od hinicjelf

as Ur. Ha rde r u u l , u ; ) v L d if 1 v * O A l a tc; w i J I i n 1 , to do the

test, and T said, "Yes . " Arid he r . t , id MTI t he had

hypno t i sed W o J ton and "i :it,Ked h im, "Now, v.uuld that

have any < > f f j c t - j t i dny poyoiblc- outcome o L1 the polygraph

examination? lo the man going 1o be under hypnoBij?"

And he aaid, "0}i, MO. ir/e ju::t hy])noti;',ed him to see if

hiu fj tory .-/so .-, t ra i^hL." And yo-forth and so-on* "But

he'o not under hypnor;in, and ne won ' t bo under hypnosis



I
when the examination takes place." I asked him if he

was mentally and physically capable of the examination

after his alleged incident; And he said, "Oh yes* He*s

perfectly ali righ-t. " ...or words to that effect. So

we agreed to the examination, and that was here in the

office. They called me on the phone here. Later at

my home they specified the time and place for the

examination, v/nich would be at the hotel in Scotisdale^

and that I wasn ' t to tell anybody where I was going.

And I said, "That's fine, except thai I shall tell my

wife." And they sort of laughed and agreed to that.

So, there wore no psychiatrists present ai the same

time, so therefore Lorenaen wasn ' t being Very factual
O

with tteAberg on that point.

JSt What APKO affiliated rsrsons were at the Sheraton Hotel

during y^ur test?

«JMi The only one that 1'n aware of was Dr. Harder* Lorehzen

was not thpre. Thi. rest of the people there were, as 1
(

said, Dwayne Walton ind the various photographers and

reporters for the National Enquirer.

J3» What was the state of Travis' mind prior to the test?

JMi He appeared to me to be perfectly lucid. We went through

a rather extensive pro-test interview, and during this

time 1 sized him up like we do on every examination with

anybody, to see if hp wasi in our opinion* rational and
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, , 39 forth* A n d h e assured r n e that h e Was, a n d h e talked

';• • and .answered my questions rather straight-forwardly.

^•;-:JSj.-.. And. so, , in your opiriiori, you Would not say that he was

' • • . ' • ' . • • ' unsettled. ' ' ; ' . . ' . • . ' ' ' • " • •; " ' • • = • • ' ' • ' ' . - ' • ' ' ' • • • • • • •
i':" : V-. ••• ' ' . ' ' • ' • • • ' : . ' • ' ' '''•':. : ••'•-'." • ' • ' • \ ' '• • . . . ••
Mti No. - H e was; I would say, apprehensive, as is everybody

•; , that is going to go through a polygraph examination^
1 whether it's for pre-empliayment or a'crintinai test ,

; , ".for some judge here in town. .Everybody's a little

'\:"-', -^ apprehensive. ; . : . " . • . ' • ' . ' • ! ' . • • • ' • '' ' •" ' ' : v ,'"'•: ' • ' • " ' • ' ' • . . ' . . ' • .

JS: ;• Did yoyi frame your owH test questions? ,

,' : , • JS» They/did not indicate in advance what-areas you should .

^ / V ^ Y ; ; , . , • ; ask, or .did they .give you any specific questions?

; " . ; , . . , JMi No. They, told me What had transpired, and then far* Harder

;-;.;v-: . , ' ' M I V indicated they had several tape recordings of interviews

•'•'-•'.;'":•-;::>'••.'•:''••;'•;[-with.'Walton which they had taken. . And I said, "rtell,

v :<^; • ' " ;!'^\x •'•::. - - ' . / in .preparation for thib, I*m going to sit down arid go

; : ; ; : ^ ; ; . , - ; ; ; : over/these interviews and. listen to these recordihgs."

r . = ' And they produced sevoralti. they had abotit three'or. four

; , " or five tape recbrderB all over the,place. Arid so they

•.•• ' • • ' • ; , . ; • - v ' , - ' 1 ! : !: then went to lunch.. .all .of them.. .arid left me in the

^ ' lY' / ^ ; ^ room, And t sat down there while they were at'iiirich' ,arid

, ' '. ' ^ l i s t e n e d to the tape recordings and the questions and

' ; ".. : V •••)•..;•;/the answers that Walton gave arid I jotted down notes

.{:::. : , ' • > • - which 1 thought Were pertinent. FolipWihg thisi they



JSi

came back to the suite of rooms, to the bedroom/ and
. • - • - ' • • • ... ;•' '• ' : , ,.' • - . . :.- ', :t(. '-,•• .- ' • •:-':':''' '• ' ' - , ; • ':••;'•'•':.•••'"':.' "•''"
.they asked,If I wanted anything else.. And I said,

- "Yes, -1 would like to talk to1.1.. they brought Dwayrie .
v-'.': ;

 ; ;.--' ••.'• '. ' . . - ! - . ':;/;• ••, ' :'- •.. .-.- . ' . ' ; / ; . t .. -•
in <ind introduced me \,o him.. .and I .saidi"I'd like to

talk to Dwaynd before I see Travis." At this point I

had never ceeh Travis. They had him in another room
'';'.•'••• '.':'-.: , . ' " ' ' • '. . ' ' • ''•'•' "" • '. ' • ' ' : 1 . : ' ' < '

''someplace in the complex;" So I cut a,.'short interview

• with Dwayne, and I asked him about Travis, and what

vtype of kid he wasi and had,he ever Used drugs or ahythihg

, of this nature, arid he assured me that he, was a straight-

arrow. ..that he wao like ;a father: to-'himi and he had

sort of brought him up over the years...and that he
'.''.. • • ' ' ' • ' ' • ' • ' '"." ' ••! .'' ' '• "';: " ' " ' • ' , ' . . '. ''•- i ' J ;. : ' • - • •
never used drugs arid hever been in trouble with the law

or anything of this nature. He wad just a straight kidi

and he. would never lie to,anybody. So with' that I was

introduced to Travis and we started.

Okay. Do you personally feel that there was anything

wrong with the. type of questions you asked Travis?

For example, AFRO says Travis was boxed in as your

first question forced him to speculate. For examplei

your, question! "Were yoxi actually taken aboard A' . ..

spacecraft on November 5, : 1975?" - '.'• ••"..•.

Well, I didn't .box him in.. I'm just asking him a question

to which he previously...a deed which he asserted had

': happened to him... that he wad on a spacecraft. So, hiy



first question was, "Were you actually on a spacecraft?"

JSt How do you think APRO cah make value judgments against

*,.-. , ypur testing, especially after this rape of polygraph

' testing standards with George Pfeifer?
iil » •)
UTVh Personally, I 'don't oee that anybody that I have talked

i/ , i

to in APRO has any expertise ih the .polygraph technique
< .

, or in the proper framing of testing or anything else.
' , , i _
• $hey may talk a lot, but as far as I'm concerned* they

don't have any valid premise for their contentions.

JS: Have any of your techhical peers criticized your ethics
i ' (

ih this case?i
JMi No.

> *
JSi Nobody's said anything to the media or anything against
i

your ethical standards?
i

JMi Not to my knowledge. Oh, that brings up another question.

If 1 recall correctly, Lorenzen told somebody or printed
,

- in that APRO bulletin, that I had violated our code of

ethics because I revealed the fact that he was tested
• ' i •

'when I was sworn to secrecy, or some such thing like tHat«
" ' ' jTo back up a bit, prior to the examination of Walton,

' , •this Jenkins, 'I believe it was, who was the lead reporter
»< i

on this team from the National Enquirer, out of their

' Los Angeles office; asked me if 1 would have any objection
• ' i

to his photographer taking pictures of myself* the instruments,
jand the charts, subsequent to my test» and I saidj

1
\

5if ' '. .1 > ,-!<,. 1 . *«,! .



'•• -k ,
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,'.' : have no objection whatsoever.'• ' Following the tesi,

and^ after I had; give'n my, adverse opinion, and they got.:

•^s,;.-.. all. shook up, there was no mention of any photographs

or anything else; but what they did do; .they went into
*'-'v •.''•''••':''' ' • ' ' • ' . ' ,". • . • ' ' ' . • ' ' . ' . • : ' . ' • - • ; • - ' • ' . . ; ."•.' : ' ' . •.''..
. . ' a . little huddle and went; into an adjoining rbohi and

:;. , typed out a statement which they asked.me to sigh* saying

; that I wouldn't reveal their presence, of their irivesiigating

team here in town, . that I .would not reveal the results of

..';,'•''•.. the test to anyone, except the editor in Florida id whom

I was directed to .send the/report. And so I did, I

•'.: ''signed it. And Jenkins signed:it, and some other National
:-' .;••• •.:' • • : ' ; • ' ;'' • • . v i- - "' • '• ' - :•" " '•''"'• •" ","'•• • ' . '• '•• ''-'•' • ' ' '-' • • .
•";. Enquirer reporter signed it. Now, Lbrerizen is claiming .

• . that I,violated ihat pact which I sighed with the National

Enquirer people, because I was the one who revealed the

. , fact that Walton had taken the test and flunked ii.

;.'".. Well, .this is /not true.. I have subsequently.. .the fii*st

^V indication tiiat I, knew ihat anybody else khew thai I had
' v : : - ; •. -v - v '• "•'• • • ' . ' ' •'.';' > •• ' - i' • ' ' • " ' • " '
;.,,,done Walton, was -that I got a'telephone call from '

','::;. Washington, D.'Ĉ , from Philip Klass, and Phil ,said thai . ..:

he, had been talking to Tprii Ezell, whose office is right
'' . • • • - • • . . •. . . ' • • . - . ' , i . . ' • ' • • . ' - ' • '• • ' >' ' • • / ' ' ' t "' '•,

• •' r'. i ' • • ' • . • ' . - • ' • . - . ' . - - 1

d,own the street here and for whom Pfeifer worked at thai

; time, and concerning Pfeifer*s test of Walton. And,Tom

Ezell apparently told Phil that he might call me*i.that

• he understood that 1 may'have run Walton previbUslyi

'//'•'•"vAnd .this, sort .of-'giur^riseci:Phil, apparently^ .ahd He called

."-' .." '"i :'•'.'•''',•'' '



';,•'• •'• ^"'-"-"'i* •' ' ''•''' • '••'.' -,•.'••' >:' ••'''-'..'.' \r\ ' • ' • • • • ' - • ' • "' • . ''• •'• • . •" '. '.i' -i" V , " • • - . ' . •

1 • .' •-..••.-•"','• i- ' * . ' . . • • ' . . 1 •:''- ' "' * • ''..'"

!'*"'(' i ' ' • • ' . • • ' , • • • '. ' ' • i ." i . ' • ' ' . ; . . ̂  '

^ S
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.me, and.he asked me point blank...he said he talked to : . *
viV'v •''•' ; '••• V •"•• • •'' '=••: :T.; v.:-.,-;- '•' •.-•'-•'••' • • ' . • . ' : '•" •-•"•";'.'•''•• •;';! ; -.•'
, Tom. Ezell, and he said^ "Did you run a polygraph examination

• • • ' . ' i ~ • • ' . ' ' . • ' -. i •. - ' . ' i- ' ' '•'
'.',<•• • ' ' ' • - . ' , , - • ; ••; , • • , - . • ' ' • , '' • • ;i '( • '

f-. on Tra.yis Walton?" And I|m not about to lie, and I saidj

. '.>HYos, 1: did.r He said/ "Could you tell me when?" Arid

I\ said, "Last November, ..what was it--the ifith, or some

, such thing like that." !i?his was in, I believe, March'

; of last'i/ear-that 1 got'''ilii's call.'j; Subsequently,' after ,

Lorenzen came out and accused :me of reveaiihg "tHe, test

. and breaching the faith, "„ as 'it were, I chebked with Tom

; Ezell to. find .out how,he heard that I,may have;run this

;\;'•."'''.'''..guy,-- and-he'said'that-h'e,:lheard it from Pfeifer, and. the

' • / : • only way that Pfeifer could .have. known it was tnai it
; , . .came from.one,of the AFRO people^ *.Lorenzen or somebody

: S'v else, or the Wai tons^themselves. So, they're the ones

; ' w h o revealed.; the fact .that the .test was made and that ;

, he flunked it--Hot me. I really corroborated it when
:;. :'v Phil asked me"• that question, and i; don't think that's

;•• - ' ' • .any breach of faith. ./ ...'.'.'-' •

JSs ; Would it be possible to have your,results in testing • •

.methodology reviewed by an outside board of polygraph

, operators, as hot to question you, biit to put APRO in

roniising position? ,v, • . '.-'. . . - • • • , ; , . ' ; • . ^/''\.'\-.-.r-

Ii Certainly. , 1 wouldn't hesitate for a._secpnd..to, tiirH

; ;\ ray charts and the quedtione bve'r to any. 4Uaiified'<v , ' ,

.-'•'•'polygraph expert^' • .•••-".'•' -'• ••.•'.: ;.-•,;. -^ ,;>.- • '-." .: .'".';':..: r ; ' -v/-. •.

••^••;-^/
-.1'. . ' •'••'!' •• :'



JMt.

J^i Dp ybu maintain copies of. the questions that you" ask? . '
:'-'-''" V:'^ '' • ' " ' • ' - . ' " ' :..'• ' '•' '^ •••••'.: • •' :;': : '''''• \ ''•' . ' ' •."•' '

Do. they go into your personal records that you know for

'"*- :'-U :_ ' sL.reyiew at a, later daie, exactly word-for-word What it

> • " V 'was' that you asked?''-. • " • ' . '• : • ' : . • ' . • . ' • • ' , ' • ' •• ' ' . ' ' . '•' ' • • ' • • •
..:•*•#•,:.': : . " - . ' . • • • ' . '-; - • - • • • . - . ; • . • • • : :';,: ,• •:.; • . , . - . . - • ; " - , •; ' • • , ' • ; ' • ' ; . ' . - • • ; ' • • •
*'3yit .Yes..;\, . . . . - . . _ . • • • ..; • ; , . ; . • • • • • • ; ; • • " - ' ; . - - . - ; • • • • ' . • " • • ' . . ; - . ' ; - . - . - . • • . . ' .
.JSi You do, have that available now. , , ;

JMi ; Oh, yea. I still have the original notesi -

JSi ,. Now, AFRO has , made slanderous statementa against yoiir

character, and what. is your response to that? •

I don1 1 recall; spebif icetily which "slanderous1', statements.

• ' • ! • • ' ' Can you refresh triy ;metrtory? Are they 'outlined here? Well,

,; . ' . to begin with,, during, the 'pre- test interview, which is . .

done in all indtances in every examination^ whilie we're .

making up the questionsi .. the questions have got to be
•'.••••' ""'"'.' ' ' . ' . ' : • ' • ' . ' • • • ' , . - • • ' • . • • • I .. i . j' .

, phrased so they must ; be answered yes or no. ; .and after

the list of questions was made up, 1 went over ihese

, questions with Travis verbatim, a eked him if he Understood

them, and he said, "Yes*, ". Now v/e went ; through eabh, one

:" of them, and' he was asked to answer yes :or no to each

'.one of them before we ever put the instrumentation on

, him. He was sitting in a chair over .there , and 1 was .

sitting over here. To each of these questions I asked

,:. him, "Can you answer this with a flat yes -or hb'?!V "Was

that your experience?" And he said,, "Yes;" Nbw'}:,:they: :
' . ' • ' ' ' ' ' '' '' ' ' ' ' • ' ' j ' '

!' 'have documentation on this j because they had at least

Vv'-vV-' -'vV',,..;;;;,•:•: '.-,.- X'-v'.'C:'.."I-'' .
£C(:••;•• •J'-./X'••.;?'•••f-.';"-, .'•;:;-'-. ••••:"•' '-• '̂ ; .:•'•••• ̂
f '"i". . .* 't. • '•• • : I'-.'i.f -'. '' -j * ' t •' ' i' • l ' ' '• •' •. •* - % J

"l • -J* I' • 1 ' • •' • '. -I .•••"' 4* ' . . -" '• I, y •* • ' . I . V I
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two tape recorders going in that interview during the

entire test. The National Enquirer had one, I think
r

"*-«... Dj.. Harder's was going, and Dwayne had another one
» *

mounted' right next to where Travis was sitting. So

there were at least two, possibly three tape recordings
i » ,

of all of our conversation. And my interview With Kim,

the stressing of hie understanding of each question,
;

could he understand them yes or no, arid so-forth arid

so-on. So, before we ever started, he agreed that they
! . *

were all clear, he understood them, and he understood
i ' '' '

the points that were in issue. He didn't indicate to
t -

me that any of them were ambiguous or that he wasn't in

the aircraft, or was only awake for two hours, as Lorenzen
' • 'i, has indicated. He claimed that he was taken aboard trie

aircraft and that he was there—all the time,

JS: If APRO continues to make any type of slanderous remarks

or defamation of your character publicly like this, will

there be.any action taken on your part?

JMt ,We have already discussed it with an attorney.

JSi How confidential was the pre-test interview? Was all

of that priviledged information, and if so, why do you

think they wanted to keep it that way?

JMt I don't see how it could be considered priviledged

information. They were all recording it. I imagine that
'1 ' ' <

several copies of those recordings have been' madeii '1



li

-.JMi'

wasn't given any indication this was, strictly a

. priviledged,;thing. The only time that.. .wheri i was ,••;_". •

• asked'/to sign this statement/ that was after the fact/ ,

a:fter t-hey found .out that"in my opinion he was lying, '

then they whipped up this-statement for me to sign;. ,

So you feel .that the reason for that .statement for you.

to sign was so that it wotild hot get out publicly that

he did not pass the polygraph test. ; '." , ;

.That's .right.,,: See, ; the Enquirer had already ,come out

.and .said that :the boys up in Holbrdok had -passed ah

examination by a DPS examiher and that actually they

saw him go up;in a spacecraft...abducted in a spacecraft

and hit by a blue .light»•: Now I've talked to Mr..; Giison .

who,ran that examination. Mr. Gilaon v/as doing this for,

on behest;of,the sheriff up there, and he wasn't,interested

in whether or.hot this guy had been abducted. They thought

that he might-.have been done away with arid a crime had

been committedi and this was the gist of,the examination

ori all those boys; NOWJ -at the behest of the .sheriff,
' • • i ,' s " ( ' • • • ! '•',' '. - - •. ;'; . ' ' ." • . ' . . • • ' ' ' • * )

Mr. Giison threw in one question about did they actually

siee a spacecraft or did they think they saw a spacecraft.'. i

I forget now the exact terminology. Now, unfortunately,'

I think Mr. Giison will agree with this arid his boss over'

;there, , this is .ho V. good polygraph technique *./• Ybti. can't -I .

mix up issues.1 Yciii.'ve gb.t. .to stick with .one issue. He,
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• did not examine these popple on the abduction—the spacecraft-

he was examining, them aboiit.the possibility of. ii. crime* foul

; .play in the woods and so-forth and so-bm That's why they

Amounted, the oearch' for his body and go-forth. So it's

unfortunate that he threw.ein one question, did they dee a1

UFO?...or whatever'his terminology was. The National . '•

Enquirer, when they first came out with this in big headlines,

..'indicated that he had .passed the DPS,, that all of the -

•'; boys., had passed, the DPS examination and they saw him

abducted, big deal. ..which wasn't so';,; Now, when I came

up with the adverse report,, National Enquirer wanted that

'.;'•., squashed apparently. This is why. Jenkins, I think his

y name,'is, had, me sign this thing. - Because they didri't

; want us to'get out and spoil their little ploy. "\

APRO.. has alfio.made a claim that your memory was somewhat

-faulty regarding the statements Travis made about the

; • entire family, in other Words-, Dwayrie, the tribtheri and

V himself regarding seeing.UFQs previously. . J L

Well, my'memory wasn't faulty; He..*ih my:pre-tesi . .

. : interview with him; I asked him if he had been a UFO.

buff or a believer, whatever term I used, arid he said :

1 oh, yes.' He and his whole family,,his brother, and his

mother were also interested in them* And subseqiuent .to. .

.all'this flap; I, believe it was Bill Spauidirig*. v tb'ld

;;., me that he had interviewed people up there and that it



j - - V ; „ ' • ' . ' . ; , ' ' ; wad known, to the populous all over that area thai these
' ';v^. ; • • ; . • ' , - • . . , . . ; ; , . ( K - . ; s . > • : . . • • , . ;1 - • . : • . ' - . . . , • . ; ; . - . ; . . . • • ,-: , - . • • > . • / • . . • • , ' • . • ; . • . . , < , * • •
J - ; : ; X - - ; , '^.; ' • ; • ' ,-^ people were ."UFO nuts" and; had been for years. , Now, I

^ f ^ ' - v ; ; / :-;•:; rrr^... notice, in one of Lbrerizen's reports that's all been

J - . . v - v ; ' pooh-poohed and they were just kidding people... they
'";•'' • '.'-. '\* •••:• 'MJ" . \v-;. . • ..'., ' "•'.-. .- • - • • • ' • . • • • •';"•." . ' , , ' ' , • • ' . ,<\ .
".'•(• . ; • • . : . • • . .*-•'. = ,,**• \ " - •• - . .• . - • • ' - , - • • • • . • • • > • • . ' . /i-, -. , • • . .
:• ., : .;'""'.-'*; didn't, really believe in it and so-forth and so-on. I '•.

v x |/;,;':;>;.:; , -• ' might/ if I may,/.throw, in a' little other .issue here, ,,'

•• ; • • •';'•''!;/v'.('••.'.::;• :\.'"'.:• /•''•''.-reference'Lorenzen, an long as he's beihg so critical.

.• ] . ' ..;; ; ! ,•,'•! ; A .month or two after my examination of Walton, my wife

;̂ , <.;- ;^; . • •' . and', 1 are sitting in our living room watching TV and

;:-:-•,';':'"•• •;•'.:".:;•'•v\.i'i.;--:;.h-.
:'f; inadvertently'.tuned, in to:'.this: Arizbna "Face the State" .

program, and we immediately became glued, because there

was Lbrenzen arid Waltbn being interviewed by I think

it was Jim RyerGoh of KOOL ih front of a field-stone.'-' ',.

fireplace effect, so i assumed it Was up there in the

:mountain country, someplace around their homej or in

their:home*: And shortly after we tuned the program in, .

Ryerson asked Lorenzen how come Walton had hever taken
1 . ' . , - , • • • • • • • • . i . ' ' . ' - i ' • - ' • •

a. polygraph examination;to clear this, thing up. Arid he

•said he'd beeri examined by doctors, essentially what he's

been saying'here. Psychiatrists said ho, he shouldn't

.take an examination because he was in\such an upset .'.''••

state of mind, therefore no examination was ever given—.,
.'•.' •. ' '.:. • . ' ' . . . . " i ' • ' • •

a bold out-and-out lie. Now, I couldn't.recall the

exact date of that thing. 1 called the .station' and .they!

didn't remember'if they had "a" tape on it or hoti '.b'utj • . ,



' • . s f V .-' ;y :' l ! :'-•:''!• •; "-'.'"V'v • ' • ' ;;: • ; ' ; : ' ; . . : ; • • . . • . ; - ' • • • " . : : , . • • . ' - . • • ' ' " - . • • • ' ; • ' • ' ' • " ' . . . - ' ' . "- ;• y ' ' . ' . . : • ' • • • ' . • ' • • " {4
•.••'•^•••.'^^••.^'^.•'••'-V'•.•>.';• :/^.V '••••'"• • ' • • • • • • ' ' ' ' : ' : : • • " " - . • • . ' ' : ' ! • • ' ' . • ' ' • • ' " • ' . • ' • . . - . ' • ' • ' ' ' • '.v . • • . ' . • • ' . ' , ' . / . : ; • ' . •

v\ i: i /:X' V;;, : v / ; V.Bi l l ' Spaulding did get a tape of it'for me and i have . ' -

^v^^ : y ^ - • '.;' ; : it at home. I Most interesting., Bold-face lie by Lorenzen.

;•;' •'••'./-/v;v-';••-.*"i:^|yS;»-v: Well, -apparently it seems that Lorerizeri is saying things
• '' i ••-.- . •'''.'/•'.'.''''-•'•'• ":;•.•'.'-• .-V -.-;'.' • " . . . , . •'••!"'' ; • '- ":.... ''..=••.••":./"'•'••.';•''• - •'•!'"- -•:'•! i V- • • ' • • ' • • • ' "•.•;, ••'

r ,';L. ;-\ ,,>;v.,/;;
 ; to cover up his methods , of the investigation, where

; ^:\ :vV !^
I^ r.;>'" things were-not honest and abqve-boardt He's saying , < , . •

•i •• •'•

r/vi
'••!;--'j

••>." J!
„'.'.' '• -.'
'v -.'.' •

v": i-':^\^: ;;..;;;..'things to try.-ahd put the blame br makb you look bad, . ;

'.'••'.», •:'•••:?':.!--: ',;':A.:Vi'v::'v.' \.tather than'them.' '; ' •':' ;'•./:; '/•.,-•'.':'. •''.'.'' • " • : . " ' . •'"'"'' . ' • ' ' ' • . • • ' • ' • •

•;;;;-,5•'••;'i.--,-\-.•'.;'.•;,-.:.
;'.JMi-;.'Tnisi appears .to be the case. Of course, i have ho idea

: ;;;:- ': ^ • ; :'' what his motives are* :But another little.. .what should :

v v : , • : 1 ' you .call it,. .aberatibn, if you will, came oiit. Following

' , : : ; - / / • ! an interview at, the i Kbdij Studios down here, I was introduced

.'to Lorensen, because it'Was the first .time I had met him. ,

'••••I- And Travis was there, arid Lorenzen ihtroduced me to ;

;/ another fellow who he icailod. His "PR mari" from APkb and
1 two or .three other people ,in the area. / Arid we were to

be interviewed concerning the test and why my test would

;. be any better .than Pfeifer*s test and so-forth and so-on.

;. Well, it never got off ihe ground, .. really, because every
vtime:.I started-asking a question, why Lorenzen or Travis

V;would interject something and start yakking away, and,we

,; never did*, .it was a very'poorly done interview. . i never .

• did. get a point across : ai all. But i that* sr riot what I *ni

. :trying ,to bring,out. After this little taped interview*

'v,;:.'Ryerson and Lorenzen came ,up to me .while we Were stahdirig

around there .chatting and asked if I could recbmmeh'd a .

. . . . . , ., . •

' ' ' '
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:,;^: ,<;'•:. qualified polygraph expert to do another examination on .
-.'/ v^v'-.^-y. ". "• . • • • • • ,. ' .••'••• ' . . ' • " ' . . : ' . - . ' . . . ' . - . . • '• •' ; • '• ••. :i: • • •" • • " . ' • ' ' - .
' ;. ' " , ' A ' ^ V Walton, and , I said » . ' " Y e 3 < M And then they, I think they ,

:r-:vi:v^,. brought up the fact, how about Cleve; Baxter? Would he'
/." * . •";-' . , _".• . .' • . . '•' i ' ' • " ; •'• ' .' • ' ' • • : • ' 4 ' '

• '"; • :' 'be acceptable? And I said, "Yes * he's very well known,
"JSK' î U'-'1' • •••"• ' • " . • ; ' ; .. ' • ' • ' • ' ' • • . ' • . ' ' • • ' ' • " .' . . •'.; : • ' " •" . ••
' ; '.."*.;r. . has ;.a wonderful .reputation, > been .in, it for yeara and yearo

: •; : \ and years, and I woQld recommend him,; or John 'Reed iri : :

:r :- '• Chicago, or Lihcoih Zbhn; on the East Coast, or any liumDer

' . : ; : . : of qualified people.". I mentioned a' fellow in San Francisco

: ; : - ;., .and, another one in L. A., .and they said, "Well," kyersbri

,', . ! said to me, "Well, I tried to. contact Baxter a while back,
•.:?•.".• 1;. ';'•:•'•/:',• :'~ ' ' ' • ' • • ' • ' '•• •-.. • :.. . • . • ; ' ; : • . ! - • • ••'...•.,. • /: '•' " '"•••'.••. : ' " ' ' .•...••,;•••,,.•
^ ,: -;;y but he was in;Braziii" And I said, ''Well, he's but of

; / ; : • '.••••;•'. Brazil. .•'• He's back in the States, 'because 1 saw him in

. A. ' August at our American Polygraph Association seminar iri

••';•'• "•• '•''• \ -. : • ; • ' New Orleans. ."•;. So this interview wad probably. » ;itf s got

' . ' • • ' , to be after Augusto it must have been iri September or

, . , October- -some time last year. And so then Lorenaeh and

- "':•••?. -.V/^- 'v:'--Ryerson seemed to agree on. Baxter, and Lorenzen said to

.,.: :.;.;;'̂  '• ; .....'••"•;roe, -'-.-JIow can I get in touch .with Baxter?" And ± said,

V , •' "Well, I don't know what his, ..he's got ari office in New

:".',; V"" '••.': York and .one in ;$ah Diego." - I said » "I will send you a

,; V ; ' "letter." I have his telephone number, and address, arid

•' ; : everything else here in the office, and I said, "I will
; ! ' - ; : -look, that up for you and send it to you in Tucsorij"
;x ,;; ; , ; / Which. I did. Subsequently, weeks laier after they had ;••.

- ':;" V ;all been writing..; Phil and these people : Had beeii writing ,

' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' '
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letters back and forth to agree on the questions and
V t ' "• I * i <• 1} t <•, ' '

the area and the funding and so-forth for the examination.

(\w ̂ •"".L ,, Phil' tells me that Lorenzen sort of fouled up and tripped
i

~ Himself up, and he'd already...he said...he told me He

' - * * ' • didn't know how to get in touch with Baxter, didn't
' M .' ,''

' iknow his address or anything like that, and as it

•*'' .; develops, Lorenzen had already been in telephone cohtact
•" \ " i i °

with Baxter prior to our meeting in the studio, period.
* . (
'' i So, it's another one of his devious things. I don't
1 !

' ' ' I

know why he does this^ I don't know.

1 •».',, JSi Well, it seems obvious that he tries to do it to put himself
f '/ • « >
? ' i n the best lighi with the public and to lend credibility

j to what he is telling the public, and he puts down other
5 t? '

' ' people in doing so. And I was just curious as to whether

;' you intend to take any kind of action. You indicated
* ,
% • that you have discussed it with an attorney. -Will it

* , • \ , « i l 1 " * . - go any further than that if he continued to take the
i , V ' i ' > i
', , v . '-', course of action he's been taking?

4 ' JMi Well, it's in'our attorhey's hands and what he will recommend,"
2 ' i ' '

' ' we will follow. Here's another quotation on this Oberg
H ' I

' ' ' interview that's interesting. So .Oberg says, "So McCarthy

!s ,/•'-''.' violated professional ethics in disclosing this'information?"
V&fJ , ,\,n

Lorenzens "Yes, he certainly did.' A number of his peero

.tT, feel that his action has damage^ the image'of'his profession.

, 'l l df major concern to other polygraph operaiors ih the Phoenix



y-fV-: ;̂':';^ .;';.'•-:;.
;<r|̂  :'&i\^M}^$-^-:.';^--- V-V>, '"•'.''••; '•-•'.•-.", ''•' ; .•.'%'.'̂ V- '̂:..•>:. 'V.^v^'-V;-^
-vp̂ ŜlŜ '̂-̂ '̂ 'i.̂ - :v;;v"-^' V;? ./.v;-:/-;'.';-.>:/'•;V ••'*.•'":, •^'••" •' 17'."•:;.;" ''•

;;'^ •,;-v1',j ;;.;;':; i:.LV;'area^is McCarthy's apparent willingness to go to
;:a news^'

v .;
;>'./.':r:•;.'.;.;/-'̂ .x'̂ '̂ -̂>."''-media'-to disclose confidential information in direct :.

,•:;-'̂ '.-.'; ;,vjf̂  '••::-.'i-.:«4̂ îti>'.y.ip.ia.tion ' of ..-verbal commitment and writteh contract. •• ^.
•'•:"-,|-̂ -̂i'̂ :-';i.';:;V'i:^:-' :' ̂ \v'''' '• ' ' • • • • " '•' • ' '''-•'" •' • •' "!-'' ' -::' ' . ' • • • : - ' - . - ' ' • • • ' • • - '-: - : ; " •' ''•''• ''.' • '

;| \>:̂ f:^ : *r > >>v Well, ̂ McCarthy didn't go to the news mediae After •this'-:--

:":' j " /̂ S'!''*/;^v-"'- came out, the news^media. came to McCarthy. 6h ye'sV arid.

';->--|i
;-: '̂•.•,-':".;''"-t•'<*•'••;'.•?••.'••;:•,-:;'-.Holberg says .Klass said it wasn't quite :that way^-He ' ;

,.f^v^.vlearned ,6f: the previousV.te'st from Ezeil, who had been

';-! Informed of it through Pfeifer. Klass then called McCarthy

'•:\'- Up and asked him^point-blank; if it was true and McCarthy

; \: admitted it. • Lorenzent "He should have told Klass it

v , - was. priviledged information he should not talk about*" •'

JS« Now, according to this article here, this is .from the . ' . . - .

> A P R O bulletin, in July of 19?6, it says jierei "The .

. ": operator McCarthy was ;rec6mmended .by an APRO member who

>s in'Phoenix who knew, only that McCarthy had long

/

^ ̂ :;̂ ' ;; -.i. ^X:' '. ;: v . -fexperience in ; the field, .'.'Mr. LorenzeH made the initial
.'•" "J^''-^$£^';;-,'.'v:: :•;.•> "V v.. v; :.""^.":.'.ui. .•:'/'"'1.' : ' • • , . • - ,''••;>•'•• - - - ^ V - • " ' • . ' • • ' • • ' . '• . ; ' ' • . " . ' : ' ; '.;•''• V'1'' . :-.
;|v?:r ;^̂ ' ̂ ;!'̂ rv':; call to McCarthy to determine his willingness to participate.

•'•.::; '';,: •'•;';'"•:; ..̂ "vb ;X- '• :'" •.''' .-''Qn. his. affirmative response t iLorenzen turned the;. phoney ..-,

^Iv:^,,:/-:^'^-;^ over to Dr. .Harder who discussed that, link, the .agitated"
'"••^'•'::-!-^';:^--:-^~:'^-'^~\' ?'/:- : ''"•••;•'": ' '•; '' •,•-••••' • . ' • • ' ' . ' • • ' • • • ; f" '• : - ' : ' ; ?:.;"-':', •;•/•':. '.'"•''

•••':'. 'V- ';• : :'• r.,:X ;.'.: ''; .'•' .-'•; '•.' -state' of Mnd .that Travis was l in, and expressed his dotibts ' ,

:---; ,:;̂ .--';' -V;.' t;;v'v̂ ;,; concerning Travis ' testibiiity. McCarthy promised to •;,'.;;''• ;.'•'
;/;-;>|̂ MVKtî .;;̂  into consideration^ and promised complete- ' '•

;' -irĵ '̂rV̂ V'1 \ : -: ̂bhf identiality; ' The in'fprmatibn .will never leak" put !.:.( ••:'•

' " " ' '' - of ',̂ his'; off ice, -'''.he 'said. '.-"-. 'You-'-can, rest: assured of that.

..he's, indicating that on ,this telephone coKversa-tibHj

•;;-:.'.'-: . ' ' i ' - ' 1 - r - • • , ' ' • • . ' • '.;/'- • ' ; • ; • • « : • . .••?!•. . . ..•;.>}• . ' . . • / , ; • • . , ' : • • : • ' " ' • • . .-.•••', •;•••;. •••••,• •.•'•,.•...•••• ••', i--'[- '•'•.-..'.-'i •• .:•"•'!, ': • "• '••'•.'• • • ' • • . " . ' , " ' . . ' • •• ' . ' • . • ' . . - . ' : . • , . - . . - • . . • • ; • ; . . • • . '
'•'-.••j'.j-;-.:;-/:--,': :.•:, •-,'.' ,i-j-.:.'.::V. ^"?:- •'., t^Vv'.'.';:; '.;< '•".: • • • • . . ; ' . • . . - . .; • ' ' ' . • • • • • • . . . :'. :•:<: / ';•..:.: ..;.,••,-.'•.•'.",'•'•.•- . : . ' - , . , ' • . , . ' - , ' . . ' • ' •:••'.'.";.'- ; l-' " : : • • '
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: • • 'I-V^''-^ "'^'-- 7:'.- v.-^- '••":•' "thai1 you* agreed to confidentiality; 'rat Her; tnari'-like :;/': '
('t, .^o^'-.V''^: , V ; ' ' v , ; '; ' ','• you said, with the. ;..'.'•';'•: •$ "... : . • ' : ' • '•'''' • ' • • v ' : ' ' ' . - . • - . ' ? , • ' • ' : • .;.•'.!•.'•'

' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' " ' ' ' " ' • " " '"'

' " ; ' ' r ' : ' ' <

. . .. ,
ay'- very: well; be. .-..; They obviously must, have .taped ;

•^ •!•-' ̂••./•̂:':̂" 7;V, '';r'-.:' ' thi<s;.t̂ iing.'because .they'rb using that c[U6te verbkilm in
v̂ V':,v̂ '{̂ "'-̂ '̂'.-"--*;'v̂ . - • ' • ::-".:- ' : •'•":-.:';;-.":L •V-..'-;.:;:,-;. .•.•'..• •..:• ;;- ' : . . •••''. '-'^'j^' ."'•
•;•.;:-:'•;;,•'. •":';"' '!• •',.'.'̂'̂'* .'.'.•.• ;.two.̂ or '.three' places.'' ..;;..,V \; ,:;';v.:...; '•'. .;..;'-:;'-' • • ' - . , ' ' .;. •' '..''.' ;•'•'"", •„''

\Vĵ !̂ }:;'̂ '̂ :;;v-;̂ ,<.,iJSi::,;ipkayf ^ and. later on down here. ,0 < > , ;":/,' •''• ''^. '.-''>: ':'\ 'V •..'•';''.'
,.,'"":' I-'V.;' (/S'lî v̂̂ -;,.1-.-.: '"-•; ••.;;• .•'.-•",. ": ',''.-. ; - • • •, .'••'.-. : • ;• • ••..•';;•. . • ' ; " ' • ' - ;,' ;; :'. ••:•"."" • ••• •:'\'-.-': :'.: i ; - . , -
,: ;;;:4̂ vr4 :>̂ feSS' '0;'v; v'JMi : ';' ̂hat; brings up another question. Is there any yiblatibh

/^>V ^ ; -̂  ^: •' ^ i of law in taping a telephone conversation, without the
•'\\^';rf;.k;: j\-v^^--^\,{^:;,:rN\-v ; ,/ J :-; ' ' ;- ' . ; './;• • • . ; , • • > : • • • ' ' . • " • : • • v : - - ; . /^ :;,•>'. . . ; • ' " v ' / - ; ' : .>- - r ' v : ' - ' ' -?'• ':,•<:" .v ,' : • • ' ' . - .
•'^•'-?:;vl^';-^ •;,.•;..''•• . ' • ' - • ' . - . - ' • • , • V . ' : " ' ' • '

:'V:;^f;.;\'--V';;':;^;;^^V-'JSi.^>!f believe there is. keep, that in mind when you .talk to

•- ."" I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ v - ^ / V V ^ ' 7 ' your, attorneys It says :herei ."AnotHer important poirit
. . : • • ' - . '."••.,:'• "'•'••:>"•*'.''' .-i'.:,; !'•'"•' -';\V • , ; i . . ' • ' ! . ' : • . .-.''i' ' . . • • ' ' • ' • • . ' • ' ' '•;',• - • • ; ' ' , ' • • ' . • " . ' • . "' ' . ". ' . •

'':': %' '-.:. '."'-^V--;V- ''• ' ' ' ' -;-':'^':H • • ' '": .n'ow.at :the constraint ofNbonfidentiality is rembVedi is
' " ' ' ; • • ' ' •; '•. '::••-•!•:/-' ';" '.V /. , f . :v. ....;::'•'". ' : ' - : ' ' ' •/• . ' ,".-."' ' ' ' ' ; . . - ; . . ' - ' V , ' : ' . ' ' • " . ' • • ' . ' " ." ' •••• ••* . '" • . '• ' ' ' • ? • • •• • "'
; : ;^ |^ : • ; ; ;;v ;\' ' i ; ; ;0 , ;!that test conducted by McCarthy on November 15. 1975»

:'•.•['•'•:; •'':'^-::-'- /;'; ;"; '3- v i ; ' , was unbelievably incompetant. V ^And ihat's what . they've ,

•"-/• f'^'-. :V -:Mv,x ',;'s- :•' ; printed in their bulletin 'right here. N Do you Have a
1 "''k.-'^ •",'.<•'• ^'•^'.•.••f^".',''''---\:: .V, 1 '^- • - . - . ' 'V , . - ' ' - . :' ' • • ' ' . • . ; • . • • • • • ' ' . - • • ' • • • . \:" -'-"• - • : . ' • / . • • • • • . . • "• . / • • • - - • . . . • ' ' • . • ' ' ' •

,,'̂.,4'v"'-: '.''•-:.'''.' 'H;'v ."'•••'̂ '•,:'' •',•'. copy 'of this ^ yourself? :'-v ;,:•;: • • • / ; ' ; . . ./•',:;..•' • . ' . ' • • . ; . '•..-.'-••' '-..' '.'•"
;:--:|-̂ -'-̂ ;,̂ K-i'̂ '̂:.>:v'::̂ .-': v:v-:i

:-: -./^ - ; '.'. ^'- ••.-'' •'••'• . ' i-:.:'. ':;^'- '.' '• . •"' .-•'•'•/;•> • ' • ' . ' • • ' • . ' • •'••'.' . ;"' ; . ' • -
\'':*v"-.;':/ vf:̂  •'•'•' i'i JTM» ! ;.;: Yes r' Phil: sent me a cbpy.^of it.'.; ; , . . , • . ' . _ • . / • ' '. .•• ".-. ;,-.' ; ":••'

Y.- •'•:" ; . • , • ' • • ^V;':?'^-' i ;.• • • J'S^' Okay.;; And .: that gets : in tor the line of .questiohihg tha-fc

^ I / > • , : • : :>; . : ! : i , , .we, discussed earlier* Do. you have anythingi else that'

: ' / ' ; : you would like .to add on your behalf on ttiiu incident

;' ^;^;;H''-':';v^^v•'.'•'•.; :'4nd"' whatever;has 'developed as:a 'result?;/',: •• '".' • , • ' • ; . . ":., ; -

o.>:.®v^: '̂;.-^ think" so. Havei you, or Bill £>paiilding hedrd
i,'."'••?•.'!<••.•"f-'o''-': •!.;;.>', t ' . l • " - , . • : ' ' : • ••',•:•••••..' '•'• ' • ' • . ' , -• • • ' • • • ' ;•••-.•' • ' • • • • • ' - : ' • • • ' . • • • . • : . . , • • • , • . • . - > ' '' : . • . . • ; ; • : • •'•'• ?"& •::•''? •'"• " • • ' • ' . :'^£-'••*• ' . ' • ' • • - - ; " " • , • • ' •' ' ' ' . • v. ' i j •''-':! i- • » . - .
.-.•,'-.•'';>'• '•'•:'.,'-':•.•'••'^.:'f^'•: •'•:;-"./t;'/';:any more'about any, subsequent testing; or is it all off

!.;-£• vi':"' ' ' :- : ' ' • • ' '•••':;^VH^' /•^•:' now?...;

know something*;;, ;t persoriaily dbh g t i ' ; I 'm

&'}fcji&-'^b':'^'^^



'•••^•>f^ '1Vfe'r;

;̂  ' \ f ; ' ̂: " ; ; ̂: ' inyolved.witn the quarterly, bulletin * Ground SaUcer ' ; . ; - ' . ' - ' : -

;'r::.:.'.j.v' •••;-: r v':.':-:'':W V; /Watch Bulletin; that io '•'• piit but. There's mybeif'arid";. ,

'•• .-:\''..''^
;j.;;^V^-.:./three, other .co-editors.toho;put the story together. We'd

i , .v r;;- : •.'.i'ike to- use this interview within our bulletin—nothing

;j;•:•1 :̂/Vv>•;;•f''':;̂ •r:?̂ ;•'Vtp•''•pel.taken'•;pUt of coHtexti and a copy of it; should :

1:'\y ; / . ; > ' ; y " .we use it» be given to you so that, you have it in'ybuir

\ '•',' V..;!;-'u-' .̂ .fc-v ',,• ';',.•; ̂ possession exactly what went into it, 'so that nobody

v, , f ,:: ; > , could ever come back and say '. some thing else was said

••̂ .",'/';.'.;-;>:;-"::.''-'''.''=':;';•';,•;-•;,.other'than what was in there. Do you have any objectibh.

• • • , - ; ' ' ; - " :> ' - - - . • • " ' • • to', our':'using; this?: .-'-^ ''-'. - V ; , ; . . • • ' • " . ' •; .•/: • • ' . • • •,-." ' ' : '
:*i*;^^-"•: • : • . ; V x • ' , • - ' "' • ' ; • • • . ' . '".;•'••• : ^ : - : ' l ' : '• ':• ^ "'<':-. : •". ." V' . - , ' : . • "',''• - : ' . - •';•' '•',.
:; ; JMiV' l 'have no objectioh at!: all. • , . . . • <

v ^ . c v - ; v ' ! ,.^« ; Well; I, don't have any ftiir;thor questions, Unless you

;^;!l-'-;;:\^.;.-^^r^:i;.^^.!T^ye''-anytninS^els'e you'd like :to interject. ; ';.

- ' ; • • ' ; ' ^ o';^,, ; . ; JMr. No, 1 .don? t think1 so.... :0be,rg (juestibning Lorerizen
;",.'•';-I.',- :":.->'.!^':3.'v;•.-;h-/ ; ' ; '..-.' againt "Wliat was wrong with the McCarthy tests?". And

':';i :1 •• r- i- ! ' ' : ' . ; ' :v : ; .v ' -- ' '';'-':'•-^•••".:.'-..Lorenzen:.'•""It was unbelieyably ^incompetarit. McCarthy

>; broke some of the most elementary rules of polygraphic

;!^-':^\/;:;'v-":.':'-''^.',.:.T-,''•'';.''.':''professioni,. .'Describing the test as .meanihgiess^:.as we • ..'
l ' --••vTr- : ;-v:- ' ' ;:^.-V. ;-v•' '•!;• V---,•'hayeV'donei is really too kind. \I t was.badly" botcked by ;

' ';vMcCarthy. 3bmetimes long;years of experience can serve

; \to crystalize badi -habitsi.1'.,•••Well, I don't know whether
/-•-'•'..•V'iV"-' : . ''•- ' ' . , ' • ' ' . v . ' : , : ' • • ' • ' • ' . ; • - ' . • • ; • : ' • . . • • . ' • • ; • - : '
«-'S;;k! he|s researched, my experience; or not, ibut I^have ibeeri : ' <

•v'.; '• ' ' '';''•'..'/:.'• ' ;^ ' J-1 ; ; ; ; ; ; : ; ; ;^ in the polygraph business here in Arizona longer "'than .
: l ; : ' ^ ;;!o ; ; , ) • , any Other examiner in the state. I have been "iquaiifled ,

*i •"'.''' / . •,*•-. s '••'•" •.'','.'-;;: 'f *,: • ̂ -* *" !'•/-. '• ' ," • • '• • •'" ' '•. • • ' • . ' "• •• J-'.1" •• ' ••
" • ' . • . ' • " -J •••" ' . • * . - • • . • • '-,i • ' . . . • ' •' ' . . • . . . , . '"• . • •• " • r • "j . ••

•;V;-;v';i;v'';^̂  witness; ih Maricopa County superior Courts ' •' ;



since I960, i did the narcotics tests in the State

vs. .Valde?., which resulted in our Supreme Court Jriiling

^ V V y ' % - 'iK.^.- unanimously in May of 1961, i believe it was, which' .
. '• ̂ r^' &i-^'T;-v'? •"*:•''" 7 '•'.:'•:'•;.-,'..•.'•';'•.:. • . . • • • ' . • : "A >, •/ • , . . ':-: , • ; ' ' • • ' ; ' ; • •
• A:;/T' "'V^:*-•;•; ••.•.-•. .V;; '- 'Skied expert polygraph testimony admissible in any ^ : ' . > ' - - : .
'"-.;.: ••'/•••.••:>.•<•':'£.•' "•'-*'•!>- '•'••iv'-;-' •• :;. ' '^.1 " ' • ' ' • ' ' ' ; • ' " . ' • • . ' • • " . ' • . ." . • ' ' : • ' ' ' • • • " ' ' . , '•.-.•"'• " . . • • ' ' • ' • • "•' .
;:'7;V^':;^irv:V^:v'criminal trial in the; state of Arizona. I have been

::!.':-"V-'>;;;; T ;•'..;:;;; ̂ 'retained by the Attorney Gfeneral's Office of the State
:Vi;;" : (̂;> ! f ; '-Department of Narcotics and Liquor Controj.* .Highway
•'VV.-" ••"'.•;'••". < : j ': •••'>• ' • . . • . : • - • • • . • • • • • : • : ' '- . ' ' ' . ' - ' • • • • . ' • ' • • • .' • . • ' - •

. • .•'. ' v-^ .v- ' » • ' ' • . ' • • • • ' • • . • • . - . . V . ' ' . " •' ' : ' . , • : ' . . . . ' ' . ' ' ' '. .:. :" i - • • . • ' . ' ' • • • . " . • , " . • • , ' • . - " , . • ' • ' • • ' '
; ^)\V ;B ;; ; i .iPatrol; State Prison, County Attorneys Office of

..'- ; ' • • " " . • ' • ' • ' \ ' i , ' . • ' * ' . / . . .' •' ,' . ' , : , . " . • ' . - . •- ' • ' ;, ' ' * - , . ' i i • • V : , ! • : . • ' ' ' '

'.'•-. " " " ' . • " . . . ' . , , . r . I ' . ' • • • • . . - , , ' , • ' • ' . ' " ' . • ' ' • ' ' . ' ' ' . ' . ' : ' .' '• ' ". ' *' ' ' ' ' • ' • ' "•'- • t " ' " ' - • ' . ' * ' •

;: r',;: ". :;-; ;,-:.̂ . Maricopa, Final,';and-Yuma;.Counties., A.S.U., by:the
^̂ •M-i-:::̂ :-'':,'"1^ ••"•'.":'.: .'! v.' - ' '" ' ' " ' • . - . . '• ' . • , , ' . . ' • • ' ' • • • • ; - '' ;" • ' ; ' . ' •• ' "'•'•".••''' ' ' ' .
,. ; ••;;•; * - ' ; Public Defender from Maricopa County and the Federal ;

^/t X; : - : , - i Public Defender*: A166 testified as an expert in United
,'-v:':;̂ '

:-''-'4;:'/';;'"v-;'••:.'.'•;';'• ':';'' v' .•' '.'•'''•• •;'•" -•/''''.;. . V ' - ' : - • . - / <:-,
:'//-.: 'r'..': ; '• . . - " • ' • ' -

: '̂  . , ^States District Court here in Arizonai And if, my so-called

::^:'J y^- :'v ::'/̂ :: "bad habits" have been crystalized over the year si : .
.'...••̂ .j,-'-'- r:V:; ;̂ ;A.if'.:•,;•»'';,-;,!:'.1''1;.::- :-"-;? -.i'.-j-. "..V̂ •''••.•':";. - - \ . - - ; : -^'.-v.-C; - ; - .-•'x::<v'; •'••v/^; ".•.•''''' \
•.; ,-"';:v'-'.'.'" •• "v^-vH :;;.':;>;;; '-A; 'apparently^ the. courts don* t,think bd;V ;They still •
k'"v .v.' ' • • ' • . ' . s ' - " •'••''!!-.•••..••'•' .'•':'•.•:"'•' .'• •*•"..''i". • ' ' • • ' • ' • ' : • ' • .'• , , •••"'' • . - • • ; ' • ; • ; • • ' . ' ) • ' , £".' ' • ' ' ' " ' ' ' • ' • • • • ' ' . - ' • " ' . , ' •' ' • . : ' • ' . • . , . • .', ' •• ' :
• ' ; ;GK. : . : - ' '-:\;^."j -^V^:-^' ' ' • .recognize me .do a qualified expert witrieisso ' • ; ' • • ; ' • • • ' • ' • . • . • /. •
:^::j^!I.V::'-:-v;;1^"V;/;l^J!Si'-.; Very "'jgopdo - 'Thank you, • ' . . V ' . . : . ' ; • ' . . . - . ; ' • . . ' • ' - . ' : ' - ' V " - . ' ' • ' • .

^•K^\.:^ V-'̂ ^JTM:! ;•;: John •McCarthy r
:
 : . . = ? • . . - • - . .:• --•-.

•^tf$.;':-:tyft';''$** ?• '--'i''''^'S!--: •',•'': "'"•• •,, '• ''•>''-"• -"',-
^j:.V-;^^fc^;jsi:^6hh SchaeferV'^V'-".;- />'. • = .'•...-;.;
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CONSULTANTS

r"].1 , • Mr Day'ord R Sander* Aeronautic*
Costa Mesa. Ca. (

•" ' v\ - -. Dr. Kenneth V. Anderson . . .: Anatomy
(' i . ' ' Emory university. Atlanta, Gl. . , V f - i "1 "I -i am H
r| ! • ' .' . ' Mr. Daniel HarrU Astronomy K J -L.L J-J_cUU 1 * *
> • ' - Tucson, Arizona t p
,' ' '' ' ; Dr. Leo V. Slandered Astronomy LlTOUnC

jt! r i . / ' ' • Mjnkjio State College, Mankato, Mn. - - 4 o OOrt ~ I O i i ^ n
'V[ . i * ' - Mr Waiter N. Webb Astronomy " J).C_PO 1^1 • ( "l/H "JT" , . - ,
£i ' ' Hayden Planetarium. Boston. Ma. _ t • '
. ( '," ' • Dr. Richard C.-nenry Astrophysics PllOGniX " A.- 8 029 i
. „, > i Jonns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. . * ^ "' -(

, - ' ; » . DI Herbert N Nlgg • . . .- " * ' - V. Bloche'miUry v. _
•', ( - ' . University o' Florida. Ut»e Alfred. Fi. t .
' . , \ ^ - ' ^ O r . Viadimlr Stefanovtch Biocnemistfy llooT* R1 "I 1 ' ' ' : ' " ' ' < * ' • ' '

^'~"~"\ j . , Boston University, Boston. Ma ' , ' ' , • UCd.1 «^J-LJ-J.^ , • ' - . . , ' . - r ' , ' p ' * - , * • - .

J '. ' ' ' ' , ' • Or. Michael J. Hudek . . Botany • ' . " _
( ' .' , i Seneca College. E. Willowdale, Ont., Canada t . . t

;I •/;,.:'• Sn, '̂oSiC"o™.'.V^;;iV. B°"ny , • • Thanks for initiating a dialog.' Misunderstandings
/ ; , ; ' ' . ' ' Sn.iZo.Sntonu.B^.i.y.c1;.1; "''"•"'"'•-- .should.not be allowed to "fester and swell out of nronortion.

£"''.•-•'•; Mi.MJoT.M'^oIindii'tonEnginili'.'TuMrA""!-' ! ' It'is certainly to your credit to undertake discussion of
" - , , . , ' O r Viastimil vytm . . . . Computer Technology » - • _ - • '
- { • • ' . ' / . ; -. .rv,ne.ca. j • points of friction,
11 • V ', , Dr. Brian vV. Johnson Electrical Engpneermg " . .
,~ ' ' T Unlrtiilty of Texas, DaKat, T*. . '

/.,;:•''. :" !HHdeVHHL°''n:uti"G~".BI°«"- ' The editorial' in question refers to "developments in
* t;•':.'•" D"7hZ%M.r'B\L:a:\ '̂*'y:.A!V.c'nG^»9,- the field....in the last few, years". It seems to me"by your
|,',"' ; . ' . ,Dr™alTMmjaGc'o0T'B"ona°B'''n.i.c'.'».,tory . own stntement your group has been around a long time albeit
i , ' . ' • ' . . DrppMH'1E"w3ryd,Ph"J<1"D'"''pa' .Lin,u,,i«-r' '"undergreunA" - again, your terminology. • .' • ;

^ ' ^ p ' Univemty ot v.ctoiij, v-cto'la. B C , Canadj • " " ,
J ' ^ ' . V l ' " O' Arljn K Andrew*. .' Mtch.nlul Enqmeef inq j . ' " •

if; • • • ' ' • ' ' • S'"eLo'u.°'e.'D.ug»niV .- • • ' wedic.no . Also.^the editorial endorses v "new aop ro ache s... .that
!_,' ; .' ' yanejo General Hotpltal, Vill.io. Ca.' ' ' - ^ . '. _, _ , t. v

. ! • • ' • • '' Sldd""^"'!'"'"''''"'''"''""''"1'""1""" augment and complement previously existing eliorts. lour •
V ' : ^;,^oAlTo«^M",cM«d,cln.'D..Mo,nTia'ne ' computer -enhancement efforts would'seem to qualify in this
K .''"' '1£dL°?"iMWo.°S^Ho,o,;!i.To..ai.fr";"e"' re'spect.' ' I f 'we had had a'chance to evaluate your program when
f.', ' • . ' •• EL".?"BoV-"''"""" o.anTOU;,.•„""•'"""* • f the editorial w-is ' written your organisation would no* doubt •
••V1:' *;;,»";"?«„,»..T^A,""1111*" • have beenMisted" along with FSI, PMS and CUFOS.
1" . ' . ' ' . Mohammed p,. Athji . ' . . . M'croDiO'OTy , ' • ' ' ' • • r« "
U t ( - " v ' '• .Hulv cioii Hospttal of un.v«f*.lv o' Ca.qa'V ' . • ' • ' ' ' . ( , . 1 I ' , ' - V

{>' '•.- i • o'''o'-BoAy"F,»«n"*.- .. .. oot.cs ' • ' • AG to whether or not CUFOS has an investigative body, I
" ' ' ' : So^/B^^r'.'JilTfi.wiTMTr'101'''1' think we are dealing with semantics and have no real argument.
l'1 . s°L^HrlH^.r;oL,7,L'yi'.'rph>' According to 'Hynek, membership in CUFOS ,is- open only to
• r , ; ?;dKuV17v."i,y^oMvyayn;.,nd1Vn,n''0'°p''!' Accredited scientists who are cublished in their respective
r.'.'•''",.?••', o.nwTcwo.7*""";1'!'" • •,.••••1>h"0'ophy " '• fields. • • -This membership restriction required him to depend
!'",',"••;.;, c>omMn^hr,"l,J,,r;'5c'i.nt'inC .nd md..«.«i'• """"" ".'''"'on'.outside ". gents f o r field work '- the "member ship organi-a--
' " ' ' t ' Research Organization. Sydney, N.S.W., Australia' • • ' ' , _ .- 11 1 t i J A. t_ ' T7i •

) < ( . . , , - . / o r . R . c h a r d F . H a m w . . . / . . , . . . . , Physics tions'v in his terminology. Also, Hmek has endorsed tne rt.
i ' - l

i ' . ' ' '
t ' / ? r G.h*dA.woK.r .:.' ' . " Phys.d . • Smith - re so lutio n which decries duplication of effort. .

h ' • | • • California State university. San Diego, Ca. , ' . •
f " ' , ! •' f . O' Robert M WOOd .' . . . . . Phyl'U ' , - ' - . , , '

j , V'' ' MjjDonneti Douglas Astronautics Company. ; , ' , -*
; ' . i ;r ; . ' DT^A«*'IIlCbud : : . . . . . ' A: 1 .pwchULv I don't know the source of your information but I directed
•̂  "; '• •tt.TGMML.utw1.1.. '.'..P.Vc«i.i.y :- only one remark toward you during my Ft. Smith talk.' That was
< - ' ' ' ' •D°!S»hoi1d"e*'^'h»«vo!'!<.N:T'.::.PWchi.,,y

1 • with resnect to the sub-title of your organi7ation "Civilian
'••' .", SronTi"J'LNM.pi.'- .' Ptycwtow ' Aerial Phenomena Research Organisation". I stated- that' • > • '

. : ' ' V -university pt Ciutornl. it Oevit, Ca. •• • - ,, _.

•''-'"'." ',L»u'"n,
h
u'n'Joto,''i't

ny9t5udiiu,,'on.''ceV.d""'
0™ '' "imitation is the sincerest form of flattery'.,..,--. a harmless

'''•^'^••.^^^^^^^.^•^•^'°'°'" - ..-. interpretation of the fact that-.-o'ur 6rfrani7.ational title ^.- •-,
"?.'.' '••"•' Sn,™wUMm

0Ccn,ta,c;,-,
:"'tI'''lonPnv''cl .'̂  "•' Appears wholly within that phrase. I could easily have ooined

V . ' .su:,N.y'.T̂ c°M"'"'' ', • '• •"•"•""'';". that,you were attempting-to confuse the public and trade on
j J..' Dr. A. Henry Swann Science Education ' ? . - ' . , .. rt A IT~I/-\ \ _i_ T _i • J j.

' f- ;.--Vr East T«nnes*e. State unlveruty. , -'"the TepUtatlOn Ol APliU OUt I -̂d HOt. - ' -
',' .,', * Johnson Cllv, Tn. • , i '' • > , ' ^^ . '

' • • J j * ' D' Johns Dftr . " . . Seismology ' • . ,

' v r j?' U.S. Geological Survey, Boulder, Co. . • V , • ' " a '
, (.1 * ' -,* Or. Hlcriard Etheridge Zoology " • . ' • " * '
'".S ;.i ' San Diego State College. San Olego.ca , . . '
:'". , • " Or Burl L Monroe. J» • . . Zoology , ' '

J '-",'• j ,f University of LOulivlHe, Loudville, Ky ,' ' ,
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Mr Rayford R Sanders Aeronautics

D?"tt.nn«hCv Anderson An.tomy I am a t j losb to know what you me-m by maligning and
Emory Un verilty Atlanta Ga J „{> • _ -,,,-,11 onr) T~l 1- HwnoL-
Mr Daniel Harris Astronomy UClaming ^/OU and. IJT. HyneK.
Tucson Arl/ona
Dr Leo V Slandelord Astronomy

'' ' "'"w'V'rV w^o'*''"'""10 Mn Astronomy If vou watched tr e KGOL-TV interview show "Face the f/tate"
Hdyd«r> Piar>etar um Boston Ma
or R ̂ -dc H.hr» Astrophysics uith iTovis / a] ton and mycelf you must have seen that 1 Care-
Johns HOPV ns university Ball more Md c ''

"" Cn,v.t..ry"orF[or'oa uk.Aif^d FiB'°ct"m'"'v f u l ly avoided p bl icly criticl"ing our organisation ^ven when
£btf£f£'n£lon°Ma'° B'°ch'm""v a^ked a direct cuestion by Fr. Diamond concerning our differences;
SniciToTieUTw.iiowoai, ont canadaBO"ny and you must know by now that I feel that you seriously botched

. Dr Rooerl s Mellor Botany , , , , , .
It Un.versily of Aritona Tucson Ai tnat/ IttVB S t/lgat>lOn .

Dr James A Harder Civil Eng ncflrmg
university of caiitornu Berkeley Ca

M.,coXTJL"
Jounda,ionEngin.<.rV'TEur'«oTA7 In this rppiH I would ô i pt out that it is th e resoonsibil-

Dr Via it mil v/s,n Computer Technology
< 1 -vn . ca •< ity of the UFO research field to pol ice itself and to this end

Dr Br an W Johnson E'eCtr leal Engineer Ing 3

u n , w r s t y o t r . » a s DaMas TX ;,g ^^^ criticise each others methodology and a^^roach when we
'i D' F»anJ< B Sd' toury Exobiology t-- •/

D!'Ha,o!dHnw!ri!am,u>(Mn u' Geochemi,i,y feel that criticism to be constructive, anpropriate, and nec-
ttnp".'."pMir"'Ll° c"""' fl" °"G.OIO,, essary. (In fact vou mad» an a^-iea1 for such criticism at Ft.
""al"1 Mmjac^Bi" R'a°"a°B°'cft c' H,story Smith.) An objective oerson should be able to receive such
Temple University Philadelphia Pa . , . • , . * - I ' l l • • j. j. i j. * i • •, or P M H Edwards L.naust.c, criticisip and consider it in the soirit that it is given,
un versity ot V ctoria Victoria 6 C Canada **
Dr AHan K Andrew* Mechanical Engineer ng

or°Lou°sE oaugheny Medic.ne Ne have been cooperating with 'Jr. hvnek. I called his office
valleioceneial Hospital vallejo Ca r ~> ' ,

v'ad™<o™o*"""' Medieme on i)ec. 11, 1975 to brief him on the state of the case (I talked
<?o,,«.Vo.uuol'hcM,dicne D«.MOn"s",an° to i\argo) and on the following night I called his home to give
Med?ca?coi'i.3,.wo°0oh°o Hosp.tai Toi.do 0"""° t u n Duaiie i-'olton's phone number so that he could talk to Duane
Maten.0aTRe^aJ°h"ct"D o.ano.bur, N^""""9V d i re ctly with respect to corning to Phoenix to interview Travis.
D r Wallet W Walker Metallurgy / * - i - i 1 - 1 . . -r- . 1 i _ L > . . \ f i 1j , HugnesAirc .ancorporat ion Tucson AZ t^/illen was out lecturing, i gave the number to Kimi.; Hyn^k
Hoiycros'si .oioitaioiunv.rsityoica.i . 'yo o s v called me on the following Saturday and thanked me for saving

1 Calgary Alt Canada O *. o

i 5n,.i.s1rvo'iA?!on. Tucson A; OP1" '^ ^ron a WTsted trip. Aoparentl.v you had been acting as a
N,rhV,cn'dA,\onla''unv.,,1,, FwS'i'™""'"*" go-between but had neglected to tell him that the Waltons hid
Or RoDertF Creegan Philosophy Hr> f 3 CTTPPfl tn in 1 nt P r"VI PVJrf'
Slate Un vers tv of New York at Albany Ny 1IWU tai^J O*3U uw Xli -LtlO^I v_L^nj .
Dr Kathryn M SQUadrlto Philosophy

Purdue un verslty at Fort Wayne Indiana
Dr Emetson w Shldeler Philosophy Y r * j _ i i i _ i i ^ n ' n i • i -roenv.. r0o.ado i With respect to the defaming of which you accuse us, I
c'omrno'nw.a^h^scBntiticand industrial Pnv"" would point out that we have been actuallv uoing the opposite.
Research Organisation Sydney N S W Australia ^ "
Dr Richard f Ha nes Physics

1 Los Altos Ca

c"I,ton'ia'sta'>1e
>u0n"vVr,i,y s.n oi.go c. "'"'"" rhe plain facts of G .b .W. ' s involvement are descrediting

MCDRO°n'.'.!ol,uVguc
t'

1Astronaut,c,company """'" in themselves. He have soft-pedaled them because frankly they
of^Tf'USu p,Vcr,i.try reflect adversely on the whole UFO research field.

-( Denver Co
D L Geraid uau'er Psychiatry

i Cornell university New vork NV r J • • 3 1 L. u \ U. • J. X J. 1- J. *>or aenhoidE schw.r« Psychiatry Individuils who have been subiect to the sort of eyoerience"
r t Monician N J *•'

SnivT.'"fyLo."ce'ii'r'o,r,i. a. oav,s ca p'vctl°""v deorribed by Tr J vis Walton and his six friends are not l ike lv
LlUr.nri.*'u'n,.'.',',s,',ny5."udbu,y On, Canada0'""' ^° D6 vrry cooperative if they are led to be] ieve that they

!,- 5nivH.,,i^oS,Dwyominv L.r.mi. wy ^"^'^ will receive the sort of treatment they received at your hands.
Dr Horace C Dudley Radiailon Physics
Un vert ty of filfnoi* Chicago II

1 Dr NoimanA CocKburn Religion ,,-,. , -. , , . ^ T , , P 1 . . . , _ .
su.rey Eng'and L H e D L i y ^ i C a l and emotional wel fa re of ke/ in-ij ir3auj.ls in
Dr A He i y Swann Science Education •* i IT • i -. • • • mi • » T « I I - I
e«. Tenner staw un,«r.,.y critical UI1 U emsodes should I B J u T s t priority. Th is is little
Johnson CUV Tn * '

' us^eoioQ^isMr-y BOU.«- co ^""°IOflV enough to o f f p r * in exch<jrife fc.*r th^ir cooper-ition.
L Dr R cliatd Ethenoge Zoology

San Diego Slate College San Diego Ca
Oi Bun L Monroe Jr Zoology

i Univ«'fity of Louisville Lou svllie Ky
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Psychiatry

Psychiatry

Psychology

etiology

Ju l i an H. -paulding -3- January % 1976

we contnctp-d Duane ii .vas to surg^cl a thorough
physical for Travis and to e>nrcss ccricern for Travis' emotJonal
well-bein^. <ie -"-r^eri to enter this ,ihasc of the case only after
Uuane assured us that he was through coonerc-il ine; with you,

Although you had not been a party to the Ft. Smith resolution
we stood by ar>d did not interfere wjth your investigation, We
entered only after you struck out. We did rot dtplicate your
efforts.

You personally, probably made only one big mistake. That
vas when you sent the '/alton brothers to see In)r." ^teward.
They x^erc much nut off by St^vnrds claiming to be an \.1t "but
not licensed to nractjse in Ari/ona" and by his denigrating
Dr. Harder ind Or. H /nek when they told Steward they would rather
deal with them for regressive hvpnosjs. This together with the
fact that he could not ret them an h. 'J . and tried to talk them
out of the lab tests they wanted (on the b j s J s that such things
could not be done secretly) made them decide to walk out on him.

1: clain th-dt he interviewed Duane and Travis for two
cannot be substantiated. Coral and I both Li lked to Duane

at Ms home durang that two-hour period.

Uf course, Stewards irrocooi- bible si itpment to the
that Trdvis had been hallucinating on drugs and that the case
v'Vn ^ hoax (how could both of these accusations be true?) is
not your fault but I do f -u l t \ou for not checking Stewards
background, ''ith the world wntcbinf one does not entrust a
potentially important case to someone with a mail order decree
so I must assume that you were under the imnr^ssion that his
degree was genuine.

In cue ^ ou mibsed Dr. J-to-senSiums statement - urine and
blood terts eliminated drug involvement,,,

Af te r so nrany negative comments let me give credit where
credit is due. l>e are pbl-? to eliminate drug involvement lirgely
because 'ire.vis1 first urination after his return was saved for
lab testing. This was done, I underctand, on your recommendation,
I commend you on your foresight.

zAfon-tPiofit ctfeie.arc/1 Coifioiation - QounJieA Qn 1952
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H, "paulding January 5, 19?6

eo, have two things to -mery you about:

y pr^cs reports carried statements by you concerning
magnetic readings taken at the oick-un site. Could vou
inform me ^p^cif j cs] 1 T r i^ to th^se fjndings?

P. Cuane ^ave Dr. Harder some rneta] frar^rents
-)ortpdlv cnme from you with the claim that they were found
at the nick-UT) site. Can vou ve r i fy and give the circum-
ctanc°s under which they were found?

I realise thit I hive made some r jther serious
tions concerning "i)r. M 5tev;ard. In our fina] report they will
he suoport^d by nolvpraph and PeS.S.

Thanks r^iin for taking the initiative, I trust that t h e
air is a lit Me clearer now.

SjncerelT\

LJL/sk
. J. Lorensen

International Director

In reporting on the Travis case vie have relied on quotes
attrjbuted to you in the Phoenix oress. If any of these
were in error would vou so inform us in order that such
errors *iay not be perpetuated.

cNon-<Piofit Coloration - bounded (In 1952
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•:\: '^/•. Also in the proposal vein, we are preparing a dignified prospectus, and those '•"
. / you agreeable on the Scientific Board who will consent .to having a biography and

•; possibly a photo printed for inclusion in this prospectus, are asked to submit this.
/This will go, .ONLY, to foundations and individuals who are prospective donors.

' . , ' ; :' '." ' ' • • • ' ' • - • - : - ' '" •' ,-.' ' ' :

Also accompanying any proposal will be a "situation paper" discussin the, history
' \ of and current status of UFO research. . . •

.' Enclosed is a reprint of the Research Corporation's response-to our request for
' additional funding. .. . , -• : _ . . ' ' • " • . .
;,. : • • ' '' .; .'.- :.; ,. :V, •; • .: •''••' ' • ' • • • • : • • . , • .
. ' • ' • ' ' " ' ' ' " ' • • • • ' • ' . ' ' .' ' - ' • : • • • • • • . '
'- ARKANSAS MEETING, . ' -' . . . . ; . . . • - . .

• . , - , • ' • > • ' • " ' " • • ' ' " • ' • ' • • . • • ' .
',' .:.- Several persons who attended the Arkansas conference came away disappointed
• with the state of "popular" UFO research. The Center must direct its efforts
„• to those: who are engaged in serious research, and we hope that this will be the - :

•.'.;.focus .from this time on. You may have seen the November 3 issue of TIME (Science)-
.' (Copy enclosed) wh.-'ch reported on the conference. It was erroneous, of course, in
•'.stating that all groups are now cooperating with the Center. • This was not agreed upon,
- and may I add, not requested by the Center. They misinterpreted (TIME) Dick Haines1

'; proclamation, asking for cooperation of all people involved in UFO research. However,'
"•/ah article in the Science column of TIME has obvious benefits, and we have received :

•. several'interesting responses from professional people. ( • . • .

BULLETIN.

' . I will see to it that all those listed to receive this internal newsletter
are sent our. News Bulletin by first class mail, rather . than waiting several weeks
for,' bulk mail to be ; delivered. . " . . ' • • • ;

>.NATIONAL ENQUIRER ' . ' • ' . ' . • . . . •

. I imagine some of you will be interested in the I have sent to the NATIONAL
ENQUIRER, November.10: • . „ . •

- ' • • ' • ' ' . . ; . ' • . • ' • • ' • ' ' i . •'

;::":,;" "The Center for UFO Studies, in an effort to expand its scientific and educational
'operations, has necessitated a reassessment of my priorities. I must give increasingly
.•greater attention to the primary goals of the Center.

• ,In view'of the above I feel that I must withdraw as a member of the Enquirer's
Blue "Ribbon Panel whose aims have not proved to be in harmony. with the' scientific1^,
objectives'.of, the Center and its associated scientists "

arguing the existenc
' ., 
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"CIVILIAN AERIAL PHENOMENA RESEARCH ORGANIZATION"
GROUND SAUCER WATCH • 13238 N. 7t[, DRIVE • PHOENIX, ARIZONA • 85029

(602) 942-7216 After 5:00 P.M.

March 9, 1976

Mr. Philip Klass
560 MN" Street S.W.
Washington, B.C. 20024

Bear Phil,

'•̂ 'oday I interfaced with the head of the Arizona Polygraph Screening
Corporation and we discussed some of the questions you mentioned
during our phone conversation. I was informed ofthe following data
points:
1) Most of the polygraph businesses,in AriBona,are members of the
AZ Polygraph Assoc. and/or the American Polygraph Assoc. This means
nothing, as these organizations have no regulatory power over the
polygraphic technician.
2) No license is required in AZ (or 18 other states)
3} Presently the American Klygraph Assoc. is lobbying in front of the
AZ Senate with a bill (no. 1326) to license pdygraphers.
4) The charter rules are idealistic in their goals, however they wish to
have all personage performing polygraph testing have a minimum of a
BA (Presently there exists a dozen accredited universities in the US
that have a sound curriculum on polygraph testing methodology. The Avg.
course last for 280 hrs.) and/or 5 years experience in law enforcement,
this is not the case.
5) The assumption that anyone can be a polygraph operator in AZ is
valid, just hang a sign up and your in business.
6) The 'perfect' polygraph operator should also be a psychologist or
a doctor in social sciences.
7) The equipment should meet the minimum requirements, therefore it
should have trace (output) capabilities of three physiological outputs,
heart, lungs, and galvanic responcs. A majority of the equipment does
not have the 'state of the art' peripherals required to make the test
totally objective.
8) The minimum amount of time required to do a good polygraph test is
sixty minutes, this is often violated.
9) Most polygraph organizations are in the business for the money and
science plays a low level part in many of the analyses.

I will contimue my quest for data from the Walton boys, however you
should be well advised that I am 'black listed' with them (thanks to
another UK) organization) and obtaining data will be very difficult. He
will do what we can and hopefully additional information will be



Mr. Philip Klass
March 9, 1976
PAGE (2)

available en this continuing hoaxed story.

Respectfully,
GROUND SAUCER WATCH, INC.

William H. Spaulding
Director
Western Division

WHS/ss

Additional information is available* from a reputable polygraph firm
here in AZ. I have included this data.

The Polygraph Screening Service of AZ and Utah
Mardian Building Suite 1H
3815 N. Black Canyon Highway
Phoenix, AZ 85015
Mr. Whiteaide (602) 279-3537

This institute utilizes Dr. G. Barland (good reputation) of the
University of Utah as their polygraph consultant on all cases requiring
science's involvement.
Phone (801) 581-8445 X6309
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G:.Ol~S SAUCER V/ATCH IM>°.
SIRIYIP. ivFWS BULLET IN-JUN3

Introduction by Jar.es A. S^aulding-
Director-GS',Y-Eastern Division

Jur>3 1976 is s/r.bolic nf our first of three sunner news bulletins, written
and distributed free for our members and fellow researchers. Obviously GSW
doesn't have a regular (monthly; bulletin and due to the economics and time
involved in editing a decent, readable publication, we can not embark on such
an undertaking. However, we are supplying MUFQN (Mutual UFU Network) with
some of oar better reports on unknown aerial phenomena and analytical evaluations
of UFU piotoa^l evidence. On many occasions MUFON has published these investi-
gat ive results in their o.vn monthly publication - Skylook.

In ry opinion Skylook, edited by D-vight Cor.r.elly, offers the best reading
ar.~ raterial of the top three organisational bulletins (APHu, inCA? and MJFON).
CiTT recrr.T.er.ds that all of its membership, -individually or jointly, purchase this
li terature.

In~uirie~ p^rtairung to ?1JFG1I membership ard/or Skylook Magazine ca ••<. be
directed to this off ice or by contacting one of the following padress:

STiLOU'-' MAGAZIM3 " ?rjFCN t INC.
2o Edgewocd Drive 103 013toune Road
o-dr.ny, IL 6?^01 S?guin, TX 78155"
;'>'r. D. Connelly- ^JJIr. Vfelt Ar.drus-
Siitor Director

'•"hile '-ve are talkirg about civilian UFO or^ni"ations, G37f still has a
7/"r'"i^j "elit i^r.ship -v-'th Dr. Hyr.^V, -he Director of CUR)S. ?.ec^nt editorial3
ir 0 tr^blioa^ icr.s ai.d "agasi'ics h?ve s°ver=-ly "i ^rnishe'3, t h f > Center's inag^1 and
"•ra- of ?r. -;—.ev. 'Jar.y ufolojists *nci eve- th° nublic look to Dr. Hynek as
the unofficial- spok-*p?in for s c i en t i f i c T Tfology.

r-s-arcr. ;

n^rerou? clei 'n^ t^?T the TJ-r.t^r •? arc=pting ?11 U"^' r^lat.ed
saeTina* ir.j any cf this data to the serious or interested

",ot ^Ish ti rtp.rt an ar~uenenc or. the met nod of operations
of other UFO cr^r.! rations at *his tit?.

C-S; has sen", nur.ercus bits of data to the Center and admittedly like other
persons have said, "we did not "receive any word,~n6t everi"a thank youV I person-
ally think CUHJS largest problem is one of communications or shall I say lack of
corrr^r.ication. !Iany ufologists look at the Center as a large cornoraticn, with
r-~=ro'.s individual's handling the high volume of U/0 data. The truth is, CUPOS,
~L\'-'= ev=ry otner civilian UrX) organisation is completely understaffed. This is
arcther T3»son nc.\. scientific ufologj is ir. its present statp. However, if
:-.diviav=.!s ar-i organizations ?re going to continu0 to send UFO data to the
C°-ter, Dr. Hyn^ v ~:ST, inprove his cor.-.unicpcicns. This cculd be as si-iple as
" rrostcard or as technic?! as a report. Many of our members a^e beginning to
cor-^lain tha t the inocrtant feedback is missing. This is ? t i re for unity in
ufr!-gy =r.d ?re snould not let a sinnle ratter like dissemination oi information
atari ir.'our --ray. Cr.e last tire, if GSW can help CUPOS, just let us know Dr.

H^— e1--. Information and membership in CUFUS is available by writing the following:
Center for UFU Studies'

9?-^ Chic? go Avamie *
Hvanstor, IL oO?02
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Af te r thoughts- //here we went wrong with Travis V.'alton.

Introduction to a. difficult experience

Iruring October of last year I ~ras a participant in a national UFO con-
ference at Fort Smith, Arkar.sss. The theme of the meeting was United for
Objectivity. In all fairness to Bill Pitts, the organizer of this broad
undertaking, it was a nonumer."1"a 1 achievement. Bringing together all the
major civilian organization's leaders in or" building, at one time.

We left Ft. Smith with mixed, but good feelings. Unfortunately no
high level resolutions were established nor were any serious objectives
planned for the future. On the plus side I felt the petty, ill feelings
existing between the organizations was settled and now some constructive
team-work-could—be-accompli-shed—in—the -seventies.—- --=_-=- , ̂  _-—-. .

Three weeks after the conference a UK) encounter occurred in Arizona,
cr.a that literally shook the foundations of Ufolo_gy.. Un the night of November
5~h , at 5:15 p ." i«» a. well witnessed UFO sighting occurred in Northern Arizona.
I'. -"2.3 *.'.:? """ype of UFO sighting that many p°ople were awaiting, as it in-
volved occupants, "any persons following ufology, ie, the hobbyest, con-
tact ees, believers, tabloid readership and soTa of the ser5ous investigators

rre?t enthusiasm. After all, the prime wit-
=d by a. IJ7V beam-and spirited away by a UFO

crew. Tor five d?ys Travis V/alton, was a household word, he v;?s more "pop-
..lar" f-.an President Ford.

I for one nonestly ar. 3kepit\cal of this type of UFO encounter for the
foll^-'-irg reasons:

(~] C-S'.V's goal is tc prove 2xist?r-ce of th? "object" prior to the
occupant, although self-sdnittedly, they sor.etir.es run parallel
to one another.

(.'">; y.ost UJC contact/?bd"c Lion cases have proven only borderline
evidence, at best, d-;p tc the f?ct it generally represents
psychological evidence rather than physiological. In this
controversial subject, wnich in mir.erous cases is subjective,
incidents like the Travis Walton and the Pascagoula fisherman ^

"*" "~" ~cn"lyr add" "fuel "tb'tne 'fi?e3 "bfth^critiQaog, lying in "wait ing"""-
to verbally chastise the U7C1 investigator.

Those facts aside, the Travis 7faltcn case did happen right in GS.V's
"back yard',1,' therefore, with media pressure we investigated the case0 I
kr.o- t h f s portion of the sighting will be ? complete redundancy to our
rea ; =rs"ip, but we must set the facts straight in. this case.

Di.ring t.ie early evening hours of November 5» 1975» approximately 10.5
-il-'o so-ith of rleber, AZ near Forest- Service Road #300, ?2 year old Travis
•Valtcn and six of his v/codcutting fellow workers observed what appeared to
ther. to be a brilliant v.hite solid metallic object-15 feet in diameter a.nd 8
feet thick, -his object was hovering twenty feet above the ground and approxi-
ma te ly IOC feet ?-v?.y. The group "was trav?lin£ in a pick-up truck and upon
seeini the object the driver stopr°d and V/altcn jumped out of the truck and-
rar. towards the UFO. 'Ihe six witnesses i'n the vehicle reported seeing "Valton
struck by a ray of blue light emanating from the uderside of the object.
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They all stated that Tfaltor. was "knocked" tack ten feet and that he fell
to the ground. Frightened, they drove off less Tfalton, returning in approxi-
mately 15 nir.utes -,o find no trace of Travis or the object.

The witnesses called the local law officials who conducted a "brief search
of the area, later -hat evening, and found nothing. As the search continued
during the rext couple days, the question of foul play with Travis' well being
was suggested. To clarify natters the six witnesses were given lie detector
tests (polygrapnj with five of the tests indicating they were telling the truth
about wr.at they observed. The six test was inconclusive.

Some of the questions asked included; "Did you kill Travis Walton,".
"Did you see Travis taken aboard a spacecraft?" They all answered "No".
(Inconclusive'data) Another question asked.if they saw_what they thought
was an extraordinary object in the woods near Keber. They answered "Yes".

On November 10, 5 days after Walton's disa-pDearar.ee, Navajo County
Sheriff :.Iarlin ~'. ^illespie, said Walton purportedly called his brother
in Phoenix at about midnight and told him he was somewhere near Heber.
Family members includirg Duane (Walton's brother)drove to the site,
returned to Phoenix and then drove to a hospital in^csor. according to
Duane Vfel-.or.1 s wif° Carol. h<~vever , a thorough check c: Tucson hospitals
rrcduc=d no trace of .'feltor-. The Tucson trip was a ruse given to the
~=dia by Duane, so that the redia rould not bother Travis.

Walter's cl?.i-n to faxe was that he has beei taken aboard th°
spacecraft and held urtil his release near a H^ber phonebooth several
cays later.

tfalton was scheduled to take a lie detector t«»3t or. November 14,
at the Arizona Department of Public Safety headquarters in Phoenix but
failed to show up. Sherrif Gillespie issued a statement saying no
furf'er attempts #ill be made by his off ice or by the DPS 4o administer
a lie detector test to v/alton. Gillespie said earlier that he had
douats abci:t "Yalta".'s story "ased upon a t>ersor.al ir>tervi=w vrith 7/altcn
on Novenber 11.

-Villiaa Spaulding, Director of Ground Saucer Vfetch (GSW, Inc.J, a
national scientific TJ70 investigation group said he also had information
that led hir. to doubt 7/alton's story. Spauldir.g was ordered from the GS7F
eastern office to terminate the investigation by his group due to Vfalton' 3
refusal to subnit to outside objective scientific testing, void of any
civilian URJ organization involvement.

Dr. Lester Steward, a consultant for GSW, Inc. and MUPDN interviewed
Duane and Travis Walton and said their behaviour made him suspicious of
their story. They refused professional testing and evaluations. Eased
upon a two hour ir.terview with the 7/altcn brothers Dr. Steward was con-
vienced that Travis was probably hallucinating and that no credence
shoili be placed on this incident.

»

An or. site investigation of where the UFO was reportedly seen, was
conducted by experienced GS".V Field Investigators and high residual mag-
netisr. measurements were recorded. No indications of any radiation
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phenomena were observed or measured, nor were any ground markings, including
heat affected areas.

GSW Evaluation:

After a time consuming investigation, the Travis Walton case is con-
sidered a hoax based on the following data:

1; Walton never "boarded the UFO. This fact is supported by the
six witnesses and the polygraph test results.

2) The entire Walton family has had a continual UK) history. The
Walton boys have reported observing 10 to 15 separate UK) sightings

~"

3; When Duane was questioned about his brother's disappearance, he
stated that "Travis will be found, that UPO's are friendly".
GSW countered, "How do you know Travis will be found?" Duane
said, "I have a feeling, a strong feeling." GSW asked "If the
UK) 'captors' are going to return Travis, will you have a
camera to record this great occurence?" Duane, "No, if I have
a camera 'they* will not return."

4) The Walton's mother showed no outward emotion over the loss of
Travis. She said that UFO 'a will not harm her son, he will be
returned and that UPO's have been seen by her family many times.

5) The Walton's refused any outside scientific help or anyone who
logically doubted the abduction portion of the story (as of
12/2/75;. Then APED became involved in a series of subjective
psychological tests.

6) The media and GSW was fair to the witnesses. However, when the
story started to 'fall apart1 the Waltons would only talk to
people that did not doubt the abduction portion of the story.

-became, involved and, .criticized both , GSN and Dr. Hynek for
taking a negative position on the encounter." "1" ~- \' ~~ ' "

8; There is some strong evidence that the Waltons 'sold' their story
to the National Enquirer and the incident was completely twisted
from the truth.

The Outsiders Arrive - mad. bad, and sad:

When the Walton brothers were visiting Dr. Stewards' office on that famous
Tuesday morning in November and he related to them of his professional involve-
ment with drug control, their immediate disappearence from GSW's investigation
should have been expected .In one of the dozen contradicting statements made by
APRu on this incident, Coral" ixirenzen infers directly that the Walton's were
not in Steward's office for two hours, bhe sights some poor logic in arriving
to her conclusions, however, this £s one of many important data points that
must be clarified.
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Luckily I called Dr. Steward twice, once ray secretary placed the call
for me, during his two hour meeting with the Waltons. .During one of the
phone/calls I talked to Duane to inform him that his wife had told the
media*- ' that Travis was not in Tucson and that the persistent media was
wise to the ruse.

The next three days were hell for myself and the organization. The
only interfacement we had with the prime witness was through his overbearing
"brother- Duane. Numerous attempts were tried to get Travis to seek total
professional help in following order of priority: A) medical attention, if
necessary, B) psychological care and testing C) substantiating testing, ie,
polygraphic, PSB and regressive hypnosis.

Because this case, on the surface, appears as solid UK) evidence, it was
a incident we thought required this best technically trained investigators and
doctors.

GSW contacted three of its best psychologists and informed them we might
be requiring their assistance, if we could obtain cooperation from the witness.
Additionally Ipersonally contacted Dr. Hynek and strongly suggested that he
come to Hioenix for an indepth interview with Travis.

Initially. , Walton agreed and then he disagreed about tailing to Hynek,
sighting many reasons, including they had found another doctor to talk to and
Dr. Bynek was not needed.

Dr. Hynek called this whole affair "a atmosphere of a circus", I agreed.
Eynek said he will temporarily postpone his trip and instead, he will send a
CBS reporter̂ *2;, whom I &.s to meet at the rtioenix airport and attempt to
establish an interview with Travis.

i

During this tine Dr. Steward was interfacing with other promident field '
investigators on this case and even talked regularly with Dr. Leo Spinkle
(AP31J consultant) from the University of Wyoming. This 'shoots down' another
APBu claim that GSW was keeping this case all:to themselves. !

Let the record also state that AFRO said in writing, "we did not enter the [
Walton case until you (.GSW; had pullalout". I was ordered by our Board of , !
Directors, to get out of this mess immediately, as bad publicity from this j
case will ruin scientific ufology. un Friday, November 14, 1975 at 5*00 p.m.
GSW held a press conference and pulled out of the case, claiming that a
sighting possibly occurred and that the Travis Walton abduction 'portion, of
the incident was a hoax. '

I I
inmediately APRQ Jumped to the news wires and said they were * taking j

over' the investigation. To ufologists and the body politic this looks like I
APED was starting where GSW finished bycomnensing on a series of psychological
tests. , I

i

The bland truth to this 'politically & monetary motivated' sighting'is
that APfiD had stattM Tuesday, 72 hours before our press conference, to start
calling the witness claiming how they could help the Waltons from all the
unfair publicity and lack of professional help.
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APH) like most civilian UK) organizations lacks the huge sums of money
it takes to properly investigate the numerous UK) cases we all become in-
voived with each year.

The tabloids have done a lot for the believers of flying saucers, but
have accomplished very little for scientific ufology. Their sensationalism
has done more damage then good. But we are not talking about the value of
tabloids, however we are talking about their monies, un numerous occasions
these gossip papers have bought many news stories. In the case of Travis
Walton the country's leading (salary wise) tabloid monies were used to
investigate this sighting. Who paid for the lodging of Travis after his
ordeal? Who paid for the psychological testing and the various doctors
involved?

The ill feelingsTamonng the organizations and certain individuals were
beginning to fester. The Waltons accused me as being a publicity seeker. Net
only do 1 deny this accusation but counter with this; if I truely wanted glory
it would not be with a spongy abduction case. I give more lectures in years
time than the combination of all directors of the civilian UFO groups. My
media appearances are also numerous. I can get all the publicity I need in
my own way, without endorsing a subjective sighting. This is cheap policy en
Duane's part and I deplore his accusations made on behalf of my character,
that of the organization, and that of scientific ufology.

Additional emotionalism and charges came from AJffiO against Dr. Steward
and Gb'ff's shabby investigation. All I can say is with the minimal amount of
time given tovs by the witness I believe we did one of the most thorough
physical investigations ever conducted in Arizona. This included:

1) Three field investigators spending as many days in the general
area.

2) Complete scientific equipment checking for magnetism and radiation.
3) Ground sample codings taken in the area of the purported sighting.
4J Interviews with the witnesses.
5) Character witnesses profiling.
6) A culling of the prine witness1 past record(prof ile).
7) Continuous media interfaceraent, at their request.
8) $800 spent on the investigation out of our members and organizations .

bank accounts. "
9) Interfacement with Duane to have his brother immediately take a

blood and urine specimen. $9 told him of the value in this for
analytical purposes.

A?2u claims GSW "struck out" with the waltons. Well if we did we ha*» some
help from our friends. I can not conduct any, psychological testing without
help froa the prime witness. Looking at this total confused mess in retro-
spect, I would have done nothing different than was performed or%inally, Granted
we would have liked to have seen all the tests, but the single, largest problem
was the fact our consultants never believed the story. The ̂ evidence was never
there. We "dropped" Travis as much as his brother and 'friends' disgarded us.

Polygraph Testing - Who's kidding who?

When a check on the status of polygraphic testing was conducted the
following data points were established:



1J Most 6f the polygraph "businesses, in Arizona, are members of the
AZ Polygraph Assoc. and/or the American .Polygraph Association.^-This
means nothing, as these organizations have no regulatory power over
the polygraphic technician.

2) No license is required in AZ (or 18 other states)
3) presently the American Polygraph Association is lobbying in front of

the AZ Senate with a bill (no. 1326) to license polygraphers.
4) The charter rules are idealistic in their goala, whereas they wish to

have all personage performing polygraph testing have the minimum of a
BA and/or 5 years experience in law enforcement,(Presently there exists
a dozen accredited universities in the US that have a sound curriculum
on polygraph testing methodology. The average course lasts for 280
hrs.j

5J The assumption that anyone can be a polygraph operator in AZ is valid,
just hang a sign up and youir in business.

6) The 'perfect1 polygraph operator should also be a psychologist or a
doctor in social sciences.

7) The equipment should meet the miriaum requirements, therefore it should
have traces (output) capabilities of three physiological outputs;
heart, lungs, and galvanic response. A majority of the equipment does
not have the "state of the art* peripherals required to make the test
totally objective.

8) The minimum amount of time requird to do a good polygraph test is sixty
minutes, this is often violated.

9J Most polygraph organizations are in the busiaesa for the- money and
science plays a. low level part in many of the analysis.

This evaluation data is supplied to our readership for information purposes
and to clarify the capabilities of lie detection methodology. This by no means
infers that all ploygraph testing is subjective and inferior. The polygraph
technology, performed with proper equipment and a certified operator, with a
strong emphasize on his scientific background, can give unquestionable results.

GSW does not want its members to be duped into believing that if a person
"passes" a polygraph test that it makes their story 10($ reliable. All the
factors must be taken into consideration, including; operator qualifications,
operator error, subject's profile, equipment parameters and the technique of
the test, ie, the type of questions asked and the method that the test questions
are presented to the subject.

A scientist arrives - a scientist departs
i

Dr. Allen Eynek, considered the undeclared spokeman for scientific ufologyt
came into Phoenix in April to address the Northwestern alumni and to talk to
Travis Walton about his alleged abduction. A strange reversal was occuring,
why was Travis going to talk to Hynek after the earlier ill-feelings? I can
easily -understand why Dr. Hynek wanted to talk to Travis, obviously Dr. Hynek
was 'under' media pressure on this incident, and all he had was conflicting
reports from APSO, NICAP and MU5UN/GSW. The nation's number one UJO expert
had to have the complete story. Additionally there is the up-coming' August
issue of Playboy Magazine which is covering the Walton case, so Dr. Hynek
had to get the 'true story'.
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Drf Eynek had called me, two days prior to his viait to Phoenix, and
suggested that I should not attend his lecture because he had invited Travis .
I agreed for two basic reasors, one I had my own lecture that evening and
politicly it would not be sound thinking to have the lion (me) and the
Christian (Travisj in the saae arena. (My brother says I could be the
Christian).

Dr. Eynek had his interview with Travia and promptly notified the media,
in Phoenix, of the following data points:

1) Travis is a quite, sincere and honest appearing young man.
2; Travis Walton was not under the influence of drugs, nor was he

hallucinating, and he could find no evidence of a hoax.
3) There was unfair and undue publicity given to this young man.

Well, Dr. Hynek left "Hioenix without one word to me/GSW and left us prey
for the media, JSxaapling the following; "1 thought Hynek was with you guys!"
"Does GS* and CUKJS work together?" "Does this mean the Travis incident
actually occured?"

How could I answer these questions? How much of Dr. Hynek*s statements
were misquotes or journalistic sensationalism? I called Allen three days later
upon his arrival in Chicago. I sarcastically thanked him^Forthe interfacement
and pressure and asked him point blank about Travis. I did not get a direct
answer, but instead I was told that the Travis Walton evaluation was not finished
and that further testing is required and that the possibility of a psychological
encounter should not be overlooked. If only the media would have looked at
the story in this context.

Por six long weeks I have kept my mouth shut, biting my tongue every day.
I weighed the political ramifications against a disagreement with CUTOS and
what will our friends at MtTPON say. The worst thing that can happen is for
friction to exist between organizations. Although I feel our record is practi-
cally blemish-free and our technical competence will over-ride any thing as
trite as the Travis Walton case.

After all what did we do wrong? There are no rules in the golden book of
ufology that says I can not disagree with a fellow researcher, and visa versa.
After the air clears and emotions-ebb from this incident, no one honestly can
be mad at our organization for maintaining that the abduction is a hoax, nor
can anyone say the investigation was sloppy or misconducted.

If indeed we want to 'sling dirt1, I can provide absolute proof that
Pascagaula is a hoax, even with the endorsement of some promident individuals.
That case is only one of many.

Soaetiaes I get totally upset with the lack of objectivity of my technical
peers. It is pure fact that all scientific ufolegists will hang together if we
do not start to police our standards and goals. We are playing into to hands
of th» government agencies that do not want the UK) secret given to-the public.
We are stripping ourselves to the level of cultists in the public eye, the very
saae people we need if anything good is ever going to come from all our efforts,
and I mean every organization is in this together.



We cannot endorse Dr. Henek's viewpoint on the Walton case, nor will he
blesa ours. Ify only regret is the apparant change in Dr. Hynek thinking
towards the subject̂ , Yt is very similar to Keel's writings and philosohy.

The aftershock of Hynek's visit is still with us and will probably
continue for some time to come*

What should have been done - hindsight

Ideally the Walton incident should J&ve been investigated slightly
different. There was nothing wrong with physical investigation, ie, analyzing
soil, interviewing witnesses, and other evaluations into the witness(es) and
the raw sighting data. This physical testing generally follows ajset of - ;
ground rules well established in a PIM ( Field - Investigator ManualJ. For
years wa -operated this way. NOTE: A comprehensive field manual is also
printed by MUFOH and it is worth the couple of dollars to purchase.

Now what guidelines exist for psychological tests within Ufology?
Absolutely none! The scenario goes generally like this, a civilian organi-
zation enters a incident like the Walton case, paraphased in UFO jargon a
SE IV (subjective encounter of the fouth kind) and relies heavily upon the
expertise of their consultants. In many cases the consulting doctor has only
a slight interest in Ufology, its more of a hobby. After all his profession
pays 3<3C plus a year and all he gets from his involvement with UFO cases is
his name in the tabloids or a UFO publication. This does little to the pro-
fessional, after all these publications are not scientific journals.

The doctor of medicine or of the mind, upon interviewing the witness,
starts a series of tests. Some of these include mundane pshcological matrix
tests to evaluate the psychic of the individual. This gives data of the
psychological behavioral traits and the 'balance' profile.

Then regressive hypnosis is given. Hypnosis in the hands of a person,
who is void of the critical technique' of the method, is similiar to a gun in
a child's hand. Some of the methodology utilized in previous abduction cases
is not 100J& *eliable and the same is true with the Walton case.

The next step is polygraphic testing. If the witness passes a lie detecter
evaluation then he must be telling the truth.

The combination of this testing sounds good, but in too many previous cases
it is not carried to a meaningful objective conclusion. There is nothing wrong
with the testing, however, the techniques are open for criticism. Well then
what should be done? The next time an abduction incident is reported, I suggest
the following:

Gather all physical data at the alleged site.
Conduct as thorough an interview and tape record every conversation
with each witness.

3) Interface with the media, with the witnesses; permission. The
data obtained to date.

4) Each group will be required to contact a hypothetical board of
scientific ufologists, one person representing each UFO organization,
uneor'two. of these members of the board will arrange for psychological
and polygraph tests. How is this different? The two ufologists will
take the witness(es) to independent polygraph technicans and psycholo-
gists who are not connected with any UFO organization. They will per-

,\J±J

1}
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form the testing, with monies supplied from all organizations. The
two ufologista will aid in the type of questions being asked and
quarantee the validity of the techniques and the testing equipment.

No directors or co-directors will be permitted on the board. The
board will publish simultaneously the results or interium media releases to
all organizations involved.

No tabloid or newspaper will be given an exclusive story, unless the
board members representing all the organizations, votes in majority of the
same.

Anything short of these suggested guidelines will be ultra-subjective.
This way the emotions L andjconfusioji existing between organizations will be
held to a minimum and no single organization will be accused of attempting
to solve the UFO phenomena on its own. Additionally there will be a blending
of talent which will help solve soae of the problems.

The public and certain media looks upon this Walton incident as a complete
joke. No one cares now, its too late. The real battle is between the "experts"
in the various organizations. The vain personalities all want to claim, "See I
was right, Travis did go to the moon" or "I was right, it did not happen."
What is the difference now? We all played our parts perfectly. The majority
of the body politic sees scientific ufology as a hobby for the pseudo -cultists.
We are loosing support where it counts and please do not quote me on- the Gallup
poll on the percentage of believers.

In summarizing, ufology is gaining members but losing support. If the
organizations of this country can do nothing but support subjective abductions
and sensationalized encounters then we are all in big trouble. If positive
steps of corrective action are not taken in the near future, ufology will lose^
the momentum it has earned during the last ten years „ we came a long way since
the era of "swamp gas" and I for one would hate to see the total future of the
phenomena falter.

A past philosopher once said, "Arguing is good for the soul," however
our internal bickeringjonly shows the total Jlack of unity in researching of
this vexinĝ  phenomena.

*(1> I personally agreed with Duane Walton onthe Tucson hospital ruse."
The intent was not to lie to our media friends, but to 'buy' some valuable
investigation time, if anyone would have told the media that Travis was
back from this URJ ordeal, he would have been besieged by every reporter
in the state.

*(2) .tier Dr. Hynek's request 1 spent alot of time with Robert Wallace,
a reporter from CBS in Chicago. He was a witness to our unsuccessful
attempts at further testing with Travis.
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Trie following article is taken from a taped interview made
by GStf Field Investigator #061 with one of two prime witnesses,
Mr. Sonny Schwartz of Ventnor, F.J. The date of the sighting
wgs January 19> 1976 and the date of the recorded interview was
March 21, 1976.

At approximately 5:05 AM on January 19, 1976, Mr. Sonny
Schwartz, an Atlantic City Press columnist, author, and talk
show host was riding in a Ventnor, N.J. police car with Patrol-
nan Frank Ingargiola. The two had been out on an investigation
and were on their way back to Mr. Schwartz' apartment. For
some reason, instead of driving directly to the apartment, they
drove up a ramp to the boardwalk at Ventnor beach. Mr. Schwartz
glanced up into the sky over the ocean and noticed an extremely
bright white light within the perimeter of the windshield and
T.O the left of a utility pole, and thought it was the brightest
light he had ever seen. Mr. Schwartz asked patrolman Inpargiola
what he thought it was. At first glance he said he thought it
sight be a flare froma fishing boat. Flares usually last only
a very short time and then go out, but this light did not dim-
inish and seemed to be coming closer. They watched it for ten
minutes or so, and then Mr. Schwartz suggested they drive down
the boardwalk toward Atlantic City and see if the light still
followed them. It did and at this time patrolman Ingargiola
expressed alarm.

Ir.gargiola served in the Favy for many years, principally
ss a night watch. He had seen many lights in the sky coming
from >nown sources, but he stated he had never seen any thing
resembling the intensity of this light.

As they drove toward Atlantic City thev came upon an area
where 2 large barere with 9 high derrick was doing construction
work, and Schwartz stated he thought the light might be a mark-
er light on top of the derrick. However, when they passed the
"barge Schwartz realized the light was not on the barge, since
the light continued to follow their. They drove to Albany
Avenue then dov/n a ramp that goes down to the beach. Patrolman
Ir-gargiola expressed a bit of terror concerning the sighting,
which now appeared to be very close and much larger than a full
rroon. The weather was cloudy and overcast with the temperature
in the low 2C's and wind gusts to 50 mph. The object seemed to
have a luminous green haze around it with three triangular erupt-
ions in the lower portion. Patrolman Ingargiola drove back up
on the boardwalk and radioed headquarters in Ventnor, asking
them to contact Atlantic City police for assistance. Within a
few moments the Atlantic City police arrived and watched the
object. As rrore cars approached, the object seemed to move
further away, and in fact, disappeared. When some of the cars
left, the object reappeared. Patrolman Ingargiola then turned
the spot light of the police car on the object, turning the
light off and on to arouse response from it but received none.
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The Atlantic City police notified the Naval Air Experimental
Station, which reported that no image could te detected on
their radar screens. The Atlantic City police also radioed the
Coast Guard, which immediately dispatched a boat from Long
Island to the area. A police sergeant appeared with a pair of
high powered field glasses. The object, now seeming to have
disappeared was clearly visible through the glasses. Patrolman
Irgargiola also observed the object through the glasses. Two
more police cars arrived and the object disappeared completely.
After waiting for about ten minutes, they headed back to Ventnor,
and at about 5?20 suddenly saw the object which seemed to be
following them, but now much closer than before. When they were
about a block away fro_m_where they originally sighted the- object
the light became intensely bright. At the same time Schwartz,
noticed a "man", "human", or "something" moving along the street
side railing of the boardwalk. It was walking with a lurch as
opposed to a limp or stagger, never turning around, and thus
preventing their getting a look at the front of it. The figure
moved in a bent over position as it lurched from side to side,
with the right arm almost touching the boardwalk. It appeared
to be about 6 feet 6 inches tall with immense broad shoulders
and wearing on its head something resembling a ten gallon cow-
boy hat. Since the wind was gusting to 50 mph, both observers
were amazed that the hat did not blow off, and no effort was
being made to hold onto the hat. Now the light was very close
and they watched it for about a minute. They then looked for
the "being" but it had disappeared. There were no exits off
the boardwalk close by and, after an extended search, they gave
up. The lig''t went out and they decided to return to Ventnor.
Cn the way back they heard many reports on the police radio of
the object being sighted in various communities along the coast.

When the report came out about the "lurching man", Schwartz
was contacted by an 82 year old man who jogs along the boardwalk
every corning about 5 AM and reported that two weeks ago he had
called the Ventnor police to report a hulking figure answering
the description of "what" SchwgTrtz had seen. He said he kept his
eyes on the figure until the police arrived, at which time the
figure disappeared. The old gentleman has not been jogging on
the boardwalk since!

The report of the sighting was inadvertently picked up by
an early morning disc Jockey who relayed it to the press, and
TV and the two witnesses were harassed by the media for several
weeks thereafter.

The Coast Guard issued a statement thgt what was seen was
the reflection on the clouds of the mast lights of fishing
boats located a short distance off shore. One woman called
Schwartz to report that a relative of hers was one of the crew
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of the Coast Guard boat sent out to investigate, and the crew
v/as instructed not to say any thing about the sighting.

(Fa. note) An article appearing in the March 2 J , 1976
edition of the Atlant ic City Press ouotes from a speech given
by Robert D. Barry, director of the 20th Century UFO Bureau in
Collingswood, F.J . , at a weekend UFO conference, that the Coast
Guard was staging a coverup regarding the sighting, because it
had been learned that the Coast Guard actually had seen the UFO.
He stated also that a Coast Guprd spokesman told a UFO investi-
gator that Coast Guard personnel v/ere ordered to remain silent
regarding the sighting.

BCuK REVIEW
BY: W. Todd Zechel - GSW Field Director -wl.

bTALKING THE TROJAN HORbE

John Keel has written a book, "UPOs: operation Trojan Horse," which seems
to "be gaining popularity amoag even the most skeptical UFO followers. The
book is a hodgepodge witches' brew of metaphysical and psychic phenomena.
Mr. Keel presides over this cauldron, stirring in more ingredients and
adding more heat. However, like many a watched pot, this one fails to
boil.

Mr. Keel does raise some legitimate questions. If nothing else, he has
forced hardcore UFO buffs to reexamine their own beliefs. Keel introduces
a relatively new theory, (ultraterrestrial;, which attempts to explain
the origin of UFOs. Mr. Keel, like many of us, had examined the ex-
traterrestrial hypothesis and foundit wanting. It seems to me, though,
that Mr. Keel has dismissed the extraterrestrial theory with merely a
swirl of his magic pen (a. practice he seemsto habitually follow ).

Mr Keel's method of debunking the ET hypothesis is to point out that only
a select number of UPO reports seem to indicate extraterrestrial origin.
Therefore, he reasons, the ETH is incorrect. He then introduces his
-ultraterrestrial theory and manages to include a broad spectrum of
metaphysical phenomena, a sort of blanket explanation. You name the
phenomenon, Mr. Keel will gladly throw it into his ultraterrestrial pot.
If you say you saw a leprechaun, or a gnome, or a vision of the Holy
Mother, Keel won't question it or try to describe it as an illusion/
delusion. No, Mr. Keel will say you saw a transmogrification of a super-
natural entity, what Mr. Keel has done, in effect, is invent a cure that
applies to every known disease. Medical science should be so lucky.

Finding fault with Mr. Keel.'s book is not a matter of nit-picking. Rather,
it ia more like wading into a pile of stinking garbage in order to find
the item that gives off the most offensive ordor. In many respects, he
takes a Von Danikenesque approach to the subject by saying, "Could this
be'r" He leaves the impression that his assorted crazies are all respectable
men. Une could achieve the same effect by dipping into the files of
lunatic asylums and publishing the ravings of madmen, without identifying
them as such.
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Keel chastises the hard core UK) groups because they haven't satisfactorily
explained all the reports which don't fit into the extraterrestrial
criterion, (as though they had a responsibility to do soj. Mr. Keel
will seem to have proved his case to many people, because his theory
explains all the off-beat sightings, whereas the extraterrestrial
hypothesis fails. It appears to me, however, that Mr. keel's hypothesis
is more convenient than it is accurate. He accepts the veracity of his
theory only on the grounds that it is more inclusive, npt because it is
any more soluble. If you apply Keel's theory to the larger number of
his own cases, the results don't make any more sense than the extraterrestrial
theory. The "bottom line," as they say, still comes out as zero.

What Mr. Keel has attempted to do is devise a solution that would solve
a very complex problem. His intentions were probably honorable. We can
give him an "A" for effort. I think the b.ig mistake in all of this is
that both theories, extraterrestrial and ultraterrestrial, are being
misused. We are__taking a hyppthe£is._and/U3ingit as a formula to _solve
every sighting. If the formula doesn't work, we discard the hypothesis.
The old "throwing out the baby with the bathwater" routine. (.We don't
discontinue the use of penicillin because it won't cure baldness.) Why
don't we, instead, discard the sighting? Mr. Keel attacks this practice,
yet, in the long run he will find that he las to do the same thing with his
hypothesis. He will be faced with a choice of discarding the hypothesis
or dismissing the sighting. If he is consistent, he will discard the
hypothesis and look for another catch-all theory.

My contention is that all sightings cannot be put into one category. One
hypothesis cannot explain all the complex aspects of the total phenomena
known to mankind. Mr. Keel tries to prove that all phenomena are somehow
interrelated, but he fials. This is not to say he hasn't made some
valid points. He makes a meritorious attempt to prove the same UFOs
are paraphysical, that some supernatural entity has the ability to
transmogrify itself. However,even if this contention is correct, it
doesn't rule out extraterrestrial origin, nor does it mean that every
hallucination, delusion, illusion, or aspiration is a transmorgrification
of an ultraterrestrial or extraterrestrial entity.

In the final analysis, Keel has attempted to scatter gun approach to a
very complex and perplexing problem. His shot missed the mark, but the
beast was wounded. Bsrhaps, if some more accurate marksmen were to take
a shot, thê  beast "would fall. "K.eep~in mind^ though ,--that- a wounded beast---
is always the most dangerous.
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IRTELLIGENCE AGENCI3S = CuVEBT OPERATIONS
- An editorial on the CIA and the UFO

\j>". -• • • ' . ' . . •' ' By Janes A. bpaulding

In a surprising move, last month, the Cli has sent to our organization
some sanitized documents involving the Ralph Mayher photo incident of 1952.
We had "begun to request data from this secret intelligence organization im-
mediately after the.declassification of the Robertson Panal Report D̂urant-
December 1974J. It had became obvious to our organization that the CIA was
-was instrumental in the total UFO picture and it is becoming more apparent

th day.

It was too much to assume that the Air Force IProject Blue Book) was
gathering all this data over the years, Just to file it away and/or destroy
it after a slight retention period.

Apparently the CIA has been the prime recipient of all the important
UFO data, ie, R/V cases, military sightings, etc., during the years of the
official USAF investigation. There is alarming proof that the AF system-
atically gave the intelligence organizations the best of the hard data, in-
cluding any pictorial evidence. The UFO information comes from both military
sightings and civilian reports.

- The Mayher incident supplies hard evidence of a continual intelligence
operation interested in the UFO phenomena. Mayher's UFO sighting is con-
sidered non-spectacular, in comparison to some of the offerings being pre-
sented tod£y. However the incident does offer an interesting twist to the
normal photographic incidents. Besides the fact that the case was one of
multiple witnessed and well photographed, it has been "played" down by our
governmental/military establishment as a routine occurrence, and void of any
specific value.

Then,~if this is the case, why did the goverment's secret intelligence
agencies confiscate the film data from the prime witness, obviously the
.movie segment was analyzed and some extremely important data was retrieved.
If this was not the truth the government would stop lying about the present
disposition of this film and their endless denials of non-intervention in this
case.

We have recently obtained proof, from the CIA - via pressure with the
Freedom of Information ACT (FOIA), that the government's "leading" intelligence
organization was involved in the Mayher sighting.

Why is the CIA interested in Mayher1 s pictorial evidence'.' It is more than
an assumption that the "URJ powers" in government realize, as does GSW, that his
movies afford proof of an extraordinary flying craft. These pictures, along
with the Trent photographs, underwent extensive computer analysis and have passed
each test. Maybe this is the reason the CIA has kept this data to themselves!

As our organization continues to press for release of UFO information from
the government officials, we learn additional substantiating facts. The CIA and
HSA have been involved in collecting UFO data for years. This information is
being kept from the scientific community and the body politic.

If our research is ever going to bear any qualifying facts, it will be
through the pursual of government-heId data and photographs. After all, who
gave the government the right to do what they; have done to ufologyV
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THJW WAY THINGS AR3 TODAY -
A LOOK AT UJULUGY THHOUGH BIAaSD

One can not say with complete confidence that 'scientific ufology1 is
in a good position today. There are so many problems existing within this
subjectively researched phenomena that tend to add to the present poor pos-
ture of the subject. When one looks objectively at the UK) subject he sees
a multitude of problems as follows:

1) The subject has no direct leadership or central board of con-
sultants to guide the total efforts.

2) There are no ground rules existing, with the exception of a few
JTHs, therefore each organization and/or researcher is off on
their own tangent.

1) There are a hundred theories existing, with no quantifying action
being taken to substantiate even one hypothesis.

4) A lack of continuity exists between organizations, therefor* no
harmony.

5) Limited funds.
6) Insufficient technical manpower.
7) Insufficient sophisticated instrumentation.
8) A division of the paraphysical "believer" and the physical in-

vestigator.
9) Lack of communication - no dissemination of data to researchers.
10; No set goals for the future.

;

I am sure there are hundreds of additional areas of problems, some pelsty
and others alarming, however, I believe this capulates the habitual ones.

To most people UK)a only exist as ridicuisna aa&sationalised and -
tantalizing media stories. They care about the subject for the duration of
the article and then wonder off to everday reality, concerned only about in-
flation, installment payments, etc. Bightly so, after all one can not be
criticized for showing affection towards the art of earthly survival.

One group of UK) supporters exists in great numbers within this vast
field ~- the hobbyist t

 Tne hobbyist attacks this phenomena with about as much
finesse as an amputeed brain surgon, one hundred percent pure emotion and no
common sense. This individual contributes a little to the subject, generally
this person will attend a. lecture ̂ with a tape recorder), read a book, and
then proceed to donate ten dollars to a URj group to become a joiner.

in my position I must ask what good will this person perform on a field
investigation? Your right, absolutely none! I would like to have a dollar
each time an important data point was lost with an incompetent field investi-
gator.

Then enters another type, the weekend theorist. This person generally
has read many UK) books, seen many a movie on the phenomena and belongs to
at least two UFO organizations. He sees UK)s as something presently unex-
plainable and then offers theories that make John Keel look humble. He pro-
claims, "you'll never get anywhere studying just nuts and bolts hardware cases,"
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"The earth ia an UFO "base" and ̂ Beware of magnetic flux fields existing within
the Bermuda Triangle."

A quasi-articulate speaker, like our theorist, will direct small meetings
for hia fellow believers and convince hundreds of laymen that the UFO pheno-
menon is inner demensional and/or paraphysical in nature.

This is exactly what the government wants from any study into this sub-
ject, confusion and a general degrading to the same level as model railroad
clubs. For every major step forward, by the scientific UPD movement, we
lose three with help from these - "helpful" theorists.

Still another type of UFO believer is the religious/medaphysical supporter.
This person strongly believes that appearence of the UFO represents good
messages from heaven as if"to signal the Second Coming of Christ.

With ESP overtones this classification of believer sees good vibrations
in all UFO reports, with heavy emphasis on contactee cases. The George
Adamskis1. and Dan Frys' became heros for they have spoken with the high-
level spacemen. These single-witnessed encounters offer tangiable proof of
a igood' alien race that wishes to help the technologically poor earthman.
Trite photographs of lamp shades and artifacts are believed to be authentic
by this type of follower. Forget evidence, you do not need it, because with
their logic UFOs are real!

Ufology becomes a religion. £very natural occurrence, with a slight
mystery becomes an alien sign or an alien warning. An unfortunate earthquake
is the workings of spacemen, a warning to stop environmental poisoning to
mention one of hundreds of beliefs by these sick people.

Sounds ridiculous, but the religious/paraphysical believer accounts for
5Û  of the personage involved in the 'study* of the phenomena and are the largest
purchasers of the tabloids.

These persons now have support from some highly educated people. A segment
of the interested scientific community is now studying contactee/afeduction cases.
what kind of incident are we referencing? Cases like the Pascagoula,fisherman,
Betty and Barney Hill and Travis Walton to mention a few.

This type of UFO encounter' is intriguing for it generally begins as a
"physical" UFO sighting with space creatures, throw in an abduction and finish
with an educated doctor in psychology administrating a multitude of tests, in-
cluding regressive hypnosis and psychological profiles, to prove the authenticity
of the encounter.

The media jumps upon these cases as being valid because of the involvement
by the doctor "in science. This in turn, adds support to our medaphysical be-
liever. However, the biggest problem with cases of this nature is that the
testing, the "Scientific Testing", is never completed or as thorough as it sholuld
be. Granted,in some cases, after a witness "passes" a hypnotic session, it
appears the witness actually had a psychological experience, but that is all
he had, and nothing is ever proven!
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In many incidents of this nature, when a true UH> researcher takes the
time to actually investigate the whole sighting he will find numerous discrf-
panciea in the story and the testing methodology. During many of the cases
the hypnotist is of the cracfter-jack variety, he or she would not know if the
witness was "under" or just faking. There is a total lack of objectivity
which outrightly violates the rules of the true scientist and this is another
reason why TTFOs are what they are today. Unconsciously or delibertly the
scientist has helped the paraphysical believer. This only splits ufology
further, widens the gap, as the occupant is accepted prior to the object.

Then enters our final entry - the UFO researcher, who sees everything
through physical evidence eyes. This narrow-minded person looks only at the
solid facts and objective testing. It's a good thing/ this person exists or
scientific ufology would have died years ago. uur computer figures and an
educated guess place this type of person at less than a thousand individuals,
a good indicator of a truely endangered species.

This individual has not completely made up his mind as to the origin of
the phenomena, although the EP hypothesis looks extremely promising. He "be-
lieves" that UFOa represent nuts and bolts type hardware and not some super*
natural/psychological experience.

Unfortunately he is fighting for survival, after all how can a boring
radar/visual ^R/V) case compete with the abduction of the woodcutter or the
fisherman. UK) sightings are boring to the media, unless they involve space
creatures or some other sensationalized news tidbit. The researcher must
tolerate all the verbal abuses existing within the confides of the subject,
his colleges go of into the wild blue yonder chasing paraphysical wet dreams,
watch a confused media report the inconsistancies and stand awed while
watching the body politic say there all a bunch of raving lunatics.

With all these plus things going for the physical-oriented researcher, he
must continue to overcome these problems. He must not turn from his predetermined
goals to scientifically investigate the phenomena. He must place the object prior
to the occupant and study the hard evidence.

The whole subject of UPOs is controversial enough without adding black magic.
If anything is ever going to be accomplished in your life time we must get off
the farria wheel and head in an objective, straight forward path.

Unless some positive steps are taken by the serious researcher, he's going
to find it very lonely out there, by himself, surrounded by the cultist and inner
dimensional worshiper. 1 for one, hate to see this happen.

GSW recommends the following organizations and/or bulletins to better
inform the serious UK) researcher - Contact this office for further details.

Ufology Magazine
B. W. Hauck
P.O. Box 3075
«unst«r,IN 46321 ($3.95 per year)

MUTOH (Skylook Magazine) CU50S (Periodical newsletters)
Mr. Walt Andrus Dr. Allen Hynek
103 Oldtoune Road ' 924 Chicago Avenue
Seguin, TX 78155 Evanston, IL 60202



The Last Straw
By William bpaulding

Due to heavy mail response from our membership and friends regarding the
APSD criticism on the Travis Walton fiasco, this month we will provide a
supplement to our bulletin that offers total proof that the whole incident was
a hoax. This includes retracting our former statement to that possibly an
'object1 was observed. Not only is Walton and 'his' witnesses lying, but there
is strong evidence that the leadership of A3FRO is involved in covering-up truths
that would have ended this ridiculous story months ago.

APSOs obvious involvement in abduction cases is increasing each month. Their
bulletin is now printing more sensationalizing cases than the leading tabloid in
the country. It is now common knowledge that APROs "scientific" involvement with
the Pascagoula incident was ultra-subjective, b'ome of the subjectiveness is well-
defined in the results of the polygraph testing and the regressive hypnosis
technique. No absolute results were ever obtained. ED NOTE. See the Pfetscagoula
article expose' in this issue for complete details. With this in mind who can
honestly say the proper tests were conducted with Travis Walton?

I am truely sick of the redundant verbage coming from APRO, the chastisement
towards myself, and that of our organization. They are using the cheapest shots
possible in their trite remarks and writings on the Walton farse. I have kept
my mouth shut, maybe too long, during our continuing investigation into the Heber
incident. We can not endure any more of this damaging verbage from our "friends"
in Tucson, just because we do not personally agree and can prove that their
findings are false!

Travis Walton is to ufology, what busing is to Boston. This incident is a
trial case for everyone in investigative researching. I personally feel if we
accept Walton as being valid, then let us unitedly endorse Danial Pry and
George Adamski.

There is some good buried in this whole mess. All serious field investi-
gators and researchers should learn to search for all the facts then make
your own hypothesis. The more mysterious the incident, the more objective we
must become. Travis Walton's case does not rule out the possibility of an
authenticacted abductien-type incident occurring. All it did, or should have
done, was to sharpen our senses. If we violate the rules of scientific analysis,
look out, because it will only enhance the problems in the investigation of this
phenomena.

The following data points are detailed in this issue and are offered as
absolute proof of a hoax:

1; A tape recording exists (in GSW procession) of Duane Walton and Mike
Rogers, recorded on site during the time of the disappearence, telling the
world of their (Walton's) previous UFO experiences.

2) Two witnesses have testified on the Walton family's previous UK)
record, indicating a strong belief in the subject.

3) Jalsifieatioa of the polygraph testing.
4j A motive for the sighting.
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5) An affidavit from a promident person involved in this case, proving
all the reported data is subjective and false.

6) Proof of a tabloid's monetary involvement.

Which leads me to the following in the last issue of the APRO Bulletin
(March 1976) the Lorenzen̂ s.strongly imply that the six indivduals involved in
the Walton investigation̂ take a polygraph test. Their logic is simple; Travis
Walton is telling the truth, therefore, the balance of the participants are
lying. KD NuTE. ironically the six individuals, myself included, do not believe
in this outer space fairy tale.

All this data aside, I will take a lie detector test if the following data
points are met; ^

' A) The Lorenzea's must take the test.
8) Travis Walton must be given a qualifying re-test.
C) The tabloids can not pay for the testing.

' D) A competent scientific individual must administer the test, as
i described in our June Summer Bulletin.

I deplore APROs outward lying and subjective testing. It is one thing to
be fooled by a UFO incident or to make a judgement mistake, however, it is an-
other thing to outrightly lie and print the same. Who in the future will ever
believe anything they say?

For months GbW has been working with Philip Klass, a renown skeptic to the
BT hypothesis, by supplying him with all the data we had on the Travis Walton
case. As we have stated previously, if the Walton sighting would have been left
to stand, scientific ufology would have been set back another twerty years. The
entire staff of GSW admires the fine investigative reporting performed by Mr.
Klass on this incident.

Although we do not agree with all his findings on previous UK) sightings,
we concur 100$ with his findings on the Pasagoula aod Walton ioeidenta. uur
positive words towards Mr. Klass is not because his results complement ours, but
rather, it is refreshing to see some objective researching in the field of ufology.
This is what its all about!

(*)T - Sheriff Gillespie
Stanford Flake
Ken Copland
William Spaulding
Lester Steward
Philip Klass

PASCAGOULA ABDUCTION
By W. Todd Zechel

GSW Director of Field Operations-Wl

About the only thing that actually got abducted at Paacagoula was scientific
ufology'a already precarious credibility. Dr. Harder, the prime researcher on
this case, never had any credibility to lose. The fact that he is Director of
Research for APRO speaks for itself. Toss in his affiliation with the National
Knquirer and you can be sure that Harder is about as reliable as a broken
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watch. Harder is to Ufology what Nixon is to the Presidency: an embarrassment. .
However, Hynek is giving Harder -*4ruh-for-the-money to see who can be proclaimed
the expert in UK) abduction cases, Hynek's only redeeming quality is that he
has learned how to state the obvious and make it sound as though he were making .
a scientific observation. Harder makes no such pretenses, and therefore does
not cause confusion when one attempts to judge his veracity. As you shall
see, both Hynek and Harder were about as thorough in their investigation of the
Pasagoula incident as the FBI was in investigating the Watergate break-in.

The basic story of the Fascagoula "abduction"—in case anyone is not familiar
with the plot, by now—is that two men, Charles Hickson and Calvin Iferker, were
fishing one evening (Oct. 11, 1973) near the Shaupeter Shipyard in Fascagoula,
MS. Suddenly, a mysterious blue light-source'appeared and descended to the •, ;
water, a few feet from where the men were-fishing. It turns out that this light-
source was actually a space-craft—which Hickson has subsequently described as
being 10ft., 16-18 ft., and 30 ft. in diameter—at various times. The spacecraft
opens up and three humanoid aliens float over to Hickson and Parker, and proceed
to "float" them aboard the craft, unce aboard the craft, they are given the
usual "examination." (Sounds familiar, doesn't it?) After the "examination/'
the two men suddenly find themselves back outside and the craft has disappeared.
Incidently, Parker "passed out" when the craft first landed—so he doesn't re-
member any of the details. .

Of course Hickson, being the fine, upstanding citizen that he is—immediately
after this incident stopped at the local newspaper office (Mississippi Press) to
report his fantastic experience. However, there was no one there except the
cleaning man—so Hickson opted for his second choice and called the Sheriff's
Department. The Sheriff took down the gist of the story and requested Hickson
to come back the next morning. Subsequently, Hickson and Parker were taken to
a local hospital for examination and then were later taken to Keesler AFB for , - • • • • •
further examination and interrogation. None of these examinations revealed
any physical abnormalities, ie, radiation in the blood, burns, marks, etc.

Within hours after the Fascagoula "abduction" story hit the national press
wires, the big "two" of Ufology, Hynek and Harder, were on their way to 9ascagoula.
After a brief interview with the two men, Hynek was quoted as saying, "I think
they're telling the truth. I think they had a genuine UFO experience." Wrtti
those words, Hynsk 'had placed his foot in his mouth, and he about to swallow it.
But first he had to wait for Harder to complete his now-famous time-regression
hynosis session. Admittedly, Harder had trouble "putting them under" his spell,
but evidently'isuceeeded and was satisfied that the men were telling the truth.
Following the hypnosis session, Hynek and Harder held a news conference. Hynek
was quoted as saying: "There's simply no question in my mind that these men
have had a very real, frightening experience, the physical nature of which I am
not certain about—and I don't think we have any answers to that. But I think
we should very definitely point out that under no circumstances should these Ben :
be ridiculed.- They are absolutely honest. They have had a fantastic experience
and I also believe it should be taken in context with experiences that others
have had elsewhere in this country and in the world." (Saphasis added)

(ED NOTE:) Dr. Hynek has since stated he was misquoted during the 1973
press conference. In a meeting with William Spaulding he said the press was
confused as to whom they were talking to, since both of their last names begin
with an "H". In essence Hynek said, "the men had an experience that was real to
them and they were not lying." v '., . . ;.-" . .
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Harder's statement was more positive; he said he thought the men had
been abducted by extraterrestrial beings. In answer to a reporter's
question, Harder also stated that "A very strong feeling of terror is
practically imp&asible to fake under hypnosis."
Regardless, the implication is strong that two scientists have validated this
incident and the public has placed extreme credibility in this sensationalized
adduction case. How thorough was their investigation? Let me put it this
way: to say it was superficial would be a compliment. Among the things that
they overlooked was the fact that this incident supposedly occurred at 7 p.m.
(fading daylight) and the spot where the two men were fishing at was in clear
view of the town, the nearby bridge, and the shipyard. Yet, not one other
person saw anything out of the ordinary occur! Additionally, neither Hynek nor
Harder bothered to check into the main witness's 'background. If they had, they
would have found out the Charles Hi6kson had been fired by his former employer,
Ingalls Shipyards, on November 20, 1972.̂ They would have found out that Hickson
was fired for "conduct unbecoming a supervisor."' (His superiors alleged that
Hickson had borrowed money from the men working 'Tinder him, and he tried to pay
them back by arranging promotions for them.J If Hynek and Harder had cared to
check a little further, they would have found out that Charles Hickson filed
for bankruptcy on June 6, 1973, in the U S. District Court in Biloxi, MS. The
reason for this bankruptcy filing was given as "hopelessly high personal debts."

Hickson and Parker, within a few days after the incident, retained an
attorney, Joe R. Colingo, to act as an intermediary between themselves and any-
one who wished to hear their story. Colingo was sure that the men's story would .
be worth "a million dollars." It was Colingo who arranged for1 Hickson to take
a polygraph exam. Colingo chose Scott Glasgow of the Pendleton Detective Agency,
Sew urleans, LA. On October 30, 1973, Hickson was given a polygraph test by
Glasgow signed an affidavit in which he stated: "It was my opinion that Charles
Hickson told the truth when he stated (1) that he believed he saw a spaceship,
(2) that he was taken into the spaceship, (3J that he believed he saw three space
creatures."

On the surface, at least, Hickson would seem to have been telling the truth.
However, the facts are that no one has been able to see any data from this poly-
graph exam; nor has anyone been able to induce Hickson to undergo any further
examination—despite offers by investigators to pay for these exams. Hickson
has been adamant in rejecting any efforts to subject him to additional testing.(*)
The polygraph examiner, Scott Glasgow, has been investigated and it -has been
discovered that while he graduated from a reputable polygraph school, National
Training Center of Lie Detection, he has never been certified by that school.
(The school requires that each graduate, after he has been operating for a period
of one year, submit all of his tests to the Center for evaluation. No pupil is
certified until he does so, and no operator is certified unless it is determined
by the evaluation that he is following the procedures of the Center and demon-
strating good judgement.) Mr. Glasgow had not applied for his certification—
despite the fact that he had, in his words, "been in business approximately one
year."

It seems rather ironic that Hickson's lawyer, Colingo, would select such an
inexperienced polygraphist—if he were sincerely interested in verifying Hickson's
claims. Keep in mind that there were many experienced and well-established
examiners available—geographically closer than Glasgow—but Colingo chose Glasgow.
It also seems ironic that Glasgow describes Hickson's examination as being a
series of four tests—each one lasting from three to five (3-5) minutes I Actually,
the word I should be using to describe this affair is suspect—not "ironic."
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Let's face the facts: Hynek and Harder got taken-in by a clever con-artist'4

However, lf they had conducted more than just a superficial inves^ion-Sef*
would have had serious doubts as to whether this incident ever happend. As
it was, they left us with the impression that they had subjected these two men
to rigorous examination. Hynek apparently placed a lot of faith in Harder*s
hypnotic:.session. Yet, I wonder how reliable Haider's hypnosis is. I have
conferred with a Professor at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, who
teaches a graduate hypnosis course, and he informs me that it is extremely
easy for a subject to fake a hypnotic trance. He warns that any hypnotist
must be very alert to this possibility and unless the hypnotist is extremely
wary, he can be easily foiled. As for a subject being able to portray terror
or hysteria—let's just say that we're all capable of being actors—except some
of us are better than others. Apparently, Hickson was good enough to fool
Harder - but that might mot be saying much, as Hynek proceeded to verify the. .
subjective testing.

Charles Hickson succeeded in fooling the two leading UK) researchers, and
he did "put Pascagoula on the niap." In fact, Paacagoula became almost a house-
hold word. However, the "millions" he evidently thought he would earn from
selling his story never materialized. Hickson also achieved some personal

. . glory by appearing on some TV talk-shows—but he also helped to destroy his own
.credibility by:doing so^; Each" time Hickson appeared on a show his story changed .

. slightly. The-.;tin£-:.that the "incident tbok:place'became'9 "p.m.--instead "d.f" 7 "p.a»-
The size of the'spacecraft grew from its original "10 ft'.",".to "30 ft." 'in••""T:--_'«-'

.., diaaeter.: Inconsistency ..became his trademark. .But, as everyone knows, Hickson
~V'eventually faded--f
;:£.;''. but/a living'V^"" '*"•>
'-. *••• to/\ior'in- prdJEr

Meanwhile, Hynek and Harder continue to flit around the country--bestoving : --
. their blessings on these improbable "contact" stories. They have so confused

the public that when the truth is presented—no one will be able to'recogni-e . .
it. Harder keeps,.collecting paychecks from^the Enquirer, and. Hynek keeps pleading

"for the government 'to grant him funds for his "research."'; jjet me ask you' sease- - •-
thing: If you were the government—would you give Hynek any money to invest!- ""' :

gate this segment of ufology? \ ••". . _ " - - " ' : ' - : - - -:."'.-- ".' '. '. '--' - - --' -.""- -'--V-"

'. (*) In October 1975 at the Fart "Smith 05D —..^«.^_,— ..._„
. take a qualifying polygraph re-errant, tha Ul^ synposium billed" thi

" : ' of t.ha- r>ain features of this event. .-."'-. ,: , '. "..._ ,1,', .: ;. .- . '\-
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12 Augus t 1976

- W i l l i a m H. S p a u l d i n g
G S W , Inc.
13238 H. 7th Dr i ve

- Phoenix, Arizona 85029

Dear Mr.' Spaul ding :

With regards to the alleged UFO s i g h t i n g in the National
area of Arizona which was reported on November 5, 1975,
make the following comments.

Forest
I wish to

The polygraph exams I administered to the six witnesses of the
Travis Walton UFO abduction, were and did in fact prove that
Travis was not the victim of a criminal assault or a'^omicide.
This determination was made in the conclusive results of five of
the six people that were tested.

Of the
if the
by any

four relevant questions asked, three were designed to determine
crime against person" was committed
Travis Walton that day in November.

witness had
of the crew

knowledge of
who worked

The fourth question
of what they saw or
deceotive responses
five people did see
This does not prove

was to determine if they were t e l l i n g the truth
believed they saw regarding a UFO. The lack of
to the fourth question then indicates that the
a UFO or did see what they bel i e v e d to be a UFO
nor could it prove by any number of polygraph

examinations that a TJFO actually existed.t
* ^f H t U

If the intent was to prove as is humanly p o s s i b l e , that these witnesses
were being totally truthful about this i n c i d e n t , then a complete
polygraph examination'would have been administered with relevant
questions designed solely around the facts of the incident..

i*

I did have an occasion to view the charts obtained by Mr. Pfeifer
on the test he administered to Travis Walton. I admit that I am
u n f a m i l i a r with the technique used by Mr. Pfeifer when he tested
Travis, but I could not see how Mr. Pfeifer drew the conclusion he
did. If I had obtained the same type of tracing as those produced
during Travis' test I would^have to say that the test results were
inconclusive.
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"CIVILIAN AERIAL PHENOMENA RESEARCH ORGANIZATION"
GROUND SAUCER WATCH • 13238 N. 7th DRIVE • PHOENIX. ARIZONA • 85029

(602) 9^2-7216 After 5:00 PM

September 2, 1978

Mr. Rogers
PO Box 886 _
"Lakeside, A Z 8 5 9 2 9 "

Dear Mr. Rogers,

I am in receipt of your letter to Mr. Gilson of DPS requesting a
clarification of his previous (August 12, 1976) correspondence to me
regarding the Walton incident.

I would like to clarify some of the facts surrounding the Walton
incident. Initially, Mr. Gilson1s letter and verbal interfacement
is not the sole reason we believe the whole situation is a hoax.
There exist additionally "secondary" proof and opinions of other
professionals outside the world of ufology that casts great doubt
on this case. Recently we have obtained the "secret" tapes of the
McCarthy and Phelfer test and pre-interviews with Travis Walton. _ _ .
This substantiates in our minds that much of the polygraph data is
useless.

This leaves GSW with some strong evidence that the incident was a
hoBx, however, totally disproving the incident in the eyes of my
UFO peer group would require a written statement (confession) from
you or one of the members of your past crew.- Obviously,-this is net-
going to happen. Conversely, your crew has not offered a single

_°̂ .J?jy®ILyJ!XinS, evidence to_jsubstantj.at_e ..yea?r__cl_aim_s_,

I personally, would like to show you some of the negative evidence ^
against your case, in a non-emotional conversation. I am, willing
to listen to your proof. Now please don't misunderstand me, GSW
is not changing it's policy or opinions on abduction cases, I only
want the opportunity to hopefully show you that we are not the 'bad
guys' APRO has attempted to display. Please accept this letter as
an invitation to meet me in Phoenix, if you are svcr in town.

I do think your statement is a little harsh that I will continue to
disprove the Walton incident, even to the extent of severely
distorting the actual facts. I further believe that the only problems
to date with your case has been the money it has cost our organization,
the 'loss1 of a few close associates and the continual questions
generated at lectures on the UFO subject.



I look forward to hearing from you again as your time allows.

Respectfully,

GROUND SAUCER WATCH, INC

William H. Spaulding
Director

WHS/pls

cc/ Dr. J. A. Hynek
Ray Stanford
Tom Ezell
Walter Andrus - MUFON
Pile



TH2 TRAVIS WALTON INCIDENT

At 6:15 PM Mountain Standard Time November 5, 1975,
10.5 miles south of Heber, Arizona near Forest Service Road
#300, 26 year old Travis Walton and six of his woodcutting
fellow workers observed what appeared to them to be a brilliant '
white solid metallic object 15 feet in diameter and 8 feet
thick hovering 20 feet above the ground and approximately 100
feet away. The group was traveling in a pickup truck and upon
seeing the object the driver stopped and Walton Jumped out of
the truck and ran towards the object. The six witnesses in the
truck reported seeing Walton struck by a ray of blue light
emanating from the underside of the object. They all stated
that Walton was'knocked'back 10 feet and that he fell to the
ground. Frightened, they drove off, returning in approximately
15 minutes to find no trace of either Walton or the object.
The six witnesses later were given lie detector tests (polygraph)
with five of the tests indicating they were telling the truth
about what they saw. The sixth test was inconclusive. Some
of the questions asked included "Did you kill Travis Walton",
"Did you see Travis taken aboard a spacecraft ?" They all
answered "No". (Inconclusive data)

On November 10, 5 days after Walton's disappearance,
Navajo County Sgerrif Marlin P. Gillespie, said Walton apparently
called his brother in Phoenix at about midnight and told him
he was somewhere near Heber. Family members including Duane
(Walton's brother) drove to the site, returned to Phoenix and
then drove to a hospital in Tucson according to Dusne Walton's
wife Carol. However, a thorough check of Tucson hospitals
produced no trace of Walton. The Tucson trip was a ruse given
to the media by Duane, so that the media would not bother Traavis.

Walton's claim to fame was that he had been taken aboard
the spacecraft and held until his release near Heber several
days later.

•

Walton was scheduled to take a lie detector test on
November 14, at the Arizona Department of Public Safety head-
quarters in Phoenix but failed to show up. He has never taken
a polygraph testl Sherrif Gillespie issued a statement saying
no further attempts will be made by his office or by the DPS to
administer a lie detector test to Walton. Gillespie said earlier
that he had doubts about Walton's story based upon an interview
with Walton on November 1 1 . .-;' ; {. >

William Spaulding, Director of Ground Saucer Watch (GSW,
Inc.), a national scientific UFO investigation group said he
also had information that led him to doubt Walton's story.
Spaulding terminated the investigation by his group due to
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Walton's refusal to- submit to scientific testing, Including an
Interview with Dr. Hynek.

Dr. Lester Stewart, a consultant for G-SW, Inc. and Wufon
Interviewed Duane and Travis Walton and said their behaviour
made him suspicious of their story. They refused professional
testing and evaluations.

*- i

An on-site investigation of where the UFO was reportedly
seen, was conducted by experienced GSW Field Investigators and
high residual magnetism measurements were recorded. No indications
of any radiation phenomena were observed or measured, nor were
any ground markings, including heat affected areas.

GSW Evaluation:

After a time consuming investigation, the Travis Walton
case is considered a hoax based on the following data:

1) Walton never boarded the UFO. This fact is supported
by the six witnesses and the polygraph test results.

2) The entire Walton family has "had a continual UFO
history. The Walton boys have reported observing
10 to'15 separate UFO sightings (very high).

3) When Duane was questioned about his brother's dis-
anpearance, he stated that "Travis will be found, that
UFO's are friendly". GSW countered, "How do you know
Travis will be found?" Duane said "I have a feeling,
a strong feeling." GSW asked "if the UFO 'captors' are
going to return Travis, will you have a camera to re-
cord this great occurence?" Duane, "No, if I have a
camera 'they' will not return."

4) The Walton's mother showed no outward emotion over
the 'loss' of Travis. She said thst UFO's will not
harm her son, he will be returned and that UFO's have
been seen by her family many times.

5) The Waiton's refused any outside scientific help or
anyone who logically doubted the abduction portion
of the story.

6) The media and GSW was fair to the witnesses. However,
when the story started to 'fall apart' the Waltons
would only talk to people that did not doubt the
abduction story.

7) APRO became Involved and criticized both GSW and Dr.
Hynek for taking a negative position on the encounter.

8) The Waltons 'sold' their story to the National TTnqulrer
and the story was completely twisted from the truth.
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is about 6:00 p.mr'oh-the evening
l^'of,•.•November. 5,- 1975.ilt was .just
; starting to get dark. Mike Rogers, 28,
^and his crew of six. other ".young men

•'-started: loading their;chain.,saws and
-/gear("• on" board • Rogers! battered
-crew-cab truck. Rogers had a contract
.':with;.the U.S. Forest Service to;"thin
'•:'.densely growing young pine trees1 and
'-•pileithem for later burning: They .were
/•working ,in a forested area at 7,500
;.l

;feet elevation about 12 miles south of-
,-'thei'v small "'community ;<

f of Heber,
M^Arizpna. Heber is about 100 miles
\ northeast of Phoenix. ••: ' , , ' ?--' .
:;-,"•About 6:15 p.m., the men were all

loaded and started drivirfg home on a;
rough logging road. They had driven

• about ,100 yards uphill when one of the
crew,,Alan Dalis, 21, spotted a glow

'through a dense stand of young pine
.; trees ahead of them. They continued
n"on rup'the hill, watching the partially
:•• obscured glow. At the top of the hill

22 .

they came to a clearing-and the sight
.-was startling. There, not more than

•100;feet to their Bright, was a clearly
structured object hovering about 15 to

•20 feet above the'ground over a pile of
cut wood. The object was about 15 feet
in diameter 'and 8 to 10 feet. deep. It

.'<'was a dim amber color,with opaque
.dividers or framework (see witnesses';
-sketch). It looked like,two sharp-
angled dishes placed together, j

\. /Before the truck even-came to a
.halt. Travis Walton.'22, who was
sitting by the right front door, leaped;

" out and started moving quickly toward
the object. Some of the others called
for Walton to come .back but he

.ignored them. Rogers, being the
: driver and on the opposite side, was
'. not fully aware of what the others were'
seeing at first and shut off the engine.
Several of them heard a beeping sound
as Walton approached the object. One
described this sound as "like the

, This Illustration was done by one of the
actual eyewitnesses to the first contact

1 with the UFO. Michael Rogers along':;'
with five co-workers'saw Travis Waitoiv,.

.struck by a greenish-blue beam of light^
that,lifted him off the ground arid.-
knocked Mm down. . • ' . '.'•'.' ''I.'"..'1'•

, , e. . . . . • .
warning buzzer?-on a.'• commercial'
•airliner." Meanwhile,-Walton came to .
the woodpile and /stopped,' looking

•almost straight up,toward the object.^.
It then, began to wobble;, about its
'.vertical axis while':7making -other.
sounds described as "like a generator.,,

;starting" and "other rumblings." '"i-...
Just as Walton started to move

.again, a . bright, • .narrow ray of
greenish-blue light shot fr!om the
underside of the object, \ striking

.Walton around the head or chest. He
'was engulfed in a greenish-blue flash.
No sound was heard. The ray jolted
him off his feet and threw him



-iThis Is what the humanoids reportedly
looked like. They were standing around
Travis when he first awoke from his
sleep aboard the UFO. (Illustrations by

• Mike Rogers) , < ,

~- backwards with his arms and head
' flung back. Only one of the crew, Ken

Peterson', 25, remembers seeing Wal-
' ton fall to the ground. All of the men
.' were terrified. Before the ray flashed,

Rogers, realizing what was happening,
had turned his head to the left to

' -.locate'the ignition key and start the
<; truck. He saw the flash reflected in the
trees to their left and turned in time to

; see Walton in the air, engulfed in the
flash. He immediately drove the truck
away as fast as it would go over the

•extremely rough mountain trail, dam-
aging the bottom on the-'.rocks. The
whole incident had^ lasted less than
one minute.

After driving about a quarter of a
. mile, Rogers stopped and the men
• discussed what they should do about

their friend, Walton. At this time,
} Rogers saw a light rise up and streak

to-ihe northeast in ihe direction from
which they had come. They decided
that .they should go back and look for
Walton. The men arrived back at the
scene after a probable total absence of
less than 15 minutes. The object was

. gone and they couldn't find Walton.
They drove into Heber and reported

what had happened to Navajo County
sheriffs deputy, Chuck Ellison, at
7:35 p.m. Ellison described them as
being "extremely upset." One of them
was weeping. He said, "if they were
lying, they were damned good actors."
Ellison arranged for a search that
evening. Three of the witnesses
refused to return to the scene. It was
about 9:30 p.m. when the sheriffs
department search party reached the

On February 13, 1976 the pilot of a new
T V series called "The Unexplained"
was test marketed in several U.S. cities.
Shown above is the host, Leonard
Nimoy,. and guests Travis Walton
(seated center) and Jim Lorenzen.
Lorenzen is Director of the Aerial
Phenomena Research Organization.
Discussion centered around the scien-
tific UFO investigation organization's
part in the Walton inquiry and how well
it was handled. The series is being
released for syndication through Screen

ems, Inc.

scene. No trace of Walton or the UFO
was found.

There were some reports of tele-
vision interference in the Heber area
about 6:00 to 6:30 p.m. that evening.

A search was conducted the next
day by about 40 to 50 volunteers who
combed a two-and-a-half mile radius
area. Still no trace of Walton. This
search was called off and a missing
person bulletin was issued Friday for
Travis Walton. Additional searches

• were conducted Saturday and Sunday
utilizing a turbine helicopter and
concentrating on the rugged, Asleep
"Mogollon Rim" area south of the
sighting scene. Still no trace. Rogers
suggested the use of tracking dogs
early in the search but his suggest ion
was ignored— (Continued on page 48)

Travis Walton (left and above IwithAPRO
Psychologist Dr. R.-Leo Sprinkle. Dr.
Sprinkle evaluated Walton's MMPI test
and helped formulate questions for the
Polygraph test.
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Tracy Tome and the Travis Walton Case

by Jim Speiser
ParaNet Information Service

I spoke with Tracy Torme,
producer and screenwriter for the
film Fire in the Sky. The following
represents his direct responses to
some of the messaging on ParaNet
regarding the film and the Walton
case in general.

Much of what Tracy says is in
response to Don Allen and others,
who have raised questions about
the case itself. He says that the
new He-detector tests, which were
administered just before the film
was released, indicate truthfulness
in all seven men.

Law-enforcement members
connected with the case, many of
them once skeptical, have changed
their opinions and now support the
case. (He said he couldn't give any
specific names Just yet).

Regarding the testimony of
-Steve Pierce, who allegedly told
Phil Klass that he suspected the
story was a hoax: Steve was 16
years old at the time, and was ap-
parently confused by Klass' ques-
tion. What happened was that, at a
time when he was dirt broke, he
was offered $10,000 to recant his
story. He went to Mike Rogers and
said, "of course it's not a hoax, but
I need the money." Rogerstoldhim
that he would be isolated if he took
the money. What Pierce said to
Klass was apparently connected to
this, something along the lines of,
"if I could prove it was a hoax, I
would."

Today, Steve is apparently still
somewhattraumatized by the event,
to the point that he is afraid to go out
at night.

On the movie, The UFO Inci-
dent about the Betty and Barney
Hill affair: Travis never saw the
movie until two years after the inci-
dent. Mike Rogers watched part of
the movie when it aired before the
Incident, but changed channels In
the middle of It. It Is also Important

to note that the details of the abduc-
tion In the movie are greatly at
variance with the incident reported
by the loggers.

Travis Was a UFO Buff: Travis
was NOT a UFO buff, he never
read a book on It before the Inci-
dent. As a boy, he and his family
had talked about seeing UFOs, but
never in the context of going aboard
one. Many of these types of stories
come from Travis' brother Duane,
who was apparently taken with be-
ing In the limelight and became
"boastful" and "full of himself,"
greatly embellishing details of
Travis' and his past.

The story about Travis' mother
not reacting with surprise at the
news of her son's abduction Is over-
stated. First, she Is very stoic, not
the type to fly off the handle at bad
news to begin with.

Second, Mike Rogers says
that he could tell she was greatly
surprised. He knew her much bet-
ter than Deputy Copland, who was
Klass'source for this story. Copland
has been caught in other untruths,
such as his apocryphal story that
Travis had appeared on a radio
program two weeks before the Inci-
dent, claiming that he would be
abducted by aliens soon. This, of
course, never happened.

Would such a group of people
-- unsophisticated loggers, one of
them 16 years old, some of whom
had known each other for mere
days, and some of whom did not get
along, be able to fake such emo-
tion, fool multiple polygraph tests,
withstand such derision, then fade
away into oblivion and long periods
of unemployment, all for 1/7 of
$5000 each?

Medical examinations of
Travis after the incident showed
him to be disoriented, dehydrated,
nervous, speaking in incomplete
sentences, and described him as
looking severely traumatized. The
absence of ketones in the blood,

bandied as evidence that he had, in
fact, eaten in the past five days, Is
inconclusive.

A theory I have raised with
Torme Is that, coupled with the
needle mark Inside his right elbow,
this might indicate that he was fed
intravenously.

The charge that the crew was
holding the story together to qualify
forthe National Enquirer* $100,000
prize for absolute proof of alien
visitation makes no sense, since It
obviously does not provide abso-
lute proof.

Says Torme: "In my Investi-
gations, tracking down crew mem-
bers, I came to see that, outside of
Rogers and Walton, the other guys
were extremely unimaginative,
semi-literate, yet their stories hung
together perfectly In minute detail
more than 10years later, even when
I tried to trick them by saying things
that were a little off."

"Klass has done all his inves-
tigation from his armchair. I have
been on site and Interviewed all of
them, because of their credibility,
and the scarring they underwent."

Ken Peterson left the Mor-
mon church and moved to Mexico
and changed his life because of
what happened that night. Most If
not all the men were similarly
scarred, their lives took turns forthe
worse after the report.

I think that this case Is one of
the best cases ever, because of the
unique amount of supporting evi-
dence. Seven Independent wit-
nesses reported the same stagger-
Ing close encounter, reported It Im-
mediately, and the details were put
to the acid test right away with
Investigations by local and state
people, as well as international at-
tention. There are very few other
cases that have the amount of sup-
portive evidence that this case has,
when you Include the characteris-
tics of the witnesses, the incredibly
strong effect on their lives, and the
supportive evidence, Including poly-
graph examinations.
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Report on the Rachel UFO Conference

Gathering does not live-up to press release; Knapp, others "no-show. *

by Eric Llghtsey

Many of you may have
read the article In last month's
HUFON Report titled "Rachel UFO
Conference Promises Surprises."
That was essentially a verbatim
rendition of a press release sent to
the Los Angeles Times, Las Vegas
Review • Journal, and the Las Ve-
gas People's Press. Fortunately, I
was able to attend this event.

Upon arriving at the "Little A
'Le' Inn" In Rachel frlday afternoon,
I learned that the organizers of the
event were none other than Gene
Huff, Las Vegas real estate ap-
praiser and close friend of Bob
Lazar, and George Knapp, former
Las Vegas KLAS T.V. newsman
and scheduled speaker at the event.
Norlo Hayakawa told me that he
personally wrote the press release
to generate additional Interest. Per-
haps It was perceived as, being a
little too inflammatory, because
George Knapp, Tony Pelham, and
Gene Huff were no-shows at the
conference. No excuse was given
for their absence.

The event was held under a
tent which was tied to a newly con-
structed wooden awning attached
to a house trailer. About 75 plastic
folding chairs were on the bare
dusty desert floor. It was certainly a
unique set-up for a UFO confer-
ence, considering the environment.
Norlo had his numerous photos and
maps displayed around the outside
of the tent. Later, a few UFO book
vendors set-up tables outside.
Some attendees camped out In
motorhomes and tents In an adja-
cent vacant lot.

Paid attendees were given
badges (shown below) to prevent
uninvited guests from crashing the
party. The various markings on the
badges were a bit of tongue-in-
cheek humor, as they are rumored
to be some of the actual designa-

tions used by the organizations that
oversee the real UFO activity and
related coverup.

SptcKI 8Mta> Program

OPS MAJI 22" «SS
• eMllan iponiond «nm

RACHEL. NEVADA

10 Apitl INI
01 My ion

CIV IIAOON
SSBEJOV MTELNET

VCC MTEL I-J AFMRO

OCHMT
CGMKOn

Badge Issued to paid attendees.

There were no obvious gov-
ernment or military personnel in
attendance, although If they were
there, they could have easily
blended-ln with the eclectic crowd.
At one time, a Lincoln County Sher-
iff had to have one car moved that
was blocking an access road, but
no harassment or taking-down of
the licence plates of the attendees'
cars was done. In contrast, the
media was out in force. The place
was bristling with tripods and ex-
pensive video and still cameras.

Some Individuals made trips
to the Black Mailbox and drove up
Groom Road towards the warning
signs. There are large, newly in-
stalled signs that now say that
deadly force Is authorized. There is
one small mountain called
"Whitesides" from which the offi-
cially non-existent Groom Lake
Base can be seen from outside the
restricted boundary. There is a sign
at the base of the trail that says that
no cameras are allowed. If a cam-
era is brought to the top of this
mountain, Wackenhut Security calls
the Lincoln County Sheriff to come
out and "woop" his siren from the
base of the mountain. This is be-
cause the security forces do not
actually have the authority to con-
front the public outside of the re-
stricted boundary. Ittakesthe Sheriff

45 minutes to drive from Alamo,
Nevada, to the mountain, so tt is
wise to not make the Sheriff any
angrier than necessary. When the
guilty parties make it down the
mountain they are informed of the
infraction. In the past, film and cam-
eras have been confiscated.

John Lear arrived late that
evening and gave a UFO lecture
slmilartothe one he gave to MUFON
Houston on 5/17/89. Nothing new
here. It seems he was scheduled to
give a UFO lecture for the Women's
Republican Club the next day in
Reno at the request of Moya Lear,
his mother, and the Rachel lecture
was a rehearsal for the Reno pre-
sentation. Some addition time was
spent recounting his adventures with
Bob Lazar and the chain of events
that ted to Bob's being caught tak-
ing his friends out to the desert to
watch the disks fly.

On Saturday, the big event
was the appearance of Bob Lazar.
I do not believe he was originally
scheduled to speak to the audi-

' ence, but he was persuaded to do
so. The tent was overflowing as
Lazar patiently answered questions
for approximately two hours about
his background, employment at
S-4, and the technology which he
learned about. I was impressed with
the consistency of his answers and
his adamant refusal to speculate on
areas that he did not have hands-
on experience.

Bob made a few new revela-
tions about element 115 which re-
portedly powers the craft. He said it
was machined into a cone shape at
Los Alamos, then sliced into a tri-
angles weighing 223 grams. The
lab that did this may not know what
they were doing It for, and may think
the substance was being machined
for armor-piercing weapons. Bob
did have a portion of 115 in his
possession at one time, which he
did not actually steal, but acquired
in a non-specified manner from Los
Alamos via his connections. It was
later discovered to be missing from
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This is what the humanoids reportedly
looked like. They were standing around
Travis when he first awoke from his
sleep aboard the UFO. (Illustrations by
Mike Rogers)



This is what the humanoids reportedly
looked like. They were standing around
Travis when he first awoke from his
sleep aboard the UFO. (Illustrations by
Mike Rogers)
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Philip Klass File
on Travis Walton



Phenomena), in its first report on
the Travis Walton case to its
members, said there was cause
for suspicion that the case might
be a hoax.

***
The March 1976 issue of "The

A.P.R.O. Bulletin" contained
another article on the Walton
case, reporting that Mrs. Kellet
had taken and passed a polygraph
examination given by Pfeifer,
who had earlier passed Travis
and Duane Walton.

The article concludes by
suggesting that "individuals
whose testimony conflicts with
that of Mrs. Kellet, Travis and
Duane Walton, as well as the six
individual witnesses, should
volunteer, as the foregoing have,
to submit to a polygraph test to
determine their roles in this case.
Those individuals include Sheriff
Gillespie, Stanford Flake, Ken
Copland, Bill Spaulding, Lester
Steward and Phillip (sic) Klass.
APRO will be happy to underwrite
the cost of these tests and only
await the acquiescence of the par-
ticipants."

On June 9, the day after
receiving the March issue, I wrote
to Mr. & Mrs. L.J. Lorenzen. After
expressing regrets at news of Mr.
Lorenzen's recent surgery, and
citing the above challenge, I
wrote:

"I hasten to accept this offer,
subject only to the following con-
dition: that my test be given by a
licensed polygraph examiner with
at least 10 years experience—to
assure his competence. Otherwise
I leave the choice of the examiner
in your hands. I shall be delighted
to take the test in Washington
D.C. area or in Phoenix if APRO
will underwrite my travel ex-
penses, whichever you prefer.

"I ask, but do NOT set as a con-
dition to my test, that Jim Loren-
zen also agree to take a polygraph
examination to be given by a
licensed examiner with 10 or more
years experience. Investigation
P A G E 1^

shows that there is a very com-
petent polygraph examiner in
Phoenix who was trained at the
highly respected Army Fort Gor-
don school and who has practiced
for nearly 20 years. He would be
my choice to administer Jim's
test as soon as his health permits.

"I trust that your acceptance
will be as mine and that APRO
will publish this brief letter in
"The APRO Bulletin" so mem-
bers can be informed of my prom-
pt acceptance and of my own
challenge."

Sincerely,
(signed) Philip J. Klass

FRIEDMAN'S
LECTURES

LISTED
address: 1628 Trevor Ave.,

Hayward, Ca. 94544;
telephone: (415)-471-0160

Stanton T Friedman's lectures in
the near future will take him to the
following colleges and universities

Oct.
4, AAon. 7:30 PM, U. of Washington,
Seattle, WA; Oct. 5, Tues. 8 PM, Cen-
tralia, Wash., Cmty. College; 6, Wed.
11 AM, 7:30 PM, E. Washington state,
Cheney, WA: Oct. 7. Thurs. 11 AM,
7:30 PM, Everett, WA. CC.

11, Mon. 8 PM, Elizabethtown PA;-
Oct. 12, NMA, Youngstown, OH; Oct.
13, 8 PM, American U. Washington
DC; 14, Thurs. 10 AM, 8 PM, Faulkner
SJC, Bay Minette, AL; Oct. 15, Fri. 8
PM, Macon.GA, JC

19, Tues. 8 PM, Oregon Coll. of Educ.,
Monmouth, OR; Oct. 20 Wed. 8 PM,
Lee Coll. Bay ton, Texas

22, Fri. 11 AM, 7:30 PM, Tarrant Coun-
ty JC, NE Campus, Ft. Worth, Texas.

26, Tues. 8 PM, St. Scholastica,
Duluth, MN; Oct. 28. Thurs. 7:30 PM,
Tarrant CJC, S. Ft. Worth, Texas.

Nov.
3, Wed. 8 PM, Public Lecture, Amador
HS, Pleasanton, California

9, Tues. 7 PM, TECO Chapter, NMA,
Tampa, FL; Nov. 11, Thurs. 8 PM, E.
Tennessee SU, Johnson city, TN, 16,
Tues. 8 PM, Williamsport, PA, Area
Cmty. Coll.; Nov. 20, Sat. 8 PM,-
Lincoln LandCC, Springfield, IL.

Jan.

11, 1977, Tues 1 PM. Women's Club,
Minneapolis, MN; Jan. 12. Wed. 10
AM Willmar (MN) Cmty. Coll. 21, Fri.
7:30 PM, Santa Ana Coll, Santa Ana,
CA.

Feb.
15, Tues. 8 PM, U. of Texas, Odessa,
Texas; Feb. 16-20, Wed.-Sun. NEC
Conv., San Antonio, Texas; 22, Tues.-
12:15 PM, Tarrant CJC, NW Campus,
Ft. Worth, Texas

Mar.
1, Tues. 8 PM, St. Mary's Unviersity,
San Antonio, Texas; 9, Wed. 8 PM,
Cerritos College, Norwalk, Califor-
nia; 15, Tues 1 PM, College of St.
Thomas, St. Paul, MN; Mar. 16, Wed.
8 PM, Prairie State, Chicago Hgts, IL

Apr. 5, Tues. 10 AM, Alexander City
State JC, Alexander City, Alabama

May 24, Tues. 8 PM, Columbia Junior
College, Columbia, California.

MUFON members attending one of
these lectures should introduce them-
selves to Stan so that he may
acknowledge and publically
recognize your presence and refer
local UFO sighting reports to you for
investigation

DRAWING OF THE R i o DE J A N E I R O (BRAZIL) S I G H T I N G
IN WHICH A UFO FLEW DIRECTLY OVER A CAR IN BROAD
DAYL I GHT1. I 0

I 1076
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THE
TRAVIS

BY P H I L I P J. KLASS
(AUTHOR OF UFOs EX P L A I N E D ,
RANDOM HOUSE 1974 AND
V I N T A G E PRESS 1976)

THIS IS THE LAST OF A TWO-PART S E R I E S ON THE
NOW FAMOUS TRAVIS WALTON ABDUCTION CASE. BE-
CAUSE OF THE P O S I T I V E H A N D L I N G T H I S P U B L I C A T I O N
GAVE THE CASE WHEN IT FIRST OCCURRED, WE THOUGHT
IT IMPORTANT THAT MUFON MEMBERS BE AWARE OF THE
NEW FACTS BROUGHT TO LIGHT HERE.

If a UFO could abduct the Hills
in New Hampshire, why couldn't
a UFO abduct a wood-cutter in
Arizona? After such a terrifying
incident, it would be only natural
for other members of the crew to
refuse to return to the work-site.
Rogers would now have grounds
to claim that he simply could not
complete his contract for reasons
beyond his control. If the Forest
Service agreed, Rogers could then
collect the 10 per cent of his ear-
ned funds that had been withheld
and the crew would not have to
wait until the following spring to
receive all of their pay.

Travis Walton would be the
logical "victim." His oft-
expressed desire to ride on a UFO
could explain his seemingly
foolhardy act of running under the
UFO. And his expertise in
UFOlogy, compared to other crew
members, would make it easier
for him to concoct a story about
his experiences aboard the UFO.

Plans could be worked out in ad-
vance for a hide-out, perhaps a
cabin that would not be used
during the winter months.
Travis's mother was then living in
a small house on the Gibson ran-
ch, not far from the Turkey
PAGE 8

Springs area where the crew was
working. The two hours between
the time that the incident
allegedly occurred and the time
when it was first reported to Un-
der-Sheriff Ellison at Heber would
allow plenty of time to drive
Travis to the selected hide-out. (It
may be simply coincidence, but
the day after the UFO incident,
Mrs. Kellet decided to leave the
Gibson ranch house and return to
her home in Snowflake. This
would avoid visits by law-
enforcement officers to the Gib-
son ranch house.)

On Nov. 18, 1975, Rogers wrote
to inform the Forest Service that
he could not complete his contract
because of the UFO incident
"which caused me to lose my
crew and will make it difficult to
get any of them back on the job
site." The Forest Service put the
remaining work up for bid, awar-
ded it to another contractor and
later released the funds it had
been withholding to Rogers.

The reactions of members of
Travis Walton's family when they
first were told that he had been
"zapped" and abducted by a UFO
provide a useful clue as to

whether they really believed the
story. If the family really believed
that such an incident had oc-
curred, they might never see
Travis alive again.

Several Navajo County law en-
forcement officers had assembled
late on the night of Nov. 5 and had
returned to the "UFO site" with
Rogers and several of his crew to
search for Travis. Shortly after
midnight, it was decided to inform
Tra vis's mother who was then
staying in a small house on the
Gibson family ranch, not too far
from where the incident allegedly
had occurred. Rogers, who knew
where Mrs. Kellet was staying,
and Under-Sheriff Ken Coplan, of
Holbrook, drove over to bring
Mrs. Kellet the shocking news of
the fate that seemingly had
befallen Travis.

On Nov. 6, a large search party
was organized to look for Travis,
or his remains. Mrs. Kellet and
Duane, who had arrived from
Phoenix, joined the group. But ac-
cording to Under-Sheriff Coplan,
by late in the day it was Mrs.
Kellet herself who suggested that
the search be abandoned, ex-
plaining: "I just don't think

since been reported in the news
media.)

Shortly after APRO made con-
tact with the Walton brothers, it
alerted the "National Enquirer."
The newspaper asked APRO to
arrange the polygraph test and
APRO called McCarthy. The
newspaper also asked APRO to
rent rooms at the Sheraton Hotel
in Scottsdale to shield the Walton
brothers from the rest of the
news media. It was in the
Sheraton where Travis flunked
the lie-detector test given by Mc-
Carthy.

The Dec. 16,1975, edition of the
"National Enquirer" ran a full-
page feature on the Travis Walton
case under the following banner
headline:
5 Witnesses Pass Lie Test While

Claiming
ARIZONA MAN CAPTURED BY

UFO
There was no mention of the

fact that the "abductee" himself
had been questioned about the
alleged experience by a very ex-
perienced polygraph examiner
who had concluded that story was
a hoax!

On Feb. 21,1976, Travis Walton
and APRO's L.J. Lorenzen were
interviewed on an NBC-TV net-
work program called "The Unex-
plained." The moderator
(Leonard Nimoy), after men-
tioning that APRO had carefully
investigated the case, asked Mr.
Lorenzen why he believed Travis
Walton's story. Lorenzen replied:

"Well, he's truthful and doesn't
use drugs. We had psychological
testing carried out and it shows he
has a normal psychological
profile."

(Apparently it is quite "nor-
mal" to hope to be abducted by a
UFO!!)

The February, 1976, issue of
"The A.P.R.O. Bulletin," (mailed
in late April), carried another
story on the Travis Walton case
which began: "Pursuant to our
policy of attempting to present as

accurate information as possible
to the membership, and because
Travis Walton was kind enough to
furnish exact information, we
herewith correct some inac-
curacies which appeared in our
initial recounting of his ex-
perience."

These corrections included such
minutia as: "The dividers did not
glow but were a dull silver
color...the clothing of the
creatures (aboard the UFO) was
not brown but rather an orangish-
tan which Travis designates as a
difficult color to describe...He
was not taken into another craft,
but rather out of the enclosure
which Travis refers to as a
'hangar,' down a straight hallway
to a small room..."

Dr. J. Allen Hynek...said he had
interviewed Travis Walton and
believes he is "not hoaxing." He
also said Walton had successfully
taken a lie-detector test three
weeks ago..."

"He has been made the subject
of a lot of unnecessary and un-
founded accusations," Hynek
said. "There seems to be little
support for the accusations made
against him..."

"I still don't know whether he
was abducted in a nuts-and-bolts
UFO," said Hynek in the in-
terview. "The case isn't open and
shut."

Hynek added that he would
await hypnosis of Walton before
reaching more definite con-
clusions.
NOT ALL UFO
ORGANIZATIONS WERE SO
GULLIBLE:

William Spaulding, western
director of Ground Saucer Watch
( G S W ) , qu i ck ly became
suspicious of the Walton story in
the wake of the incident in
Steward's office. By Nov. 15, both
Spaulding and Steward had
publicly denounced the case as a
hoax. even though neither was
aware of the then-secret Mc-
Carthy lie-detector test. (I wish to

express my appreciation to
Spaulding for his considerable
assistance in my investigation by
providing a copy of the Nov. 8
taped interview and copies of
local newspaper clippings on the
incident which were most helpful.
Although Spaulding and I

But there was no mention of the
Nov. 15, 1975, lie-detector test by
McCarthy that Travis Walton had
flunked. Nor was there any men-
tion of the small puncture wound
on his right elbow. The article

'concluded with the following ap-
praisal:

"The Consulting and Ad-
ministrative staffs of APRO feel
that the Travis Walton case is one
of the most important and in-
triguing in the history of the UFO
phenomena." (Emphasis added.)

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT
APRO IS THE OLDEST UFO
ORGANIZATION IN THIS COUN-
TRY AND THE LORENZENS
ARE AMONG THE MOST EX-
PERIENCED INVESTIGATORS
OF UFO CASES.

Another very experienced UFO
investigator is Dr. J. Allen Hynek
who has been active in the field
for nearly 30 years and who now
heads his own Center for UFO
Studies. In late March, 1976,
Hynek visited Arizona to conduct
his own investigation of the Travis
Walton case. He was interviewed
by the press and the Associated
Press released the following
story:

Phoenix (AP) — A leading
national authority on unidentified
flying objects said yesterday
there is "no substantiation" for
allegations of a hoax made again-
st a young Arizonan who said he
was abducted by a UFO last
year. Disagree on the fun-
damental UFO issue, we share
the common view that hoaxes
ought to be exposed and that
failure to do so can only hurt the
"UFO Movement.")

N I C A P ( N a t i o n a l In -
vestigations Committee on Aerial
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spot where the puncture mark
was found could have caused a
narcotic effect, he replied: "Yes,
because whether it is injected into
a vein or under the skin
anywhere, it is absorbed and
would have its effect. Most people
who take drugs usually inject it in-
to the vein because you get an im-
mediate effect. If you inject it into
a muscle or under the skin, you
get an effect but it is delayed."

When I asked Dr. Kandell
whether he had mentioned this
puncture mark in the elbow in his
official report to APRO, he
replied: "Yes, it was in my
report." YET APRO HAS
NEVER MENTIONED THIS
TRAVIS WALTON PUNCTURE
MARK IN ITS ARTICLES ON
THE CASE. Instead, APRO has
emphasized that there could not
possibly be any drug involvement
because an analysis of a urine
sample, allegedly the first voided
by Travis after his return, showed
no evidence of drug use.

I asked Dr. Kandell whether
this "first" urine sample had been
obtained in his presence so he
could be certain that it had really
come from Travis. Kandell
replied: "Duane gave me a jar
and he said 'this is Travis's first
voided specimen since he's been
found.' All I have is his (Duane's)
word for it." (GSW's Spaulding
told me that prior to Travis's
return, he had urged Duane to ob-
tain an early urine specimen
because there would be
speculation that there might be
drug involvement. If Travis's con-
dition prompted Duane to believe
there was drug-involvement, the
urine specin.a. hv 6ave Dr. Kan-
dell could have come from Duane
or his-brother-in-law.) Di. Kan-
dell told me that there is no
possible way to determine if the
original specimen really did come
from Travis.

Dr. Kandell commented on one
curious aspect of the urine sample
that Duane provided. This was the
P A G E 12

lack of "acetones" in the urine.
The physician explained that if a
person has gone without nourish-
ment for several days, his body
begins to break down IN own fat
for survival. The waste-pi oduct of
this process shows up as acetones
in that person's urine. Despite the
fact that Travis had been
"missing" for more than five
days, lab analysis of the "first"
urine sample revealed NO
acetones present. This means the
urine sample came from a person
who had not gone without nourish-
ment for five days.

It might be argued that the sam-
ple did come from Travis and that
he was fed aboard the UFO. But in
his frequent tellings of his alleged
experience, Travis never has
mentioned being fed while he was
"conscious." It might then be
claimed that perhaps while he
was "unconscious," he was fed in-
travenously and this could then
explain the puncture mark in his
right elbow. But as Dr. Kandell
noted, the wound is not over a
large vein, which would rule out
intravenous feeding.

According to Steward, when
LSD is injected, no traces of the
drug can be found in blood, urine
or saliva samples 10-24 hours af-
ter injection. When the Waltons
first came to Steward's office,
Duane was extremely anxious
that Travis undergo full lab tests.
But by later that afternoon, when
Dr. Kandell and Dr. Salts arrived,
Duane only wanted a more casual
physical check-up. It was not until
the afternoon of Nov. 13, more
than 48-hours after Travis's
return, that he came to Dr. Kan-
dell's office to give blood and
urine samples for lab analysis.
Lab tests of these samples showed
no traces of illicit drugs.

Not until Travis was in Phoenix,
and outside the legal jurisdiction
of Navajo County Law En-
forcement officials who had been
suspicious of a hoax from the
start, did Duane notify the Navajo

County Sheriff's office in
Holbrook that his brother had
returned. At first Duane said that
Travis had been taken to an un-
named hospital in Tucson for
medical tests. Duane later ad-
mitted this story was false and he
said it was released to avoid the
news media. (Yet within several
days he and Travis willingly met
with the "National Encmirer.")

According to Sheriff Gillespie, it
was not until late in the afternoon
on Nov. 11 that Duane called to
give a truthful report on Travis's
whereabouts. During my Mar. 15
interview with Gillespie, the
Sheriff told me he had said to
Duane: "I need to talk to Travis,
and he said, 'well, Travis is not
available.' And I said, Well, you
need to make him available so I
can talk to him." Duane finally
agreed and Gillespie told me that
he promptly drove to Phoenix,
arriving late that night.

Gillespie described his meeting
with Travis as follows: "When I
first went into the house, he
(Travis) was laying on a sofa in
the living room...He appeared to
be tired, spoke in a very low tone
of voice. I talked to him for quite a
while and asked him numerous
questions, and had him relate his
story tome."

When I asked the Sheriff
whether he had tape-recorded his
interview with Travis, he replied:
"No. They had made an almost in-
sistent request that there be
nobody else around, and no recor-
dings, or anything like that."
(One possible reason for Duane's
insistence is that this would be the
first time that Travis himself
would have to tell of his alleged
UFO experiences, rather than
having Duane tell them. Travis
had not had much time, since
recovering from his "confused"
state-of-mind, to master the story.
Gillespie told me that he has since
noted a number of changes in the
Travis Walton story as he
originally heard it and as it has

there's any use of looking any fur-
ther... I don't think he's on this
earth." This was confirmed to me
by Navajo County Sheriff Marlin
Gillespie, during our Mar. 15 in-
terview. As members of the sear-
ch party were preparing to leave
the site, Duane announced that he
would remain on, alone. Coplan
said that Duane remarked that he

.would stay "because they (UFOs)
always bring them (victims) back
to the same spot." This suggests
that Duane had considerable
knowledge of other alleged UFO
abduction cases.

Duane and Travis had had a
very close relationship. Mrs.
Kellet's two ill-fated marriages
had left the family without a
father and Duane told me that he
had assumed that role. Even if
Duane were correct that the UFO
would bring Travis back, Travis
might have been blinded or
seriously burned from the intense
beam of radiation that allegedly
had zapped him — IF THE IN-'
CIDENT HAD REALLY OC-
CURRED.

Yet during the Nov. 8 taped in-
terview with Fred Sylvanus — at~
a time when Travis was still
"missing" — Duane was very
calm and confident. At one point
in the interview, Duane volun-
teered: "I don't believe he's hurt
or injured in any way. He will be
back sooner or later, whenever
they get done what they're
doing." (Duane's calmness on
Nov. 8 is in striking contrast to his
legitimate concern when Travis
later returned in a confused state-
of-mind, to be described shortly.)

The Nov. 8 interview continued
as follows:

Sylvanus: "You feel he will
comeback?"

Walton: "Sure do. Don't feel
any fear for him at all. Little
regret because I haven't been
able to experience the same thing.
That's about it."

Sylvanus: "You feel you just
miss him and he'll come back?"

Walton:' '"He's not even
missing. He knows where he's at
and I know where he's at."

Sylvanus: "You know where
he's at?"

Walton: "Basically, he's not in
the woods. They took him for
whatever purpose they take
people, to run a few tests."

Sylvanus: "Well, where do you
feel he is?"

Walton: "Noton this earth!"
(Later in the interview)
Sylvanus: "You know that he's

going to come back?"
Walton: "Sure do. It's a matter

of time. They don't kill people
Sylvanus: "You feel that he'll

be found?"
Walton: "Yeah, he'll be found

and if he doesn't come back, it'll
be voluntary because he wanted
tostey..."

The bulk of the Sylvanus in-
terview was with Mike Rogers as
he described events leading up to
the alleged UFO incident. During
the hour-long interview, Rogers
described in great detail the con-
struction details of the UFO, even
commenting several times on its

'great beauty. Rogers described
how Travis had been zapped by
the intense beam from the UFO
that allegedly sent him "flying"
in the air with his arms out-
stretched.

BUT AT NO TIME DURING
THE HOUR-LONG INTERVIEW
DID ROGERS EXPRESS THE
SLIGHTEST CONCERN OVER
WHETHER TRAVIS MIGHT
HAVE BEEN INJURED OR
KILLED BY BEING ZAPPED,
OR WHETHER HE WOULD
EVER SEE HIS FRIEND AND
ASSOCIATE ALIVE AGAIN!

ONE P O S S I B L E EX-
PLANATION FOR THE REAC-
TION OF ROGERS AND MEM-
BERS OF THE FAMILY IS THAT
THEY KNEW THAT THE IN-
CIDENT WAS A HOAX AND
THAT TRAVIS WAS SAFE IN A
TERRESTRIAL HIDEOUT,
RATHER THAN ABOARD AN

EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACE-
CRAFT THAT MIGHT BE
TAKING HIM TO A DISTANT
WORLD FROM WHICH HE
MIGHT NEVER RETURN.

There is reason to believe that
Travis Walton may not have
followed the original "game plan"
for the hoax. On the evening of the
intial search party effort, on Nov.
6, Mrs. Kellet had urged that the
search be abandoned on the
grounds that Travis was "not on
this earth." The law enforcement
officers, suspicious of a hoax,
were not unhappy to comply with
the request.

Two days later, on Saturday,
Nov. 8, Duane told me that he
drove to Holbrook to see Sheriff
Gillespie whom he sharply
criticized for failing to continue
the search for Travis. (Recall that
the search had been called off

'earlier at the suggestion of
Travis's mother.) So another
costly search effort was mounted
on Sunday, Nov. 9, and it con-
tinued on Nov. 10, being called off
only a few hours before Travis
reappeared. Also on Nov. 10,
Rogers and five members of his
crew went to Holbrook to take a
polygraph test administered by
C.E.Gilson.

Shortly after midnight, Mrs.
Grant Neff told me, she received a
telephone call from Travis who
said he was calling from a pay-
phone booth in a gas station in
Heber, approximately 30 miles
west of Snowflake and about 10-15
miles from where the UFO in-
cident allegedly occurred. Mrs.
Neff said her husband drove to
Mrs. Kellet's house to pick up
Duane and the two men drove to
Heber to pick up Travis. They
brought him to Mrs. Kellet's
house, then Mr. Neff returned
home so his wife could drive to
Mrs. Kellet's home to see her
brother.

During my Mar. 12 interview
with Mrs. Neff, she told me that
her husband said they had found
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Travis "slumped in the bottom of
the phone booth." Mrs. Neff used
the following words to describe
Travis's condition when she saw
him that night: "so shook-up, he
was so upset...he was very
panicky...even talking to us was a
real strain. He was very upset."

This is confirmed by other
evidence that shows that Travis
was barely aware of what was
going on at the time of his
telephone call. During a tape-
recorded interview with the
"National Enquirer," several
days after his return, Travis said:
"I rushed into the first phone
booth I came to and called my
mother." (Emphasis added.)
There was no telephone either in
Mrs. Reliefs home in Snowflake
or in the house on the Gibson ran-
ch in the mountains.

Shortly after Travis called his
sister, Sheriff Gillespie received a
tip that a man claiming to be
Travis Walton had called Mrs.
Neff from a telephone booth in
Heber. Gillespie called Sheriff's
Deputy Glen Flake, in Snowflake,
asking him to get dressed and
drive to the highway from Heber
to watch for Travis. Flake did so
but without success. So he decided
to drive to Mrs. Reliefs house,
arriving there around 2 a.m., he
told ,me during our Mar. 12 in-
terview. Flake said he found
"lights were on in the house and
there was a fellow out in the yard
siphoning gas out of a car." The
officer got out to investigate and
recognized the young man as
Duane Walton. Duane explained
that he had decided he had to
return to Phoenix immediately to
get back to his business but had
forgotten to buy gas for the four-
hour trip. So he was siphoning gas
from his brother-in-law's car sin-
ce there would be no gas stations
open at that hour. Flake made no
attempt to enter the Kellet house.

Only two days earlier, Duane's
criticism had prompted Navajo
County officials to launch another
PAGE 10

costly search effort to line] Travis.
Yet now that Travis had been
found, Duane did not t«ll Sheriff's
Deputy Glen Falkt- that Travis
had returned and was just inside
the nearby huuse. ONE
POSSIBLE EXPLANATION IS
THAT DUANE DID NOT WANT
ANYBODY OUTSIDE THE
FAMILY, AND ESPECIALLY A
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFI-
CER, TO SEE TRAVIS IN HIS
"CONFUSED 'STATE-OF-MIND.

During my Api 23 telephone in-
terview with Duane) 1 asked him
why he had not informed Sheritf's
Deputy Flake that Travis had
returned. Duane replied "It was
none of his damn business!"
Duane went on to explain that at
that point his primary concern
was for Travis's health a ad well-
being, and that he wanted to get
medical attention -"or his to-other.

When I asked Ouane why he had
driven all the way to Phoenix to
get medical attention for Travis,
he explained: "Showflake does
not have a doctor, and as -o why I
spirited him away to Phoenix in
the middle of the night - because
those narrow-minded, small-town
red-necked people (in Snowflake
are dangerous.... There's no doc-
tor there and the reason I took
him to Phoenix in the middle of
the night was to get him medical
assistance."

Investigation showed that
Duane was correct about there
not being a physician in
Snowflake. However, only 16
miles south, in the town of Show
Low, there is a physician named
Dr. Garver who operates a
medical • clinic there. If speedy
medical aid was Duane's prin-
cipal concern, he did not have to
drive all the way to Phoenix,
unless Duane had a family doctor
there in whom he had great con-
fidence. When I asked about this
possibility, Duane replied: "No.
Nobody in my family is sick, ever,
very seldom."

Polygraph examiner McCarthy
told me that before he ran the test
on Travis, he had first talked with
Duane. During this discussion,
McCarthy told me, Duane
stressed what a fine young man
Travis was and that he was NOT
A DRUG USER. McCarthy told
me: "One of the things he
(Duane) harped on was that when
he found him (Travis) in Heber,
the first thing he did when he got
him home was to strip him naked
and look all over his body. And he
found a needle mark in his right
elbow, and he (Duane) knows this
is foreign because this boy has
never used anything (i.e. drugs)."
But McCarthy said that when he
later interviewed Travis that he
contradicted his older brother's
statement and that Travis ad-
mitted to having used "pot,"
"speed," and LSD.

The first person outside the
Walton family to talk with Travis
after he returned was Lester H.
Steward, of Phoenix, a hypno-
therapist and health-consultant.
The meeting was arranged
through William Spaulding, an of-
ficial of Ground Saucer Watch
(GSW), a UFO group that is sym-
pathetic to the idea of ex-
traterrestrial visitors in the form
of UFOs. Duane and Spaulding
had met during the time that
Travis was "missing" and
Spaulding had offered to provide
assistance if Travis returned
safely. According to Duane, he
and his brother arrived in
Phoenix shortly after 6 a.m. on
Nov. 11. Duane called Spaulding
who in turn called Steward around
7 a.m. Shortly afterward, Duane
called Steward and arranged to
visit him in his office at 9:30 p.m.

In retrospect, it seems that
Duane originally thought that
"Dr. Steward" was a physician
who could give Travis a medical
examination. Steward is not. He is
a psychologist and hypnotist
whose Ph.D. is from a small
private school in Southern Califor-

nia. Soon after the Waltons
arrived, Duane realized that
Steward could not himself per-
form a medical exam and he
made it clear to Steward that
Travis was not ready to undergo
hypnosis. Steward agreed and
cal led a f r i e n d , an
M.D./psychiatrist, to ask him to
try to arrange for extensive
laboratory tests. But by the time
the latter could make the
necessary arrangements, the
Waltons had decided to depart.

In the course of the discussions
in Steward's office, the Waltons
learned that he had worked ex-
tensively in the field of drug-
addiction. When the Waltons first
arrived, Stewart noted that
Travis seemed dazed and con-
fused. Travis sat silently holding
his head in his hands, Steward
told me in a telephone interview
on Apr. 25, while Duane
proceeded to tell in detail what
allegedly had occurred to Travis
aboard the UFO. At first, Steward
told me, he had assumed that
Travis's dazed condition was the
result of his traumatic ex-
periences aboard a UFO.

But as the interview proceeded,
another possible explanation for
Travis's condition occurred to
Steward as a result of his own fir-
st-hand experience with the with-
drawal symptoms of drug-users.
As time passed, Travis began to
emerge from his confused and
depressed state-of-mind. If his
original condition had been the
result of a traumatic experience
aboard a UFO, it should have per-
sisted for a much longer time,
Steward concluded. More im-
portant, Steward had observed
the small puncture wound on the
inside of Travis's right elbow.

This prompted Steward to
suspect that Travis might have in-
jected LSD, perhaps in com-
bination with an animal
tranquilizer called PCP, Steward
later told me. Although LSD
usually is taken orally, when in-

jected in combination with PCP it
can have a very powerful
hallucinatory effect. Steward told
me that the effect would normally
begin to wear off about 8-16 hours
after being injected. At t! e time
that Travis had arrived at
Steward's office, it was about nine
hours after he had called from the
Heber telephone booth in a "con-
fused" state-of-mind.

It is not known whether
Steward's growing suspicions of
drug involvement were obvious to
Duane, nor what effect Steward's
mention of his experience in
treating drug-addicts may have
had in prompting the Waltons to
terminate the interview after ap-
proximately an hour-and-a-
quarter in Steward's office.

Later that same morning (Nov.
11), APRO officials made contact
with Duane at his home. In
response to his request for a
medical exam for Travis, APRO
called two physicians, both APRO
members, to ask them to visit
Duane's home and examine
Travis. The two physicians, Dr.
Howard Kandell and Dr. Joseph
Salts arrived about 3 p.m., Dr.
Kandell told me during our second
telephone interview on April 25.

Dr. Kandell said he brought
along both a tape recorder and a
camera, but Duane flatly refused
to let him record the interview or
take any pictures of Travis. Kan-
dell told me that Duane "asked
me to limit my examination to
just determine that he is alright
and not to go into any details as to
what had transpired (aboard the
UFO.) It was hard to examine
him without questioning him, and
I did question him somewhat,
although most of the information
that I got at that time as to what
(had) transpired was from the
brother (Duane)." (Emphasis ad-
ded.)

(Considering that Travis had
been in such a "confused" state-
of-mind when picked up in Heber
and that he apparently remained

in this dazed condition until late in
the morning of Nov. 11, it is
strange that Duane would have
been able to acquire so many
details by 3 p.m. of the same day
as to what allegedly had happened
aboard the UFO. And despite the
fact that APRO officials were
very sympathetic to the UFO ab-
duction story, Duane was not yet
ready to allow even APRO
representatives to tape record
Travis's story of the alleged in-
cident.

Dr. Kandell described to me
Travis's condition on the af-
ternoon of Nov. 11: "He was lying
there in bed with the shades
drawn...looking up at the
ceiling...He really didn't show any
emotion... He answered questions
appropriately when spoken to but
he wasn't very verbal...his at-
titude was like a person who was
disturbed, depressed." In respon-
se to my question, Dr. Kandell
acknowledged that he has had no
first-hand experience with drug-
addicts because he is a
pediatrician.

Dr. Kandell found no evidence
of physical injury or burns,
despite the claim that only six
days earlier Travis had been
"zapped" by a very intense beam
from a UFO. However, Kandell
told me that he did find a small
puncture wound on the inside of
Travis's right elbow.

Dr. Kandell said this small pun-
cture was similar to what would
be found if a blood sample had
been taken. "I came across this in
the course of my examination and
asked him if he knew how he got
this, and he said 'no,' that he
hadn't noticed it before." (This
c o n t r a d i c t s M c C a r t h y ' s
statement that Duane said he had
spotted the mark shortly after
Travis's return when Duane had
him strip down.)

Dr. Kandell said that the punc-
ture mark was not directly over
the large vein. When i asked him
whether LSD injected into the
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I
TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF KEY PRINCIPALS MENTIONED IN TRAVIS WALTON CASE ANALYSIS

(All are Area Code 602 unless\otherwise indicated)

Polygraph Examiners:

John J. McCarthy (Phoenix):

\
Tom Ezell: (Phoenix)

C.E. Gilson (Phoenix) 1
i

"George J. Pfeifer (Phoenix)

Navajo >Comity Law Enforcement Officers:

Sheriff Marlin Gillespie (Holbrook)
Und. Sheriff Ken Coplan (Holbrook)

Und. Sheriff L.C. Ellison (Heber)

Sheriff's Deputy Glen Flake (Snowflake)

Office:
Home:

Office:
Home:

Office:

Office:

279-6111
956-3548

252-0639
943-8768

262-8373

955-7910

Home: 524-3041
Home: 524-6673

Home: 535-4611

Home: 536-4477

Miscellaneous:

Mrs. Leona Downing, Office of Clerk, Navajo County Superior Court
(Holbrook)

524-3612

APRO/L.J. Lorenzen (Tucson) 793-1825/ 326-0059

Maurice Marchbanks (U.S. Forest Service, Springville, Ariz.) 333-4301

Dr. Howard Kandell (Phoenix) - Office: 957-0700 Home: 955-7572

Dr. Jean Rosenbaum (Durango, Colo,) Home: (303) 247-4109

William Spaulding (Ground Saucer Watch, Phoenix) 942-7216

Lester H. Steward (Phoenix) 264-3579

846-5646

(Berkeley, Calif.) (415) 848-6043

Duane Walton (Phoenix)
Dr. James A. Harder (APRO)

PHILIP J. KLASS: Home: (202) 554-5901
Office: (202) 737-6630

(Preferred point of contact)
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NEW EVIDENCE THAT THE TRAVIS WALTON "UFO ABDUCTION" IS A HOAX

The alleged "UFO abduction" of Travis Walton on Nov. 5, 1975, in the Apache-
Sitgreaves National Forest (Ariz.) is a hoax, and the claims of six other young"
wood-cutters that they saw the alleged incident are not true. Evidence that
indicated that the incident was a hoax has long been known to APRO (Aerial Phenomena
Research Organization), a large Tucson-based UFO group, and to the "National Enquirer"
newspaper. This evidence has been withheld from APRO's membership and from the
general public.

[Summary of the incident as reported in the news media: On the evening of
Nov. 5, 1975, at approximately 6:15 p.m. MST, a crew of seven young wood-
cutters, headed by Michael Rogers, was returning home. Rogers (age 28) was
under contract to the U.S. Forest Service to thin out 1,277 acres of National
Forest land near Turkey Springs. According to the story .later told by Rogers
and members of his crew (ages 17-25), they saw a UFO hovering nearby. They
claim that Travis Walton jumped out of the moving car and walked/ran under
the UFO, that he was "zapped" by an intense glowing beam from the UFO, and
that the rest of the crew panicked and drove off, leaving their friend behind.
A short time later, they said, they returned to the spot to seek Travis but
that he had disappeared — seemingly having been carried off by the UFO.
However, it was not until more than two hours later that Rogers and his crew
reported the incident to Under-Sheriff L.C. Ellison in nearby Heber, Ariz.

[While Travis was missing, Rogers and the other five young men took a poly-
graph test (on Nov. 10), administered by C.E. Gilson of the Arizona Dept. of
Public Safety. Five of the young men "passed" the test but the results for
one (Allen M. Dalis) were "inconclusive" according to Gilson. These test
results have been widely interpreted as endorsing the authenticity of the
alleged UFO abduction.

[Shortly after midnight on Nov. 11, Travis telephoned his sister, Mrs. Grant
Neff of Taylor, near Snowflake, from a phone booth in Heber, about 30 miles
away. Mr. Neff and Travis's older brother Duane, who had come to Snowflake
from his home in Phoenix shortly after the alleged incident, both drove to
Heber to pick up Travis. They reported finding him crumpled on the floor of
the phone booth, in a very "confused" mental state. A short time after return-
ing Travis to his mother's home in Snowflake, Duane decided to drive Travis
to Phoenix, reportedly to obtain medical assistance. Later that same day, he
was examined by two physicians at the request of APRO.

[On Feb. 7, 1976, almost three months after Travis's return, he and Duane
took polygraph tests administered by George J. Pfeifer, then employed by Tom
Ezell 6 Associates of Phoenix. According to published reports, both men
passed the exam which involved many questions dealing with Travis's claim of
having been abducted by a UFO. The widely publicized results of these tests
seem to confirm that such an incident actually occurred.]

WHAT THE PUBLIC AND APRO MEMBERS HAVE NOT BEEN TOLD AS OF THIS DATE (6/20/76) IS
THAT TRAVIS WALTON TOOK A LIE-DETECTOR TEST ON NOV. 15, 1975. HE FLUNKED IT!

This first lie-detector test was given in the Sheraton Hotel in Scottsdale on the
afternoon of Nov. 15. Arrangements for the test were made by Mr. L.J. Lorenzen,
APRO's International Director. The tests were paid for by the "National Enquirer."

[OVER]
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This Nov. 15 lie-detector test that Travis Walton failed was given by John J.
McCarthy, director of the Arizona Polygraph Laboratory in Phoenix. McCarthy, who
has been practicing for nearly 20 years, was trained at the Army's polygraph school
at Fort Gordon, considered to be the top polygraph school in the U.S. McCarthy is a
member of the American Polygraph Assn. and has been licensed by the State of Illinois
since 1964. (Arizona presently does not require polygraph examiners to take a rigor-
ous test to practice in the state although such legislation is now pending.)

Immediately after the test, McCarthy reported his findings of "gross deception"
to Paul Jenkins of the "National Enquirer" and to Dr. James A, Harder, APRO's direc-
tor of research and Harder then relayed the results by telephone to APRO's Lorenzen,
according to McCarthy. Duane Walton, upon hearing McCarthy's conclusions, became
furious with the polygraph examiner, McCarthy told me.

The 'National Enquirer" asked McCarthy to send a formal written report to Mr.
John Cathcart at the newspaper's headquarters in Lantana, Fla. and McCarthy was
instructed not to reveal that he had tested Travis Walton. In McCarthy's formal
report, dated Nov. 16, he said that his charts indicated that Travis Walton was
"attempting to perpetrate a UFO hoax, and that he has not been on any spacecraft."
The very experienced and perceptive McCarthy reported that he had detected a
deliberate attempt by Travis Walton to distort his respiration pattern in an
effort to deceive the polygraph examiner.

The ''National Enquirer1' ran a feature article on the Travis Walton incident
in its Dec. 16, 1975, issue. But there was no mention of the lie-detector test
that Travis Walton had taken under McCarthy.

The November 1975 issue of "The APRO Bulletin" carried an extensive account
of the Travis Walton case, including a report on events that had transpired during
the period that Travis had taken and flunked his Nov. 15 lie-detector test, but
there was no mention of this test.

There is hard physical evidence, which I have personally examined, to show
that McCarthy did test Travis Walton on Nov. 15, 1975, and that Walton failed the
examination. This includes the following:

(1) Polygraph examination statement of consent, dated Nov. 15, 1975, and signed
- , by Travis Walton, in which he agre"es to let McCarthy conduct the test".

(2) McCarthy's written report of Nov. 16, 1975, to the "National Enquirer,"
stating McCarthy's conclusions that the UFO incident is a hoax.

(3) "National Enquirer" payment voucher receipt, payable to McCarthy's company,
dated Jan. 14, 1976, for "Travis Walton UFO Incident."

(4) Agreement to conduct the test and supply written report to "National Enquirer"
signed by Paul Jenkins and Jeff Wells. (This statement is dated Feb. 15, 1975,
which is a typographical error.)

During the private discussions between McCarthy and Travis Walton prior to
the start of the formal examination, WALTON ADMITTED THAT HE AND A FRIEND HAD ONCE
BEEN ARRESTED FOR STEALING PAYROLL CHECKS, FORGING SIGNATURES AND CASHING THE CHECKS,
McCarthy told me during a telephone interview on Mar. 15, 1976.
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The accuracy of McCarthy's information was confirmed when I called the office
of the Clerk of the Superior Court of Navajo County, in Holhrook, on May 10, 1976.
Mrs. Leona Downing, chief deputy clerk, after checking the case file, informed me
that on MAY 5, 1971. TRAVIS WALTON AND CHARLES ROGERS HAD PLEADED GUILTY TO FIRST
DEGREE BURGLARY AND FORGERY CHARGES.(Charles Rogers is a younger brother of
Michael Rogers, later involved in the UFO incident.)

The charges arose from the theft of blank payroll checks from the Western Mold-
ing Co., of Snowflake, where Charles Rogers then worked and where Travis Walton had
earlier been employed on a part-time basis. The stolen checks were filled in with
a fictitious name, the signature of company president Robert W. Gonsalves was forged,
and the checks were then cashed.

on May 10, 1971, after the two young men agreed to make restitution of the
funds, Charles Rogers and Travis Walton were placed on a two-year probation.
Under such circumstances, Arizona law provides that if the parties fulfill their
probation period satisfactorily, they can later return and ask the Court to expunge
the record, Mrs. Downing explained to me. On Aug. 3, 1973, Travis Walton and Charles
Rogers took advantage of this provision to retroactively retract their original
"guilty" pleas and to enter "not-guilty" pleas, Mrs. Downing told me.

McCarthy also told me that during his pro-examination discussions with Travis
Walton, that Travis admitted that he had previously used "pot." "speed." and LSD.%_
The importance of this will become apparent shortly.

It was not until nearly three months after Travis failed the McCarthy lie-
detector test that he took another, whose results have been widely publicized
because he seemingly passed with flying colors. The test was arranged by APRO
and was given by George J. Pfeifer, an examiner with only two years experience.

Pfeifer had abandoned his own private practice in January, 1976, to go to
work for Tom Ezell £ Associates of Phoenix. A short time after the Walton test
was given, Pfeifer decided to return to private practice.

When I first talked with Tom Ezell about the Walton test on Mar. 13, 1976,
he explained that he had been out of town when the test was given and that APRO
had made all of the arrangements directly with Pfeifer. Ezell told me that when
he returned to Phoenix and discussed the Walton test with Pfeifer that he had
learned that APRO and the Waltons had told Pfeifer the specific questions they
wanted asked and that Pfeifer had obliged. Ezell, who has himself been practic-
ing for five years, told me he wanted to dig into the matter and examine the
Walton charts.

When next I talked with Ezell, on Mar. 22, 1976, he told me: "According to
his IPfeifer's] report, Travis did dictate the questions that he wanted asked."
Lzell explained, and later confirmed in a Mar. 29 letter, that it is perfectly
proper for the sponsor of a test (APRO) to indicate the areas which are to be
investigated. But Ezell emphasized that the polygraph examiner should use his
training and expertise to frame the specific questions asked of the subject.

"Because of the dictation of questions to be asked, this test should be invali-
dated," hzell wrote. More important, Ezell said, after examining the Travis Walton
charts: "The reactions on the charts, to my way of interpretation, would not be
readible. You would not be able to say if he [Travis Walton] is telling the truth
or if he's lying." Ezell reaffirmed this appraisal in his Mar. 29 letter.
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Pfeifer acknowledged that Travis had come in with the questions he wanted to be
asked. When I asked Pfeifer if this was standard procedure, he first said it was.
But when I replied that I had talked with other polygraph examiners who said it was
not a normal procedure, Pfeifer replied: "Well, like I wouldn't say no. [But] we don't
have a standard situation here either." When I asked: "In what respect," Pfeifer said:
"Well, how many times do people claim that they've been picked up by a UFO?"

Pfeifer disclosed an even more "curious" aspect of the Travis Walton test during
our Apr. 27 conversation. He said that when APRO's Lorenzen called to arrange the test
he only asked that Pfeifer test DUANE Walton. There was no mention of Travis being
present or being tested, Pfeifer told me. Only after Pfeifer had completed the test
on Duane on the afternoon of Feb. 7, and went out to inform APRO's Lorenzen that Duane
had passed, did Lorenzen then ask Pfeifer if he would test Travis Walton also.

THERE IS AMPLE EVIDENCE THAT TRAVIS WALTON TOLD AT LEAST ONE FALSEHOOD DURING
HIS FEB. 7 TEST WHICH PFEIFER FAILED TO DETECT.

The question was one that Travis insisted that he be asked and which Pfeifer
(in accordance with accepted procedures) discussed with Travis prior to the test
to be sure that he understood its meaning and that he could answer it with a
clearcut "yes" or "no."

That question was: "Before November 5, 1975, were you a UFO 'buff'?"

Travis answered: "NO." Pfeifer believes Travis believed he was telling the
truth.

Yet according to McCarthy, during the pre-examination discussion with Travis,
he admitted that he and his brother Duane, and their mother Mrs. Mary Kellet, had
often speculated about riding in a UFO. This prompted McCarthy to pose the follow-
ing question during the formal examination of Nov. 15: "In the past, have you ever
thought of riding in a UFO?" Travis answered: "YES". The resulting polygraph
chart indicated that Travis was being truthful.

There is extensive evidence, from sources that can not be considered to be
prejudiced against Travis Walton, that"the Walton family had a keen and long-stand-
ing interest in UFOs before Nov. 5, 1975. For example:

Dr. Howard Kandell, an APRO member, was one of the two physicians who examined Travis
on Nov. 11, the day that he reappeared. During a telephone interview with Dr. Kan-
dell on Apr. 25, I asked him whether Travis or Duane had indicated any previous inter-
est in UFOs during his Nov. 11 discussions and examination. Dr. Kandell replied:

"They admitted to that freely, that he [TravisJ was a 'UFO freak,' so to
speak... He had made remarks that if he ever saw one, he'd like to go aboard."

Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, a psychiatrist from Durango, Colo., journed to Phoenix and
interviewed Travis Walton several days after his reappearance. APRO's Dr. James A.
Harder was present during the interview. During a telephone interview on Apr. 26,
I asked Dr. Rosenbaum whether Travis had mentioned any prior interest in UFOs during
their interview. Dr. Rosenbaum replied:
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"Everybody in the family claimed that they had seen them [UFOsJ... He's
been preoccupied with this almost all of his life... Then he made the comment
to his mother just prior to this incident that if he was ever abducted by a
UFO she was not to worry because he'd be alright." (Emphasis added.)

Duane Walton was interviewed, along with Mike Rogers, on the evening of Nov. 8,
1075, while Travis was still "missing." The interview was conducted by Fred Syl-
vanus, head of the Arizona Regional UFO Project and a member of Ground Saucer
Watch. The interview was tape recorded and I have obtained a copy. During the
interview, Duane Walton volunteered that he and Travis had often discussed the
possibility of getting a ride on a UFO. That if either one of them got such a
chance, he would try to get the UFO to go and pick up the other brother so he
could share the experience. Here are Duane 's precise words:

''Travis and I discussed this many, many times at great length and we both
said that we would immediately get as directly under the object [UFO] as
physically possible... We discussed this time and time again. The opportun-
ity would be too great to pass up and at any cost, except that of death,
make contact with them and whoever happened to be left on the ground, if one
of us didn't make the grade, to try to convince whoever was in the craft to
come back and get the other one. He performed just as we said we would and
he got directly under the object, and he's received the benefits for it."

Earlier in the interview with Sylvanus , Duane said:

"I saw one almost identical to what they [Mike Rogers and other crew members]
described for a period of almost 30 minutes in broad daylight about 12 years
ago at 1 o'clock in the afternoon , about eight miles from this location right
here [site of the alleged Travis Walton incident]. And it followed me around
these woods for about 30 minutes and was never more than 200 feet from me at
any time." (Emphasis added.)

Yet when I interviewed Duane Walton by telephone on Apr. 23, 1976, and asked him
when he and Travis first became interested in UFOs, Duane replied:

"About November 11, 1975."

Contrast Duane Walton's answers to some of my other questions with the known facts.
For

Klass: "Has Travis ever gotten in trouble with the law on any serious charges?"

D.Walton: "No sir! Everybody has trouble as a juvenile delinquent, even I."

Klass: "But to your knowledge, he has never been in trouble with the law in any
serious thing, except maybe being arrested for speeding?"

D. Walton: "Or a traffic warrant or ticket. But my brother is not a criminal if
that's what you're trying to imply... I think on two occasions he was
arrested for outstanding traffic warrants, for not paying a traffic
ticket."

SURELY DUANE WALTON WAS AWARE OF THE INCIDENT LESS THAN FIVE YEARS F.ARLIER WHEN
TRAVIS HAD PLEADED GUILTY TO THE FIRST DEGREE BURGLARY AND FORGERY CHARGE.
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According to McCarthy, Uuane Walton was present when McCarthy reported the
results of his test on Travis, and Duane was outraged at his findings. The
following exchange took place with Duane during our telephone interview of Apr. 23:

Klass: "When did Travis first take a polygraph, or lie-detector, test?"

Walton: "I don't know. I don't have the foggiest notion. I know that he and
I took one together recently. That's been six weeks, maybe two months."

Klass: "Had he taken any polygraph test before that?"

Walton: "I don't have the foggiest notion. I really don't know..."

Klass:- "Well, you were with him the first few days after he came back."

Walton: "Yup."

Klass: "And did he take a polygraph test at any time during that week?"

Walton: "J don't know. I mean I was with him just about every minute of the
time, but I have a job...and there were times that I had to be away."

Klass: "Were you with him when he was interviewed by James Harder and the 'National
Enquirer'?"

Walton: "Yes, I was there when a doctor [Harder] gave some hypnotic regression."

Klass: "And was there any polygraph test given at or about that time?"

Walton: "I don't know sir."

During my inteview with Duane, I asked whether he and Travis had told
Pfeifer the questions they wanted him to ask during their lie-detector tests:

Klass: "Who framed the questions that you were asked? Did you or Travis have
anything to do with the framing of the questions?"

Walton: "That would be kind of at odds to the end [purpose], wouldn't it?
No sir, in answer to your question, no."

Duane Walton's answers to my questions provides another useful benchmark for
appraising the overall value of Pfeifer's polygraph examination of Travis and
Duane Walton. During the examination of Duane, Pfeifer asked him the following:
"Would you lie to help Travis in this matter? Duane answered: "ito." Pfeifer
found no indication on his charts that Duane was not telling the truth.

In the polygraph test given to the six young wood-cutters, it has been re-
ported that five of the six passed. The results for the other, Allen Dalis,
were termed ''inconclusive." The test was given by C.E. Gilson, a man with five
years experience, employed by the Arizona Dept. of Public Safety. The test was
given on Nov. 10, at a time when Walton had been missing for five days and there was
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great concern by Navajo County law enforcement officers that Travis might be the
victim of foul-play at the hands of his associates. For this reason, three of the
four relevant questions asked by Gilson during the test dealt solely with the issue
of whether the young wood-cutters had killed or physically injured Travis. Obviously
all of the men could truthfully answer these three questions with a "NO." During our
May 20 interview, Gilson said: "That was our sole purpose...to determine whether or
not there had been a crime committed."

Gilson said that the one question about a UFO had been added at the suggestion
of Sheriff Marlin Gillespie. With the perspective of hindsight, fiilson told me on
May 20: "That one question does not make it a valid test as far as verifying the UFO
incident. I wish these people out here would realize that, but there's no way you
can even get them to listen to you..."

This single UFO-related question was: "Did you tell the truth about actually
seeing a UFO last Wednesday when Travis Walton disappeared^" Note that the question
did NOT ask whether they saw Travis being "zapped" by a UFO, nor whether they really
believed that Travis had been abducted by a UFO.

Celestial bodies are sometimes mistaken for UFOs. At the time of the Walton
incident, the planet Jupiter was very bright in the early evening sky and would have
been visible at 6:15 p.m. This is NOT to suggest that Rogers and his crew honestly
imagined that Travis had been "zapped" by Jupiter.. But if they were all partners
in a pre-arranged hoax, all might be able to answer "yes" to this one UFO-related
question without displaying overt signs of telling a significant falsehood.

The testimony by Mike Rogers and the other five crew members has seemed to
some to substantiate the UFO abduction story because these six witnesses seemed to
have no motive, other than possible friendship with Travis, to fabricate the story.
BUT INVESTIGATION REVEALS THAT THERE WAS A MOTIVE, A STRONG FINANCIAL MOTIVE, FOR
ALL OF THEM TO COLLABORATE ON A HOAX.

In the spring of 1974, the U.S. Forest Service requested bids on a timber-thin-
ing operation on 1,277 acres in the Turkey Springs area of the Apache=Sitgreaves
National Forest. Three bids were received: $71,512 $44,567 $34,989. The
low bid came from Mike Rogers. His estimate was less than half the amount of the
highest bid, and 27% below the mid-figure, and worked out to only $27.40 per acre.
If Rogers had underestimated the amount of work involved, both he and his crew
would suffer financially.

The contract called for the job to be completed in 200 working days, i.e.
excluding bad-weather and winter when work was impossible. Although the contract
was awarded on June 26, 1974, it was not until more than a month later--Aug. 7--
that Rogers finally assembled his crew and started work, according to Maurice March-
banks, Forest Service contracting officer at Springville, Ariz. It was a portent
of things to come.

By the summer of 1975, it was clear that Rogers had badly underestimated the
job and he was stuck with his fixed-price contract. Rogers asked for an extension
and the Forest Service granted one -- for 84 days. The new work completion dead-
line was Nov. 10, 1975. But in return for the extension, Rogers would be penalized
$1.00 per acre for alT work performed after the expiration of the original contract
date.

Rogers' financial situation was aggravated by the long-standing Forest Service
policy that calls for paying contractors for only 90% of the work performed, so they
can pay their crews, while withholding 10% until the entire job is completed.
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As the Nov. 10 deadline approached, it was clear to Rogers that he could not
meet even his extended contract date. In the Nov. 8 taped interview with Sylvanus,
Rogers mentioned that "This contract we have is seriously behind schedule. In fact,
Monday the time is up. We haven't done any work on it since Wednesday because of
this thing, and therefore it won't be done. I hope they [Forest Service] take that
into account, this [UFO] problem." Without the "fortuitous1' UFO incident, the best
that Rogers could expect would be another deadline extension, but he would be
assessed still another financial penalty in contract price.

More serious, winter was near and its bad weather would prevent Rogers from
completing the job until the following spring. Thus the Forest Service would con-
tinue to hold back 10% of the earned pay. Rogers and his crew faced a bleak finan-
cial situation as the Nov. 10 deadline neared.

Then, on Oct. 20, 1975, NBC televised a two-hour special: "The UFO Incident."
This dramatic Hollywood produced film told the story of Betty Hill, who claims that
she and her late husband Barney, were taken aboard a UFO in 1961 and given physical
examinations. Dr. Rosenbaum says that Travis told him he saw this TV show, and in
view of the advance publicity and Travisfs keen interest in UFOs, it would be surpris-
ing if he had missed it. (Travis has denied this in a recently published letter,
saying: "J did not have a TV and did not see the show. I know that at least a couple
of others [in the crew] didn't see it either." Even if only one crew member saw the
show, it would certainly have been discussed with Travis because of his UFO interest.)

If a UFO could abduct the Hills in New Hampshire, why couldn't a UFO abduct
a wood-cutter in Arizona? After such a terrifying incident, it would be only natural
for other members of the crew to refuse to return to the work-site. Rogers would
now have grounds to claim that he simply could not complete his contract for reasons
beyond his control. If the Forest Service agreed, Rogers could then collect the
10% of his earned funds that had been withheld and the crew would not have to wait
until the following spring to receive all of their pay.

Travis Walton would be the logical "victim." His oft-expressed desire to
ride on a UFO could explain his seemingly foolhardy act of running under the UFO.
And his expertise in UFOlogy, compared to other crew members, would make it easier
for him to concoct a story about his experiences aboard the UFO.

Plans could be worked out in advance for a hide-out, perhaps a cabin that would
not be used during the winter months. Travis's mother was then living in a small
house on the Gibson ranch, not far from the Turkey Springs area where the crew was
working. The two hours between the time that the incident allegedly occurred and
the time when it was first reported to Under-Sheriff Ellison at Heber would allow
plenty of time to drive Travis to the selected hide-out. (It may be simply coin-
cidence, but the day after the UFO incident, Mrs. Kellet decided to leave the Gibson
ranch house and return to her home in Snowflake. This would avoid visits by law-
enforcement officers to the Gibson ranch house.)

According to one account, Duane reportedly drove to the site of the UFO inci-
dent each night in the hope of being present when Travis returned. Another possible
explanation for these nightly visits is that Duane was bringing provisions to Travis
in his hide-out.

On Nov. 18, 1975, Rogers wrote to inform the Forest Service that he could not
complete his contract because of the UFO incident "which caused me to lose my crew
and will make it difficult to get any of them back on the job site." The Forest
Service put the remaining work up for bid, awarded it to another contractor and
later released the funds it had been withholding to Rogers.
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The reactions of members of Travis Walton's family when they first were told
that he had been "zapped" and abducted by a UFO provide a useful clue as to whether
they really believed the story. If the family really believed that such an incident
had occurred, they might never see Travis alive again.

Several Navajo County law enforcement officers had assembled late on the night
of Nov. 5 and had returned to the "UFO site" with Rogers and several of his crew to
search for Travis. Shortly after midnight, it was decided to inform Travis's mother
who was then staying in a small house on the Gibson family ranch, not too far from
where the incident allegedly had occurred. Rogers, who knew where Mrs. Kellet was
staying, and Under-Sheriff Ken Coplan, of Holbrook, drove over to bring Mrs. Kellet
the shocking news of the fate that seemingly had befallen Travis.

Coplan described the incident to me during our telephone interview on Jan. 5:
"When Rogers told the mother What had happened, she did not act very surprised."
She did not break into tears or become hysterical. Instead, Mrs. Kellet proceeded
to tell of earlier UFO sightings that she and Duane had had. (One possible explana-
tion for Mrs. Kellet's calm reaction is that Travis had earlier informed his mother
that if he were ever abducted by a UFO she should not worry because he would return
safely, according to what Travis told Dr. Rosenbaum.)

Mrs. Kellet decided that she ought to tell her daughter, Mrs. Grant Neff, who
lives in Taylor, near Snowflake. Because the Gibson ranch house had no telephone,
Mrs. Kellet, Rogers and Coplan drove to Mrs. Neff's home to bring her the dreadful
news of the UFO abduction. Coplan described subsequent events in the following words

"firs. Kellet woke up her daughter and said: 'Travis is gone.' The daughter
asked: 'Where did he go?' to which Mrs. Kellet calmly replied: 'a flying
saucer got him.' Then Mrs. Kellet called Duane in Phoenix to tell him."

On Nov. 6, a large search party was organized to look for Travis, or his
remains. Mrs. Kellet and Duane, who had arrived from Phoenix, joined the group.
But according to Under-Sheriff Coplan, by late in the day it was Mrs. Kellet herself
who suggested that the search be abandoned, explaining: "I just don't think there's
any use of looking any further... I don't think he's on this earth." This was con-
firmed to me by Navajo County Sheriff Marlin Gillespie, during our Mar. 15 interview.
As members of the search party were preparing to leave the site, Duane announced that
he would remain on, alone. Coplan said that Duane remarked that he would stay
"because they [UFOs] always bring them [victims] back to the same spot." This
suggests that Duane had considerable knowledge of other alleged UFO abduction cases.

Duane and Travis had had a very close relationship. Mrs. Kellet's two ill-
fated marriages had left the family without a father and Duane told me that he had
assumed that role. Even if Duane were correct that the UFO would bring Travis back,
Travis might have been blinded or seriously burned from the intense beam of radia-
tion that allegedly had zapped him -- IF THE INCIDENT HAD REALLY OCCURRED.

Yet during the Nov. 8 taped interview with Fred Sylvanus -- at a time when
Travis was still "missing" --- Duane was very calm and confident. At one point in
the interview, Duane volunteered: "I don't believe he's hurt or injured in any way.
He will be back sooner or later, whenever they get done what they're doing."
(Duane's calmness on Nov. 8 is in striking contrast to his legitimate concern when
Travis later returned in a confused state-of-mind, to be described shortly.)

The Nov. 8 interview continued as follows:
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Sylvanus: "you feel he will come back?"

Walton: "Sure do. Don't feel any fear for Mm at all. Little regrret because
I haven't been able to experience the same thing. That's about it."

Sylvanus: "You feel you just miss him and he'll come back?"

Walton: "He's not even missing. He knows where he's at and I know where he's
at.':

Sylvanus: "you know where he's at?"

Walton: "Basically, he's not in the woods. They took him for whatever purpose
they take people, to run a few tests."

Sylvanus: "fvell, where do you feel he is?"

Walton: "Wot on this earthJ"

(Later in the interview)

Sylvanus: "you know that he's going to come back?"

Walton: "Sure do. Jt's a matter of time. They don't kill people ."

Sylvanus: "you feel that he'll be found?"

Walton: "yeah, he'll be found and if he doesn't come back, it'll be voluntary
because he wanted to stay — "

The bulk of the Sylvanus interview was with Mike Rogers as he described events
leading up to the alleged UFO incident. During the hour-long interview, Rogers
described in great detail the construction details of the UFO, even commenting
several times on its great beauty. Rogers described how Travis had been zapped
by the intense beam from the UFO that allegedly sent him t:flyingn in the air
with his arms outstretched.

BUT AT NO TIME DURING THE HOUR-LONG INTERVIEW DID ROGERS EXPRESS THE SLIGHTEST
CONCERN OVER WHETHER TRAVIS MIGHT HAVE BEEN INJURED OR KILLED BY BEING ZAPPED, OR
WHETHER HE WOULD EVER SEE HIS FRIEND AND ASSOCIATE ALIVE AGAIN!

ONE POSSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR THE REACTION OF ROGERS AND MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY
IS THAT THEY KNEW THAT THE INCIDENT WAS A HOAX AND THAT TRAVIS WAS SAFE IN A
TERRESTRIAL HIDEOUT, RATHER THAN ABOARD AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACECRAFT THAT MIGHT
BE TAKING HIM TO A DISTANT WORLD FROM WHICH HE MIGHT NEVER RETURN.

There is reason to believe that Travis Walton may not have followed the origi-
nal "game plan': for the hoax. On the evening of the initial search party effort,
on Nov. 6, Mrs. Kellet had urged that the search be abandoned on the grounds that
Travis was "not on this earth." The law enforcement officers, suspicious of a hoax,
were not unhappy to comply with the request.
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Two days later, on Saturday, Nov. 8, Duane told me that he drove to Holbrook
to see Sheriff Gillespie whom he sharply criticized for failing to continue the
search for Travis, (recall that the search had been called off earlier at the sug-
testion of Travis's mother.) So another costly search effort was mounted on Sunday,
Nov. 9, and it continued on Nov. 10, being called off only a few hours before Travis
reappeared. Also on Nov. 10, Rogers and five members of his crew went to Holbrook
to take a polygraph test administered by C.E.Gilson.

Shortly after midnight, Mrs. Grant Neff told me, she received a telephone call
from Travis who said he was calling from a pay-phone booth in a gas station in Heber,
anproximately 30 miles west of Snowflake and about 10-15 miles from where the UFO
incident allegedly occurred. Mrs. Neff said her husband drove to Mrs. Kellet's house
to pick up Duane and the two men drove to Heber to pick up Travis. They brought him
to Nrs. Kellet's house, then Mr. Neff returned home so his wife could drive to Mrs.
Kellet's home to see her brother.

During my Mar. 12 interview with Mrs. Neff, she told me that her husband said
they had found Travis "slumped in the bottom of the phone booth." Mrs. Neff used
the following words to describe Travisfs condition when she saw him that night:
"so shook-up, he was so upset...he was very panicky...even talking to us was a
real strain. He was very upset." <

This is confirmed by other evidence that shows that Travis was barely aware
of what was going on at the time of his telephone call. During a tape-recorded
interview with the "National Enquirer," several days after his return, Travis
said: "I rushed into the first phone booth I came to and called my mother."
(Emphasis added.) There was no telephone either in Mrs. Kellet's home in Snow-
flake or in the house on the Gibson ranch in the mountains.

'Shortly after Travis called his sister, Sheriff Gillespie received a tip that
a man claiming to be Travis Walton had called Mrs. Neff from a telephone booth in
Heber. Gillespie called Sheriff's Deputy Glen Flake, in Snowflake, asking him to
get dressed and drive to the highway from Heber to watch for Travis. Flake did so
but without success. So he decided to drive to Mrs. Kellet's house, arriving there
around 2 a.m., he told me during our Mar. 12 interview. Flake said he found "lights
were on in the house and there was a fellow out in the yard siphoning gas out of a
car." The officer got out to investigate and recognized the young man as Duane
Walton. Duane explained that he had decided he had to return to Phoenix immediately
to pet back to his business but had forgotten to buy gas for the four-hour trip. So
he was siphoning gas from his brother-in-law's car since there would be no gas sta-
tions open at that hour. Flake made no attempt to enter the Kellet house.

Only two days earlier, Duane's criticism had prompted Navajo County officials
to launch another costly search effort to find Travis. Yet now that Travis had
been found, Duane did not tell Sheriff's Deputy Glen Flake that Travis had returned
and was just inside the nearby house. ONE POSSIBLE EXPLANATION IS THAT DUANE DID
NOT WANT ANYBODY OUTSIDE THE FAMILY, AND ESPECIALLY A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, TO
SFE TRAVIS IN HIS "CONFUSED" STATE-OF-MIND.

During my Apr. 23 telenhonc interview with Duane, I asked him why he had not
informed Sheriff's Deputv Flake that Travis had returned. Duane replied: "It was
none of his damn business!" Duane went on to explain that at that point his
primary concern was for Travis's health and well-being, and that he wanted to get
medical attention for his brother.
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When I asked Duane why he had driven all the way to Phoenix to get medical
attention for Travis, he explained: "Snowflake does not have a doctor, and as to
why I spirited him away to Phoenix in the middle of the night — because those narrow-
minded, small-town red-necked people [in Snowflake] are dangerous.... There's no doc-
tor there and the reason I took him to Phoenix in the middle of the night was to get
him medical assistance."

Investigation showed that Duane was correct about there not being a physician
in Snowflake. However, only 16 miles south, in the town of Show Low, there is a
physician named Dr. Carver who operates a medical clinic there. If speedy medical
aid was Duane's principal concern, he did not have to drive all the way to Phoenix,
unless Duane had a family doctor there in whom he had great confidence. When I
asked about this possibility, Duane replied: "Wo. Nobody in my family is sick, ever,
very seldom."

Polygraph examiner McCarthy told me that before he ran the test on Travis,
he had first talked with Duane. During this discussion, McCarthy told me, Duane
stressed what a fine young man Travis was and that he was NOT A DRUG USER . McCarthy
told me: "One of the things he [Duane] harped on was that when he found him [Travis]
in Heber, the first thing he did when he got him home was to strip him naked and
look all over his body. And he found a needle mark in his right elbow, and he
[Duane] knows this is foreign because this boy has never used anything [i.e. drugs]."
But McCarthy said that when he later interviewed Travis that he contradicted his
older brother's statement and that Travis admitted to having used "pot,1' "speed,"
and LSD.

The first person outside the Walton family to talk with Travis after he
returned was Lester H. Steward, of Phoenix, a hypno-therapist and health-consultant.
The meeting was arranged through William Spaulding, an official of Ground Saucer
Watch (GSW), a UFO group that is sympathetic to the idea of extraterrestrial visitors
in the form of UFOs. Duane and Spaulding had met during the time that Travis was
"missing" and Spaulding had offered to provide assistance if Travis returned safely.
According to Duane, he and his brother arrived in Phoenix shortly after 6 a.m. on
Nov. 11. Duane called Spaulding who in turn called Steward around 7 a.m. Shortly
afterward, Duane called Steward and arranged to visit him in his office at 9:30 p.m.

In retrospect, it seems that Duane originally thought that "Dr. Steward" was
a physician who could give Travis a medical examination. Steward is not. He is
a psychologist and hypnotist whose Ph.D. is from a small private school in Southern
California. Soon after the Waltons arrived,Duane realized that Steward could not
himself perform a medical exam and he made it clear to Steward that Travis was not
ready to undergo hypnosis. Steward agreed and called a friend, an M.D./psychiatrist,
to ask him to try to arrange for extensive laboratory tests. But by the time the
latter could make the necessary arrangements, the Waltons had decided to depart.

In the course of the discussions in Steward's office, the Waltons learned that
he had worked extensively in the field of drug-addiction. When the Waltons first
arrived, Steward noted that Travis seemed dazed and confused. Travis sat silently
holding his head in his hands, Steward told me in a telephone interview on Apr. 25,
while Duane proceeded to tell in detail what allegedly had occurred to Travis
aboard the UFO. At first, Steward told me, he had assumed that Travis's dazed
condition was the result of his traumatic experiences aboard a UFO.
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But as the interview proceeded, another possible explanation for Travis's condi-
tion occurred to Steward as a result of his own first-hand experience with the with-
drawal symptoms of drug-users. As time passed, Travis began to emerge from his con-
fused and depressed state-of-mind. If his original condition had been the result of
a traumatic experience aboard a UFO, it should have persisted for a much longer time,
Steward concluded. More important, Steward had observed the small puncture wound on
the inside of Travis's right elbow.

This prompted Steward to suspect that Travis might have injected LSD, perhaps
in combination with an animal tranquilizer called PCP, Steward later told me. Although
LSD usually is taken orally, when injected in combination with PCP it can have a "
very powerful hallucinatory effect. Steward told me that the effect would normally
begin to wear off about 8-16 hours after being injected. At the time that Travis
had arrived at Steward's office, it was about nine hours after he had called from
the Heber telephone booth in a '"confused" state-of-mind.

It is not known whether Steward's growing suspicions of drug involvement were
obvious to Duane, nor what effect Steward's mention of his experience in treating
drug-addicts may have had in prompting the Waltons to terminate the interview after
approximately an hour-and-a-quarter in Steward's office.

Later that same morning (Nov. 11), APRO officials made contact with Duane at
his home. In response to his request for a medical exam for Travis, APRO called two
physicians, both APRO members, to ask them to visit Duane's home and examine Travis. '
The two physicians, Dr. Howard Kandell and Dr. Joseph Salts arrived about 3 p.m., ' '
Dr. Kandell told me during our second telephone interview on April 25.

Dr. Kandell said he brought along both a tape recorder and a camera, but
Duane flatly refused to let him record the interview or take any pictures of Travis.
Kandell told me that Duane "asked me to limit my examination to just determine that
he is alright and not to go into any details as to what had transpired [aboard the
UFO.] It was hard to examine him without questioning him, and J did question him
somewhat, although most of the information that J got at that time as to what [had]
transpired was from the brother [Duane]." (Emphasis added.)

[Considering that Travis had been in such a "confused" state-of-mind when
picked up in Heber and that he apparently remained in this dazed condition until
late in the morning of Nov. 11, it is strange that Duane would have been able to
acquire so many details by 3 p.m. of the same day as to what allegedly had happened
aboard the UFO. And despite the fact that APRO officials were very sympathetic to
the UFO abduction story, Duane was not yet ready to allow even APRO representatives
to tape record Travis's story of the alleged incident.]

Dr. Kandell described to me Travis's condition on the afternoon of Nov. 11:
"He was lying there in bed with the shades drawn...looking up at the ceiling...
He really didn't show any emotion... He answered questions appropriately when J

spoken to but he wasn't very verbal...his attitude was like a person who was dis-
turbed, depressed." In response to my question, Dr. Kandell acknowledged that he
has had no first-hand experience with drug-addicts because he is a pediatrician.

Dr. Kandell found no evidence of physical injury or burns, despite the claim
that only six days earlier Travis had been "zapped" by a very intense beam from a
UFO. However, Kandell told me that he did find a small puncture wound on the inside
of Travis's right elbow.
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Dr. Kandell said this small puncture was similar to what would be found if a
blood sample had been taken. "I came across this in the course of my examination
and asked him if he knew how he goi. this, and he said 'no,' that he hadn't noticed
it before." (This contradicts McCarthy's statement that Duane said he had spotted
the mark shortly after Travis's return when Duane had him strip down.)

Dr. Kandell said that the puncture mark was not directly over the large vein.
When I asked him whether LSD injected into the spot where the puncture mark was
found could have caused a narcotic effect, he replied: "Yes, because whether it is
injected into a vein or under the skin anywhere, it is absorbed and would, have its
effect. Most people who take drugs usually inject it into the vein because you get
an immediate effect. If you inject it into a muscle or under the skin, you get an
effect but it is delayed."

When I asked Dr. Kandell whether he had mentioned this puncture mark in the
elbow in his official report to APRO, he replied: "Yes, it was in my report."
YET APRO HAS NEVER MENTIONED THIS TRAVIS WALTON PUNCTURE MARK IN ITS ARTICLES ON
THE CASE. Instead, APRO has emphasized that there could not possibly be any drug
involvement because an analysis of a urine sample, allegedly the first voided by
Travis after his return, showed no evidence of drug use.

I asked Dr. Kandell whether this "first" urine sample had been obtained in
his presence so he could be certain that it had really come from Travis. Kandell ,
replied: "Duane gave me a jar and he said 'this is Travis's first voided specimen
since he's been found.' All I have is his [Duane's] word for it." (GSW's Spauld-
ing told me that prior to Travis's return, he had urged Duane to obtain an early
urine specimen because there would be speculation that there might be drug involve-
ment. If Travis's condition prompted Duane to believe there was drug-involvement,
the urine specimen he gave Dr. Kandell could have come from Duane or his brother-
in-law.) Dr. Kandell told me that there is no possible way to determine if the
original specimen really did come from Travis.

Dr. Kandell commented on one curious aspect of the urine sample that Duane
provided. This was the lack of "acetones" in the urine. The physician explained
that if a person has gone without nourishment for several days, his body begins
to break down its own fat for survival. The waste-product of this process shows up
as acetones in that person's urine. Despite the fact that Travis had been "missing"
for more than five days, lab analysis of the "first" urine sample revealed Np_
acetones present. This means the urine sample came from a person who had nbT
gone without nourishment for five days.

It might be argued that the sample did come from Travis and that he was fed
aboard the UFO. But in his frequent tellings of his alleged experience, Travis
never has mentioned being fed while he was "conscious." It might then be claimed
that perhaps while he was "unconscious," he was fed intravenously and this could
then explain the puncture mark in his right elbow. But as Dr. Kandell noted, the
wound is not over a large vein, which would rule out intravenous feeding.

<

According to Steward, when LSD is injected, no traces of the drug can be found
in blood, urine or saliva samples 18-24 hours after injection. When the Waltons
first came to Steward's office, Duane was extremely anxious that Travis undergo full
lab tests. But by later that afternoon, when Dr. Kandell and Dr. Salts arrived,Duane
only wanted a more casual physical check-up. It was not until the afternoon of Nov. 13,
more than 48-hours after Travis's return, that he came to Dr. Kandell's office to
give blood and urine samples for lab analysis. Lab tests of these samples showed no
traces of illicit drugs.
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Not until Travis was in Phoenix, and outside the legal jurisdiction of Navajo
County Law Enforcement officials who had been suspicious of a hoax from the start,
did Duane notify the Navajo County Sheriff's office in Holbrook that his brother had
returned. At first Duane said that Travis had been taken to an unnamed hospital in
Tucson for medical tests. Duane later admitted this story was false and he said it
was released to avoid the news media. (Yet within several days he and Travis willingly
met with the "National Enquirer.")

According to Sheriff Gillespie, it was not until late in the afternoon on Nov. 11
that Duane called to give a truthful report on Travis's whereabouts. During my Mar. 15
interview with Gillespie, the Sheriff told me he had said to Puane: "I need to talk
to Travis, and he said, 'well, Travis is not available.' And I said, well, you need
to make him available so I can talk to him." Duane finally agreed and Gillespie told
me that he promptly drove to Phoenix, arriving late that night.

Gillespie described his meeting with Travis as follows: "When I first went
into the' house, he [Travis] was laying on the sofa in the living room... He appeared
to be tired, spoke in a very low tone of voice. I talked to him for quite a while
and asked him numerous questions, and had him relate his story to me."

When I asked the Sheriff whether he had tape-recorded his interview with Travis,
he replied: "No. They had made an almost insistent request that there be nobody
else around, and no recordings, or anything like that." (One possible reason for'1'.,
Duane's insistence is that this would be the first time that Travis himself would
have to tell of his alleged UFO experiences, rather than having Duane tell them.
Travis had not had much time, since recovering from his "confused" state-of-mind,
to master the story. Gillespie told me that he has since noted a number of changes : •
in the Travis Walton story as he originally heard it and as it has since been ' " '.
reported in the news media.)

.»

Shortly after APRO made contact with the Walton brothers, it alerted the
"National Enquirer." The newspaper asked APRO to arrange the polygraph test and
APRO called McCarthy. The newspaper also asked APRO to rent rooms at the Sheraton
Hotel in Scottsdale to shield the Walton brothers from the rest of the news media.
It was in the Sheraton where Travis flunked the lie-detector test given by McCarthy.

The Dec. 16, 1975, edition of the "National Enquirer" ran a full-page feature
on the Travis Walton case under the following banner headline:

5 Witnesses Pass Lie Test While Claiming

ARIZONA MAN CAPTURED BY UFO

There was no. mention of the fact that the "abductee" himself had been questioned
about the alleged experience by a very experienced polygraph examiner who had concluded
that the story was a hoax!

On Feb. 21, 1976, Travis Walton and APRO's L.J. Lorenzen were interviewed on
an NBC-TV network program called "The Unexplained." The moderator (Leonard Nimoy),
after mentioning that APRO had carefully investigated the case, asked Mr. Lorenzen
why he believed Travis Walton's story. Lorenzen replied:

"(fell, he's truthful and doesn't use drugs. We had psychological testing
carried out and it shows he has a normal psychological profile."

(Apparently it is quite "normal" to hope to be abducted by a UFO!!)
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The February, 1976, issue of "The A.P.R.O. Bulletin," (mailed in late April),
carried another story on the Travis Walton case which began: "Pursuant to our policy
of attempting to present as accurate Information as possible to the membership, and
because Travis Walton was kind enough to furnish exact information, we herewith correct
some inaccuracies which appeared in our initial recounting of his experience."

These corrections included such minutia as: "The dividers did not glow but were
a dull silver color...The clothing of the creatures [aboard the UFO] was not brown
but rather an orangish-tan which Travis designates as a difficult color to describe
...He was not taken into another craft, but rather out of the enclosure which Travis
refers to as a 'hangar,' down a straight hallway to a small room..."

But there was no mention of the Nov. 15, 1975, lie-detector test by McCarthy
that Travis Walton had flunked. Nor was there any mention of the small puncture
wound on his right elbow. The article concluded with the following appraisal:

"The Consulting and Administrative staffs of APRO feel that the Travis Walton
case is one of the most important and Intriguing In the history of the UFO
phenomena." (Emphasis added.)

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT APRO IS THE OLDEST UFO ORGANIZATION IN THIS COUNTRY AND
THE LORENZENS ARE AMONG THE MOST EXPERIENCED INVESTIGATORS OF UFO CASES.

J i i

Another very experienced UFO investigator is Dr. J. Allen Hynek who has been
active in the field for nearly 30 years and who now heads his own Center For UFO
Studies. In late March, 1976, Hynek visited Arizona to conduct his own investiga-
tion of the Travis Walton case. He was interviewed by the press and the Associated
Press released the following story:

Phoenix (AP) — A leading national authority on unidentified flying objects
said yesterday there is "no substantiation" for allegations of a hoax made
against a young Arizonan who said he was abducted by a UFO last year.

Dr. J. Allen Hynek...said he had interviewed Travis Walton and believes
he is "not hoaxing." He also said Walton had successfully taken a lie-detec-
tor test three weeks ago..."

"He has been .made the subject of a lot of unnecessary and unfounded
accusations," Hynek said. "There seems to be little support for the accusa-
tions made against him..."

' "I still don't know whether he was abducted in a nuts-and-bolts UFO,"
said Hynek in the interview. "The case isn't open and shut."

Hynek added that he would await hypnosis of Walton before reaching
more definite conclusions.

NOT ALL UFO ORGANIZATIONS WERE SO GULLIBLE:

William Spaulding, western director of Ground Saucer Watch (GSW), quickly
became suspicious of the Walton story-in the wake of the incident in Steward's
office. By Nov. 15, both Spaulding and Steward had publicly denounced the case
as a hoax even though neither was aware of the then-secret McCarthy lie-detector
test. (I wish to express my appreciation to Spaulding for his considerable assist-
ance in my investigation by providing a copy of the Nov. 8 taped interview and
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copies of local newspaper clippings on the incident which were most helpful.
Although Spaulding and I disagree on the fundamental UFO issue, we share the
common view that hoaxes ought to be exposed and that failure to do so can only
hurt the "UFO Movement.")

NICAP (National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena), in its first
report on the Travis Walton case to its members, said there was cause for suspicion
that the case might be a hoax.

* * *

The March 1976 issue of "The A.P.R.O. Bulletin" contained another article
on the Walton case, reporting that Mrs. Kellet had taken and passed a polygraph
examination given by Pfeifer, who had earlier passed Travis and Duane Walton.

The article concludes by suggesting that "individuals whose testimony con-
flicts with that of Mrs. Relief, Travis and Duane Walton, as well as the six
individual witnesses, should volunteer, as the foregoing have, to submit to a
polygraph test to determine their roles in this case. Those individuals include
Sheriff Gillespie, Stanford Flake, Ken Copland, Bill Spaulding, Lester Steward
and Phillip (sic) Klass. APRO will be happy to underwrite the cost of these tests
and only await the acquiescence of the participants."

On June 9, the day after receiving the March issue, I wrote to Mr. § Mrs.
L.J. Lorenzen. After expressing regrets at news of Mr. Lorenzen's recent surgery,
and citing the above challenge, I wrote:

"I hasten to accept this offer, subject only to the following condition:
that my test be given by a licensed polygraph examiner with at least 10 years
experience — to assure his competence. Otherwise I leave the choice of the
examiner in your hands. I shall be delighted to take the test in Washington
D.C. area or in Phoenix if APRO will underwrite my travel expenses, • whichever
you prefer.

"I ask, but do NOT set as a condition to my test, that Jim Lorenzen also
agree to take a polygraph examination to be given by a licensed examiner
with 10 or more years experience. Investigation shows that there is a very

. competent polygraph examiner in Phoenix who was trained at the highly respected
Army Fort Gordon school and who has practiced for nearly 20 years. He would
be my choice to administer Jim's test as soon as his health permits.

"I trust that your acceptance will be as prompt as mine and that APRO will
publish this brief letter in "The APRO Bulletin" so members can be informed
of my prompt acceptance and of my own challenge."

Sincerely

(signed) Philip J. Klass

Any or all portions of this report may be quoted in print providing written permission
is obtained from the author and that full credit is given to the author as the source.

CREDIT: Philip J_. Klass; Author: "UFOs Explained" (1974, Random House) (1976,Vintage Press

[Home Phone: 202-554-5901 560 "N" St. SW. Washington D.C. 20024

June 20, 1976

"He who does not bellow the truth when he knows the truth makes himself the accomplice
of liars and forgers." ... Charles Peguy.



PHILIP J. KLASS
560 "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C. 2OO24

July 3, 1976

Mr. Walter Andrus
MUFON
103 Oldtowne Road
Seguin, Texas 78155

Dear Walt:

Perhaps you already have heard that APRO's Blue Ribbon Panel
has selected the Travis Walton "UFO abduction" incident as the Best
Case of 1975 and the National Enquirer will soon announce the choice
and the award of $10,000 to Travis Walton.

The case is a hoax, and APRO is involved in a "cover-up" of
facts that would disclose this.

To back up these allegations I enclose a copy of my analysis-
report on the Travis Walton case. I think you will find it an
"eye-opener."

You and MUFON are welcome to quote any or all of the report
in "SKYLOOK," if you wish--PROVIDING that credit is given to me
as the source of the information and mention is made of my book
"UFOs Explained."

I am enclosing a sheet of telephone numbers of principals
quoted in my report to facilitate your checking with them on any
quotation in my report.

Meanwhile, I await your personal reactions.

Sincerely,



TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF KEY PRINCIPALS MENTIONED IN TRAVIS WALTON CASE ANALYSIS

(All are Area Code 602 unless otherwise indicated)

Polygraph Examiners:

John J. McCarthy (Phoenix):

Tom Ezell: (Phoenix)

C.E. Gilson (Phoenix)

George J. Pfeifer (Phoenix)

Navajo.)County Law Enforcement Officers:

Sheriff Marlin Gillespie (Holbrook)
Und. Sheriff Ken CopIan (Holbrook)

Und. Sheriff L.C. Ellison (Hebar)

Sheriff's Deputy Glen Flake (Snowflake)

Office:
Home:

Office:
Home:

Office:

Office:

279-6111
956-3548

252-0639
943-8768

262-8373

955-7910

Home: 524-3041
Home: 524-6673

Home: 535-4611

Home: 536-4477

Miscellaneous:

Mrs. Leona Downing, Office of Clerk, Navajo County Superior Court
(Holbrook)

524-3612

APRO/L.J. Lorenzen (Tucson) 793-1825/ 326-0059

Maurice Marchbanks (U.S. Forest Service, Springville, Ariz.) 333-4301

Dr. Howard Kandell (Phoenix) Office: 957-0700 Home: 955-7572

Dr. Jean Rosenbaum (Durango, Colo.) Home: (303) 247-4109

William Spaulding (Ground Saucer Watch, Phoenix) 942-7216

Lester H. Steward (Phoenix) 264-3579 i
\

Duane U«l$an (Phoenix) 846-5646

Dr. James A- Harder (APRO) (Berkeley, Calif.) (415) 848-6043

PHILIP J ,KLASS: '0 5
Home: (202) 554-5901
Office: (202) 737-6630

(Preferred point of contact)
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NEW EVIDENCE THAT THE TRAVIS WALTON "UFO ABDUCTION" IS A HOAX

The alleged "UFO abduction" of Travis Walton on Nov. 5, 1975, in the Apache-
Si tgreaves National Forest (Ariz.) is a hoax, and the claims of six other young~
wood-cutters that they saw the alleged incident are not true. Evidence that
indicated that the incident was a hoax has long been known to APRO (Aerial Phenomena
Research Organization), a large Tucson-based UFO group, and to the "National Enquirer"
newspaper. This evidence has been withheld from APRO's membership and from the
general public.

l

[Summary of the incident as reported in the news media: On the evening of
Nov. 5, 1975, at approximately 6:15 p.m. MST, a crew of seven young wood-
cutters, headed by Michael Rogers, was returning home. Rogers (age 28) was
under contract to the U.S. Forest Service to thin out 1,277 acres of National
Forest land near Turkey Springs. According to the story later told by Rogers
and members of his crew (ages 17-25), they saw a UFO hovering nearby. They
claim that Travis Walton jumped out of the moving car and walked/ran under
the'UFO, that he was "zapped" by an intense glowing beam from the UFO, and
that the rest of the crew panicked and drove off, leaving their friend behind.
A short time later, they said, they returned to the spot to seek Travis but
that he had disappeared — seemingly having been carried off by the UFO.
However, it was not until more than two hours later that Rogers and his crew
reported the incident to Under-Sheriff L.C. Ellison in nearby Heber, Ariz.

[While Travis was missing, Rogers'and the other five young men took a poly-
graph test (on Nov. 10), administered by C.E. Gilson of the Arizona Dept. of
Public Safety. Five of the young men "passed" the test but the results for
one (Allen M. Dalis) were "inconclusive" according to Gilson. These test
results have been widely interpreted as endorsing the authenticity of the
alleged UFO abduction.

[Shortly after midnight on Nov. 11, Travis telephoned his sister, Mrs. Grant
Neff of Taylor, near Snowflake, from a phone booth in Heber, about 30 miles
away. Mr. Neff and Travis's older brother Duane, who had come to Snowflake
from his home in Phoenix shortly after the alleged incident, both drove to
Heber to pick up Travis. They reported finding him crumpled on the floor of
the phone booth, in a very "confused" mental state. A short time after return-
ing Travis to his mother's home in Snowflake, Duane decided to drive Travis
to Phoenix, reportedly to obtain medical assistance. Later that same day, he
was examined by two physicians at the request of APRO.

[On Feb. 7, 1976, almost three months after Travis's return, he and Duane
took polygraph tests administered by George J. Pfeifer, then employed by Tom
Ezell 6 Associates of Phoenix. According to published reports, both men
passed the exam which involved many questions dealing with Travisfs claim of
having been abducted by a UFO. The widely publicized results of these tests
seem to confirm that such an incident actually occurred.]

WHAT THE PUBLIC AND APRO MEMBERS HAVE NOT BEEN TOLD AS OF THIS DATE (6/20/76) IS
THAT TRAVIS WALTON TOOK A LIE-DETECTOR TEST ON NOV. 15, 1975. HE FLUNKED IT!

This first lie-detector test was given in the Sheraton Hotel in Scottsdale on the
afternoon of Nov. 15. Arrangements for the test were made by Mr. L.J. Lorenzen,
APRO's International Director. The tests were paid for by the "National Enquirer."

[OVER]
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This Nov. 15 lie-detector test that Travis Walton failed was given by John J.
McCarthy, director of the Arizona Polygraph Laboratory in Phoenix. McCarthy, who
has been practicing for nearly 20 years, was trained at the Army's polygraph school
at Fort Gordon, considered to be the top polygraph school in the U.S. McCarthy is a
member of the American Polygraph Assn. and has been licensed by the State of Illinois
since 1964. (Arizona presently does not require polygraph examiners to take a rigor-
ous test to practice in the state although such legislation is now pending.)

Immediately after the test, McCarthy reported his findings of "gross deception"
to Paul Jenkins of the "National Enquirer" and to Dr. James A. Harder, APRO's direc-
tor of research and Harder then relayed the results by telephone to APRO's Lorenzen,
according to McCarthy. Duane Walton, upon hearing McCarthy's conclusions, became
furious with the polygraph examiner, McCarthy told me.

The "National Enquirer" asked McCarthy to send a formal written report to Mr.
John Cathcart at the newspaper's headquarters in Lantana, Fla. and McCarthy was
instructed not to reveal that he had tested Travis Walton. In McCarthy's formal
report, dated Nov. 16, he said that his charts indicated that Travis Walton was
"attempting to perpetrate a UFO hoax, and that he has not been on any spacecraft."
The very experienced and perceptive McCarthy reported that he had detected a
deliberate attempt by Travis Walton to distort his respiration pattern in an
effort to deceive the polygraph examiner.

The ''National Enquirer1' ran a feature article on the Travis Walton incident
in its Dec. 16, 1975, issue. But there was no mention of the lie-detector test
that Travis Walton had taken under McCarthy.

The November 1975 issue of "The APRO Bulletin" carried an extensive account
of the Travis Walton case, including a report on events that had transpired during
the period that Travis had taken and flunked his Nov. 15 lie-detector test, but
there was no mention of this test.

There is hard physical evidence, which I have personally examined, to show
that McCarthy did test Travis Walton on Nov. 15, 1975, and that Walton failed the
examination. This includes the following:

(1) Polygraph examination statement of consent, dated Nov. 15, 1975, and signed
by Travis Walton, in which he agrees to let McCarthy conduct the test.

(2) McCarthy's written report of Nov. 16, 1975, to the "National Enquirer,"
stating McCarthy's conclusions that the UFO incident is a hoax.

(3) "National Enquirer" payment voucher receipt, payable to McCarthy's company,
dated Jan. 14, 1976, for "Travis Walton UFO Incident."

(4) Agreement to conduct the test and supply written report to "National Enquirer"
signed by Paul Jenkins and Jeff Wells. (This statement is dated Feb. 15, 1975,
which is a typographical error.)

During the private discussions between McCarthy and Travis Walton prior to
the start of the formal examination, WALTON ADMITTED THAT HE AND A FRIEND HAD ONCE
BEEN ARRESTED FOR STEALING PAYROLL CHECKS. FORGING SIGNATURES AND CASHING THE CHECKS.
McCarthy told me during a telephone interview on Mar. 15, 1976.
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The accuracy of McCarthy's information was confirmed when I called the office
of the Clerk of the Superior Court of Navajo County, in Holhrook, on May 10, 1976.
Mrs. Leona Downing, chief deputy clerk, after checking the case file, informed me
that on MAY 5. 1971. TRAVIS WALTON AND CHARLES ROGERS HAD PLEADED GUILTY TO FIRST
DEGREE BURGLARY AND FORGERY CHARGES.(Charles Rogers is a younger brother of
Michael Rogers, later involved in the UFO incident.)

The charges arose from the theft of blank payroll checks from the Western Mold-
ing Co., of Snowflake, where Charles Rogers then worked and where Travis Walton had
earlier been employed on a part-time basis. The stolen checks were filled in with
a fictitious name, the signature of company president Robert W. Gonsalves was forged,
and the checks were then cashed.

on May 10, 1971, after the two young men agreed to make restitution of the
funds, Charles Rogers and Travis Walton were placed on a two-year probation.
Under such circumstances, Arizona law provides that if the parties fulfill their
probation period satisfactorily, they can later return and ask the Court to expunge
the record, Mrs. Downing explained to me. On Aug. 3, 1973, Travis Walton and Charles
Rogers took advantage of this provision to retroactively retract their original
"guilty" pleas and to enter "not-guilty" pleas, Mrs. Downing told me.

McCarthy also told me that during his pro-examination discussions with Travis
Walton, that Travis admitted that he had previously used "pot." "speed." and LSDT"*¥•hi
The importance of this will become apparent shortly.

It was not until nearly three months after Travis failed the McCarthy lie-
detector test that he took another, whose results have been widely publicized
because he seemingly passed with flying colors. The test was arranged by APRO
and was given by George J. Pfeifer, an examiner with only two years experience.

Pfeifer had abandoned his own private practice in January, 1976, to go to
work for Tom Ezell 5 Associates of Phoenix. A short time after the Walton test
was given, Pfeifer decided to return to private practice.

When I first talked with Tom Ezell about the Walton test on Mar. 13, 1976,
he explained that he had been out of town when the test was given and that APRO
had made all of the arrangements directly with Pfeifer. Ezell told me that when
he returned to Phoenix and discussed the Walton test with Pfeifer that he had
learned that APRO and the Waltons had told Pfeifer the specific questions they
wanted asked and that Pfeifer had obliged. Ezell, who has himself been practic-
ing for five years, told me he wanted to dig into the matter and examine the
Walton charts.

When next I talked with Ezell, on Mar. 22, 1976, he told me: "According to
his [Pfeifer's] report, Travis did dictate the questions that he wanted asked."
Ezell explained, and later confirmed in a Mar. 29 letter, that it is perfectly
proper for the sponsor of a test (APRO) to indicate the areas which are to be
investigated. But Ezell emphasized that the polygraph examiner should use his
training and expertise to frame the specific questions asked of the subject.

"Because of the dictation of questions to be asked, this test should be invali-
dated ," Ezell wrote. More important, Ezell said, after examining the Travis Walton
charts: "The reactions on the charts, to ay way of interpretation, would not be
readible. You would not be able to say if he [Travis Walton] is telling the truth
or if he's lying." Ezell reaffirmed this appraisal in his Mar. 29 letter.
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Pfeifer acknowledged that Travis had come in with the questions he wanted to be
asked. When I asked Pfeifer if this was standard procedure, he first said it was.
But when I replied that I had talked with other polygraph examiners who said it was
not a normal procedure, Pfeifer replied: "Well, like I wouldn't say no. [But] we don't
have a standard situation here either." When I asked: "In what respect," Pfeifer said:
"Well, how many times do people claim that they've been picked up by a UFO?"

Pfeifer disclosed an even more "curious" aspect of the Travis Walton test during
our Apr. 27 conversation. He said that when APRO's Lorenzen called to arrange the test
he only asked that Pfeifer test DUANE Walton. There was no mention of Travis being
present or being tested, Pfeifer told me. Only after Pfeifer had completed the test
on Duane on the afternoon of Feb. 7, and went out to inform APRO's Lorenzen that Duane
had passed, did Lorenzen then ask Pfeifer if he would test Travis Walton also.

THERE IS AMPLE EVIDENCE THAT TRAVIS WALTON TOLD AT LEAST ONE FALSEHOOD DURING
HIS FEB. 7 TEST WHICH PFEIFER FAILED TO DETECT.

The question was one that Travis insisted that he be asked and which Pfeifer
(in accordance with accepted procedures) discussed with Travis prior to the test
to be sure that he understood its meaning and that he could answer it with a
clearcut "yes" or "no."

That question was: "Before November 5, 1975, were you a UFO 'buff'?"

Travis answered: "NO." Pfeifer believes Travis believed he was telling the
truth.

Yet according to McCarthy, during the pre-examination discussion with Travis,
he admitted that he and his brother Duane, and their mother Mrs. Mary Kellet, had
often speculated about riding in a UFO. This prompted McCarthy to pose the follow-
ing question during the formal examination of Nov. 15: "In the past, have you ever
thought of riding in a UFO?" Travis answered: "YES". The resulting polygraph
chart indicated that Travis was being truthful.

There is extensive evidence, from sources that can not be considered to be
prejudiced against Travis Walton, that the Walton family had a keen and long-stand-
ing interest in UFOs before Nov. 5, 1975. For example:

Dr. Howard Kandell, an APRO member, was one of the two physicians who examined Travis
on Nov. 11, the day that he reappeared. During a telephone interview with Dr. Kan-
dell on Apr. 25, I asked him whether Travis or Duane had indicated any previous inter-
est in UFOs during his Nov. 11 discussions and examination. Dr. Kandell replied:

"They admitted to that freely, that he [Travis] was a 'UFO freak,' so to
speak... He had made remarks that if he ever saw one, he'd like to go aboard."

Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, a psychiatrist from Durango, Colo., journed to Phoenix and
interviewed Travis Walton several days after his reappearance. APRO's Dr. James A.
Harder was present during the interview. During a telephone interview on Apr. 26,
I asked Dr. Rosenbaum whether Travis had mentioned any prior interest in UFOs during
their interview. Dr. Rosenbaum replied:
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"Everybody in the family claimed that they had seen them [UFOs]... He's
been preoccupied with this almost all of his life... Then he made the comment
to his mother just prior to this incident that if he was ever abducted by a
UFO she was not to worry because he'd be alright." (Emphasis added.)

Duane Walton was interviewed, along with Mike Rogers, on the evening of Nov. 8,
1075, while Travis was still "missing." The interview was conducted by Fred Syl-
vanus, head of the Arizona Regional UFO Project and a member of Ground Saucer
Watch. The interview was tape recorded and I have obtained a copy. During the
interview, Duane Walton volunteered that he and Travis had often discussed the
possibility of getting a ride on a UFO. That if either one of them got such a
chance, he would try to get the UFO to go and pick up the other brother so he
could share the experience. Here are Duane's precise words:

'Travis and I discussed this many, many times at great length and we both
said that we would immediately get as directly under the object [UFO] as
physically possible We discussed this time and time again. The opportun-
ity would be too great to pass up and at any cost, except that of death,
make contact with them and whoever happened to be left on the ground, if one
of us didn't make the grade, to try to convince whoever was in the craft to
come back and get the other one. He performed just as we said we would and
he got directly under the object, and he's received the benefits for it."

Earlier in the interview with Sylvanus, Duane said:

"J saw one almost identical to what they [Mike Rogers and other crew members]
described for a period of almost 30 minutes in broad daylight about 12 years
ago at 1 o'clock in the afternoon, about eight miles from this location right
here [site of the alleged Travis Walton incident]. And it followed me around
these woods for about 30 minutes and was never more than 200 feet from me at
any time." (Emphasis added.)

Yet when I interviewed Duane Walton by telephone on Apr. 23, 1976, and asked him
when he and Travis first became interested in UFOs, Duane replied:

"About November 11, 1975."

Contrast Duane Walton's answers to some of my other questions with the known facts.
For example:

Klass: "Has Travis ever gotten in trouble with the law on any serious charges?"

D.Walton: "No sir! Everybody has trouble as a juvenile delinquent, even I."

Klass: "But to your knowledge, he has never been in trouble with the law in any
serious thing, except maybe being arrested for speeding?"

D. Walton:"Or a traffic warrant or ticket. But my brother is not a criminal if
that's what you're trying to imply... I think on two occasions he was
arrested for outstanding traffic warrants, for not paying a traffic
ticket."

SURELY DUANE WALTON WAS AWARE OF THE INCIDENT LESS THAN FIVE YEARS FARLIER WHEN
TRAVIS HAD PLEADED GUILTY TO THF FIRST DEGREE BURGLARY AND FORGERY CHARGE.
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According to McCarthy, Duane Walton was present when McCarthy reported the
results of his test on Travis, and Uuane was outraged at his findings. The
following exchange took place with Duane during our telephone interview of Apr. 23:

Klass: "When did Travis first take a polygraph, or lie-detector, test?"

Walton: "I don't know. I don't have the foggiest notion. I know that he and
I took one together recently. That's been six weeks, maybe two months."

Klass: "Had he taken any polygraph test before that?"

Walton: "I don't have the foggiest notion. I really don't know..."

Klass: "Well, you were with him the first few days after he came back."

Walton: "Yup."

Klass: "And did he take a polygraph test at any time during that week?"

Walton: 'T don't know. I mean I was with him just about every minute of the
time, but I have a job...and there were times that I had to be away."

Klass: "Were you with him when he was interviewed by James Harder and the 'National
Enquirer'?"

Walton: "Yes, I was there when a doctor [Harder] gave some hypnotic regression."

Klass: "And was there any polygraph test given at or about that time?"

Walton: "I don't know sir."

During my inteview with Duane, I asked whether he and Travis had told
Pfeifer the questions they wanted him to ask during their lie-detector tests:

Klass: "Who framed the questions that you were asked? Did you or Travis have
anything to do with the framing of the questions?"

Walton: "That would be kind of at odds to the end [purpose], wouldn't it?
No sir, in answer to your question, no."

Duane Walton's answers to my questions provides another useful benchmark for
appraising the overall value of Pfeifer's polygraph examination of Travis and
Duane Walton. During the examination of Duane, Pfeifer asked him the following:
"Would you lie to help Travis in this matter? Duane answered: "No." Pfeifer
found no indication on his charts that Duane was not telling theTruth.

In the polygraph test given to the six young wood-cutters, it has been re-
ported that five of the six passed. The results for the other, Allen Dalis,
were termed ''inconclusive." The test was given by C.E. Gilson, a man with five
years experience, employed by the Arizona Dept. of Public Safety. The test was
given on Nov. 10, at a time when Walton had been missing for five days and there was
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great concern by Navajo County law enforcement officers that Travis might be the
victim of foul-play at the hands of his associates. For this reason, three of the
four relevant questions asked by Gilson during the test dealt solely with the issue
of whether the young wood-cutters had killed or physically injured Travis. Obviously
all of the men could truthfully answer these three questions with a "NO." During our
May 20 interview, Gilson said: "That was our sole purpose...to determine whether or
not there had been a crime committed."

Gilson said that the one question about a UFO had been added at the suggestion
of Sheriff Marlin Gillespie. With the perspective of hindsight, fiilson told me on
May 20: "That one question does not make it a valid test as far as verifying the UFO
incident. I wish these people out here would realize that, but there's no way you
can even get them to listen to you..."

This single UFO-related question was: "Did you tell the truth about actually
seeing a UFO last Wednesday when Travis Walton disappeared?" Note that the question
did NOT ask whether they saw Travis being "zapped" by a IIFO, nor whether they really
believed that Travis had been ahducted by a UFO.

Celestial bodies are sometimes mistaken for UFOs. At the time of the Walton
incident, the planet Jupiter was very bright in the early evening sky and would have
been visible at 6:15 p.m. This is NOT to suggest that Rogers and his crew honestly
imagined that Travis had been "zapped" >by Jupiter.> But if they were all partners
in a pre-arranged hoax, all might be able to answer "yes" to this one UFO-related
question without displaying overt signs of telling a significant falsehood.

The testimony by Mike Rogers and the other five crew members has seemed to
some to substantiate the UFO abduction story because these six witnesses seemed to
have no motive, other than possible friendship with Travis, to fabricate the story.
BUT INVESTIGATION REVEALS THAT THERE WAS A MOTIVE, A STRONG FINANCIAL MOTIVE, FOR
ALL OF THEM TO COLLABORATE ON A HOAX.

In the spring of 1974, the U.S. Forest Service requested bids on a timher-thin-
ing operation on 1,277 acres in the Turkey Springs area of the Apache=Sitgreaves
National Forest. Three bids were received: $71,512 $44,567 $34,989. The
low bid came from Mike Rogers. His estimate was less than half the amount of the
highest bid, and 27% below the mid-figure, and worked out to only $27.40 per acre.
If Rogers had underestimated the amount of work involved, both he and his crew
would suffer financially.

The contract called for the job to be completed in 200 working days, i.e.
excluding bad-weather and winter when work was impossible. Although the contract
was awarded on June 26, 1974, it was not until more than a month later--Aug. 7--
that Rogers finally assembled his crew and started work, according to Maurice March-
banks, Forest Service contracting officer at Springville, Ariz. It was a portent
of things to come.

By the summer of 1975, it was clear that Rogers had badly underestimated the
job and he was stuck with his fixed-price contract. Rogers asked for an extension
and the Forest Service granted one -- for 84 days. The new work completion dead-
line was Nov. 10, 1975. But in return for the extension, Rogers would be penalized
$1.00 per acre for alTwork performed after the expiration of the original contract
date.

Rogers' financial situation was aggravated by the long-standing Forest Service
policy that calls for paying contractors for only 90% of the work performed, so they
can pay their crews, while withholding 10% until the entire job is completed.
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As the Nov. 10 deadline approached, it was clear to Rogers that he could not
meet even his extended contract date. In the Nov. 8 taped interview with Sylvanus,
Rogers mentioned that "This contract we have is seriously behind schedule. In fact,
Monday the time is up. We haven't done any work on it since Wednesday because of
this thing, and therefore it won't be done. I hope they [Forest Service] take that
into account, this [UFO] problem." Without the "fortuitous'' UFO incident, the best
that Rogers could expect would be another deadline extension, but he would be
assessed still another financial penalty in contract price.

More serious, winter was near and its bad weather would prevent Rogers from
completing the job until the following spring. Thus the Forest Service would con-
tinue to hold back 10% of the earned pay. Rogers and his crew faced a bleak finan-
cial situation as the Nov. 10 deadline neared.

Then, on Oct. 20, 1975, NBC televised a two-hour special: "The UFO Incident."
This dramatic Hollywood produced film told the story of Betty Hill, who claims that
she and her late husband Barney, were taken aboard a UFO in 1961 and given physical
examinations. Dr. Rosenbaum says that Travis told him he saw this TV show, and in
view of the advance publicity and Travis's keen interest in UFOs, it would be surpris-
ing if he had missed it. (Travis has denied this in a recently published letter,
saying: "I did not have a TV and did not see the show. I know that at least a couple
of others [in the crew] didn't see it either." Even if only one crew member saw the
show, it would certainly have been discussed with Travis because of his UFO interest.)

If a UFO could abduct the Hills in New Hampshire, why couldn't a UFO abduct
a wood-cutter in Arizona? After such a terrifying incident, it would be only natural
for other members of the crew to refuse to return to the work-site. Rogers would
now have grounds to claim that he simply could not complete his contract for reasons
beyond his control. If the Forest Service agreed, Rogers could then collect the
10% of his earned funds that had been withheld and the crew would not have to wait
until the following spring to receive all of their pay.

Travis Walton would be the logical 'Victim." His oft-expressed desire to
ride on a UFO could explain his seemingly foolhardy act of running under the UFO.
And his expertise in UFOlogy, compared to other crew members, would make it easier
for him to concoct a story about his experiences aboard the UFO.

Plans could be worked out in advance for a hide-out, perhaps a cabin that would
not be used during the winter months. Travis's mother was then living in a small
house on the Gibson ranch, not far from the Turkey Springs area where the crew was
working. The two hours between the time that the incident allegedly occurred and
the time when it was first reported to Under-Sheriff Ellison at Heber would allow
plenty of time to drive Travis to the selected hide-out. (It may be simply coin-
cidence, but the day after the UFO incident, Mrs. Kellet decided to leave the Gibson
ranch house and return to her home in Snowflake. This would avoid visits by law-
enforcement officers to the Gibson ranch house.)

According to one account, Duane reportedly drove to the site of the UFO inci-
dent each night in the hope of being present when Travis returned. Another possible
explanation for these nightly visits is that Duane was bringing provisions to Travis
in his hide-out.

On Nov. 18, 1975, Rogers wrote to inform the Forest Service that he could not
complete his contract because of the UFO incident "which caused me to lose my crew
and will make it difficult to get any of them back on the job site." The Forest
Service put the remaining work up for bid, awarded it to another contractor and
later released the funds it had been withholding to Rogers.
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The reactions of members of Travis Walton's family when they first were told
that he had been "zapped" and abducted by a UFO provide a useful clue as to whether
they really believed the story. If the family really believed that such an incident
had occurred, they might never see Travis alive again.

Several Navajo County law enforcement officers had assembled late on the night
of Nov. 5 and had returned to the "UFO site" with Rogers and several of his crew to
search for Travis. Shortly after midnight, it was decided to inform Travis's mother
who was then staying in a small house on the Gibson family ranch, not too far from
where the incident allegedly had occurred. Rogers, who knew where Mrs. Kellet was
staying, and Under-Sheriff Ken Coplan, of Holbrook, drove over to bring Mrs. Kellet
the shocking news of the fate that seemingly had befallen Travis.

Coplan described the incident to me during our telephone interview on Jan. 5:
"When Rogers told the mother what had happened, she did not act very surprised."
She did not break into tears or become hysterical. Instead, Mrs. Kellet proceeded
to tell of earlier UFO sightings that she and Duane had had. (One possible explana-
tion for Mrs. Kellet's calm reaction is that Travis had earlier informed his mother
that if he were ever abducted by a UFO she should not worry because he would return
safely, according to what Travis told Dr. Rosenbaum.)

Mrs. Kellet decided that she ought to tell her daughter, Mrs. Grant Neff, who
lives in Taylor, near Snowflake. Because the Gibson ranch house had no telephone,
Mrs. Kellet, Rogers and Coplan drove to Mrs. Neff's home to bring her the dreadful
news of the UFO abduction. Coplan described subsequent events in the following words:

"nrs. Kellet woke up her daughter and said: 'Travis is gone.' The daughter
asked: 'Where did he go?1 to which Mrs. Kellet calmly replied: 'a flying
saucer got him.' Then Mrs. Kellet called Duane in Phoenix to tell him."

On Nov. 6, a large search party was organized to look for Travis, or his
remains, firs. Kellet and Duane, who had arrived from Phoenix, joined the group.
But according to Under-Sheriff Coplan, by late in the day it was Nfrs. Kellet herself
who suggested that the search be abandoned, explaining: "I just don't think there's
any use of looking any further... I don't think he's on this earth." This was con-
firmed to me by Navajo County Sheriff Marlin Gillespie, during our Mar. 15 interview.
As members of the search party were preparing to leave the site, Duane announced that
he would remain on, alone. Coplan said that Duane remarked that he would stay
"because they [UFOs] always bring them [victims] back to the same spot." This
suggests that Duane had considerable knowledge of other alleged UFO abduction cases.

Duane and Travis had had a very close relationship. Mrs. Kellet's two ill-
fated marriages had left the family without a father and Duane told me that he had
assumed that role. Even if Duane were correct that the UFO would bring Travis back,
Travis might have been blinded or seriously burned from the intense beam of radia-
tion that allegedly had zapped him -- IF THE INCIDENT HAD REALLY OCCURRED.

Yet during the Nov. 8 taped interview with Fred Sylvanus -- at a time when
Travis was still "missing" -- Duane was very calm and confident. At one point in
the interview, Duane volunteered: "I don't believe he's hurt or injured in any way.
He will be back sooner or later, whenever they get done what they're doing."
(Duane's calmness on Nov. 8 is in striking contrast to his legitimate concern when
Travis later returned in a confused state-of-mind, to be described shortly.)

The Nov. 8 interview continued as follows:
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Sylvanus: "you feel he will come back?"

Walton: ''Sure do. Don't feel any fear for him at all. Little regret because
I haven't been able to experience the same thing. That's about it."

Sylvanus: "You feel you just miss him and he'll come back?"

Walton: ''He's not even missing. He knows where he's at and I know where he's
at.''

Sylvanus: "you know where he's at?"

Walton: "Basically, he's not in the woods. They took him for whatever purpose
they take people, to run a few tests."

Sylvanus: "Well, where do you feel he is?"

Walton: "Wot on this earth!"

(Later in the interview)

Sylvanus: "you know that he's going to come back?"

Walton: "Sure do. It's a matter of time. They don't kill people "

Sylvanus: "you feel that he'll be found?"

Walton: "yeah, he'll be found and if he doesn't come back, it'll be voluntary
because he wanted to stay..."

The bulk of the Sylvanus interview was with Mike Rogers as he described events
leading up to the alleged UFO incident. During the hour-long interview, Rogers
described in great detail the construction details of the UFO, even commenting
several times on its great beauty. Rogers described how Travis had been zapped
by the intense beam from the UFO that allegedly sent him '"flying" in the air
with his arms outstretched.

BUT AT NO TIME DURING THE HOUR-LONG INTERVIEW DID ROGERS EXPRESS THE SLIGHTEST
CONCERN OVER WHETHER TRAVIS MIGHT HAVE BEEN INJURED OR KILLED BY BEING ZAPPED, OR
WHETHER HE WOULD EVER SEE HIS FRIEND AND ASSOCIATE ALIVE AGAIN!

ONE POSSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR THE REACTION OF ROGERS AND MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY
IS THAT THEY KNEW THAT THE INCIDENT WAS A HOAX AND THAT TRAVIS WAS SAFE IN A
TERRESTRIAL HIDEOUT, RATHER THAN ABOARD AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACECRAFT THAT MIGHT
BE TAKING HIM TO A DISTANT WORLD FROM WHICH HE MIGHT NEVER RETURN.

There is reason to believe that Travis Walton may not have followed the origi-
nal "game plan' for the hoax. On the evening of the initial search party effort,
on Nov. 6, Mrs. Kellet had urged that the search be abandoned on the grounds that
Travis was "not on this earth." The law enforcement officers, suspicious of a hoax,
were not unhappy to comply with the request.
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Two days later, on Saturday, Nov. 8, Duane told me that he drove to Holbrook
to see Sheriff Gillespie whom he sharply criticized for failing to continue the
search for Travis, (recall that the search had been called off earlier at the.sug-
testion of Travis's mother.) So another costly search effort was mounted on Sunday,,
Nov. 9, and it continued on Nov. 10, being called off only a few hours before Travis
reappeared. Also on Nov. 10, Rogers and five members of his crew went to Holbrook
to Take a polygraph test administered by C.E.Gilson.

Shortly after midnight, Mrs. Grant Neff told me, she received a telephone call
from Travis who said he was calling from a pay-phone booth in a gas station in Heber,
anproxinately 30 miles west of Snowflake and about 10-15 miles from where the UFO
incident allegedly occurred. Mrs. Neff said her husband drove to Mrs. Kellet's house
to pick up Uuane and the two men drove to Heber to pick up Travis. They brought him
to firs. Kellet's house, then Mr. Neff returned home so his wife could drive to Mrs.
Kellet's home to see her brother.

During my Mar. 12 interview with Mrs. Neff, she told me that her husband said
they had found Travis "slumped In the bottom of the phone booth." Mrs. Neff, used
the following words to describe Travis's condition when she saw him that night:
"so shook-up,.he was so upset...he was very panicky...even talking to us was a ,
real strain. He was very upset."

This is confirmed by other evidence that shows that Travis was barely aware
of what was going on at the time of his telephone call. During a tape-recorded .
interview with the "National Enquirer," several days after his return, Travis .
said: "I rushed into the first phone booth I came to and called my mother."
(emphasis added.) There was no telephone either in Mrs. Kellet's home in Snow-
flake or in the house on the Gibson ranch in the mountains.

Shortly after Travis called his sister, Sheriff Gillespie received a tip that
a man claiming to be Travis Walton had called Mrs. Neff from a telephone booth in
Heber. Gillespie called Sheriff's Deputy Glen Flake, in Snowflake, asking him to
get dressed and drive to the highway from Heber to watch for Travis. Flake did so >
but without success. So he decided to drive to Mrs. Kellet's house, arriving there
around 2 a.m., he told me during our Mar. 12 interview. Flake said he found '"lights
were on in the house and there was a fellow out in the yard siphoning gas out of a
car." The officer got out to investigate and recognized the young man as Duane
Walton. Ouane explained that he had decided he had to return to Phoenix immediately
to pet back to his business but had forgotten to buy gas for the four-hour trip. So
he was siphoning gas from his brother-in-law's car since there would be no gas sta-
tions open at that hour. Flake made no attempt to enter the Kellet house.

Only two days earlier, Duane's criticism had prompted Navajo County officials '
to launch another costly search effort to find Travis. Yet now that Travis had •
been found, Duane did not tell Sheriff's Deputy Glen Flake that Travis had returned
and was just inside the nearby house. ONE POSSIBLE EXPLANATION IS THAT DUANE DID
NOT WANT ANYBODY OUTSIDH THE FAMILY, AND ESPECIALLY A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER; TO
SFE TRAVIS IN HIS "CONFUSLD" STATE-OF-MIND.

During my. Apr. 23 telcnhonc interview with Duane, I asked him why he had not
informed Sheriff's Ueputv Flake that Travis had returned. Duane replied: "Tt was
none of his damn business!" Duane went on to explain that at that point his
primary concern was for Travis's health and well-being, and that he wanted to get
medical attention for his brother.
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When I asked Duane why he had driven all the way to Phoenix to get medical
attention for Travis, he explained: "Snowflake does not have a doctor, and as to
why I spirited him away to Phoenix in the middle of the night — because those narrow-
minded, small-town red-necked people [in Snowflake] are dangerous.... There's no doc-
tor there and the reason I took him to Phoenix in the middle of the night was to get
him medical assistance."

Investigation showed that Duane was correct about there not being a physician
in Snowflake. However, only 16 miles south, in the town of Show Low, there is a
physician named Dr. Carver who operates a medical clinic there. If speedy medical
aid was Duane's principal concern, he did not have to drive all the way to Phoenix,
unless Duane had a family doctor there in whom he had great confidence. When I
asked about this possibility, Duane replied: "Wo. Nobody in my family is sick, ever,
very seldom."

Polygraph examiner McCarthy told me that before he ran the test on Travis,
he had first talked with Duane. During this discussion, McCarthy told me, Duane
stressed what a fine young man Travis was and that he was NOT A DRUG USER . McCarthy
told me: "One of the things he [Duane] harped on was that when he found him [Travis]
in Heber, the first thing he did when he got him home was to strip him naked and
look all over his body. And he found a needle mark in his right elbow, and he
[DuaneJ knows this is foreign because this boy has never used anything [i.e. drugs]."
But McCarthy said that when he later interviewed Travis that he contradicted his
older brother's statement and that Travis admitted to having used "pot,'1 "speed,"
and LSD.

The first person outside the Walton family to talk with Travis after he
returned was Lester H. Steward, of Phoenix, a hypno-therapist and health-consultant.
The meeting was arranged through William Spaulding, an official of Ground Saucer
Watch (GSW), a UFO group that is sympathetic to the idea of extraterrestrial visitors
in the form of UFOs. Duane and Spaulding had met during the time that Travis was
"missing" and Spaulding had offered to provide assistance if Travis returned safely.
According to Duane, he and his brother arrived in Phoenix shortly after 6 a.m. on
Nov. 11. Duane called Spaulding who in turn called Steward around 7 a.m. Shortly
afterward, Duane called Steward and arranged to visit him in his office at 9:30 p.m.

In retrospect, it seems that Duane originally thought that "Dr. Steward" was
a physician who could give Travis a medical examination. Steward is not. He is
a psychologist and hypnotist whose Ph.D. is from a small private school in Southern
California. Soon after the Waltons arrived,Duane realized that Steward could not
himself perform a medical exam and he made it clear to Steward that Travis was not
ready to undergo hypnosis. Steward agreed and called a friend, an M.D./psychiatrist,
to ask him to try to arrange for extensive laboratory tests. But by the time the
latter could make the necessary arrangements, the Waltons had decided to depart.

In the course of the discussions in Steward's office, the Waltons learned that
he had worked extensively in the field of drug-addiction. When the Waltons first
arrived, Steward noted that Travis seemed dazed and confused. Travis sat silently
holding his head in his hands, Steward told me in a telephone interview on Apr. 25,
while Duane proceeded to tell in detail what allegedly had occurred to Travis
aboard the UFO. At first, Steward told me, he had assumed that Travis's dazed
condition was the result of his traumatic experiences aboard a UFO.
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But as the interview proceeded, another possible explanation for Travis's condi-
tion occurred to Steward as a result of his own first-hand experience with the with-
drawal symptoms of drug-users. As time passed, Travis began to emerge from his con-
fused and depressed state-of-mind. If his original condition had been the result of
a traumatic experience aboard a UFO, it should have persisted for a much longer time,
Steward concluded. More important, Steward had observed the small puncture wound on
the inside of Travis's right elbow.

This prompted Steward to suspect that Travis might have injected LSD, perhaps
in combination with an animal tranquilizer called PCP, Steward later told me. Although
LSD usually is taken orally, when injected in combination with PCP it can have a
very powerful hallucinatory effect. Steward told me that the effect would normally
begin to wear off about 8-16 hours after being injected. At the time that Travis
had arrived at Steward's office, it was about nine hours after he had called from
the Heber telephone booth in a '"confused" state-of-mind.

It is not known whether Steward's growing suspicions of drug involvement were
obvious to Duane, nor what effect Steward's mention of his experience' in treating
drug-addicts may have had in prompting the Waltons to terminate the interview after
approximately an hour-and-a-quarter in Steward's office.

Later that same morning (Nov. 11), APRO officials made contact with Duane at
his home. In response to his request for a medical exam for Travis, APRO called two
physicians, both APRO members, to ask them to visit Duane's home and examine Travis.
The two physicians, Dr. Howard Kandell and Dr. Joseph Salts arrived about 3 p.m.',
Dr. Kandell told me during our second telephone interview on April 25.

Dr. Kandell said he brought along both a tape recorder and a camera, but
Duane flatly refused to let him record the interview or take any pictures of Travis.
Kandell told me that Duane "asked me to limit my examination to just determine that
he is alright and not to go into any details as to what had transpired [aboard the
UFO.] It was hard to examine him without questioning him, and I did question him
somewhat, although most of the information that I got at that time as to what [had]
transpired was from the brother [DuaneJ." (Emphasis added.)

[Considering that Travis had been in such a "confused" state-of-mind when
picked up in Heber and that he apparently remained in this dazed condition until
late in the morning of Nov. 11, it is strange that Duane would have been able to
acquire so many details by 3 p.m. of the same day as to what allegedly had happened
aboard the UFO. And despite the fact that APRO officials were very sympathetic to
the UFO abduction story, Duane was not yet ready to allow even APRO representatives
to tape record Travis's story of the alleged incident.]

Dr. Kandell described to me Travis's condition on the afternoon of Nov. 11:
"He was lying there in bed with the shades drawn...looking up at the ceiling...
He really didn't show any emotion... He answered questions appropriately when
spoken to but he wasn't very verbal...his attitude was like a person who was dis-
turbed, depressed." In response to my question, Dr. Kandell acknowledged that he
has had no first-hand experience with drug-addicts because he is a pediatrician.

Dr. Kandell found no evidence of physical injury or burns, despite the claim
that only six days earlier Travis had been "zapped" by a very intense beam from a
UFO. However, Kandell told me that he did find a small puncture wound on the inside
of Travis's right elbow.
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Dr. Kandell said this small puncture was similar to what would be found if a
blood sample had been taken. "I came across this In the course of my examination
and asked him if he knew how he grot this, and he said 'no,' that he hadn't noticed
it before." (This contradicts McCarthy's statement that Duane said he had spotted
the mark shortly .after Travis's return when Duane had him strip down.)

Dr. Kandell said that the puncture mark was not directly over the large vein.
When I asked him whether LSD injected into the spot where the puncture mark was
found could have caused a narcotic effect, he replied: "Yes, because whether it is
injected into a vein or under the skin anywhere, it is absorbed and would have its
effect. Most people who take drugs usually inject it into the vein because you get
an immediate effect. If you inject it into a muscle or under the skin, you get an
effect but it is delayed."

When I asked Dr. Kandell whether he had mentioned this puncture mark in the ,
elbow in his official report to APRO, he replied: "yes, it was in my report."
YET APRO HAS NEVER MENTIONED THIS TRAVIS WALTON PUNCTURE MARK IN ITS ARTICLES ON
THE CASE. Instead, APRO has emphasized that there could not possibly be any drug
involvement because an analysis of a urine sample, allegedly the first voided by
Travis after his return, showed no evidence of drug use.

I asked Dr. Kandell whether this "first" urine sample had been obtained in
his .presence so he could be certain that it had really come from Travis. Kandell
replied: "Duane gave me a jar and he said 'this is Travis's first voided specimen
since he's been found.' All I have is his [Duane'sj word for it." (GSW's Spauld-
ing told me that prior to Travis's return, he had urged Duane to obtain an early
urine specimen because there would be speculation that there might be drug involve-
ment. If Travis's condition prompted Duane to believe there was drug-involvement,
the urine specimen he gave Dr. Kandell could have come from Duane or his brother-
in-law.) Dr. Kandell told me that there is no possible way to determine if the
original specimen really did come from Travis. > >

Dr. Kandell commented on one curious aspect of the urine sample that Duane
provided. This was the lack of "acetones" in the urine. The physician explained
that if a person has gone without nourishment for several days, his body begins
to break down its own fat for survival. The waste-product of this process shows up
as acetones in that person's urine. Despite the fact that Travis had been "missing"
for more than five days, lab analysis of the "first" urine sample revealed N0_
acetones present. This means the urine sample came from a person who had noT
gone without nourishment for five days.

It might be argued that the sample did come from Travis and that he was fed
aboard the UFO. But in his frequent tellings of his alleged experience, Travis
never has mentioned being fed while he was "conscious." It might then be claimed
that perhaps while he was "unconscious," he was fed intravenously and this could
then explain the puncture mark in his right elbow. But as Dr. Kandell noted, the
wound is not over a large vein, which would rule out intravenous feeding.

According to Steward, when LSD is injected, no traces of the drug can be found
in blood, urine or saliva samples 18-24 hours after injection. When the Waltons
first came to Steward's office, Duane was extremely anxious that Travis undergo full
lab tests. But by later that afternoon, when Dr. Kandell and Dr. Salts arrived,Duane
only wanted a more casual physical check-up. It was not until the afternoon of Nov. 13,
more than 48-hours after Travis's return, that he came to Dr. Kandell's office to
give blood and urine samples for lab analysis. Lab tests of these samples showed no
traces of illicit drugs.
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Not until Travis was in Phoenix, and outside the legal jurisdiction of Navajo
County Law Enforcement officials who had been suspicious of a hoax from the start,
did Duane notify the Navajo County Sheriff's office in Holbrook that his brother had
returned. At first Duane said that Travis had been taken to an unnamed hospital in
Tucson for medical tests. Duane later admitted this story was false and he said it
was released to avoid the news media. (Yet within several days he and Travis willingly
met with the "National Enquirer.")

According to Sheriff Gillespie, it was not until late in the afternoon on Nov. 11
that Duane called to give a truthful report on Travis's whereabouts. During my Mar. 15
interview with Gillespie, the Sheriff told me he had said to Puane: "J need to talk
to Travis, and he said, 'well, Travis is not available.' And I said, well, you need
to make him available so I can talk to him." Duane finally agreed and Gillespie told
me that he promptly drove to Phoenix, arriving late that night.

Gillespie described his meeting with Travis as follows:. "When I first went
into the house, he [Travis] was laying on the sofa in the living room... He appeared
to be tired, spoke in a very low tone of voice. I talked to him for quite a while
and asked him numerous questions, and had him relate his story to me."

When I asked the Sheriff whether he had tape-recorded his interview with Travis,
he replied: "No. They had made an almost Insistent request that there be nobody ,
else around, and no recordings, or anything like that." (One possible reason for
Duane's insistence is that this would be the first time that Travis himself would
have to tell of his alleged UFO experiences, rather than having Duane tell them.
Travis had not had much time, since recovering from his "confused" state-of-mind,
to master the story. Gillespie told me that he has since noted a number of changes^
in the Travis Walton story as he originally heard it and as it has since been
reported in the news media.)

Shortly after APRO made contact with the Walton brothers, it alerted the
"National Enquirer." The newspaper asked APRO to arrange the polygraph test and
APRO called McCarthy. The newspaper also asked APRO to rent rooms at the Sheraton
Hotel in Scottsdale to shield the Walton brothers from the rest of the news media.
It was in the Sheraton where Travis flunked the lie-detector test given by McCarthy.* i

The Dec. 16, 1975, edition of the "National Enquirer" ran a full-page feature
on the Travis Walton case under the following banner headline:

5 Witnesses Pass Lie Test While Claiming

ARIZONA MAN CAPTURED BY UFO

There was no mention of the fact that the "abductee" himself had been questioned
about the alleged experience by a very experienced polygraph examiner who had concluded
that the story was a hoax!

On Feb. 21, 1976, Travis Walton and APRO's L.J. Lorenzen were interviewed on
an NBC-TV network program called "The Unexplained." The moderator (Leonard Nimoy),
after mentioning that APRO had carefully investigated the case, asked Mr. Lorenzen
why he believed Travis Walton's story. Lorenzen replied:

"Well, he's truthful and doesn't use drugs. We had psychological testing
carried out and it shows he has a normal psychological profile."

(Apparently it is quite "normal" to hope to be abducted by a UFO!!)
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The February, 1976, issue of "The A.P.R.O. Bulletin," (mailed in late April),
carried another story on the Travis Walton case which began: "Pursuant to our policy
of attempting to present as accurate information as possible to the membership, and
because Travis Walton was kind enough to furnish exact information, we herewith correct
some inaccuracies which appeared in our initial recounting of his experience."

These corrections included such minutia as: "The dividers did not glow but were
a dull silver color...The clothing of the creatures [aboard the UFO] was not brown
but rather an orangish-tan which Travis designates as a difficult color to describe
...He was not taken into another craft, but rather out of the enclosure which Travis
refers to as a 'hangar,' down a straight hallway to a small room..."

But there was no mention of the Nov. 15, 1975, lie-detector test by McCarthy
that Travis Walton had flunked. Nor was there any mention of the small puncture
wound on his right elbow. The article concluded with the following appraisal:

"The Consulting and Administrative staffs of APRO feel that the Travis Walton
case is one of the most important and intriguing in the history of the UFO
phenomena." (Emphasis added.)

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT APRO IS THE OLDEST UFO ORGANIZATION IN THIS COUNTRY AND
THE LORENZENS ARE AMONG THE MOST EXPERIENCED INVESTIGATORS OF UFO CASES. ,

Another very experienced UFO investigator is Dr. J. Allen Hynek who has been
active in the field for nearly 30 years and who now heads his own Center For UFO
Studies. In late March, 1976, Hynek visited Arizona to conduct his own investiga-
tion of the Travis Walton case. He was interviewed by the press and the Associated
Press released the following story:

Phoenix (AP) — A leading national authority on unidentified flying objects
said yesterday there is "no substantiation" for allegations of a hoax made
against a young Arizonan who said he was abducted by a UFO last year.

Dr. J. Allen Hynek...said he had interviewed Travis Walton and believes
he is "not hoaxing." He also said Walton had successfully taken a lie-detec-
tor test three weeks ago..."

"He has been .made the subject of a lot of unnecessary and unfounded
accusations," Hynek said. "There seems to be little support for the accusa-
tions made against him..."

"I still don't know whether he was abducted in a nuts-and-bolts UFO,"
said Hynek in the interview. "The case isn't open and shut."

Hynek added that he would await hypnosis of Walton before reaching
more definite conclusions.

NOT ALL UFO ORGANIZATIONS WERE SO GULLIBLE:

William Spaulding, western director of Ground Saucer Watch (GSW), quickly
became suspicious of the Walton story in the wake of the incident in Steward's
office. By Nov. 15, both Spaulding and Steward had publicly denounced the case
as a hoax even though neither was aware of the then-secret McCarthy lie-detector
test. (I wish to express my appreciation to Spaulding for his considerable assist-
ance in my investigation by providing a copy of the Nov. 8 taped interview and
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copies'of local newspaper clippings on the incident which were most helpful.
Although Spaulding and I disagree on the fundamental UFO issue, we share the
common view that hoaxes ought to be exposed and that failure to do so can only
hurt the "UFO Movement.")

NICAP (National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena), in its first
report on the Travis Walton case to its members, said there was cause for suspicion
that the case might be a hoax.

* * *

The March 1976 issue of "The A.P.R.O. Bulletin" contained another article
on the Walton case, reporting that Mrs. Kellet had taken and passed a polygraph
examination given by Pfeifer, who had earlier passed Travis and Duane Walton.

The article concludes by suggesting that "individuals whose testimony con-
flicts with that of Mrs. Kellet, Travis and Duane Walton, as well as the six
Individual witnesses, should volunteer, as the foregoing have, to submit to a
polygraph test to determine their roles in this case. Those individuals include
Sheriff Gillespie, Stanford Flake, Ken Copland, Bill Spaulding, Lester Steward
and Phillip (sic) Klass. APRO will be happy to underwrite the cost of these tests
and only await the acquiescence of the participants."

On June 9, the day after receiving the March issue, I wrote to Mr. § Mrs.
L.J. Lorenzen. After expressing regrets at news of Mr. Lorenzen's recent surgery,
and citing the above challenge, I wrote:

"I hasten to accept this offer, subject only to the following condition:
that my test be given by a licensed polygraph examiner with at least 10 years
experience — to assure his competence. Otherwise I leave the choice of the
examiner in your hands. I shall be delighted to take the test in Washington
D.C. area or in Phoenix if APRO will underwrite my travel expenses, • whichever
you prefer.

"I ask, but do NOT set as a condition to my test, that Jim Lorenzen also
agree to take a polygraph examination to be given by a licensed examiner
with 10 or more years experience. Investigation shows that there is a very
competent polygraph examiner in Phoenix who was trained at the highly respected
Army Fort Gordon school and who has practiced for nearly 20 years. He would
be my choice to administer Jim's test as soon as his health permits.

"I trust that your acceptance will be as prompt as mine and that APRO will
publish this brief letter in "The APRO Bulletin" so members can be informed
of my prompt acceptance and of my own challenge."

Sincerely

(signed) Philip J. Klass

Any or all portions of this report may be quoted in print providing written permission
is obtained from the author and that full credit is given to the author as the source.

CREDIT: Philip J_. Klass; Author: "UFOs Explained" (1974, Random House)(1976,Vintage Press

[Home Phone: 202-554-5901 560 "N" St. SW. Washington D.C. 20024

June 20, 1976

"He who does not bellow the truth when he knows the truth maJtes himself the accomplice
of liars and forgers." ... Charles Peguy.



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET, S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

Aug. 3, 1976

Mr. Walter Andrus
HUFON
103 Oldtowne Road
Seguin, Texas 78155

Dear Walt:

With Mike Rogers now claiming that his Turkey Springs Forest
Service contract was one of the most profitable he ever had, I've
dug more deeply into the matter and the enclosed report is the
result.

You have my permission to use any or all of it in anything
you may publish in the MUFON publication.

Will send you some more interesting items on the Travis
Walton case tomorrow.

Regards,
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MIKE ROGERS AND HIS TURKEY SPRINGS FOREST SERVICE CONTRACT

On June 26, 1974, Mike Rogers was awarded a thinning contract in the Turkey-
Springs area for 1,277 acres at a price of $27.40 per acre, or a total of $34,989.
The job was to be completed in 200 working days. Allowing for the long winter in
the mountains and other bad-weather days, Rogers would need to complete the job by
Aug. 3, 1975. To do so, he would need to average 6.4 acres per working-day. Rogers
began work on Aug. 7, 1974, with a crew of five plus himself, or a total of six.

On Dec. 12, 1974, the Forest Service, at its own initiative, issued Cnange
Order #1, reducing the work area by 72 acres, to 1,205 acres, to protect a wild-
life area. The contract price was reduced by $1,972 ($27.40 x 72), to $33,017.
But the work-time remained at 200 working-days.

On^ July 15, 1975, Forest Service contracting officer .Maurice Marchbanks
wrote Rogers a letter to notify him that he was seriously behind on this contract:

"Wayne Porter, COR (contracting officer's representative) of the above
listed contract informs me that 92% of your contract time has expired, yet
32% of the work is uncompleted. It appears that approximately one-half of
the fuel-breaks (to prevent spread of forest fires) are yet to be completed.
This in reality makes the situation worse than the percentages indicate since
piling of fuel breaks is generally slower than the thinning itself. This
letter is to remind you that the Government has the right to expect the pro-
ject to be completed on time. Your failure to do so could result in your
right to proceed being terminated. Please advise me by letter within 10 days
how you plan to complete all the work within the contract time. If you need
any assistance, don't hesitate to call." (emphasis added.)

Insofar as the Forest Service records show, Rogers did not reply in writing.
Apparently during a visit to Springerville, Rogers met with Marchbanks to explain
why he was so slow and why he needed an extension, which Marchbanks decided to
grant. When I asked Marchbanks on May 17, 1976, why Rogers had been delinquent
in meeting the original contract date, the Forest Service contracting officer
explained as follows:

"He [Rogers] was always slow...he just never did seem to have a good crew
or a full crew. Always some reason he couldn't get out there with a full crew.

As of Aug. 3, 1975, at the end of the 200-working day period, Rogers had com-
pleted only 852 acres, or about 70% of the job. On this basis, Rogers had averaged
4-1/4 acres per working day. On Aug. 4, 1975, f'archbanks issued Change Order #2,
giving Rogers an 84-day extension to Nov. 10, 1975. (The 84-days were based on a
six-day work week.) The Forest Service invoked a liquidated damages penalty of
$1.00 per acre for the remaining 353 acres, reducing the price to 2̂6.40/acre
and the contract price to $32,664.

It would be a race against time, for the first snows can be expected in Novem-
ber, sometimes even in October. If Rogers could maintain his 4-1/4 acres/day aver-
age, he might hope to finish before winter hit. If he did not, he could not expect
to complete the job until the following summer. Only then could he expect to col-
lect the "10°., retention" of earned funds that the Forest Service withholds until
the job is done.

On Oct. 16, 1975; less than three weeks before the "UFO incident'1 and less
than four weeks before the expiration of the 84-day extension, Contracting Officer's
Representative Tom Hents made one of his periodic inspections of the Turkey Springs
job site and wrote the following status report to Marchbanks:
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"Contractor has completed approximately 15 acres of fuel-break in Lot D
since last payment was made [Oct. 2]. Contractor has been working steadily.
However, progress has been slow due to the density of the stands being thinned.
Todate, 80% of the time-extension has passed and 31% of the work [to be done
during extension] has been completed. Contractor claims he is trying to in-
crease size of his crew, but so far has had very little success."

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT BASED ON THE FIGURES IN THIS PROGRESS REPORT, MADE
ONLY A COUPLE WEEKS BEFORE THE "UFO INCIDENT," THAT DURING THE FIRST TWO WEEKS IN
OCTOBER, ROGERS HAD EARNED $396.00 (15 x $26.40). BUT AFTER THE 10% RETENTION, HE
WOULD BE PAID ONLY $356.40. ASSUMING ROGERS AND HIS CREW HAD WORKED 12 DAYS DURING
THIS PERIOD, ROGERS WOULD RECEIVE ONLY $29.70 PER DAY FROM THE FOREST SERVICE. AND
ASSUMING A CREW OF SIX INCLUDING ROGERS, THIS WORKS OUT TO ONLY $4.95 PER MAN PER DAY,

Later, Rogers would tell me that he paid his "cutters" $6.00 per hour and his
'"pilers" $3.27/hour. He subsequently qualified this to say that they were paid less
than this if they failed to meet their work quotas.

N.

During this first two weeks of October, 1975, if Rogers was paying each crewman;
$6.00/$3.27 PER HOUR when their efforts were bringing in an average of only S4.95
PER DAY, then he was "losing his shirt" on the job. On the other hand, if Rogers
had reduced their pay to reflect their reduced earnings, then he could not afford
to pay more than an average of $4.95 PER DAY for the hard work involved. THIS WAS
THE SITUATION THEN LESS THAN THREE WEEKS BEFORE THE "UFO INCIDENT."

On Oct. 20, 1975, apparently sensing that Hents would turn in a less-than-opti-
mistic progress report on the Turkey Springs job, Rogers wrote to Marchbanks as
follows:

"J am writing to tell you personally of, our progress on Turkey Springs
thinning. I can not honestly say whether or not we will finish on time or
not. However, we are working every day with as much manpower as I can hire.
I will not stop work until the job is finished or until I am asked to stop.
I have had considerable trouble keeping a full crew on the job. The area is
very thick and the guys have poor morale because of this. I have had to
break in several green men. We will keep working and trying hard." (Emphasis
added.)

It would sound like Rogers was simply a young businessman who was plagued
with bad luck in assembling a competent, experienced crew.

IT WOULD NOT BE UNTIL NEARLY NINE MONTHS LATER, ON JULY 12, 1976, THAT CON-
TRACTING OFFICER MARCHBANKS WOULD LEARN THE TRUE REASON FOR ROGERS' PERFORMANCE
ON THE TURKEY SPRINGS JOB, AS A DIRECT RESULT OF MY INVESTIGATION INTO THE TRAVIS
WALTON UFO CASE.

During my initial investigation into the Travis Walton case, I had tried to
telephone Rogers but discovered he then had no phone. In early July, upon learning
that Rogers now had a telephone, I called him on Sunday night, July 11, 1976. I
told him that I was tape-recording our conversation and would send him a copy, \vhich
I promptly did. Rogers also recorded our conversation.

During our discussion, I learned the real reason why Rogers had been so late
on his Turkey Springs job. After winning that contract, he had taken on two others.
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One of these other jobs was a "lopping"' subcontract with Western Pine Co. The other
was with another Forest Service prime contractor whom Rogers declined to identify.
How much of the time did Rogers work on his own Turkey Springs contract? "You night
say two weeks on, two weeks off," Rogers told pie. When I asked whether Marchbanks
knew that Rogers had these two other jobs and was not spending full time on Turkey
Springs, Rogers said he assumed that Marchbanks knew because Contracting Officer's
Representative (COR) Hents also inspected the Western Pine timber operation. But
Rogers indicated that Marchbanks probably did not know about the other subcontract.
I |told Rogers I intended to call Marchbanks the next morning to find out.

Early the next morning, July 12, Rogers drove to Springerville to "level1' with
the contracting officer, before I called. Later, I learned that Rogers had played
his tape recording of our July 11 telephone conversation for Marchbanks. Later, when
I called, Marchbanks told me that he had NOT been aware of Rogers' subcontract with
Western Pine but he added: "that may not be as bad as it sounds." Marchbanks explained
that another group in the Springerville office followed such timber contracts and he
later learned that they had known of Rogers' work for Western Pine. But he told me:
"I was not aware of it until this morning."

But at that point, Marchbanks still was not aware of the second Rogers job, even
after hearing Rogers tape recording of our conversation in which we had discussed this
second subcontract at some length. Marchbanks explained that he might have missed it
because there were flaws and interruptions in the Rogers tape recording. Besides, he
explained, ''the whole thing is really not too interesting to me."

Narchbanks summed up his views in these words: "I feel like if he did [have the
other contracts] that he didn't play exactly fair with us. In other words, the con-
tract [with the Forest Service] should have had priority. But that would be his busi-
ness to a certain extent. He knows what his obligation is to us and he knows what
his risk is in reprocurement." [If a contractor is terminated for default, the job
is put up again for bid. If the new successful bidder's price per acre is higher
than the original contractor, the difference is deducted from the 10% retention funds
the Forest Service has withheld from the original contractor.]

Rogers did no further work after the UFO incident on Nov. 5. As of that date,
he had completed only 115 acres in the 15-weeks since his contract was extended.
Another 238 acres remained to be done. ROGERS CLAIMS HE COULD HAVE FINISHED THESE
238 ACRES WITHIN TWO OR THREE WEEKS. IF IT HAD NOT BEEN FOP. THE UFO INCIDENT^

During our 7/11/76 conversation, I challenged this claim. Rogers insisted that
he could have completed the remaining 238 acres ''in two weeks, or maybe three weeks
if things had not gone quite right." The reason, Rogers explained, was "because
I had no other contracts at that time, everything else was finished... I had beefed
up my crew... I had seven men on the job the day the UFO thing happened and on
another day I had eight...That's why I know I would have [finished in two or three
weeks]. We were completing, as a matter of fact, after everything else had been put
out of the way, we were moving at about 15 acres a day." (Recall the COR report of
Oct. 16, 1975, showing that Rogers had completed 15 acres in a two-week period^)

In our 7/11/76 interview, Rogers claimed that his Turkey Springs contract'Vas
the best contract I ever had. It was the largest acre price on any contract I ever
...worked on and I made a better profit on it than any contract I'd ever had to work
on.1' Rogers told me that he paid his "cutters" at the rate of $6.00 per hour. March-
banks was asked if he thought Rogers could make a lot of profit at this pay-rate. He
replied: "I doubt it...not many contractors on t?nese-$25/acre jobs could make much.
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money paying that. They'd do good to make money paying $3.50 per hour."' Later he
added: "If a guy told me this was the most profitable contract he ever had, my ques-
tion is why in the hell wouldn't he stay with it and finish it?"

If the Turkey Springs contract was as profitable as Rogers claims, his profits
plus the money earned from his two other subcontracts should have given him enough
funds to carry him through the long winter when he could not work in the woods. Having
worked at this trade for 10 years, Rogers would know that once the snows came, he
would not be able to return to the woods until the follotving April. The first snows
usually hit in November, sometimes as early as October, and Turkey Springs gets a
heavy snowfall.

Yet within a few weeks after the UFO incident, Rogers was so hard-pressed that
he "had to use food stamps to keep going," he told me. Rogers explained the situation
in the following words:

"You see the problem of it was that the money I had made on this contract
was the 10% retention which I had intended to carry me through the winter. And
And that's why I was in a financial bind this winter, simply because the money
that I would have had didn't come for two months later. [Rogers received his 10%
retention -- approximately $2,638 -- by early February after a new contractor
had been selected on his bid of $24,00/acre.) Jn other words, if this [UFO]
thing^hadn't happened out there, in two weeks, or maybe three weeks if things
had not gone quite right, we would have had that job finished and I would have
gotten over $3,000 in 10% retention which would easily have held me over the
winter until spring. That was my plan."

Judging from Rogers performance during the weeks preceding the UFO incident,
his own Oct. 20, 1975 letter which admitted that he was having problems with ''green
men'1 and "poor morale," IT IS INCONCEIVABLE TO ME THAT ROGERS COULD HAVE COMPLETED
THE 238 REMAINING ACRES IN TOO OR THREE WEEKS. EVEN IF HE DOUBLED OR TRIPLED HIS
CREW, AN EARLY SNOW COULD END ALL HOPES OF FINISHING THE JOB AND COLLECTING HIS 10%
RETENTION WHICH HE SORELY NEEDED TO GET THROUGH THE WINTER.

Rogers told me: "J would not have had to dream up that [UFO] story or any
silly story to get out of a contract because even if I was in trouble on a contract,
all I would have had to have done was to have gone to the contracting officer and
say 'hey, I'm in trouble on this contract, I've run out of money or something like
that, I can't do it, what can we work out.' If nothing at all can be worked out...
they would default me."

This is true, but Rogers already had another "default" on his record from an
earlier contract. And as Rogers himself admitted to me: "I've been known as being
slow. I'll be honest with you, I've been slow on lots of jobs. I've usually used
up most of my time on a contract, or a little extra to get one done. I've always
maintained a good reputation with the Forest Service, however, because I've always
done a very good job."

A second outright default, especially after Rogers had received an 84-day exten-
sion certainly would not help Rogers' record nor enhance his chances of getting fut-
ure Forest Service jobs, especially if the real reason for the Turkey Springs default
became known. But if there were "extenuating circumstances," if Rogers seemed to be
the victim of an "Act of God" situation beyond his control, this might soften the
impact of a second default. Surely it could not hurt.
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On Oct. 20, 1975, the same day that Rogers wrote Marchbanks to tell of his prob-
lems in getting experienced crew, of crew morale problems and of uncertainties about
finishing the job on time, NBC-TV telecast a two-hour special on the Betty/Barney Hill
"UFO abduction'' incident. By another strange coincidence, a member of the Rogers crew,
Travis Walton, not only had a keen and long-standing interest in UFOs, but Walton had
actually expressed the hope that he might someday get a ride on a UFO. An even stranger
coincidence is that Walton reportedly told his mother that if he were abducted by a UFO
she should not worry because he would return safely.

And indeed all of this did come to pass, allegedly, less than three weeks after
Rogers wrote to Marchbanks. And Walton returned without a scratch or bruise (except
for the puncture-like mark in his right elbow) on Nov. 11, despite his alleged encounter
with the UFO which Rogers himself, in a tape recorded interview on Nov. 8, 1975, des-
cribed in the following words:

* "When I seen this flash...I saw him [Travis]...he was in the air when I
saw him and he came and hit the ground, and he stiffened like a board...which
hurt him I'm sure. It looked like an explosion had gone off in front of him,
like the thing [UFO] had caused some kind of explosion...it blew him back 10
feet."

Because of Travis Walton's keen interest in UFOs, it is possible that he was aware of
the $5-10,000 prize paid each year by the "National Enquirer" for the best UFO incident
of the year. But this can never be known with certainty.

Marchbanks terminated the Rogers contract for default in November. After the
new contractor's bid of $24.00/acre was received, Rogers was paid his full 10% reten-
tion ($2,638), providing funds to tide him over the winter. It was a long winter and
the new Turkey Springs contractor was not able to start work until April 26. He needed
nearly six calendar-weeks (29 working days)to complete the 238 acres on June 6, 1976.

On July 18, 1976, Marchbanks told me that his office had just given Rogers a new
contract to test out an idea to improve thinning operations. He told me that Rogers
had "an idea that he can thin mechanically, cheaper, sweeter, neater and more completer
than anybody else can do with a chain saw. We've picked out 33 acres of the biggest,
hardest-to-thin [area] in this entire forest, at least that's what our COR was trying
to do. And we're going to pay Mike $75.00 per acre, which is about the standard price
for something like this, and I'm anxious to see what he can do on this."

Perhaps Rogers' inventive, innovative mind has come up with an idea that can
overcome his past problems in being slow and prevent another Turkey Springs default.
Time alone will tell.

It is clear that the most recent contract default at Turkey Springs has not hurt
Rogers' job opportunities at the Springerville office of the Forest Service. This is
fortunate for, as Rogers told me, he has four mouths to feed.

Philip J. Klass
Washington D.C.
July 20, 1976



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

August 4, 1976

Mr. Walter Andrus
MUFON
103 Oldtcwne Road
Seguin, Texas 78155

Dear Halt:

In case you hear some rumors (fostered by APRO and Hike
Rogers) that they challenged me to give Mike and his crew a new
polygraph test and I declined to accept the challenge, the
enclosures should provide better perspective on the question.

(A) This is the Mike Rogers "challenge," dated July 19, 1976,
and received by me on Saturday noon, July 24.

(

(B) This is my initial "acceptance in principle" letter,
written on July 24 and mailed, certified mail, on Monday,
July 26.

(C) This is my revised version of the "half -ass" proposal
made by Rogers, more precisely defining the terms and
conditions .

(D) Is my White Paper of Aug. 3 in response to Rogers1

"press release" of July 24 saying I had declined his
challenge. C"f«*» v*«*| û *** t« +**A TK»a

You have my permission to use any or all of the enclos-
ures in the MUFO publication.

I shall keep you informed of new developments.

Sincerely,



July 19, 1976

Mr. Philip J. Klass
560 »N" St. S.W.
Washington, B.C. 2002k

Mr. Klass:

We, the persons involved in the Travis Walton UFO abduction of November 5,
1975, hereby make this challenge to you, a challenge to either put up or shut
up. Because, in your own words, "Talk is cheap. Put your money where your
mouth is,"

Being as you are attacking our honesty and are attacking the truth of our
experience on the basis of polygraph examinations that we have taken, we hereby
challenge you to either have us retested, or to admit to the validity of the
previously passed tests.

It is true that Alan Dalis had an inconclusive polygraph test because of
being overly agitated. And it is true that immediately after Travis Walton's
return his emotional state (as confirmed by experts from APRO and the National
Enquirer) prevented any significant determination to be made of a privately ar-
ranged polygraph experiment that was performed.

However, the tests from the Arizona Department of Public Safety that five
of as passed and the tests from Ezell Polygraph Institute that Travis, his bro-
ther and his mother passed, definitely far outweigh those two immaterial re-
sponses.

It is your contention that, for a number of reasons, these lie detector
tests we have passed do not substantiate the truth of our experience. We do
not agree with your criticism of that evidence. However, rather than argue ad
infinituM the value of those previous tests, we challenge you to provide poly-
graph tests that do not have the elements that you feel invalidated our pre-
vious tests.

The conditions of acceptance of this challenge are as follows:
(1) The tests must be arranged and financed by you. Due to the scattered

residence we now hold, travel expenses and time lost from work roust be compen-
sated for. Afterall, it is you who are first challenging us on the basis of
our honesty.

(2) The individuals on whom you have focused your accusations, Travis
Walton, Duane Walton, and Hike Rogers, must be retested. We are not aware of
vihat financial burden this retesting might bring you, howevsrj at Issst three
of the other five witnesses must be retested, all five if possible. Travis'a
mother is also willing to be retested.

(3) Cost can not be an excuse for not accepting the challenge. Too will
be reimbursed for any of our tests that are negative in result. You see, if
you really do believe we will fail, you must also believe it will not cost you
anything.

(li) Testing will be performed by a mutually acceptable examiner of high
standing and proper credentials, using modern conventional polygraph equipment.

(5) All examiner's reports and polygraph charts from the tests, regard-
less of outcome, will iranediately be made available to public knowledge*

(6) Questions must pertain directly to the original UFO experience begin-
ning November 5 and ending November 11, 1975- The examiner will be provided
with copies of this challenge and of APRO's written report on the Travis Walton
case and of Philip Klass1s seventeen page written report, to familiarize the
examiner with areas from which to formulate questions, so that it will be un-
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necessary for any of the parties involved to suggest questions. Specific word-
ing of test questions will be at the discretion of the examiner. The standard
pretest rehearsal of questioning will be used to assure that a clearcut yes or
no response can be given to all questions.

(7) There will be present one other mutually acceptable polygraph expert.
His capacity will not be to participate in the testing but only to observe and
assure that the examinations are correctly and fairly administered,

(8) Prior to our undergoing these tests you must sign a notarized state-
ment (enclosed) that states that you accept our subsequent passing of these
tests to be positive proof of the truth of our experience with a UFO and, when
we pass, that you will make public retractions of all accusations of hoax made
against us. The enclosed statement includes the agreement by you to cease any
further accusations of hoax about us to the public. This statement, when sign-
ed, will also be made immediately available to public knowledge.

(?) Your acceptance or refusal of our challenge must be sent by register-
ed mail to the Snowflake address given below and postmarked no later than twen-
ty-four hours after receipt of this challenge. If you do not reply within that
twenty-four hours or do not arrange for the retesting to take place according
to the conditions stated above within thirty days, it will constitute refusal
of our challenge.

(10) We have been completely fair and explicit in compiling these condi-
tions for acceptance of our challenge. All of these conditions must be met be-
fore retesting will take place.

You mast take a stand on the validity of polygraph examinations. Either
you support the fact that properly administered polygraph tests constitute
proof of truth when passed or you believe that polygraph examinations, however
well administered, are proof of nothing, whether the results be positive or
negative.

In your efforts to deny the existence of UFOs you employ a very contradic-
tory tactic that allows you to use polygraph results, whether negative or posi-
tive, in your own favor.

If a man has a UFO experience and fails a polygraph test you say, of
course, that it is proof he is lying. However, if he passes the test, you
claim that the test does not mean anything. This is a totally inconsistent
argument. Either properly administered polygraph examinations are proof of
trnth when passed or they are proof of nothing. Which is it, Mr. Klass?

If you do not believe that polygraph tests are proof of anything then you
should stop attacking our integrity and the truth of our experience on that
basis. If you do not accept this challenge you must either admit the validity
of the polygraph tests we have passed, or admit that you do not believe poly-
graph tests have any meaning and therefore you should not use them in your ar-
guments. If you continue to use that tactic, you are proving that you are not
really interested in whether UFOs are real or not and that you are just forcing
the evidence to fit your own preconceived ideas.

You openly admit to carrying into every UFO case you 'investigate1, the
preformed conclusion that UFOs do not exist. Yet, you critisize other investi-
gators because you say they have already made up their minds that they do
exist.

In your seventeen page report, which you sent out to so many people and
the media, you claimed to have come up with what you call facts and evidence,
which you claim proved our experience was a hoax. The report you sent to Sher-
iff Harlin Gillespie was turned over to the Navajo County Attorney, Bob Hall.
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Neither Sheriff Gillespie nor the County Attorney think your so called proof of
hoax amounts to anything more than theories and hearsay. These men are profes-
sionals in their jobs and would certainly file charges against us if there were
any real evidence to support such charges. However, they are not filing charg-
es against us and certainly not because of your report. They need facts, Mr.
Klass, not theory, and the only facts are those which support the truth of our
experience.

Since you have chosen to write negatively about us to the public, we chal-
lenge you to not stoop to those kind of smears, insinuations and quoting out of
context. We challenge you to stick to the facts of the case in trying to prove
your notion that the UFO incident did not occur. Because we know that if you
do stick to the facts you will not have a thing to say. We know it did happen.

A man can live in a community for years, building a good reputation for
himself. One person can tear all that down with one viscious rumor. It is
easy for you to sit on the other side of this continent and accuse us with nev-
er having interviewed or talked with us prior or having made any sort of an in-
person investigation. Now is the time for you, Mr. Klass, to put up or shut
up.

If you wish to accept our challenge, you may contact us by writing by reg-
istered mail, care of Box 1072 Snowflake, Arizona 85937 within twenty-four
hours from the time you receive this letter.

If we receive your letter of acceptance it will be copied and distributed.
Tour acceptance or decline of this challenge will immediately become available
to public knowledge.

Very Seriously,

cc: Jim Lorenzen
George Pfeifer
Tom Ezell
John McCarthy
Charles Boven
William
Dwight Connelly
John Acuff
Stanton Friedman
Allen Hynek
John Catncart
Richard Robertson
Etc.

Kenneth Peterson

S John Goulette

Mary KJellett Dwayne Smith



I, Philip J. Klass, do hereby give my word on my honor and my agreement to

the following: (l) These polygraph tests that are now commencing have been ar-

anged to standards I accept to be a valid testing situation to determine ac-

-̂~ -—^:-ual truth or falsehood^in the report of the UFO abduction near Heber, Arizona

>a«^ on November £, 1975- (2) I therefore accept any subsequent passing of these

polygraph examinations to constitute positive proof of truthlin answering the

questions on the part of the individual(s) passing the test(s). (3} If none of

the tests on these individuals are failed I will make immediate public retrac-

tion of all previous accusations of lying and hoax I have made against the in-

dividuals tested. Retraction will be made from all persons to whom I have sent

my seventeen page report and from all media who carried my story of charges of

hoax, (li) If none of the tests are failed I also agree to cease any further

accusation of lying and hoax on the part of these individuals.

Signed,

Notary Public: Philip J. Klass



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

July 24-, 1975

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 1072
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

I EAGERLY ACCEPT IN PRINCIPLE YOUR PROPOSAL THAT YOU, THE OTHER SIX MEilBERS
OF YOUR CREW, AND DUANE WALTON, UNDERGO A NEW POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION TO B£ GIVEN
3Y AN EXPERIENCED EXAMINER WHO IS MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE TO BOTH OF US, AS SOON AS
THE NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE WORKED OUT, AND THAT THE FULL RESULTS AND CHARTS
OF THE TESTS THEN BE MADE PUBLIC.

m

FURTHER, I AGREE TO PAY THE COST OF TESTS FOR EACH SUBJECT WHO, IN THE
OPINION OF THE SELECTED EXAMINER, TRUTHFULLYANSWERS ALL RELEVANT QUESTIONS.
ADDITIONALLY, FOR THOSE SUBJECTS WHO i-'EET THIS CRITERION, I WILL PAY THEIR
COST OF TRAVEL TO THE EXAMINATION SITE, AT 15 CENTS/MILE, AS WELL AS REIMBURSE
EACH FOR LOSS OF PAY INVOLVED IF THEY MUST BE ABSENT FROM WORK FOR THE TESTS.

In our telephone conversations today, you agreed to extend your deadline
for my response. Your letter of July 19, received by me at noon today, demanded
that I reply with a notarized statement via certified mail within 24 hours of
receipt. Because this is a physical impossibility, you agreed to extend your
deadline to Xonday noon, July 26. Barring physical incapacity, this letter will
be posted by your ultimatum deadline.

You insist that there can be no other changes in your list of 10 conditions.
One of these is that the tests must take place "within thirty days." I agree
that the tests should be conducted as soon as all arrangements can be made.
But they cannot begin until we both have agreed on the choice of polygraph
examiner and he can find four days in his regular schedule to conduct the
tests, i.e. 1/2 day per subject, on average. Furthermore, it will be necessary
for each of us to establish an Escrow account of approximately $1,500 in advance
to assure that the examiner will be paid regardless of the outcome of the tests.

More important, the tests cannot begin until you have located two members
of your crew: Alan Dalis and Dwayne Smith to get their agreement to take the
tests. You told me that you have tried to locate them for two weeks without
success. All things considered, it should be clear to you that the timing of
the tests involves many factors that are beyond ray control so I cannot agree to
your 30-day deadline.

Another one of your 10 conditions, that you stress are "not negotiable,"
is that the Examiner's "questions must pertain directly to the original UFO
experience beginning with Ifovember 5 and ending November 11, 1975.'" lly discuss-
ions of this issue with a very experienced examiner prompted hin to sta"̂  that
he could not accept this constraint. This examiner said that a polygraph examiner
nust be free to explore any related areas that he believes are necessary or
desirable to appraise the truthfulness of the subject.

Another one of your "non-negotiable" conditions is that I "must sign a
statement that states that you [KlassH accept our subsequent passing of these
tests to be positive proof of the truth of our experience with a UFO."
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I cannot agree to endorse your statement which I know, and. which every exper-
ienced polygraph examiner knows, is not true. The vary best tast, given by the
irost skilled examiner, cannot provide "positive proof.'1 If it could, polygraph
tests could be used to eliirdnate long, costly trials and lawsuits. The results
of a good polygraph test provide only one nore piece of evidence that must be
weighed along with all other pieces of evidence. If I believed that a poly-
graph test administered by a very experienced examiner could provide "positive
proof,'' I would have ended my investigation of this incident when I first
learned that John J. McCarthy's test of Travis Walton on Nov. 15, 1975, resulted
in the conclusion of the examiner that Walton was engaged in "gross deception."

In urging that I endorse your "positive proof principle, you seen to over-
look the reverse side of -chat coin. If even one of the eight subjects should
fail -to pass on relevant questions dealing with the alleged UFO incident, this
might be construed as "positive proof" of a hoax. Would you i.rant Xavajo County
officials to act on the basis that such an event amounted to "positive proof"
of a hoax?

In fact, the Courts have held that the polygraph test results can not
offer "positive proof,1' and I know of no polygraph examiner who claims to the
contrary .

Furthermore, as noted on page 310 of ny book "UFOs Explained," a very
experienced polygraph examiner, flax Burleson of Truth Inc., told na that a
second or third polygraph test may lose its effectiveness because ''once a sub-
ject has gained confidence that he can 'beat the nachine,' it makes a falsehood
more difficult to detect."

If all eight subjects pass all relevant questions, I shall be delighted to
issue a public statement saying that these new results should be given the fullest
consideration, along with other evidence, in appraising the validity of the UFO
incident. I would take the results into account in iny future appraisal of the
incident .

If one or more of the subjects should fail to pass one or more of the
relevant questions, I do nofc ask that you issue a public statement stating
that the whola thing was a hoax.

During the next few days , I will draw up a brief proposed l'!emoradun of
Understanding, incorporating most of your 10 principles with the required
clarifications to assure : there is an unambiguous meeting of minds on the
arrangements. Inasmuch as you took 10 days to formulate and execute your
letter-challenge, it seems only fair that I be given 10 days to f emulate ny
formal response and more precise terms of the agreement.

There will be no deadline for your response , with the thought that both
of us are desirous of reaching prompt agreement to proceed with the re-tests.

You have my permission to reproduce this letter in its entirety and to
nake such distribution as you wish.

Sincerely,

Philip J.



PHILIP J. KLASS
S6O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C. 2OO24

August 1, 1976

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 1072
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

Dear Mike:

As promised in ray letter of July 24, 1976, I am enclosing a proposed
"Memorandum of Agreement for New Polygraph Examinations" for you and the
six members of your crew.

Your own comments, suggested changes or additions are welcome.
Several extra copies of the Memorandum are enclosed for your convenience
in indicating suggested changes or additions.

No deadline is set for your reply. (I shall be out of town from
Aug. 7 to Aug. 10.)

You have my permission to make copies of this letter and of the
proposed Memorandum of Agreement and to make any distribution you wish.

Sincerely,



MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT FOR NEW POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS

1. The Principals to this Agreement are Philip J. Klass, 560 "N"St.SW., Washington
D.C., 2002H, hereinafter referred to as Klass; and Michael Rogers, Snowflake,
Ariz., Alan Dalis, John Goulette, Kenneth Peterson, Jeff Pierce, Dwayne Smith
and Travis Walton, hereinafter referred to as Rogers Et Al.

2. The objective of this Agreement is to define the conditions and provisions for
a new polygraph examination to be given Rogers Et Al in connection with the
reported UFO incident of Nov. 5, 1975, in Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest,
and associated events that may possibly have a bearing on the incident, to
assure that the tests will be given under the most rigorous possible conditions
so that the results shall have maximum possible credibility and acceptance.

3. The new tests shall be given as scon as all arrangements detailed in this Agree-
ment can be made. Test-subjects will be: Alan Dalis, John Goulette, Kenneth
Peterson, Jeff Pierce, Michael Rogers, Dwayne Smith and Travis Walton.

t. Full results of the tests, including all charts, shall be made public upon
completion of the tests on all seven test-subjects, but not prior to such
time. However, results of individual examinations may be made known to Klass |
and to Rogers Et Al.

5. The polygraph examiner selected to perform the tests, hereinafter referred to
as the Examiner, shall be acceptable both to Klass and to Rogers Et Al. In
addition, the Examiner shall have the following qualifications:

(A) He shall be a Full Member of the American Polygraph Assn. (APA) and shall
be a graduate of a polygraph school that is accredited by APA.

(B) He shall have had a minimum of 10 years field experience as a polygraph
examiner.

(C) He shall have qualified as an Expert Witness in the Superior Courts of
Arizona, or equivalent courts of his state of practice, and shall provide
acceptable evidence of this qualification.

6. Klass and/or Rogers Et Al may have a polygraph examiner of own choice present
as an observer-monitor during the time of the tests, but said observer-monitor(s)
shall not be present in the examination room during the tests. They may monitor
from outside the examination room by means of an inter-coia system.

7. Immediately following the examination of each test-subject, that test-subject
shall provide a urine-sample to be voided in the presence of the Examiner or
his designated representative. Each urine sample thus taken shall be promptly
subjected to analysis by a qualified local laboratory to check for the possible
presence of drugs that might have been taken to defeat the intent of the test.

8. During the polygraph examinations, the Examiner shall focus on matters related
to the Nov. 5, 1975, incident, or that the Examiner believes could have a bear-
ing on the incident, including previous polygraph tests on the incident taken
by the test-subjects. The Examiner shall be free to probe any areas he deems
necessary to meet the stated objective of these tests.

(Continued on Page 2)
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9. Neither Klass nor Rogers shall have the right to frame the precise relevant
questions used by the Examiner. However, both shall be free to provide back-
ground material to the Examiner and to suggest subject-areas that he might
want to probe to meet the stated objective of the new tests.

10. The Examiner and Rogers shall arrange a mutually acceptable schedule for
examination of each of the seven test-subjects. In the event that physical
incapacity or other Act of God shall prevent a test-subject from appearing
at the pre-scheduled time, Rogers shall be responsible for notifying the
Examiner at least eight hours in advance of the scheduled test time and Rogers
shall arrange to provide a substitute from the remaining list of untested
subjects.

11. If any of the test-subjects shall fail to appear for his examination within
one hour of the scheduled time on two (2) separate occasions, this shall be
considered a "Test-Subject Default," as discussed below.

12. The Examiner shall render final judgement, following completion of tests on
each subject, as to whether the subject has "Passed," has "Failed," or
whether the results are "Inconclusive."

13. For each and every test-subject who shall be judged by the Examiner to have
"Passed" his test, Klass shall pay for the cost of that test and shall
reimburse that test-subject for his travel expenses to the examination site,
and for any loss of pay from employment that results from time spent in taking
the test.

m. For each and every test-subject who shall be judged by the Examiner to have
"Failed" his test, Rogers Et Al shall pay for the cost of the test and shall
reimburse the test subject for his travel expense and for any loss of pay,
per Par. 13 above. Any "Test-Subject Default" per Par. 11 above, shall be
considered as a "Failed" test.

15. If the urine sample voided by any test-subject is found, upon analysis, to
contain traces of any drug that the Examiner believes could have adversely
affect the intended objective of the test, this test shall be treated as a
"Failed" test, regardless of its charts.

16. For each and every test-subject whose examination results are judged by the
Examiner to have been "Inconclusive," the cost of that test and associated
travel/pay-loss expenses shall be borne equally by Klass and by Rogers Et Al,

17. To assure prompt payment of the Examiner, for laboratory urine-analysis tests
and for the travel/loss-of-pay of test subjects, regardless of the outcome of
the new tests, Klass and Rogers Et Al shall each set up an Escrow Fund in the
amount of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000) in a recognized financial institution,
which shall be provided with a copy of this executed Memorandum of Agreement.
Payment shall be made from the appropriate Escrow account(s) upon receipt of
a notarized Final Report by the Examiner.

1976
Philip J. Klass

(Continued on Page 3)
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Michael Rogers

Alan Oalis

John Goulette

Kenneth Peterson

Jeff Pierce

Dwayne Snatn

Travis Walton

1976

1976

1976

1976

1976

1976

1976
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WHY DID MIKE ROGERS FALSELY ANNOUNCE THAT I HAD REJECTED A NEW POLYGRAPH TEST
FOR HIM AND THE SIX MEMBERS OF HIS CREW WHEN I HAD ACCEPTED THE IDEA??

On Saturday noon, July 24, 1976, I received a certified letter from Mike Rogers
containing what he calls his "challenge" — proposing that he and his crew take a new
polygraph examination. The challenge was an "ultimatum" — there could be no change
in conditions he had set, including one that I had to replysby certified letter with
a notarized statement within 24 hours—by noon Sunday, July 25. I promptly called
Rogers to explain that this would be impossible because the post office was closed
and a notary was not available on Sunday. He agreed to give me until Monday noon,
July 26, to post my reply to his challenge by certified mail.

I tried to read Rogers a prepared statement saying that I was anxious to accept
the challenge in principle, but he hung up when I tried to read it. Later Rogers
called back and apologized for his rudeness. I told him that I no longer wished to
read him the statement but that my reply would be put in writing and would be posted
by certified mail by Monday noon, July 26. I kept my word. Here is how this letter
(dated July 24) began:

"I EAGERLY ACCEPT Iff PRINCIPLE YOUR PROPOSAL THAT YOU, TOE OTHER SIX MEMBERS
OF YOUR CREftf AND DUANE WALTON, UNDERGO A NEW POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION TO BE GIVEN BY
AN EXPERIENCED EXAMINER WHO IS MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE TO BOTH OF US, AS SOON AS THE
NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE WORKED OUT, AND THAT THE FULL RESULTS AND CHARTS OF
THE TESTS THEN BE MADE PUBLIC.

"FURTHER, I AGREE TO PAY THE COST OF TESTS FOR EACH SUBJECT WHO, IN THE OPINION
OF THE SELECTED EXAMINER, TRUTHFULLY ANSWERS ALL RELEVANT QUESTIONS. ADDITIONALLY,
FOR THOSE SUBJECTS WHO MEET THIS CRITERION, I WILL PAY THEIR COST OF TRAVEL TO THE
EXAMINATION SITE, AT 15 CENTS/MILE, AS WELL AS REIMBURSE EACH FOR LOSS OF PAY INVOLVED
IF THEY MUST BE ABSENT FROM WORK FOR THE TESTS..."

ROGERS DID NOT KEEP HIS WORD. HE DID NOT WAIT TO RECEIVE MY LETTER POSTED ON
MONDAY, JULY 26. INSTEAD, ON SUNDAY, JULY 25, HE PREPARED THE FOLLOWING ANNOUNCEMENT
AND RELEASED IT TO THE NEWS MEDIA;

July 2J, 197&
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W
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Fillip J. Klass recently mad« public charges of hoax against as; tia
vidaala iavolvad ia the UFO abduction of Travis Walton near Heber -Arizona that .
occur*d on Novsnbar 5, 197$. In response te hia claims that the polygraph ' „» ;
taat3 wa took and passed are invalid, ws sent Mr. Klaaa" a fwrial challenga '
provide n«w lis detector teats for us. • -'

T'r. Xlass essentisll" rejects our challenge! He flatly refused to aiga-v

t>* statement a^reein^ that the nsw t-sta would bs pr»*f of troth «h«n psossd.
Ra said he could cot meet sornt of the other conditions of accapt.ane« as tha*..
ara ouolined in aur challenge. He said these things in a recorded t«lepboa» .,
eor.TsrsaMon on July 2h, after receiving tha challenge letter,

It becomes obvious to ua, that after making such loud accusations, Mr. ' '
Klaas is si.nply afraid us are toiling the truth afterall. If Mr. KlsBfl honest-
ly beli-svad we are not, telling the truth he should have had n» prablaa la ae^
c opting our challenge.

During the telephone convernstioa, Mr, Klass said h« would send 9 l»t%ar
explaining why he could not, acrept our challenge. Mr. Kla»» is not in any -
justifiable position t» issue any counter-challsnge er to squabbl* eve? the"'
terns ef our challenge. Ws ara ;hallsnging hin. Kio challenge was t» firs*
chjlleaga cur honeaty. It is hia position only to eithar accept »r d»clin«
challam-e as it is presented. However, when we receive hia latter w« will
the effort to send him a second, more Isnient challenge, in hspes of
hin to accept.

V/9 vill kaep y»u informad of any dev«l»pm»3it3.



One of Roger's conditions was that the new polygraph examinations had to take
place "within thirty days [or] it will constitute refusal of our challenge." My
July 24 letter pointed out that I could not guarantee that Rogers and the other six
members of his crew could be tested within 30 days, especially since Rogers claimed
he did not even know the whereabouts of two members of the crew and thus had been
unable to get them to sign the "challenge."

Further, that since no reputable polygraph examiner claims that a lie-detector
test can provide "positive proof," and the Courts have so held, I could not agree
that the results of the new tests provided "positive proof" regardless of their
outcome.

My July 24 letter concluded as follows:

"During the next few days, I will draw up a brief proposed Memorandum of
Understanding, incorporating most of your 10 principles with the required clarifi-
cations to assure there is an unambiguous meeting of the minds on the arrangements.
Inasmuch as you took 10 days to formulate and execute your letter-challenge, it
seems only fair that I be given 10 days to formulate my formal response and more
precise terms of the agreement. There will be no deadline for your response, with
the thought that both of us are desirous of reaching prompt agreement to proceeed
with the re-tests."

IN OUR TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS OF JULY 24, ROGERS HAD AGREED TO GIVE HE UNTIL
MONDAY NOON, JULY 26, TO REPLY BY CERTIFIED LETTER TO HIS "CHALLENGE." DID HE KEEP
HIS WORD AND AWAIT RECEIPT OF MY LETTER TO DETERMINE MY RESPONSE?

HARDLY! ON SUNDAY, JULY 25 ROGERS COMPOSED HIS STATEMENT FOR THE NEWS MEDIA
ANNOUNCING THAT: "MR. KLASS ESSENTIALLY REJECTS OUR CHALLENGE."

On Aug. 2, I kept my word by mailing to Rogers (via certified mail) a Memor-
andum of Agreement that attempted to more precisely define the terms and conditions
for the new lie-detector tests, incorporating most of the principles contained in
his "challenge," and others that would be required, such as setting up an Escrow
fund to assure payment of the polygraph examiner regardless of the outcome of the
tests.

My letter of transmittal, dated Aug. 1, 1976,.said: "Four own comments,
suggested changes or additions are welcome. Several extra copies of the Memorandum
are enclosed for your convenience in indicating suggested changes or additions.
No deadline is set for your reply."

If Hike Rogers and his crew really want to take a new lie-detector test under
conditions that include most of the requirements stated in his July 19, 1976,
letter, there are no real obstacles to reaching a speedy agreement and proceeding
with the tests.

And Rogers own actions in negotiating such an agreement, as well as my own,
should be carefully weighed by outside observers in assessing which of us is being
honest and straight-forward, and which is being devious and tricky.

Philip J. Klass
Washington D.C.
August 3, 1976
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The TTaiton-Klaa*
Controversy

Phil Klass has issued an "expose" of
the Travis Walton case claiming that it is a
hoax. He also claims that APRO has
withheld, from its members and the
public, information that indicated that
the case was a hoax. His claims are
without substance. It should be
remembered here that Philip Klass,. with
his two financially successful anti-UFO
books and his 510,000 offer has "boxed
himself in" with respect to the UFO
mystery and must therefore view every
good case as a threat. In this respect his
expose is a perverse sort of endorsement.

'Hi's 17 page copyrighted.report-arrived
at our office on July 10, 1976 forwarded
by a member. News media in- the area
received their copies well in advance of
that date, AfKO has received no copy
directly from Klass at this writing.

According to Phil, APRO's great sin
was withholding information on a
polygraph (he insists on calling, it a "lie
detector") test which Travis took on Nov.
15, 1975 and failed. What he does not
report is that three psychiatrists who
examined Travis on the same occasion
declared the test to be meaningless
because of Waltons state of mind and the

' circumstances under which it was given.
One of them, Dr. Jean Rosenbaum,

released a statement to the press on that
date in which he declared his certainty
thit Travis was not lying and that there
was no drug usage involved in his
experience. Klass ignores this entirely and
chooses instead to quote Rosenbaum's
speculations concerning the Walton's
alleged previous preoccupation with the
UFO subject.

Rosenbaum's opinion is particularly
important with respect to Polygraph
validity since he has been accepted in
several court cases as an expert in this
very area. He can by no means be
considered prejudiced in favor of the

--UFO abduction theory since he has
personally expressed the opinion that
Walton was not abducted but had a
psychotic experience.

The Polygraph operator was only one
of several experts consulted by the
National Enquirer to help them decide on
the validity of the Walton case. The
operator, McCarthy, was recommended
by an APRO member who lives in
Phoenix who knew only that Me Carthy
had long experience in the field. Mr.
Lorenzen made the initial call to
McCarthy to determine his willingness to
participate. On his affirmative response,
Lorenzen turned the phone- over to Dr.
Harder who discussed at length the
agitated state of mind that Travis was in
and expressed his doubts concerning
Travis' testability. McCarthy promised to
take this into consideration, and
promised complete confidentiality. "The
information wdl never leak out of this-
office", he said "you can rest assured of
that." Subsequently, Dr. Harder turned
the phone over to Paul Jenkins of the
Enquirer who- then made arrangements

COMMENTS BY PHILIP J. KLASS

Under the terms of ay $10,000 offer, I must pay only
if positive evidence of extraterrestrial visitation
is found. The APRO/National Enquirer "Blue Ribbon
Panel" itself did not believe that the Walton case
provided such positive proof—otherwise it would have
awarded its then top prize of $100,000 for the case
instead of the $5,000 prize.

A copy of ay June 20, 1976, report was mailed to APRO
on July 3. Earlier I\had mailed a copy to one news-
paper in Phoenix and-had-sent copies to the two UFO
organizations that had assisted in my investigation:
Ground Saucer Watch and NICAP.

If APRO and the National Enquirer knew in advance that
the results of the early polygraph test by McCarthy
would "be meaningless," why did they proceed with the
test? The decision was theirs. AND WOULD THE TEST
RESULTS HAVE BEEN KEPT SECRET, AND DISMISSED AS BEING
"MEANINGLESS" IF TRAVIS WALTON HAD PASSED THE TEST?

"Walton's alleged previous preoccupation with the UFO
subject"???? In a taped interview on Nov. 8, 1975,
Travis's older brother Duane said he and Travis had
discussed what they would do if either ever saw a UFO
"many, many times at great length and we both said that
we would immediately get as directly under the object as
physically possible," in an effort to get aboard. If
successful, he would "try to convince whoever was in the
craft to come back and get the other one."

McCarthy, trained at the Army school at Ft. Gordon, Ga.,
considered the best school in the nation, and with nearly
20 years practice, is one of the most experienced poly-
graph examiners in Arizona.
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Initially, the Enquirer's insistence in
confidentiali ty was tied to their interest
in protecting their storv and the
agreement was made between McCarthy
and the Enquirer that results of the test
would be their property. The Enquirer in
turn promised Travis that'they would not
reveal the results of the test without
Travis' permission. APRO, represented by
Dr. Harder, was to be made aware of the
test results on the understanding that it
was privileged information. When the
validity of the test results were over-ruled
by the other experts consulted, there was,
of course, no point in requesting its
release since it had then become useless
information from a scientific standpoint.

. Another very important point (now that
the constraint of confidentiality is
removed) is that the test conducted by
McCarthy on Nov. 15, 1975 was
unbelievably incompetent. In his pre-test
interview with Travis and in the framing
of questions he broke some of the most

. elementary _ rules of the polygraphic
profession. Specifically (1) two
significant questions were posed in terms
that forced Travis to answer on the basis

of assumption rather than experience. (2)
To a third question in the test, McCarthy,
during the pre-test interview, created a
deliberate association w i t h an event in
Travis' pist of which he is ashamed.

Polygraph test questions must be
phrased in such a way that they can be
answered with a simple "yes" or "no",
thus they must be phrased so that the
subject can answer from his own
experience or knowledge. McCarthy's
first test question violated these simple
concepts. It was as follows:

1. Were you actually taken aboard a
spacecraft on Nov. 5th?

Travis was "boxed in". The question
forced him to speculate since the
information required to answer the
question was, not in his memory.
Experienced polygraph operators know
that this situation will produce the stress
reaction that they call deception. In the
pretest interview Travis had just
explained to McCarthy that he had
blacked out after experiencing something
like a physical blow after he had
approached the UFO and that his next
memory was of being on his back in what
he first thought was a hospital and he had
no idea how much time had passed in the
interim.

McCarthy's next question is no better.
It reads:

2. Were you actually aboard a
spacecraft from the 5th of Nov. to the
10th of Nov.?

Travis has repeatedly emphasized that
h ^ d i d i i o t k n o w w h e r e h e w a s and that,
of the five day period, he remembers at
the most, two hours.

There is no way that Travis, whether
he said "yes" or "no" could have passed
these first two questions.

Describing this test as meaningless as
we have done is really being too kind. It
was badly botched by the tester.
Sometimes long years of experience can
serve to crystallize bad habits.

The National Enquirer achieved its intended exclusive
story on the Walton case in its Dec. 16, 1975, issue
in an article headlined: "FIVE WITNESSES PASS LIE TEST
WHILE CLAIMING ARIZONA MM CAPTURED BY UFO." There was
no mention of the test taken by Travis Walton himself
which he had flunked. Was the public being told the
full facts about the incident???

NEW DISCLOSURES TO COME WILL REVEAL
"WHO IS COMPETENT, WHO IS INCOMPETENT^

Even now APRO refuses to tell its members the full
facts about Travis Walton to reveal that in May, 1971,
he pleaded guilty to First Degree Burglary and Forgery
charges in the Superior Court of Navajo County, along
with Charles Rogers—the younger brother of Mike Rogers.
(Mike Rogers headed the group of seven wood-cutters
involved in the alleged UFO incident.)

APRO claims that Travis could not remember where he
allegedly had been. This is not true as the record shews.
For example, in a letter written by Travis to MUFON and
published in the April, 1976, issue of "Skylook," he re-
fers to "my experience aboard the UFO."

When interviewed on the NBC-TV show "The Unexplained,"
with L.J. Lorenzen, televised Feb. 21, 1976, Travis said;
"j regained consciousness in what I first thought was a
hospital which turned out to be a craft where another
being took me out of this craft, which appeared to be
parked inside a large building, or hangar-like structure.'1

In his first public account of the incident, televised
in early Decemberf 1975, over KOOL-TV (Phoenix), Travis
said he had seen two "UFO-looking things that looked like
flying saucers" during his exploration of the large
hangar-like structure.

If Travis Walton's story is true, it is clear that he
very quickly realized that he was not in a hospital when
he reported seeing three strange-looking creatures dressed
in brownish-orange coveralls, judging from his reported
behavior. Travis claims he "lashed out and Jenoefced then
back" and that he then grabbed "a clear piece of glass
or something and I tried to break off the end to get
something sharp to defend myself with..." This is very
strange behavior if Travis still thought he wax in a
hospital!



In the course of any scientific study
, those involved will acquire test results

that are inconclusive. The obvious course
in such a case is to restest in a manner

' that will be conclusive. This is what
APRO did. We felt that it would be
advisable and appropriate to- call on Dr.
R. Leo Sprinkle, head of the dept. of
counselling and testing at the University
of Wyoming for help in this matter. Dr.
Sprinkle agreed but it was not until Feb.
7. 1976 that his busy schedule allowed
him to come to Phoenix where he woulc
meet with Mr. Lorenzen and Duane and
Travis Walton.

Meanwhile, Dr. Cahn (APRO
Consultant) had made preliminary
contact with Tom Ezell of Ezell anc
Associates and ascertained his willingness
to conduct the desired testing. Mr.
Lorenzen called Mr. Ezell approximately
a week in advance of Dr. Sprinkle';
planned visit and made a tentative

appointment to test Huams Walton at
1:00 p.m. '1 ravis had to make the 160 mi;
trip from Snowflake and since he had
been having trouble with his car the t ime
of his arrival was indefinite so no
appointment was made for him, Wheni
Mr. Lorenzen called Mr. Ezell on Friday'
Feb. 6, to confirm the appointment Mr.
Ezell asked if it would be OK if his
associate Mr. George Pfsifer conducted
the test. Mr. Lorenzen inquired as to Mr.
Pfeifer's competence and was told "He's
as qualified as I am. He's up on all the
latest methods." Mr. Lorenzen then
agreed to accept George Pfeifer as the
tester.

On Saturday Feb. 7, Dr. Sprinkle, Dr.
Cahn, Hal Starr and Jim Lorenzen met
with Mr. Pfeifer and outlined the areas to
be covered in Duane's test. A set of
tentative questions formulated by Dr.
Sprinkle was submitted. Mr. Pfeifer
looked them over and made a few
wording chanaas. These questions were
then reviewed with Duane Walton and
Duane went in for his test. While Duane
was being tested Travis arrived from
Snowflake and asked if he could be tested
as soon as Duane was through. Mr.
Lorenzen said "it's OK with APRO if Mr,
Pfeifer has the tim&." Mr. Starr, Mr.
Lorenzen, Dr. Sprinkle and Dr. Cahn
began discussing the areas to be covered
in Travis' test. Travis, with friends who
had accompanied him from Snowflake,
took a stroll in the park which is across
the street from Ezell & Associates' office.

Duane emerged from taking his test
and left immediately since he had
personal matters to attend to. Pfeifer was
asked to test Travis and agreed. By the
time Travis and friends returned from the
park the questions for his test had been

-worked out. When he reviewed them with
Mr. Pfaifer he pointed out that certain
areas where accusations, had been made
against him were not covered in the test.
Questions were then formulated
following forms suggested by Mr. Pfeifer.
Unfortunately, in his formal report
Pfeifer refers to these questions as having
been "dictated" by Travis Walton.- He
savs that "suggested" would be a more
accurate representation of the facts.
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In early December, in an interview on KOOL~TV, Phoenix,
Lorenzen was asked: "What, qtftey fe^flds, ,of tests wou-^d^ fag
(Travis) be going through in the future?" Lorenzen
replied: "Well, you see, ah, we're really sort of past
the testing stage in a sense. In other words, ah, from
now on I think you'd want to, you'd be more likely to call
it research. We hope to, ah, have this memory, the blocked
memory relieved so we can get a full account of what hap-
pened. Ah, this, this may take time and there may be a
program delay that we will just have to wait for. It'll
just depend on how he feels as time goes by."

Lorenzen was then asked: "Why not the polygraph test? This
has Jbeen a major criticism." Lorenzen responded: "Alright,
Travis, a lot of people have criticized him because they
think the polygraph is a lie detector, and because it is
called that. But it's not. And Travis was under that
impression too. Be was anxious to take a lie detector or
polygraph test. I advised him not to and so other people
advised him not to because what it actually measures is
stress. And questions about stressful memories would
bring stress reactions just as well as anything else. So
it would have been meaningless to have him take that test
at the time. [The one originally scheduled to be given

[by the Arizona Dept. of Public Safety.] It could have been.
Tin fact, ah, one of the psychiatrists said it would have
[been a disaster for him to take it at the time. It would

ave created a lot of false impressions."

1RENZEN FAILED TO MENTION ANY PLANS FOR A POLYGRAPH TEST
AS SOON AS DR. SPRINKLE'S "BUSY SCHEDULE ALLOWED HIM TO
COME TO PHOENIX."

'strange that APRO did not inform Pfeifer in advance that
Travis was driving all the way to Phoenix to take a test
and ask if there were delay in his arrival due to car
troubles, could Pfeifer run the test later that night or
early the next morning. INSTEAD, IT WAS NOT UNTIL APRO
LEARNED THAT DUANE WALTON HAD PASSED HIS TEST THAT IT
ASKED PFEIFER TO TEST TRAVIS.

Tom Ezell, after examining the Pfeifer records, wrote me
on Mar. 29,'1976, to say that five of the 10 relevant
questions asked were "exactly as Mr. Travis Walton
dictated them to the examiner." (Ezell's underlining.)
"Because of the dictation of questions to be asked, this
test should Jbe invalidated. Also, upon examining the
resultant charts I find that I cannot give an opinion
one way or the other" (as to whether the subjects were
giving false answers).

In a telephone interview with Pfeifer on April 27, I
asked him if "Travis came in with a list of questions
that he wanted you to ask him —- that he framed the
relevant questions?" Pfeifer replied: "Well, theoreti
cally that's correct." He went on to say that some of
Travis Walton's questions had been modified slightly.



itowever, in no case is there a
.^istification of Klass' claim, attributed to

Ezell, that Travis came in with questions
that he wanted asked.

Tom EZeU is quoted by Klass as saying
that the Travis-Pfeifer test should be
invalidated because Travis furnished some
("some" is expanded to "all" in the Klass
Account) ot his own questions. Other
operators say that it is common practice
to accept help from the subject —
providing his suggestions are valid with
respect to the test aiea.

We apologize for taking up so much
Bulletin space in exp.anation. Klass' hoax
theory will be dealt with in the next

Shown below in its entirety is that portion of my
June 20 report dealing with the issue of Travis Walton's
dictation of the relevant questions.

The reader is challenged to find an instance where,
using my words, I wrote that Travis had dictated "all"
of the relevant questions.

When next I talked with Ezell, on Mar. 22, 1976, he told me: "According to
his [Pfeifer's] report, Travis did dictate the guestions that he wanted as/red."
Ezell explained, and later confirmed in a Mar. 29 letter, that it is perfectly ; .
proper for the sponsor of a test (APRO) to indicate the areas which are to be -
investigated. But Ezell emphasized that the polygraph examiner should use his
training and expertise to frame the specific questions asked of the subject.

"Because of the dictation of questions to be asked, this test should be invali-
dated ," Ezell wrote. More important, Ezell said, after examining the Travis Walton
charts: "The reactions on the charts, to ay way of interpretation, would not be
readiile. You would not be able to say if he [Travis Walton] is telling the truth
or if he's lying." Ezall reaffirmed this appraisal in his Mar. 29 letter.

Pfeifer acknowledged that Travis had come in with the questions he wanted to be
asked. When I asked Pfeifer if this was standard procedure, he first said it was.
But when I replied that I had talked with other polygraph examiners who said it was
not a normal procedure, Pfeifer replied: "Well, like I wouldn't say no. [But] we don't
hava a standard situation here either." When I asked: "In what respect," Pfeifer said:
"Well, how many times do people claim that they're Jbeen picked up by a UFO?"

issue. Suffice it to say that the Forest
Service people did not "buy", the hoax
theory. Mike Rogers is back at work for
them on another contract at this writing.

Also, Rogers, Walton and the other
wood-cutters have challenged Klass: they
will each take another test with an expert
that Klass Finds acceptable if he will pay
for it providing they pass — otherwise it
will 'cost him nothing. Klass is still
equivocating on this one.

At the time that the "July" issue of "The A.P.R.O.
Bulletin" went to press Mike Rogers had issued his
"challenge" for a polygraph retest. His letter con-
taining the "challenge" was dated July 19, 1976, and
was received by me on July 24.

On July 24 I wrote a reply, which could not be mailed
until Monday, July 26, because Rogers insisted that it
be sent by registered mail. A copy was sent to APPO.
The letter began as follows:

I EAGERLY ACCEPT IN PRINCIPLE YOUR PROPOSAL THAT YOU, THE OTHER SIX MEMBERS OF
YOUR CREW, AND DUANE WALTON, UNDERGO A NEW POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION TO BE GIVEN BY AN
EXPERIENCED EXAMINER WHO IS MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE TO BOTH OF US,,AS SOON AS THE NECESSARY
ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE WORKED OUT, AND THAT THE FULL RESULTS AND CHARTS OF THE TESTS THEN
BE MADE PUBLIC.

WHO IS "EQUIVOCATING"?? THE MARCH ISSUE OF "THE A.P.R.O. BULLETIN" RECEIVED BY ME
ON JUNE 9, 1976, CHALLENGED ME TO TAKE A POLYGRAPH TEST AT AFRO'S EXPENSE. ON JUNE 9
I WROTE TO APRO'S L.J. LORENZEN ACCEPTING THE CHALLENGE AND ALSO CHALLENGING LORENZO
TO UNDERGO A POLYGRAPH TEST AT MY EXPENSE. MORE .THAN FOUR MONTHS HAVE NOW ELAPSED
AND I HAVE HEARD NOTHING FURTHER FROM APRO IN REGARD TO EITHER POLYGRAPH TEST.

Philip J. Klass
October 21, 1976



Oct. 28, 1976
Philip J. Klass
560 "N" St. S.W.
Washington, D.C.

2002̂ -

Mr. Klass:

Your last several exchanges with us have emphasized how
close you feel we are to having agreement in our terms for new
polygraph examinations, and, your "delight" in our agreeing on
an examiner. It appears that your realization of the nearing
deadline is causing you to attempt some desperate last-minute
maneuvers.

Judging^from your recent inqui-ries-as-to Mr.—Backster's
interests, it is obvious that you will soon make an attempt to
have Backster ousted as the examiner. We realize that you
would like to have an examiner who is an avowed UFO skeptic,
like McCarthy. Then, you could more easily influence him to
render the results you must somehow obtain to save face in
this situation. However, you must realize that we will no
more accept an avowed UFO skeptic as an examiner than you
would a devoted UFO buff.

We want our new polygraph tests to be the ultimate in
validity. That is why our examiner must be a person who is
open-minded and undecided on the UFO subject. Mr. Backster is
such a man. Apparently Mr. Backster's noncommittal state is
not to your liking. However, his undecided position makes him
the perfect man for the job. Afterall, Mr. Backster has 28
years experience, he is the founder of the Backster School of
Lie Detection, and his credentials are recognized throughout
the profession as being beyond reproach. To challenge this
man's integrity shows the tremendous extremes you will go to
in your attempts to wriggle out.

If you insist that our examiner be a UFO skeptic, then
just come right out and say it, so we can stop wasting our
time_on youx__ _ _ _ _ _

Sincerely,

cc: Gleve Backster The Test Subjects
Jim Lorenzen
etc.

On behalf of
The Test Subjec

Michael H. Rogers



Oct. 28, 1976

Note:

In regard to request

for two signatures—unnecessary.

All eleven signatures will "be

recorded on the final agreement

as per paragraph #22.

Michael H. Rogers



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

Nov. 6, 1976

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 529
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

It was good to find your letter of Oct. 28 upon my return from a five-day
business trip. It had taken you so long to reply to my letter of Sept. 28 that
I had begun to fear that you might have been the victim of some catastrophe,
perhaps that you yourself had been carried off, permanently, by a flying saucer.

It would only have taken you 10 minutes to listen to the tape recording of
our first telephone conversation of July 24, 1976, and to compare it with the
transcript enclosed with my letter of Sept. 28, and to have written to say
that my transcript was (or was not) an accurate account of our conversation
on 7/24/76.

Yet after a month you have failed to respond to that question. I fully
realize that for you to admit that my transcript is correct would be to admit
that your "press release" of July 25, 1976, announcing that I had rejected your
proposal for a new polygraph series, was a falsification of the facts.

So I am still waiting, then, for a reply to my Sept. 28 letter and its
enclosed transcript, for your Oct. 28 letter makes no mention of the transcript
or its accuracy.

Nor does your Oct. 28 letter respond to the two important issues raised in
my letter of Oct. 13:

(1) That you "produce written evidence that all seven members of the crew are
willing and able to undergo re-test." It is true that during our telephone con-
versation of Aug. 28 you claimed that you had located and talked with the two
"missing" crew members (Duane Smith and Allen Dalis) and you claimed that both
had agreed to take a new polygraph test. Still you refuse to put such claims in
writing. Why?

(2) That you document your claim that my June 20 report on the Walton case contains
"insinuations and accusations" against Duane Walton and Mrs. Kellett that cannot be
substantiated by tape recordings in my possession and that therefore these two
persons must undergo a new polygraph examination. If you can document your claims,
I shall be delighted to add these two names to those of the seven in your crew.

Instead of responding to these important issues, you accuse me of trying to
avoid the proposed new polygraph tests. That charge, like so many of your other
allegations, is without foundation. Let me remind you that your original proposal
for re-test stated that the polygraph examiner selected was to be "mutually accept-
able" to both sides of the controversy. I assume that you have not changed that
basic ground rule.

Let us review events that have transpired in connection with the possibility
of retaining Mr. Cleve Backster as the examiner for the re-test:
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Mr. Michael Rogers; -2- Nov. 6, 1976

On Aug. 17, 1976, Mr. L.J. Lorenzen sent me a copy of his letter of that date
to Backster saying that John McCarthy had suggested his name for the re-test.
(I would later learn that this was not true.) Lorenzen mentioned only a single
telephone conversation with Backster on Aug. 17. There was no mention of any prior
discussions with Backster by other principals in the Walton case.

Recently I learned of pre-Aug. 17 discussions by principals in the Walton
case with Backster—discussions of which Lorenzen made no mention.

I might have been willing to assume that such discussions could have no possible
bearing on the re-test if Backster had been willing to respond fully and candidly
about these pre-Aug. 17 discussions. To my surprise and disappointment, Backster
has so far refused to reply forthrightly to my queries on these pre-Aug. 17 con-
versations with principals.

Had the situation been the reverse, had it been I who had first suggested the
name of a polygraph examiner for the re-test, and if you later discovered that I,
McCarthy and/or Ezell had had earlier discussions of the case with that examiner
which we had kept secret from you, and which we now refused to discuss with you,
what would your reactions be? Would you consider that examiner "acceptable"??

But this poses no real obstacle to the polygraph re-test. I am confident
that we shall be able to find a competent, experienced polygraph examiner some-
where within the U.S. who can perform the re-test and who will be mutually accept-
able in terms of his neutrality on the UFO issue.

BUT IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THERE NOT BE ANY SECRET CONTACT OR DISCUSSION WITH
ANY PROSPECTIVE EXAMINER ABOUT CONDUCTING SAID TEST BY ANY OF THE PRINCIPALS
(Klass, Rogers et al, Lorenzen, Pfeifer or McCarthy). ANY SUCH DISCUSSIONS"
SHALL BEGIN ONLY AFTER BOTH SIDES HAVE BEEN FULLY INFORMED IN ADVANCE THAT SUCH
CONTACT IS PLANNED, AND A TAPE RECORDING OF ALL DISCUSSIONS WITH SUCH PROSPECTIVE
EXAMINER SHALL BE HADE AND SUPPLIED TO BOTH PARTIES TO THIS CONTROVERSY.

I hereby swear that I will adhere to this constraint and that I have not
approached any polygraph examiner to discuss his possible employment for the
re-test since negotiations began with Rogers et al, except for discussions with
Backster following receipt of the Lorenzen letter of Aug. 17, 1976. Further, that
the onlŷ poiygraph examiners with whom I have discussed the Walton case are:
John J. McCarthy, Tom Ezell, George Pfeifer and C.E.Gilson—none of whom are
candidates for the re-test.

If you really "want our new polygraph tests to be the ultimate in validity"
as you claim, you will agree in writing to the above condition and will live up
to its constraints. A similar acknowledgement of acceptance is requested from
L.J. Lorenzen.

Then I urge you to get on promptly with the task of responding to the issues
raised in my letters of Sept. 28 and Oct. 13, cited earlier in this letter.

cc: Lorenzen, Backster et al Philip J. Klass



Dear Walt:

N Enclosure will update you^-on latest developments in
the Travis Walton/Mike Rogers case.

Discovered some "hanky panky" in APRO's recommended
choice of polygraph examiner.

Backster—their choice—has run tests which he claims
shows that household plants have ESP—can read the minds
of human beings who plan to do harm to the plant!!!
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Controversy

CONCLUSION
APRO supports the efforts of Phil

Klass and others to comment critically on
our case investigations. Such comment,
when executed objectively and in good
faith will only result in the strengthening
of a good case. For example, Klass]
implied suggestion that the six witnesses
to the initial phase of Travis Walton's
experience should undergo more
complete polygraphs testing is
commendable. If present plans proceed as
expected they will all be retested.

It is commendable too, that Mr. Klass
unders tands and respects the
time-honored lounalistic tenet that allows
an investigjtive reporter^ to protect the
identity of his sources and the nature of

•"' privileged information. During a
telephone conversation which took place
while the existence of Travis' first
polygraph was privileged information, Mr.
Klass asked me if I had any knowledge of
a polygraph test of Travis which took
place earlier than Pfeifer's test
Considering quickly that an 'answer of I
"yes" or "no comment" would i
compromise privileged information and
betray trust placed in me I simply
answered'"no". This response could have
been reported out of context in a way
that would discredit me personally but it
wasn't. Such gentlemanliness should not
pass unnoticed.

L.J. Jim Lorenzen

John J. McCarthy, the first polygraph,
examiner to test Travis Walton orf
November 15, 1975, was quoted in the
ARIZONA REPUBLIC for July 12, 1976
as follows: "I decided to break silence
because the National Enquirer is involved
in complicity which is detrimental to our
profession."

A number of his peers feel that it is
McCarthy's action that has damaged the
image of the profession. After all, he had
advised Travis of his rights against
self-incrimination and assured him that
the test results would become the
property of the National Enquirer's Paul
Jenkins. "If there's any release of the
information it will come from him, not
me," he had promised. And he had signed
an agreement to preserve the
confidentiality of the test. Prospective
polygraphic subjects are assured of the
privileged nature of the pre-test interview.
What happens when they can no longer
take that assurance seriously?

Of major concern to polygraph
operators in the Phoenix area
McCarthy's apparent willingness ta
disclose confidential information in d'trec
violation of verbal committment and
written contract. He has also talked freely
about information gleaned during his
"confidential" pretest interview. It was

WHAT ARE THE CORRECT FACTS? _Jj
COMMENTS BY PHT.LIP J. KLASS !j

*~"̂  -" _ ^s
Not true. I did not offer an "implied suggestion"of new
polygraph tests anywhere in my Walton Case Report of 6/20/76.
As noted in ray book "UFOs Explained" (p. 310), quoting an
experienced polygraph examiner, "once a subject has gained
confidence that he can 'beat the machine,1 it makes a false-
hood more difficult to detect." However, I am willing to
proceed with a new test providing all seven members of the
Rogers Crew take the new test.

An investigative reporter, or a UFO investigator, has a
duty to report all significant facts he'uncovers, even if
some run contrary to his own beliefs. During my telephone
interview of 3/21/76 with L.J. Lorenzen, following the
widely publicized polygraph test given by George Pfeifer
which Travis Walton "passed," I asked Lorenzen: "Do you
know, has Travis taken any other polygraph tests?"
Lorenzen replied: "NO. NEVER." He need not have told this
falsehood. He could"have replied: "Yes he has, but I am
not at liberty to disclose the results or to say anything
more about the earlier polygraph tests at this time."

What were/are the terms of APRO's agreement with the
"National Enquirer" and with the Haltons. What informa-
tion did APRO agree to withhold and for how long?? Is
there still other important information that APRO is still
withholding because I have not yet uncovered it?

IF TRAVIS WALTON HAD PASSED THE FIRST TEST BY HcCARTHY,
WOULD THE RESULTS HAVE BEEN KEPT SECRET?

APRO has criticized McCarthy on the grounds that he was
the one who first revealed the earlier test of Walton.
What are the true facts?

On 3/13/76, I first talked with Tom Ezell, for whom
Pfeifer worked when he tested Travis on 2/7/76. During
this interview, Ezell volunteered that Travis had taken
and flunked an earlier polygraph test. When I asked who
had given the test, Ezell replied: "J believe by Jack
McCarthy,'who I would say is one helluva good examiner."
Ezell had learned of the first test from Pfeifer, who
presumably learned of it either from APRO or from Travis.

On 3/15/76, when I first talked with McCarthy and asked
if he had tested Travis Walton, McCarthy faced the same
issue that would confront APRO's Lorenzen a few days later.
Both knew that widespread publicity had been given to the
fact that Walton had "passed" Pfeifer's test, but the
Public did not know of the first test that he had flunked!

McCarthy opted to tell the truth.
falsehood.

Lorenzen opted for

Richard H. Nixon also opted for falsehood when he decided
that maintaining the confidentiality of Presidential con-
versations was justification for lying about when he had
first learned of White House involvement in the Watergate
break-in.
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during this interview that Travis confided
that he had been in trouble with the law
over the theft and forgery of payroll '
checks. Although thorough investigation
confirms that this was an isolated event in ]
what Travis calls his "wild teen-age
phase" and has nothing to do with the
UFO case that was supposed to be the
focal point of McCarthy's test, McCarthy
seems to feel perfectly comfortable in
using this material to "criminalize" his
former subject.

In addition, McCarthy, possibly due to
faulty memory, is propigating false
information as to what took place in that
pre-test interview. He claims that Travis
admitted that he. his brother Duane. and :'
hu mother, often speculated about riding i
in a UFO. The tape recordina made of j
that interview shows that (1) Duane and j
his' mother were not mentioned by Travis I
in connection with UFO riding and (2) [
that in response to McCarthy's repeated
and persistent questioning about riding in
a UFO, Travis maintained that he had
merely speculated about making contact
with UFO beings, not in taking a ride per
se_. When reviewing the question "In the
past have you ever thought of riding in a
UFO?" Travis decided to respond with a
^'yes" because he probably had thought!
about it sometime or other. He explained
this to McCarthy. So once again
McCarthy had asked the wrong question.

"Have you recently thought a lot
about riding in a UFO?" would have
given a lot better indication of whether or
not Travis had been planning a hoax.

In the test administered by Pfeifer the
question, "Before November 5, 1975
were you a UFO buff?" (suggested by|
Travis) was asked. Travis answered "No."
Klass insists that this answer is a lie. We
maintain that a person may at some t ime
or other have thought of riding in n I I F O
and may have speculated abou t contact
with extraterrestrials and s t i l l noi
consider himself to be a "UFO buff."
Travis had not read a book on UFOs, did
not know that there were UFO research
organizations and in fact did not
recognize the name J. Allen Hynek.

Klass' investigation is targeted to prove|
that the Walton brothers and them
mother, Mrs. Mary KeLlett. were very,
much involved in the UFO subject andj
flying saucer lore. first-hand i
investigation as conducted by APRO does
not hear this nut The members of this
intelligent family group have an attitude!
in common with over half the citizens of!
the United States; Le., they think that-
some UFO reports are based on the
existence of real vehicles and that these
vehicles are possibly extraterrestrial in
origin. They were interested enough to
read reports that appeared in the press
but not concerned enough to buy (or
borrow) books or magazines on the
subject.

Duane reports that he saw a UFO close
at hand when hunting about 12 years ago.
It came nearly to tree-top level and
seemed to be following him. He ran home!
and of course told the family about it. In!

APRO admits now that it intentionally withheld information
about Travis Walton's earlier criminal act and his "wild
teen-age phase" because APRO decided that it had no possible
bearing on whether Travis—five years after the felony—
was a truthful, credible person.

Dr. Jean Rosenbaum and his wife Beryl, also a psychiatrist,
spent considerable time interviewing Travis when they came
to Phoenix a few days after he reappeared. Following is a
verbatim transcript of a portion of my telephone conversa-
tion with Dr. Jean Rosenbaum [JR] on U/26/76:

PK: "Jn the course of your discussions with Travis Walton,
did you discuss with him, or did he volunteer, anything
about his prior interest in the field of UFOs, or that
of his mother or brother?"

JR: "A great deal."

PK: "Could you te21 me?"
JR: "Everybody in the family claimed that they had seen

one [UFO]...and he [Travis] has been preoccupied with
this almost all his life. Lot of talk about it in the
family. Then he made the comnent to his mother iust
prior to the incident that if he was ever abducted by
a UFO she was not to worry because he'd be alright.
So he was, like, prepared for this kind of a [incident}.

PK: "Who else was present at the time he was telling you
this?"

JR: "My wife Beryl, who is a psychoanalyst, and his
brother Duane."

PK: "Duane was present?"
JR: "yes."

PK: "How about Jim Harder [APRO's director of research]?"
JR: "Now let me think a second. Yes, Harder was there."

PK: "Are you fairly sure about that?"
JR: "Yes, I'm fairly sure of that. . It's been a while ago,

but Harder knew about this. I know that Harder knew
about this because he mentioned it."

PK: "Did Harder seem concerned about this proclivity for
UFOs?"

JR: "No, because you know Harder's bag is that he's con-
vinced it happened and it really did happen and all
that. And so anything that would in any way influence
the case, he had explanations for everything..."

PK: "But there's no doubt in your mind that he. his mother
and his brother were UFO enthusiasts?"

JR: "Oh for sure. Then talked about it all the time."

Were the Waitons "very much involved in the UFO subject?"
"A FIRST-HAND INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED BY APRO DOES NOT
BEAR THIS OUT."

"ONE FALSEHOOD TREADS ON THE HEELS
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ensuing years the subject has been!
discussed occasionally and Duane has]
recounted his adventure. On one of these

Travisoccasions had made
tongue-in-cheek remark, "If one of those
things ever grabs you make sure they
come back and get me." Duane, during!
Travis' absence, recalled this remark and|
repeated it with a fair amount o f j
embellishment to newsmen and other!
investigators. In the press this developed
into a "pact" between the two brothers.
Also, during Travis' absence, Duane made
quite a few positive statements about
UFOs which Klass interprets as indicating
that Duane had a. thorough knowledge of
UFO lore. The same facts can just as
easily support the hypothesis that Duane
believed the accounts given by the six
witnesses, some of whom he knew
personally, and that he was talking to
keep up his own hopes as well as those of
his mother.

Compare APRO's version with the actual words used by
Duane Walton in an interviewed with Fred Sylvanus of
GSW on 11/8/76, at a time when Travis was still "missing."

"Travis and I discussed this many/ many times at great
length. And we both said that we would immediately get as
directly under the object [UFO] as physically possible...
We discussed this time and time again. - The opportune ty
would be too great to pass up at any cost/ except that of
death , make contact with them and whoever happened to be
left on the ground — if one of us didn't make the grade— to
try to convince whoever was in the craft to coae back and
get the other one. But he performed just as we said we
would and he got directly under the object. And he's
received the benefits for it."

When Sylvanus asked if Duane wasn't concerned that his
brother might be harmed, Duane replied: "I don't feel
any fear for his life. He's not in any danger... All J
can say is that I wish I was with him." A few moments
later Duane added: "Everybody in my family.. .We've paid
a lot of attention to it. We've lived with it for 10
years. The fact that they're [UFOs] here and we see
them quite regularly, and they don't kill people."

In earlier correspondence with Mr.
Lorenzen, Klass had forwarded a report
to the effect that when Mrs. Kellet had
been notified of the incident involving
her son's disappearance she had
responded with, "Well, I'm not the least
bit surprised." He included the names of
a half dozen law-men who were supposed
to have been witnesses to this event.
APRO investigation discloses that Mrs.
Kellett was notified by Mike Rogers, and
that the only other person present was
Under-sheriff Ken Coplan. The above
quote attributed to Mrs. Kellett could
only have come from Coplan but Coplan
has now retreated from such a position
and so has Phil Klass. Ken Coplan was Dr.
William Bickel's source for the talk show
rumor (see APRO Bulletin for December
1975). Coplan later denied that he had
ever heard or repeated such a rumor.

Coplan's current position is that Mrs.
Kellett didn't act very surprised.
However, \ve find that Coplan was not
previously acquainted with Mrs Kelletr
and therefore can make no valid appraisal
ot her reactions. Mike Rogers notes that
both Travis and his mother are reserved in
nature and simply are not in the habit of
reacting visibly. Rogers says that when he
told Mrs. Kellett of the incident she
seemed unable to grasp what he was
telling her and insisted that he repeat the
details at least twice and that on the drive
to Snowflake she continued to ply him
with questions about details inter-mingled
with her own recollections of Duane's
experience and other accounts she had
heard. Coplan does not disagree with
Rogers'account.

If Duane and his family were not famî f̂li* with other cases
of alleged UFO abductions, ny aware If hat Travis was safa
in a terrestrial hide-out, how could Duane be so confident
Since Mrs. Kellett was not present during the interview,
there was no need for Duane to lie simply to buoy up her
spirits .

The "earlier correspondence" to which APRO refers was
an informal letter written shortly after I had begun my
investigation of the Walton case. My formal report of
6/20/76 states: "Rogers, who knew where Mrs. Kellett was
staying, and Under-Sheriff Ken Coplan, of Bolbrook, drove
over to bring Mrs. Kellett the shocking news of the fate
that seemingly had befallen Travis. Coplan described the
incident to me during our telephone interview on Jan. 5:
'When Rogers told the mother what had happened, she did
not act very surprised.'..."

No matter how stoic a woman Mrs. Kellett may be, if she
really believed that her son had been carried off by a
UFO, that she might never see him alive again, one might
expect that her reactions of shock and grief would be
apparent even to a stranger like Coplan.

BUT PERHAPS THE EXPLANATION FOR MRS. KELLET'S CALM REACTION
IS THAT TRAVIS HAD THOUGHTFULLY WARNED HIS MOTHER THAT IF
HE WERE EVER ABDUCTED BY A UFO SHE NEED NOT WORRY BECAUSE
HE WOULD RETURN SAFELY. ACCORDING TO DR. ROSENBAUM'S
ACCOUNT. SEEMINGLY TRAVIS HA£ THE PSYCHIC ABILITY TO

PREDICT FUTURE EVENTS!
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•Another "criminalizaing" item that

McCarthy revealed from Travis'
"confidential" pre-test interview was hist
revelation that he had experimented withj
"pot" and "uppers" nnJ had ingested!
LSD once. APRO's inves t iga t ion supports!
Travis' claim that his expe r imen ta t ion
was a temporary phase, terminated at
least two years prior to the abduction;
incident. Klass, however, indulges in some
wild conjecture concerning a red mark
that looked like the remnant of a
puncture inside Travis' right elbow,|
theorizing that Travis could have injected;
LSD. However: (1) Travis is right-handed
so the mark is in the wrong place to have
been self-administered; (2) why, when
LSD is easily ingested orally, would
anyone in this situation resort to
injection?; (3) if Travis was indeed
participating in a hoax as Klass claims,
why would he resort to drugs at all at this
crucial time'

It is of importance to note that we are
dependent on Travis' basic honesty for all
knowledge we have of his drug
experimentation. He
information in good
have to do so. .

volunteered this
faith. He did not

Which AFRO statement are we to believe? That AFRO itself
investigated Walton's claim that he stopped using illicit
drugs at least two years before the UFO incident? Or
that 'Ve are dependent on Travis' basic honesty for all
owledge we have of his drug experimentation"? (Emphasis

If Duane Walton did not suspect that Travis was under the
influence of drugs when recovered from Heber shortly after
midnight, why did Duane withhold from Sheriff's Deputy
Glen Flake when he talked with Duane outside Mrs. Kellett's
house in Snowflake that Travis had been found and was
inside the house? Why did Duane "smuggle" Travis out of
Snowflake to distant Phoenix, allegedly in search of medi-
cal attention for Travis when there was a doctor only a
few miles away in Show Low? Why did Duane refuse to let
two APRO-sent doctors photograph Travis on Nov. 11 or
tape record their interview with him? And ,<why did
Duane ask the doctors to limit their examination, defer-
ring for 48 hours a controlled obtaining of a blood and
urine sample from Travis. Such a delay prevents detec-
tion of drug after-effects.

To help portray Travis as a drug user)
Klass relies on "Dr." Lester Steward,
already exposed in these pages as having
an unaccredited correspondence school
doctorate. Steward claims to have talked
about his alleged- experience .in treating
drug abuse and to have noted the
puncture mark. The Waltons. however,
say that Travis was wearing a long-sleeved
shirt making the mark invisible and that
Steward did not discuss drugs in their'
presence. They say he spent most of the

' time on the phone trying to arrange for
an M.D. to give Travis a physical and
when it became apparent that he was
being unsuccessful they left. .

Steward says that it was a warm day and that he first
spotted the puncture-like mark on the right elbow when
Travis rolled up his sleeves during the interview.

APRO claims that while the Waltons were in Steward's
office he "spent most of the time on the phone trying
to arrange for an M.D. to give Travis a physical..."
And the November 1975 issue of "The A.P.R.O. Bulletin"
challenges Steward's statement that the Waltons spent
approximately two hours in Steward's office, claiming
it could not possibly have been longer than 15-20
minutes; "puane Walton claimed that he and his brother
were only in Steward's office for 15 or 20 minutes*
beginning at 9:30 a.m. It takes one half hour to drive
from the Westward Ho Hotel where Steward's office is
located to Duane Walton's home, and considering at least
a half hour for breakfast...they could not possibly have
arrived home before 12:15. However, Mrs. Lorenzen made
her first telephone contact with Duane at 10:45 a.m.,
indicating that Puane Walton's version is the correct
one." (Emphasis added.)

APRO's arithmetic, based on Duane Walton's claims and
Mrs. Lorenzen's statement sounds quite convincing.
However, when Duane Walton was given a polygraph test
by Pfeifer on 2/7/76, he was asked the following ques-
tion : "DID YOU SPEND APPROXIMATELY 1-1/4 HOURS IN
LESTER STEWARD'S OFFICE?" «——mmr

Duane Walton answered: "YES."

"He who permits himself to tell a
lie once, finds it much easier to
do it a second time and a third
time, till at length it becomes
habitual."

PFEIFER CONCLUDED THAT DUANE WAS TELLING THE TRUTH!

Thomas Jefferson
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Errors and misrepresentations are
rampant in the Klass paper and in some
instances they are pyramided to produce
entirely false impressions. Example
McCarthy's untrue statements about
Travis' alleged obsession with UFOs is
reinforced by a . false quote from Dr.
Howard Kandell to the same eftecf^ and
these are then used as a basis for
discrediting Travis' normal psychological
profile as established by M.M.P.I, test.

APRO is described as having alerted
the National Enquirer and is implied to
have rented the rooms at the Sheraton
when in fact, the Enquirer contacted
Duane Walton first and then contacted
APRO when they learned from him we
were investigating. The Enquirer rented
the rooms at the Sheraton. We noted
these basic facts in the Nov. 1975 APRO
Bulletin the receipt of which is
acknowledged in Klass' 17-page report
dated June 20, 1976. .

"A false quote from Dr. Kandell"?? Following is a ver-
batim transcript of ray telephone conversation with Dr.
Howard Kandell [HK] on 4/25/76. (The underlined portion
was used in ray Walton Case Report of 6/20/76):

PK: "At any time during your discussions, either alone—
when J say alone I mean the first I exam] on Tuesday
or Thursday [second exam] or in the subsequent ones,
did the question come up of the prior interest in
UFOs by Travis and/or Duane and/or the mother?"

HK: 'They admitted to that freely/ that he was, you know,
a 'UFO freak,' so to speak. He's interested in it."

PK: "Which one?"

HK: "Travis. He had made remarks before'that if he ever
saw one, he'd like to go aboard, this and that,
yes, that was mentioned. That was out."

So,

PK: "When was that? Was that when you and Dr. Salts were
there or when more of the people were there [at hotel]?"

HK: "No, that was, I think, subsequently, it came out.
I don't know whether it was that Friday night, or it
could have been that I, that it was in the newspapers
(or) that somebody else might have mentioned it."

PK: "But you heard it from their own lips?"

HK: "J think so. J thinfc so. I can't be 100% positive.
But if I didn't, it was discussed. They didn't deny
that. That wasn't denied."

It is also implied that APRO
suppressed what Klass descnbes as
information about Travis' "nunctuie
wound^' and he implies that Kandell
refers to it as such in his medical report
to APRO. Kandell's actual reference
reads, "a 2mm red spot in the crease of
the right elbow." Dr. Kandell told us that
it was completely healed when he
discovered it and that it was quite
possibly six days old when he examined
Travis. At any rate if it was the remnant
of a puncture, it had been made too far in
the past to account for the drug induced
state theorized by Klass' "drug expert"
Steward. Travis and some of the other
woodcutters have reported that they
sometimes pick up splinters or thorns in
the course of their work. Punctures from
the buckthorn bush, which grows in that
area, were commonplace enough that one
could conceivably go unnoticed. This
seems a much more likely way to account
for the Walton red mark and as such it
was not considered to be a particularly
significant detail in reporting the case._

When I first talked with Dr. Kandell on 4/23/76, I asked
him to verify the accuracy of verbatim quotations attributed
to him in the 12/16/75 issue of the "National Enquirer."
One quotation was: "And there was a small puncture wound
on the inside of his right arm — the kind you get from a
blood test. But he said that nobody had stuck a needle in
his arm."

Or. Kandell responded: "There was a small mark in the
crease of the left (sic) elbow which was compatible with a
puncture wound such as when somebody takes blood from you...
I came across this in the course of my examination and askec
him [Travis] if he knew how he got this and he said no, be
hadn't noticed it before."

During my 4/25/76 interview, Dr. Kandell said: "I am not
saying it was a puncture mark. I'm saying it was a tiny
scab that could have been a puncture mark."

When I asked Dr. Kandell for his estimate of when the
wound had occurred, he replied: "J would say it was sus-
tained anywhere from, probably, 24 to 48 hours before I
saw him." Kandell saw Travis approximately 14 hours
after he was recovered from Heber,

PERHAPS THERE HERE THORNS OR BUCK-
THORN BUSHES ABOARD THE UFO??
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Klass's final conclusion is that the case
was a hoax planned by Rogers and
Walton with the help of the rest of the
crew to enable Rogers to break a Forest
Service contract that had him in serious
financial trouble.

The facts are that Rogers was behind
on his current contract since he had been
working on three other contracts
simultaneously. But, he had collected on
the other contracts and therefore was not
in f inancial trouble.

Also, it was to his advantage and to the
advantage of the crew to work as long as
possible on the contract. Rogers knew
from experience that a small time overrun
would be tolerated providing they were
making good progress. In addition, a
contract could be defaulted without
serious penalty or nreiudice without
gQjng to all the trouble of creating an
excuse Rogers knew this because he had
defaulted a contr ic t a few years earlier.

Rogers had requested an inspection
from the Forest Service to take place on
November 7, which would enable him to
collect for the past three weeks work.
The UFO incident short-stopped this
procedure and held up monies already
earned. Rogers did not have a regular

On Aug. 3, 1975, as Rogers came to the end of the allotted
200 working days of his Forest Service contract, he had
managed to complete 852 acres, or roughly 70% of the job.
(He had gotten the contract 13 months earlier, but the
winter snows come early and stay late in the mountains so
there had been only 200 working days during this period.)
Rogers had averaged H-l/1 acres/dâ  during this period.

The Forest Service agreed to give Rogers an 8f-day extension
to Nov. 10, 1975. If he maintained the f-1/4 acre/day aver-
age he could complete the remaining 353, acres within this
time. As a penalty, the price per acre was reduced from
$27.tfO to $26.40. Furthermore, the Forest Service retained
10% of the money that Rogers had already earned, until the~~
job was completed. This then amounted to $2,335. '

But by Oct. 16, 1975, Rogers had been able to complete only
115 of the remaining 353 acres. During the two-week period
between Oct. 2 and Oct. 16, Rogers and his crew had completed
only 15 acres, or an average of barely more than ONE ACRE
PER DAY, according to Forest Service records. (When I talked
by telephone with Mike Rogers on 7/11/76, he falsely told
me that at that time "we were moving at about 15 acres per
day." )

ON THE BASIS OF ROGERS' PERFORMANCE BETWEEN OCT.2 and OCT. 16 (ONLY A FEW WEEKS BEFORE
THE UFO INCIDENT), THE CREW WAS EARNING LESS THAN $30.00 PER DAY, OF WHICH THE FOREST
SERVICE WITHHELD THE "10% RETENTION," LEAVING LESS THAN $27.00 PER DAY- TO BE DIVIDED
AMONG ROGERS AND HIS FIVE OR SIX CREW MEMBERS—AN AVERAGE OF LESS THAN $5.00 PER HAN
PER DAY. ~

In our telephone conversation of 7/11/76, Rogers admitted that he had been
"moonlighting" by hiring out his crew to other Forest Service prime contractors, rather
than devote his best efforts to trying to complete his own prime contract within the
contract extension period. This was something that Forest Service Contracting Officer
Maurice Harchbanks had not known at the time he granted Rogers the 8M-day extension.
Marchbanks did not learn of it until the morning after my telephone conversation with
Rogers, when Rogers hurriedly drove to the Forest Service office early the next day
so that Marchbanks would learn the facts from Rogers rather than from me. Marchbanks
told me: "If I had knotm this [about Rogers moonlighting activities] I would almost
have insisted 'to hell with what you've got with someone else. This is your obligation
here.'"

During my 7/11/76 conversation with Rogers he claimed that although he and his
crew had been able to complete only 115 acres from Aug. 3 to Oct.̂ 16̂  that he would
have been able to complete the remaining 238 acres by Nov. 10. if̂ jt̂ had̂ not-baan.-
for the UFO incident. ROGERS' PERFORMANCE BETWEEN AUG. 3 and OCT. 16 PROVIDES A USE-
FUL BENCHMARK FOR JUDGING THE TRUTHFULNESS OF THIS ROGERS CLAIM.

APRO claims that Rogers "was not in financial trouble."

Here is what Rogers himself told me during our 7/11/76 conversation: "You see
the problem of it was that the money I had made on this contract was the 10% retention
which I had intended to carry me through the winter. And, and that's why I was in a
financial bind this winter." As a result, Rogers told me, he "had to use food
to keen going".
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Rogers, knowing the unfavorable report that had been turned in by the Forest Service , .
inspector after his Oct. 16 visit, decided to write a letter to Contracting Officer
Marchbanks on Oct. 20, in which he said in part: "I cannot honestly say whether or not
we will finish on time or not. However, we are working every day with as much manpower
as I can hire. I will not stop work until the job is finished or until I am asked to
stop. I have had considerable trouble keeping a full crew on the job. The area is
very thick and the guys have poor morale because of this. I have had to break in several
green men." (Emphasis added) [It is not surprising that Rogers was having trouble keeping
a crew on the job considering that at the then current rate of work he could only afford
to pay each man less than $5.00 per day.]

As an experienced woodsman in that areai Rogers knew that early winter snows can arrive
in October and almost certainly hit in November. If it had taken Rogers from Aug. 3
to Oct. 16 — roughly 2-1/2 months—to complete 115 acres, there was NO WAY HE COULD
HOPE TO COMPLETE THE REMAINING 238 ACRES BEFORE WINTER SNOWS HIT—certainly not with
an inexperienced crew suffering from "poor morale."

Thus. Rogers could not possibly hope to complete the lob and collect his "10% retention"
until late spring or early summer the following year. And as Rogers himself admitted to
me, he was counting on that "10% retention" to tide him and his family over the long;
winter.

It is true that Rogers could simply have defaulted on
his contract. It would then be put up for re-bid. If
the new contractor's price was less than Rogers' fig-
ure, Rogers could collect the full "10% retention."
If the new bid were higher, the excess would be deduc-
ted from Rogers' "10% retention" fund.

crew on payroll. He picked up men as he
needed them and they wereipaid strictly
for the hours worked. For Duane Smith
the UFO incident occurred on the third
day he worked for Rogers. He had not
'seen a payday. He was a stranger to the
rest of the men. There simply was not the
closeness between the men that would
support the idea that they could
collaborate on a hoax that would gain
them nothing — which in fact could well
lose them three weeks pay already
'earned. . :•

In his letter to trie Forest .Service
stating that he could not complete the
contract he did not mention UFOs. At
this writing Rogers is working on another
thinning contract for the Forest Service
using a special machine that renders the
individual woodcutter with chain saw
obsolete. Are we to believe that six men
who perpetrated a hoax for Rogers'
benefit are now going to remain silent
while Rogers collects his best acreage rate
ever without them?

But Rogers already had an earlier contract default on
his record. Another default would not improve his
reputation with the Forest Service—especially if it
learned the true reason for default was that he had
been "moonlighting" for other contractors instead of
discharging his own contractual obligation.

If only there were some way to provide "extenuating
circumstances" — like an "Act of God." On Oct. 20,
the same day that Rogers felt impelled to write to
Marchbanks to try to explain his problems (but without
revealing the true cause), NBC-TV telecast its two-hour
special on the Barney/Betty Hill "UFO abduction."

If a UFO could abduct a New Hampshire couple, why
couldn't a UFO abduct a member of the Rogers crew —
a young man like Travis Walton who was so eager to fly
in a UFO that he would throw caution to the wind and
run directly under a UFO in an effort to get aboard.
If such an incident occurred, who could blame members
of the Rogers crew if they refused to go back to work—
considering that the crew already was suffering from
poor morale."

Rogers did not mention UFOs in his letter of Nov. 18,
asking the Forest Service to terminate his contract.
But he did refer to the incident in th* following words:
"It appears now that I will be unable to complete the
Turkey Springs thinning and piling contract doe to an
incident that happened on the job site two weeks ago
which caused me to lose my crew and will make it somewhat
difficult to get any of them back on the job site."



What do Forest Service personnel think j
about Klass* hoax theory? Maurice!
Marchbanks. the Forest Service I
contracting officer, thinks it is nonsense
He can see no way that Rogers could have
benefited from the alleged hoax.
Persistent phone calls from. Phil Klass
have failed to convince him otherwise.

What'does Sheriff Gillespie trunk about
Klass' hoax theory? "A collection of
personal opinions and unsubstantiated
theory," he says.

From a pragmatic point of view the
Klass effort may even be, in the final
analysis, a blessing in disguise. It has
focused attention on the Walton case
once more, largely through his (Klass')
challenging of the validity of the Pfeifer
polygraph tests and his touring of
McCarthy's test. Rogers and Walton, et
al . have issued a challenge to Phil, which
he gives every indication of accepting,
whereby he will pay for the new tests if
the witnesses pass them but he will pay
nothing if they do not pass. APRO has
obtained a committment from a
polygraph examiner of national stature
and reputation, suggested by McCarthy
and approved by Pfeifer, to conduct the
new tests. Klass has expressed approval of
the choice. No date has been set but we
hope to be able to report the results in a
future issue of the Bulletin.
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During a telephone conversation on 7/18/76, Marchbanks
made the following comment about the Travis Walton story
of being abducted by a UFO: "J didn't believe it then.
I don't believe it now."

Whether or not APRO members agree with my conclusions on
the Walton case, there can be no doubt that as a result
of my investigation and case report APRO members have
learned a great deal more about Travis Walton and the
background to the incident than they had previously been
told.

At the time of this writing, I am still waiting to hear
from Hike Rogers, in writing, that he and the other six
members of his crew are willing and able to take the new
polygraph test. He told me over the telephone that he had
finally managed to locate two "missing" members of the crew
(Duane Smith and Allen Palis) and that both had agreed to~~
take the new test but so far Rogers has refused to confirm
this in writing"

AND I AM STILL WAITING TO HEAR FROM APRO IN REGARD TO ITS
CHALLENGE THAT I UNDERGO A POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION AT ITS
EXPENSE, AND MY OWN CHALLENGE THAT MR. LORENZEH ALSO AGREE
TO TAKE SUCH A TEST AT MY EXPENSE IN CONNECTION WITH THE
TRAVIS WALTON CASE. " "~"~

The APRO challenge was published in the March, 1976, issue of "The A.P.R.O. Bulle-
tin," received by me on June 9, 1976. I replied on the same day:

"I hasten to accept this offer, subject only to the following condition: that my test
be given by a licensed polygraph examiner with at least 10 years experience to assure
Ms competence. Otherwise I leave the choice of the examiner in your hands. I shall
be delighted to take the test in Washington D.C. area or in Phoenix if APRO will under-
write my travel expenses, whichever you prefer."

"I ask, but do NOT set as a condition to my test, that Jim Lorenzen also agree to take
a polygraph examination to be given by a licensed examiner with 10 or more years exper-
ience. .. I trust that your acceptance will be as prompt as mine and that APRO will
publish this brief letter in "The APRO Bulletin" so members can be informed of my
prompt acceptance and of my own challenge."

A copy of my acceptance (above) was also contained in my Travis Walton case report
which was received by APRO on July 10. Still another copy of my letter of accept-
ance was mailed to APRO on Sept. 28, and again by Certified Mail on Oct. Hv. Nearly
five months now have passed since my initial letter of acceptance for the polygraph
test. Yet there has been no published word of my prompt acceptance, nor of my chal-
lenge to Mr. Lorenzen, nor have I heard directly-from APRO.

IN THE AUGUST ISSUE OF "THE A.P.R.O. BULLETIN," MR. LORENZEN CONFESSES THAT HE TOLD
ME ONE FALSEHOOD AND WITHHELD INFORMATION BECAUSE OF THE OBLIGATION OF "CONFIDENTIAL-
ITY." PRIOR TO THIS RECENT PUBLIC ADMISSION, IT IS UNDERSTANDABLE THAT HE WOULD BE
RELUCTANT TO UNDERGO A POLYGRAPH TEST. BUT UNLESS THERE IS STILL MORE INFORMATION
THAT IS BEING WITHHELD, THERE WOULD SEEM TO BE NO PLAUSIBLE REASON WHY BOTH MR. LOR-
EN2SN AND I CANNOT PROMPTLY PROCEED WITH THE POLYGRAPH TESTS IN RESPONSE TO THE APRO"
CHALLENGE MADE FIVE MONTHS AGbT

Philip J. Klass
November 8, 1976



PHILIP J. KLASS
560 "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

Nov. 11, 1976

Mr. L.J. Lorenzen
A.P.R.O.
3910 £. Kleindale Road
Tucson, Ariz. 85712

Dear Jim:

This will be only a partial response to yours of Nov. 5 because I am
leaving on a short trip. I hope to reply to the other issues within two weeks.
Here I will focus on the "Backster Affair."

On Aug. 17, 1976," you wrote to Mr. Cleve Backster (with copy to tae), in
a letter proposing that he be named to conduct the polygraph re-test of Rogers
et al. The letter began as follows:

"Tills letter recaps todays (sic) phone conversation for the record. I_
don't know how familiar you are with the work of our organization or the Travis
Walton case but the enclosed copies of our publication should set the stage for
what I am going to discuss.

"An extant problem with this case is that Travis Walton has taken two poly-
graph tests with respect to his experience and the results of the two are contra-
dictory. One examiner concluded that Walton participated in a hoax and the other
concluded that he was telling the truth about his experience.

"Last thursday (August 12) I participated in a Television (sic) program in
Phoenix in which this matter was discussed. As sometimes happens in situations
of this sort the discussion continued after the show was over. During the dis-
cussion, Mr. Jack McCarthy of the Arizona Polygraphic (sic) Laboratory suggested
your name as that of an authority in the polygraph field who might be willing to
come to Phoenix and settle this matter. McCarthy also furnished your address and
phone number, arriving in today's mail...." (Emphasis added.)

How very cleverly you worded this letter of Aug. 17 so that I would be misled
into thinking that McCarthy had proposed Backster's name for the re-test and that
your very first conversation with Backster occurred on Aug. 17, only after you
obtained Backster's phone number and address from McCarthy. Even after talking
with Backster on Aug. 17 you profess to be uncertain as to how much Backster
knows about the Walton case.

If I had not become suspicious and begun to probe the PRE-Aug. 17 discussions
that you and your associates had with Backster, you would have kept these "under-
the-table" dealings secret. But thanks to my probing your letter of Nov. 5 now
reveals that "J cade an exploratory contact with him [Backster] by telephone on
August 9, 1976f to feel him out on the UFO subject generally and question him
concerning the special techniques he had developed." IT IS CLEAR THAT WHEN YOU
WROTE YOUR AUG. 17 LETTER, YOU CAREFULLY WORDED IT SO AS TO MISLEAD ME INTO THINK-
ING THAT THERE HAD NOT BEEN ANY EARLIER CONTACTS WITH BACKSTER. Very Tricky!
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On Nov. 12, THREE DAYS AFTER YOU NOW ADMIT YOU TALKED WITH BACKSTER, follow-
ing the TV program on the Phoenix station, you pretend to McCarthy that you do
not know how to contact Backster and ask that McCarthy supply you with Backster's
address and telephone number!

Your letter of Aug. 17 claimed that it was McCarthy who first raised and
suggested Backster's name as the potential examiner for the re-test following
the Phoenix TV program. After your Nov. 5 letter admits that you already had
had telephone conversations with Backster three days before the TV program, you
go on to explain: "I did not volunteer Backsters (sic) name on Aug. 12 because
I wanted, McCarthy's recommendation to be entirely spontaneous." [Emphasis added.]

WHAT A REMARKABLE COINCIDENCE! You (and as will be discussed below) Pfeifer
had- carried-on-extensive discussions of the Walton case with Backster PRIOR TO
AUG. 12 and find him and his views to be to your liking and you want him to be
selected to conduct the Rogers et al re-test. According to your version of what
transpired following the TV show, you ask McCarthy to suggest the name of an
experienced polygraph examiner for the re-test. Out of many thousands of poly-
graph examiners in the U.S. — MIRACLE OF MIRACLES— MCCARTHY RECOMMENDS THE ONE
MAN [BACKSTER] WITH WHOM YOU ALREADY HAVE TALKED AND WHO YOU WOULD LIKE TO CONDUCT
THE RE-TEST. A VERY REMARKABLE COINCIDENCE INDEEDI

McCarthy's recollection of what transpired suggests another possible explana-
tion for this seemingly remarkable coincidence: "Actually it was Jim Ryerson, the
young TV announcer who was the moderator at this little panel [who first raised
Backster's name]. After the thing was all over and we were off the air, he said
that he had tried to get ahold of Backster a week or two ago but he had been in
Brazil. And I said, yes, I know, I saw him at our seminar in New Orleans and he
had recently returned from Brazil. So he [Ryerson] was trying to contact him on
his own. Who recommended Backster to Ryerson I haven't the faintest idea. And
they asked me is he satisfactory, and I said absolutely, he's nationally known...
And I sent Lorenzen Backster's phone number and address in San Diego..."

Either a very remarkable coincidence or a very cleverly staged event that
is deserving of an Academy Award "Oscar."

When I first began 'to suspect there had been "under-the-table discussions"
prior to Aug. 17, it seemed entirely within my legal and ethical rights to deter-
mine the forthrightness of the examiner you had proposed, since the one selected
was—by agreement—to be "mutually satisfactory" to both sides of the controversy.
Although you had been the first to discuss possible employment with Backster, if
he were selected we BOTH were his potential "employers" and he owed each of us
EQUAL CANDOR AND ALLEGIANCE.

My letter of Oct. 12 to Backster (with copy to you and Rogers) posed four
straight-forward questions, two dealing with his prior interest in UFOs and two
dealing with possible pre-Aug. 17 discussions with you and your associates.
Backster's reply of Oct. 18 prefaced his replies with the statement that "the
answers to each of these four questions, in my opinion, in no manner would have
a bearing on the outcome of an ethical polygraph examination." Assuming that
this statement is true, there was no reason for Backster not to reply fully and
candidly, informing me of his Aug. 9 discussions with you and his extensive
discussions of the Walton case with Pfeifer during his visit to Phoenix on
April 10-11, 1976.
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Instead, Backster's answers were very cleverly constructed so as to avoid
falsehood without revealing the full truth. For example, in reply to the ques-
tion as to whether he had talked with you prior to Aug. 17, Backster replied:
"J have had no conversation with Mr. L.J. Lorenzen...prior to August 1976."
By intentionally omitting the specific date of the 17th, he could avoid mention
of your Aug. 9 discussions.

In response to my question as to whether Backster had ever discussed the
Walton case with Pfeifer or the other three polygraph examiners involved, Back-
ster replied: "J believe I was introduced to Mr. George Pfeiffer (sic) and was
told that he had conducted polygraph examinations as related to the case con"
cerned."

One would conclude from Backster's words that during his visit to Phoenix
in April the extent of his discussion with Pfeifer was merely a few words of
introduction, lasting for no more than a minute or two. Yet in reality, accord-
ing to Pfeifer himself, he and Backster discussed the case for "several hours"
and Backster was very interested in the Walton incident!

During my April 27, 1975, telephone interview with Pfeifer, he suggested
that I call Backster to discuss the Walton case with him. When I asked whether
Backster had also tested Travis Walton, Pfeifer replied: "No [but] he and I had
several hours of conversation at the symposium here in Phoenix not too long ago
and he is very interested in this."

So, Backster and Pfeifer had a long discussion of the Walton case in Phoe-
nix in April, and, to use Backster's own words from his Oct. 18 letter, "J nay
have had a telephone conversation with George Pfeiffer some time in July" (after
my June 20 Walton Case report came out), and you yourself talked with Backster
on Aug. 9, and again on Aug. 17. Yet in your letter of Aug. 17 to Backster
(with copy to me) you wrote: "J don't know how familiar you are with...the Travis
Walton case."

If you really believe that all of these Pre-Aug. 17 discussions with Backster
could not possibly have any influence on the results of the proposed re-test,
WHY DID YOU GO TO SUCH GREAT LENGTHS TO CONCEAL THEM FROM ME AND TO COMPOSE YOUR
-AUG. 17 LETTER TO DISGUISE AND COVER-UP THESE "UNDER-THE-TABLE" CONVERSATIONS?

In my very first letter to Backster following your Aug. 17 letter, written
on Aug. 22, I mentioned that I would like to chat with him by telephone. You
responded with a letter dated Aug. 31 to Backster in which you asked that he
make tape recordings of all such telephone conversations with me "for the record."

If you and Pfeifer's pre-Aug. 17 discussions with Backster could not possibly
have any influence in the results of the re-test, why was it so important that
tape recordings to which you could have access be made of my telephone conversa-
tions with Backster? Yet I would have no equivalent recordings of your Aug. 17
or prior discussions with Backster. Is thisyour idea of "Fair Play"?

Your letter of Nov. 5 states: "Your [PJK] implication that whoever gets to
the examiner first can somehow maneuver him is an insult to the profession."
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Every person who reads the details of this episode must decide for himself
what you and your associates hoped to accomplish by your "under-the-table" efforts
and attempted cover-up.

Under these circumstances, Mr. Backster is not now satisfactory to me for
the proposed re-test of Rogers et al. Had the circumstances been the reverse,
I have no doubt that you would have reached the same conclusion.

Before any steps are taken to find a mutually satisfactory examiner for the
re-test, I urge that you and Rogers et al agree to an above-board procedure, such
as that proposed in my Nov. 6 letter to Rogers, copy of which was sent to you.
Under this proposed procedure, none of the principals on either side of the
controversy will approach or hold discussions with any other prospective examiner
until the other side has been informed and gives approval.

I hereby swear that I have not to date discussed with any polygraph examiner
the matter of the re-test except for Backster, following receipt of your Aug. 17
letter, and McCarthy, who obviously is not himself a candidate for the re-test.

LET ME EMPHASIZE AS STRONGLY AS POSSIBLE THAT THE FOREGOING SHOULD NOT
(REPEAT NOT) BE CONSTRUED BY YOU AND YOUR ASSOCIATES AS INDICATING ANY DESIRE
TO WITHDRAW OR BACK-OUT FROM THE PROPOSED RE-TEST OF ROGERS AND THE OTHER SIX
MEMBERS OF HIS CREW.

LET ME REPEAT FOR EMPHASIS; THE FOREGOING SHOULD NOT (REPEAT NOT) BE CON-
STRUED BY YOU AND YOUR ASSOCIATES AS INDICATING ANY DESIRE TO WITHDRAW OR BACK-
OUT FROM THE PROPOSED RE-TEST OF ROGERS AND THE OTHER SIX MEMBERS OF HIS CREW.

But if you agree to an above-board no-secret-discussions with any prospec-
time polygraph examiner for the re-test, I caution you that I will not tolerate
any violation of such an agreement.

Sincerely,

cc: Cleve Backster Philip J. Klass
Michael Rogers
et al



PHILIP j- KLASS
S6O -N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24
Nov. 17, 1976

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 529
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

It was in early October that I first learned that Allen Dalis, one of the
members of your crew, was in the Arizona State Penitentiary where he is serving
THREE CONCURRENT FIVE YEAR TERMS FOR THREE COUNTS OF ARMED ROBBERY TO WHICH HE
PLEADED GUILTY IN MID-SEPTEMBER.

After learning this, I remembered that barely a month before (Aug 28),
while Dalis was then in Miricopa County Jail awaiting trial, you had told
me on the phone that you had finally located Dalis and Dwayne Smith and that both
were willing and able to take a new polygraph test. -Surely when you talked to
Dalis in the County Jail he told you that he intended to plead guilty to all
three counts of armed robbery and could expect a long prison terra.

How then could you honestly assure me that all seven members of your crew
would be available for the new test—unless you find it easy to resort to false-
hood?

It was not until Nov. 9, after you learned that I was aware of Dalis's
imprisonment, did you decide to "level" with me. This reminds me of how you
kept your "moonlighting" activities secret from Forest Service contracting
officer Maurice Marchbanks, until you feared that I would reveal your secret
to him first, and so you hurriedly drove^to "level" with Marchbanks.

But your Nov. 9 letter fails to answer the question of whether the State
Prison authorities have agreed to release Dalis so he can come to Phoenix for
the new polygraph test, or whether the examiner will be required to visit Flor-
ence to administer the test in the prison there?? Can you clarify?

The Court Records show that Dalis has a long history of drug addiction
dating back to his early youth. For example, according to his own lawyer, the
deputy public defender, Dalis's parents "suspected him of stripping cars and
stealing CB radios" during the period shortly before he joined your crew.
Also, according to his parents, at the time "he was on pills, marijuana and
was doing a lot of drinking...His mother found hypodermic needles and tourniquets
in the trailer where Allen was living. His father indicated that Allen needed
and used a lot of money."

And a few months after Dalis left your crew, he admitted to his lawyer that
he was "snorting heroin regularly, perhaps 1 or 5 times every week."

With such a long history of drug involvement, it would be surprising if he
was not also using drugs during the period when he worked for you. Did you ever
discuss drug use with him, or were you aware of his drug involvement?

Perhaps now is a good time for you to "level" with me about other members
of your crew who might have been involved in illicit drugs and/or had "scrapes
with the law." Confession is good for the soul, as that old saying goes.

Sincerely,

s~~
cc: L.J. Lorenzen, et al



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. 5. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

Nov. 18, 1976

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 529
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

The public is entitled to know which of us is lying and resorting to trick-
ery in connection with our three telephone conversations of July 21, 1976,
on the question of whether, on that date, I rejected "all" of the conditions
of your proposal for a new polygraph test for you and your crew as claimed in
your "press release" of 7/25/76 and 10/5/76.

This issue can be easily resolved by means of tape recordings of our
three telephone conversations of 7/24/76. It will shed light on whether you
sometimes resort to falsehood when it suits your purpose.

I propose that the determination be made by a panel of three lawyers
to be named by the Public Defender's Office of Hiricopa County, Ariz. The
panel would first examine the above-mentioned "press releases" written by you,
then listen to the tape recordings of our three conversations of 7/21/76.

JF THIS PANEL CONCLUDES THAT I DID INDEED REJECT "ALL" THE CONDITIONS OF
YOUR PROPOSAL AND THAT YOU DID NOT RESORT TO ANY FALSEHOODS OR MISLEADING
STATEMENTS IN YOUR TWO PRESS RELEASES, THEN I WILL PUBLICLY RETRACT MY CHARGE
THAT THE TRAVIS WALTON "UFO ABDUCTION" IS A HOAX AND I WILL PAY YOU THE SUM
OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,000.00)

IF THIS PANEL CONCLUDES THAT YOU HAVE RESORTED TO FALSEHOODS AND MIS-
LEADING STATEMENTS IN YOUR PRESS RELEASES OF 7/25/76 and 10/5/76, YOU NEED
NOT MAKE ANY PUBLIC ADMISSION NOR ANY PAYMENT TO ME.

By waŷ  of background; On Saturday afternoon, July 21, I received your Regis-
tered letter proposing the new polygraph tests. It demanded that I reply in
writing by Registered mail within 21 hours.

I promptly called you to try to tell you that I accepted your proposal in
principal, but you were not home so I left word. You called back and during
this first of three telephone conversations, I repeatedly tried to read you a
short statement saying I accepted your proposal in principal. But each time
you refused to let me read the statement, repeatedly stressing that any such
oral statement would have "no significance." Further, you said that I must
reply in writing and you extended the deadline to Monday, July 26, because
of the inability to reply by Registered mail on a Sunday. Then you hung up!

You called back shortly and we talked for more than an hour in a rambl-
ing conversation. During this second, conversation, you offered to let me read
an oral statement, but I declined saying I preferred to respond in writing and
would do so within your specified deadline of July 26, which I did. After
completing this second conversation, I discovered that I had connected my tele-
phone pickup to the wrong input jack of my new tape recorder. As a result
I had recorded only my ovn words, not your own. So I promptly called you
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back and explained what had happened and ask you to re-state your position for
the record. During this THIRD AND FINAL TELEPHONE CONVERSATION OF 7/2̂ /76 YOU
STATED:

"J realize that all our previous conversation was a bunch of bickering
and you didn't seem to really want to understand all that much. I'll make
this final statement to you, like J said a while ago. P7e want you, we're
giving you till noon Monday [July 26] to give us a reply. Wa expect you to
reply yes or no to our challenge by noon Monday. If you do not reply by
noon Monday, we will consider that you are not accepting our challenge and
that will be reported to the media. And that's it." THEN YOU HUNG U? ON HE.

DID YOU KEEP YOUR WORD AND WAIT TO SEE IF I HAD REPLIED ON MONDAY, JULY 26?

YOU DID NOT! Instead, on Sunday, July 25, you wrote a "press release" which
falsely claimed that I had "essentially rejected" your proposal for a new poly-
graph test.

On Aug. 3,1 wrote a memo that exposed your duplicity in not keeping your
word and in claiming I had rejected your proposal. And on Sept. 28, I sent you a
verbatim transcript of our first telephone conversation in which you had repeatedly
refused to let me make ray oral statement of acceptance-in-principal and repeatedly
told me that such an oral statement would be of "no significance."

So much for background: Now you have issued a new press release dated Oct. 5,
copy of which you did not send to me until Nov. 9. In this press release you
state the following:

"Careful examination of our July 25 announcement and of my second
telephone conversation with Mr. Klass on July 24 [KOTE THERE IS NO MENTION
OF OUR THIRD AND FINAL CONVERSATION OF THAT DATE] proves three important
points? [Emphasis added]

1. I DID NOT BREAK ANY PROMISES TO MR. KLASS

2. MR. KLASS DID GIVE ME VERBAL REPLY TO OUR CHALLENGE IN MY SECOND
TELEPHONE CONVERSATION WITH HIM ON JULY 24, AND THEREFORE, OUR ANNOUNCE-
MENT OF HIS VERBAL REPLY ON JULY 25 WAS NOT AT ALL FALSE, PREMATURS, OR
DISHONEST.

3. I1R. KLASS DID GIVE ME A VERBAL REJECTION TO OOR CHALLENGE ON JULY 24
BY REJECTING ALL OF OUR CONDITIONS AS THEY WERE imiTTEU AND BY FLATLY
REFUSING TO SIGN OUR STATEMENT. HE DID, IN ALL ACTUALITY, ESSENTIALLY
REJECT OUR CHALLENGE" [Emphasis added.]

You state in your Oct. 5 press release that you are getting "tired" of this issue
and would like to "drop" it. This is not surprising. THE TAPE RECORDINGS IN OUR
MUTUAL POSSESSION HILL ENABLE AN INDEPENDENT PANEL OF LAWYERS TO ESTABLISH WHO IS
RESORTING TO FALSEHOOD AND TO TRICKERY. UPON YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CHALLENGE
WE CAN TAKE STEPS PROMPTLY TO CREATE THE PANEL FOR THIS IMPORTANT EVALUATION.



December 12, 1976

Philip J. Klass
560 "N" St. S . 'V.
7/ashington, B.C. 20024

Mr. Klass:

Your "challenge" to me of Nov. 18 is in deliberate
error concerning ray actual statements of 7/25/76 and
10/5/76. Why do you insist on being so obviously devious?

I never said you rejected "all the conditions" of our
challenge. You have deliberately taken that phrase out of
context for the obvious purpose of distorting my actual
meaning. I said, you rejected "all of our conditions as
they were written." Note my point #3 of 10/5/76.

If you did not reject our challenge conditions of
July 19, 1976, are you now saying that you did accept them
as they were v/ritten?

Now, I make a (correctly phrased) challenge to you.

I propose that we submit our recordings of our July
24 conversations and my 7/25/76 and 10/5/76 reports to a
panel of three lawyers to be named by the Public Defender's
Office of Maricopa County, Arizona. If this panel con-
cludes that all of the following statements are true, then
you must publicly admit to being dishonest and misleading
as well as pay all attorney's fees:

1. At no time during the telephone conversations of
July 24, 1976, between Michael H. Rogers and
Philip J. Klass, did Michael H. Rogers promise to
wait for Mr. Klass's written reply to the July
19, 1976 challenge to announce Mr. Klass's verbal
reply to said challenge.

2. During the course of conversations between Philip
J. Klass and Michael H. Rogers on July 24, 1976,
Mr. Klass never stated an acceptance of any of
the challenge conditions of July 19, 1976 as they
were written.

3. On July 24, 1976, Philip J. Klass did, in fact,
tell Michael H. Rogers what Mr. Klasa's written
reply would be to the July 19, 1976 challenge.

4. The public announcement issued by Michael H.
Rogers on July 25, 1976, was not an announcement
of Philip J. Klass'3 actual written reply to the
challenge sent to him (Philip J. Klass) of July
19, 1976.



Philip J. Klass: -2- December 12, 1976

If the panel concludes that these statements are
false, than I will publicly admit to being dishonest and
misleading in this matter and I will pay all attorney's
fees.

If advance payment is required by the appointed
attorneys, we will each submit half of such advance payment
to them and final payment adjustments will be determined by
the outcome of the panel's decision.

I obviously cannot accept your "challenge" because it
is in deliberate error concerning my actual statements of
7/25/76 and 10/5/76. Only a very devious and dishonest man
would demand me to prove the truth of statements I never
even made.

You must either accept or reject this challenge
without exception or equivocation. Anything but an uncon-
ditional acceptance of this challenge v/ill be reported as
a rejection.

Please reply by certified mail.

Seriously,

Michael H. Rogers

cc: Jim Lorenzen
Gleve Backster
Etc.



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

Dec. 18, 1976

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 529
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

In preparation for a judgement by a panel of three Haricopa County lawyers,
I propose that we follow the judicial practice of "taking a deposition" —
trying to reach agreement on basic facts on which there is no disagreement
between us, to reduce the questions at issue.

Kith that in mind, would you please write a "yes" in the left margin if
the statenent below is true, or a "no" if you believe it to be false.

(1) In your original "challenge" letter of July 19, 1976, did you write: "Your
acceptance or refusal of our challenge must be sent by registered mail to
the Snowflake address given below and postmarked no later than twenty-four
hours after receipt of this challenge."

(2) In the first of our three telephone conversations on July 2H (after receiv-
ing your July 19 letter), did I repeatedly try to read you a prepared state-
ment indicating that I accepted your challenge in principle?

(3) Each time I tried to read that statement, did you interrupt and refuse to
let me give a verbal statement, stating: "Your reply has no significance
over the phone." "I can't receive any reply over the phone. It has no
significance."

CO When I once again tried to read my statement of acceptance, did you then
hang up on me?

(5) During our second telephone conversation of July 21, did I at one point,
in discussing your 10 "conditions" tell you: "Mike, the bulk of your con-
ditions I have no fault to find with."

(6) During our third telephone conversation of July 2«*, did you tell me: "I
realize that all our previous conversation was a bunch of bickering...1'11
make this final statement to you, like I said a while ago. We want you,
we're giving you till noon Monday to give us a reply. *>' If you do not
reply by noon Monday, we will consider that you are not accepting our chal-
lenge and that will be reported to the media."

(7) Did I meet your stated deadline by posting a registered letter before noon
Monday, July 26, which began: "J EAGERLY ACCEPT IN PRINCIPLE YOUR PROPOSAL
THAT YOU, THE OTBER SIX MEMBERS OF YOUR CREW, AND DUANE WALTON, UNDERGO A
NEW POLYGRAPH TEST..."

(8) On Sunday, July 25, before I could post a registered letter, did. you pre-
pare and later distribute a press release/statement that said: "Mr. Klass
essentially rejects our challenge.. .Mr. Klass is simply afraid we are tell-
ing the truth afterall."



Mr. Michael Rogers; -2- Dec. 18, 1976

(9) Did my Aug. 1 proposed draft of the re-test agreement contain the essential
details of the following conditions contained in your letter of July 19:
(1), (2), (3), (4), (5), most of (6) and (9), with explanations for why
the remainder were not suitable or appropriate.

(10) When you responded on Sept. 18, and submitted your own revised version of
my proposed agreement, did you write: "As you can see, the majority of the
conditions are either precisely as you worded them (in my letter of Aug. 1)
or with slight changes made primarily to enhance clarity."

I am enclosing two copies, one of which you may keep for your own files
while the other should be returned to me.

If you would like to prepare a similar deposition of agreement on the
basic facts, I will be delighted to respond.

Sincerely,

cc: L.J. Lorenzen Philip J. Klass
et al



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O 'N" STREET. S W.

WASHINGTON. D C. 2OO24

Nov. 20, 1976

Mr. L.J. Lorenzen
AFRO
3910 E. Kleindale Rd.
Tucson, Ariz. 85712

Dear Jim:

This will supplement my letter of Nov. 11 in response to yours of Nov. 5.

On November 5, more than four months after you received my acceptance of
APRO's challenge that I undergo a polygraph test, and ray challenge that you do
the same, you have now backed down without ever informing the AFRO membership
of my prompt acceptance or of your decision to back down.

Have you also backed-down on your polygraph test challenge to all the
others listed in your March issue, or only on mine?

Your explanation for your action is that "at the present time you support
APRO's version of these two incidents..." which you claim was the basis for
your challenge. You are half right, half-wrong.

My letter of Feb. 20 to you, written at a late hour as most of my
extracurricular letters are, was in error when I thought I recalled-that there
were three law enforcement officers present when Mrs. Kellett learned of the
UFO incident. This was faulty recollection and was corrected in my formal
June 20 report, which does agree with APRO's version.

With regard to the other incident, following is a verbatim transcript of
my telephone conversation of Feb. 9, 1976, with Marshal Sanford Flake:

PJK: When he [Travis] finally showed up five days later, did you see him
shortly after that or not?

SF: No I didn't. I went to the house the night before he come home supposedly
and normally Mary [Kellett] lets me in the house, but she wouldn't let me
in. This was just about dark and I suspicioned right then that he [Travis]
must have been in there. She come out of the door of the house and closed
the door behind her....

PJK: About what time of the evening did you visit?

SF: About 7:30. I went over to deliver a message to the family from an uncle
that was concerned about them and they don't have a telephone, so J went
over to see them. And just a day or two before that I had been over to the
home and Mary — Mary is kind of a gracious woman and she will let you in
and she don't normally do this. And [on night of Nov. 10] I thought this
was funny, that she stepped right quickly out and closed the door and talked
to me from the outside of the house instead of inviting me in. It was in
my mind very evident that she had something she didn't want me to see."



Mr. L.J. Lorenzen: -2- Nov. 20, 1976

This is Sanford Flake's version of what transpired and I have no reason to
question it. And my tape recording of our telephone conversation is available
to you if you wish to show that the foregoing is what he told me.

If you insist still on backing down from your challenge that I undergo a
polygraph test on the Travis Walton case, my challenge to you remains in effect.

As for the question of how many persons beyond the seven men directly
involved in the alleged incident should undergo a new polygraph examination,
I would make the following proposal as a means of resolving the issue:

1. That the initial test series involve only Travis Walton, Mike Rogers and
the other five members of the Rogers crew.

2. At the conclusion of this initial test series,- if .the- results are insuffic-
iently inconclusive in the opinion of either Klass or Rogers et al, that
a second series of polygraph tests then be administered to Mr. Duane Walton,
Mrs. Mary Kellett, Mr. Grant Neff, Mrs. Grant Neff, Mrs. Duane Walton and
Mrs. Michael Rogers.

Finally, your letter of Nov. 5 asks: "Now, didn't I help you? Didn't I
tip you off to the fact that you [PJK] were getting erroneous information from
your law enforcement contacts in Heber, Holbrook, and Snowflake area? Why else
did you back off from the representations made in your letter of Feb. 20, 1976?"

As explained above, when I reviewed my telephone conversation transcripts
preparatory to writing my June 20 report on the Walton case, I found that I had
erred in my'recollection of who was present when Mrs. Kellett was officially
informed of the "UFO incident." I have no reason to believe, as you claim,
that I received "erroneous information" from the law enforcement officers with
whom I talked.

Rather, the erroneous and false information came from you and APRO and as
you have publicly admitted, this was intentional on your part and not due to
faulty recollection. Neither NICAP nor GSW resorted to such efforts to try to
frustrate my attempt to get at the^truth in the Travis Walton case. Both cooper-
ated fully. That is why these two organizations received an advance copy of
my June 20 report on the case.

Sincerely,

cc: Michael Rogers Philip J. Klass
et al



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S W.

WASHINGTON. D C. 2OO24

Nov. 20, 1976

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 529
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

This is in response to your letter of Nov. 12 in which you propose adding
a new condition to your original polygraph re-test proposal, as quoted below:

"And nan we must insist on adding a new condition to our challenge, to
become effective immediately:

__ "Paragraph #4 (Insert after paragraph it3) Once Klass and the Test Sub-
jects have chosen and agreed upon a particular examiner to administer the new
tests, that examiner can not be rejected by either Klass or the Test Subjects
alone. If either Klass or the Test Subjects wishes to reject the established
examiner, they must first give a written statement to that effect to the other
parties of this agreement. Then, the party wishing to reject the established
examiner must file a formal complaint with the Ethics Committee of the American
Polygraph Association stating specifically the reasons why they feel the estab-
lished examiner is incompetent and/or dishonest for the task of retesting the
Test Subjects. If the Ethics Committee's ruling vindicates said complaint,
the established examiner will be rejected. If the Ethics Committee does not
agree that the established examiner is incompetent and/or dishonest, the
established examiner will be retained."

I am willing to accept your new proposed Paragraph #4 on the condition
that you also agree to accept and insert the following as Paragraph #5,
immediately following Paragraph #H:

"Paragraph #5. Klass and the Test Subjects agree that there shall not
be any secret discussions or communications with any prospective polygraph
examiner about the Travis Walton case or UFOs by the aforementioned princi-
pals, or by APRO officials/consultants, or by John J. McCarthy, George Pfeifer
or William Spaulding, without advance notice being given to Klass and/or1^Rogers.
Any violation of the terms or intent of this paragraph shall be cause for
disqualifying the examiner from further consideration for the new test series
or voiding the test results if the violation is not uncovered until after the
tests have been conducted."

The issue raised by your proposed new Paragraph #H is worthy of consider-
ation and similarly, I am confident you will accept ray proposed Paragraph #5
since we do not want secret under-the-table dealings by either side to taint
the results of the proposed new test series.

Sincerely,

-̂cc: L.J. Lorenzen
et al



WALT: Rogers appears to feel that there is only one examiner in all of the USA
J who can perform the polygraph re-test—Cleve Backster
V"

November 21, 1976

Philip J. Klass
560 "N" Street S.W.
Washington, B.C. 2002̂

Mr. Klass:

For someone who is so insistent in demanding immedi-
ate answers to your questions, you certainly are being eva-
sive in answering ours.

In our letter of November 12, we ask you three simple
questions which called for simple answers of yes or no. But
in your letter of November 17» you completely ignored our
request. Instead you continued to harangue on other matters.

It is difficult to determine whether the increasing
convolutedness of your "logic11 is a deliberate ruse, or
merely a result of your panic in reaction to the fast-ap-
proaching tests with Backster. However, we are not fooled by
any of your attempts at stalling or diversion.

If you are really the honest man you claim to be, you
will waste no time in making a straightforward reply ("fully
and forthrightly"—Klass, Oct. 3°) "to each of those three
questions with a simple yes or no answer, without equivocat-
ing.

Once you have answered our questions, we can then get
on with discussion of the other matters.

cc: Jim Lorenzen - Sincerely,
Cleve Backster The Nine Test Subjects

"' Etc. " -
On behalf of the
test subjects,

Michael H. Rogers



V'

PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

Nov. 26, 1976

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 1072
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

Your letters of Nov. 12 and Nov. 21 demand that I answer the following
questions with a simple "yes" or "no."

(1) Do you actually believe that Cleve Backster is dishonest?

ANSWER: I do not have sufficient first-hand information to render a
judgement.

(2) Do you actually believe Cleve Backster is incapable of administering
competent polygraph examinations?

ANSWER; I do not have sufficient first-hand information to render a
judgement. »

(3) Do you believe it would be honest of yourself if you were to go back
on your word now, by rejecting certain terms we have already reached
agreement on?

ANSWER: I originally agreed to your July 19, 1976, condition that the
polygraph examination be given "by a mutually acceptable examiner."
I still accept that condition. HAVE YOU NOW GONE BACK ON YOUR
WORD BY INSISTING THAT THE EXAMINATION BE GIVEN BY AN EXAMINER
WHO IS NOT ACCEPTABLE TO ME?

The reasons why Backster is not acceptable to me were detailed in my
letter of Nov. 11, 1976, to L.J. Lorenzen, with copy to you, and involve
the secret under-the-table discussions with Backster of which I was not aware
earlier and Backster's reluctance to respond candidly to my questions about
these discussions.

LET ME ASSURE YOU THAT THERE ARE MANY OTHER EXPERIENCED AND QUALIFIED
POLYGRAPH EXAMINERS WITHOUT PRIOR INVOLVEMENT IN THE WALTON CASE WHO WOULD
BE ACCEPTABLE TO ME, IF YOU SINCERELY WISH TO PROCEED WITH THE TESTS.

Finally, if you believe that all questions can be readily answered with
a simple "yes" or "no," then I ask that you reply in such fashion to the
following:

Do you believe that the secret, under-the-table discussions by your
associates with Backster, and their efforts to hide such discussions
from me, represents ethical-honest conduct?

Sincerely,

cc: L.J. Lorenzen

et al



EVIDENCE THAT HIKE ROGERS WILL RESORT TO DECEPTION TO ACHIEVE HIS OBJECTIVES

On Aug. 28, 1976j Hike Rogers called me in an intentional effort to deceive me.
Rogers and APRO's L.J. Lorenzen already had decided that they wanted Mr. Cleve Back-
ster, of San Diego, to conduct the proposed new polygraph tests on Travis Walton,
Mike Rogers and associates, after secret discussions with Backster. To try to get
me to accept Backster, Lorenzen and Rogers used deception to try to make it appear
that Backster had first been proposed by Jack McCarthy, the polygraph examiner who
had first tested, and flunked, Travis Walton. And Rogers' call was intended to
mislead me into thinking that Rogers was reluctant to accept Backster for this
reason.

I had first learned that Backster was being considered when I received a copy
•of Lorenzen's letter of Aug. 17, 1976, to Backster which stated that his name 'had
been suggested by McCarthy on Aug. 12, following a TV program in Phoenix in which
McCarthy and Lorenzen appeared. Lorenzen's letter of Aug. 17_ said he had asked
McCarthy to supply Backster's address and telephone number and that Lorenzen had
not received this until Aug. 17, at which time he" called Backster."

RECENTLY, AFTER I BECAME SUSPICIOUS AND BEGAN TO INVESTIGATE THE POSSIBILITY
OF SECRET UNDER-THE-TABLE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN APRO, ROGERS AND ASSOCIATES WITH
BACKSTER, DID LORENZEN ADMIT THAT HE HAD TALKED WITH BACKSTER BY TELEPHONE OH AUG. 9,
THREE DAYS BEFORE LORENZEN HAD FALSELY CLAIMED THAT HcCARTHY HAD FIRST SUGGESTED
BACKSTER1S NAME AND EIGHT DAYS BEFORE LORENZEN RECEIVED BACKSTER'S ADDRESS AND
PHONE NUMBER FROM MCCARTHY.

Note how Rogers' telephone call of Aug. 28 to me was cleverly contrived to
strengthen this deception:

i
ROGERS: "X got this letter in the mail, this copy of the letter [from Klass to

Backsterf dated Aug. 22, in response to Lorenzen's letter of Aug. 17].
The first thing I want to say is that I think that's kind of jumping the
gun. We shouldn'tf I don't think — in our proposal we said that there
should be no verbal exchange with any examiner, you know. Of course,
maybe we can do that/ but I think that you should at least [have] talked
to us before you started doing that [writing to Backster with copy to
Rogers and Lorenzen]."

KLASS; "Well, let me interrupt you for just..., well, you go ahead Mike. Go ahead."

ROGERS: "Well, you know we've of course checked up on Backster because he was
suggested to us by McCarthy. Mr. McCarthy was on a television shown down
in Phoenix. I'm not saying, I should say we're not saying that we're
against Backster, because his credentials seem to be in order. But I'd
like, to ask you one question."

KLASS: 'What's that?"

ROGERS; "Did you put McCarthy up to suggesting Backster to us?"

KLASS; "I did not. -I did not. In fact, the first time that I heard the name
Cleve Bacfcster was from George Pfeifer [the polygraph examiner who had
passed Travis Walton] when I interviewed him [on 4/27/76]..."

L

ROGERS: "Well, O.K."

(Cont.)



-2- MR 82

During our subsequent telephone conversation, Rogers acknowledged that he him-
self already had talked with Backster by telephone to "check on him." Yet earlier
he had chastised me for "jumping the gun" by writing a brief letter to Backster
even though I had sent a copy to both Rogers and Lorenzen to keep them fully informed
of my actions.

As the conversation proceeded , Rogers ' carefully "staged" hesitation to accept
Backster disappeared and he began to push to get me to firmly commit myself to
accepting the polygraph examiner that he and Lorenzen were so eager to hire for
the re- test of Travis Walton, Rogers et al.

ROGERS : "Well, I supposed that we could agree on Backster. Like I said, we've
checked into him and he seems to be on the level, you know. Be meets all
the requirements that you made in your proposal -agreement. J assume that

_ by this letter [Klass to Backster , 8/22/76] that you're with himf that you
would as soon have him [perform the~ re-test] ." ~ ~* "

KLASS; "Well, as I say, you have talked to him on the phone. Lorenzen has talked
to him on the phone. I think that I ought to be entitled to talk to him
on the phone and form [an opinion] before I give a final go-ahead. In
other words, since you and Lorenzen have taken the liberty of talking to
him."

ROGERS : "J assumed from your letter that you were kind of suggesting him, or
affirming him."- i

KLASS: "Well, I was simply indicating that I certainly have no objection to him
and he seemed to have good qualifications..."

At the time I was a little suspicious over the rapid change in Rogers'
attitude toward Backster — from hesitation to eagerness. Later in our telephone
conversation I said: "I suggest that you leave a blank for the name of the examiner
[in the new draft of the proposed re-test agreement] and after I have had a chance to
talk to Backster as you and Lorenzen have done, then hopefully we will be able to
agree on him."

' IT IS CLEAR THAT ROGERS^AND LORENZEN ARE EAGER TO HAVE BACKSTER PERFORM THE
KEW POLYGRAPH TEST — SO EAGER THAT THEY WERE HILLING TO RESORT TO DECEPTION AND
FALSEHOOD TO GET ME TO ACCEPT THEIR CHOICE.

IT IS ALSO CLEAR THAT MIKE ROGERS CAN BE A VERY SKILLFUL PERFORMER IN CARRY-
ING OUT DECEPTION WHEN NEEDED TO ACHIEVE HIS OWN OBJECTIVES.

THIS PROVIDES USEFUL PERSPECTIVE ON THE MORE IMPORTANT ISSUE OF WHETHER
ROGERS MIGHT CONCOCT A HOAX "UFO ABDUCTION" TO PROVIDE AN "ACT-OF-GOD" SITUATION
TO GET OUT OF HIS BADLY PAYING CONTRACT WITH THE U.S. FOREST SERVICE IN THE HOPE
OF AVOIDING ANOTHER OUTRIGHT DEFAULT ON HIS RECORD.

Philip J. Klass
Washington D.C.
Nov. 30, 1976
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"CIVILIAN AERIAL PHENOMENA RESEARCH ORGANIZATION"
GROUND SAUCER WATCH • 13238 N. 7th DRIVE - PHOENIX. ARIZONA • 85029

(602) 942-7216 after 5:00 P.M.

December 6, 1976

Mr. Philip J. Klass
560 "N" Street, S.W.
Washington, B.C. 20024

Dear Phil:

In reference to the lengthy reply to Jim Lorenzen's letter dated
November 5, 1976, I direct your attention to paragraph 4 on page 2.
I indeed requested to Mr. Lorenzen that if he is going to continue
to use my name and that of GSW out of context, I would rather that
APRO did not publish the same in their meaningless bulletin. I
further stated, that as far as GSW was concerned the case on Walton
was closed. "Sufficient evidence reveals that the case is a com-
plete hoax and that continual favorable publicity to Walton will
only cause undo harm towards to total UFO movement."

Paragraph 5 represents a typical misquote and graphically protrays
the lowness" that Lorenzen/APRO will stoop to discredit any in-
dividual who has a contrasting opinion on the Walton incident.

If there truê ly is dissension between Travis and GSW it is because
APRO helped to put it there. I personally do not care if Travis
rips-off the tabloids for millions, however, in the process I
strongly believe GSW should not be chastised and publicly embarr-
assed by distrustful 'stories'.

I said, tongue-in-cheek, that I would have "gone along" with
their (APRO/Walton) story from the off-set, if I only would have
known about all of the'mental irritation and problems caused by
the stand of GSW on this incident. Additionally I said, people
are not interested in the truth about this case, only the sen-
sationalized ravings of an abduction.

The following statement can be quoted by you, if you deem it
necessary as being relevant to the Walton case.



v; - ^ ""•.::,•;',•-•;-. - . - . : , , . ; • •- PAGE 2 '. • .,.

Throughout all my years of actively investigating the UFO phenomenon,
I have never encountered the gross amount of subjective researching
and reporting by a cilivian UFO organization, as I have with APRO.
They have openly lied and utilized the cheapest of tricks, to push
their feelings on this case to the body politic and media. It is
their brand of investigative methodology that is openly destroying
any progress that the UFO movement might have made, scientific or : ......
otherwise.

If there were a professional governing body, which held ethical
jurisdiction over'the-various individuals partaking~in ufolbgy, ""
.1 am sure the Lorenzen's would have been severely censured and
most likely disbarred from any future researching or reporting
oh the subject.

I hope this clarifies the situation for it represents my honest
feelings on the entire matter.

;•:':'". • ' • : - " ' .',.'./•'.'•''••' • - '..'".'''" •'..'.• Sincerely, ' .' .' /;"'.'

- - • • - ; .:>';'.^•..-...:•-..- William H . Spaulding

WHS/mv -



Deceraber 9, 1976

Philip J. KLass
560 "N" St. S.IV.
Washington, D.G.

20024

Mr. Klass:

We are not at all suprised by your "answers" of Nov.
2t>. They are all just as we predicted them to be—evasive.

We can understand that you do not have enough first-
hand information to accuse Mr. Backster of dishonesty or
incompetency. However, your "answer" to our question #3
does not even constitute a reply, let alone an answer.'

We realize that our question #3 was somewhat leading,
in that you would have to admit to being dishonest to give
an answer of yes. But then, what kind of a person would
think it honest to go back on Ms word? Your total evasion
of that question indicates perfectly what kind of a person
you are.

We have never gone back on our word and certinly not
on our condition of, "a mutually acceptable examiner." The
point is, you at one time accepted Backster and now you are
going back on your word. You are trying to reject Backster
on the basis of unqualified accusations.

You say you do not have sufficient first-hand infor-
mation to render a judgement as to Mr. Backster's honesty
and competency. HOW THEN, CAN YOU NOW REJECT THIS MAN OF
UNCOMPARABLE CREDENTIALS ON THE BASIS OF DISHONESTY AND/OR
INCOMPETENCY WHEN YOU ADMIT TO NOT HAVING SUFFICIENT FIRST-
HAM) INFORMATION TO RENDER SUCH A JUDGEMENT?

We never said that, "all questions can be readily
answered with a simple yes or no." That" is another-false
assumption on your part. We knew you would not answer our
questions. We only asked them to get you to commit your-
self to the fact that you don't have any sufficient evi-
dence of any wrongdoing to reject Mr. Backster.

As for rejecting Backster on the basis of Lorenzen's
conversations with him, let us state this one important
fact:

THS ONLY PRINCIPALS OF OUR CHALLENGE-AGREEMENT AR3
THE NIN3 TEST SUBJECTS,(GLEVE BAGKSTER?) AND PHILIP J. KLASS.
LIKE MC CARTHY AND SPAULDING, JIM LORSHZEN IS NOT A
PRINCIPAL OF THIS CHALLENGE-AGREEMENT. YOU CANNOT REJECT



MEMO
PHILIP J. (CLASS

Dear Walt:

Dec. 18, 1976

Enclosures will bring you uptodate on the
latest developments in the TV Soapbox Drama
"Mike Rogers, Mike Rogers."

If Rogers ever tries to sell you a used
car, for heavens sake don't buy it!!

Regards,



Philip Klass: -2- Dec0 9, 1976

MR. BACKSTBR ON THE BASIS OF THE INDEPENDENT ACTIONS OF
PBR30N3 WHO ARE NOT PRINCIPALS OF OUR CHALLENGE-AGREEMENT.

Lorenzen's conversations with Backster could only be
considered, "under the table," if Lorenzen was bound by the
challenge-agreement. But, he is not and neither is McCarthy
or Spgulding. Your perposed condition #5 could only be
binding in consideration of Mr. Backster if it had been
agreed to prior to any conversations with him.

If we are to go to the trouble of taking new tests,
they must be the ultimate in validity. Mr. Backster is
willing, uncommitted on the UFO subject, has 28 years of
experience, and his credentials are beyond reproach..

You are a free man Mr, Klass. You can be as honest
or dishonest as you choose to be, but if you want the
public to look at you as an honest man, you will do what-
ever research is necessary for you to make a clearcut
decision as to Mr. Backster's honesty and competency. If
you cannot prove Mr. Backster to be dishonest or incompe-
tent , you cannot rightfully reject him.

We await your decision.

On behalf of the
nine Test Subjects,

Michael H. Rogers

cc: Jim Lorenzen
Cleve Backster
Etc.



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C 2OO24

Dec. 16, 1976

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 529
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

Once again you resort to falsehood when you claim, in your letter of
Dec. 9, that I "at one time accepted Backster and now you are going back on
your word." WHEN DID I STATE HY ACCEPTANCE OF BACKSTER WITHOUT QUALIFICATION?

Certainly it was not when you called me on Aug. 28 and resorted to decep-
tion to try to lure me into stating my acceptance by first pretending that you
yourself were reluctant to accept him because you falsely claimed that Backster
had first been suggested by HcCarty—the polygraph examiner who had flunked
Travis Walton. When you tried to press me to state my acceptance of Backster,
I told you: "I suggest that you leave a blank for the name of the Examiner [in
the new draft of the re-test Agreement you were then preparing]. And after I
have had a chance to talk to Backster as you and Lorenzen have done/ then/
hopefully, we will be able to agree on him."

It is clear that you did not think that I had stated my acceptance of
Backster when you mailed me the new draft of the Agreement on Sept. 18,
because that Agreement contained absolutely no mention of Backster by name.
Instead, there were simply references to the as yet undesignated "Examiner."
For example, Par. 3: "The polygraph examiner selected to perform the tests/
herein referred to as the Examiner, shall be acceptable both to Klass and to
the Test Subjects." [Emphasis added.]

Your accompanying letter of Sept. 18 once again tried to high-pressure
me into stating my acceptance of Backster when you wrote: "We [Rogers et al]
agree that Cleve Backster does indeed seem to be the man for the job."

Thus, if I ever made a formal, unqualified commitment to Backster, it
must have occurred sometime after Sept. 18. And since we have not talked by
phone since Sept. 15, then any commitment by me would be found in one of my
letters to you. WHICH ONE? I am unable to find any, but perhaps you will
have better luck.

By Oct. 12, I had become increasingly suspicious that Lorenzen, you and
others affiliated with your cause had held secret, under-the-table discussions
with Backster prior to Aug. 17 which you were trying to hide from me. When
Backster refused to respond forthrightly to questions raised in my Oct. 12
letter to him, these suspicions were increased. Then, on Nov. 5, Lorenzen's
letter admitted to such secret discussions and attempted cover-up. On this
basis, clearly Backster was unacceptable to me, as I later informed you and
Lorenzen.

Your own defense of these secret discussions and the attempted cover-up
is that L.J. Lorenzen is not one of the "principals" listed in our proposed
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polygraph re-test agreement. This clearly is an oversight on both our parts
because as you earlier informed me, Lorenzen/APRO is to put up the funds for
the Escrow account, to assure payment of the polygraph examiner, and Lorenzen/
APRO will pay for any/all tests that you and your associates fail to pass.
Unless there has been some change in these plans, and you yourself will be
able to put up $2,000 - $2,500 into the Escrow Fund, then L.J. Lorenzen must
be listed as a principal and must sign the proposed new agreement.

For the above reason, it is clear that Lorenzen is a very interested party
and has a vested interest in the outcome of the proposed tests. If Lorenzen
was not previously listed as a "principal" in earlier draft versions of the
Agreement, it is clear that he has been acting as an Agent in your behalf.I

This is evident from the fact that it was Lorenzen., not Rogers, who first
(secretly) contacted Backster on Aug. 9, and later on Aug. 17, and it was
Lorenzen, not Rogers, who wrote Backster on Aug. 17 to propose that he conduct
the re-test. Since you have not, to my knowledge, disowned those actions or
reprimanded Lorenzen for taking them, then clearly you approve of his acting
as your Agent on these matters. The record speaks for itself.

Now it is time for you to make your own position clear:

(1) Do you and your associates flatly refused to undergo a new polygraph test
UNLESS that test is given by Cleve Backster?

(2) Do you and your associates believe that there is no polygraph examiner
in the entire U.S. who is competent to give you an unbiased test except
for Backster?

(3) Since I have earlier informed you that Backster is not satisfactory or
acceptable to me, do you insist that we must flagrantly violate that
provision of your own proposed re-test Agreement (Par. 3) where it states
"The polygraph examiner selected to perform the tests...shall be acceptable
both to Klass and to the Test Subjects?"

Finally, the question of which of us is being "honest" and which "dishonest"
is one that others—the public at large—must decide for themselves on the basis
of the facts and the performance of the two of us. To enable the public to have
the full facts, I hereby give you permission to publish any/all of our telephone
conversation transcripts and our correspondence.

Hay I have your permission to publish any/all of the transcripts of our
telephone conversations and your letters?

Sincerely,

cc: L.J. Lorenzen Philip J. Klass
et al



PHILIP J. KLASS
560 "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

Jan. 9, 1977

Mr. L.J. Lorenzen
A.P.R.O.
3910 E. Kleindale Road
Tucson, Ariz. 85712

Dear Jim:

Recently Jim Oberg called to get my response to statements you made to
him in a letter, dated as I recall Dec. 7, offering your interpretation as to
my reasons for rejecting Cleve Backster for the proposed polygraph retest of
Mike Rogers, Travis Walton et al. There are a number of serious errors in
your interpretation with which I took sharp issue in ray comments to Oberg.
I am putting these "on the1record" to you so that you may respond if you
wish to do so:

LORENZEN:

MY COMMENT:

"I favored him [Backster] because (1) he seems to be open-minded
though not committed on the UFO subject and (2) he has apparently
developed a testing technique which takes the subjectivity out of
testing. I think, really/ that those are the very reasons that
Phil does not want him. Backster's friendship with McCarthy did
not bother Phil because, I suppose, it would (presumably} weigh
on Phil's side of the controversy — but when I told him that
X had had one previous conversation with Backster, Phil decided
he was not acceptable."

As detailed in my letter of Nov. llj 1976 to you, I did not reject
Backster until I discovered that you had used deception and false-
hood to try to mislead me into thinking that your very first tele-
phone contact with Backster occurred on Aug. 17 and that his name
had first been suggested to you by Jack McCarthy on Aug. 12.
Only after I became suspicious and began to investigate did you
finally admit that you had talked with Backster on Aug. 9, three
days before you later claimed that McCarthy had first suggested
Backster's name.

Even that use "of deception and falsehood on your part would not
have been cause for me to reject Backster IF he had replied honestly
and forthrightly to my questions of Oct. 12 asking about his prior
contact with you, George Pfeifer and other principals in this case.
Instead, Backster was evasive, if not downright dishonest. (For
example, he wrote that "I believe I was introduced to Mr. George
Pfeifer [during Backster's lecture in Phoenix] and was told that
he had conducted polygraph examinations as related to the case
concerned." (Emphasis added.)

"Introduced to Mr. George Pfeifer"?? Heavens, Pfeifer was personally
trained by Backster at his school in New York. And Pfeifer had
earlier told me that he and Backster had discussed the Walton case
in Phoenix for "several hours," and that Backster was very inter-
ested in the case.
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LORENZEN: "Phil says he does not have the first-hand information on which to
base judgements of Backster's honesty and polygraphic competence
in his letter to Michael Rogers of Nov. 26, 1976. If this is a
required condition that Phil now intends to impose in choosing a
tester, I'm afraid the tests will not come about. I doubt that Phil
has such first hand evidence concerning any Polygraphist."

i
MY COMMENT; As you know, I HAVE NEVER SUGGESTED OR INSISTED THAT THIS BE A

REQUIREMENT. Mike Rogers in his letters of Nov. 12 and Nov. 21
posed three questions which he demanded that I answer with a
simple "yes" or "no" — questions so loaded that he knew they
could not be answered in such fashion. Below are those questions
and my answers: (My letter of Nov. 26 to Rogers):

ROGERS: "Do you actually believe that Cleve Backster is dishonest?"

KLASS: "I do not have sufficient first-hand information to render a judgement."

ROGERS: "Do you actually believe Cleve Backster is incapable of administering
competent polygraph examinations?"

KLASS: "I do not have sufficient first-hand information to render a judgement."

ROGERS: "Do you believe it would be honest of yourself if you were to go back
on your word now, by rejecting certain terms we have already reached
agreement on?"

KLASS: "I originally agreed to your July 19, 1976, condition that the polygraph
examination be given'by a mutually acceptable examiner.' I still accept
that condition. HAVE YOU NOW GONE BACK ON YOUR WORD BY INSISTING THAT
THE EXAMINATION BE GIVEN BY AN EXAMINER WHO IS NOT ACCEPTABLE TO ME?"

Jim, the record of my correspondence with you and Mike Rogers shows that THE ONLY
NEW CONDITION FOR THE POLYGRAPH RETEST THAT I HAVE-PROPOSED SINCE I SENT THE LAST
DRAFT AGREEMENT BACK TO ROGERS ON SEPT. 25, 1976, IS THE FOLLOWING, CONTAINED IN
MY LETTER OF NOV. 25, 1976, TO ROGERS, WITH COPY TO YOU:

"Paragraph #5: Klass and the Test Subjects agree that there shall not be
any secret discussions or communications with any prospective polygraph
examiner about the Travis Walton case or UFOs by the aforementioned princi-
pals, or by APRO officials/consultants, or by John J. McCarthy, George Pfeifer
or William Spaulding, without advance notice being given to Klass and/or Rogers.
Any violation of the terms or intent of this paragraph shall be cause for
disqualifying the examiner from further consideration for the new test series
or voiding the test results if the violation is not uncovered until after
the tests have been conducted."

Sincerely,

cc: James Oberg Philip J. Klass



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

Jan. 27, 1977

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 529
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

In my letter of Dec. 16, 1976, I denied your claim that I had given
unqualified approval and acceptance of Mr. Cleve Backster to conduct the
proposed polygraph re-test of Rogers et al, but I offered you the opportun-
ity to document your claim if you were able.

Six weeks have elapsed since my letter and you have failed to provide
any documentation to back up your (false) claim.

j
Let us get back to the task of working out a well-defined, mutually

satisfactory polygraph re-test agreement. We had been making good progress
as of late September. You will recall that my letter of Sept. 25 returned
your proposed revised draft suggesting only a couple of minor changes. And
your reply of Oct. 8 stated that my draft "contains some useful clarifications
and changes, but it contains some slight ambiguities and contradictions."
So I promptly replied on Oct. 13, making concessions to try to resolve these
few remaining issues.

But since that point—more than three months ago-- we have made no pro-
gress because of your insistence that the polygraph re-test must be conducted
by Backster, an examiner who is not acceptable to me—in direct violation of
Par. 3 of the agreement terms which we earlier had both agreed to in writing.
(Par. 3 states that the examiner selected "shall be acceptable both to Klass
and to the Test subjects.")

In my letter of Dec. 16, I gave you permission to publish any/all of
the transcripts of our telephone conversations and our correspondence so
that the full facts can be made public, and I asked for your permission to
do the same. Once again I repeat my request.

Finally, in a letter dated Nov. 23 from L.J. Lorenzen to James ObergT
Lorenzen informed Oberg that the reason why you were never paid for the last
three weeks work on the Turkey Springs contract (from Oct. 16 to Nov. 5) was
because "Travis' brother Donald had torn all the 'slash1 piles apart looking
for Travis' body on the Thursday following Travis' disappearance."

Is Lorenzen*s explanation correct?

Sincerely,

cc: L.J. Lorenzen
et al



MEMO
PHILIP J. KLASS Mar 7> 1977

Dear Walter:

All Quiet on the Westenr\(Travis Walton/Mike
Rogers) Front—except for Rogers latest falsehood.
(See enclosure)

For your information, Lorenzen has never replied
to my letter of Nov. 11, charging him with use of
falsehood and deception in trying to trick me into
accepting Backster to run the new polygraph test.

And Rogers has never replied to my White
Paper of Nov. 30, charging him with use of
deception to try to get me to accept Backster.

Nor has he replied to my letter of Jan. 27,
trying to get us moving again toward the new poly-
graph test. Apparently Rogers and Lorenzen think
there is only one polygraph examiner in the entire
nation that is qualified to test Walton, Rogers et
al, and that his name is Cleve Backster.

Regards,



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C 2OO24
Mar. 7, 1977

Mr. L.J. Lorenzen
APRO
3910E. Kleindale Road
Tucson, Ariz.

Dear Jim:

Your letter published in the Hay 1977 issue of "Official UFCT says:
"What placed Rogers in a 'financial bind was the fact that his last inspection
failed which resulted in his not being paid for his last three weeks work on
the contract. The reason it failed (he had never failed one before) was that
Travis' brother Donald had torn all the 'slash' piles apart looking for Travis'
body on the Thursday following Travis' disappearance." [Emphasis added.]

Whoever gave you this information--and I assume it was Mike Rogers-- did
not give you the correct facts, according to information recently obtained
from Maurice Marchbanks, Forest Service contracting officer on the Rogers
contract. Marchbanks got out the file and referred to diary entries made
by the contracting officer's representative who periodically inspected the
job.

On Oct. 16, 1975, inspection showed that Rogers and his crew had completed
15 acres since the previous inspection on Oct. 2. Rogers was paid at $26.40/
acre, less 10% retention, or a total of $556.40 for this two week period.
(Assuming Rogers plus five other men, and that the money was equally divided,
each man would have received less than $50 per week during this period.)

On Oct. 28, 1975, the contracting officer's representative (COR) again
visited the site and his diary shows that Rogers had completed only FOUR (4)
acres during the past 12 calendar days. The COR did note that one day had
been lost due to rain, two days reportedly were lost because Rogers' vehicle
had broken down, and a fourth day reportedly was lost because of an on-the-job
injury. The COR's diary entry of this date states: "It is apparent that the
contractor will not be able to complete the entire job under the present time
extension [Nov. 8],"

Thus the site was inspected only eight (8) days before the alleged UFO
incident. Insofar as Marchbanks records show, Rogers was entitled to be paid
for the four acres completed between Oct. 16 and Oct. 28, or $26.40 x 4 =
$105.60, less 10% retention, or $95.04.

There is no record of any subsequent inspection or that "his last inspec-
tion failed which resulted in his not being paid for his last three weeks work
on the contract." VsTiy Rogers never applied for payment of the $95.04 from
the Forest Service I do not know. Perhaps he had bigger things on his mind?

It is interesting to note that during the 26 calendar days between the
Oct. 2 and Oct. 28 inspections, Rogers managed to complete a total of 19 acres,
leaving 254 acres to be completed. Yet Rogers told me during our telephone
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conversation of 7/11/76 that he was sure he could have completed the remain-
ing 234 acres "in two weeks, or maybe three weeks if things had not gone quite
right" if the alleged UFO incident had not occurred on Nov. 5.

When I told Marchbanks of the claim that the reason Rogers had not been
paid was that "Travis' brother Donald had torn all the 'slash' piles apart,"
Marchbanks replied: "J remember one of the complaints on that [Rogers] job at
the time I went out to look at it was that the piles weren't even as big as
the specification required. In other words, he had a lot of little 2 x 2 ft.
piles out there [where the spec called for 4 x 3 ft. piles)."

Then Marchbanks added: "you don't hide a body under a 2 ft. x 2 ft. pile."

By copy of this letter to Rogers I also offer him a chance to respond.

Sincerely,

cc: Mike Rogers
Dennis Hauck
et al

Philip J. Klass



PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S VV.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

April 23, 1977

Mr. L.J. Lorenzen
APRO ('
3910 East Kleindale Road
Tucson, Ariz.

Ŵ e
Dear Jim: @s

X
Delighted to receive a copy of Mike Rogers letter of April 18, 1977, to you

uiiich confirms my allegation of Mar. 7 to you that your explanation for why Rogers
wfi:» "in a financial bind" after the UFO incident and forced to go "on Food Stamps"
contained naior errors of fact^as it was published in the May issue of "Official
l.ti-'j.'' Your statement:

"h'hat placed Rogers in a financial bind was the fact that his last inspection
failed which resulted in his not being paid for his last three weeks work on the
contract. The reason it failed (he had never failed one before) was that Travis'
brother Donald had torn all the 'slash' piles apart looking for Travis' body on
the Thursday following Travis' disappearance." (Emphasis added.)

Rogers agrees that his work was inspected on Oct. 2, 1975, again on Oct. 16
a: id again on Oct. 28. The UFO incident allegedly occurred on Wednesday, Nov. 5
and Don Walton's alleged actions on Thursday, Nov. 6. If the "slash" piles were
properly stacked, and the thinning work properly accomplished at the time of the
Oct. 28 inspection, there would be absolutely no legal or moral reason for the
forest Service later to withhold payment for this work simply because of the alleged
actions of a third party, i.e. Don Walton.

The Forest Service contracting officer, Maurice Marchbanks, told me during
our telephone conversation of Jan. 11, 1977: "But J tell you this, we never withheld
any payment because of any piles being scattered or anything. We might have withheld
payment because the piles weren't satisfactory [originally]. But as far as I know
ii wasn't because anyone went out there and scattered them and sabotaged them."

The April 18 Rogers letter denies your statement that "his last inspection
failed." Rogers adds: "records indicate that we never flunked an inspection on that
contract." And Rogers writes:" "it is very . 'likely that what Don Walton did had -
no effect on the final inspection" [i.e. following the UFO incident of Nov. 5.]

And whereas your published statement claims that Donald Walton "had torn all
ths 'slash' piles apart" Rogers now acknowledges that "he only pulled apart some
of the larger piles." (Emphasis added.)

As for the question of whether Rogers was never payed for his last five weeks
of work (from Oct. 2 to Nov. 5), or only the last three weeks (Oct. 16 to Nov. 5)
or simply the last week (Oct. 28 to Nov. 5), we must depend upon Forest Service
records to resolve the issue. According to information supplied to me by Marchbanks,
Rogers had completed 852 acres as of Aug. 3, 1975 --at the end of the original con-
tract period, leaving 353 acres remaining to be finished. Between ,that date and
Nov. 5, the records show that Rogers completed only 115 acres, leaving 238 acres
unfinished. Forest Service records also show that the remaining 238 acres were
awarded to,and completed by another contractor the following summer.
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Marchbanks told me earlier, after checking Forest Service records, that Rogers
received his full 10% retention of $2,638. This works out to 10% of the $27.40/acre
withheld for the first 852 acres completed by Aug. 3, 1975 (date of original contract
completion), plus 10% of the $26.40/acre for another 115 acres completed by Nov. 5,
1975. The remaining 238 acres were completed by another contractor. This suggests
to me that Rogers was paid for all work that had been satisfactorily completed in
the viev/ of the Forest Service, but obviously the Forest Service is in the best
position to resolve this issue.

Although Rogers and crew managed to complete only 19^ acres during the 26-calen-
dar day period from Oct. 2 to Oct. 28, Rogers claims he completed another H_ acres
in only _8_ calendar days from Oct. 28 to Nov. 5. And his letter indicates that he
believes that he was not paid for any of this work. Question: If Rogers received
no money from the Forest Service for this five-week period, when normally he was paid
about every two weeks, how in the world did he find the money to pay his crew?

In Rogers letter of April 18, he tells of meeting with Marchbanks and Hentz
(the field inspector) to discuss contract termination about two weeks after the "UFO
incident." Rogers writes: "I remember Tom [Hentz] telling we that the 30 acres would
not pass because of some sloppy piles, and so I assumed that was why I had not been
paid." IF ROGERS REALLY BELIEVED THAT THIS CHARGE WAS NOT TRUE, WHY DID HE NOT
CHALLENGE HENTZ ON THIS ISSUE RIGHT THEN AND THERE SO HE COULD BE PAID IF HENTZ WAS
WRONG? Apparently Rogers did not challenge Hentz on the ''sloppy piles."

But later in the Rogers letter he changes his story: "Jt could be possible
that Tom Hencz didn't actually tell me the acreage didn't pass and that I only assumed
it had failed because I i/asn't paid for it." WHY DIDN'T1 ROGERS .ASK XARCHBANKS AMD_
HENTZ WHY HE HADN'T BEEN PAID? (IF HE HADN'T)?

Rogers also writes in his April 18 letter: "One sure way to prove this thing
one way or the other would be to submit a request for payment to the Forest Service.
That would require the Forest Service to either produce the records to prove that
our last 30 acres did flunk the final inspection if there was a final inspection,
or they would be norally obligated to pay me the $792.00 we rightfully had coming
anyway."

Like most taxpayers, I expect the Government to spend my money wisely and care-
fully. But I also expect the Government to pay its rightful obligations.

I would-therefore hope that if Rogers honestly believes that-he-was not paid
for 30 acres completed between Oct. 2 and Nov. 5 to which he was entitled, that
he will file a formal claim against the Forest Service. But I would also hope that
the Forest Service will carefully investigate the facts)before deciding whether to
pay the claim. '

Sincerely,

cc: Rogers, ;iarchbanks, Philip J. Klasl
Hauck, et al "

"ONE FALSEHOOD TREADS ON THE HEELS OF ANOTHER" Terence



April IS, 1977

Jin Lc^
3310 -]. Kleindale *ci .
Tucson. 4ri~, , 35712

Just thought you might bp interested in some informa-
tion concerning Klass1 remarks of .I-/"7/77. ] ixist reviewed
the Turkey Sor'nrs file and talked with Maurice Marchbanks
on the phone. Tfe following points of fact should be noted;

(1) i"rar-"h,b3nV-?: aomi *-ted to ne that he has never seen
th° UFO site or its adjacen"- brush piling.

( '? ) I.'arrhbar.Vs ' only visit to t1- e Turkey Springs area
several ront^s earlier or several months after

th« ir?'0 incident. He couldn't remember 'Tri'tch, but on that
ono vi^it he ^lys he pavr b"UTh pile^ larger vhan specs as
•veil PC the renl jlLtlo ones.

(5) Don "Valton Bays ne only pulled apart some of the
larper piles loo'̂  J n^ for Travis' body.

(4) C<">r •<•?'£! ot records shrv, *-hat r;y las^ payment on
Turkey Springe was 1O/P/7B ro*- in/ll r75 JET i^'lnss claims.

(r>) 7ĥ  insctjCi'-or--', ui ary for 1O/13/75 and 10/23/7S
f?ho""£ fha'. hy IC/TS/To if '..ad CM , I -jt' '1 D -•« ac^es of piling
s* nee 'Tir1 lash pq^n^n1- of 10/2/75. ~'-~ro '"'as no mention on
either of those t'vo diarien thot ary OF tbe connl^ted ^vould
not pass. In fact, ^ocord^ injica4-0 ^^at r'n r.̂ ^̂ r* flunked
an inspection en that contract.

(6) rnhnro ' n no ^'ary a^i-er iO/?4/7r- because of the
TTFO incident, but bef-/een th? 1°) aor^s ,->n ^o^-.rd and that
conplet-ed befveen 10/Ph/75 and ll/G/^S, i had estimated the
tot."l~to be about 50 acres,

(7) I "-as *-old t'rere had been fn inspection for
termiration of contract about two we-?ks a^ter the TTPO
incident in a rieeting with 7orn Hen^? a^d ;.;archbanks . In
that meeting my contract v/as def-aulted and T remember Tom
telling me th« t the [30 acres would r.ot pnsa because of some
sloppy piles, and 30, j. assumed that v/q^ v;hy I was not paid
for that acreage, "./hy there i 3 no record of that final
inspection or of the acreage nor passin*. inspection, I can
net understand. It -• s oosnible that if there -vas no actual
final inspection (as T:iaas claims) that the 30 acres we had
completed for oajment was simply overlooked during the
termination procedures,
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If k l < > s s still Inois ts that Lhe Don Walton thing is
not t^ue and can prove that our last 30 acres (19 on record)
v;as never inspected , or that it d i d n ' t fail final inspection,
or ^har; it was overlooked during the default; procedures, then
fire with me. I ^ ->u ldn ' t , rind getting paid for that 30 acres
at all. Afterall , we d t d _ d o that 30 ac^es of piling and if
tie s t i l l have it co^i^i, I want it.

Ic could be possible that ^orn Fe~t7 d idn ' t actually
tell me the acreage did*"1 '1" pass and that I only assumed it
had failed because I tfaap't paii for i t . It wasn ' t until
a few months a f * F r the UFO incident ti it I heard about the
Den Walton thing and therefore deducted that Don A'alton's
pulling sotcs of the la igr j i piles apart had caused that area
to flunk the final inspection. In other words, it is very
likely that what Don. /'alton did had no effect on the final
inspection. j.f there was r. 3 f ' n a l inpecticn, a few slcnpy
•niles jvouldn'-^ have m^de any d ' f f e raac r ; . If there was an
inspection, tue area coul 1 have passed anjvvay if there
wern ' t too many sloppy p'les, and that" 50 acres could then
have been overlooked during, default procedures as far as
payment is concerned.

At an-j rate, I doubt seriously that ^'lass will ever
back out of hJ & r.ov> standardized convictions. He never has
before, even -he~i the reel fac ts v e r ^ "jr '-akLrg his back.
One s*>r9 v/ay *-n prove - s - h ^ s th T ng G~IP ^ay or the other would
be TO submit a re^n^ ' t fo^ p^jnent ro t^p t-'or^s-f- Service.

record:: to p^ove tr at our l"1^ 3T acr^s did ^lunk the final
inspection if tVM ? .v-is y " ir^l ir^o^cti".^, or. they would
be morally obiig^te-J to oay mo the "7^?.TO «ve rightfully had
comming anyway.

I hope I have v s j e r ^ d an^ q ) e s ^ ^ n n s v.-hTcn may have
aroj^sf1 fron A l a n s ' l ^ ^ r e r , but i 'P I s i^» y-r^ d i d n ' t ta'^e hin
seriously ir. tie f i r s t place.

S"ncprely.

Mcnael F. Rogers

cc: Phil ip Klao?
Maurice Iviarch
Derni s Ha\2C>
etc.



Philip J. Klass
560 "N" .Street, S.W.
Washington, B.C. 2002̂

Mr. Klass:

On November 5. 1975• a UFO incident occurred near Heber,
Arizona. Nine of the people involved subsequently underwent
polygraph examinations which supported the truth of the event.

You, Mr. Klass, then wrote a 17 page "expose" in which
you attempted, by way of a wild assortment of twisted facts,
repeated lies and unsupported suppositions, to deny the
validity of the polygraph examinations those nine individuals
passed and therefore claim the incident was all a hoax.
This, without ever once even talking to any of the persons
you accused and without having done any sort of in-person
investigation. You did not even send a copy of your report
to any of those people you so wrongly accused. Apparently
the accuser had great fears of facing those he accused.

After finally learning of your report, we (the nine of
those whom you accused and the validity of whose polygraph
examinations you denied) issued you a public letter, cha]-
lenging you to support your insinuations and accusations by
agreeing to new polygraph examinations which would not cost
you a cent—if they supported your statements and were failed,
but which you would pay for if passed.

Even though you essentially rejected our challenge as
it was v/ritten, you did issue a "counter proposal" which sort
of accepted the general idea of the tests, but tailored the
terms more to suit yourself. Since some of your changes
appeared legitimate to us, we consented to negotiating new
terms. If we had been dealing with any sort of an honest and
fair minded person, that decision would not have been unwise.
But little did we know that our lenient decision to negotiate
was a serious mistake. It provided you with the only way you
could pretend to accept (in order to save face) and yet not
have to actually come through in the end. Obviously you
didn't want to actually accept because even you knew your
claims v/ere based on nothing more than a fragile web of over-
inflated innuendo. i

After we unsuspectingly decided to negotiate for new
terms, you began a long, dilatory filibuster on quibbling
little side issues that lasted for over 10 months! We have
had enough I We now realize that for any challenge to you to
be effective, we must make it an outright ultimatum.
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Although we want to make it as fair as possible, we
know that there can be no loopholes by which you can endless-
ly negotiate to avoid truely accepting the challenge, while
giving mere lip-service to "acceptance." For instance, by
our first leaving selection of the examiner as being mutually
acceptable, vie left it open for you to use two tactics to
prevent selection from ever being final, these being (a) you
would reject every examiner we would suggest and (b) never
yourself o f f e r an examiner for our approval for fear of
our accepting him and therefore trapping yourself into
following through. This is evidenced by the fact that you
have never, in the ten months since you received our chal-
lenge letter, offered a single examiner to us for approval . y^
During that same time, you attempted to re.ject our offer of
one of the most highly qualified polygraph examiners in the
entire world — on the basis of dishonesty! You did this in
spite of admittedly not having "sufficient first-hand infor-
mation to render (such) a. judgment. "

Insufficiency of either honesty or competency is the
only legitimate reason an examiner should be disqualified.
The Ethics Commettee ' s ruling disallows disqualification by
unsupported claims.

Although the terms of the enclosed Agreement are based
almost entirely on terms you have suggested yourself, this
new Agreement supersedes and is entirely independant of any
previous negotiations. Take it or leave it. We're not
interested in hearing your excuses. We can see that you will
either back down from our challenge and prove to everyone you
don't really believe your own claims, or we will have a free
opportunity to r^e-prove ourselves.

As for our own signatures, please note Paragraph #23 of
the Agreement. Gathering all nine of our signatures from our
scattered residences (again) is only worth bothering with if
you actually accept.

Therefore, WE HEREBY MAKE THIS NEW AND FINAL CHALLENGE
TO YOU TO SIGN THE ENCLOSED

-EXAMINATIONS. You must accept [(without^equivocation)\by
certified mail within ten days o f~re c"e ip t of ~t his" 1 e ifi e r .
Your acceptance must be accompanied by your notarized signa-
ture on the enclosed Agreement. ANYTHING LESS THAN THIS WILL
CONSTITUTE A PUBLIC DECLINE OF OUR CHALLENGE.

cc: Lorenzen, Hynek,
Friedman, Bov/en,
Cuthcart, Acuff,
Connelly, Robertson,
etc.,'etc., etc.

The Nine Test Subjects

On behalf of the
Nine Test Subjects-,



PHILIP J. KLASS
56° "N" STREET' s' w"

WASHINGTON. D. C 2OO24

May 29, 1977

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 529
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

Once you learned from my letter of May 8, 1977, that I now had evidence that
showed that you had resorted to outright falsehoods to deceive the U.S. Government
on your Turkey Springs contract and that I could be expected to soon make this
evidence public, it was to be expected that you would resort to another "grand-stand-
play" to try to divert public attention away from my upcoming disclosure of your
reprehensible actions in dealing with your own Government (and employer) .

Thus your May 16 letter, which I received May 27, comes as no surprise to me
although it might to others less familiar with your modus -oper and i and who are not
yet aware of your deceitful practices in dealing with the U.S. Forest Service on your
Turkey Springs contract shortly before the alleged UFO incident of Nov. 5, 1975.

Your May 16 letter falsely claims that I am responsible for the long delay in
reaching an equitable, enforceable, unambiguous agreement for new polygraph tests for
yourself and your associates in regard to the alleged UFO incident. The truth is that
the "ball has been in your court" for at least five (5) months. You yourself are solely
responsible for the loss of the past five months!

Your last letter to me |on any aspect of the issues was dated Dec. 12, 1976,
with a~brief addendum dated Dec. 13, 1976, until your more recent letters of May 12
and May 16.

In sharp contrast to your five-month lapse in responding to my numerous letters,
let me remind you that I have always responded to every one of your letters within
a few days, with the sole exception of yours of Dec. 12/13 which I assumed were intended
in jest because of their nonsensical contents.

It seems to me essential that the public, and leaders of the UFO Movement, have
the opportunity to review all of the correspondence that has ensued between us since
your first letter of July 19, 1976, so that they can determine for themselves which
of us has been responsible for the long delay in reaching an equitable, enforceable
and unambiguous agreement for new polygraph tests.

In my letter of Dec. 16, 1976, and again in my letter of Jan. 27, 1977, I gave
full permission for you to make public all of my letters to you and to L.J. Lorenzen
of APRO. And in both letters I requested your permission to make public all of your
letters to me and Lorenzen. Todate you have not replied to this request.

So once again I seek your approval to make public all of your correspondence
with me, and those letters of yours to Lorenzen where you sent me copies. Your
prompt approval is requested so that the public can determine the truth of your
allegations, and who is really responsible for the long delay. I have nothing to hide.

I
Let me attempt to briefly summarize the highlights of our negotiations for a

new polygraph test for the principals involved in the alleged Travis Walton UFO abduc-
tion incident. I
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/'"
/ On July 19, 1976, you mailed to me your "challenge" for a new series of polygraph

/ tests for you and your associates involved in the alleged Travis Walton UFO abduction
incident.

On July 24, I replied with a letter that began: "J EAGERLY ACCEPT IN PRINCIPLE YOUR
PROPOSAL..." My. letter pointed out that your hastily written"challenge" had a number
of ambiguities, omissions and flaws and that I would promptly respond with a proposed
new draft attempting to correct these and would submit it for your comments.

On Aug. 1, eight days later, I sent you a revised draft proposal for the proposed
polygraph tests. It made provision for each of us to establish an Escrow Fund in
the amount of several thousand dollars to assure that the polygraph examiner would
be paid regardless of the outcome of the tests.

On Sept. 18, some 48 days later, you sent back to me your proposed changes to my
draft of the proposed Agreement.

On Sept. 25, seven days later, I responded. My letter said in part: "your draft con-
tains some ambiguities that need to be clarified." I noted that we were making encour-
aging progress and that full agreement seemed near.

On Oct. 8, some 13 days later, you replied that my draft had made "some useful clari-
fications and changes, but it contains some slight ambiguities and contradictions."

On Oct. 13, five days later, I responded, accepting one of your requested changes
and proposing compromises to resolve other issues. ,

Thus, as of mid-October, we had made good progress toward reaching an Agreement that
would be equitable, comprehensive, and unambiguous. It had taken about three months,
but nearly half of that delay had been due to your slow response to my Aug. 1 draft.

During these three months, I had scrupulously avoided any under-the-table efforts
to try to locate a polygraph examiner candidate for the upcoming tests whose views
on UFOs were similar to my own. Under the terras of our Agreement, the polygraph exam-
iner selected had to be "MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE." We also had stated in the Agreement
that "THE TESTS WILL BE GIVEN UNDER THE MOST RIGOROUS POSSIBLE CONDITIONS SO THAT THE
RESULTS SHALL HAVE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE CREDIBILITY AND ACCEPTANCE."

On Aug. 17. APRO's L.J. Lorenzen had, according to his letter of Aug. 17, first
called Cleve Backster, a polygraph examiner in San Diego, to discuss whether Backster
would be interested in conducting the proposed new polygraph tests. Lorenzen's letter
of Aug. 17 to Backster, with copy to you, me and others, confirmed his telephone con-
versation earlier that day.

Presumably Lorenzen was acting in your behalf because he had agreed to financially
underwrite your part of the Agreement, and to put up the several thousand dollars
required into an Escrow Fund (as I would do in behalf of myself).

Lorenzen*s letter of Aug. 17 claimed that the first telephone conversation with
Backster had occurred that day, on Aug. 17.

Lorenzen's letter of Aug. 17 claimed that Backster's name had first been suggested
on August 12 by polygraph examiner John J. McCarthy (who had first tested and "flunked"
Travis Walton) when McCarthy and Lorenzen appeared on a Phoenix TV show. Lorenzen
said he had asked McCarthy to provide Backster's address and telephone number and
his letter of Aug. 17 claimed that this information had just arrived on Aug. 17.
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At the time that I received a copy of Lorenzen's Aug. 17 letter to Backster,
I had no reason to suspect that Lorenzen was resorting to falsehoods to lure me into
accepting Backster for the new polygraph tests. My first suspicions were aroused when
you telephoned me on Aug. 28 and started by expressing concern that Backster's views
on UFOs were similar to my own because his name had (allegedly)been suggested by
McCarthy. But before the conversation was over, you were pressing me to state that
I accepted Backster for the re-test, an acceptance that I flatly declined to give!

By early October, ray suspicions had increased that there had been under-the-table
"hanky-panky." And so, on Oct. 12, I wrote to Backster and posed four simple questions,
One of these asked if he had had any contact with Lorenzen prior to the Aug. 17 tele-
phone call cited in Lorenzen's letter of that date. Another asked if Backster had
discussed the Travis Walton case with any of the three polygraph examiners who had
earlier been involved in the case, i.e. McCarthy, Gilson (who tested you and five
of your crew) and Pfeifer (who tested and "passed" Travis and Duane Walton).
From an earlier telephone conversation with Pfeifer, I knew that he and Backster had
discussed the Walton case extensively when Backster had visited Phoenix in 1976.

Backster replied on Oct. 18 with answers that were evasive at best, and intel-
lectually dishonest at worst. If Backster had nothing to hide, his response was
surprising. So I wrote to him again on Oct. 21, offering him another opportunity
to respond candidly and fully. He declined to do so, suggesting that I "contact the
other parties" i.e. Lorenzen and you.

On Nov. 5, Lorenzen finally decided to "come-clean," and tell the truth. In
his letter of this date, Lorenzen admitted that he had talked by telephone with Back-
ster on AUGUST 9 "to feel him out on the UFO subject generally...."

THUS LORENZEN NOW ADMITTED THAT HE HAD TALKED TO BACKSTER THREE DAYS BEFORE
MCCARTHY COULD POSSIBLY HAVE SUGGESTED BACKSTER'S NAME AT THE PHOENIX TV STATION,
AND EIGHT DAYS BEFORE MCCARTHY'S LETTER REACHED LORENZEN GIVING BACKSTER'S PHONE
NUMBER AND ADDRESS. THIS MEANS THAT LORENZEN'S LETTER OF AUG. 17 CONTAINED MANY
BLATANT FALSEHOODS, ALL INTENTIONALLY CONTRIVED TO MISLEAD ME INTO THINKING THAT
THERE HAD BEEN NO PRIOR CONTACT BEFORE AUG. 17.

If Lorenzen really thought that there was nothing improper involved, why had
he resorted to falsehoods to mislead me and to cover up the Aug. 9 contact. And
if Backster believed that nothing improper had occurred, why had he not responded
candidly and fully when I wrote him on Oct. 12 to ask if he had had any contact
with Lorenzen prior to the Aug. 17 telephone call?

At that point, I had every justification for calling off the proposed new
polygraph tests and issuing a press release revealing the "foul play." But I
did not! Instead, I wrote to Lorenzen on Nov. 11, charging him with the use of
falsehoods and deception in his letter of Aug. 17. LORENZEN HAS NEVER WRITTEN TO
DENY ANY OF THESE CHARGES.

In my letter of Nov. 11, I informed Lorenzen that because of what had trans-
pired that "Mr. Backster is not now satisfactory to me for the proposed re-test of
Rogers et al. Had the circumstances been the reverse, I have no doubt that you would
have reached the same conclusion. Before any steps are taken to find a mutually
satisfactory examiner for the re-test, I urge that you and Rogers et al agree to, an
above-board procedure, such as that proposed in my Nov. 6 letter to Rogers, copy of
which was sent to you. Under this proposed procedure, none of the principals on
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either side of the controversy will approach, or hold discussions with, any other
prospective examiner until the other side has been informed and gives approval...

"LET HE EMPHASIZE AS STRONGLY AS POSSIBLE THAT THE FOREGOING SHOULD NOT (REPEAT
NOT) BE CONSTRUED BY YOU AND YOUR ASSOCIATES AS INDICATING ANY DESIRE TO WITHDRAW
OR BACK-OUT FROM THE PROPOSED RE-TEST OF ROGERS AND THE OTHER SIX MEMBERS OF HIS
CREW.«•

"But if you agree to an above-board no-secret-discussions with any prospective
polygraph examiner for the re-test, J caution you that J will not tolerate any
violation of such an agreement."

LORENZEN, WHO WOULD HAVE TO PAY THE BILL FOR ALL POLYGRAPH TESTS THAT YOU AND YOUR
ASSOCIATES FAILED TO PASS, APPARENTLY FOUND THESE CONDITIONS UNACCEPTABLE BECAUSE
HE NEVER REPLIED TO THIS LETTER, AND TO MY PROPOSAL THAT ALL DISCUSSIONS WITH A
PROSPECTIVE EXAMINER BE OUT IN THE OPEN. WHY?

And what was your response, Mike Rogers, to this disclosure that APRO's Loren-
zen had used intentional falsehoods to deceive me about his relations with Backster?
Were you willing to let bygones be bygones and to use open, above-board procedures in
the future to select a polygraph examiner? No, instead, on Nov. 12, you wrote to
say: "AND NOW WE MUST INSIST ON ADDING A NEW CONDITION TO OUR CHALLENGE, TO BECOME
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY." (Emphasis added.)

"Paragraph if4 (Insert after paragraph #3) Once Klass and the Test Subjects
have chosen and agreed upon a particular examiner to administer the new tests, that
examiner can not be rejected by either Klass or the Test Subjects alone. If either
Klass or the Test Subjects wishes to reject the established examiner, they must first
give a written statement to that effect to the other parties of this agreement. Then,
the party wishing to reject the established examiner must file a formal complaint with
the Ethics Committee of the American Polygraph Association stating specifically the
reasons why they feel the established examiner is incompetent and/or dishonest for
the task of retesting the Test Subjects. If the Ethics Committee's ruling vindicates
said complaint, the established examiner will be rejected. If the Ethics Committee
does not agree that the established examiner is incompetent and/or dishonest, the
established examiner will be retained."

In this same letter, you claimed that "you have already agreed to Mr. Backster
as the examiner, you make vague references to choosing an examiner when we have
already agreed upon one." CLEARLY THE INTENT OF YOUR NEW PARAGRAPH #4 WAS TO TRY
TO FORCE ME TO ACCEPT BACKSTER FOR THE RE-TEST. DESPITE THE ALREADY AGREED TO PART
OF THE AGREEMENT IN WHICH IT WAS STATED THAT THE EXAMINER "SHALL BE ACCEPTABLE BOTH
TO KLASS AND TO THE TEST SUBJECTS."

On Nov. 20, 12 days after your letter cited above, I replied and said that I
was willing to accept your proposed new Paragraph #4 on the condition that you also
agree to accept and insert the following as a new Paragraph #5:

"Paragraph it5. Klass and the Test Subjects agree that there shall not be any
secret discussions or communications with any prospective polygraph examiner about
the Travis Walton case or UFOs by the aforementioned principals, or by APRO offic-
ials/consultants, or by John J. McCarthy, George Pfeifer, or William Spaulding,
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without advance notice being given to Klass and/or Rogers. Any violation of the
terms or intent of this paragraph shall be cause for disqualifying the examiner from
further consideration for the new test series or voiding the test results if the
violation is not uncovered until after the tests have been conducted."

In was nearly three weeks later, on Dec. 9, before you responded. You rejected
my proposed new Paragraph #5 on the grounds that it "could only be binding in con-
sideration of Mr. Backster if it had been agreed to prior to any conversations with
him." Now you attempted to disown the falsehoods and deception employed by Lorenzen
on the grounds that "JIM LORENZEN IS NOT A PRINCIPAL OF THIS CHALLENGE-AGREEMENT.
YOU CANNOT REJECT MR. BACKSTER ON THE BASIS OF THE INDEPENDENT ACTIONS OF PERSONS
WHO ARE NOT PRINCIPALS OF OUR CHALLENGE-AGREEMENT."

It is true that Lorenzen was not a signatory to our Agreement, but he certainly
was one of the principals. After all he/APRO is to "bankroll" your end of the Agree-
ment by providing several thousand dollars in Escrow Funds, and he/APRO will be the
loser if you and your associates fail to pass the new polygraph tests. IF LORENZEN
IS NOT A PRINCIPAL, WHY DID HE INITIATE DISCUSSIONS WITH A PROSPECTIVE POLYGRAPH
EXAMINER (BACKSTER) ON AUG. 9? AND LATER WRITE BACKSTER TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS? AND
IF LORENZEN IS NOT A PRINCIPAL. WHY DID YOU NOT WRITE HIM PROMPTLY AFTER RECEIVING
HIS AUG. 17 LETTER TO BACKSTER, INFORMING HIM THAT HE SHOULD NOT BE INVOLVED AND THAT
YOU AND I WOULD HANDLE SUCH MATTERS AT AN APPROPRIATE FUTURE DATE?

Your letter of Dec.̂ falsely claimed that I had "at one time accepted Backster
and now you are going back on your word If you cannot prove Mr. Backster to be
dishonest or incompetent, you cannot rightfully reject him."

I promptly replied on Dec. 16, challenging you to substantiate your claim that
I had ever stated that I accepted Backster for the re-test. My Dec. 16 letter said
that when you had telephoned me on Aug. 28 and had resorted to deception to try to
lure me into stating my acceptance of Backster that I had replied: "I suggest that
you leave a blank for the name of the Examiner [in the new draft of the Agreement
that you were then preparing]. And after I have had a chance to talk to Backster
as you and Lorenzen have done, then, hopefully, we will be able to agree on him."

It is clear that as. of Sept. 18, 1976, you did not think that I had accepted
Backster because in the draft Agreement you left BLANK the name of the Examiner.
Since we have not talked by telephone since you mailed that draft on Sept. 18,
I CHALLENGED YOU TO CITE ANY OF MY LETTERS WRITTEN SINCE THAT DATE IN WHICH I HAD
AGREED TO ACCEPT BACKSTER. YOU HAVE NEVER RESPONDED TO THIS CHALLENGE1

Also in my Dec. 16 letter, I challenged you to respond to the following three
questions in order to clarify your own position on the matter of a polygraph examiner:

(1) Do you and your associates .flatly refuse to undergo a new polygraph test
unless that test is given by Cleve Backster?

(2) Do you and your associates believe that there is no polygraph examiner in
the entire U.S. who is competent to give you an unbiased test except for
Backster?

(3) Since I have earlier informed you that Backster is not satisfactory or
acceptable to me, do you insist that we must flagrantly violate that pro-
vision of your own proposed re-test Agreement (Par. 3) where it states:
"THE POLYGRAPH EXAMINER SELECTED TO PERFORM THE TESTS...SHALL BE ACCEPT-
ABLE BOTH TO KLASS AND TO THE TEST SUBJECTS?"
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YOU NEVER REPLIED TO THESE QUESTIONS EITHER!

I offered you another chance to respond on Jan. 27, 1977, when I wrote to point
out that it had been six weeks since I had offered you the opportunity to document
your claim that I had earlier "accepted" Backster, and to respond to my three ques-
tions. I pointed out that whereas we had achieved very encouraging progress up to
mid-October, when I began to probe for secret relationships between Lorenzen and
Backster, that since that date our efforts had bogged down because of your insistence
that Backster perform the re-test.

FOR FIVE MONTHS I WAITED PATIENTLY FOR YOU TO RESPOND TO MY LETTER OF DEC. 16.
FINALLY YOU DID IN YOUR LETTER OF MAY 16 (RECEIVED BY ME ON MAY 27), IN WHICH YOU
ACCUSE ME OF "A LONG DILATORY FILIBUSTER ON QUIBBLING LITTLE SIDE ISSUES THAT LASTED
FOR OVER 10 MONTHS."

And with your letter of May 16 comes a new polygraph re-test Agreement, contain-
ing 23 paragraphs, 18 of which are essentially the same as those to which we both
had agreed last October. But you have made radical changes in three other paragraphs.
Where previously the polygraph examiner selected was to be "mutually acceptable" to
both parties, as in the choice of members of a jury, under the terms of your proposed
new Agreement, YOU AND YOUR ASSOCIATES WILL SELECT THE POLYGRAPH EXAMINER. I AM TO
BE EXCLUDED ENTIRELY FROM THE SELECTION PROCESS, except for the following:

"After an examiner is chosen by the Test Subjects, Klass will have fifteen (15)
days to investigate the selected examiner and then will have the option of either (a)
approving said examiner, or (b) filing a formal complaint with the Ethics Committee
of the American Polygraph Association which states specifically why Klass feels that
the selected examiner is incapable of administering polygraph examinations to the Test
Subjects that would be both competent and honestly performed. If the Ethics Committee's
ruling vindicates said complaint, the selected examiner will be dropped and another
examiner will be selected by the Test subjects, again subject to Klass' approval, or
rejection by way of Ethics Committee ruling. If the Ethics Committee does not agree
that the selected examiner is incapable of administering honest and competent poly-
graph examinations to the Test Subjects, the selected examiner will be retained as
the Examiner. The process outlined above will be continued to the length necessary
to retain the Examiner."

Very clever Mike. Your original "challenge" of July 19 is so flawed and one-
sided you are certain that I will reject it out-of-hand. When I don't, and offer to
negotiate an equitable, mutually acceptable Agreement, you delay in replying until
Sept. 18. bv which time Lorenzen has had time to hold secret discussions with Back-
ster and to determine his views on UFOs. (Backster believes that household plants
have "extrasensory perception" (ESP), can read people's minds, even over distances
of hundreds of miles.) Then, when I chance to discover Lorenzen's under-the-table
"hanky-panky," you still try to force me to accept Backster, claiming I had already
accepted him. When I challenge you to substantiate this claim, and you cannot,
there follows five months of silence on your part until you decide to change the
ground rules for polygraph examiner selection so you can pick the man you like.
Very clever indeed!

Knowing that this is clearly an unacceptable condition, you incorporate it as
part of an "ultimatum": "Therefore, WE HEREBY MAKE THIS NEW AND FINAL CHALLENGE TO
YOU TO SIGN THE ENCLOSED AGREEMENT FOR NEW POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS. You must accept
(without equivocation) by certified mail within ten days of receipt of this letter.
Your acceptance must be accompanied by your notarized signature on the enclosed
Agreement. ANYTHING LESS THAN THIS WILL CONSTITUTE A PUBLIC DECLINE OF OUR CHALLENGE."
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The written record of our correspondence is available to anyone (assuming you
give your permission as I have given mine) to analyze and to determine whether I
have made an honest, conscientious effort to work with you to develop an Agreement
for new polygraph tests that will, according to the stated objective in the Agreement,
"BE GIVEN UNDER THE MOST RIGOROUS POSSIBLE CONDITIONS SO THAT THE RESULTS SHALL HAVE
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE CREDIBILITY AND ACCEPTANCE."

I am anxious to proceed to try to devise fair and equitable ground rules for
such a test, ground-rules that are fair and equitable to all parties involved.

If you yourself share this intent, you will return to the format of the near-
Agreement that we had reached in mid-October, incorporating the new Paragraph #4
that you proposed on Nov. 12, and my new Paragraph #5, proposed on Nov. 20, and
you will withdraw your "ultimatum" of May 16. And you will give up your determined
efforts to have the re-test conducted by Cleve Backster.

I set no ultimatum-like time limit for your response, because 10 months already
have elapsed and the most important consideration is that the tests "BE GIVEN UNDER
THE MOST RIGOROUS POSSIBLE CONDITIONS SO THAT THE RESULTS SHALL HAVE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE
CREDIBILITY AND ACCEPTANCE."

Philip J. Klass

cc: L.J. Lorenzen, APRO
William Spaulding, GSW
Jack Acuff, NICAP
Walter Andrus, MUFON
Dr. J. Allen Hynek, CUFOS
Stanton Friedman
Richard Robertson
Charles Bowen
et al



June 11, 1977

Philip J. Klass
560 "N" Street, S.W.
Washington, B.C. 2002̂

Mr. Klass:

Just as we expected, your decline of our final challenge
was buried in pages and pages of convoluted exhortations inter-
tangled with selective repetitions of all your ridiculous old
assertions. But just as we said in_ our challenge-letter, we
are riot the~slightest bit interestecl'irf yoTIr^lixcuses.

The definition of a challenge is not "an equitable
agreement," as you would prefer. A challenge is a challenge.
You have failed to accept ours—pure and simple. Our challenge
to you was to (in your own words J "put up or shut up1." You
have failed to "put up" and unfortunately will probably not ~
"shut up" either. Therefore, we turn a deaf ear to your rabid
tirades. Since you don't have anything important to say, no
one listens to you anyway. Anyone who has had anything to do
with you knows that anything you say is nothing but character
assassination, negative proofs, misrepresentation of material
quoted out of context, innuendo, false logic, selective mention
and omission of data, etc., etc. In short, the tools of
scheister lawyers and propagandists.

The incident at Turkey Springs did, in fact, happen and
perhaps someday you will admit it. But your aberration is so
extreme that it is doubtful that even a long ride in a UFO
could cure you.

This is our very last correspondence with you. Bo not
bother writing anymore, as a-11 mail—from--you— will- be-returned -
unopenedo

Sincerely,

cc: Lorenzen, Hynek, The Nine Test Subjects
Bowen, Friedman,

etc., etc
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WOULD MIKE ROGERS RESORT TO FALSEHOODS TO DECEIVE THE U.S. GOVERNMENT?

The record shows that he did in connection with his Turkey Springs contract with the
U.S. Forest Service several weeks before the Travis Walton "UFO incident." This,
along with other evidence, provides the motivation for a concocted hoax.

By late October, 1975, several weeks before the alleged "UFO abduction" of Travis
Walton (a member of the Rogers thinning crew), Rogers was seriously delinquent on his
Forest Service contract to thin the Turkey Springs area in the Apache-Sitgreaves Nat-
ional Forest. Rogers' contract, originally signed in July, 197£, required him to com-
plete the 1,205 acres within a year. But by the end of this period, July, 1975_, he
had finished only 70% of the work and had 353 acres left to complete.

So Rogers had requested a contract extension from Forest Service Contracting
Officer Maurice Marchbanks, and received an extension to Nov. 10, 1975. If Rogers
could average as many acres per day between early August and Nov. 10 as he had done
the previous year, he could finish by Nov. 10. But he would be "docked" $1.00 per
acre and thus would be paid only $26.40/acre instead of the original $27.40/acre.

On Oct. 16, 1975, less than four weeks from the Nov. 10 deadline, and less than
three weeks before the "UFO abduction incident," the Forest Service inspector made one
of his periodic visits to inspect Rogers' progress at Turkey Springs, and he filed a
discouraging report back to the Contracting Officer as follows: "CONTRACTOR HAS COM-
PLETED APPROXIMATELY 15 ACRES OF FUEL-BREAK IN LOCK-D SINCE LAST PAYMENT WAS MADE
[i.e. for work to Oct. 2]. CONTRACTOR HAS BEEN WORKING STEADILY. HOWEVER, PROGRESS
HAS BEEN SLOW DUE TO THE DENSITY OF THE STANDS BEING THINNED. TODATE 80% OF THE TIME-
EXTENSION HAS PASSED AND 37% OF THE WORK HAS BEEN COMPLETED. CONTRACTOR CLAIMS HE IS
TRYING TO INCREASE THE SIZE OF HIS CREW [from 5 men] BUT SO FAR HAS HAD VERY LITTLE
SUCCESS." [Emphasis added.]

J

Although the inspector reported that "CONTRACTOR HAS BEEN WORKING STEADILY"
this is something that the inspector could not know from first-hand knowledge because
he had last visited the site on Oct. 2. Presumably this was something that he had been
told by Rogers himself. This was a falsehood.

Because the inspector's report showed that Rogers was very seriously delinquent
on his contract extension, Rogers decided he had some "explaining" to do. So, on Oct. 20,
Rogers wrote to Contracting Officer Marchbanks as follows:

"I AM WRITING TO TELL YOU PERSONALLY OF OUR PROGRESS ON TURKEY SPRINGS THINNING,
r CANNOT HONESTLY SAY WHETHER~OR NOT WE WILL ~F~JNISH~ON TIME. HOWEVER, WE ARE WORKING
EVERY DAY WITH AS MUCH MANPOWER AS I CAN HIRE. I WILL NOT STOP WORK UNTIL THE JOB IS
FINISHED OR UNTIL I AM ASKED TO STOP. I HAVE HAD CONSIDERABLE TROUBLE KEEPING A FULL
CREW ON THE JOB. THE AREA IS VERY THICK AND THE GUYS HAVE POOR MORALE BECAUSE OF THIS.
I HAVE HAD TO BREAK IN SEVERAL GREEN MEN. WE WILL KEEP WORKING AND TRYING HARD."
(Emphasis added.)

ROGERS WAS USING FALSEHOODS TO TRY TO DECEIVE THE U.S. GOVERNMENT/FOREST SERVICE. THE
REAL REASON THAT HE WAS SO DELINQUENT WAS THAT ROGERS HAD BEEN SECRETLY "MOONLIGHTING"
ON OTHER, BETTER-PAYING JOBS. But Contracting Officer Marchbanks would not leam the
true facts until the following summer (1976) as a direct result of my investigation
into the Travis Walton "UFO abduction" incident.

Evidence of Rogers' deception has recently become available as a result of admis-
sions made by Rogers himself in his two letters of April 19 and May 3, 1977, to L.J.
Lorenzen of APRO.

OVER
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In the Rogers letter of 4/19/77 to Lorenzen he wrote: "DURING THE TIME BETWEEN
10/2/75 AND 10/16/75 HE SPENT MOST OF OUR TIME ON ANOTHER PROJECT AND ONLY A COUPLE
OF DAYS ON THE TURKEY SPRINGS CONTRACT." But when the Government inspector had visited
the work site on 10/16/75, Rogers had convinced the inspector that he "HAD BEEN WORKING
STEADILY" on his Turkey Springs job. THIS WAS A BLATANT FALSEHOOD1

In the-Rogers letter of 4/19/77 to Lorenzen he says: "BETWEEN 10/16/75 and 10/28/75
[date of inspector's next visit] THE INSPECTORS (sic) DIARY CLEARLY SHOWS WE LOST
3-1/2 DAYS ONE WEEK ALONE DUE TO SOME UNFORTUNATE CIRCUMSTANCES. THE 1/2 DAY ACCOUNTS
FOR THE OTHER 4 ACRES [that were completed between 10/16/75 and 10/28/75 at Turkey
Springs]. THE OTHER 8 DAYS WERE SPENT ON ANOTHER JOB, AND OF COURSE, A WEEKEND OR
TWO." [Emphasis added.]

Simple arithmetic shows that if Rogers is telling the truth in his letter to
Lorenzen, then he MUST HAVE BEEN WORKING ON THE OTHER JOB (not Turkey Springs) UNTIL
AT LEAST OCT. 24. (Oct. 16+8 days = Oct. 24, or even later allowing for weekends.)

- - -Yet—on-Oct. 20r Rogers wrote to Contracting Officer,Marchbanks saying;."WE ARE
WORKING EVERY DAY WITH AS MUCH MANPOWER AS I CAN HIRE."

When I challenged Rogers on this "discrepancy," he replied on 5/3/77 and he
Claimed: "WE NEVER WORKED ON ANY OTHER PROJECT BUT TURKEY SPRINGS AFTER 10/20/75."
But this contradicts Rogers claim of 4/19/77 to Lorenzen that "BETWEEN 10/16/75 AND
10/28/75...8 DAYS WERE SPENT ON ANOTHER JOB."

But even if one overlooks this serious discrepancy, and accepts his claim that
he had been spending most of his time on the other job, it is clear that Rogers'
original letter of 10/20/75 to Marchbanks resorted to falsehoods to deceive the Govern-
ment. In an effort to get out of this, Rogers wrote to me on 5/3/77 saying: "MY STATE-
MENTS TO MARCHBANKS OF 10/20/75 MEANT THAT WE WOULD BE WORKING TURKEY SPRINGS EVERY
EVERY NORMAL WORKING DAY POSSIBLE."How terribly "careless" of Rogers to write the
Forest Service and say "WE ARE WORKING EVERY DAY..." when what he really meant to
say was that in the future he would abandon his moonlighting jobs and concentrate on
his contract obligations to the U.S. Government. (Yet the very next day, on 10/21/75,
Rogers decided to give his crew the day off so they could pay their bills!)

In my telephone interview with Rogers on 7/11/76, he denied that there would be
any need for him to try to deceive the Forest Service by concocting the "UFO incident"
Rogers told me: "I WOULD NOT HAVE EVER HAD TO DREAM UP THAT [UFO] STORY OR ANY SILLY
-STORY~TO^GET-OUT^OF=A-.CONTRACT:.^BECAUSE-EVEN~IF^I~WAS^IN*STROUBLE-ON A.-CONTRACT^ALL^
I WOULD HAVE HAD TO HAVE DONE WAS TO HAVE GONE TO THE CONTRACTING OFFICER AND SAY 'HEY,
I'M IN TROUBLE ON THIS CONTRACT...WHAT CAN WE WORK OUT* IF NOTHING AT ALL CAN BE
WORKED OUT, HE WOULD SAY THEY WOULD DEFAULT ME..."

Rogers had an opportunity to use this direct, honest approach after the next visit
of the Forest Service inspector on 10/28/75, barely 8 days before the "UFO incident."
The inspector's report back to Marchbanks said: "DURING THE PAST WEEK, THE CONTRACTOR
HAS ACCOMPLISHED 4 ACRES OF FUEL BREAKS. THE REASON FOR THE SLOW PROGRESS IS THAT IT
RAINED ONE DAY. CONTRACTOR'S VEHICLE WAS BROKEN DOWN FOR TWO DAYS. AND A FOURTH DAY
OF WORK WAS LOST DUE TO AN ON-THE-JOB INJURY THAT REQUIRED MEDICAL ATTENTION. THE CON-
TRACT TIME EXTENSION WILL TERMINATE AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON [Saturday] NOV. 8,
1975. IT IS APPARENT THAT THE CONTRACTOR WILL NOT BE ABLE TO COMPLETE THE ENTIRE JOB
UNDER THE PRESENT TIME-EXTENSION. CONTRACTOR HAD STATED THAT HE HAD WRITTEN YOU A
LETTER [10/20/75] EXPLAINING SOME OF HIS PROBLEMS AND WOULD LIKE TO SET UP A MEETING
TO DISCUSS WHAT COURSE OF ACTION MIGHT BE TAKEN FOR HIM TO BE ABLE TO COMPLETE THIS
CONTRACT." [Emphasis added.]
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Presumably the purpose of such a meeting with Forest Service Contracting
Officer Marchbanks would have been to request another'contract extension, at still
another reduction in per-acre price. But if the $26.40/acre price already was so
low that Rogers found it more profitable to engage in "moonlighting" for other
contractors, another contract extension was hardly worthwhile.

More important, a contract extension could not possibly solve Rogers' most
pressing problem: getting enough money to tide him over the long winter. The For-
est Service withholds 10% of a contractor's earnings until the job is satisfactorily
completed. As of late October, the Forest Service was holding approximately $2,638
of Rogers earnings. The winter snows would soon hit the Arizona mountains, putting
an end to all work at Turkey Springs until the following April or May. This meant
that if Rogers obtained another contract extension he could not possibly hope to
complete the Turkey Springs job until the next June or July and thus could not
possibly collect his $2,638 until the summer of 1976. That Rogers was hard pressed
financially is evident from the fact that he admitted to me later that he was forced
to go on "food stamps" in December, 1975.

It is clear that Rogers had no intention of requesting a contract extension.
He made no effort to set up a meeting with Contracting Officer Marchbanks, despite
the opportunity to do so during the week of Oct. 27 when it rained one day and
he could not work at Turkey Springs. Even as late as Wednesday, Nov. 5 (the day
of the alleged UFO incident), Rogers had not arranged to meet with Marchbanks,
yet his contract extension expired on Nov. 10 (Monday), making Saturday, Nov. 8,
the last available working day.

The only other legal alternative open to Rogers was to simply allow his
Turkey Springs contract to be terminated for default. If this occurred he would
promptly receive most, perhaps even all, of his $2,638. The remaining 238 acres
would be put up for re-bid. If the new low-bidder's price was $26.40/acre or less,
Rogers would receive the entire $2,638. If the new bid was higher, the additional
cost-difference would be deducted from the $2,638 and Rogers would receive the
balance. This could carry him through the long winter.

BUT THIS WOULD BE A SECOND CONTRACT-DEFAULT AGAINST ROGERS AND IT WOULD NOT
ENHANCE HIS REPUTATION WITH THE FOREST SERVICE--ESPECIALLY IF THE FOREST SERVICE
SHOULD LATER LEARN THAT ROGERS HAD LIED ABOUT THE REASON FOR HIS DELINQUENCY AND
HAD REALLY BEEN "MOONLIGHTING" ON BETTER PAYING JOBS.

Since Rogers had made no effort to meeting with Marchbanks as of Nov. 5,
one~~might think that he~had~decided s~imply~'to~ let" the contract be terminated for
default on Monday, Nov. 10. But on Monday. Nov. 3. Rogers did a strange thing
for a man who is resigned to termination for default: HE EXPANDED THE SIZE OF HIS
CREW FROM FIVE MEN TO SEVEN MEN. WHY? In the three months since he obtained his
contract extension, Rogers had completed only approximately 115 acres, and has 238
acres left to finish in six working days. There was not the faintest possibility
that seven men could complete in six days TWICE the acreage that five men had done
in three months, to avoid termination.

The most logical explanation is that Rogers had expanded his crew "for show,"
as part of an ingenious new option that he had devised in the hope of obtaining
the advantage of contract termination without its disadvantages: AN "ACT-OF-GOD."

OVER
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All contracts, including those with the Forest Service, protect contractors from
freak events of nature that might intervene to prevent a contractor from fulfilling
his commitment, as for example an earthquake or a flood. What Rogers needed at this
point was an Act-of-God, but it had to be tailored to his peculiar situation. If an
Act-of-God should intervene, to prevent Rogers from completing the Turkey Springs job,
he could hope to quickly receive his 10% retention funds to tide him over the winter,
and this might avoid a second default against his Forest Service work record.

On the night of Oct. 20, 1975, the very same night that Rogers sat down to write
to Contracting Officer Marchbanks, and resorted to falsehoods to deceive the Govern-
ment, NBC-TV telecast a dramatic two-hour Hollywood produced film telling of the
alleged UFO abduction of a New Hampshire couple, Barney and Betty Hill. Whether
Rogers himself saw the TV show can never be known with certainty. But since Travis
Walton and his whole family had had a keen and long-standing interest in UFOs, it
would be surprising if Travis 'did not himself see the show, or at least hear about
it from friends/family.

If a UFO were to abduct a member qf_the Rogers_crew, it might provide the Act-
"of-God~excuse he~neVded~but"ONLY if the incident'occurred under the right conditions.
For example, if Rogers were to visit Marchbanks and negotiate another contract exten-
sion to the following summer, a UFO abduction would be of no help because Rogers
would have many months to round up a new crew and would not get his 10% retention to
carry him through the winter. This would explain why Rogers never called Marchbanks
to set up a meeting, even though he told the Forest Service inspector he would do so.

Furthermore, the UFO abduction incident had to occur near the Turkey Springs
work site, so Rogers could then inform the Forest Service that his crew was afraid
to return to the area and thus he could not finish the contract. If the incident
were to have occurred many miles away, say on the highway between Heber and Snowflake,
it would not provide the excuse that Rogers needed. Fortuitously for Rogers, the
alleged abduction occurred near the Turkey Springs area.

If Travis Walton had been as frightened of the alleged UFO as Rogers claims
that he and the other five crew members were, so that Travis had remained in the truck,
no UFO abduction could have occurred. But fortuitously for Rogers, Travis Walton
had long wanted to ride aboard a flying saucer. According to his older brother, Dwayne
Walton, the two had made a pact earlier that if either of them ever saw a UFO he would
run under it and try to get aboard.

If Travis Walton had not been seated next to a door of the truck, according to
RogersJ _jtory,_ so_ hiŝ exit. had be.en J>locked_by. one_of _the-other-̂ terrified'J~raembers— — -
of the crew, Travis could not possibly have jumped from the moving truck to run under
the UFO and the alleged abduction could not have occurred. Fortuitously for Rogers,
Travis was seated next to a truck doorl

If Travis Walton had been taken aboard a UFO in "more conventional fashion,"
as claimed by Betty Hill, or as reported by Charlie Hickson and Calvin Parker of
Pascagoula, Rogers and his five crewmen might have mustered their nerve and rushed
over to rescue poor Travis as he was being led, or levitated, aboard the UFO. But
fortuitously, the Arizona UFO decided to "zap" Travis with an explosive beam of
light so powerful that it allegedly sent Travis flying through the air and caused
Rogers and his crew to panic and drive off, abandoning poor Travis to his fate!

If the alleged UFO had interfered with the ignition and lights of the Rogers
truck, as sometimes claimed in other UFO incidents, then Rogers could not have driven
off and he and his crew would have been close at hand to prevent Travis from being
taken aboard the UFO. But fortuitously no such interference occurred either with
the ignition or the lights, according to the Rogers account.
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The beam of light that allegedly "zapped" Travis Walton had to be so powerful
that it would allegedly knock him unconscious, so he would not need to explain how
he was taken aboard the UFO, and so powerful as to panic Rogers and his crew into
leaving the area. But the UFO beam had to also be very mild so there would be no
visible burns or bruises a few days later when Travis'reappeared and was examined by
two doctors. Fortuitously, the alleged UFO beam was precisely the right intensity.

IT IS AS IF ROGERS HIMSELF HAD DREAMED UP THE SCENARIO FOR THE INCIDENT. TAILOR-
ING IT TO MEET HIS "ACT-OF-GOD" NEEDS, AND THE UFO MIRACULOUSLY APPEARED AND FOLLOWED
THE ROGERS SCRIPT TO THE LETTER!

And it is as if the UFO had communicated with Rogers in advance of the incident
and assured him that despite the "explosive" beam that would be used to "zap" Travis,
no injury or harm would befall-Travis and he would be returned safely. This would
explain why Rogers and Travis' older brother Dwayne were so calm and confident that
Travis would be returned safely when the two were interviewed on Nov. 8, 1975--at
a time when Travis was still "missing"! (A tape recording of the interview by Fred
.Sylvanus pf_GSW_is_ in my possession.),-NOT ONCE DURING, THE HOUR-LONG INTERVIEW DID ___,
EITHER ROGERSl)R DWAYNE WALTON EXPRESS~ANY CONCERN THAT TRAVIS MIGHT BE DEAD. OR
SERIOUSLY INJURED FROM THE "ZAPPING," OR THAT THE UFO MIGHT BE CARRYING HIM OFF TO
ITS NATIVE PLANET. NOT ONCE!

Dwayne, at one point in the interview, said he was confident that Travis was
"not in any danger." Dwayne added: "ALL I CAN SAY IS THAT I WISH I WERE WITH HIM...
HE'S HAD AN EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME AND ALL I WISH IS THAT I WAS THERE..."

Or, all of these curious aspects of the incident are understandable if the
incident was a hoax, concocted by Rogers, to try to have his contract terminated
because of an "Act-of-God." rather than for default. The appealing thing about a
"UFO abduction" was that IF Contracting Officer March-banks should later disbelieve
tFe story, and decide to terminate the contract for default (as he later decided),
Rogers would be no worse off for trying. In three more working days, his contract
would be terminated for default so Rogers had almost nothing to lose, if he was the
sort of person who readily resorts to falsehoods to get out of a tight spot.

And there were other possible financial incentives. For example, perhaps NBC
might be anxious to produce a TV special on the Travis Walton case, as it had on the
Hill case, and the principals would then share in the royalties. Whether Rogers was
then aware of the large financial award offered by the National Enquirer for the best
UFO case of the year can never be known for sure.

How could Rogers get members of his crew to participate in the hoax? By offer-
ing to cut them in on his $2,638.00 retention fund when the Forest Service paid off,
and by cutting them in on any other income from a TV special and the National Enquirer
prize money. Why would crew members continue to support the story now? Because
Sheriff Marlin Gilespie has publicly stated that if he ever got positive proof of a
hoax, he would prefer charges against those involved. Thus to talk now is to risk
a jail term.

WOULD MIKE ROGERS CONCOCT A UFO ABDUCTION HOAX IF HE THOUGHT IT WOULD HELP HIM
FINANCIALLY AND AVOID A SECOND DEFAULT AGAINST HIS RECORD WITH THE FOREST SERVICE?
THE RECORD SHOWS THAT ROGERS READILY RESORTS TO FALSEHOODS AND DECEPTION, EVEN WHEN
DEALING WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT/FOREST SERVICE!

Philip J. Klass
Washington D.C.
June 13, 1977

OVER
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PHILIP J. KLASS
56O "N" STREET. S. W.

WASHINGTON. D. C. 2OO24

June 25, 1977

Mr. Michael Rogers
Box 529
Snowflake, Ariz. 85937

Your letter dated June 11, but not postmarked until June 16,
indicates that you and your associates are not willing to undergo
new polygraph tests administered by a mutually acceptable examiner
of unquestionable integrity and reputation.

" This^is hardly surprising — ~~ = " " " " —---— -

If you should ever change your mind, rest assured that I
will be eager to participate and to hear from you. I shall
never return your letters unopened, as you indicate that you
will do with my letters, according to your letter dated June 11.

In closing, I wish to express my deepest appreciation to
you for your invaluable assistance in supplying evidence to show
that you readily resort to falsehood and deception to achieve
your own purposes.

Any man who would knowingly resort to falsehoods to deceive
the U.S. Government on a contract, as you have done, certainly
would not hesitate to concoct a cock-and-bull "UFO abduction"
story.

For all of your assistance in this respect, albeit unwitting,
I thank you.

Sincerely,

cc: Lorenzen/APRO —-̂ . ~) •̂ -*__—̂ <T
Acuff/NICAP
Andrus/HUFON
Spaulding/GSW
Hynek/CUFOS
Spratt/Nat. Enquirer
et al



THIS IS THE MAN THAT AFRO'S LORENZEN
"SELECTED TO GIVE NEW POLYGRAPH TEST TO
TRAVIS WALTON, MIKE ROGERS, ET AL

AND THE MAN THAT MIKE ROGERS INSISTS
MUST CONDUCT NEW POLYGRAPH TEST!I
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Walton Claims He Is Afraid To Recall What Occurred Aboard UFO

If von had long wanted to go aboard a flying saucer and then one night you were taken
aboard a UFO, were returned safely without any physical injury but could only remember what
had transpired during roughly two hours of the five days you were aboard the UFO, would yon
be curious to recall more details of your exciting adventure? Especially since you (allegedly)
recalled being transported to a large hangar where you saw three flying saucers. Many persons
who only suspect they might be "abductees" are willing to "risk" undergoing many hypnosis
sessions to try to recall what happened. But NOT TRAVIS WALTON, who claims he is still
AFRAID to do so--more than 20 years after he (allegedly) was abducted by a UFO.

Walton's (alleged) fears were revealed in 1978 in his first book, "The Walton
Experience,' which concluded: "Someday, I may get up enough nerve to try hypnosis again....Thai
missing time bothers me, and [hypnotic] regression may be the only way to get rid of that feeling."
Travis had undergone regressive hypnosis shortly after he reappeared, administered by James
Harder, a long-time pro-UFO researcher. But under hypnosis Travis provided no more details
than he had given without hypnosis. When Harder probed for more depth, Travis declined--
expressing fear for his life. Walton has never claimed any subsequent UFO abductions or ET
visits to warn him against revealing any more details. But he says these fears persist, according
to his more recent book "Fire In The Sky" (FITS), published in late 1996. (The book's title
conies from the Paramount movie on the Walton case which had its debut in March of 1993
[SUN #21/May 1993]). In Walton's new book [p. 181] he writes: "I once thought that someday I
might get up enough nerve to try hypnosis again....But after all these years I have never felt
sufficiently moved to go under again."

CUFOS's JEROME CLARK STRONGLY ENDORSES WALTON'S ABDUCTION CLAIMS

Interest in the Walton case has been sparked by the strong, unqualif ied endorsement
given by Jerome Clark, editor of the International UFO Reporter (UJR), published by the
Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS). In the Fall 1997 issue of IUR. in a review of Walton's recent
book, Clark concluded that "after more than two decades, Walton's credibility survives intact. No
shred of evidence yet brought forth against it withstands skeptical scrutiny." Clark characterizes
FITS as "the best book ever written by a UFO witness* and predicts that "few [skeptics] will dare
to read this book." (It is rumored that Clark helped Walton write his first book and there is
evidence that he served as "ghostwriter" for much of the new material in Walton's recent book.)

If the incident is a hoax, as indicated by my many-month investigation in 1976, there
is a logical explanation for the meager details in Travis' original account and for why he has
refused to undergo hypnosis again. In 1975 there were only a tiny handful of "UFO-abduction"
cases whose "victims" claimed to have been aboard a UFO for only a short time. The best
known was the Betty/Barney Hill case which was featured in a two-hour movie shown on NBC-
TV on Oct. 20, 1975--roughly two weeks before the Walton incident. Travis claims that he did
not see the NBC-TV movie but his detailed description of the faces of his bald ETs closely
resembles the ETs shown in the TV movie and differs significantly from the "new-look" ET
descriptions which have typically been reported since the late 1980s, following publication of
Whitlev Streiber's book "Communion" and Budd Hopkins' book "Intruders."

For example, the "new-look" ETs are reported to have no eyelids. But in Walton's books
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he wrote: "Their huge lids slide quickly down over the glassy bubbles of their eyes, then flipped open
again like the release of roll-up window shades." The ETs in the NBC-TV movie had large eyelids
and in one scene they moved exactly as Walton described. Walton said his ETs had "miniature
rounded noses [with] small oval nostrils." This description matches the appearances of the noses
of ETs in the NBC-TV movie. "New-look" ETs are reported to have no well-defined nose, only
two holes for breathing. Walton said the ears of his ETs had "tiny crinkled lobes" as did the ETs
in the NBC-TV movie. The "new-look" ETs have no discernible ear lobes. Walton said his ETs
had "thin-lipped mouths," as did the ETs on NBC-TV. The "new-look" ETs are reported to have
no mouth or simply a thin slit with NO lips [SUN #24/Nov. 1993].

Tracy Tonne, who convinced Paramount to produce the "Fire In The Sky" movie and
authored its script, admitted that "it doesn't fit any of the other [abduction case] patterns," when
he appeared on a radio talk show to promote the movie in early 1993. As examples of the major
differences in Walton's tale and the "new-look" abduction reports, Tor me noted that "Waltonwas
gone for five days and six hours instead of a couple of hours. When he awakened [in the UFO] he
was not paralyzed. He was not naked. He was not being experimented on medically." He has not
had any experiences since then. He didn't seem to have any in childhood. He didn't come back with
a lot of scars or anything." (Inasmuch as Betty/Barney Hill never reported that they had been
paralyzed, awakened naked in the UFO, had permanent scars, or previous childhood abductions,
such "new-look" details were not in the NBC-TV movie--which Travis claims he didn't see.)

•MISSING" PHYSICAL EVIDENCE CHALLENGES TALES OF "EYEWITNESSES'

According to Walton's books, a team of timber cutters headed by Mike Rogers, who had
been working in the Turkey Springs area of Sitgreaves National Park under U.S. Forest Service
contract, were driving back home around dusk when they spotted a UFO hovering over a nearby
clearing. Although the truck was moving, Travis (allegedly) opened the door, jumped out and
ran toward the UFO--ignoring the warnings of his teammates. Suddenly, according to Walton's
account, "a tremendously bright, blue-green ray shot out of the bottom of the craft. I saw and heard
nothing. All I felt was the numbing force of a blow that felt like a high voltage electrocution....The
stunning concussion of the foot-wide beam struck me full in the head and chest.... From the instant
I fell that paralyzing blow, I did not see, hear or feel anything more....I was hurled backward
through the air for 10 feet. My right shoulder collided with the hard rocky earth of the ridgetop.
Landing simply spread out on the cold ground, my body lay motionless." (Emphasis added.)

Walton's teammates (allegedly) panicked and Rogers drove off leaving Travis behind.
A few minutes later, after they saw the UFO depart, they drove back and found that Travis had
disappeared. Travis would be "missing" for more than five days until around midnight on Nov.
11, when he called his sister's house from a pay-phone in the village of Heber- -roughly 10 miles
from where the incident (allegedly) had occurred. Travis' older brother Duane. who lived in
Phoenix but had driven to Snowflake (where Travis resided) after being informed of the
incident, then drove to pick up Travis. Very early the next morning (Nov. 12) the two men
drove to Phoenix. Later that same day--less than 24 hours after Travis' return and less than
six days after he (allegedly) had been zapped by the powerful UFO beam, he was given a
physical examination by two medical doctors, Dr. Howard Kandell and Dr. Joseph Saults. who
were members of APRO--then a large pro-UFO group with headquarters in Tucson.

Despite the claim that Travis had been struck on the face and chest by the intense blue-
green beam, there was not a single burn-mark anywhere on Travis' body. Despite the claim that
the beam had knocked Travis unconscious and sent him flying through the air to impact on the
hard, rocky earth, there was not a single bruise mark anywhere on his body. The only thing
observed was a tiny puncture-wound scab on Travis' right elbow. This could have resulted from
a thorn or a hypodermic needle, Dr. Kandell told me daring my 1976 investigation. The doctors
had brought along a camera and a tape recorder, but Duane would not allow them to use either
and insisted they not question Travis about his UFO experience.
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Rogers had reported the incident to the local Sheriff's office, which had launched a
limited, unsuccessful search for Travis that night. When Travis' mother, who had spent the hot
summer months living in a small cabin not far from Turkey Springs--and who was still living
there in early November—was informed around midnight of what had occurred, she took the
news calmly. The next morning a party of roughly 50 persons had assembled to search for
Walton and for physical evidence to support the UFO-zapping story because law enforcement
officers had begun to suspect that the crew might have killed Travis and concocted the UFO
story as a cover. Careful inspection of the site failed to find any physical evidence to support
the "zapping." The "slash-pile" of timber near where Travis had been standing and pine needles
on the ground showed no signs of intense heat or disturbance from the beam that allegedly had
lifted Travis off his feet. That afternoon, Travis' mother requested the search be ended.

WALTON CLAIMS SCANT INTEREST IN UFOs PRIOR TO THE INCIDENT

Travis denies [p. 124] that he and his family had a long-time interest in UFOs. "I have
a very wide set of interests and many are keen interests, but UFOs aren't one of the keen ones, even
now!" (Emphasis added.) Travis acknowledged that his brother Duane had had a UFO sighting
some years earlier, but added: 'I have talked with him on a couple occasions about the subject since
then, but we've never had a disproportionate interest in the topic.' (Emphasis added.)

The veracity of these Walton claims is challenged by a tape-recorded interview with
Duane Walton and Mike Rogers, conducted by UFOIogist Fred Sylvanus on Nov. 8, 1975, while
Travis was still "missing." At one point Duane said: "Travis and I discussed this many, many
times at great length and we both said that [if either saw a UFO nearby] we would immediately
get as directly under the object as physically possible....}Ve discussed this time and time again..."
Duane went on to explain that if only one of them was taken aboard a UFO, he would "try to
convince whoever was in the craft to come back and get the other one." During the closing moments
of the interview, Duane said he believed that Travis was "having the experience of a lifetime.
I don't think he's in any danger at all. He'll turn up. All I can sav is that I wish I was with him."

If Duane truly believed that Travis had been abducted by a UFO, he could not be so
sanguine. Unlike other "abdnctees" who (allegedly) were held for only an hour or two, Travis
had now been gone for nearly three days. Perhaps the ETs were taking Travis back to their
native planet to be stuffed and placed in an ET museum. (Travis tries to explain his brother's
statements [p. 125] by saying that Dnane's comments were "directed partially to bolster my
mother's morale." Nonsense. Their mother was not present during the interview and its contents
would not be made public until many months later after I received a copy of the tape from
William Snaulding. head of a small pro-UFO group in Phoenix called Ground Saucer Watch.)

WALTON'S LACK OF CANDOR SOMETIMES 'FLIRTS WITH FALSEHOOD'

Walton's new book offers many examples in which he is not completely honest with the
reader. For example, in the book's preface Travis admits that he was a bit wild during his teen
years: "/ had a few isolated brushes with the law, mostly traffic offenses, but nothing that left me
with any record." (Emphasis added.) This is literally true, but very misleading. On May 5,1971--
roughly four years prior to the UFO incident--Travis Walton and Charles Rogers. Mike Rogers'
younger brother, pleaded guilty in the Navajo County Superior Court to the following charge:
"Oh or about the night of February 18, 1971, they broke into the office of the Western Molding Co.,
with intent to steal and did steal therefrom a quantity of Western Molding checks and on the 19th
day of February filled out said checks payable to a fictitious person and signed the name of Robert
W. Gonsalves, thereby to cheat and defraud." After Walton and Rogers agreed to make restitution
of the funds, they were placed on two-year probation. On Aug. 3, 1973, having lived up to the
terms of their probation, they were allowed under Arizona law to "cleanse the record" by
appearing in court and pleading "not guilty" to the original charge. Thus, Travis is legally
correct when he says his "few isolated brushes with the law" did not leave him with "any record."
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WALTON FLUNKS HIS FIRST (SECRET) POLYGRAPH (LIE DETECTOR) TEST

On Feb. 6,1976, APRO announced that Travis and Doane Walton had taken and passed
polygraph tests administered by George Pfcifer. an employee of Tom Ezell & Associates. When
I called on March 13 to talk to Pfeifer, Mr. Ezell told me that Pfeifer had left to go into
business for himself. Ezell said he had been out of town when the Walton tests had been
administered, but he volunteered to examine the polygraph charts to evaluate Pfeifer's
assessment. Near the end of our conversation, Ezell said: 'Let me give you a little information
that might help you. Walton was given another examination before George gave him one. * When I
asked who had given Walton this heretofore secret polygraph test, Ezell replied: "I believe by
a Jack McCarthy, who I would say is one helluva good examiner--in Phoenix." Considering that
McCarthy was EzelPs competitor, this was an impressive compliment. Ezell had learned of the
McCarthy test from Pfeifer, who had learned of it from APRO officials.

Two days later I called McCarthy and said that Ezell had told me that McCarthy had
tested Travis Walton prior to the Pfeifer test. McCarthy acknowledged that was true. When
I asked for McCarthy's assessment of his polygraph test on Travis, he responded with two
words: "Gross deception." McCarthy explained that sometimes Travis would hold his breath, in
an effort to "beat the machine." McCarthy told me that he had been hired by APRO director
Jim Lorenzen and the National Enquirer, which had sent in a team of reporters after Travis
had reappeared. The tests had been administered in a suburban hotel. When McCarthy re-
ported his conclusions, a National Enquirer reporter hastily typed up a "secrecy agreement"
which McCarthy signed constraining him from publicly revealing the tests or their results.
When I later telephoned McCarthy and said that I had learned of the tests from Ezell,
McCarthy faced a difficult decision: he could resort to falsehood by denying the Walton tests
or confirm what Ezell had told me. McCarthy opted for the troth.

(When I visited McCarthy on Nov. 3, 1977, he showed me some of the charts from the
Travis test. When Travis was asked "Were you actually in a spacecraft from the 5th of November
to the 10th of November," the chart showed a dramatic increase in Travis' blood pressure with
the polygraph pen hitting its retaining stop. The charts showed that in response to some
questions, Travis held his breath for 10-15seconds before responding "yes" or "no." In Walton's
recent book, he tries to explain this away [p. 325] as only a "respiratory quirk.")

On Mar. 22, 1976,1 called Ezell back to get the results of his analysis of the polygraph
charts of Pfeifer's tests on Travis and Duane. Ezell told me that in his opinion it was
impossible to tell whether Travis and Duane had responded truthfully to the test questions. In
other words, the tests were inconclusive. Later, when the charts were examined by another
Phoenix polygraph examiner, CY Gilson. he agreed that the Pfeifer tests were "inconclusive."

On July 19, 1976, Rogers proposed new polygraph tests for Walton, himself, other crew
members, Travis' mother and brother. If they passed, I would pay for the tests; if they failed,
APRO would pay. I agreed to new tests for Walton, Rogers and the other five crew members,
but negotiations broke down when I discovered that APRO's Lorenzen and Rogers were resort-
ing to deception to get me to accept their choice of a polygraph examiner. This particular
examiner (then living in San Diego) claimed that his polygraph tests showed that household
plants have "feelings" and can tell whether they are "loved." (Attempts by several scientists to
replicate his test results failed.) When I declined to have the new tests performed by this
particular polygraph examiner, Rogers refused to use any other.

WALTON. ROGERS RESIST NEW TESTS. SUDDENLY CHANGE THEIR MINDS AND PASS

In early 1992 as the filming was getting underway on Paramount's FITS movie, Tracy
Tonne received a phone call from Ohio UFOlogist Jerry Black who proposed that Walton and
Rogers undergo a new set of polygraph tests at Black's expense because of doubts about the
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Pfeifer tests. Later, when Black talked with Travis to propose a new polygraph, Walton
qoestioned the need, as he explained [p. 145-46] in his recent book: "/ asked him why I should
take another test when I'd already passed one. He [Black] criticized the validity of the Pfeifer test;
I defended it...^4 new test would amount to an admission that the test I had already passed had been
somehow insufficient....Afike [Rogers] at first resisted on grounds similar to mine."

Then, curiously, Rogers and Walton changed their minds. Travis explains that an
important factor in his change of heart was that the new tests would be given by Cv Gilson.
a Phoenix examiner, who "had expressed his opinion that both the McCarthy test and the Pfeifer
test were inconclusive for the same reason--their same obsolete technology." Gilson would use
newer polygraph techniques, which included computer analysis, developed by professor David
Raskin of the University of Utah.

On Feb. 1, 1993, Gilson first tested Allen Palis--who had been a member of the crew at
Turkey Springs--and then Rogers. Both passed with flying colors. In a letter to test-sponsor
Black, Gilson reported that his test of Dalis yielded a "computer-based analysis [which] returned
a posterior probability of truthfulness [score] of 0.993, indicating that charts like these produced by
Mr. Dalis are produced by t ruthful examinees 99% of the time." Gilson reported that Rogers
had also scored 99%. Three days later Gilson tested Travis and reported he had scored well but
with a slightly lower 96%.

SUN first learned about the new polygraph tests in early April of 1993 and talked with
test-sponsor Black, and then with Gilson, to try to learn more about the test and the new
computer analysis techniques used. Gilson referred me to professor Raskin at the University
of Utah. Fortunately, I knew an Arizona attorney who had employed Raskin as a polygraph
expert and she agreed to arrange for Raskin to talk with me about his polygraph technique.
I had hoped that Raskin would be interested in reviewing Gilson's polygraph charts, and Black
had agreed to make them available for Raskin's analysis. When 1 called Raskin on April 10.
I learned that he was aware of the Gilson tests, but he showed no interest in the results or in
reviewing Gilson's charts. Shortly before our conversation ended. Raskin emphatically stated:
"/ have enough important battles to deal with....I do not want to get involved in this."

Possibly one of the "important battles" of greater concern to Raskin was the then-recent
discovery that a high CIA official, Aldrich H. Ames, was a covert Russian agent. Ames had
successfully passed two polygraph tests given by the agency. SUN has been told that the CIA
uses Raskin's polygraph techniques but this is not known with certainty. The Feb. 27, 1994,
edition of The Washington Post, which carried a feature article on Ames and the two polygraph
tests he managed to pass, noted that "there are various ways to defeat it [the polygraph]. Taking
400 milligrams of meprobamate will do the trick nicely, studies show."

NEW "MYSTERY WITNESS" APPEARS. USES TRICKS IN POLYGRAPH TEST

What SUN did not know until we obtained a copy of Walton's recent book in May of
1997 was that shortly before the FITS movie made its debut, Travis received a telephone call
from a man who claimed he and his wife had been in the Turkey Springs area on the night of
Nov. 5, 1975, and had seen the UFO and its blue beam. According to Travis [p. 276], the man
(whom SUN will refer to as "X") "seemed rational and sincere....The man said he had been in
military intelligence and had been advised by his superior officer to keep quiet unless my crewmates
were on the verge of being convicted of murder. I was very cautious and questioned him in detail but
he gave the right answers, including topography of the surrounding terrain....The man said he had
confided what he had seen right after the incident to a friend, a known public official who would
attest to that." Travis said he had "X" call Torme and claims "we agreed he sounded genuine."
(Torme's recent recollections differ slightly.) Paramount had "X" fly out to Los Angeles for
an interview which Torme recently told me had prompted his own suspicions. When "X" agreed
to take a polygraph test, arrangements were made with Gilson to conduct the test.
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Gilson tested "X" on Mar. 11,1993--theday before the FITS movie made its debut. The
results, according to Walton's book [p. 277], "were very strange--with some truly sinister implica-
tions....Things came to light which gave indications of deceit and suggested possible intrigue from
high levels in our government." According to Walton's account, the first test series included the
following issues, with "XV answers shown in brackets:

(1) Had "X" been present at Turkey Springs on Nov. 5, 1975? [YES1
(2) Had "X" seen aerial lights there in the trees? [YES]
(3) Had "X" seen the blue beam? FYES1
(4) Was "X" then in Army intelligence with a top security clearance? IYES1

According to Walton, Gilson's analysis indicated that "X" had answered TRUTHFULLY,
with a computer probability score of 93%- -almost as high as Walton, Rogers and Dalis had
achieved. The second test series dealt with the following:

(5) Had "X" had any prior communications or correspondence with PJK (Philip J. Klass) or
the head of CSICOP (an organization of skeptics with which I am affiliated)? [NO1

(6) Had "X" conspired with anyone to discredit Walton and his UFO story? [NQ1
(7) Was "X" currently working for any branch of the U.S. military? FNOI
(8) Had "X" been advised by a military supervisor to keep quiet about what he had seen on

the night of Nov. 5, 1975? FYES1

Gilson's analysis of the second test series indicated a probability of DECEPTION of
89%. according to Walton. Curiously. "XV charts showed the greatest deception for questions
(5) and (8). "XV deception on (5) prompts Walton to suggest that I recruited "X" to try to fool
Paramount and embarrass Gilson by having "X" later confess that his tale was a hoax.

A Ridiculous Accusation. A More Logical Explanation

I WOULD NEVER ENGAGE IN SUCH TRICKERY. KNOWING THAT IF IT WERE
EXPOSED THIS WOULD RUIN MY REPUTATION AS A TECHNICAL JOURNALIST AND
AS A UFO RESEARCHER. Nor would CSICOP. But IF 1 had, surely I would never have
selected "X" for the job if Gilson's analysis was correct that "X* was being truthful when he
said he was in the Turkey Springs area on Nov. 5. 1975. and saw a UFO and its blue beam.

IF Walton or Rogers really suspected that "X" was an agent of PJK or CSICOP, after
"X" failed Gilson's tests, they would surely have devoted some effort to try to get "X" to
confess--knowing that such an admission would utterly destroy the reputation of their major
critic. Seemingly a marvelous opportunity--which they never pursued!

Another quite different scenario emerges because Gilson said he caught *X" in "a
deliberate attempt to produce countermeasures* (i.e., tricks) when "X" was told to intentionally
lie to provide a "benchmark" to enable Gilson to assess when "X" later was lying. If "X" was
resorting to tricks, perhaps there were others that Gilson failed to detect. Where might "X"
have learned such tricks? One possibility is via Allen Dalis, who could have learned them from
other inmates in the Arizona State Penitentiary. (Dalis had been sentenced in 1976 to three
five-year concurrent terms for armed robbery--committed to support his hard-drug habit.)
Dalis could have offered to demonstrate the effectiveness of the techniques by being the first
to undergo tests by Gilson in 1993. If Dalis passed, as he did, Rogers and Walton would use the
same techniques. If Dalis failed, Rogers and Walton could find some excuse to renege. Their
success could then have prompted Rogers to conceive of the idea of a new "mystery witness" who
would emerge as the FITS movie was making its debut. This would enhance the popularity of
the movie and the credibility of the Walton abduction tale. "X" would be briefed by Dalis or
Rogers on the techniques. If "X" goofed in trying to use the techniques and failed the test, I
could be accused of being "X's" sponsor. For Rogers, it would be a tempting "no-lose" scenario.
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Another possibility is that °X° acted entirely on his own in concocting his tale, hoping
to pocket some money and gain personal publicity.

Walton Reveals PJK's (Alleged) Evil Character And Misdeeds

My book "UFOsc The Public Deceived," published in 1983, devoted 61 pages (17% of the
total) to the Walton incident and the results of my many-month investigation of the case. Wal-
ton's recent 370-pagebook contains an 86-page appendix titled: 'PJK: Propaganda Job Krumbles,
or, Perfidus Janus Kalumnior." It is largely devoted to revealing my evil modus operand! and
character and also to challenging the expertise and ethics of polygraph examiner McCarthy.

Walton, after characterizing me as his principal critic, comments: 'PJK's ties to
military I aerospace sources--as editor of Aviation Week and Space Technology \l was one of
several senior editors], his Washington D.C. address, hisprosecutorial, muckraker approach, and his
extensive use of propagandist techniques--have led people in the UFO community for many years
to speculate that he is a paid operative of some covert agency interested in promulgating
disinformation about UFOs. As one would expect, whether it's true or not, he's always denied it.'
Walton adds: "If some high-level agency were going to choose someone for such a purpose, it would
seem they would pick someone more able." (Emphasis added.) Later, Walton says: 'PJK's likeliest
motivation seems to me to be fanatical disbelief --obsessive, overzealous, monomanical disbelief
[p.288]. Travis adds: 'He [PJK] is neither thorough nor accurate. He deals not in hard facts but
in distortion, supposition, innuendo, and assumption, reaching one unjustified conclusion after
another. He is as far from [being] scientific as one can get' [p. 291.]

WALTON ACCUSES PJK OF IGNORING PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

Walton charges [p. 300] that PJK 'entirely ignored every bit of physical evidence in
support of the case. In his many white papers and in his two books...there was not a single mention
of the recorded magnetic anomalies, ozone traces, Geiger counter readings, or strange 'metal'
fragments found at the very site of the incident! Not a peep about the reports of outages
of power and television reception in the nearest towns at the time of the incident. He was
well aware of those reports, yet not a word about them.' (Emphasis added.)

The "magnetic anomalies" measurements were made by William Spanlding, head of
Ground Saucer Watch (GSW), who initially believed the Walton tale. A week later when he
repeated the test he found no magnetic anomalies, prompting him to conclude that his earlier
measurements were flawed. Detection of "ozone traces," also attributed to Spanlding, were
never mentioned by him in our numerous telephone and letter exchanges. When Spaulding wrote
a report on the Walton case in mid-1976 for his GSW members, he made NO mention of any
ozone traces.

When the area near the "zapping site" was checked for radiation by a Forest Service
employee using a Geiger-counter, it showed a normal background level [p. 61]. When Mike
Rogers suggested checking his "hard hat" and that of Allen Dalis, the Geiger-counter showed
increased radiation. But neither Rogers nor Dalis had gotten close to the (alleged) UFO.

Travis claims that "strange metal fragments" were found by Spaulding at the site, but
he did not visit the site until several days after it had been searched by law enforcement
officers who had found nothing. Spaulding never mentioned any such fragments to me. In
Travis' recent book [p. 138] he claims that Spaulding gave the fragments to his brother Doane.
While Travis now claims these fragments were important physical evidence, we can not find any
mention of them in his first book. There was no mention of power outages in nearby towns in
any of the many articles in Arizona newspapers at the time. Nor did Travis mention the alleged
power outages in his first book, so far as we can find. (Neither book contains an index.)
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'You idiot. I told you to beam
him UP to our spacecraft, NOT
backwards to the hard ground.*

(Matt Graeber)

When Duane Walton underwent a
polygraph test by Pfeifer in early 1976, one
of the test questions was: "Would you lie to
help Travis in this matter." Doane replied
"No," and Pfeifer concluded he was being
truthful. In late April of 1976, before I
publicly disclosed the "secret" McCarthy test
that Travis flunked, I interviewed Duane by
phone. During our conversation, I asked:
"When did Travis first take a poly graph, or lie-
detector, test?" Duane replied: "/ don't know.
I don't have the foggiest notion." Duane was
present during McCarthy's test. Walton
justifies Duane's falsehood [p. 337]: "Duane
had learned prior to the call of PJK's reputa-
tion for being rabidly anti-UFO,unfair, devious,
prone to twisting people's words to suit his
purposes....However surveys show that when
confronted with a person one considers shady,
or believes intends on harm, most honest people
consider themselves justified in speaking at odds with the facts..." (Emphasis added.)

Walton ends his book as follows: "While PJK deliberately hid favorable data and ducked
confrontation with my strongest points, I have openly confronted his best....not one point in his
prosecutorial campaign can stand up to rational analysis, to weigh objectively against the incident's
authenticity." Travis predicts: "He'll completely sidestep my examples of how he conducted his
campaign, my exposure of his falsehoods, deceptive omissions, and distortions. He'll continue to beg
the question of the strongest evidence: physical traces, consistent testimony from seven eyewitnesses,
unassailable polygraph tests." (Emphasis added.)

TRAVIS* ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN HIS (and Jerry Clark's) WORDS

If Travis was really abducted by a UFO, and even if he previously had no interest in the
subject, UFOs should have become the focal point of his interest. He should certainly have
joined APRO, whose leaders endorsed his abduction tale, to participate in its efforts to "solve
the UFO mystery." But he did not. If he had not previously read any UFO books, as he claims,
surely he would be eager to read the book "Interrupted Journey," recounting the (alleged) UFO
abduction of Betty/Barney Hill. But Travis did not. In 1987, when tales of UFO abductions
achieved national prominence with publication of the Bndd Hopkins and Whitley Strieber
books, surely Travis would want to read their books--and the many similar-theme books that
followed--to learn about the experiences of other "abductees." Surely he would want to attend
UFO conferences and "support group" meetings to talk to other "abductees." But the only UFO
conferences Walton attends--always with Rogers--are those where they are invited speakers.

On Nov. 5, 1975, Travis claims he was so very curious about UFOs that he ran under a
hovering UFO. Now, having been paid generously by Paramount and having enjoyed trips to
Europe and Australia to promote the movie, Travis shows scant curiosity about UFOs. He says
[p. 193] he only wants "to get on with my life and live it as normally as possible."

NOTE: Opinions expressed in SUN arc those of its editor--unlessotherwise noted—and do NOT necessarily represent the
views of any organization with which he is affiliated--or his spouse. We thank Dr. Gary Posner for help in proofreading.

SKEPTICS UFO NEWSLETTER (SUN) IS PUBLISHED BIMONTHLY. SUBSCRIPTION
RATE (SIX ISSUES) IS $15/YEAR FOR U.S./CANADA. OVERSEAS RATE (AIRMAIL) IS
S20/YEAR. (PLEASE MAKE CHECK/MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO PHILIP J. KLASS1
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EDITORIAL

Most sceptics, in their efforts to debunk the ETH, employ a priori and ad hominem
arguments to attack reports which seem to indicate that there might be a case to be
made for it. They also sometimes give the impression that any explanation will do, so
that we are sometimes given two or three of them to choose from.

We intend to take a more reasonable line, maintaining a critical attitude to
inadequate sceptical explanations as well as a refusal to accept unlikely tales
unsupported by corroborative evidence or independent witnesses.

HE IS A LUMBERJACK AND HE'S OKAY: THE WALTON EXPERIENCE

A baffling case
Q. What do sceptics do when they encounter a baffling UFO report?
A. They jump up and down and shout 'Liars! Liars!'

Many initially puzzling cases are eventually solved, at least to the satisfaction of most serious
ufologists, by a process of long and painstaking investigation and careful examination of the available
evidence and testimony. A few, however, seem to the unbiased researcher to offer no easy answers and
it is these that rouse the sceptics to hysteria in their denunciations of witnesses and ufologists. One of
the most ihfefeiting~of such"cases is the incident which occurred in Arizona ori~5 November 1973.

On that day Travis Walton claimed to have encountered a UFO while on his way home from
his work as a logger in the Sitgreaves National Forest. He was apparently taken on board the UFO
and returned, several miles away, five days later.

If Walton had been alone at the time this story would probably have been almost forgotten by
now. The problem for the sceptics, though, was that when Walton encountered the flying saucer there
were six other men with him. Apparently they all supported his story and testified that they panicked
and drove away when Walton was zapped by the saucer. They returned a short time later, but could
not find him. He turned up five days later in a telephone booth in the nearby town of Heber.

Possible explanations.
This is a case which is difficult to debunk without asserting that the witnesses are liars. Not only must
they be liars, but they must also be highly disciplined, painstaking and ingenious liars. The only other
approach is to suppose that Walton and his workmates saw an unusual natural phenomenon which they
misinterpreted as a flying saucer, and that Walton, knocked out by an electrical discharge from the
phenomenon, wandered about in a trance for five days before fully regaining normal consciousness.

Both of these explanations have a certain plausibility, but only if you just skim through the
story and pay little attention to the details. On closer examination both of them seem rather feeble.
However, there seem to be no other obvious explanations and rejection of these hypotheses would
leave open the possibility which dedicated sceptics will do anything to avoid.

Encounter in the forest
A very strange feature of this case is the concentration on what happened, or allegedly happened, after
the incident, with very little attention being paid to the incident itself. Most writers on the subject seem
to copy descriptions of the UFO encounter from one another rather than referring to the description
written by Walton himself. For example, some writers tell us that when the men saw the UFO, Walton
jumped out of the truck before it stopped. But, according to Walton:
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Suddenly we were electrified by the most awesome, incredible sight we had seen in our entire
lives.
'Stop!' John cried out. 'Stop the truck!'
As the truck skidded to a dusty halt in the rocky road, I threw open the door for a clearer

view of the dazzling sight.
'My God!' Allen yelled. 'It's a flying saucer!'
Mike shut off the engine. We watched, spellbound.

Turning back to that impelling spectacle in the air, I was suddenly seized with the urgency to
see the craft at close range. I was afraid it would fly away and I would miss the chance of a
lifetime to satisfy my curiosity about it. I hurriedly got out of the truck and started toward the
hovering ship. (1)

The description that Walton gives of what happened after the 'blue-green ray' shot out from
the UFO is obviously a reconstruction based on what the other witnesses said. They got the impression
that Walton was hurled backwards for ten feet and fell heavily on his right shoulder. This happened
very suddenly, so their recollections could be inaccurate. However, Philip Klass has made much of the
fact that doctors who examined Walton about 24 hours after his return (i.e. about six days after the
alleged incident) found no bruises anywhere on his body. He doesn't consider the possibility that
Walton did not suffer any noticeable bruising, or that the bruises would have disappeared within a few
days.

Was it a hoax?
Klass, and most other sceptics, presumably think that the whole affair was an elaborate hoax. Let us,
then, consider it to have been a hoax and try to see if this explanation makes sense.

If it was a hoax then the group of loggers did not see anything unusual in the forest that day
(that is, assuming that they were in the forest). Therefore the whole business must have been carefully
rehearsed beforehand. Having got the concocted story clear in their minds they drove into Heber
where one of the men, Ken Peterson, phoned the police. Deputy Ellison duly arrived to interview the
men, wR6Toia=him~thal"Walton was missingrTlie-meu-were-eitbeHn-a highly emotional-state, or were
excellent actors.

When Travis reappeared five days later he, too, was in a highly emotional state. Either that or,
as generally agreed, his acting was brilliant. So, we have seven hoaxers who are fine actors, wasting
their talents cutting down trees, rather then making Hollywood blockbusters.

Such a hoax requires a motive as well as the not inconsiderable ability and discipline required
to fool enough people for a long enough time. Two main motives have been suggested.

Philip Klass asserted that, as the men were behind in their work, they stood to gain financially
by having their contract terminated because of some cause outside their control. However, the contract
was held by Mike Rogers, who paid his men by the hour for work actually done. Forest Service staff
who supervised the contracts confirmed that Rogers would gain nothing by terminating his contract in
this way. They didn't believe the UFO story anyway. In his latest book, Walton has explained the
details of Forest Service contracts at great length (2) and Klass seems to have finally dropped this
explanation, as it is not mentioned in his latest newsletter, which is entirely devoted to yet another
attack on Walton, his methods and motives. (3) It is amusing to note that a number of sceptics
uncritically strung along with Klass's allegations for many years, for no better reason that he has been
recognised as the arch-sceptic of ufology ever since the death of Donald Menzel, who is the sceptics'
equivalent of a saint.

The other motive was the large sum of money offered by the National Enquirer for anyone
who could prove that aliens had visited the Earth. However, Walton, Rogers and the other men must
have been aware that they would be thoroughly grilled about their story and that, when they were
questioned separately, a fantastic yarn told by seven men would soon display serious inconsistencies
and fall apart, leaving them all looking very foolish. Actually it was the UFO organisation APRO that
contacted the National Enquirer, and not Walton or Rogers. They also must have known that they
would have to face the dreaded polygraph tests.
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Polygraphs
Polygraph? I was surprised, when I started looking at the literature on this case, to see how much
space was devoted to the use of this absurd contraption. Believers and sceptics alike seem to treat it
with great reverence. The descriptions and controversy concerning polygraph tests used in the Walton
investigation have done nothing to alter my perception that 'lie detector' testing is just one of those
strange and irrational American customs, like shooting holes in road signs.

The believers asserted that the polygraph tests showed that the witnesses were telling the truth
and the sceptics were satisfied that they showed that they were liars. Again, the lack of consensus goes
to confirm my impressions about this gadget.

Klass keeps up the pressure
The witnesses have stuck to their original story over the years and the sceptics have little more to offer
by way of explanation than calling them liars. Klass goes even further, by telling us what Walton would
have done if he really had been in a UFO:

If Travis was really abducted by a 'UFO, and even if he previously had no interest in the
subject, UFOs should have become the focal point of his interest. He should certainly have
joined APRO, whose leaders .endorsed his abduction tale, to participate in its efforts to 'solve
the UFO mystery'. But he did not . . . Surely he would want to attend UFO conferences and
'support group' meetings to talk to other 'abductees'. But the only UFO conferences Walton
attends - always with Rogers - are those where they are invited speakers. (4) ' -. i

Klass is trying to have it both ways. If Walton did these things he and other sceptics would say
that he was just like the other abductees, his experiences being purely subjective. So whatever Walton
does or does not do, it somehow proves that his story is false or that he is deluded. Klass also criticises
Walton for refusing to attempt to recall any further details of his claimed experiences at the hands of
the aliens. But if he did eventually come up a greatly extended account Klass would not believe a word
of it anyway.

Jerome Clark has commented: 'Should the Walton episode turn out to be a hoax, we may be
confident that it will not be the kind of hoax Klass says it was.' This seems fair enough to me, if a little
enigmatic. In his latest newsletter' Klass says: 'It is rumored that Clark helped Walton write his first
book and there is evidence that he served as "ghostwriter" for much of the new material in Walton's
recent book.' (5) Over to you, Jerry . . .
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FUNDACION ANOMALIA

Vicente-Juan BaHester Olmos

In January 1997, the Spanish Ministry of Education and Culture approved the official establishment of
Fundacion Anomalia (Anomaly Foundation), a non-profit organisation which is the first of its kind in
Europe.

Fundacion Anomalia is a cultural organisation, created by a group of experienced UFO
researchers and supported by a large number of investigators, experts, qualified individuals, scientists
and others. They have decided to offer their books, archives, experience and dedication, as well as
financial assistance and know-how, to make this project viable.

This project has the following objectives:
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1. To promote the study, in a rational and scientific perspective, of anomalous aerospatial
phenomena, commonly called UFOs, and other related subjects, as well as their social-cultural
influence.
2. To preserve and professionally manage archives, files, libraries and other legacies covering
such topics.
3. To continue editing the well-established UFO journal Cuadernos de Ufologia (Ufological
Papers), considered the best UFO information source in Spanish, as well as other publications, books,
research monographs, essays, etc.
4. To finance UFO investigations through research grants and scholarships.

Fundacion Anomalia was born within the team backing Cuadernos de Ufologia, a loosely
organised group of professionals who edit, collaborate or circulate around this most influential
Spanish-language journal. As required by law, the foundation has a board of directors, composed as
follows: President, Mr Julio Areas (Santander); First Vice-president, Mr Jose Ruesga (Sevilla); Second
Vice-president and Research Director, Mr V.J. Ballester Olmos (Valencia); Legal Director, Mr Matias
Morey (Palma de Mallorca); Publications Officer, Mr Luis Gonzalez (Malaga); Archives Director,
Dr Antonio Petit (Sevilla); Miss Matilde Gonzalez (Santander).

Fundacion Anomalia unites a number of decentralised and even competing organisations,
becoming an outstanding example of maturity not commonly seen in the UFO field. In order .to create
this foundation, several UFO libraries were donated, with over 1,200 volumes, as well as nine major
national UFO archives, computer equipment, etc. The budget for the year 1998 amounts to 8 million
pesetas (US $55,000). . . ,

Projects in progress include:

• Data base on the Spanish ufological culture. This is a most ambitious project which aims
to gather together all UFO information collected in Spain in the past 50 years: UFO reports,
photographs, data on UFO organisations, press information, publications, etc.
• Collective UFO book. Under the editorship of University of Barcelona documentalist
Mr Marti Flo, the book concept will include contributions from many authors who review local UFO
dataTa'nd'their significance, with'the purpose^of being infornfative and didactic. - ~ "~
• CD ROM on Spanish UFO literature.
• Field manual for UFO investigators.

Project already accomplished:

• Diccionario Tematico.de Ufologia. This is a hard-cover, 416-page thematic UFO dictionary
edited by Matias Morey, with 18 contributors. The result of a three-year effort, the book was published
by Fundacion Anomalia in December 1997.

1998 grants: . . . . . ,

• 'Ricardo Caruncho' Prize, 100,000 pesetas (US $700). This is to be awarded for the best
field investigation or case analysis performed during the year.
• 'Universitas' Scholarship, 150,000 pesetas (US $1,000), to finance a research project on the
UFO phenomenon, to be prepared in an academic environment (college, university) which applies a
scientific methodology in any field. Partly sponsored by the Fund for UFO Research, Inc. (Washington,
D.C.)
• 'Zurich' International Prize, 250,000 pesetas (US $1,700), for any quality research on the
UFO problem. Entries accepted from any nation. Fully sponsored by the Zurich Insurance Co.
(Barcelona, Spain)
• 'Cuadernos de Ufologia' Prize, a diploma and commemorative item to honour a UFO
publication.

Fundacion Anomalia, Apartado de Correos, 5.041 - 39080 Santander, Spain
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BOOK REVIEWS

Timothy Good. Alien Base: Earth's Encounters with Extraterrestrials, Century, London, 1998.
£16.99
Although few British ufologists take the ETH very seriously, most of them are uneasily aware that this
is what draws the crowds to UFO lectures and, more importantly, sells books by the trainload. Seeing
the danger of boring his readers with yet more rather dull official UFO reports and catalogues of
funny lights in the sky, and still unable to produce evidence that would convince a reasonably alert
six-year-old, Good obviously feels that he has to come up with something.

Some of us can remember the old days when we read about the amazing exploits of Adamski,
Fry, Bethurum, Angelucci and all the other contactees, and naively wondered if there might possibly be
some grain of truth in their stories. Quite a few of us are still around, and Good obviously realises this
and is mindful of the old adage: The older they get, the dafter they get.

And what could be dafter than attempting to rehabilitate that notorious fantasist, who needs
no introduction. Ladies and gentlemen, George Adamski! [Applause]

It seems that Adamski really did meet the space people, but it all went to his head and they
eventually decided he was untrustworthy. How does Good know this? Simple - a friend told him. This
friend had been contacted by 'the same, or a similar group of extraterrestrials that Adamski knew' who
told her that 'Adamski was indeed selected and contacted by this certain group of extraterrestrials, but
at an early stage he disclosed' some secret information with which he had been entrusted, and it
therefore became necessary for them to feed him with false information which would discredit him.
thereby protecting their own interests'. So that's how it's done; if you want to know if one contactee is
genuine, just ask another contactee.

There are other ways of testing the veracity of contactees. For example, Paul Villa was asked
what the other crew members were doing while he was conversing with the pilot of the saucer. Villa
replied that they were just bathing their feet in the river. Good remarks: 'At the time, that reply,
delivered without so much as the bat of an eyelid, astonished me. Eventually, though, it contributed to
a growing conviction that Paul Villa's story contains essential elements of truth.'

There are many other contactee yarns in this book, so if you are as easy to convince as Good
is, then you might enjoy reading it. But do I detect a hint of doubt? The author's use of chapter
headings such as 'A Pantomime of Unrealities', 'A Festival of Absurdities', 'Alien Fantasia' and
'Beyond Belief suggests that perhaps we shouldn't take these tales too literally.

Nicholas Redfern. The FBI Files: The FBI's UFO Top Secrets Exposed, Simon & Schuster,
London, 1998. £16.99
The FBI at one time denied that they investigated UFO reports, but files obtained from them under
the provisions of the Freedom of Information legislation have shown that they have been involved
from the beginning. US Army Intelligence had asked for their help in questioning witnesses to find out
if they were 'sincere in their statements that they saw these discs, or whether their statements were
prompted by personal desire for publicity or political reasons'.

Of particular interest are the FBI's investigations of contactees, such as Adamski and Van
Tassel, which were partly accounted for by the fact that some people complained that they were
spreading politically subversive ideas. Redfern; though, has devised a complicated theory to account for
the FBI's continuing interest in the subject.

At an early stage, relations with the military became rather strained because the FBI suspected
that they were withholding information that they had promised to share. It seems that J. Edgar Hoover
was intrigued by reports of crashed saucers and was keen to discover the truth of the matter. Redfem's
thesis is that, as they couldn't get satisfactory answers from the military, they attempted to obtain
information by checking on people who claimed knowledge of UFO landings or crashes.

He goes into great detail about the alleged Aztec UFO crash of 1948, which is described in
Frank Scully's book Behind the Flying Saucers. The theory is that Leo GeBauer and Silas Newton had
somehow learned about it and passed on the details to Scully, who published a distorted version. He
implies that the FBI's interest in these characters was due to their knowledge of UFOs rather than
because of their criminal activities.

The information that Redfern has extracted from the FBI concerning their investigations of
UFO reports, ufologists and witnesses is very interesting. However, as in his previous book (A Covert
Agenda), his implausible speculations and his use of unreliable sources to bolster bis support for the
ETH, tends to spoil what could be a useful and serious work on his chosen theme.
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LETTER

What I can reasonably add from my long-past experience of DS8 (now AS2), as well as my subsequent
reading of tolerably well-compiled UFO reports, is that - setting aside the ETH altogether - I doubt that
the Psychosocial Hypothesis will wholly dispose of the problem. A few (a very few) of the reports
reaching the Ministry of Defence from the public suggested the existence of transient phenomena
which could not be explained either by conventional occurrences of a physical kind or by imagination.
Reports reaching us from RAF personnel (invariably of far higher quality and always submitted with the
unease which is felt by people with a career to lose!) sometimes carried the same implication, viz. that
something was going on 'out there' which had as much 'reality' - as well as the absence of
'solidity' - as any rainbow. Rainbows are utterly 'real', even if a bit idiosyncratic in their properties; the
aurora borealis achieves a slightly higher degree of 'solidity' (e.g. in its detectability by radio receivers);
and Nature contains other phenomena which we would be rash to dismiss as 'unreal', UFOs and
ghosts perhaps being instances.

The difficulties come when people jump to simplistic conclusions about these things - e.g.
rainbows are a sign from God or a manifestation of the Goddess Iris, ghosts are direct evidence for
human survival of death, UFOs are visitors from space. A more 'phenomenological' approach might
get us further.
Ralph Noyes, London

THE ADAMSKI SAUCER

Most ufologists agree that the dome-shaped object photographed by George Adamski was not a
Venusian scout ship, as he claimed. However, he obviously photographed something. Many attempts
have been made to identify it, most of them pure guesswork. These guesses include: an electric light
fitting, a chicken feeder, the lid of a wine cooler, a part of a vacuum cleaner, and a model specially
built for the purpose. No one has produced convincing evidence to support any of these identifications.
Perhaps some of our readers have information or ideas that would help to clear up this little mystery?

Are you concerned about the activities of alien abduction researchers? Then you should subscribe to
Abduction Watch, a monthly newsletter produced by Kevin McClure. In the UK only, 12 issues for £10.
£5 (cash, UK cheque or International Money Order) will bring you 5 monthly issues in the UK, 4 in
Europe, and 3 issues - economy airmail where available - anywhere else in the world. Please make
cheques, etc. payable to Kevin McClure and send them to him at: 3 Claremont Grove, Leeds LS3 1AX,
UK.

For readers who do not already subscribe to or exchange with our journal Magonia, full details may
be obtained from the Editor: John Rimmer, John Dee Cottage, 5 James Terrace, Mortlake Churchyard,
London SW14 8MB, UK. e-mail: johnr@magonia.demon.co.uk The Magonia web site is:
www.magonia.demon.co.uk Web Editor: Mark Pilkington e-mail: markp@syzygy.co.uk

ETH Bulletin: This is available on the Magonia web site and only a limited number of
printed copies will be available. Please address all correspondence, articles, etc. to the Editor:
John Hgrney, 27 Enid Wood House, High Street, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1 LN UK
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The SUN, Flagstaff, Arizona, Saturday^ November 8, 1975

Did a Kidnap isaturday, Nov. 8, 1975 ; The Arizona B

Navajo County Man? .fS. s-'1
BJ era" m

HEBER, Ariz. (AP) - Navajo
County Sheriff Marlin Gillespie,
saying he's not a "total disbeliever,"
confirmed today his department is
investigating the disappearance of a
young Snowflake man whose com-
panions claim vanished after being
struck by a ray of light from an un-
identified flying object.

Gillespie said searchers had found
no trace of Travis Walton, 22, who . • •
reportedly disappeared Wednesday
night in the Turkey Springs area ;
near Heber. Walton and six compan- (
ions had gone to the area to thin .
trees, he said. . ;

He said he found no discrepancies •
in the reports given by the other six I
men, also from Snowflake, concer- '•'
ning the disappearance. However, he i
said the six, who were not identi- ;
fied, have volunteered to be ex-
amined by a polygraph expert Mon- '
day. , ;

The six men, said Gillespie, told >
him the group was driving on a •
forest road when they spotted a 1
lighted object hovering above the j
ground near the road. When they

4Saucer Man'
OfferedNAU
Stress Test _
A B Y RICK VELOTTA > : . • '
» SUf^Staff Reporter . •. •:;. •-> • ; ;
^ A Nol-thefn~A"nzona;?vUniversity-ir--^—'
^ police science professor said Friday •
5 there is "no doubt in his mind" that i
E ;he could determine if a Snowflake

man is telling the truth about an
alleged journey he took in a
spacecraft. !

! Professor Wesley Brown Jr., ;.
'chairman of the NAU Police Science P

_ 'Department, said he has offered the
o 'services of the university's German- i
|! made Psychologic Stress Evaluator ,
t-j(PSE) to Navajo County Sheriff
S Marlin Gillespie in determining

whether Travis Walton, 22, is telling
the truth about experiences he
claimed he had with extraterestrial
beings.

"Sheriff Gillespie said he was in-
! terested, and its now just a matter of
getting a voice recording to us,"
Brown said. "He said he would get in
touch with us next week."

Brown said the PSE has been
found to be more accurate that
polygraph machines in determining
the truth of a person's statements.

Walton alledgedly disappeared
last week in a "bluish ray of light"
as he ran toward an object in a forest
near Heber. He and five witnesses
were d o i n g fo r e s t t h i n n i n g
operations when the abduction sup-
posedly took place. . . .

Walton was found Tuesday by his
brother Duane, 26, of Phoenix, in a
telephone booth in Heber. Travis
was questioned by law enforcement
officials and he described the oc-
cupants of the spacecraft, their
examina t ions of him, and the
spacecraft itself.

stopped, he said, Walton got out of
the truck and ran to the object.

Gillespie said the men told hini
they observed Walton being struck
by a ray of bluish light from the
hovering object, adding that they

were frightened and drove off ,
leaving Walton.

They returned to the area 15
minutes later, but the hovering

:object and Walton were gone,
Gillespie said he was told..

•NOV. 12.1975 ST.LDUIS POST-DISPATCH!

'AssiirtS' Missing Man
Took UFO Trip

HOLBROOK, Ariz., Nov. 12
(AP) — The brother of Travis

Gillespie said Duane Wal-
ton called him twice yester-

Walton, who disappeared af-.V.-day to say that he had found
ter he was said to have been
struck by a ray of light while
pursuing an unident i f ied
flying object, said yesterday
that Walton had been "on a,
craft of some sort" and had
had contact with strange
creatures.

his Brother. The sheriff said
that Walton told him in a
morning telephone call that
he had found Travis in a
"confused" state of mind,
slumped in a phone booth in
.Heber, after Travis had
called the family about mid-'. . , ----------

- The brother, Duane Walton, Anight Monday. Duane Walton
said he had found Travis, 22 ..'told the sheriff he was calling
years old, and that he was in' , from Tucson and had put his
a hospital, but he refused to

CO

disclose the location.
• Meanwhile, Navajo County .

Sheriff Marlin Gillespie said
that five men who said they •
had seen Travis Walton
.struck by a ray of light last
•week in northeast Arizona •
had passed a lie-detector test..

:.However, Gillespie said he ,
still wanted to speak with;"
Walton himself.

.The sheriff has described ;
-both-brothers.-and-the>r_mothT_
• er. as long-time students of
UFOs. And he said he had
"not overlooked the possibili- >
ty",that the story was a hoax.

Duane Walton, 26, of Phoe-.
nix told a reporter that Travis

-said he "was on a craft of
some sort. He had contact
with beings of two different
".. \ natures. . • ,

•:• '-'They were just two differ-
ent types of people," Duane
Walton said. "They were very
much like people. There was
no speech (or) contact, either
physical or mental." His
brother did not offer any
fur ther description, Walton
said.

brother in a hospital there.

. In an afternoon phone call,
Walton told the sheriff that
Travis "was in a hospital
under medical attention, but
he refused to say where." The
sheriff said, "I told him I
wanted personal contact, an
interview with him to close
out our missing persons re-
port." .. ;; : .

The sheriff said Duane Wai-'
ton told him that his brother

"•'needed resl-for-a-coaple,o?-.
days before he talked to any-
body," but that Travis him-
self would call the sheriff "as
soon as possible." .

Duane Walton refused to
disclose the location of the
hospital even though "I in-
formed him there was a possi-
bility of obstruction of jus-
tice" if he did not divulge the
information, Gillespie said.

Travis Walton disappeared
last Wednesday evening. His
six companions said he left
the truck they were riding in
near Heber to pursue an
unidentified flying object in
the woods.
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5 of 6 Pass Test^
In Saucer Mystery

HOLBROOK, Ariz. (AP) - Flying
'saucer fans had a new mystery to puzzle
.over today as a man who. reportedly

vanished in a "bluish ray of light" re-
turned to earth and was hospitalized. .

Meantime, five of his six companions
passed a lie detector test, prompting
Sheriff Marlin Gillespie to .say, "I'm
nearly stumped .now." .

Travis Walton, 22, was found Tuesday
on the floor of a phone booth in the White
Mountain town of Heber, not far from his .

' disappearance. His brother Duane, 26, of

Phoenix/said he got the call and took
Travis to a hospital, reportedly in Tuc-
son, about 250 miles southwest of here.
The only report given about Travis's con-'
dition was that he appeared "confused
and hurting."

Gillespie said the Walton brothers and
their mother, Mary Kellet, are firm
believers in UFOs and he has not over-
looked the "possibility of a hoax."

Duane told a reporter that his brother
"was on a craft of some sort and had
contact with beings of two different na-

tures.", But he added there .was
"speech contact."
• Duane said his brother needs rest fo
couple of days, but would be able to t
to reporters Friday. He refused to. d
close the hospital where his brother *
being treated. .

Gillespie said polygraph tests show
that five men were telling the tr
about how Walton vanished after be
struck by the light. Tests on the sixth,
len Dalis, 21, of Phoenix, were
conclusive, according to the sheriff.

ahe SUN, Flagstaff, Arizona, Wednesday, November 12,1975-
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WITNESSE VOLUNTEER FOR TEST

Missm§fW(brker; Struck
By 'Bluish Light Kay'

>9 ' • ', i. J • . -V '' . .'* ' . ^J " "V. ' ' ' . . : • ' ' ' • • ' . '

*

I

HOLBROOKA;Arl2..j( AP) •, r^
Six men who .-told authorities
that a companion; disappeared i
after he was struck by a ray of
light from- a strange; object will
undergo voluntary- lle-rdetector
tests today, the Navajo 'County .
sheriff's office 'said/.f -ViK'ii^ ; ;;„••

Meanwhile,, a; search, SUhday .
failed .to turn up -any' trice of
Travis Walton, ;22, of JSnowflake,
authorities .said, r: :';^Hv;;:. *r. r

' " ''. .
Walton ^disappeared

Wednesday after he had finished
trimming trees^'with the: other.
men in, a forest near, -.this.; north-.
eastern Ari2onavt(Swn.iCompan-
ions said Walton' rail: from a

truck they'had been riding in to-
ward a lighted object and was

(Struck by "a ray of bluish light."

'They.said they drove off in
fright,and,returned,minutes lat-
er to find no trace of Walton.

: Sheriff's deputy Ken Goplan
said he had talked with.Mike
Rogers, the/contractor Walton
was working for, and some of
the: other five men'about the In-
cident; . ! • " • • »• %••' • •••'. ' • • . ; . • ' • '

• ' • "I'don't Know'what to be-
lieve," Coplan said. "All I know
is the guy is missing .and the six
guys who were all with him tell
the same story and are sticking
tpit."
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Companion Missing

U.F.O. 'Ray'Sighters
Agree to Lie Test

Holbrook. Ariz. (AP>—Lie detector
examinations have begun for six men
to test their story that a companion
disappeared last week when he was?
struck by a ray of light from an uni-
dentified flying object. , . i ' •

. The men submitted voluntarily to
the tests last night and the Navajo
County sheriff Marlin Gillespie, said
he didn't expect the results until later
today. A state department of public
safety expert was giving the tests.

• The missing man. Travis Walton, 22,
of Snowflake. Ariz., lived alone and
had been interested "for a number of
years" in UFO's. as are his mother
and an older brother. Gillespie said.

A search on foot, horseback and heli-
copter was mounted for Walton after
he was reported missing Wednesday
night, but the sheriff's department
said it turned up no trace of him or the
object.

According to the six men he was
with. Walton walked from a truck to-
ward a lighted object in a forested
area and was struck by "a ray of blu-
ish light." The purported incident oc-
curred in the Turkey Springs area.

about 12 miles south of Heber, after
Walton and the other men had finished
trimming trees.

Gillespie said the six men—Michael
Rogers, Kenneth Peterson, Allen
Dalis. Dwayne Smith. Jessie Pierce
and John Goullette, all from
Snowflake and in their 20s—"appear to
be very sincere in what they're saying
... I see no reason to disbelieve their
story. They all showed quite, a bit of
fear at going back into the area where
this occurred."

He said the men told him that thev
saw Walton "apparently being struck"
by the ray of light, "and it knocked
him backwards and onto the ground on
his back. In fact, they said the thing
raised him off the ground and sort of
threw him on his back."
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Mother Says UFO
Carried Off Her Son
HOLBROOK. Am (AP)- '

Tlio mother of a man who
reportedlv vanished "in a ra>
uf bluish light" after chasing
an unidentified flying object
says her son was carried off
in a spacecraft

Mrs Man Kt Met said last
niu'ht that further search for
IUT son. Travis Walton. 22.
would be f u t i l e

Her ueu.s were gnen (n
reporters b> another son.
UUdlte

\\alton. \ \ho li\pd in nearby
Snowflake. disappeared lasi
Wednesday after leaving work
uith six other woodcutters in
the Sitgreaves-Apache Nation-
al Forest. His six companions
said W a l t o n jumped from
their t ruck when he saw a
light overhead and followed it
down the forest road

Moments later, the men
said the light ra> struck him
and he vanished

Nava ju L'ounlv Sheriff Mar-
tin Gillespie said all six men
told the same .story. All were
undergoing voluntary lie de-
tector tests given by the State
Department of Public Safety,
and Gillespif said they should
be completed today. Bui Gil-
lespie said he doubted (hat the
results would be made public
"at least for now "

Une woodcutter who took
the test yesterday said he was
told "unoff ic ia l ly" that he
passed it

(iillespie said a ground
starch aided b\ a helicopter
combed the forest but found
no trace of the missing man

Kenneth Peterson. 25. one of
Walton's companions, said all
the men were frightened b>
what they saw

"It kind of lifted him up off
the ground." sa'd Peterson
"His arms were outstretched
and he was knocked to the
ground "

\our

Peterson said lie and the
others sped away m fear, but
returned 15 minutes Idler and
found Walton and the hover-
ing object gone

Gillespie, who describes
himself as a I'FO skeptic,
concedes there's a chance the
story might be true

'\\e have not been able to
f ind anything to discount their
story." he said

The men all came voluntari-
ly to Holbrook. in northest
Ari/ona to take the test

Gillespie identified them as
Michael Rogers. 28, Snow-
flake, head of the tree-thin-
ning project tinder u Forest
Service contract, Allen Dalis,
21. Phoenix, D w a v n e Smith.
19, Glendale, Steve Pierce, 17,
Snow-flake. Peterson, and
John Gnulette, 21. Glendale

Rogers said the polygraph
operator told him unofficial!)

(hat both he and Dalis passed
the lie-detector test

Gillcspie said the men re-
main insistent about what
they saw ami their stories
liavc not t hanged Nor are
their discrepancies between
Ihem. he said

The sheriff said he is con-
vinced that the men had not
used intoxicants that night

"It's an interesting case,
but exasperating." Gillespie
said '

If the polygraph tests show
ihe men 10 be tell ing the
truth he said thev will proba-
bly underun t ru th serum tests
and hvpnosis He said^lhe
men have agreed to."briber
tests *>~^

Goulette described the ob-
ject us about 15 feet in diame-
ter and 8 to 10 feet thick. He
said it was about 15 feel above
the '.'.round and about 20 yards
from their truck Ft had no
windows but had what ap-
peared to be darker "divi-
ders" outlined in a dim, yel-
lowish glow, he said.

The beam came out of the
bottom of the object "in a
saucer shape just like you'd
see In a movie." Goulette
said, adding

"It hit him like a jolt."
. Ray Jordan, a I' S. Geologi-

cal Survey phoiogrammalrist
in Flagstaff and an investiga-
tor for the National Investiga-
tions Committee on Aerial
Phenomena, a private group,
said, "basicallv. all the wit-
nesses are telling the same
story "

"1 haven't found anything to
indicate a hoax," said Jordan,
who visited the scene Satur-
day

"The voung men I've inter-
viewed so far are all \isiblv
shaken by the experience." he
said. "I'm inclined to believe
thev're telling the truth "



Mom believes her son is
By JOHN SCHROEDER

Northern Arizona Bureau

HOLBROOK - The mother of a
man who allegedly disappeared after
he encountered a UFO (unidentified
flying object) has said she believes
her son was taken up into the
spacecraft.

Mrs Mary Kellett, of Snowflake,
said further searching for her son,
Travis Walton, 22, would be point-
less . -

Mrs. Kellett's son Duane relayed

the mother's views to a reporter
Monday night

Travis Walton is reported to have
disappeared last Wednesday night.

A Department of Public Safety
polygraph operator expects to com-
plete tests today on six woodcutters
who have said they witnessed the .•
UFO encounter.

One of those woodcutters said he
was told unofficially that he and
another man passed the tests.

helicopter was mounted for Walton,
but > t t ' l inecl up no tiace ol him or
the alleged spacecraft, said Navajo
County Sheriff Marhn Gillespie

Gillespie said he doubted that the
official lie-detector test results will
be made public, at least for now.

Walton, of Snowflake, was among
a crew of seven men who were
thinning timber in t h e Turkey
Springs area' 12 miles south of
Heber on" the Sitgreaves-Apache' Na-
tional Forest.1

A search on foot, horseback and The six men told authorities gal-

lon was struck bj ti gteemsh-'jlue
light f i o m a craft hoveung just
below treelop level The said Walton
leaped horn their • moving truck
when thev spotted the craft and ran
toward it

"11 kind of lifted him up off the
ground," said Kenneth Peterson, 25,
of Snowflake "His arms uere out-
stretched and lie was knocked to the
ground." - - -

r ~~ , ^ '" -* .
The six said they were frightened

and sped away in their truck, but_;
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ictuined 15 minutes later to imd
Valton and the c iaf t gone

Slienff Gillespje, who describes
himself as a UFO skeptic, conceded
that, there is a possibility the story
is true. f

"We have not been able to find
anything to discount their story," he
said..

The six men were in Holbrook
Monday, where they voluntarily sub-
mitted to the lie-detector" tests. The
men are: Michael Rogers, 28, Snow-
flake, who headed the thinning
project under a Forest Service con-
tract; Allen ,Dalis, 21, Phoenix;
Dwayne Smith, 19, Glendale; Steve
Pierce, 1 7 , . Snowflake; Kenneth
Peterson, Snowflake; and John Gou-
lette, 21, Glendale.

Rogers/said the polygraph opera-
tor had told him unofficially that
both he and Dalis passed the lie-
detector test.
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The sheriff said the men .remain
insistent about what they saw and
that their stories have not changed.
Nor are there any discrepancies.

" He said he's convinced that the
men had not used intoxicants that
night,-

"It's an interesting case,, ^but
exasperating," the sheriff said. •

He said that if the polygraph Jests
show the men are telling the truth,
they will probably undergo "truth
serum" tests and hypnosis.

He said the men have agreed to
the additional tests. - - - -

Goulette described the object as
i about 15 feet in diameter and be-

tween eight and 10 feet thick. It was
'about 15 feet above the ground and
about 20 yards from their truck, he
said. It had no windows, but had
what appeared to be darker "divid-
ers" outlined in a dim yellowish
glow. • -

; Peterson said the beam came out
of ,the bottom of the object — with a
;"saucer shape just like you'd see in
a movie"'— and appeared to strike
Walton. •' ~ -

T .'It hit him like" a jolt," he said.
"Basically all the witnesses are

telling the same story," said Ray"
' ,Jordan," the U.S. Geological Survey,
*. photogrammatnst in Flagstaff and,

an investigator for the National
.Investigations Committee on Aerial
Phenomena, a pnvate organization.

,"1 .haven't found anything in their
stories to indicate a hoax," said
Jordan, who visited the scene Satur-
day. —_ -
- "The young men I've interviewed
"so far are all visibly shaken by the
experience I'm inclined to believe
they're telling the truth."

The Arizona Republic O Thursday, Nov. 13, 1975 .
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POTPQUBB.L-.-.MEWS

HOLEROOK, Anz (A?) - The bizarre story of a man
who disappeared in noitheast Anrcna after he reported-
ly saw a UFO took another twist Tuesdav when the
man's brother said he had found him and taken him to a
Tucson hospital.

But Navajo County .Sheriff Marlin Gillcspie said his
agcncv wanted to talk to thf man, Travis Walton, 22, ct
Snowflake, and was aw<::t:ng fur tne i word on hib spvcif- _
ic uhereabouts Gillcspif- noted that Waitnn hail a long-'
time interest in unicientif.ed flying objects.

<

CiJlespie said Duane Walton calk-d him long-distance,'
Tuesday morning to say he had found Tra\ u> crumpicd •
up 1:1 .1 phone booth outside a closed service station in
He'oer." _ _;

The sheriff said Duane, who lives in Phoemv and-
| uhose voice he lecogmzed, told him he was in Tucson

and 'I'm admitt ing my orother to a private hospital here
for some tests or some eliminations." The brother said
Travis Walton \\as "confused and in a befuddled state of
mind," the sheriff said.

Walton disappeared last Wednesday evening in a
wooded area south of Heber when he ran from a truck
toward a lighted object in trie forest, according to the six
men who were w,th him at tiie time. They said he was
struck by "a ray of bluish light " The men said they
drove off, frightened, and returned minutes later to find
no trace of him.

Q

ro

The U.S. should invest $8 billion in powerful radio
telescopes so it can - communicate with life on other
worlds, says the head of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).

There must be intelligent life somewhere out in space

<XJ;fjaffa
S li V* S5 1$ o

and we should make an all-
out effort to contact them,"
said Dr. James Fletcher, who's
headed NASA since 1971. < <>->"•> ffh-^ ->rt~- ) '•*?''>•?

"The U.S. has only one radio & / / / ff/|/('(^/J r • ••< I /-;
telescope riglit now. It's at " '" ""' * • • " • "
Arecibo in Puerto Rico. We
used it earlier this year to
send out a message which will
travel through otir galaxy It
was in a universal code that
can be understood by any in-
telligent form of lile out there.

"I'd like to see a whole net-
work of telescopes like the one
at Arecibo — huge scanners
which would enable us to listen
in on other-worlds. They'd cost
about $0 billion and it'd take
10 years to bmld them all."

Dr. Fletcher said' he's so
certain there's intelligent life
on other HOI Ids that he'd ask
Congress to approve funds for
the telescopes if the nation's
economy v, as healthier.

"I think we should be spend-
ing money on radio telescopes
and on a power source which
would get us to distant
worlds," the 56-year-old physi-
cist said. "But I know the time
isn't right because of the econ-
omy and the way people feel
about space projects right now.

"Nevertheless, there's no
way you could measure in dol-
lars the ga'ns we'd make by
contact v.ith a superior civili-
zation.

"It's a practical certainty
that there is intelligent ex-
traterrestrial life — I'd give
you odds of a thousand-lo-one
on that."

Dr. Fletcher said there may
— be risks involved in making

contact with
worlds.

"Any civilization out there
may be millions of ycais more
advanced than us. They may
view us the same way we view
insects and we may end up
being colonized.

"But even so, v,e must try
to contact them — there's so
much we could learn."

Dr. Fletcher continued: "One
of our roekets will get to Mars
next summer — and I believe
we may find some form of
plant life there.

"We're going to look at a
moon of Saturn's called Titan
in 1979 as part of the Mariner
probe of Jupiter and Sattu-n.
We know that Titan has the
right temperature and lots of
carbon dioxide — constituents
which could give rise to liie.

"And we plan to send a
probe to Jupiter in 1981. M Men
may turn up primitive signs of
life like algae and bacteria.

"After we've covered those
three places and discovered
life, that'll give us and every-
one else (he incentive to go for
the stars "

— ALAN BRAHAM SMITH
•X. '^.V^^'fY"^. '-.•JM-£-' iKv*
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UFOs Reported Near Cleveland

Township and Madison Vil-
lage; confirmed the sight-
ing,of one or more uniden-
tified fl j ing objects with

lines, then disappeared
"like someone blew out a
match."

The objects,
to • - p o 1 i c e

according
patroirnari

, who saw
r e d and

green and then white when
they hovered near power
lines before
r Space said

i his

craft,
moved

'I
just lights,
like it •
doing,'1

saw a
but it

remains
, HEBER, ARIZ. (UPI) - A
yoiing woodcutter whose six
companions said he dis-
appeared after an encounter
with an unidentified flying ob-
ject apparently surfaced
Tuesday, but his exact where-
abouts and condition re-
mained a mystery

Travis Walton, 22, was list-
ed as missing after his six

my**/
companions on a woodcutting
expendition in the northern
Arizona forests said he was
"zapped" by a blueish ray
from an object hovenng 25
feet off the ground last
Wednesday evening.

They said they fled in ter-
ror but returned a short time
later and found that Walton
and the UFO had dis-

appeared. A search by sher-
iff 's deputies was fruitless. /"

Walton's companions volun- '
tanly underwent polygraph -
tests, but the results were
not immediately revealed

Napajo County Sheriff Mar-
vin Gillespie said Tuesday he
received a telephone call
from Duane Walton, Travis'
older brother, who reported
that Travis had called him
from somewhere in the He-
ber area. Duane told the sher- •

iff he had picked his brother
up and was going to Tucson
to admit him to an unspeci-
fied hospital.

- .V ^fr

There the trail ended. He
could not be located, and the

-sheriff said he was awaiting _
further information from •
Duane, whose voice he posi-
tively identified. A check of
hospitals in Tucson and Phoe-
nix produced no record of -
any patient by that name.

Neither was there any in-
dication why Walton would
take his brother to Tucson,
some 275 miles from Heber
and 122 miles farther than
Phoenix.

"Duane said his brother
was in a confused, befuddled
state, and he was concerned
about his mental capabili-
ties", the sheriff said.
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SALT LAKE CITY (UPI) — "The Two." the mysteri-
ous couple who have been soliciting followers for a UFO
Tide to a new existence, turned up in Salt Lake City
Thursday and said UFOs are the cars, buses and air-
planes oLthe Kingdom_of_God _

Nobody can ride one, however; they said, until" they
undergo a "caterpillar-like metamorphosis" into a high-
er level of life.

"UFOs are simply vehicles of transportation at that
higher level.' said the man. who has been identified as
Marshall Herff Applewhite. 44. former chairmun'of the
department of music at the University of St. Thomas.

"A man can no more understand those means of trans-
portation than a dog can drive a car." added the woman,
a 48-year-old former Houston nurse named Bonnie Lu
Trousdale Kettles.

Tickets sold lor $5 apiece and only about 200 people
showed up lor matinee and evening performances by the
pair, who have collected about 70 followers m seven

other states — converts who totally abandoned their
families, jobs and possessions About 20 people joined the
movement following a meeting Sept. 14. in Waldport,
Ore

As of the middle of last month, many of their followers
were-reported to-be camped m an Illinois state park
about 45 miles northwest of Chicago.

The two ga\e no fu r the r information on the location of
their followers, but said none of them had yet made it to
the higher life

"They are still on this planet taking the word to
others." said Nettles.

The marquee on the Salt Palace billed The Two as the
"UFO Couple" and posters said they would explain
UFOs — "Why they are here, who they have come for"
and when they will leave "

The Two, dressed neatly in casual clothes and suede
shoos, sat in chairs on an otherwise empty stage They
preached a short sermon in soft voices and then answer-
ed questions for nearly two and a half houis.

'Monster7

Is Reported
In Iowa

LO C K R I D G E , la.(AP)-
Skeptics call it "The Lockridge
Monster," but the bear-like
•creature with a monkey face re- ,
portedly seen in this turkey i
farming community is no laugh-
ing matter.

"If someone's playing a joke,
they're sure liable to get shot,"
says Mrs. Gloria Olson, a farm- •
wife who says she saw the mys- •
terious animal.

Stories aoout a "four-legged, |
black-haired thing in the corn-1
field" began circulating after i
Herb Peifter saw it in his trac*'
tor lights while driving to his i

( turkey pens. At first, Peiffer !~
was reluctant to discuss it wi lh"
his family. I

"He thought we would make !
fun of him.'.' Mrs. Peiffer said, j

Lowell Adkms. a hunter, later
. found 10-inch t racks near the
' carcasses of four partially eaten
i turkeys. Some think the tracks '
| were a bear, possibly a black
j hear from northern Wisconsin or |
I Michigan.
I But no one in Jefferson County
! recalls ever seeing a bear in the!
j area and until the mystery is
I solved, some parents aren't let-

ting their children go outside ,
! after' sundown. i
j "It was just before dark and I

i j was driving past an old deserted
I f a rmyard when I saw it," Mrs.
j Olson said. "To me, it looked

ij like it had a monkey's face and
|! kind of had hair all over.
'I "I didn't tarry too long," she
'isaid.

</?;- £.„ /'/!
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mctim' Is Left
„ By Richard Morin . ̂ . /f*,-;

_ Special to the Star , .,. .',»",
'Heber, Ariz.—A 22-year-old man

who companions reported was ab-
ducted Wednesday in what witnesses
said was a flying saucer was found
dazed but alive early yesterday in this
northeast Arizona village.

Travis Walton. 22, was found less
than 25 miles from the area from
which six other U.S. Forest Service
employees said he had been whisked
away by an unidentified flying object
while he was cutting wood.

The search for Walton ended shortly
after midnight yesterday when he
called his brother-in-law. Grant Neff,
and said he had been set down outside
Heber by the flying saucer, Mrs. Carol
Walton, Travis Walton's sister-in-law,
said.

"I need help and I'm hurting." Mrs.
Walton quoted her brother-in-law say-
ing over the telephone. , , - -

Walton is now in a Tucson hospital.
He had complained of severe head and
chest pains, however doctors said a
physical examination indicated Wal-
ton is healthv. <• -

Meanwhile, Marlin Gillespie. Na-
vajo County sheriff, said polygraph
tests on five of the six men who said
they saw the U.F.O. indicated they
were telling the truth. Tests on the
sixth man were inconclusive, Gillespie
said.

The sheriff said the Department of
Public Safety polygraph operator who
tested the men said he is convinced
they had seen something they believed
was a U.F.O.

Travis Walton plans to describe his
experience with the U.F.O. to report-
ers at a press conference Friday or
Saturday, his brother Duane Walton,
said.

Travis Walton, who lives with his
mother, disappeared while working

^v
/"with the Bother woodcutters in the
" Sitgreaves-Apache National Forest.

His six companions said Walton
jumped from the truck when he saw a
bluish light overhead. Walton followed
it down a dirt road, they said, and mo-
ments later the light ray struck him
and he vanished.

,"It hit him like a jolt." John
Goulette. 21, Glendale. Ariz., adding
that the beam came out of the bottom
of the object.

Goulette described the object as
about 15 feet in diameter and 8 to 10
feet thick. "It was in a saucer shape,
just like you'd see in a movie." he said.

He said the object was about 15 feet
above the ground and about 20 yards
from the men's truck. It had no win-
dows, he said, but had what appeared
to be darker dividers outlined in a dim.
yellowish glow. • • '

Walton's mother. Mrs. Mary Kellet
of Snowflake. Ariz., called off the
search for her son Sunday because,
she said, she believed he had been car-
ried off in the flying saucer.

Mrs. Carol Walton gave the follow-
ing account of the reappearance of her
brother-in-law: '

Neff received a telephone call about
midnight Monday from someone he
first believed to be a crank caller.

"This is Travis Walton." she quoted
the caller as saying. "I need help and
I'm hurting. Get Duane down here."

Neff called Duane Walton, who was
staying with a brother in Snowflake,
and both men went to Heber to pick up
Travis.

Travis, looking exhausted and with a
heavy growth of beard, was found on
the floor of a Heber phone booth, his
brother said, complaining of tremen-
dous pain in his head and chest appar-
ently due to tests the occupants of the
U.F.O. performed on him. ,

Travis said he was surprised when
told he had been missing more than

*

m
five days. He said he could remember

.only about two hours of the time he
was gone. Duane said his brother was
upset because the U.F.O. occupants
would not talk to him.
• "He said he jabbered at them the
whole time but they wouldn't say any-
thing." Duane said. "They would just
smile and lead him by the arm." -

Duane said Travis received a thor-
ough physical examination in Tucson,
including brain wave tests, blood tests
and urinalysis. His sister-in-law said
Travis had a pin-prick-like wound on
his arm. like an intraveneous injection
would make. Duane Walton, however,
said his brother had no marks of any
kind on his body. > , . < , , .

• * ? : -*-••" ' • '>• ' '' . '--j^;'
\ ""'•"*' j_B :-'^f- • "' "** W
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r. ,,*•&-,. ' .,-, v--T" "v-.t*.. -
* Walton has not yet described the oc-
' cupants of the saucer to investigators.
Gillespie said he planned to have
Travis take a lie detector test as soon
as possible. „ - . •-"* ' , i
- The sheriff said he would be

• stumped if Walton passed the test. - i
Duane Walton said his brother is

willing to undergo a lie detector test
and any other tests the authorities"
want to give. • t |
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UFO Story Branded a Hoax
-"— »-™«a oanions. five of whom passed t"--- :«~>»V>a

,̂. _ "CUlU.Ov-1 v* *.

Phoenix (AP)—A northern Arizona panions. five of whom passed the poly-
woodcutter's story of being abducted graph test, told authorities that Walton
by a spacecraft last week was called a leaped from their pickup truck to fol-
hoax when he failed to show up for a low the light from an overhead object
" •-*—*—»-«» uoctprdav. They said he vanished in a ray of blu-

5-1- i:_vt
hoax we
lie detector test yesterday.

' ^fnext chapter in the episode

came -j^ w^en Walton ̂ ^ up- in Heber. a White
Travis Walton, 22. 'of Snowflake.

n takenTravis Walton, 22. o .
Ara.. who claimed to have been taken

craft Nov. 5 faded mtaihhamlet aDoww.«"«-
scene of the *s"PP^r""*f-MJs brother. Duane Walton. 26,
^T.._j we hmther "m a comCum.

Walton was one of a crew of seven— ——uno in the

=z^rr
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. ,-.,.<HOJ1BROOK. Ariz. (AP) .
•."-+*: The brother of Travis >
^^Waitbn, who had been

he was struck by "a ray pf ; .
:TbIuish light" last week,;tpid':'

^'authorities-yesterday^hec'i-
;; had found Walton and.was.
-'.'-' taking him to a private hos-,'
vp i ta l : : : • „ ; - • •» ; ' ' . . • ' - ' ' '.•'.-

'-"'./ .Navajo County sheriff's
;.-.;;deputies/said Sheriff Mar-! .
'.!' Hn Gillespie received a '
"long-distance phone:call . >

" • - fromDuaneWalton. ,' -••.".•;
• ; • ,i'--A deputy said'that "asi'-;
". "soon as we can/get^spme /

•'._: idea where he is, I'm sure'
we'll try tbget an interview .

v with him/' _' , rl \] - - . ' • -
. ' k Walton, 22, who was de-
'.- scribed by Sheriff Gillespie '
' a s a student of unidentified '••
.., (flying objects; disappeared

i.last Wednesday after leavf ,'j
-/•'ing work with/'six .other .
. .woodcutters in the Sit-"

greaves-Apache National J

Forest. His six-companions •
.said Walton jumped from.,

' >thelr truck when he saw a "\,
'.'.light overhead'arid follow-.,

.;•, ed.it down the forest road. ':•
.' Moment*, later,"the men -

,'said. the light.ray struck'"
: him arid he vanished. \" ;-; •!•

/. AH1 six men • underwent,
.. voluntary lie detector tests

given by the State Depart-'
ment of Public Safety; and
a deputy said they "were
completed. Monday i night'.
But Sheriff Gillespie said
he ddubted that the,results
"would be niade,pui')llc'.*f.:at
least for now."' -~-. "'•",:• •'•
,.. Kenneth; Peterson; .25,
one of Walton's -cdrnparit
ions, said all the men were
frightened by what .they

:y "it kind of lifted him up
off the ground," said Peter-
son.VHis arms were out-
stretched .and;he was
knocked to the ground.*"/!.-',
:, Peterson said he and the
others sped away'in fear,-
but returned 15 minutes lat-
er and found Walton arid'
the hovering object gone. ;

Gillespie, who describes
himself as a UFO skeptic,
concedes there's a chance
thestory might betruel-'',.-'-vvVr^v^y^
Quadruplets Born|

ELKHART;Ind. (AP;)l-j
Mrs,. Betty Schneider 'of.
Gpshen gave bir th/ to
quadruplets yesterday; the
first such multiple birth in'
the.history of Eikhart
County Hospital,'a spokes-'
man said. '. '''••'<.'.''~•'\-~-\

/ • - '"We have not been
. 1 to find anything to discount
;"theirstory,'V he said. '","*:' ".;:.
N v, - Gillespie said }(he. men.
;.v'remain insistent a'bput;
\>V whatjithey "saw/ ajwl x their,,
u! stpriesihaye noJU£hMg«L:

, Nor" are thefeV.dls-"..!
.'., crepancies among them, he.
":''." said' The sheriff said he is
/ / convinced that the men had
. - n o t used intoxicants that

:"••( night:.o\\-. , '••;":'',?• ,'
: If the polygraph tests:

*•; show the men to be telling;
"- the truth, he said they will.

. probably undergo truth se-
' rum tests and hypnosis. He
said the men have agreed:

-'•tofurther.tests. , - ' , ' ' ' •
; '/'John Goulette'; 21: of,
Glendale, described the ob-
ject as about 15'feet in
diameter and 8 to 10 feet
thick.-He said it was about.
15 feet above the fround'

'and about 20,yards;from
•their truck: It had no'winf,,
dows. he said; but had what

.appeared to be darker.:
"dividers*' outlined in 'a

• dim, yellowish glow: *:" ;:;
;:.".:"It hit him like a jolt,";
Goulette salu, adding diaf
the beam came/out of the
bottom of th!e object1 "in a
saucer shape just likeyou'd

r in jpn f l en r , ;•»

(-1 ' Co J.L,;. '.

• / ' "• :/7 • : '•' //;;:̂  ; ̂ ' - f ' ^
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have new
puzzler
HOLBROOK, Ariz, tf) - Flying

saucer fans had a new mystery to puz-
zle over today as a man who reportedly c
vanished in a "bluish ray of light" re- ' j
turned to earth and was hospitalized. j'

Meantime, five of his six companions ;
passed a lie detector test, prompting
Sheriff Marlin Gillespie to say, "I'm
nearly stumped now."

Travis Walton, 22, was found'Tues-
day on the floor of a phone booth in the
White Mountain town of Heber, not far
from the point of his disappearance.

I His brother Duane, 26, of Phoenix,
,J said he 'got the call and took Travis to
j a hospital, reportedly in Tucson, about
i 250 miles southwest of here.

The only report given about Travis's
| condition was that he appeared "con-
j fused and hurting."

G I L L E S P I E SAID the Walton
brothers and their mother, Mary Kel-
let, are firm believers in UFOs and he
has not overlooked the "possibility of a 1
hoax." \

Mrs. Kellet is a native of Pawhuska, \
Okla., and several members of the fam- |
ily still live there. She moved away j
many years ago, however, a newsman 1
reported. j

Duane told e reporter that his |
brother "was on a craft of some sort ',
and had contact with beings of two dif- !
ferent natures." But he added there
was no "speech contact."

Duane said his brother needs rest for
a couple of days, but would be able to
talk to reporters Friday. He refused to
disclose the hospital where his brother
was being treated.

Gillespie said polygraph tests showed
that five men were telling the truth
about how Walton vanished after being
struck by the light.

Tests on the sixth, Allen Dalis, 21, of
Phoenix, were inconclusive, according
to the sheriff.

"If Travis passes the test," Gillespie
said, "I'll really be stumped."



Snonilake UFO Vider'
is reportedly rescued
in Heber phone booth

By CHARLES KELLY
and JOHN SCHROEDER

A Snowflake man who was reported
to have-Disappeared after encounter-

! ing a UFO (unidentified flying object)
•last Wednesday allegedly- was found
early Tuesday in a Heber phone booth
suffering from pain in the head and

' chest.

The report that the man was found
came from his relatives. Law enforce-
menj authorities said they have -no
proof of his whereabouts.

However, the Navajo County sheriff
was en route to Phoenix last night,
purportedly to see Travis Walton, 22,
a woodcutter, who, according to rela-
tives, was found crumpled on the

floor of the phone booth by his bro-
ther Duane, 26, and his brother-in-
law, Grant Neff, of Taylor.

Walton called Neff in Taylor about
midnight Monday and reported that
he had been returned to earth outside
of Heber by the UFO, said Duane's
wife Carol '

"I need help and I'm hurting,"
Mrs. Walton quoted Travis Walton as
saying on the phone.

Travis, Duane said, js now in a pri-
vate Tucson hospital, which the bro-
ther declined to name.

However, later Tuesday, Navajo
County Sheriff Marlin Gillespie said
he received a telephone • call from
Duane Walton' offering to produce
Travis for a meeting with the sheriff
in Phoenix if the law-enforcement of-
ficial would drive to the state capital
alone, without a camera or a tape,
recorder.

The sheriff said he would leave Hof-
brook around 7 p.m for the four- to
five-hour drive.

Gillespie said earlier in Holbrook
that polygraph tests on five of the
six men who said they saw the UFO
encounter indicate they told the
truth. Tests on the sixth man were
inconclusive.

The sheriff said the Department of
J^blic^SafetM-polygrapb-operateF—is—

convinced they did see something
| they described as a UFO."

Travis Walton will describe his I !
experience with the UFO to the
news media on Friday or Saturday,
his brother Duane said.

Carol Walton gave this account of
the reappearance of her brother-in-

! law, Travis:

Grant Neff received' a telephone
call about midnight Monday from

isomeone' he at first believed to be a
'crank. The caller pleaded with ,him.

"This is Travis Walton. I need
help and I'm hurting. Get Duane
down here," the caller reportedly
said.

Neff called Duane, who was stay-
ing with his mother, Mrs. Mary
Kellet, in Snowflake, and Neff and
Duane went to Heber to pick up
Travis.

Travis, looking exhausted and with
a heavy growth of beard, was found,
on the floor 'of a phone booth in
Heber, complaining of "tremendous
pain" in his head and chest, which
he said was apparently due to tests
the occupants of the UFO performed

i on his body.

Duane and Carol drove Travis to
their home at 6808 W. Roma, Glen-
dale. Travis, who was hungry, ate a
bit of cottage cheese but then com-
plained of- slight nausea.

Travis expressed surprise when he
was told he vhad been gone for five
days, and said he was conscious
only for about two hours of the time
he was gone. Duane said Travis was
"disgusted" because the UFO occu-
pants, wouldn't talk to him.

- "He said he jabbered at them the
whole time but they wouldn't say
anything," Duane said. "They would

Continued on Page B-g
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More
about 'Traveler' on UFO

-, Continued from Page B-l

just smile at him and lead him by
the arm."

Duane said he took Travis to a
pnvate hospital in Tucson where he
received a thorough physical, includ-
ing a brain-wave test, a blood test
and unnalysis. Carol Walton said
that Travis had a pin-prick wound
on his arm "like an IV (intravenous
injection)," but Duane said that she
was mistaken and that Travis had no
marks of any kind on his body.
Duane said his brother remained at
the Tucson hospital in good health.

Duane, a borseshoer and amateur
boxer, had told a Republic reporter
just .before Travis' reappearance
that he was not concerned about his
brother's well-being.

"He's having the experience of a
lifetime," Duane said.

Duane said he and Travis had1

talked a number of times about
UFOs and once formed a pact that
if one of them was taken aboard a
UFO that he would try to return for
the other.

Duane said that during the last 12
year,s he and his brother have seen
between -12 and 14 UFOs and that
"five or six were just as definite as
anything^ you could imagine."

Travis disappeared about 6:15
p.m.-last Wednesday in the Turkey
Springs area 12 miles south of
Hejjer in the Apache-Sitgreaves Na-
tional Forest.

He was 'among a crew of seven
nien who had been thinning timber.
The men said Travis leaped from
their moving truck and ran toward a
craft hovering below treetop level.
He was knocked to the ground by a
ray of greenish-blue light and had
disappeared 'when they returned to
look for him 15 minutes later, the
men said.

Lie-detector tests indicated five of
Travis' companions were telling the
truth, Gillespie said. They were
Michael Rogers, 28 , Snowflake;
Dwayne Smith, 19, Glendale; Steve
Pierce, 17, Snowflake; and John
Goulette, 21, Glendale.

The test on the sixth man, Allen
Dalis, 21, of Phoenix, in inconclusive
in one phase, Gillespie said.

The DPS polygraph operator told
, Gillespie that the lie-detector test is
97 per cent accurate and that it is
"impossible" for that many people
to be lying, the sheriff said.

Gillespie said he plans to have
Travis take a lie-detector test as
soon as possible.

T h e sheriff said he will be
"stumped" if Travis passes the test.

"I'm nearly stumped now," he con-
fessed.

Duane said Travis is willing to
undergo a lie-detector test, truth
serum, hypnosis, 'a voice stress test
or "any other tests they want to
give."



fffiissing Man Found

Contact With UFO Toldi
HOLBROOK, Ariz. (AP)

— The brother . of Travis
.Walton, who disappeared af-
ter he was reportedly struck
by a ray of light while pursu-
ing an unidentified flying ob-
ject , said Tuesday that-
Walton'had been "on a craft
of some sort" and had contact
with strange creatures. '

The b ro the r , D u a n e
Walton, said he had found
Travis, 22, and he was in a
hospital, but refused to say
where.

Meanwhile, Navajo County
Sheriff Martin Gillespie said
five men who claimed they
had seen Travis Walton
struck by a ray of light last
week in northeast Arizona
had passed a lie-detector test.
But Gillespie said he still
wanted to speak with Walton
himself.

The sheriff has described
both brothers and their moth-

er 'as longtime students of
UFO's. He also said he had
"not /overlooked the possi-
bility" that the story was a
hoax.

Duane Walton, 26, of Phoe-
nix told a reporter that Travis
"was on a craft of some sorts.
H'e had contact with beings of
two different. . . natures.

"They were just two dif-
ferent types of people,"
Duane Walton said. "They
were very much like people.
There was no speech; contact,
either physical or mental."
His brother did not offer any
further description, Walton
said.

1 Gil lespie said Duane
Walton called him twice Tues-
day to say he had found his
brother. The sheriff said that
Walton told him in the morn-
ing phone call that he had
found Travis in a "confused"
state of mind, 'slumped in a

phone booth in Heber, after
Travis had called the family
about midnight Monday .
Duane Walton told the sheriff p
he was calling from Tucson)
and had put his brother in a;
hospital there.

Travis Walton disappeared
last Wednesday evening. His
six companions said he left;
the truck they were riding in \
near Heber to pursue an un-1
identified flying object in the j
woods. j

The men said they were.
still in the truck about 25)
yards away when Walton was \
struck by "a ray of bluish
light." They said they drove J
off, frightened, but returned',
shortly afterward and found',
no trace of Walton. t

Five of the six men who |
voluntarily submitted to a lie-1
detector test given Monday by '.
a state department of public '
safety expert passed the test,
Gillespie said.

THE SOCIAL SECURITY NU
11-12-7$



'Space victim'
in phone

ASSOCIATED PRESS ' .

HOLBROOK, Ariz. -
Flying saucer fans had
a new mystery today as
a man who reportedly
vanished in a "bluish
ray of light" returned
and was hospitalized.

Meanwhile, five of his six
companions passed a' lie
detector test, prompting
Sheriff Marlin Gillespie to
say, "I'm nearly stumped
now." 0

Travis Walton, 22, was
found Tuesday on the floor of
a phone booth in the White
Mountain town of Heber, not
f a r f r o m where he
disappeared. His brother
Duane' 26, of Phoenix, said
he got the call and took

Travis to a hospital,
reportedly in Tucson, about^j
250 miles southwest of here.,
The only report given abput
Travis's condition was,
he appeared "confused anj
hurting."

Gillespie said the Wait*
brothers and their moth
Mary Kellet, are*fi
believers in UFOs and he has1*
not o v e r l o o k e d th'e
"possibility of a hoax."

Duane told a reporter
his brother "was on a
some sort and had com
with beings of two diffe
natures." But he added
was no' 'speech contact.''

Duane said his brother
needs rest for a coupie^qffj
days, but would be able to
talk to reporters Friday. iHe,
refused to disclose,'the
hospital where his brother
was being treated.

Gillespie said polygraph
tests showed that five men
were telling the truth a
how Walton vanished
being struck by the h
Tests on the sixth, Aug
Dalis, 21, of Phoenix, werje'
inconclusive, according to
the sheriff.

"If Travis passed the
test," Gillespie said, "I'll
really be stumped."
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A man who vanished for; five f

' ; fcralt^told ;fauthorities ^he;^wasv
,-',: ̂ examined; by, silent creatures ~-liu'

.vV;A spokesman from1 the sher--;;
i**_ - '_ •»» _ _*' ( " _ . _ _ %^_ "̂ 'i«T _ . - -.i"1 •".:'>-•'!-revealed,, the

.'"who bad^

"•>'•';, s-'iiW."^ :̂}^^^ -̂"'!.'̂ * ri^kiiii"'.

f^wer^jWthTbl]|t^but that HeAVM hit ,̂
ft«th^:hea<L"H«Tj^>^henTh'^a^e^';-

^examined

» portedly ist'riicKi.by- "a: ray. pf>bluish-.
'• "lightS-.lastf'-l'week.-^told authorities
:[»ye8t(erjteyJhe>h.adilo>uM^Walton;•and -f
','wasta^ing.himtoVpriyatehos'piteL-u
•\";;.Nayalostpunto^sh'eriff-'s'/de'p.u
^jaiidSh>rif^Marfin\G|}l|spie/received}:

"a 'Ibngrdistance .phone^call.about 9 : 1 5V
* : f ' '

^recognized !as Duahe\W^UQn.;Walton-,
'.said '-he'-'was '^ailing: from- Tucson.V'a;
v deputy said;C,.^/; • '•*'; J..-'- vvV.', -'. 'J'-'̂ '
^•.••'•w»i*«-'-»-i^:th.e.isheriff:that'-?!hejiad;
A , picked' up^His- brother .Jast/nightrHe1

^aid-h£sot'a?cairfrbm. hims(travis'
^Walton); .;in<.th*e Heber area, picked
^•;Kim;:upv'andt;was;-:taking;him,'intb'':a';
fjhbspftairVWe^think -it ' iniigh.t^be'^in;
^Tucson;^b'ut-we!relhbtleveh;-sure'?pf;
jnktt»a\".a deputy said. : :v. ... .-..' ' ' -
|̂ :|The deputy said Walton had said'he^
r^ v^ould call.the ..sheriff again today and''r^v^ould call.the..sheriff again today andx- .
"'"give us.more,particulars;qn that;;He\; ' '
Vsaid-.his*brpther.1was,'in ajVeryscon-;
•. - f f ' _ T'-j. '•_ Lfj! "t_ • »J.-j Ji '-j ' -li-i » J4.it.- ."_-

^"student^of ^^unidentified;- flying !,pb.v

* *iolWa'iton ^disappeareil ulast^Wedv
. jwMdajferafter-i leaving .work'-'with;six,';<
^rpther^woodcutters1 in.the Sitgreayes- -
-'4Atiarfi(»:NaHnnaI' forest. 'His 'r.SiX''
^ompanibhs^aid'W.altonjunipeclfripm.^
^tfieir^Mruck^when'^he'Vsaw-'" a:i; light >»
^rioyerhgad' and* follbwed^it^down ;the,

"ij'.iuiw—._.;-i-^S-.-.fxtjjj^^
•?\saijf the'.'lightray"stru'ck hinf :a'iid he'*
^VanSshisa^;-;^,:^./1" 'iiO'-^'";'^:^-'

tai ne-. :.^deputy^W?jthey .were1;c6mplete^
'4 •' " • •'j?Mpnday,:night;^^'!'-^'-t :;=?;?.i--:''-:JJyfoV1^
iw>d.:;: ;gT;- ' -'^^^ -'ir^^^rB'

; ̂  ̂  .r--^^-^^-^ .̂ v"''-^^ -a;^rr>fK^ ^ ---v.-
P^^^lJBia^^^l^^^'J^'aa^^jV'.^'
,̂̂ -̂̂ SM^1 .̂ fe-i-i«»S8BH?^^

3v«.';H^IMW?9^*n9^Jl<>««^W;e-,i^1»8Wdu-^
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Sheriff hears details of
, PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) -
Travis Walton, who purpor-
tedJy vanished in a bluish
ray of light and then re-
turned to earth,'repeated his
story about being taken off
in a spacecraft in a meeting
Tuesday night with the Na-
vajo County sheriff , Wai- -
ton's brother said Wednes-
day.

Duane Walton said he and
Travis met with Sheriff
Martin Gillespie about mid-
night in a private medical
facility whose,location he
would not disclose. The
sheriff wanted to view Tra-
vis personally and close the
book on the missing person
report; Walton said.

He said Travis repeated

spacecraft voyage
his statement about being
taken off in a spacecraft one
week ago and having contact
with strange creatures.
Walton said he believes his
brother's story.

As for the possibility of a
hoax: "People are entitled
to think what they want,"
Walton said.

Sheriff Gillespie was not
available for comment.

The meeting was the la-
test chapter in a bizarre
story which began last
Wednesday with Travis

Walton's disappearance
near Heber in northeast
Arizona. Duane Walton, 26,
said he found his 22-year-old
brother, who lives in Snow-
flake, early Tuesday on the
floor of a phone booth in
Heber after he had received
a phone call from Travis.

Duane Walton admitted
Wednesday he had lied to
authorities when he told
them Tuesday that he had
taken Travis to a Tucson
hospital. He said he wanted'
to prevent law enforcement

authorities from harassing
his brother.

,Gillespie had said earlier,
that'both brothers and their
mother, Mary Kellet, are
firm believers in UFOs and
he has not overlooked the.
possibility of a hoax. - '

Duane said his brother
would be able to talk to re-
porters by Friday and that
he was all r ight, ,..§>'en
though he was shaken "and
nervous. - ..„.,„.
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Did Saucer
Story Come

From Movie.
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• Suspicion that a Snowflake • man'sl
abduction by an unidentified flying I
object is a hoax is growing. . .; ' . J

- Both Navajo County authorities and a •
Phoenix based UFO study group ex-'
pressed increasing doubts over the
story told by Travis Walton, 22, who
disappeared Nov. 5 near, Heber, al-
legedly after being struck by "a light
ray. from a UFO. , > , .

NAVAJO COUNTY SheriffVMarliri F.
Gillespie came away from, an interview! ll!*1

with 'Walton "less convinced than be-; "3P
.fore", that Walton's tale is authentic, ^ 'W3
an official said. - . . . -Xiu3oqd ui ,q8;u ,SB

Undershenff. Kenneth E. Coplan told ̂  . a^lUD "H^W
.The--Phoenix Gazette that he "more• °-EABN

than ever" believes that the story is a,
hoax. Caplan noted that Walton and thei 3AOJd \\IIA•sisoudA'q aAissaoSw PUB sjs3j

'six witnesses who say they saw .thel qdB.iSA'iod sqj,: '\\I/A aq puy -pauaddeq
UFO and light beam all had seen -an' 1! 3AOjd si op o, .S,UB/VI! (SIABJJ,) i
Oct. 20 television . movie based on.-ai 3q I1V,, :8uuep3p A"q MsiAiaqui suoqd
similar incident. " -313} J3(Jq , e flaaaiDNOD NOllVAV

Navajo. County Sheriff
Marlin 'Gillespie s a id
Thursday that his inter-
viejw. with.. i.a Snowflake
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, v.aq, ,nq : 'SAijisod ,;giq,'<n . jho wan, s|d., raised .doubts in his mind -."

i>338 oj ;<nii|" p[no'M.i'3ido3d 'JJB> jb::'j/;." about the man's story. . , . . - . - , • .
j L ; . : - ' ^;:;;'-p3pnpu(»3q:jsnui ;''f.personally have the ;»
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Xjiuntuiuoo :3iji,u3ios my/doubts about
si ,sq, Suiq, sqj,,, Gillespie.said. : • ; . - .

Giltespie '-:'< Interviewed'
Travis Walton, ft, the

Suipinsds .'qahs.mah who ;allegedly-'was-.
si pafqns abducted,' Tuesday 'night.

NM30N03 NIVW AM,, The session took place at
••Xiinomaja uem jauiBj1*' Pnvate ".residence in• i• - . A,i[iq!p3Jj uBi(, jpq,Bj pjjQgjjjx Gillespie said' -

jo,'3inpuB,sj3punsnu B J3AO;*. .'- . •- '- ;
ndsip aqj^ PIBS SuipmBds, [•,"Gillespie said that his

", "7. " « • • • ' • ".'..,"";-,/»bjjdj i.usadp stq1, jdmibts a b o u t ; Travis'
p'iiB supipnpqB : ,98d jo • ssipms XUBUI ji'stpry r were based-on a
3ABq ?&„• .'•pariunopa SujppiBds i('s8u|q]i '.gfieral feeling about the;

the only law enforcement
official who has talked to
him. . . ' : ' '•-..; • • , •' , . ''•'•'

; No, conclusive evideiijee;!
.has!; been :advanced'. to
prove .or disprove ' Wal:il

in's tale. " '••;•,'.;
. - . - • • . . ' . . . • • . • , , i ' .

Evidence; tending ' ' t o !
: support ; the theory that;

Walton's story is at ..least!
.partly, true includes ••' •' ;:;.-.'

.•; ':— Five' of . . • • f h * : _ ' s l.il
woodcutters w h o 'said,,

. they . witnessed the' UFJQtl
encounter passed' - f i e - t
detector tests. The; test

. on i the sixth
• inconclusive. .

man, was
','•'•• •i.'.l'vVVwl.

(»npqe o3
j,3q; ;lOH:*i.'8iqj '

onq

UIOJJ:.ABMB 'Siq 3[oo, uo,
J3A3MOH •

; ' B SuipmBds pfliBD pus 'asqiojq sjq. 5. He reportedly' reap-
~ ' " " V{.tiojiB4i aiiBilq, i.hg; peared at midnight Tues-

^pio,'Ajo,s 3q,ui sapq'auios KreabSs* ha^T beS
3UIU.IOUI Siq, 3,,3ZBO XIU30IJJ u » <w>rat"hi iwlativwc

PIoV8mP,nBdS-ll.a 'spafqo' SuiAu Sw^wSS'i*
lyaaxa ASTIVA v." . • . , ••

JB3U

qiooq B
dn 3H

' (The movie, "UFO Incident," ' was i : • • .-3ui,S3J si J3q,oaq siq
shown over NBC-TV and told about ai3J3tlM A"BS,'JOU pmoM 3fj -piss airena
couple taken aboard a flying saucer hy ..'wauissBJBq pire SAV3iAJ3,uj jo ,ot
humanoids from another planet.) |B qSnojq, 08 o, 3[qB. ,ou S.SH,, "3up^tre

1 . , , . . 0 ) >lie, o, pBsnjaa PUB Xepo, SUIJSBJ . , . .-- - . - . - . : ; • . ,
Coplan said, "It's, just too much to _„.. n,,ialn „„ mps j.mjp^ anpnn ! . •• ' • - : "-: .'::.."::-.^.'/j.'..v. .;:•;,.. .-.

•buy . . . There are a lot of similarities.88",. J3^OJ(l,. s'4 P?BS.U^AV auma., |v.a9d MSp A, pa«a,Aja]nf .gupq
between Walton's story and that televi-'' V ' ;: ' :• ...:i; '•''' '' • -'^^ '|-«F 1?°.:'??nM°HJne... P'01 .'P^q saAnBjaj-
sion show." - . siq J3AO aouap 35)i[-3jseui,; uaSXxo UB • siq SB.; .'XBpjajsB^' n?,idsoq uosonx e.ut-

T,^, .T>n^,n ™..,~ , ' ,,. ' •• ; SujOBid Xq d33is o, uiiq ,nd A'sqj,'-,jBJ3 :,ou SBAI-UOIIBM. paieaAaa 'SJBU UOIBM
HE ADDED THAT the public "should J0 ;spuI5) ,u3J3W,p jnoj MBS-. 3H-UBiuriq : ijaQnes^pnnojb.yTo-'.iopaaip :3urpmcdS.v;

not be surprised if that's what this thing. JSOIUIB^-SUO .i-'uBiunq _,.auo.--:'S3an,E3J3_-;u^^.,it_^^^^^,I^a«-^i:n*H--
is,1; referring to a hoax patterened after joTpQjJi QM, Daaajuwwua 3H ' ' ' ''' ' Aimrand..
the movie. J0 1SOUI (jaaisg 'yBj3 sq, uo SBM

Meanwhile, in Phoenix, Ground Sau- ((-q,na, 3q, Suina, si aq
cer Watch director William Spaulding B '̂O'u si aw,, 'DanuKUOD auenn
said that Duarie Walton, the "victim's";.^ ^pmDB sjq,' ,sq,. Xi[B3iji,irai3S
brother, has refused to allow Travis to SuiAOJd in p3,saja,ui sr: jsq^ojq Xjv,:; .
speak with Dr. Allen Hynek, chairman ' ' :; ' .'.. ' , . - . ' ":
of the Department of Astronomy at • . , .r'Jaiunq
Northwestern University and former H si si 3q flV--Wjaas A-juHl'qnd B

,consultant on the Air Force study into'"3* 03Aa seq sq xBoq jssnBS
UFOs. ,S333iq aq, si siqj 'j3q,ouB JO

, i i > T .̂ »«T i i '•*• i'3UO 1BU1 • S1U3UI91B1S jjUIMPLU S 3H.» *3UI'

"isn't ready yet." ..: .• . V/'SSBD siq, jo'X,ioi,U3qinB
"THIS IS JUST too much," Spaulding3in ™<>ti °Vue:>-'V. SuiqiAjsAS op m*,,

said: "We're going'to blow his storyMSO J<> jms 'wo.lBqj pappe,3inp[nBdS, -
out today." j (1-uoipnpqB p3[iB>os sq, o, p3,BJ3i . s,q pUB Uo,|BAv SIABJI jo

.Hynek was scheduled .to arrive msuons3nb auJos: BJB ;9J3q, 'JBASMOR,,
:;Phoenix today,'but cancelled the trip.

Quaoet Walton was .unavailable for
coijnJjTeTft. Telephone. calls to his resi-
deifiSEr were met with a recording
asking for the caller's name arid num-
ber, and promising.a return call. .

;The brother said yesterday he would!
allow Travis to meet with the media on '
a. limited basis "in a day or two, when
he's ready."

. "Also in Phoenix,- psychic Peter:
Hurkos. said: . • ; .

. ,' "It's a hoax. I believe there are
unidentified flying objects: in fact, the
government is a ware, of these. But this
one is a hoax, someone's fantasy.''

:. .upipnpqB ; X B M interview and noj on any
"'ifciij" a'qv1 u|,,,:.. , aontradictions in Travis'

' i statements. .. j - .
josidnoD.B,.ui'

.:—WiUiam -Spauldingj|
head of Ground Saucer j,
Watch, a-.,Phoenix-based•< ,
UFO investigation; group;.
s a i d . t h a t "residual-
magnetism" : a n d. t h er

"smelt, of ozone were pres-i:
e n t - at the alleged
encounter site. These

; signs are characteristic
:pf U F O encounters,

. on
today before

said Travis emphati-
! denied that his
was a hoax.' : . ;. • • -.

W.aitpri disappeared
encoun-

. • ../.. :•'••
, Evidence. .„ tending ,{(»•'
support .the"'theory; tliat*
the story is . a :hoax

rincludes: :-;.j;.,
!

. —No one- saw 'Walto^i
taken; into the UFO. The!
witnesses -left the scene,

fright and returned 15

ipri.i,s Suiaq
,SB{ p3JB3ddBSip. UO,[BA\',",

,[•'•' ;p3,d.nJ3. SBq A"JO,S Siq JO 33UB,d333B

J3AO ss3UJ3,,iq ,nq "XBpo, A"pnop SB
•'•/,snt si J3DnBs §UIA*U'B'UI apu

3M01-MIVS '/tt '.'.
suj,

''̂ .—-minutes. later. -
—No law 'enforeement

, officers inspected .the
scene until about three,
hours after the..alleged
encounter, Gillespie.; said.
This would have given'
Walton time to slip away/;
and hide. ....' , -;

; ,'."
—Walton and his broth-

er Duane were self '•,.••!
described UFO enthusi-
asts who had professed
the desire to take a trip,
on a UFO. , ...;..,..':,7,-
.-—Walton's m o t h e r ,
Mrs. • Mary Kellet of.

; Snowflake, said the day
i: after the disappearance.

that she believed her1 son
: had been taken by a
! UFO and -that , further
t'. searching for him , was

pointless. :. , . .. ..-
.—Walton h a s -n o t'

„ spoken to the media or
|- to any nonrelative except
| Gillespie, and apparently

has • refused . to undergo
[ t e s t s by independent
• physicians, . psychologists
:or lie - dtetector experts;
despite h i s" ; brother's,
promises of such tests. .,.,

it -.was reported 'that
Duane at first agreed'to
allow Dr. J. Allen Hynek,
an astronomer and UFO
e x p e r t , to question
Travis, but that Duane
changed his mind and
said Travis "isn't ready

Hynek was to '
rived in Phoenix ITliurs- •
day,'from. Evanston, 111.,
but Spaulding, who had
invited ,him, said Hynek
had canceled the. trip.1 ' •

v ;,.--.- -:..; : ' - ' . . ' - K - . A i : : - ^ , ' . V ' . - ! - : . - ^ ' - i t ;
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The search for truth about ArizonaUFO
• " . • • • • ..-.: -.,'.•; .-, :.': J. ' . ' '• • • ' ' • • • / '•• ' • .'•'' . •.. •

Chicago Tribune ? ., : ..
,'• 'PHOENIX ^Five' of.",,
six Arizona men who say
:they "saw a companion,' .
Travis Walton, felled by . _
a blue bolt of lightning as
he approached a saucer-
shaped UFO have passed: .

• lie tests on the matter.
, : .' . ^ ' ,"> ". ,..•',} j, '. " , .V

But are7 ;th'ey,, telling .
the truth? .-.•"••••*";•

, Draw your own conclu- . '.
sions, . A.

: :. Police Sgt. ; Allen -
Schmidt, of the Arizona
Department of Public

. Safety in Phoenix, which £
administered the lie tests

"'•' to the six men,rsaid: . '..-.-

:• '."The men all', were-
asked, 'Did you tell .the
truth • about actually
seeing a UFO last

. Wednesday (Nov. 5) when;

Travis Walton disap-
peared?'

"All six men answered
•yes' to the question. Five
of the test results were
conclusively positive;
that is, they showed that
five of the men were

.telling the truth when
they .said 'yes.'

"The sixth test result
was inconclusive, appar-
ently because the subject
— Allen Dalis — was in
such an agitated state
that the polygraph could
not make a conclusive
determination of truth.

' ; "The results indicated
these' persons were tell-
ing the truth," Schmidt
said. "They saw. some-
thing they believed to be
a UFO. But, of course,
that does not mean a

UFO actually was there
— only that they sincere-
ly believe t'ere was."..

the man hit; by the
blue bolt, Travis Walton
— who, like the others Is
a forestry worker — was
missing for five days
before turning up Nov. 10
in a telephone booth at a
service station in Heber,
Ariz., about 12 miles
from, where the seven
told of seeing the UFO, ;;

About 50 men, hi heli-
copters, cars, on< horse-
back, and on foot!, had
searched three days for
him without locating him.

When. Walton reap-
peared, be told;.a.wild
story'of being spirited off
in a UyO and examined
by weird, hairless beings
in a tight-fitting blue
clothing in a white room.

.. He,volunteered to take
a lie test — but failed to
show -• up > Friday, as
scheduled, 'at the ADPS
polygraph office in Phoe-
nix. . , • , ' .

/His brother, - Duane,
. who shoes / horses in a

:. suburb of -Phoenix, said
.that ..was "because the
DPS people are biased."

He also said, Travis is
miffed-.with the Navajo
County sheriff's depart-
ment because "we had an
agreement with the sher-
iff to undergo the poly-
graph .tests in the stric-
test confidence, and the
press learned #bout it"

But,, he^*'insisted that
Travis -still plans to take
a ; polygraph test "by a
.reputable fester" hi the
hear future, .' ••
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Man wfio 'boarded' UFO-
not lying, scientists sdf
Knight News Wire

Travis Walton, 22, who says he was
taken aboard a UFO in Arizona earlier
this month, is not lying, several scientists
who have examined him agree.

Coral Lorenzen, of Tuscon, Ariz . ,
secretary-treasurer of APRO, the Aerial
Phenomena Research Organization, said:
"From the evidence at hand, we don't see
how any hoax could have been perpetrat-
ed. We are convinced that something
quite bizarre happened to Travis."

A team of experts, including a psychia-
trist and a hypnotist, checked out Travis,
and concluded he was not lying when he
told of seeing a saucer-shaped UFO (uni-
dentified flying object), running toward
it, blacking out, and awakening inside the
craft, where several strange-looking
creatures were examining him.

The psychiatrist, Dr. Gene Rosenbaum,
of Durango, Colo., says he and others per-
formed "a comprehensive battery of
psychiatric and medical exams," on
Travis. Rosenbaum declared: "Our con-
clusion, which was absolute, is that this
young man is not lying, that there is no
collusion involved.

"THE RESULTS of psychiatric tests
and hypnosis show he really believes these
things, that he is not lying."

And he said unnalysis and blood tests
indicated Travis is not a drug user.

Also examining Travis was Dr. James
Harder, APRO's research director, who is
a civil engineer at the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, and a hypnotist.

Lorenzen said that under hypnosis
Travis provided details about the "hurna-"
noid" creates aboard the UFO that

"match unpublished descriptions .we have "
received from other persons who have ,
had similar experiences." .1 ' ^-:

SHE ALSO SAID that APRO examm-
ers asked the six fellow forestry workers
who say they saw Travis run-to ward a
saucer-shaped UFO last Nov. 5 to draw
pictures of the craft, "and all the pictures
match."

The six men with Travis — Michael
Rogers, 28; Ken Peterson, 26; Duane
Smith, 17; and Allen Dalis, 20, all o f ;
Snowflake, Ariz., and two unidentified "
men from the Phoenix area — all volun-
teered to take lie tests after reporting
what they saw to the Navajo County
sheriff's department. . . . ••

Five of the six passed the tests, admin-
istered by the Arizona Public Safety De-
partment. The sixth test was inconclusive
because the subject was agitated, the
examiner said.

Rogers, foreman of the crew with which
Travis worked, told The Tribune he was
driving the dual-cab pickup truck in
which Travis and the others were riding
when they spotted the UFO on Nov. 5.
Rogers said:

"THERE WERE SEVEN of us - four
in back, three in front. We spotted this
thing in a clearing, about 25 yards from
the road. It looked like two pie pans, one
upside down, hovering about 15 feet
above the ground. ' , -

Rogers said Travis jumped from the
truck and ran towards the UFO when a
bolt of blueish light emanated from the
UFO and Travis fell.

- "We all panicked and drove off," Rogers
said.
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; By PETER REICH
Globe-Democrat—Chicago Tribune News Service"

CHICAGO — Travis Walton, 22, who says he was taken
. aboard a UFO in Arizona earlier this month, is not lying,

several scientists who have examined him agree. i.
"From the evidence at hand, we don't see how any '

hoax could have been perpetrated. We are convinced that
.something quite bizarre happened to Travis," said Mrs.
Coral Lorenzen, of Tucson, Ariz., secretary-treasurer of the
Aerial Phenomena Research Organization. .';

A team of experts, including a psychiatrist and a '
hypnotist, checked out Walton and concluded that he was -=

*•'not lying when he told of seeing a saucer-shaped UFO,
running toward it, blacking out and awakening inside the
craft, where several strange-looking creatures were exam- .
ining him. . ~

THE PSYCHIATRIST, Dr. Gene Rosenbaum, of Duran- ""
go, Colo.,-says he and others performed "a comprehensive
battery of psychiatric and medical exams," on Walton. In a .

. press release, Rosenbaum said: "Our conclusion, which was .'
absolute, is that this young man is not lying, that there is no .

. collusion involved. • -
"The results of psychiatric tests and hypnosis show he

''i- really believes these things, that he is not lying."
And he said urinalysis and blood tests indicated Walton

. is not a drug user. • .
Dr. James Harder, the organization's research director,

who is a civil engineer at the University of California at
•* Berkeley and a hypnotist, also examined Walton.

•. ' Mrs. Lorenzen said that under hypnosis, Walton
provided details about the "humanoid" creatures aboard
the UFO that "match unpublished descriptions we have
received from other persons who have had similar
experiences." .

She also said that organization examiners asked the six
fellow forestry workers who say they saw Walton run
towards a saucer-shaped UFO last Nov. 5 to draw pictures
of the craft, "and all the pictures match."

THE SIX OTHERS with Walton — Michael Rogers, 28;
Ken Peterson, 26; Duane Smith, 17; and Allen Dalis, 20, all
of Snowflake, Ariz., and two unidentified men from the
Phoenix area — all volunteered to take lie detector tests
after they reported what they saw to the Navajo County
sheriff's department. '

Five of the six passed the tests, administered by the
Arizona Public Safety Department. The sixth test was
inconclusive, because the subject was overly agitated, the
examiner said.

Rogers, foreman of the crew with which Walton
worked, said he was driving the dual-cab pickup truck in

"• which Walton and the others were riding when they spotted
"the UFO Nov. 5. Rogers said: .

"There were seven of us — four in back, three in front.
We spotted this thing in a clearing, about 25 yards from the
road. It looked like two pie pans, one upside down, hovering
about 15 feet above the ground.
. ' "It was about 15 feet in diameter, about 8 feet high, and
it had some markings, but they were too complicated to
describe. '.. ' .

• ' - "IT WAS glowing all over — a yellowish white. It was
twilight when we saw it, and it seemed to light up the area.
I'd never seen anything like it before."

Rogers said Walton jumped from the truck and ran
towards the UFO when a bolt of bluish light emanated from
the UFO and Walton fell.

"We all panicked and drove off," Rogers said. "When
we came back, about 15 minutes later, Travis was gone and
there was no sign of the UFO."

The six reported Walton's disappearance to the sheriff's
office. A three-day search by nearly 50 men turned up
nothing. . . .

Walton telephoned five days later from a service station
in Heber, 12 miles from where the men say they saw the . .
UFO, and told his story.

But he declined to take a lie detector test offered by the
Arizona Department of Public Safety, and has avoided
newsmen. - - , . . . .



Travis Walton, 22, who
< says he was taken aboard^a
UFO in Arizona earlier this
month, is not lying, several
scientists who have examined
Coral Lorenzen, of Tuscon, the
Aerial Phenomena Research
Organization (APRO), told
the Chicago Tribune: "From
the evidence at hand we don't
see how any hoax could have
been perpetrated. We are con-
vinced that something quite
bizarre happened to Travis."

A team of experts, includ-
ing a psychiatrist and a hyp-
notist, checked out Travis and
concluded that he was not
lying when he told of seeing a
saucer-shaped UFO running
toward it, blacking out, and
awakening inside the craft,
where several strange-looking
creatures were examining
him.

The psychiatrist, Dr. Gene
Rosenbaum, of Durango, Col-
o., says he and others per-
formed "a comprehensive
battery of psychiatric and
medical exams" on Travis.

In a press release, Dr. Ro-

senbaiim declared: "Our con-
clusion, which was absolute, is
that this young man is not
lying, that there is no collu-
sion involved.

"The results of psychiatric
tests and hypnosis show he
really believes these things,
that he is not lying."

And he said urinalysis and
blood tests indicated Travis is
not a drug user.

Also examining Travis was
Dr. James Harder, APRO's
research director, who is a
civil engineer at the Universi-
ty of California at Berkeley,
and a hypnotist.

Mrs. Lorenzen said that un-
der hypnosis, Travis provided
details about the "humanoid"
creates aboard the UFO that
"match unpublished descrip-
tions we have received from
other persons who have had
similar experiences."

She also said that APRO
examiners asked the six fel-
low forestry workers who say
they saw Travis run towards a
saucer-shaped UFO last Nov-
ember 5 to draw pictures of

the craft, "and all the pictures
match."

1 The six men with Travis
—Michael Rogers, 28; Ken
Peterson, 26; Duane Smith, 17,
and Allen Dalis, 20, all of
Snowflake, Ariz., and two uni-
dentified men from the Phoe-
nix area—all volunteered to
take lie tests after reports
what they saw to the Navajo
county sheriff's department.

Five of the six passed the
tests, administered by the Ari-
zona Public Safety Depart-

ment. The sixth test was in-
conclusive, because the sub-
ject was overly agitated, the
examiner said.

Mr. Rogers, foreman of the
crew with which Travis
worked, told the Tribune he
was driving the dual-cab pick-
up truck in which Travis and
the others were riding when
they spotted the UFO Novem-
ber 5. Mr. Rogers said:

"There were seven of us
—four in back, three in front.
We spotted this thing in a

clearing, about 25 yards from
the road. It looked like two pie
pans, one upside down, hover-
ing about 15 feet above the
ground.

"It was about 15 feet in di-
ameter, about 8 feet high, and
it had some markings, but
they were too complicated to
describe. £

"It was glowing all over
—a yellowish white. It was
twilight when we saw it, and
it seemed to light up the area.
I'd never seen anything like it

before." J
Mr. Rogers said Travis *

jumped from the truck and
ran toward the UFO when a *(
bolt of bluish light emanated '
from the UFO and Travis fell. *

"We all panicked and •'

drove off," Mr. Rogers said.
"When we came back, about
15 minutes later, Travis was
gone and there was no sign of
the UFO."

''. Knight Newt Service '
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Man believes he was
By PETER REICH

Globe-Democrat—Chicago Tribune News Service
CHICAGO — Travis Walton, 22, who says he was taken

aboard a UFO in Arizona earlier this month, is not lying,
several scientists who have examined him agree.

"From the evidence at hand, we don't see how any
hoax could have been perpetrated. We are convinced that
something quite bizarre happened to Travis," said Mrs.
Coral Lorenzen, of Tucson, Ariz., secretary-treasurer of the
Aerial Phenomena Research Organization.

A team of experts, including a psychiatrist and a
hypnotist, checked out Walton and concluded that he was

not lying when he told of seeing a saucer-shaped UFO,
running toward it, blacking out and awakening inside the
craft, where several strange-looking creatures were exam-
ining him. •

THE PSYCHIATRIST, Dr. Gene Rosenbaum, of Duran-
go, Colo., says he and others performed "a comprehensive
battery of psychiatric and medical exams," on Walton. In a
press release, Rosenbaum said: "Our conclusion, which was
absolute, is that this young man is not lying, that there is no
collusion involved.

"The results of psychiatric tests and hypnosis show he

te?

aboard a UFO, scientists say
really believes these things, that he is not lying."

And he said urinalysis and blood tests indicated Walton
is not a drug user. -

Dr. James Harder, the organization's research director,
who is a civil' engineer at the University of California at
Berkeley and a hypnotist, also examined Walton.

Mrs. Lorenzen said that, under hypnosis, Walton
provided details about the "humanoid" creatures aboard
the UFO that "match unpublished descriptions we have
received from other persons who have had similar
experiences."

She also said that organization examiners asked the six
fellow forestry workers who say they saw Walton run
towards a saucer-shaped UFO last Nov. 5 to draw pictures
of the craft, "and all the pictures match."

THE SIX OTHERS with Walton - Michael Rogers, 28;
Ken Peterson, 26; Duane Smith, 17; and Allen Dahs, 20, all
of Snowflake, Ariz., and two unidentified men from the
Phoenix area — all volunteered to take lie detector tests
after they reported what they saw to the Navajo County
sheriff's department.

Five of the six passed the tests, administered by the
Arizona Public Safety Department. The sixth test was
inconclusive, because the subject was overly agitated, the
examiner said.

Rogers, foreman of the crew with which Walton
worked, said he was driving the dual-cab pickup truck in

which Walton and the others were riding when they spotted
the UFO Nov. 5. Rogers said:

"There were seven of us — four in back,.three in front.
We spotted this thing in a clearing, about 25 yards from the
road. It looked like two pie pans, one upside down, hovering
about 15 feet above the ground.

"It was about 15 feet in diameter, about 8 feet high, and
it had some markings, but they were too complicated to
describe.

"IT WAS glowing all over — a yellowish whit.°. It was
twilight when we saw it, and it seemed to light up the area.
I'd never seen anything like it before."

Rogers said Walton jumped from the truck and ran
towards the UFO when a bolt of bluish light emanated from
the UFO and Walton fell. /

"We all panicked and drove off," Rogers said. "When
we came back, about 15 minutes later, Travis was gone and
there was no sign of the UFO."

The six re^.rted Walton's disappearance to the sheriff's
office. A three-day search by nearly 50 men turned up
nothing.

Walton telephoned five days later from a service station
in Heber, 12 miles from where the men say they saw the
UFO, and told his story.

But he declined to take a lie detector test offered by the
Arizona Department of Public Safety, and has avoided
newsmen.



5 Witnesses Pass Lie Test While Claiming

Arizona Man Captured by UFO

By TONY BRENNA, JOHN M. CATHCART, CHRIS
FULLER, PAUL JENKINS, NICK LONGHURST,

ROBERT G. SMITH and JEFF WELLS

In one of the most baffling cases ever recorded, a young laborer was
taken aboard a UFO — in full view of six terrified co-workers — and
held for five days.

The stunned witnesses readily agreed to take lie-detector tests. Five passed,
proving they were telling the truth. The sixth was so nervous that the results of
his test were inconclusive.

The abducted man, 22-year-old Travis Walton of Snowflake, Ariz, suddenly
disappeared when struck by
a dazzling ray from the
strange hovering, saucer-
shaped object, his fellow
workers told police and The
ENQUIRER. ,

In gripping detail, the wit-
nesses described the chilling
incident:

Dwayne Smith, 21: "It was
a spaceship, there's no doubt
of that — and Travis went on
it. He got out of our truck,
walked toward it — and just
vanished!"

Kenneth Peterson, 25: "I
saw a bluish light come from
the machine and Travis went

SKETCH of hovering UFO
drawn by Mike Rogers and
Dwayne Smith.

just vanished1 Mike Rogers,
who was driving the truck,
screamed 'Shut the door!' and
gunned past the saucer.

"When we could see the
saucer wasn't following us,
Mike stopped the truck and we
all got out, shouting and
screaming at each other with
fear in our faces and terror in
our hearts. Then we saw a
flash in the trees, and figured
the saucer was leaving.

"We went back to the spot

flying — like he'd touched a
hot wire "

Alan Dalis, 21: "It sent out
a blue ray, and the last we saw
of Travis was his silhouette
outlined, - arms outstretched.
We couldn't believe what was
happening — the horror was
unreal!"

Mike Rogers, 28: "We were
all scared! We couldn't think
of any other explanation ex-
cept that Travis had been
taken off by the saucer."

John. Goulette, 21: "I know
what I saw — and it wasn't
anything from this earth!"
_ Steve Pierce, aged 17, of

_Snowflake said- "I was just as
frightened as the others when
we saw the UFO.

"It hovered, rocking slight-
ly, just 25 yards away from us
and emitted this yellow light."

And Navajo County (Ariz.)
Sheriff Marun Gillespie stated-
"The results of the polygraph
examinations show there's no
doubt they're telling the truth
— right down the line.

"I thought at first there was
a very good possibility it was
a hoax — but not now. I've
been in law enforcement over
18 years and I've never known
anything like this. I feel sure
that all 6 of them saw a UFO "

Dr. James Harder, professor
of engineering at the Univer-
sity of California was elated-
"This is the first abduction I
know of that was witnessed by
other people "

Walton abruptly turned up
five days after his disappear-
ance — dehydrated, bewilder-
ed and with a curious puncture
mark on his right arm.
. "I remember waking up on
a road about eight miles from
where I was picked -up by the
saucer," the stunned man told
The ENQUIRER. "It was near
the town of Heber.

"I ran into town as fast,as
my legs would carry me. I
was terrified.

"I rushed into the first
phone booth I came to and
called my mother, who sent
my brother Duane to pick me
up. On the way to my mother's
home, I told Duane what had
happened . . . and to my re-
lief, he believed me."

Walton had disappeared
Nov. 5 as he and a crew of

tree trimmers were heading
home at dusk along an iso-
lated mountain road. Crew
member Dwayne Smith said
they were about 12 miles from
Heber when they suddenly
spotted the saucer hovering in
a clearing beside the road.

"I was numb with disbelief
— and terrified!" said Smith.
"The UFO was smooth, and
was giving off a yellowish-
orange light.

"We watched it in shock a
few seconds, then suddenly
Travis jumped out of our truck
and started walking toward
the saucer. We all shojuted^
'Gertackryoirfool!' But he
just kept going.

"He walked beneath the
saucer — then a blue ray shot
down from the saucer and he

where the saucer had been
but Travis was gone. He went
on the spaceship, there's no
doubt of that.

"We went and reported what
had happened. We didn't ex-
pect anyone to believe us, and
nobody did — until we took lie
detector tests."

Because Walton wasn't able
to recall all the details of his
amazing experience, The EN-
QUIRER arranged for him to
be interviewed under hypnosis
by Dr. Harder, a'member of
The ENQUIRER'S prestigious
Blue Ribbon Panel on UFOs.

The hypnotic session was
_witnessed by__ three_Phoenix
physicians, Drs. Robert Gane-
lin, Joseph Saltz and Howard
Kandell, as well as psychi-
atrist Dr. Jean Rosenbaum.

Under hypnosis, Walton told

EXPERTS QUIZ abducted man, Travis Walton (center).
At left is Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, at right Dr James Harder.

Dr. Harder that as he ap-
proached the craft for a closer
look, he was hit by something
and suddenly everything went
black.

"When I woke up, there was
a strong light in my eyes and
I had problems focusing. I was
panicked because there was a
terrible pain in my head and
chest," he told Dr. Harder.

"My mind cleared a little
and I thought I was in a hospi-
tal. I was lying on a table on
my back, and these figures
were standing over me.

"It was weird. They weren't
human — they were creatures.

"They looked like well-devel-
oped fetuses to me — they
were about 5 feet tall and wore
tight-fitting tan-brown robes.
Their skin was white like a
mushroom and they had no
clear features. They made no
sounds.

"Their faces had no texture
or color, and there was no
hair. Their foreheads were
domed and their eyes were
very large. They had long fin-
gers — but no fingernails.

"I panicked and jumped up,
knocking a clear plastic tray
that was lying on my chest to
the floor. I grabbed a trans-
parent tube and-tried-to smash'
it, to use it as a weapon. But
it wouldn't break."

Dr. Harder said Walton was
knocked out again — and when
he awoke he was lying on the
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MAP shows the area where, witnesses say, Travis Walton
was taken aboard a flying saucer

EYEWITNESSES: Left to right are Dwayne Smith, Kenneth Peterson,
Alan Dalis, Mike Rogers and John Goulette All say that they saw
Walton walk toward a flying saucer and vanish.

pavement about a quarter of a
mile from Heber.

"Travis said he remembers
seeing the craft take off into
the sky," the scientist said.

Dr. Harder, who spent eight
hours interviewing Walton and
another three hours talking to
the witnesses, told The EN-
QUIRER that "after consider-
ing all the known facts" he's
convinced Walton was taken
aboard an alien craft.

"This is supported by Tra-
vis' description of the crea-
tures, which exactly matches
a description given in another,
unpubhcized UFO encounter a
few hundred miles away three
months earlier," he said. "My
conclusion is that we must add
this case to the dozen or more
cases of reported abductions."

Details of the other UFO en-
counter to which Dr. Harder
referred were revealed to The
ENQUIRER by Jim Lorenzen,
head of the Aerial Phenomena
Research Organization.

"It happened in New Mex-
ico," said Lorenzen. "A man

was out alone
on the desert
watching a me-
teor shower
when a saucer-
shaped craft
suddenly drop-
ped out of the
sky near him.

"The man la-
ter said he re-
membered be-

SHERIFF Martin Gillespie:
"I'm sure they saw UFO."

ing aboard the craft — and his
description of the creatures he
saw fitted the description giv-
en by Walton.

"There's been no publicity
about this case because the
man feels it would jeopardize
his job to discuss it."

Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, a psy;

chiatrist, was asked bv The _ _
ENQUIRER Id interview Wal-
ton and evaluate his story.

"As a result of extensive
examinations, I concluded that
the boy was not lying," de--
clared Dr Rosenbaum, chair-
man of the Southwest Psycho-
analytic Assn.

"There was no hoax involv-
ed. He really believes he was
abducted by a UFO.

"But my evaluation of the
boy's story is that although he
believes'this is what happened,
it was all in his own mind. I
feel he suffered from a com-
bination of imagination and
amnesia — that he did not go
on a UFO, but simply was
wandering around during the
period of his disappearance.

"But I'm unable to account
for five witnesses having the
same story and passing the
lie-detector tests."

Dr. Howard Kandell, who
examined Walton 15 hours
after his reappearance, ex-
pressed doubt that the young
man had simply been wander-
ing around.

"Although
from water

he lost weight
evaporation, he

was obviously well-nourished
when he was brought to my
office," said the physician.

"A sample of urine I tested
supported this fact. Also, his
condition was not that of a
man who'd been wandering
about the woods for 5 days.

"And there was a small
puncture wound on the inside
of his right arm — the kind
you get from a blood test. But
he said that nobody had stuck
a needle in his arm.

"The entire thing is very
puzzling." Dec.



Doctors Report Incredible Breakthrough ...

Amazing New Treatment
'•- -y}*K4n:^&9-S-'^K-M^^s~mm ^KK^Wi:**-M^^'jj*'"•'?; V+'*;>;-:'"• 'Cures Leukemia Victims
Given Only Weeks to Live

BY DAN MCDONALD
An amazing breakthrough in the-treatment of deadly leukemia

has been made — curing victims of the disease who had been given
only weeks to live.

Dr. E. Donnall Thomas, professor of medicine at the University of
Washington in Seattle, is giving bone marrow transplants to terminal
leukemia patients — and he is saving more and more of them from
death.

The disease, sometimes called "cancer of the blood," claims 21,000 new
victims in the U.S. each year.

• "We don't take patients for bone marrow transplants unless their leukemia
has failed to respond to all regular treatment — in other words, unless they're
terminal," explained Dr. Thomas. "On the average, they have about one
month to live.

"Yet 11 out of 70 patients who had the transplant from 1969 to June 1974
are still alive — and the survival rate is growing higher continually. Two
have survived for more than 5 years " A patient who survives for 5 years is

considered by doctors to be cured
"The transplant gave me back my

life," said Phil Smith, 31, a Seattle
roofer.

"I was very near death when my
doctor referred me to Dr. Thomas.

"I had the operation Oct. 20, 1972 —
a day I'll never forget — it's the day
1 got my life back.

"Over 3 years later, I'm without a
trace of leukemia."

Dr. Q.B. DeMarsh, the doctor who
referred Smith to Dr. Thomas,, said:
"With the type of leukemia Smith had,
the cure rate with normal treatment
is almost nothing. I gave him no more
than a month to live. But I examined
him recently and there is no trace of
leukemia." '

Another patient who owes her life to
the"transplant'is~a pretty-Washington
University coed, Tamy Terkla, 19.

- ,Said Dr. Thomas: "When she came
to me she had pneumonia and other
infections in addition to leukemia. She

HEAVY WORK, is no problem for
roofer Phil Smith, who was near
death three years ago but is now
completely free of leukemia.

probably had only a few weeks at most
to live.

"We performed the operation on
Apr. 18, 1972. Now there is no trace of
leukemia, and it's been more than 3
years since the operation."

Dr. Thomas said the most difficult
thing about the operation is to find a

Having a Roaring Time
When this brother and sister team is hungry, they let everybody know
about it! Shaggy-maned Jack and kid sister Jill roar for their lunch at
Lion Country Safari, West Palm Beach, Fla. A keeper brought them
slabs of raw meat just a few moments later.

donor whose tissue type matches that
of the patient.

"Matching tissue type is like match-
ing blood types, but more complex,"
he said.
_1Within_a_year,_we_hope_to^have
techniques for identifying tissue types
of unrelated people, so that we can
set up-a-donor bank.— — — . ^—^,

Leukemia causes the patient's white
blood cells to become diseased. These
cells are produced by the bone mar-
row.

"We take the donor's bone marrow,
usually through the hip, and inject it
into a vein of the patient's," Dr.
Thomas explained. "The bone mar-
row cells go through the patient's body

Mark (S.W.A.T.) Shera and Singer
Barbara Deutsch: We're in Love

.Dec. 16,1975-

Handsome actor Mark Shera of
"S.W.A.T." admits he's "deeply in
love with the most wonderful girl
in the world" — lovely singer-ac-
tress Barbara Deutsch of the pop
group "Busby & Berkley."

"Barbara is golden to me.
"She's the kind of woman that guys

would cut off their right arms for,"
declared Shera, giving his lady a lov-
ing glance.

Barbara smiled and kissed Shera
tenderly on the cheek. "Honey, if I'm
gold, then you're whatever is more
precious than that," she whispered
softly.

The happy couple, who spoke with
The ENQUIRER in the living room

_of Shera's cozy Hollywood apartment,
have kept steady company since they
first met in 1973-while they were ap-
pearing together in the New York
play, "Godspeil."

"I fell in love with Barbara the first
time I laid eyes on her," said the
dark-haired actor, gently squeezing
her hand.

"But all the guys were after her,
and I didn't think I had a chance.-

"Finally I asked her out, and she
looked at me with those fantastic blue
eyes and said softly/ 'I'd love to!'

Was I surprised! From that first date.,
Barbara has been the only girl in my
life."

Shera — who's 26, as is Barbara —
admitted he went through "pure hell"
when he moved to Hollywood to star
in "S.W.A.T.," leaving Barbara behind
in New York.

Shera's duties with the hit show
"S.W.A.T." occupy most of his week
He's on the set from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Barbara
keeps busy, too — she joined "Busby
& Berkley" after moving to California,
and is constantly involved in recording
and nightclub engagements.

"We eat out all of the time because
I can't cook, and neither can Mark,"
grinned Barbara. "On weekends we"
love to take drives through Beverly
Hills and Bel Air, looking at all the
beautiful homes."

Neither has been married before.
They admitted they've seriously dis-
cussed a walk down the aisle — but
Shera noted:

"Marriage is a big step, and before
we take that step we both want to be
very, very sure."

Barbara added with a smile: "Let's
just say that we both have it in the
backs of our minds."

• — ALAN MARKF/ELD

IT WAS LOVE at first sight, says
S.W.A.T. star Mark Shera with
singer-actress Barbara Deutsch.

chemistry system and filter into his
own bone marrow.

"If the treatment is successful, new-
ly formed, healthy white cells will be
found in the patient's blood within a
week or two. . _ ~_

"These new cells wiU'continue to" be
produced by the patient's body until
he builds up his own tolerance to the
"disease. ~ - . -

"If we're lucky, there will be no
traces of leukemia.

"Potentially, this offers one of the
biggest breakthroughs we could ever
hope for in combating other types of
cancer, too.

"Doctors will be able to give much
stronger doses of chemotherapy that
will destroy the bone marrow if they
know the bone marrow can be replac-
ed."

A leading expert at Johns Hopkins
University, Dr. George Santos, who
has also been doing research into bone
marrow transplants, told The EN-
QUIRER:

"One always has to be careful in
using the word 'cure' when dealing
with cancer.

"But there,is no doubt that people
have been cured by Dr. Thoma~s, using
his transplant method."

Study Shows ...
Quitting Smoking Does Hot
Cause Weight Gains in
Men Aged 45 and Over

There is no significant link between
quitting smoking and gaining weight
among men 45 years and older.

Dr. Raymond Bosse and Dr. Arthur
Garvey, in a 5-year study conducted
for the Veterans Administration ia
Boston, report that smoking had no
effect on weight patterns of 1,633 men
over the age of 45.

Concluded the researchers:
"The fact that giving up smoking

does not result in weight gain in older,
men belies the argument that it is best
to continue smoking rather than risk
obesity."

NATIONAL
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CHER TALKS ABOUT HER DIVORCE
GREGG'S BROKEN FIST GAUGED CHER'S BANDAGED EYE!
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VICTIMS TELL OF BEING EXAMINED BY WEIRD, "HAIRLESS" CREATURES

JACKIE
Selling Her
FAMILY
JEWELS

How To Moke Your
Husband Pay Attention

To You-1

MAC DAVIS REVEALS HOW

Glen
Campbell
STOLE HIS WIFE

LEE MARVIN'S
Mistress Demands
Alimony u She Wics She'11

Slul A Be»olulioii!

VOODOO
iCurse Plagues

Pres. Ford

CHRISTINA ONASSIS1

MARRIAGE ON THE ROCKS
AND A BABY IS ON THE WAY!



GENUINE PERSIAN
RUGS

POTPOURRI
Ain't It The Truth

Any salesman who can't find a cus-
tomer to call on somewhere in the
vicinity of one of the big year-end
football games isn't much of a sports
fan

Emergency Music
The popular Christmas carol, SILENT
NIGHT, was first sung-to guitar
accompaniment—on Christmas morn-
ing in 1818 for the villagers of Obern-
dorf, Austria The beautiful song
remained unknown outside the little
village until 1833 when it was sung at
a Christmas concert in Leipzig, Ger-
many Words for the _ popular song
were hurriedly written b y ^ a young
priest, Josef Mohr, and set'to music
by Franz Gruber in an emergency after
the church organ had broken down on
Chris tmas Eve

Santa In Disguise
Part of the magic of the yule season
is tha t kids accept wi thout question
the t rans i t ion ot Santd from a fat
jol ly elt to a s k i n n y jolly elf from
store to store

Congressional Cheer
Does thi<s suggest the ms t i fu t iona l i z ing
ol po l i t i ca l p jyola ' The Nat iona l Park
Service sjid a permanent Chr i s tmas
tree is planned tor the White House
lawn

Christmas Spirit
Responding to a union complaint,
British Chrysler fired employee Jack
Costello because he was found playing
a harmonica in the toilet last Christ-
mas while 30 cars went by unpamted

Tis The Season To Be Merry
Our word "merry" generally suggests
mirth, gaiety, and jollity It implies
fellowship, high spirits and hght-
heartedness All of these are part of
the wish we extend to our friends But
centuries ago the word "merry"
meant peacefulness and blessedness
It was as though one were saying, "A
peaceful Christmas to you" or "May
Christmas bring the blessings of God
to you "

With Ribbons
Why worry about the future9 Think
about the present gjftwrapped, of
course

-Yule Surprise
Every mother gets a thrill out of seeing
her children hang up their stockings
for Christmas She's always surprised
and delighted seeing them hang up any
part of their clothing

' Ethel?-Is thai you, Ethel -
I hope not?!"

\

Lots Of Jingling Due
In the spirit of the season, the

American Society of Composers
Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP) has
released a report on just how many
Christmas songs we have from which
to choose

Did you realize for example, that
there are more than 1,200 different
songs all copyrighted under the title
JINGLE BELLS9 Other songs are
titled J INGLE BELL MAMBO, JIN-
GLE BELL HOP, J INGLE BELL
LULLABY, J I N G L E BELL ROCK,
plus J I N G L E BELL SQUARE
DANCE JINGLE BELL FANTASY,
JINGLE BELL CALYPSO, and J IN-
GLE BELL BOSSA NOVA

Some 130 songs are titled SANTA
CLAUS, not to mention 1,000 more
written about Jolly Saint Nick They
range from SANTA CLAUS RIDES
A SNOW WHITE PONY to SANTA
CLAUS IS WATCHING YOU

Glenda Wilkms
'Mother - N

New Haven, Conn:
I have three wonderful children, and, thank God, none of them has any problems-
I think that is because my husband and I have tried hard to give them a good family
life We try to do things together as a family like going to movies or to church or just
eating supper And that's what's wrong with kids in America today They don't have
a good family life, their parents don't really care anything about them So the kids
run loose and get in trouble

4: * * * # 4 4 : -V-

Mike Larner
Foreman
Atlanta, Ga.

Kids have got too much today, and it's the fault of us, the parents I've worked hard
so my kids could live in a good neighborhood and have nice clothes and things But
I don't think they really care They don't appreciate it, you know It's my own fault,
I know, but still I think they should appreciate the things we parents have done for
them Maybe when they've got their own kids, they will

* * * * * * *
Margret Hastings

Secretary
Toledo, Ohio

Television is what's wrong with kids today I think it's ruined them I grew up when
there wasn't any television, and I'm glad I did Sure, sometimes I like to watch a pro
gram in the evening now, but the kids watch it all the time And what do they see7

Sex and violence That's a heck of an education for a kid to get You can bet any
trouble kids ynt into today they learned on television

s * * * * * * *

Steve Walker
Truck driver
Boulder, Colo.

Kids got it too easy nowadays They never have to work for things the way I did as
a kid I always had a job after school when I was a kid—delivering papers, sweeping a
store, anything I had to if I wanted any spending money But kids have got too much
time to mess around now and get into trouble I think every kid should have a job
or something to keep them busy Then they wouldn't have the time to take drugs or
get their girl friends in trouble

# 4 * * * * *
Next Question WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAY TO GERALD FORD'
Tell us what you think Send you answer to Stake Your Claim, c/o MODERN
PEOPLE, 11058 W Addison, Franklin Park, IL 60131

Sign Of Our Times
Among items being offered by a mail-
order firm specializing in expensive
luxuries is a Christmas card "bearing
a starkly simple message" The front
of the card, with red letters printed
on a black background says, "Ole
Jesus", "From a neon sign on a mis-
sion church in Mexico "

Ah, Yes
December's the time-
when my craving
for saving
so often gives way
to my urge
to splurge

Card Sharp
Overheard "Mother, should we send a
card to the Smiths9 We sent them one
last year and they didn't send us one,
so they won't send us one because
they'll think we won't send them one
this year because they didn't send us
one last year, or don't you think so9"

Cold Facts
Winter is the time of year when child-
ren leave open the doors they slam
shut in the summer

Did You Know...
IN (933 3IU.KMOX BOWLBP A
PERFECT GAME,A FEAT NOT
UNWEARP OF. BUT MR K.NOX
BOWLED HIS PERFECT 6AME
WlTWOUT SfigiNS TWf P/\5,
/4 SECOSP TMAT ST/LL STOMPS.

The Season To Give
Have you noticed that gifted girls
are numerous during the holidays9

Computer Greetings
There's nothing that gives a fellow a
warmer feeling than the "Merry
Christmas" punched out by the com-
puter at the foot of the bill still unpaid
for last year's goodies
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I
WILL YOU BE NEXT?

KIDNAPPED BY ALIENS
FIRST VICTIMS TELL ALL

A hair-raising tale-of a-confronta-
tion, with a flying saucer has been.told-
and verified !-by six young men in Ari-
zona.' .̂ r ' • • • _ • j . . . • - . - -

• A. seventh—also a member ;of the
band that had been wprking.in a remote .
canyon -area. in. the Arizona- wilderness-
claims to. have, been captured- by the
unearthly appearing occupants,:; .who.
he said "examined" him - aboard the..
spacecraft. , • - • ' * • - - / . - . . ,:,

The incredible stories. of all. 'but the
alleged captive have been substantiated'
through; a -" series ;;bf-! lie detector] tests.:
conducted by the Navajo Couhty Sheriffs
Department "and poly graph" experts from.,
the Arizona Department.pf Public Safety. .

Stories Substantiated .
"The lie tests indicate all six of-the .

Imen, are , telling .the " t ru th about/what..
|hey" -saw," Undersheriff Ken /Coplan
|ported."-: i ' '.

The seventh man-who disappeared
front of his -companions and was
object of.an unsuccessful search by

|osse;-of 50 men on foot, in cars, on '
zs and .in helicopters .before being

bd unconscious in- a,-phone booth
•days later, and 12 miles away-has

Tefused to take a lie test. ._ ' . - - . . ;•:.
Travis Walton, 22,-said he would not

.; " t a k e a polygraph administered by .'.the
sheriffs department because the depart-
ment broke its promise to 'keep the

lii-i-bjzarre incident secret: _ . . ' ' , - -..
rf- . ~Walton and .his companions told'TKiT"
\ . '- story: • . . ; • • - . ' - ; , . " . ' ' . . _> .-"' " ' ' -;'

About .6:30. p.m. on. Nov. :5. they",
. were returning in a.pickup,truck-from a

-..: tree-thinning; job, as. forestry'workers in
a mountainous area called the. Mon-
gollon Rim, about. 180 miles southeast ,

- ' • • ' "of theXirand Canyon. , . ;_ ' . . . • . - ' • . ' - ' r , ^ -
Suddenly, in-a..cleaning, they saw a

- - " " • saucer-shaped UFO, a^out 15 'feet-in
" d i a m e t e r a n d 1 0 fee t.high . " ' •

; : Victim Disappears, ,=
They stopped the truck,--and Walton •

.- jumped :off and started to" rim, toward ' •
' . the mysterious-object. As he appfoached";'-

there was-a sudden, brillian'-:blue flash-
like a lightning bolt—and then Walton
disappeared. ' " " ; " , . ' . _ : -

His terrified: friends 'panicked ,and
fled in their t ruck . . But, after calming -

'-•". down about -30 "minutes l a t e r , - t h e y
returned to "the .scene. After finding
nothing they- reported their frighten-;

.ing experience fo the sheriff s deputies. -.-*
Interrogated after he was' found five

days later, Walton said he''remembers

walking toward, the UFO and suddenly
being "knocked . out". He said " that
when . he regained • consciousness, -he -
was "in a room like;-a hospital "room,
on a white table, which was the only

;piece-of furniture in the room"/•'.- " , ;

: ; "Hairless' Creatures
"He said he; was being examined by.

three "hairless" creatures in. tight-fitting
blue clothing. " /^ ; •

-They"; silently examined him for r a >
while, .then, left the room. Walton"said.
he jumped off the table, and ran into
•an/.adjoining, rdonv where he Tound
•"a.iot of buttons", .">•„. •.".. •"' , /..-"

When he pushed one, he saidi."the

whole room turned'-around-and I could .
see the stars." . . - ':. •

- With that, he told authorities, .= a i -
. creature in a helmet resembling a -gold-
fish bowl entered the room, took him-';
by the'.arm and .led him to; a "large .
enclosure" in .which he could see "several

-spaceships".^ .,' '. ;

, ••-,' Man Put On Table
-. Walton said he .,was put. on.^another.
table,- and after an oxygen-mask -type : -.,
device was put overhis face, he lost con-.-'".
sciousness. Then_ he woke up, he .was
sitting on the p"avemeht of a highway ..
outside 'LHeber, Ariz:--12 rmiles^from
where he disappeared. vlt was Nov. 10. -

Walton's companions took polygraph
tests;the"same day. -^ . . . . . .

•-. According to Sgt. Allan Schmidt of

"Dyn-0-Mite!'
Kids bring a lot ot things back home

from summer: camp: ,pet frogs, dirty
clothes, '.'rare" rocks—an'd a .block .of
dynamite? ._- . . r ' -- ' • '

Fifteen-year-old" Edward "Hancock
brougnt;back a unique souvenjrY a block of
live dynamite, much to the alarm of the 70
residents of the Gates^v\ills Towers high-
rise apartment building.. • ,

Hancock- was ^keeping the dynamite
-•' under fiis.TV set when local police learned

•of. his dangerous-camp memento. The
Cleveland.bomb squad was'then called in

- to remove the dynamite.' , -"
• 'According to reports, Eddie..wasn't all

that heartbroken when officials, con;
" fiscated his precjous. plaything..

According to seven Arizona witnesses, a UFO recently landed near the
Mongollon Rim, southwest of the Grand Canyon,, and one of the men was
actually:kidnapped^by "hairless" aliens who examined him aboard the
spacecraft. . ; - . ~ ~ .. "

UFO Riddle Unraveled?
Did an unidentified flying object land in a desolate region of Arizona, and was'it

; witnessed by seven for-estry workers — one of whom claims he was abducted by the
occupants or was the sighting an elaborate hoax?

That's the riddle that scores of law enforcement officers, scientists, newsmen and
{UFO watchers are trying desperately unravel. - _

The story began Nov'. 5 when a group of workers was returning in their pickup truck
from a job in a remote moutainous area about 180 miles from- the:Grand Canyon/

Suddenly, iri~a clearing, they saw a saucer-shaped UFO. They stopped their truck
and one of the seven — Trayis Walton — jumped off and started running toward the
object. -

He disappeared in a cloud of brilliant blue smoke. .
The remaining six reported the incident and a search for Walton was fruitless. ;He

turned up. however, five days later with an incredible story about haying been cap-
tured, taken aboard a spacecraft and examined by grotesque, hairless creatures. .

, Ue tests of the six substantiate that they saw — or thought they saw — a flying
saucer! - " ' ^ . • " " = *.' ' -

A local UFO group, called Ground Source.-Watch, subsequently tested the six and
the, area where they said they saw the vehicle. It reported finding traces of residual
.magnetism and ozone in the area and magnetic readings from the six — all findings
typical of similar UFO sightings.

But persons who have talked to Walton, including the sheriff of Navajo County,
Ariz., andia parapsychologist and hypnotist, tend to doubt his story.

- .'"Authorities in Arizona offer these theories' on what happened that night:
—All seven where involved in ah elaborate hoax; thatthere was no UFO.
—Walton somehow tricked the first six into believing there was a UFO and invented

;the-story about being ;abducted. - - • . - - . " " " : ; . . . - -• _
But one person .close to the. investigation offers a third and plausibly terrifying

theory: That Walton may be lying about being abducted, but — indeed — there was a
UFO. - . - ' , - : . - ' - / - , - • . - ' - . - : . ; ' - " • - ., . - _ " . , . ' . . . . ' . • • . . / ; , .

,"We know six ;§uys think they saw a flying saucer, and we know,there is evidence
that one was there," the source said. 'The only loose end we have is what really
happenedto Walton ... .only he knows forsure." ' . - , : " . .

And he?s not.talking. . . . '/.-:"- ^. .'-.-.- • '

the department of, public safety, the six.
were asked'the same question:; _"

-"The men;- all were asked,, 'Did you
tell the truth about actually seeing a
UFO last Wednesday (Nov. 5) when
Travis Walton disappeared?' 7 • .

.."All six men . answered- Ves' to the
question. Five of the, test ;results were
conclusively positive; that is, they showed
the five men were; telling, the truth
when they said ' ' '

:. VVitness 'Agitated'
"The .sixth test result was- incon-

clusive^apparently -because the - subject,
Allen 'Dalis, was in such. an agitated state.
the. polygraph '.could not—make" a con-
clusive determination of truth..

-'-"The test results indicated that these
persons were. telling the truth. They saw
something which they believed to be
a UFO. But, of course, .that does not
.mean they actually saw a UFO-only
that they sincerely, believed they did.'.'

Walton volunteered to take the same
test, but failed to show up on schedule
at.the Phoenix DPS office. .

His brother said -Walton decided
against taking the test there, "because
the DPS people are biased," and that
he was miffed with the sheriffs depart-
ment "because we. had' an agreement
with the sheriff to undergo the polygraph
tests in the strictest confidence, and the
press learned about it." " ' . . . . .

But he insisted that his brother-would
a—lie-test "by a-fe^uiablo-tcoef^

in- the future. . . . '.

> " Latest Incident
The bizarre incident was the latest

of "several in which witnesses testified
they were abducted by the occupants
of.UFQs. : = - ' - '
-- Previous victims have stuck to their

• stories— even.under'hypnqsis! -
Two classic cases involve a man and

a youth who said they .were taken aboard
a UFO while fishing near Pascagoula,
Miss., in October 1973, and the Barney
Hills couple who said they were abducted
by space . -creatures near Exeter, N.H.,
the night of Sept. 19, 1961..

" The: fishermen -Charles Hickson, 42,
and Calvin ;Parke"ril 8— stuck - by_ their
story of being examined. by three crab- •
.like creatures with wrinkled gray skin
and pointed ears, despite efforts by
experts to shake their story.

Pair Scared: Authorities .

Authorities said under hypnosis . the
:pair appeared, "scared- to death and
shaking all-.over" as they told of.their
alleged experience. "

In the New Hampshire incident-
dramatized-. recently on national . tele-
vision--Betty and Barney Hill, returning
by car 'from a Canadian vacation, said
they wereraccosted by a UFO.

" " The Hills said they saw a flying saucer,
which they .described as resembling

.a huge pancake with a, row of windows,
and -could discern figures inside, the
craft looking at them:

Frightened, they, began to drive off.
'And; ^shortly thereafter, Jieard a strange
electronic ; beeping sound. Both fel l
a' tingling sensation, then' lost coriscious-

.ness. , " ., . -' •
When they awoke, ;they were. in their

car, they" said—but; they were 30 miles
: south and it was two hours later!
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NEWSMAKERS

ROBERT REDFORD

Whether or not there's a feud going on, as is rumored,
ROBERT REDFORD has closed the door on any

poten t ia l projects w i t h PAUL
" N E W M A N . Redford has let i t

be known tha t he plans to make
*.' no more f i lms w i t h his super

costar of the two smasheroos,
BUTCH CASSIDY and THE
STING. Several possible proper-
ties have been offered the two
and in at least one instance.
Paul was wil l ing, but apparen t ly
Mr. Redford prefers to go it

alone He told a friend tha t he has no intention of be-
coming a full-time team and -added, "Paul Newman and
1 are not Laurel and Hardy." And that's that. v

And st i l l more trouble. One of filmdom's best-loved
stars is valiantly fighting for her life, with a combination
of physical ailments that have her many friends sad and
distraught. I onJy hope tha t a miraculous cure can be
found for this lady who holds a warm spot in the hearts
of all who know her.

More feuding and fighting-don't invite ROBERT
DE NIRO and MARSHA MASON, the erstwhile costars
of the ill-fated BOGART SLEPT HERE (which was
canceled shortly after production began), to the same
party— or even to the same town, at the moment. Not
only did MIKE NICHOLS have some bit ter comments
to make when he and De Niro failed to agree on practi-
cally everything concerned with the film; but I hear that
Marsha-m 'private l i fe the wife of author NEIL SIMON
who wrote the sc ieenplay— also decided to "dnect" both
De Niro and Nichols, and the entire situation blew up
higher than an atomic blast!

And now for something on the br ighter side. BETTE
DAVIS must be kidding-but

~she told a - cowo ike r on the
BURNT OFFERING location
tha t her nc \ t project wi l l be

-THE J U L I A N ELTINGE
STORY, with Bette portraying
the famed European female im-
personator of the '20s. This I
have to see!

TIPPI HEDREN, one time
protegee of ALFRED HITCH- BETTY DAVIS
COCK and the star of his MARNIE and THE BIRDS,
has found an entirely new career. The still-lovely blonde
is attending a local college and is working towards a
degree in animal husbandry, which the lady plans to put
to use. But Tippi tells me that she is still available,
should the proper role come along, and what would be
more fitting than a Disney animal picture?

Also across the ocean-GLENDA JACKSON, Eng-
land's top female star, may be the next to bid bye-bye
10 London, because of the huge tax problem there,
coupled with two narrow escapes from bombings and
the u t t e r lack of action in Br i t i sh cinema. The Academy
Award winner may lake up residence in two permanent
bases-Lugano, Switzer land, and New York, which
many people feel is safer than London today-or at
leas t , no worse'

Still in the boxing glove
depar tment-AL PACING and
DUSTIN HOFFMAN aren't
exactly singing one another's
praises these days. Don't ask
me what's the - cause— all I
know is that no -love is lost
between these two. Oh well'.
Hollywood has always been
aroused by a good feud or two,
so have at n, boys.

And last but not least, I am sorry to say that my dear
friend ROSS HUNTER seems to be in a depression over
his c o n t i n u i n g s lump. He hasn ' t had a hit since A I R -
PORT and his association w i t h Bru t Productions was
short- l ived and produced nothing. His f i rs t v en tu r e under
his new Paramount TV deal d idn ' t exact ly set the video
tubes on fire with THE LIVES OF JENNY DOLAN.
As a result , his next career move is as unpredictable as
aie Ross' mood swings to those near and dear to him.

AL PACING

By Toni Holt
at all today,
star , may-find

Looks like there's no good news
CHARLES BRONSON, the movies' No 1
himself the u n w i l l i n g defendant
in a mu l t i -mi l l i on do l la r l a w s u i t .
Seems t h a t his ex-wfie, Harnet-
who for some t ime had a local
Hollywood radio ta lk show-lm
told several f r iends i h a t she's
consulted w i t h a i to rneys on the
possibility of br inging the huge
su i t against the s t a r . Harr ie t has
confided 10 i n t i m a t e s t h a t she
feels after sticking by Bronson
for so many years when he was just eking out a living as
a featured player, she was dumped on the eve of his
major'breakthrough for then-starlet Jill Ireland. Harriet
promises that if this hits the courts, which as of this
writ ing looks good, she'll reveal all about why she feels
she should be living in the style that Jill has become
accustomed .to.

CHARLESBRONSON

Toni Holt
Joins

MODERN PEOPLE
Strawberry blonde and stunning, nationally known

celebrity reporter Toni Holt joins MODERN
PEOPLE this issue as entertainment editor and
conductor of the new weekly column,
NEWSMAKERS:

Working from bases in New York City/Hollywood,
Palm Springs, Calif., .and other glamour spots
throughout the world, she will report-on the stars of
stage, screen, television and the jet set.

And she knows, to quote an old line, where of she
speaks. For Toni Holt IS one of the glamorous per-
sonalities of the entertainment world.

A former Junior Miss America, she "hob-nobs with
the beautiful people", in her own words.

"I entertain regularly. . . . I have dinner with the
stars. They visit my house," the S-foot-6, 120-pound
beauty says. "Being around famous people-
beautiful, people—is my life. It's intriguing,

• stimulating."

Ms. Holt, magazine writer for the past five years,
has had her own by-lined national newspaper column
for the- past three years.

She .got her start in entertainment reporting,
ironically, while vacationing in Palm Springs when
television scouts noted her beauty.

"I had been playing a lot of golf and tennis," Toni
explains, "and I was getting bored. So when the TV
people offered .me my own show in Palm Springs, I
jumped at the chance."

She soon was discovered by Hollywood video
executives and hired to host a show out of Los
Angeles. Her career has been a storybook of success
since.

"I've been on network TV, on the Johnny Carson,
Merv Griffin, Mike Douglas, Dick Cavett and
TODAY, shows," the green-eyed reporter says.

A high point of her career, according to Toni, was a
role in the McCLOUD television series.

"I played a columnist," she beams, noting that she
has also had parts in several movies.

Toni, single and a New York City native, still hosts
her own TV show, the TONI HOLT HOLLYWOOD
REPORT, which is aired on the East Coast.

"I love to work, to keep busy," she adds.

Hobbies include eating—"I love good food and good
restaurants"—antique collecting, an annual
Hollywood celebrity party which she hosts, sports
and travel.

"As you can see," Toni noted to a fellow MODERN
PEOPLE staffer, "I've got the best of all worlds."

Even the news from across the ocean is bad". A mys-
terious illness overtook CLAUDIA CARDINALE the
b e a u t i f u l I t a l i a n actress who
made several Hollywood-films a
few years ago. It seems -Uia t
Claudia was a f f l i c ted w i t h a
malady t h a t caused her to sud-
denly fa in t for no appa ien t
reason-at the dmnei table,
walking on the s t r ee t , etc.
Friends became alarmed at her
condit ion and she entered a
Rome clinic. But 1 am pleased to CLAUDIA CARDINALE
report she has improved and is now on the road to re-
covery.

Now let's get on the Merry-Go-Round. . . . DAVID
NIVEN is in town and popular as ever to judge by the
ovation .he got from fans at the premiere of PAPER
TIGER, in which he stars. Niven attended with old-
friend FRED ASTAIRE and NATALIE WOOD and
BOB WAGNER, but had to forego the party at Chasen's
afterwards because he had an early call on the MURDER
BY DEATH set. Incidentally, his new book, BRING ON
THE EMPTY HORSES, is on the best-seller list here in
town and elsewhere around the country. .. . The recent
super-special which starred DONNY and MARIE
OSMOND did so well that ABC is talking to the two]
teen-agers about, a possible series. . . . STEVE ALLEI*
and his JAYNE MEADOWS
are off to the Dallas Fairmont
to resume • their supper club
tour. . . . WARREN BEATTY.
who's rolling in even more
money since the hit SHAMPOO,
has confided to fr iends t ha t
he's w r i t i n g a screenplay. What's
1L about? He's not_tcLlinj!

"JAMIE FARR: who is suii
donning women's clothes on JAMIE FARR
M'-A-S-H in an effort to get his discharge, is readying his
new nightc lub act which wil l take him around the coun-
try. But don't expect just his TV takeoffs. Those who've
seen him in action say he can sing very well. . . RUBY
KEELER is very upset these days wi th GEORGE
JESSEL about remarks he makes in his autobiography
about AL JOLSON. to whom she was once wed, and
about some aspects of her marital relationship to
him And did you know that JANE WITHERS
keeps an entire house in the. San Fernando Valley just
for the purpose of storing the thousands of pieces of
movie memorabilia she has collected over the past 40
years—not just connected with her own career from the
period when she was a child star but from all phases

of Hollywood production. Now
that's a real film buff.

DYAN CANNON has been
offered an executive post in
one of America's biggest cos-
metic companies, at an annua l
fee tha t is dazzling. However,
Dyan tells me she couldn't
possibly take sufficient t ime
from her busy career to fu l f i l l
these other duties, so she is

leaving the selling of such items as wigs, panty hose and
skin lotions to "the likes of EVA GABOR, GINGER
ROGERS and POLLY BERGEN.

MUHAMMAD ALI, long on words and short on
modesty, held forth for almost an hour at the packed
press conference at the plush Beverly Wilshire Hotel.
Seems tha t he's going to star
in a movie based on his life-
t i t l e d simply ALI-for Columbia
Pictures, with shooting to start
in early '76. Said the Champ,
"The movie is going to be the
t r u t h and the t r u t h will glorify
me. . . . I guess the best t h i n g
about this movie MS that they
are making it while 1 am young
and pretty. Imagine what I'm MUHAMMAD ALI
going to look like under the lights." Imagine, indeed-
and let's hope he can act.

DYAN CANNON
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Man held in UFO
broke, but busy

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Travis Walton was
cutting trees for $6 an
hour in the forests of
northern Arizona.

• Then he saw the light, a
bluish-green ray that he
and six witnesses say
knocked him to the ground

Three-months after what
he says was an encounter
with an unidentified flying
object, Walton says it is still
difficult to lead a normal
life.

At dusk last Nov. 5, as
.Walton tells the story, he
was struck by the ray of
light from a' UFO in the
forest and taken off in the
spacecraft by strange
creatures. He was missing
for five -. days until, his
family said, they found him
slumped in'a phone booth in
Heber, Ariz., pale and
shaken.

In the days that followed,
reporters from as. far away
as Australia pursued the
Walton story; psychiatrists
interviewed him; UFO
groups studied the incident;
and Navajo County Sheriff
Marlin Gillespie, whose
men had cpmbed the woods
in v a i n fo r Wal ton ,
confessed he found the case
the "most exasperating!' in
his 18 years with the
sheriff's department.

Lives alone
W a l t o n , 2 3 , n o w

unemployed and living
alone in a. rented house in
Snowflake,'Ariz., says that
he's barely exisiting finan-
cially., He has considered
f i n i s h i n g his college
education at Northern
Arizona University, where
he completed one year, or
seeking a job in electronics.

But the tall, slender young
man says he has kept busy.
In recent weeks, he said, he
has."

— Been "working with an
artist to reproduce some of
the things I've seen and
writing a book" about the
i n c i d e n t , t e n t a t i v e l y
entitled "The Walton Ex-
perience.1'

— Traveled to Toronto for
a "news quiz show" on
television and to Hollywood

Arizonian still sticks
to his story three

months after flight
which he was interviewed
by Leonard Nimoy, the
pointyeared Mr. Spock of
"Star Trek" fame.

. — Passed a lie-detector
test about the UFO incident.

Walton said he received
only expense money for his
Hollywood and Toronto
trios.

Pass lie test
Five of the six young men

who were with him Nov. 5
passed a polygraph test
about what they saw; the
test on the sixth man proved
inconclusive.

' Mike Rogers, 28, who
passed the test, -is one of
Walton's closest friends.
Rogers still insists he saw
the UFO. He says he and the
others -saw it as they drove
along a bumpy mountain
road about 12 miles south of
Heber. Walton jumped out
of the moving truck,, ran
toward the brightly glowing
object hovering about 15

• feet above the ground in a
small clearing. He was
knocked down by a ray of
bluish-green light, Rogers
said.

Rogers, who said he and
the other men were still
sitting in the truck about 25
yards away, drove off in
fr ight . When the men
returned 15 minutes later,
there was'no trace of Walton
or the UFO, Rogers' said.

The story
Rogers, a father of four

who was the foreman of the
woodcutting crew, said in
words similar to Walton's:
"I would prefer people to
believe me, but there's
nothing I can do about it if
they don't."

Walton's story — he says
he remembers only about
,two hours of the five days he
was missing — is that he
woke up on a table in a white
room and found himself
being examined by several

he seized a piece of
plasticpipe and swung at the
creatures, who backed out
of the room.

Walton said he walked
down a hallway into another
room where he saw a chair
with buttons on the side. He
began playing with the
buttons and saw a large
screen filled with stars.

(In the popular TV series
'"Star . Trek," the control
room of the "Starship
Enterprise" has seats with
buttons on their sides and a
large viewing screen often
filled with stars.)

Next,' says Walton, a
humanlike.creature entered
the room, took him by the
elbow and led him into
another room where three
men and a woman were'
standing, he said.

Walton said the creatures
placed him in a chair, and
from that point on he could
remember nothing until he
woke up in the phone booth.

Skeptical
Sheriff Gillespie said he

became skeptical when.
Walton failed to show up for
a lie-detector test the sheriff
had arranged with the
Arizona Department of
Public Safety.

"I do think that Walton
along with the .other six
people did see something
they thought was a UFO.
From that point on, I don't
believe anything else oc-
curred," said thesherriff.

' Walton says he. didn't
- appear for the polygraph
test because his emotional
state then would have
produced misleading re-
sponses.' He said the sheriff
didn 't keep his word that the
test would be held "in
private, not with the press
around."

E a r l i e r th i s month,
Walton did pass a polygraph
test in Phoenix, according
to Georee Pfeifer of E

administered it. The test
was paid, for by Aerial
P h e n o m e n a Research
Organization Inc., a Tucson
UFO group, Pfeifer said.

W a l t o n ' a n d h i s
brother Duane, 26, who'

has been Walton's most
outspoken supporter since
the UFO incident, were
tested for two hours each
and both passed, Pfeifer
said. . •-

"Travis Walton has
answered all questions in a'-
manner that he himself is
f i rmly convinced to be
truthful regarding the in-
cident," Pfeifer's report
said.

Answers
Walton denies suggestions

that he and o'ther members
of the family were UFO
buffs before the incident.

"That's been said because
of an incident my brother
(Duane) had when he was
younger," Walton said. Ten
or 12 years ago, Duane said
he saw an object in the
woods and ran from it,
Walton said.

The sheriff says both
Travis, Duanev and their
"mother, Mrs. Mary kellet,
"have on numerous
'occasions -indicated to me
they have been UFO buffs.
In fact, Duane and Travis
had made a pact between
each other that ' if either of
them was picked up by a

^ UFO, he would attempt to
return to earth and pick up '
the other."
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Puzzling Case
Of UFO in
Arizona Woods» <-

(By the Associated Press)

; Travis Walton was cutting trees for
$6 3n hour In the forests of northern
Arizona when he saw the light, a
tiluish-green ray that he and six wit-
rfesses say knocked him to the ground.
• Three months after what he says was

.an encounter with a UFO — an uniden-
tified flying object — Walton says it is
$ilr difficult for him to lead a normal
fife-.
;\t dusk last Nov. 5, Walton, recalled,

lie-was struck by the ray of light from
a" GFO in the forest and taken off in

-thVspacecraft by strange creatures. He
wls missing for five days until,, his
family said, they found him slumped in
a phone booth in Heber, Ariz , pale and
shaken.

In the days that followed, reporters
froth as far away as Australia pursued
the Walton story; psychiatrists inter-
viewed him;' UFO enthusiasts studied
therincident, and Nava^o County Sheriff
Marlin Gillespie, whose men had
combed the woods in vain for Walton,
confessed he found the case the "most
exasperating" in his 18 years with the
sheriff's department.

-.Walton, 23, now unemployed and
ing alone in a rented house in Snow- J
flake, Ariz., says that he's barely exist- j
ing .financially. He has considered fin- r

ishing his college education at Northern
Arizona University, where he com-
pleted one year, or seeking a job in
.electronics.

•ffut the tall, slender young man says
he has kept busy. In recent weeks, he
said, he has:

- " Been "working with an artist to re-
i produce some of the things I've seen

" arid' writing a book" about^he incident,
tehtativelv entitled "The Walton Ex- |
per.ience."

' Traveled to Toronto, Ont., for a
"pews quiz show" on Canadian tele-
vision and to Hollywood' to film a TV
plto't called "The Unexplained," in
vvnijch he was interviewed by Leonard
Nimoy, the Mr. Spock of "Star Trek"

., fame.

Passed a lie-detector test about the
UFO incident.
• Five of the six young men who were

with him Nov. 5 passed a polygraph
test about what they saw; the test on
the sixth man proved inconclusive

"" Mike'RogersT 28, whVpasseU^tlj&ig.esi
is-one of Walton's closest friendsrRog-
ers still insists he saw the UFO. He
says he and the others saw it as they
drove along a bumpy mountain road
a^bdut 12 miles south of Heber. Walton
jumped out of the moving truck, ran
toward the brightly glowing object hov- j
ering about 15 feet above the-ground in-j
a sfnall clearing. Walton was knocked
down by a ray of bluish-green light,
Rogers said. ,

~ ^~DrovFOfri iTFrigHtr
- Rogers, who said he and the'other
men were still sitting in the truck
about 25 yards away, drove off in
fright When they returned 15' minutes
later,-there was no trace of Walton or
the".UFO.

Rogers, a father of four who was the
foreman of the woodcutting crew, said
m words similar to Walton's: "I would
prefer people to believe me, but there's
nothing I can-do about it if they don't."

Walton says he remembers only
about two hours of the five days he
vvas missing. He says he woke up on a
fable in a white room and found him-
self being examined by several /crea-
tures with bulging eyes and no finger-
nails. He said he seized a piece of
plastic pipe andi swung at the crea-
tures, who backed out of the room.'
* Walton said he walked down a hall-

j - way into a room where he saw a chair
j ~ with buttons on the side. He began

playing with the buttons and saw a
ia--a,e screen filled with stars.

••(In the popular TV series "Star
Trek," the control room of the starship
"Enterprise" has seats with buttons on- '
their sides and a large viewing screen
often filled with stars.) . i

Next, said Walton, a human-like, i
. creature entered the room, took him by

the1 elbow and led him into another
rffom where three men and a woman
were standing, he said.
•^.Walton said the creatures -placed him

- itLa chair, and ffom that point on he
T could remember nothing until he woke
; upMn the phone booth.
- - ..Sheriff Gillespie said he became
• skeptical when Walton failed to show

up for a lie-detector test the sheriff had
arranged with the Arizona Department
of Public Safety.

•.r'"I do think'that Walton along with
the' other six people did see something
they thought was a UFO. From that
point on, I don't believe anything else
occurred," said the sheriff.

Walton says he didn't appear for the
polygraph test because his emotional

• state then would have produced mis-
leading resoonses. He said the sheriff
'didn't keep his word that the test would'
hejhe'd "m private, not with the press

• around "
..-Earlier.this month, Walton did pass a
polygraph test in Phoenix, according to
Groige Pfeifer of Ezell & Associates |

V"n"--fei-ed it The test was paid for by
o.-iv" aih Institute, who said he ad-
\xr;pi Phpporriena Research Organiza-
tion !nc a Tucson UFO group, Pfeifer
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By Jon Halvorsen , - ; -i'̂  . - •»^. • : • * ' ' • • ;"- :
Associated Press Writer • , • -,. . - .

Travis Walton was cutting trees for $6 an hour in the for-
ests of. northern Arizona when he saw the light, a bluish-green
ray that he and six witnesses say knocked him to the ground.

Three months after what he says j/as an encounter with an
unidentified flying object, Walton says it is still difficult to
lead a normal life. -^ . i>M«i-H • '' -'.'.• V- -

At dusk last Nov. 5, as Walton tells the story, he was struck
by the ray.of light from a UFO in the forest and taken off in
the spacecraft by strange creatures,. He was missing for five
days until, his family said, they found him slumped in a phone
booth.in Heber, Ariz., pale and shaken. , -;,-:

In the days that followed, reporters from as far away as
Australia pursued the Walton story; psychiatrists interviewed
him; ':UFO groups studied the incident; and Navajo County
Sheriff Marlin Gillespie, whose men had combed the woods in
vain for Walton, confessed he found the case the "most exas-
perating" .in his 18 years with the sheriff ̂ department. .. .
^Walton, 23, now unemployed and living'alone in a rented

house in, Snowflake, Ariz., says that he's barely exisiting fin-
ancially. He has considered finishing his college education at
Northern .ArizonaJJniversity, where he ..completed one year,
or seeking a job in electronics.^Hf:; f^'iVr; V>M £ ,3-Ct,.,

But the, tall, slender young man says he has kept busy. In
recent weeks, he said, he has: i

.— Been "working with an artist to reproduce some of the
things I've seen and writing a book" about the incident, tenta-
tively entitled "The Walton Experience."

.— Traveled 'to Toronto for a "news quiz show" on televi-
sion and to Hollywood to film a TV pilot called "The Unex-
plained," in which he was interviewed by Leonard Nimoy, the
pointy-eared Mr. Spock of "Star Trek" fame.

— Passed a lie-detector test about the UFO incident. -
Walton said he received only expense money for his Holly- .

wood and Toronto trips. "'' * .
Five of the six young men who were with him Nov. 5 pas-

sed a polygraph test about what they saw; the test on the
sixth man proved inconclusive. _ '

Mike Rogers, 28, who passed the test, is one of Walton's ,
closest friends. Rogers still insists he saw the UFO. He says
he and the others saw it as they drove along a bumpy moun-
tain road about 12 miles south of Heber. Walton jumped out
of the moving truck, ran toward the brightly glowing object
hovering about 15 feet above the ground in a small clearing.
He was knocked down by a ray of bluish-green light, Rogers
said.

Rogers, who said he and the other men were still sitting In
the truck about 25 yards away, drove off in fright. When the
men returned 15 minutes later,-there was no trace of Walton
o r t h e UFO, Rogers said. - . - ' - •

Rogers, a father of four who was the foreman of the wood-

hours of the,five
a table in a whi

days he was missing — is that he woke up pn
:e room and found himself being examined by

several creatures 'with bulging eyes and no fingernails.^JKe
said he seized a' piece of plastic pipe and swung at the crea-
tures, who backed out of the room. , '', , -^1

Walton said he walked down a hallway into another room
. ,,,

where he saw a chair with buttons on the side. He began play-
ing with the buttons and saw a large screen 'filled with stars.

(In the popular TV series "Star Trek," the control room of
the "Starship Enterprise" has seats with 'buttons on their
sides and a1 large viewing screen often filled) with stars.)

Next, says Walton, a humanlike creature entered the room,
took him by the elbow and led him into another room where
three "men and a woman were standing, he said. '.

Walton said the creatures placed him in a'chair, and from
that point on he could remember nothing until he woke up in
the phone booth. .f

Sheriff Gillespie said he became skeptical when Walton
failed to show up for a lie-detector test the' sheriff had ar-
ranged with the Arizona Department of Public Safety.

VI do think that Walton along with the other six people did
see something they thought was a UFO. From that point on, I
don't believe anything else occurred," said th'e sherriff.

Walton says he didn't appear for the polygraph test because
his emotional state then would have producedjmisleading res-
ponses. He said the sheriff didn't keep his word that the test
would be held "in private, not with the press'^around."

•Earlier this month, Walton did pass a polygraph test In

Phoenix, according to George Pfeifer of Ezell & Associates
Polygraph Institute, who said he administered it. The test
was paid for by Aerial Phenomena Research Organization
Inc., a Tucson UFO group, Pfeifer said. '
"Walton and his brother Duane, 26, who has been Walton's

most outspoken supporter since the UFO incident, were test-
ed for two hours each' and both passed, Pfeifer said.
-"Travis Walton has answered all questions in a manner

that he himself is firmly convinced to be truthful regarding
the incident," Pfeifer's report said.

Walton denies suggestions that he and other members of
the family were UFO buffs before the incident.

"That's been said because of an incident my brother
(Duane) had when he was younger," Walton said. Ten or 12
years ago, Duane said he saw an object in the woods and ran
from it, Walton said.

The sheriff says both Travis, Duane and their mother, Mrs.
Mary Kellet, "have on numerous occasions indicated to me
they have been UFO buffs. In fact, Duane and Travis had
made a pact between each other that if either of them was
picked up by a UFO, he would attempt to return to earth and
pick up the other."
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day. • "A
To the editor: •. ' ,' Unwittingly, you may have

I am curious - why didn't set back UFO education 20
you hold the half • page fjgtrt years. Or worse -
photograph appearing {on^uppose you have angerefl
page 4 of the Feb. 23 edition our extraterrestial visitors so
for publication on the cover that now they will no longer
of the March 31 Spectrum? be as peaceable.
It would have been most Thank goodness the

p h o t o g r a p h w a s
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and I'm relieved.
^^ Sincerely,

^^ Ken McKenna
NOTE: No foolin', Ken. It

was real. But relax. It was
one of OURS!
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UFO encounter changes
life for wood cutter

By JON HALVORSEN
Associated Press Writer

Travis Walton was cutting
trees for (6 an hour in the for-
ests of northern Arizona when
he saw the light, a bluish-
green ray that he and six
witnesses say knocked him to
the ground.

Three months after what he
'says was an encounter with an
unidentified {lying object,
Walton says it is still difficult
to lead a normal life.

At dusk last Nov. 5, as Wal-
ton tells the story, he was
struck by the ray of light from
a UFO in the forest and taken
off in the spacecraft by
strange creatures. He was
missing for five days until, his
family said, they found him
slumped in a phone booth in
Heber, Ariz., pale and shaken.

In the days that followed,
reporters from as far away as
Australia pursued the Walton
story; psychiatrists in-
terviewed him; UFO groups
studied the incident; and
Navajo County Sheriff Martin
Gillespie, whose men had
combed the woods in vain for
Walton, confessed he found
the case the "most exas-
perating" in his 18 years with
the sheriff's department.

Walton, 23, now unemployed
and living alone in a rented
house in Snowflake, Ariz.,
says that he's barely existing
financially. He has considered
finishing his college education
at Northern ' Arizona
University, where he com-
pleted one year, or seeking a
job in electronics.

But the tall, slender young
man says he has kept busy. In
recent weeks, he said, he has:

— Been "working with an
artist to reproduce some of the
things I've seen and writing a
book" about the incident,
tentatively entitled "The
Walton Experience."

— Traveled to Toronto for a
"news quiz show" on
television and to Hollywood to
film a TV pilot called "The
Unexplained," in which he
was interviewed by Leonard
Nimoy, the point-eared Mr.
Spock of "Star Trek" fame.

— Passed a lie-detector test
about the UFO incident.

Walton said he received only
expense money for his Holly-
wood and Toronto trips.

Five of the six young men
who were with him Nov. 5
passed a polygraph test about
what they saw; the test on the
sixth man proved in-
conclusive.

Mike Rogers, 28, who passed
the test, is one of Walton's
closest friends. Rogers still
insists he saw the UFO. He
says he and the others saw it
as they drove along a bumpy
mountain road about 12 miles
south' of Heber. Walton
jumped out" of the moving
truck, ran toward the brightly
glowing object hovering about
15 feet above the ground in a
small clearing. He was
knocked down by a ray of
bluish-green light, Rogers
said.

Rogers, who said he and the
other men were still sitting in
the truck about 25 yards away,

drove off in fright. When the
men returned 15 minutes
later, there was no trace of
Walton or the UFO, Rogers
said.

Rogers, a father of four who
was the foreman of the wood-
cutting crew, said in words
similar to Walton's: "I would
prefer people to believe me,
but there's nothing I can do
about it if they don't."

Walton's story — he says he
remembers only about two
hours of the five days he was
missing — is that he woke up
on a table in a white room and
found himself being examined
by several creatures with bul-
ging eyes and no fingernails.
He said he seized a piece of
plastic pipe and swung at the
creatures, who backed out of
the room.

Walton said he walked down
a hallway into another room
where he saw a chair with but-
tons on the side. He began
playing with the buttons and
saw a large screen filled with
stars.

(In the popular TV series
"Star Trek," the control room
of the "Starship Enterprise"
has seats with buttons on their
sides and a large viewing
screen often filled with stars.)

Next, says Walton, a
humanlike creature entered
the room, took him by the
elbow and led him into another
room where three men and a
woman were standing, he
said.

Walton said the creatures
placed him in a chair, and

. from that point on he could re-
member nothing until he woke
up in the phone booth.

Sheriff Gillespie said he be-
came skeptical when Walton
failed to show up for a lie-de-
tector test the sheriff had ar-
ranged with the Arizona De-
partment of Public Safety.

"I do think that Walton
along with the other six people
did see something they
thought was a UFO. From that
point on, I don't believe
anything else occurred,"-said
the sherriff.

Walton says he didn't ap-
pear for the polygraph test
because his emotional state
then would have produced
misleading responses. He said
the sheriff didn't keep his
word that the test would be
held "in private, not with the
press around."

Earlier this month, Walton
did pass a polygraph test in
Phoenix, according to George
Pfeifer of Ezell & Associates
Polygraph Institute, who said
he administered it. The test
was paid for by Aerial Pheno-
mena Research Organization
Inc., a Tucson UFO group,
Pfeifer said.

Walton and his brother
Duane, 26, who has been Wal-
ton's most outspoken sup-
porter since the UFO incident,
were tested for two hours each
and both passed, Pfeifer said.

Walton denies suggestions
that he and other members of
the family were UFO buffs be-
fore the incident.

"That's been said because
of an incident my brother
(Duane) had when he was
younger," Walton said. Ten or
12 years ago, Duane said he
saw an object in the woods and
ran from it, Walton said.

The sheriff says both
Travis, Duane and their
mother, Mrs. Mary Kellet,
"have on numerous occasions
indicated to me they have
been UFO buffs. In fact,
Duane and Travis had made a
pact between each other that
if either of them was picked up
by a UFO, he would attempt to
return to earth and pick up the
other."



$1,000,000 REWARD
Enquirer's New Offer for Proof That UFOs

Come From Outer SpaceBy BOB PRATT and
JOHN M. CATHCART

The ENQUIRER now offers ONE
MILLION DOLLARS for positive
proof that UFOs come from outer
space and are not natural phenom-
ena.

This enormous sum — offered in an
attempt to solve one of the most baf-
fling scientific puzzles of our age — in-
creases by tenfold the $100,000 award

reported anywhere;" said Dr. Frank
Salisbury, a member of the Blue Rib-
bon panel.

The astounding Walton case was ex-
haustively investigated. Walton, his
mother and brother, as well ,as his
six companions, were subjected to "lie
detector" tests — and, without excep-
tion, were found to be telling the truth.

previously offered by The ENQUIR-
ER.

The million-dollar reward will be
paid when our Blue Ribbon Panel on - _ ••••.. •••>*«
Unidentified Flying Objects, consisting fjfCOtffffer With 0 UFO

Seven Share $5,000 for
1975s Most Extraordinary

of'prominent scientists and educators,
agrees unanimously it has been given
positive proof on UFOs, and two na-
tionally known judges on our Judicial
Review Board concur in the decision.

At the same time, The ENQUIRER
has doubled the amount it offers each
year for "the most scientifically val-
uable evidence on UFOs" — but which
falls short of conclusive proof. The
panel can now award up to $10,000
for such cases.

For 1975, seven young Arizona men
have been awarded $5,000 for report-
ing an extraordinary event in which
one of the men disappeared when
struck by a blue light from a UFO and
reappeared five days later, dazed but
with a clear memory of having been
aboard the craft during that time.

"It's probably one of the most spec-
tacular abductions that has ever been

Introducing-Michael
Douglas' Replacement on
^Streets of San Francisco'
Actor Richard Hatch, who replaces
Michael Douglas next season in
TV's "The Streets of San Francis-
co," smiles for the camera at the
ABC affiliate party in Los Angeles.
The annual event is a showcase for
'network stars and a chance for
_new talent to meet network broad-
casters from all over the country.
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The six companions were tested on
their claim that they actually saw the
UFO.

The panel met in Palm Beach, Fla.,
on May 18 and 19 to consider five
cases for the top reward offered for
positive proof of UFOs. The panel felt
that none of the cases merited that
award, but voted unanimously for a
$5,000 award in the Walton case.

The astonishing events in the Walton
case began shortly after 6 p.m. last
November 5 in a forest .near Heber,
Ariz., about 100 miles northeast of
Phoenix.

The seven men were-heading'home
in a logging truck when they spotted
a brightly glowing object beside the
road. Walton leaped out of the truck
and went toward the object, ignoring
cries to come back.

As he stood beneath the object, a
blue ray of light shot down. A few
moments later the object vanished.
There was no trace of Walton.

Ther other six notified authorities, but
an intensive search was fruitless. Five
days later, Walton's brother-in-law re-
ceived a telephone call from the miss-
ing man. He had reappeared on a road
east of Heber.

Under hypnosis, Walton was inter-
viewed by Dr. James Harder, another
member of The ENQUIRER'S panel,
in the presence of three Phoenix phy-
sicians and a psychiatrist. He told Dr.
Harder the blue ray struck him uncon-
scious, and when he awoke he was
lying on a table inside the craft while
three humanoid creatures bent over
him. The next thing he remembered
he was lying on the road near Heber,
five days later.

"Beyond any reasonable doubt, the
evidence is as valid as any that would
be accepted in an American criminal
court," said Dr. Harder, professor of
engineering at the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley.

Said Dr. Salisbury, professor of plant
science at Utah State University:
"Thanks to the many witnesses and
the polygraph examinations of those
witnesses, we have pretty good reason
to take the Walton case at face value.

"If it were one person trying to fool
the polygraph, you wouldn't be so im-
pressed — but when you've got that
many passing the test with the same
story, it's mighty impressive."

Another UFO expert who investi-
gated the case was Dr. J. Allen Hy-
nek, astronomer at Northwestern Uni-
versity and director of the Center for
UFO Studies. "I talked with Travis
Walton and he seemed to me to be
straightforward," said Dr. Hynek, a
former Blue Ribbon Panel member.
"Of course, I was impressed by the
polygraph tests on the others, and I
would stress that above all."

Another panel member, Dr. R. Leo

AWARD WINNERS: Travis Walton (foreground), who told of being
abducted by UFO, shows off check for $2,500. Six others who saw inci-
dent share $2,500. Left to right are Allen Dalis, Kenneth Peterson,
Mike-Rogers, Dwayne Smith and John Goulette. Absent is Steve Pierce.

chology at the University of Wyoming,
said: "The evidence is very strong.
It's a solid sighting in terms of'wit-
nesses, the number of witnesses and
the investigation of them by poly-
graph."

The $5,000 award was divided, $2,500
going to Walton and the other $2,500
being shared by the other six men
who saw the UFO.

On'learning that The ENQUIRER

has increased its top award to $1 mil-
lion, Dr. Sprinkle said: "I am delight-
ed that The ENQUIRER has decided
to offer such a very large reward in
an attempt to solve the UFO mystery.
This is unprecedented in the annals of
scientific investigation anywhere.

"I look forward to working with the
other members of the panel ,in the
hope that this reward will lead to
a final solution of the UFO puzzle."

Sprinkle, associate professor, qfj( psy-

_Two Distinguished Men Who Will Make the
Final Decision on $1 Million UFO Award:

formerUS. Supreme CmJ Justice & Ex-Appeals Judgt
Former U.S. Supreme Court Jus-

tice Tom C. Clark will be one of
two distinguished authorities judging
claims for The ENQUIRER'S colos-
sal award for conclusive proof of
UFOs.

Serving with Clark on our Judicial
Review Board will be former New
York State Court of Appeals Judge
Francis Bergan.

The two eminent jurists will be
final judges on the award of ONE
MILLION DOLLARS, to be paid by
the ENQUIRER to the first person
or persons who can prove that an
Unidentified Flying Object came
from outer space and was not a nat-
ural phenomenon.

All evidence sent in will be screen-
ed by our editors, by Jim Lorenzen,
international director of the Aerial
Phenomena Research Organization,
Inc. (APRO), and by Jack Acuff,
head of the National Investigations
Committee on Aerial Phenomena
(NICAP).

The claims with the best evidence
will be submitted to The ENQUIR-
ER'S Blue Ribbon Panel on Uniden-
tified Flying Objects, made up of top
scientists and educators. Members of
the panel will examine the evidence
thoroughly. If they agree unanimous-
ly that the UFO is not a natural
phenomenon, and came from outer
space, they will recommend payment
of the award and pass the case on to
our Judicial Review Board for final
judgment.

The two jurists on this board have
no connection with The ENQUIRER
other than their agreement to review
the final award. Justice Clark was an
Associate Justice on the U.S. Supreme
Court from 1949 to 1967 and Attorney
General of the'U.S. from 1945 to 1949.

TOM C. CLARK FRANCIS BERGAN

Judge Bergan was Associate Judge
of the New York Court of Appeals,
that state's highest court, from 1963
to 1972, with a long and distinguished
career .before his retirement.

If the two judges agree that the
award recommended by the Blue
Ribbon Panel is correct, this news-
paper will give a check for ONE
MILLION DOLLARS to the person or
persons who supplied the evidence
on the UFO. Both judges must ap-
prove the award.

The ENQUIRER also offers awards
of up to $10,000 each year — double
the amount previously offered — to
anyone judged by the panel to have
supplied the most scientifically val-
uable evidence on UFOs, though not
the proof required for the $1 million
award.

If several informants are involved
in any one case, the panel will decide
how the award money is to be dis-
tributed.

This offer is valid throughout the
world. It shall not be construed as
an inducement to betray any military
secrets of the United States. Anyone
possessing evidence on UFOs which
he or she believes might qualify for
an award should mail it to: UFO Re-
ward, NATIONAL ENQUIRER, Lan-
tana, Fla. 33462.



Expert Warns ...

World Faces Starvation
& War Unless It Uses
More Nuclear Power

Mass starvation and war
face the world unless it de-
velops and starts using more
nuclear power, says one of
America's foremost nuclear
physicists.

"There's no way the world
can exist without using more
nuclear power," declared Dr.
Edward Teller, former chair-
man of the Atomic Energy
Commission's advisory com-
mittee on nuclear safeguards.

"To put it bluntly, we must
employ more nuclear power or
a large part of the people in
the world will starve — a sit-
uation that will almost cer-
tainly trigger a world war."

But Dr. Teller expressed a
deep fear that the growing op-
position to nuclear power
plants may halt their develop-
ment in the U.S.

"Nuclear power is safe and
clean," he said. "But there
is a concerted attack on it by
its opponents — critics playing
on the fear of the unknown.

"Nuclear energy is the easi-
est thing in the world to scare
people with. For most, the
first they heard about nuclear
power was the horror of Hiro-
shima.,

—"But nuclear power is safe.
It's been proven safe. No'one"
in the U.S. has ever been kill-
ed or injured by radiation in
an industrial reactor.

"And what really terrifies

me is that if development of
nuclear energy is effectively
stopped in the U.S., it will con-
tinue in less-developed nations
where the safety measures we
take may not be strictly ad-
hered to."

Dr. Teller, who's been work-
ing as a consultant to various
institutes since his retirement,
was quick to point out that
he would not gain financially
if the U.S. or any other coun-
try converted to nuclear pow-
er.

"I have no financial inter-
est in any reactor," he said.
"Nor do the institutes and lab-
oratories for which I work.
I'd be happy to stay in quiet
retirement, but as a citizen I
feel I must speak out to coun-
ter the attacks on nuclear en-
ergy by the Ralph Naders of
the world.

"Most of the opposition to
nuclear energy is based on ig-
norance. The opponents func-
tion with such zeal it's mes-
sianic. And there's a lack of
logic in their arguments —
nuclear energy is a clean, safe
source of power, but environ-
mentalists fight it.

"Nuclear power is the only
source that can make up the
deficit between the energy we
produce from conventional
sources and~~the "energy-we
need to avoid starvation for
much of the world's popula-
tion."

— BUD GORDON

By EDWARD B. CAMLIN
The high cost of living it

up — the flashy cars, the
high-stakes gambling and
the superstar life-style — is
beginning to tell on Telly
Savalas.

"All is not what it seems,
baby," says the world's most
famous skinhead, revealing in
an exclusive ENQUIRER in-
terview that money is now
running out of his life as fast
as it is pouring in.

"If everything were to stop
now, I'd be lucky to break
even," Savalas shrugged, ap-
pearing not at all worried at
the prospect "I make a lot of
money. I spend a lot of mon-
ey. Nothing keeps."

Earns $50,000a Week as 'Kojak,'But...

High-Living Telly Savalas
Is Spending His Money
As Fast as He Earns It

Savalas, who
$50,000 a: week

earns around
playing TV's

tough cop, "Kojak," says he
needs every penny of it.

"I have extravagant tastes,"
he explains genially. "I'm a
prodigal man I enjoy the su-
perfluous. I.delight in the too
much."

Savalas grins that enigmatic
grin behind his blue-tinted
glasses as he sips black cof-
fee and cognac at his favorite
Italian restaurant in London
Then he begins to wax phil-
osophical.

"Listen, if you're noticing
to enjoy your money, you
might as well not have earned
it in the first place. Right?
Too many people forget to en-
joy the spoils and pleasures of
their fame.

"Nobody will ever be able
to say Savalas left that side of
his life unattended."
-That's for^sure. He_ lives in
a magnificent, colonial-style"
mansion in Bel Air, bought
from the Paul Newmans. He
has a family house on Long

I HAVE EXTRAVAGANT TASTES, admits Telly Saval-
as, whose Rolls-Royce is often followed by luxury trailer
to keep him in comfort on the roughest movie location.

Island and an apartment hi
London. Telly travels by Rolls-
Royce, often followed by a lux-
ury trailer (complete with
king-size bed) to assure he's
comfortable _on_the_roughest
movie location^ " ""

Savalas has big alimony
payments to two ex-wives and

By MICHAEL J. MILLER
An amazingly efficient new

device is saving the lives of
heart patients by warning
if their pacemakers aren't
functioning properly, top
surgeons report.

"Although pacemakers are
made with extreme care, 10
to 15 percent fail prematurely
after being implanted and the
patients have left the hospi-
tal," says Dr. Aydin M. Bil-

CRAZY
LAWS

We'll pay $25 for each crazy law we
pubbsh Send your letter to Laws, NA-
TIONAL ENQUIRER, Lantana, Fla 33462

Riding an ugly horse down
the street hi Wilbur, Wash.,
can be a costly proposition,
says Nancy Schaus of Dow-
agiac, Mich., who won $25 for
telling us about this crazy law

Wilbur city clerk Laura Watt
said the city fathers there
passed a law in 1894 which
made riding an ugly or buck-
ing horse down the street pun-
ishable by a $300 fine.

"No one knows why it was
passed," she said. "I suppose
the bucking horse part is
pretty obvious, but the ugly
horse part I don't know about
Anyway, the ordinance is still
on the books."
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Amazing New "Early Warning'Device Tells Heart
Patients If Their Pacemaker Isn't Working Properly
gutay, who developed the warn-
ing device with the help of his
brother, an electrical engineer.
"The possible result of such
failure can be death."

The invention, small enough
to be carried in a pocket, mon-
itors a pacemaker's perform-
ance and alerts the patient
about likely component failure,
or loss of battery life.

One part of the new device
— called a "Pace:Trac" —
picks iip pacemaker impulses
from the body's surface and
converts them into digital

readouts which let the patient
know whether his pacemaker
is operating normally.

Combined with the battery-
powered "Pace-Trac'
other unit called a

is an-
"Pulse-

Trac," which measures the
pulse rate through the tip of
a finger.

"The patient can then tell
that his pacer is pushing his
heart at the correct rate, and
that the heart is responding
with the proper pulse rate,"

-Dr. Bilgutay, chief of surgery
at Minneapolis' Fairview Hos-

pital, told The ENQUIRER.
The two-part unit is manu-

factured by the surgeon's
brother, Ilhim Bilgutay, head
of'B.I.B., Inc., Edina, Minn.,
and costs $495.

Dr. Bilgutay said a number
of his patients who were
equipped with the warning de-
vice reported that they discov-
ered pacemaker malfunctions
and had corrections made
without any problems. "

"Of more than 300 patients
who have been given the moni-
toring unit, none so far has
died of a heart attack," he
added. "The unit is available
to any doctor. It is already
being used by doctors in sev-
eral American states."

One of his patients, Mrs.
Elsie Simons of Bloomington,
Minn , said happily: "Thanks
to the unit, I'm able to lead a
normal life and travel wher-
ever I want."

Dr. Joseph Garamella, head
of cardiovascular surgery at
St. Mary's Hospital Hn Min-
neapolis, said the device "has
proved to be quite invaluable
to my patients . . . there is
no doubt it saves lives."

supports three daughters by
those marriages, as well as
his present wife Sally, her
daughter and their son Nicho-
las. He also has a weakness
for casinos, and has been
known-to-blow-a bundle-at4he_
card table.

"Money doesn't bother me,"
says Telly. "So what if I blow
every cent I've got? A man
who has nothing can laugh in
the robber's face, right?"

Savalas admits he is "im-
possible" to live with, but de-
clares with feeling that he's
really a homebody deep in-
side.

"I'm a man who finally has
to go home," he says. "I need
that oasis. Home is my oasis
for the soul. Without that oasis,
I'd be nothing."

Savalas says he has only
one dread. "What's my fear?
To wake up and find myself
all alone," he says softly —
and for once he isn't grinning.

Number of Graduates
From U.S. Medical
Schools Has Soared
168% Since 1930

The number of graduates
from American medical
schools has increased 168 per-
cent since 1930 — while the
population has risen only 72
percent, the American Medi-
cal Assn. reports.

In 1975, a total of 12,714
graduated from U.S. medical
schools, compared to 4,735 in
1930. The population in 1930
was 123 million. Today, it's
about 212 million.

PATIENT,monitors his pacemaker with the new device.
Man iage is like a violin. After the beautiful music is over,
the Strings are Still attached. — Nebraska Smoke-Eater July 13, 1976
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AN ARIZONA -woodcutter,
whose story of ' being abducted
by a UFO has been branded a,
"gigantic hoax" by aviation and
lie-detector -experts,', has .chal-
lenged his" accusers to give him
new lie-detector tests.-: ' ~

The challenge was' mailed to
Philip J. Klass., a highly^ respect-
ed UFO investigator, who, as re-
ported in .The Star last week,.
spent -months talking to people,
involved in;the, Arizona incident.
•The.letter was signed by the

"kidnap,victim," Travis Walton."
his mother:arid brother and six
other woodcutters who -say/they..
were with Walton when the UFO,
"zapped" him. • ' - ' ,

. Klass's major point was "that >a ,
lie:detectdr test administered .to
-Walton 10 days after the ;'ab%
'duction" showed.- Walton Avas-
'lying; but; was suppressed by :in-.
terested parties.. ,, ' . . , - .

John Jr" McCarthy', director of
the Arizona Polygraph Labpra-..
t'o.ry, who conducted that test. -

woodcutter challenges hî p̂
agreed to the financial propos-was-'also; sent a copy of the

challenge..,-- -. - -• • . '-f. '-
- Copies have gone to'other lie-,
detector 'operators, an ,Tunder-'y
sheriff, at least one scientist—.'
apd-others.who became involved-
in the incident, and the subse-

.quent award of $5,000 to7Walton
fahd..his:c6H'eagues for the year's
•.•most extraordinary- UFO; e.n--
count'er." • • - . . ' . . ' • - . . '

Walton and his -colleagues ̂ say"
- they expect- investigator Klass to
'arrange "and pay for the tests,'

plus. travel .expenses and 'com-
pensation, for work;'time lost- —
but they will 'reimburse him :for.'
the cost., of any. tests that show
them up as liars.
\.They -lay down ten mandatory

conditions - for the, tests, one •
being^ that. Klass. must "first sign
a notarized, statement that "he
•must.accept passing of the1 tests
as "positive proof" that.they'are

-telling the truth."
Klass immediately accepted

the challenge "in principle" and

Hc-.po'intcd out; however, that
he-could not sign tfie notarized
statement. sinee "the very best
'test, given by the most skilled
examiner, cannot provi'de"pbsir
tiye proof.-' "? - ,, " ":

Klass ."is now awaiting re-
spojise from Waftpn and his col-
leagues to his; counterproposals
for '.reaching prompt agree-
ment . to ' proceed with the re-
tests." - • '•'.
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Sheriff Marlin Gillespie. who led
hunt for Walton: He'll prosecute

Travis Walton: He claimed he was kidnaped by a
UFO and held hostage by alien' beings wiUffiig eye's

and no hair. He was missing for five days.

Polygraph expert Under- Sherift Ken Coplun points to the forest where
John J. McCarthy Walton says he was kidnaped. The police, search cost
with his charts. about $10,000 and Coplan spoke to Walton's family.

A YOUNG Arizona woodcut-
ter's abduction by space crea-
tures — hailed as the year's
"most extraordinary UFO

"encounter" — was a gigantic
hoax, two experts claim this
week.

The woodcutter, Travis. Wal-
ton, 22. said he was held hostage
by UFO-nauts last November.

Six of his friends told police
. they saw the UFO "zap" Wal-

ton with a dazzling beam of
light. Walton vanished for five
days, sparking a police search
that cost an estimated $10,000.

Last month, Walton, and his
colleagues were given the Na-
tional Enquirer Blue Ribbon
Award of $5,000 for "1975's most
spectacular encounter with a
UFO."

But Philip J. Klass, a senior ed-
itor of Aviation Week-And. Space
Technology, who has spent
months investigating the inci-
dent, told The Star: "It was all a
gigantic hoax."

And John J McCarthy, direc-
tor of the Arizona Polygraph La-
_boratory, who gave Travis Wal-
ton a lie-detector test soon after
the incident, insisted: "Walton
was attempting to perpetrate a
UFO hoax."

McCarthy,, who has. had 20
• years' expedience with lie-detec-

tors, said he knew Walton was
lying when ,he;j(tested .him last
November.^.'1 yg i i i - .

But .the,i:res.uUS: of his tests,
commissioned by the National
Enquirer,Dw.gre!ln.eiMerj3ublished.

Insteadi sAhejirRewspaper re-
ported inTde;t'ail therfoizarre .story

Woodcutters fooled the world, say
told by Travis Walton and his
colleagues. The men' claimed
-the whole thing began just after
6 p.m. last' November 5. •

The seven of them said that
after a day of tree clearing they
were returning home through a .
forest near Heber, Ariz'., 100
miles from Phoenix

Suddenly, they spotted a glow-
ing object alongside the road.
Walton: said his colleagues,
leaped from their logging truck
and went toward the object, ig-
noring their warning cries.

As he-stood under the object.
• a blue ray of light, they said,
beamed from it and "zapped"
him.

The ' other • six men—head
woodcutter Michael Rogers. 28;
.Dwayne Smith, 21: Kenneth Pe-
terson. 25: Alan Dalis, 21: John
Goulette. 21: and Steve Pierce,
17—said they panicked and
drove off.

They said that when they re-
turned, both the UFO and Walton
had disappeared.
, It was five days before Walton
was seen again. He called his
family from a pay phone, and
was found in a dazed condition.

He said he had been taken

aboard the UFO and met alien
beings about five feet tall with
big eyes and no hair:

The police were suspicious of
Walton's "kidnaping." While he
was still missing, they quizzed
his six companions, fearing foul
play.

All six were given lie-detector
tests by the Public Safety Office.

The chief of the polygraph
unit in the Arizona Department
of Public Safety, Byron Roberts,
told The Star that the tests were
aimed solely at whether the six
had harmed Walton.

"One question was asked con-
cerning the UFO, but it was not
enough to establish one way or
the other whether they saw
one," Roberts said.

The actual' examiner, "C E.
Gilson, a man with five years'
experience, said: "Our sole pur-
pose was to determine whether
or not there had been a crime
committed." " '

As soon as Walton reappeared
on November 10 and told his" in-
credible story, the National En-
quirer commissioned lie-detec-

• tor expert John McCarthy to test
him. • - '

Six said they
saw 'kidnaping'

tJL

The tests took place on No-
vember 15 in the Sheraton Hotel.

-Scottsdale, Ariz. This week Mc-
Carthy 'told The Star:

"Walton showed gross decep-
tion on the charts as he .an-
swered the relevant questions. It
was obvious he was deliberately
attempting to distort his respira-
tion pattern."

McCarthy showed The .Star
Walton's polygraph chart, point-
ing to a sharp jump when Wal-
ton had answered "yes" after
being asked had he spent the
five days on a space ship.'

"His,reply shows a,very dra-
matic increase in blood pres-

-sure, and slowing of heart.rate,"
said McCarthy.

."In my opinion, Walton was
perpetrating a hoax He has not
been on any spacecraft "

McCarthy said that when'he
read the results of the tests to
Walton's brother Duane, the
brother virtually threw him out
of the Sheraton Hotel room •

'"He was near violence." "Mc-
Carthy said.

McCarthy said he sent a re-
port of his findings to the Na-
tional Enquirer, was> paid by
them for his tests, and was
asked to pledge that he would
keep his findings secret. His
findings were never published.

Three months later, the En-
quirer commissioned George J.
Pfeifer. a man wifh 'only two

years' experience of lie-detect-
"ing,"to-test Walton.-

The test was administered
February 7, 1976, by Pfeifer,
then employed by Tom Ezell
and Associates of Phoenix. Pfei-
fer conducted the test' while his
boss, Tom Ezell/ was out of

' town.
'Ezell told The Star this week

that,' when he returned and ex-
amined the report, he learned
that Walton and his brother
Duane, and APRO (a UFO-in-
vestigation organization), had
dictated the questions they
wanted asked. Pfeifer had ob-
liged.
' As a result. Ezell concluded

that the test was invalid. ,
"A polygraph examiner

should use his training and ex-
pertise to frame the specific
questions asked," Ezell told The
Star.

Soon after the tests, Pfeifer
left' Ezell Associates and went
into private practice. '

Philip J. Klass, longtime inves-
tigator of 'UFO cases and author
of the widely-read book UFOs
Explained, says that the facts he
uncovered about the lie-detector
tests are not the only reasons he
has for accusing Travis Walton
and his'colleagues of perpetrat-
ing a hoax/ "• •

.Klass, a self-avowed UFO
skeptic, said that these further
'points came out during his ex-
tensive investigation:
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(Top psychlatristeexplain-
By LESLIE SAVAN

and CABOT WRIGHT
NADIA COMANECI, the 14-year-old
Olympic gymnast who amazed the world,
could easily be tumbled by her success,
top psychiatrists warned this week.

The pretty, elfin-like Romanian who be-
came the darling of Montreal after
achieving unprecedented scores, could
face a devastating fall — after the initial
adulation dies down

The Star asked four psychiatrists to ex-
plain the dangers such acclaim could
hold for this Bionic Babe

Dr. Perry Ottenberg, an associate clini-
cal professor at the University of Penn-
sylvania, said: "There are three things
that immediately come to mind when I
read about Nadia Comaneci.

"First, the problem of narcissism. If
this young girl nas a distorted view of her
talent and really exaggerates the mean
ing of this beautiful skill, she will grad-
ually have to suffer pain and loss.

"This achievement is only a temporary
phenomenon. She will have to cope with
the rest of the world.

"Then there is the problem that results
as she gets older. For a woman like Na-
dia — one who peaks at a very early age
— what will it mean to relate to a man,
and later, to a husband and children^

"What can compete later in life with
this kind of glory? Unless she is a very
solid kind of kid pyschologically, it may
bring serious problems for her.

"The third problem I see is politicize -
tion of her role, the use and abuse of this
supreme talent for nationalistic, or politi-'
cal purposes. I feel she'll be
open to more of this by her man-
agers and her family and she
herself will have to take care
not to be ruined by it, this nation-
alistic ballyho."

Dr. Shirley Van Ferney, who
has worked -with thousands of
problem youngsters at Prince-
ton Hospital's Teenage Crisis
Center in New Jersey, said:

"Nadia and the people close to
her must keep in mind the fate
of historical figures- child prodi-
gies such as Mozart, who was a
genius, but who remained a
child in a sense all of his life.

"It is a monumental task to be
a ful l , complete adult. Nadia is
a monumental person already at
14, but she should, must, have
the chance to round out her
world.

"If I were she, I'd be fright-
ened. If I were her teacher, I'd
be frightened.

"Certainly she is to be con-
gratulated. But one must ask:
Does having a particular talent
enhance one, help one to ma-
ture, or make it more difficult?

"For instance, Marilyn Mon-

I
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Nadia Comaneci, 14, in action at the Montreal Olympics. She could face a devastating fall in the world outside.

When one has peaked
at 14-what's left?

roe certainly had talent and
physical attribute. When she felt
this was waning, she went to
pieces.

"Nadia has reached the pinna-
cle, and when one does there is
always a letdown.

"Realistically, she shouliTnot
.be too absorbed in_her success.
You need other things, to learn
to enjoy other parts of life.

"Her perseverance and dedi-
cation should serve to remind
adults that adolescents are cap-
able of great things.

"It's harder and harder for
young people to be successful
these days and there are no he-
roes anymore, But she can be
held up as a model."

Dr. F. Regis Reisenman, a
psychiatrist in Arlington, Va,
who is often called in to help po-

lice in touchy matters, said.
"She is fantastic, superb, an out-
standing young woman who will
receive much public acclaim

Being small helps her
HOW does a 14-year-old gin
achieve such peaks7 Dr. Chester
Jastremski, a doctor for the U S.
Olympic Team and a former
Olympic swimmer himself, at-
tributes much of Nadia's out-
standing performances to her
liny size- 4-feet-ll and 88
pounds

"The smaller you 'are, the
faster you can do a spin or a
somersault or'any circular mo-
tion," Dr Jastremski told The
Star this week.

"A five-foot person can tuck
, herself up into a timer ball than
a six-loot person And very sim-
ply a tiny ball can go completely
around faster than a large ball "

Dr. Jastremski added that

small people use less energy
than large people for the same
activity — if they have the same
amount of strength.

Dr. Irving Dardik, another
doctor for the U S Olympic
Team, added that 14-year-old
Nadia also has youth on her
side.

"The young are extremely
flexible and agile," Dr. Dardik
said. "And it's very possible
that for this particular sport the

-ideal age is in the early teens.
"Also, Nadia is young enough

to be very excited about it."
This means she has natural

relaxation, confidence and com-
posure — "which make her
movements fluid."

THE grass has never looked
greener for student Anette
van Dorp.

People with large lawns to
cut are flocking to her new
company, Rent-a-Sheep

Anette, a 23-year-old agri-
culture student, has 300 sheep
which she hires out at SB-a-
head to cut grass

Businesses, industrial firms
and hotels are clamoring to
use her four-footed lawn
mowers They work out much
less expensive than conven-
tional gardeners

"There have even been re-
quests for franchising from
France and Holland," said
Anette. "It's a bit more than
I can handle."

Anette, who lives in Bonn.
West Germany, said

"I'm on call day and
night.- ,Every two weeks I
visit the animals to make
sure everything is,, all right
So clients shouldn't be more
than two hours away at
most "

"I think she can profit from
this, if she balances her life
well, if she-doesn't put all her ef-
fc Is into sports, if there is a
balance with academic studies
and if she is integ/yted into so-
ciety.

"She is obviously a person
who has a lot of discipline, self
assurance and confidence.

"She thinks positively, proj- "Her parents and teachers
:ts a positive image. All these have to be very careful to avoid

is handled properly.

"She has to recognize that she
is different and not be ashamed
by it. There can be so many dif-
ficulties in a talent like this;,
problems on how to balance out
such a talent require a great
deal of family love and atten-
tion.

ects a positive image.
factors are important.

"If she handles herself proper-
ly and is handled properly by
people surrounding her—if they . — -. -
don't try to commercialize on 'family out to make a buck some-
i • -if • .11 .1 * ' * - -

the Shirley Temple syndrome.
"Many talented children have

gone sour because of too'much
fame and adulation because a

her skill — she will eventually
become a professional."

Dr. Berthold Schwarz, a psy-
chiatrist and consultant to the
Essex County Hospital in Mont-
clair, N.J., said:

"This is unique for just a bud-
ding young woman and one can
expect even greater accomplish-
ments, as time goes on — if she

times goes to far and exploits
the child beyond reason.

"They have to be careful not
to press a child beyond his or
her capacity.

"If she doesn't become a pri-
ma donna and is not wrecked by
her talent and maintains a reali-
ty with what life is really about,
she could be one of the world's
most brilliant" persons."

CASH
PAYING TOP DOLLAR FOR:

• Gold Coins • Silver Dollars • Any Silver Coins
• Old Coins of Silver or Copper • Diamonds
• Sterling Silverware • Class Rings
• Old Jewelry, Pocket Watches, Gold Watches
• Dental Gold—Platinum; anything gold or silver

(IMMEDIATE PAYMENT)
Beat Inflation & clean out your dresser drawers

or attic at the same time!

SILLING QUALITY JEWELtY at
WHOLESALE PRICES

RIVERSIDE COIN CO.
275-7136
325-1996

Opta Mon.-Sat. 10 A.M. - 5:30 PJd
431 E. Commerce (by lh» rivtr)

225-4963
225-6981
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By PETER BRENNAN and PAUL DOUGHERTY

Head woodcutter Michael Rogers with a painting he made from memory of the moment Travis Walton
was supposedly "zapped" by a ray of light from a spacecraft. Rogers and bis colleagues said they panicked

when Walton vanished, and drove off to tell the authorities of the "kidnaping."

Steve Pierce, the youngest of the
woodcutters: "I saw the UFO, and
nothing anyone says can change that."

aviation and lie detector experts
•Walton denied that he was a

UFO buff before he was seized.
But there is ample evidence that
he was, in fact, preoccupied
with UFOs and the possibility of
being abducted by them.

•He had often expressed a de-
sire to ride in a UFO, and had
even told his family not to worry
if he was ever abducted by one.

•Walton admitted at one
stage—but later denied—that he
saw a two-hour NBC special,
The UFO Incident, aired on Oc-
tober 20, two weeks before his
"abduction" The show con-
cerned the abduction by a UFO
ot a couple in New Hampshire.

•Walton supposedly went
without food for five days while
he was aboard the UFO, yet a
urine test after his reappearance
showed no acetones — as it would
have done had he been" without
food.

•Doctors found no trace of
burns or physical injury on Wal-
ton, despite his claim of having
been "zapped" by a bright ray

Another point, says investi-
gator Klass, is the calm and
matter-of-fact reaction of Travis
Walton's 'mother, Mrs. Mary
Kellet, when she was told her
son had been kidnaped by a
UFO and was missing

Under-Shenff Ken Coplan told
The Star this week that her
reaction "didn't help me believe
the story

"She did not act verv sur-

prised She just talked of earlier
UFO sightings by herself s. A
her other son Duane, and said
she ought to tell her daughter,
Mrs. Grant Neff."

Coplan said that when he ac-
companied Mrs. Kellet to her
daughter's home he was again
amazed at the calmness.

"Mrs Kellet," he said, "woke
up her daughter and said 'Travis
is gone '

"The daughter asked 'Where
did he go9' and Mrs Kellet
calmly replied: 'A flying saucer
got him.'

"When Travis Walton eventu-
ally returned, they took him off
and hid him, and wouldn't let
anybody talk to him "

These facts, says investigator
Klass, apparently were not made
known to the National Enquirer's
Blue Ribbon panel when they
convened in Palm Beach, Flori-
da, on May 18 and 19 to consider

five cases for the top reward of-
fered "for positive proof of
UFOs."

The panel, which included
such distinguished scientists as
Dr. James A. Harder, director of
research for APRO, decided that
none of the five cases merited the
top award.

"But they voted unanimously
for a $5,000 award in the Travis
Walton case: $2,500 for Walton
himself, and $2,500 to be shared
between his six colleagues

Last month the Enquirer an-
nounced the Award, and pub-
lished a photo of the delighted
woodcutters displaying their
checks

Dr. Harder said: "Beyond any
reasonable doubt, the evidence is
as valid as any that would be ac-
cepted in an American criminal
court."

Dr. J. Allen Hynek, director of
the Center for UFO Studies, and

BW Offer for Proof That UFOs
Come From Outer Space

'" Seven Share $5,000 for '
' /975s Most Mraoidinary
•'•- [mounter With a UFO

Travis Walton and his colleagues display their Award
checks for readers of the National Enquirer.

a former member of the Enquir-
er panel, said: "I was impressed
by the polygraph tests on the oth-
ers, and I would stress that above
all"

Says investigator Klass: "The
panel seem completely una-
ware that the only valid poly-
graph test was suppressed, and
that the tests on the six young
men were purely to establish that
they had not disposed of Walton."

Last week The Star contacted
Travis Walton, and asked him
about the lie-detector test he
failed Said Walton: "I was in a
very emotional state when I re-
turned, and the psychiatrist con-
nected with APRO and the En-
quirer advised me against
taking a polygraph test so soon

"What's -mportant is that I
passed the later test." He denied
he dictated questions in that sec-
ond test

"Part of the questions were
from the testers, and part were
from me," he said But they
were just suggestions He made
the wording."

Walton stuck .by his story of
being hit by a ray from a flying
object "that looked like two
soup plates on top of each oth-
er"—and of blacking out

When he awoke,-Walton said,
he was on a table inside some
sort of craft, surrounded by the
aliens. After allowing him to
walk around their ship for a
brief period, during which he

saw other human figures in
space suits, the creatures, he
said, put him to sleep

Walton said he had awakened
- by—a roadside near-where-he-

was kidnaped. '
Head woodcutter Michael

Rogers denied a suggestion that
the saucer incident was a con-
spiracy between him and his
employees because they were
being penalized by the Forestry
Service for falling behind on
their clearing contract.

Rogers said he lost about
$1,500 because the contract was
canceled^ after the incident. His
employees had all lost their
jobs

Asked if the Enquirer award
made up for his losses, Rogers
replied. "The award made up
for some of it ">

Steve Pierce, the youngest of
the woodcutter witnesses, told
The Star "I know what I saw,
and nothing anyone says can
change it

"I saw the beam knock Travis
Walton down, but I wasn't going
to get out there to save him.
He's not that good^a friend of
mine "

Among all the people involved
in the • incident, several still
think that the woodcutters—and
Walton—believe they saw a UFO
that night

Sheriff Marlm Gillespie told
The Star "They've convinced
me they at least think they saw
a UFO "

But the sheriff added: "1 will
initiate prosecutions if a hoax is
proved The matter is still
open "
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ly stopped and climbed into Rogers's crew-
.- > cab International truck for the ride home to

Snowflake, a small Mormon settlement town
thirty miles north. Rogers drove, Peterson

: and Walton sat beside him on the front seat,
• and the four others sat in the back.

They were moving slowly at about four
miles per hour over the old, hump-backed

• ; logging road, joking about going swimming
•'••'. in Snowflake's heated indoor pool. The night

. was clear and crisp; the temperature, in the.
mid-forties. The truck had gone only about
100 yards when Alan Dalis leaned out from
the backseat passenger window and said:

• ' "What the hell is that out there?"
,',' Light was glowing inside the thicket of

jack pines that they were passing. To Travis
! Walton, the glow first looked like the sunset,

'•'. even though it was not seen on the western
.- ' • horizon Smith thought that it might be a

crashed airplane hanging in the trees.
'; Somebody said, "Maybe it's a hunter's

: camp, a fire, headlights." ,
,-/The truck came around a small bend. To

. the right was a clearing. Three slash piles
(logging debris) were in the clearing, which

. was all lighted up. Suddenly, all the guys
; sitting on the right side of the truck stopped

; talking, and somebody-blurted: "Stop the
• truck!" • •
. Travis Walton had already opened his

•' door, jumped out, and was running into the
' ' 'clearing. Mike Rogers cut- the engine,
.. leaned to his right to see out the window,

and there it was: hovering 15 to 20 feet
above one of the slash piles, about 100 feet

• away. It was glowing milky yellow, almost the.
color of hot molten iron coming out of a blast

• furnace. Its structure was about 20 feet in
diameter, an oval, 8 feet from top to bottom,

, with a milky white dome on top.
It hung motionless and silent, below the

tallest trees, not near the trees. During the
' first seconds nobody said a word. They just

- • starpd at the obiect. dumbstruck.
Abruptly, Mike realized that Travis was

' walking directly toward it. That just looked
like a dangerous thing to do. So he hollered:

" • "Hey, what the hell are you doing?" Then
the others yelled: "Travis! Get the hell away

1 from there... Come back from there!" Some •
- ' of them heard a high-pitched beep, like

the warning bell on an airliner when the cap-
tain switches on the seat-belt sign. Travis
stopped at the slash pile. The object hung
just over the opposite side. He stared

• ; straight up into its golden-glowing under-
side. It was smooth, without ports or hatch-
es, without bolts or rivets. It looked like a

; hughlightbulb.lt was beeping.
And then it made a louder noise. It

' rumbled, as if it were coming alive. And then
it moved. Travis dropped to his knees, hiding
behind a log sticking out of the trash pile.

• The rumble grew louder, like a turbine gen-
erator winding up to full power, rising in
pitch. The object was spinning slowly, rock-
ing, wobbling, gaining speed as if it were,
going to take off. '

The guys were all screaming at Travis to
come back. They could feel the rumble now.
Travis glanced at the truck, started to stand
up, as if he were going to get the hell out of

there. Suddenly, a beam of brilliant light
blazed out; it blasted the whole area bluish

/.white.
Peterson and Dalis saw the shaft of light

streak out of the craft's bottom and hit Travis
in the head and chest. He shot straight up
one foot off the ground, stiffened, his head

. thrown back, his arms and legs flung out, his
whole body silhouetted in sharp light, and
he was hurtled backward and banged to the
ground ten feet away, just as if an explosion
had gone of f in front of him.

The guys were screaming at Mike: "Get
the hell out of here! Get out of here!" He was
already hitting the gas pedal, mashing it to
the floorboards, and the truck careened

; down the humped road, bucking berserkly.
Pierce was wailing. Dalis was trying to hide
behind the front seat. The others were shout-
ing and praying aloud. Mike was just trying
to get them out of there, fleeing in a blind

• panic, so scared that he could hardly see,
his fingers and feet numb, nausea flooding
into his stomach and throat.

' Ashaftoflight ' .
streaked out

. of the craft and hit
Travis.... He

shot up and banged to
the ground

ten feet away.

"Is the damn thing following us?" he
screamed. All he could see in his jouncing
rearview mirrors was wildly bouncing light.
He was sure that the thing was right on their
tail, and he was driving like a maniac to get
away from it, oblivious of the way'he was',
speeding. He couldn't even see the road.
Suddenly, a huge pine tree loomed up in the
headlights. He swerved the wheel, missing

•• the tree, and the truck came to a jerking halt,
straddled crossways on a bulldozed-up

'mound of dirt.
Nobody could see it. It wasn't following

them. They sat frozen, wordless, catatonic.
Mike was ready to take off again if he saw
even a glimpse of it. Just ahead was the rim

, road, the way out of the forest. They had
gone about a quarter of a mile.

Nothing happened; so they all climbed
out of the truck. Dalis was running his mouth
at 100 miles an hour, making absolutely no
sense at all. Pierce was crying and wouldn't
respond to any questions. They stood there

'in a hubbub of words, screeches, a com-
plete hysterical .turmoil, utterly confused
a n d terrified. - ' f

Kenny Peterson had a blank look on his
face. Kenny, twenty-five, and Mike, twenty-
.eight, were the older, surer, most respected

members of the crew. Kenny finally 'ex-
claimed: "What in the hell are wedoing? Do
you realize that Travis is still back there? We
just ran off and left him. What in the hell
happened to him?"

For the first time Mike realized what they
had done. "We'll have to go back and get
him," he said. But Pierce, Smith, and

. Goulette flatly refused to go back. Nor would
they wait where they were, alone, either.
They pleaded with the others to drive out to
Heber and get the sheriff. Mike and Kenny
said that they were going back. Travis could
be hurt, or he could be lying there dead. They
were going to find out, one way or the other.

As Mike got to his door, he saw a flash of
light take off from the woods behind them
and disappear into the black sky. He was
sure that was it. sure that it was gone. It just

. lifted straight up and Pf f f f t ! it was gone—a
streak and a blurand'then empty sky.
They drove back to what they thought was

the spot. Many of the clearings looked the
same. They drove in slowly, shining the
headlights on the slash piles. Kenny had the
flashlight out, shining it around. There was
no sign of Travis.

"We'd better get out and look around,"
Mike said. They argued a little about getting
out of the truck. Finally. Mike got out and the
others followed. They stayed close together.

, searched all around the slash piles, then
circled up through the woods to the ridge,
searched the ridge, and then traced back
again. They found no sign of Travis, no
tracks, no blood, no clothing, nothing. They
kept looking for about half an hour. Mike
broke down. Travis was his best friend. He
fell to his knees, crying.

Then they drove out of the woods, down to
the nearest town, Heber, to get some help.
About 7:45, Navajo County's deputy in;
Heber, Chuck Ellison, got their call. He

• summoned the sheriff, Marlin Gillespie, in
Holbrook, forty miles away. Gillespie hurried
over with his undershenff, Ken Coplan.

AlHthe witnesses told the same story.
They were all upset. One was crying. If
they're lying, Ellison thought, they're
damned good actors. So Sheriff Gillespie
decided that they'd go back and search
some more with flashlights and a spotlight.
But they found nothing. Near midnight Mike
said: "We'd better tell his mother."

So he and Deputy Coplan drove over to
her isolated ranch at Bear Springs, about
eleven miles east in the woods. Mary Walton
Kellett was preparing to move back to her
house in Snowflake for the winter. She was
alone, and when she heard the car drive up,
she came to the door with a gun. Mike
looked as if he .were having a nervous
breakdown; she knew that something was
wrong.

"Have you seen Travis?" Mike asked.
"Why no, not since I saw him in town last

time I was there, a few days ago. Why? .
What's wrong?"

Mike told her the story. She had him repeat
it again. Coplan didn't like her reaction or,
rather, her lack of reaction. She didn't cry,
wail, scream; she showed no visible reac-
tion at all. That looked suspicious to him.

,
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"Let's go to town," she said. "I'll have to tell
the children."

There were six children, all grown. She
had raised them by herself, after her hus-
band had run off with another woman. In
order to support them, she had operated a
fifteen-room boarding house and an an-
swering service in Phoenix. Then she raised"
f ive fos ter children, three of them
Apache sisters, untihllness struck her down,
leaving her partially crippled. She was part
Cherokee, stoic in the face of trouble, strong-
er in spirit than many of the mountain men

.were. She was a doer, not a crier. Hysteria
only got in the way of doing what needed to
be done.

Her older son, Duane, was asleep in his
suburban Phoenix home when the phone'
rang. Minutes later, he was driving hell-bent
for Snowflake. It is a rugged drive: through
the empty desert, into the rocky buttes,

.climbing ever higher into timber country,
over snaky hair-curve roads with falling-rock
zones on one side and straight-down moun-
tain plunges on the other. The road finally
emerges onto the high plateau named
Mogollon—a frontier of vast, rolling prairie,
harsh, isolated, brooding, both beautiful and
forbidden. The elevation pops the ears at
6,000 feet. And on a clear night, you can see
forever across the endless skies. In these
skies people have watched strange and
mysterious lights for years.

Named for its Mormon founders (1878),
Erastus Snow and William Flake, Snowflake
is a dusty Last Picture Show town. The
town marshal is Sanford ("Sank") Flake. The
resident Navajo County deputy is his broth-'
er, Glen Flake. Their families control
ranches, The Emporium, The Feed Bag res-
taurant, and a few other holdings in a town
that is only a couple of blocks long. One full
square block is occupied by the Mormon
Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints,
which is hewn from huge slabs of coppery-
tinted rock. Nearby is the town's biggest
business —the Snowflake Union High
School campus and stadium, home of the
Lobos.

A block off Main-Street is farm country:
horse ranches, cattle, pigs. There is a feed
mill and a lumber mill. Some 4,000 people
are spread about the surrounding country-
side. The men wear cowboy hats^and cow-
boy boots. In the evenings they drive their.
pickup trucks back and forth on the
darkened main street. The next full towns
are twenty-seven and thirty-five miles away.
At night the wind whistles across the bare
winter earth, chilling the graybeard grasses.
Woodsmoke curls up from every chimney.
And very late the baleful wail of a south-
bound freight echoes through the silence.

It is a lonely place.
Duane arrived before daybreak and took

charge for the family. That morning Sheriff
Gillespie mounted a full-scale search. Dur-
ing the succeeding days fifty men on foot
scoured a two-mile-square area; then
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tei. No trace of iiavij Wauon was found, and
there was no sign that any craft had landed
at the "abduction" site: there were no broken
branches, no ground burns, no pod prints, no
significant radiation.

Three days later word finally leaked to the
outside world. One of the first outside inves-
tigators to arrive was Fred Sylvanus, director
of the Arizona Regional UFO Project. The
project is based in Phoenix, which is the
home of a number of respected UFO ex-
perts.

Sylvanus tried to interview Mike Rogers,
but Duane Walton excitedly interrupted
Mike's description of the UFO: "I saw one
almost identical to what they describe,"
Duane said. "I saw it for a period of almost
thirty minutes in broad daylight, about

• twelve years ago at one o'clock in the
afternoon, about eight miles from this loca-
tion right here. And it followed me around
these woods for about thirty minutes, and it

O

"When the room
got darker, I could
see the stars—

through the ,
walls, the ceiling,

the floor...
everywhere."

was never more than 200 feet from me at
anytime."

Duane was six foot three inches, about
240 pounds, a boxer and a horseshoer,
quick of mind and tongue. "Pushy" is what
some people call him. His interruptions
were beginning to irritate Sylvanus. But the
investigator's alarms went off when Mike
said that Travis ran right under the craft, and
Duane'blurted: "Travis and I discussed this
many, many times at great length, and we
both said that we would immediately get as,
directly under the object as physically pos-
sible. ... We discussed this time and again.
The opportunity would be too great to pass
up, and at any cost, except that of death, we
would make contact with them. And
whoever happened to be left on the ground,
if one of us didn't make the grade, we'd try to
convince whoever was in the craft to come
back and get the other one. He performed
just as we said we would, and he got directly
under the object, and he's received the
benefits for it."

Sylvanus, a "veteran UFO investigator,
smelled a rat. "Unusual" previous interest in
UFOs forewarned of tainted stories. Al-
though Sylvanus suspected a hoax, Sheriff
Gillespie more and more suspected murder.

and Alan Ualis. "liavis could have been killed
during a fight, then buried, and the entire
UFO story could have been concocted to
conceal the murder.

Two factors nagged his theory: he had
seen possible UFOs himself; so the story
was feasible, if not probable. And a conspir-
acy of either hoax or murder seemed un-
likely for this mixed-bag crew. Both Mike
Rogers and Ken Peterson were known as
utterly trustworthy, straight arrows. Steve
Pierce at seventeen was still a boy and not
personally close to anybody in the crew.
Dwayne Smith was from Phoenix and had
been on the job for only three days. This was
not a close, tight-knit group by any means.
And their stories all remained the same.

On Monday they were given polygraph
tests by Cy Gilson of the Arizona Public
Safety Department. He asked each of the six
witnesses four basic questions: (1) Did you
cause Travis Walton any serious physical
injuryJast Wednesday afternoon? (2) Do
you know if Travis Walton was physically
injured by some other member of your work
crew last Wednesday? (3) Do you know if
Travis Walton's body is buried or hidden
somewhere in that Turkey Springs area? (4)
Did you tell the truth about actually seeing a
UFO last Wednesday when Travis Walton
disappeared?

Gilson reported: "Each of the six men
answered no to questions 1, 2, and 3. And
they each answered yes to question 4. The
test results were conclusive." Five of the men
were telling the truth. "The polygraph exam-
inations prove that these five men did see
some object that they believe to have been a
UFO, and that Travis Walton was not injured
or murdered by any of these men on that
Wednesday. If an actual UFO did not exist,
and the UFO is a man-made hoax, five of
these men had no prior knowledge of a
hoax. No such determination can be made '
of the sixth man, whose test results were
inconclusive."

The sixth man was Alan Dalis. Gilson
said: "He was obviously agitated. He was
belligerent. He was the only one of the six

. who wouldn't cooperate. I couldn't make
heads or tails of any part of his test." Un-
known to Gilson, Dalis was an accused
burglar and most fearful of being asked
something in relation to his secret life.
Months later he was convicted of armed
robbery and jailed at the Arizona State
Penitentiary. At this time, authorities say, he
confessed to everything he had ever done in
his life but stuck absolutely to his UFO story.

Meanwhile, Town Marshal Sank Flake
publicly announced his opinion: "I think the
whole thing is a hoax, set up by Travis and
his brother, Duane, to make some money. I
believe the other kids did see something,
but they were hoaxed, too. What they saw
was an inflated rubber raft, or something like
that, all lit up and hung in the trees to look
like a UFO. Travis set them up, telling them
stories about UFOs; and when he had them
ready, it happened."

Duane Walton said Flake was prejudiced
. CONTINUED ON PAGE 108
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V because the Waltons were not descended
from original settlers. They were a high-
spinted family and had had some scrapes in
town. Travis had been a wild teenager
whose IQ tested out to genius in high
school.

Meanwhile, Flake was heaping fuel on the
fired-up rumors that the whole Walton fam-
ily was obsessed with UFOs. "They talked
about it all the time. His mother told me she
saw them all the time. She saw a whole fleet
of them flying in and out of her ranch one
night. She said she just sat there on the
porch and watched them." The press
jumped all over the accusation. The Waltons
were UFO buffs; therefore, they reasoned,
the abduction story was a hoax.

Marshal Flake did not tell the press that he
had once been chased by what he thought
was a UFO: "I was just a kid and working the
[late] shift at the lumber mill. Just before
dawn I was driving home with a friend when
we saw this light rise up over the trees on the
ridge behind us. It seemed to follow us, and
it scared the hell out of us. We raced home
to wake up our families. It followed us all the
way. But it was just a star, I'm sure. I'm
convinced it was just a star"

Flake explains the many UFO sightings
he's heard about as "just things that happen
everywhere, all the time. But they're just
stars, or people are mistaken about what
they are seeing. A lot of people around here
believe in them, though. And that's what
Duane and Travis took advantage of"

Sank Flake's brother, Deputy Sheriff Glen.
Flake, began as a disbeliever. Teamed with
Ken Peterson, searching the ridge, he tried
to kid Ken out of the story, saying, "Corpe on,
where'd you hide the body, heh?" But Kenny
was as serious as a hen laying an egg. "He
didn't want to kid about it. He was con-
cerned, and he was definitely looking for the
missing Travis" Glen became a believer But
events were about to confound his belief.
Five days after the disappearance, about
midnight, the phone rang in Grant and
Allison (Walton) Neff's home in Taylor, three
miles outside SnqwNake. Grant, Travis's_
brother-in-law, answered. "This is Travis," a
strained voice said. "I'm in the phone booth
at Heber. Get Duane and come and get me."

. TRAVIS WALTON'S STORY
"The slash pile stopped me from getting
directly beneath it. It was glowing this yel-
lowish-white golden color, like a huge light
bulb.... A sound was coming from it, not
very loud, like beep-beep-beep. Then I
heard Mike, or somebody, holler, 'Get away
from there!' And I looked around at them.
When I looked back at the craft, it suddenly
made a real loud noise, and it started to
move, like it was coming alive, kind of an
erratic spin-type movement I jumped down
behind this log, and I made up my mind right
there. I was going to get the hell out of there.

"I stood up, and as I turned to go, I just felt
this... electric shot, and a blow, like I'd been
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"I don't know what happened after that,
but when I woke up, I wa's lying on my back.
There was a light about three feet above me.
... I couldn't focus my eyes, and I had a lot of
pain, in my head and chest mainly, but all
over. I kept going in and out.

"When I regained consciousness, I could
hear movements around me So I looked
and saw these creatures standing there. I
just came unglued, became hysterical. They
were short, maybe five feet, with large,
domed heads—very large, bald. They had
these enormous brown eyes—oh, man,
those eyes—they just stared through me.
They didn't have any eyelashes, no eye-
brows, and their mouths and ears and noses
seemed real small, maybe just because
their eyes were so huge. They were wearing
loose coveralls, orangish-brown, tan.

"I jumped up, screaming at them, and this
thing fell off my chest. It was like a thick
plastic strap that went halfway around me.

It's very possible
that a lot

more people have seen
—UFOs than will

admit it.
Nobody likes being

ridiculed.

When it hit the floor, it rocked back and forth.
A light came from beneath it, but there
weren't any wires or tubes in it. When I
jumped up, I hit this one creature on my right,
pushed him back, and he fell real easy into
the next one. They had this white, marsh-
mallowy skin, and their bodies were real
lightweight.

__ "I'coulcln't stand up-very well.J staggered
back against the wall. There was a shelf on
the wall, and I grabbed this clear tube from it
and tried to break the end off it for some-
thing sharp to defend myself with. It was too
light for a club. They started toward me, and
when that tube wouldn't break, I just lashed
out at them with it, screaming stuff like: 'Get
away from me! What are you? What's going
on here?'

"I was just hysterical. They stopped and
kind of thrust their hands out, like they
meant no or stop or something. They didn't
try to attack me or anything. Then they all
just turned and walked out, hurried out.
Shoo! they were gone.

"This room was really hot. The air was so
wet and heavy I could hardly breathe. And
my mind was just raging the whole time. I
felt like I was burned, inside and out, and I
ached all over, too, like I'd been crushed....
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had gone. It was a curved hallway that went
right and left. I couldn't see anybody. They
had gone right, so I went down to the left. I
just took off running and went right past
another door. I wanted to find a way out, but I
was just hysterical. That's the one thing I had
in my mind: get out of here. I was claustro-
phobic, frantic. But I finally got hold of
myself a little and told myself to check out
the next door. I ran up to it, on the right, and it
was open; so I went in.

"It was just a round room with nothing in it,
except a metal chair sitting on one center
leg in the middle of the room. It was high-
backed, and I was afraid there might be
someone sitting in it. So^l kind of sidled
along the wall, until I could get a look into
the chair. And a real funny thing happened.

- "When I got closer to the middle of the
room, it got darker. And when I stepped
back, it got lighter again. When it got darker,
I could see the stars—through the walls, the
ceiling, the floor. Everywhere I looked

"There was nobody in the chair On the
right armrest, there was a panel of buttons
and a small, green screen with black lines
across it The left armrest had one lever on it
I wanted to find a way out of there, and
across the room there were some rectangles
on the wall, like they might be doorways, just
cracks really. I thought if I pushed the right
buttons, I could open the doors. So I
punched a couple of the buttons, and
nothing happened. Then I moved the lever
... and the stars started moving all around;
the lines on the screen moved. The stars
stayed in their same patterns. They just
moved all together, on the ceiling and
through the walls

"It was upsetting I didn't know what was
going on. But I quit doing that I was afraid I
would really mess something up. I could
really hurt myself. Then I heard a sound. I
turned around, and there was a man stand-
ing there, near the door He was a man just
like a human being—not exactly Caucasian,
but like a dark, evenly tanned Caucasian He
was big, over six feet, built heavy, and he was
wearing tight-fitting blue coveralls, with a
helmet over his whole head.

-v_"He motioned-me over to him with his
right hand, and I ran up to him, screaming
stuff like: 'How'd you get in here' How do I
get out? What is this7' I thought he was
American, just people, as far as I could tell.
This helmet on his head was like a clear
bubble, flattened on top, and it came down
to his shoulders. There weren't any wires or
hoses or anything on it. He didn't answer
me; so I thought maybe he couldnt hear me.

"He just kind of smiled, tolerantlike, and
he took me by the arm and led me out of
there. I thought, /'// go with him, and maybe
we'll get someplace where he'll take that
helmet off and he can hear me. His eyes
were Kind of strange, bright golden hazel.

"We went down that hallway and through
some empty place, kind of an air lock. I
thought we were outside. The air just got
cooler, fresher; it felt like out of doors. And
the light was much brighter, like sunlight. I
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that had a high, curved ceiling. It was like a
quarter of a cylinder on its side. The ceiling
curved into one wall at one side, and there
were three flat walls. There were two or three
craft parked in there. They were shaped
differently. They were rounded, oval, and
saucer-shaped, but they didn't have any
angles to them. They were smoother and
shinier.

"We went through that room and down the
hallway to another room-, smaller. There were
some other people in there, two men and a
woman.... They all looked like they were
from the same family.... They weren't wear-
ing helmets. Their hair was long, dirty blond.

"The first man put me in a chair and went
across the room and out a door without
saying a word. I was talking to these others,
asking them questions, but they wouldn't
answer me either. They just kind of smiled at
me. Theirexpressions hardly changed. Then
the woman and one of the men took me by
the arms and started to put me-on a table.-l-
was going along with it, but they wouldn't
answer my questions, and I started to resist,
yelling: 'Hey, hang on there a second.' I was
getting hysterical again. They just smiled,
tolerant, like I was misbehaving. They
weren't mad or anything. They started to pull
a mask down over my face, like an oxygen
mask. I reached up to pull it off, and I went
out....

"That's the last thing I remember till I woke
up on the highway outside Heber. It was
dark, and I saw one of those rounded craft
hovering about four feet over the highway. I
looked up just as a light went out, like a
hatch closing, or just a light going out. And
then it just shot straight up. I don't see how
anything could move that fast without
shrieking. It didn't make a sound. It was just
gone.

"I ran down to the phone booths at the gas
station, and I called my brother-in-law be-
cause he was the only nearby one in the
family with a phone.

"Then I just slumped down in the booth,
thinking about it. I couldn't get those eyes
out of my head. They were big, glassy eyes,
hajrdjy any white in them, all brown. When^
they blihke"d,~it was'lTke shades on a window
going up and down. I didn't want to look at.
them, and I couldn't avoid them either.

"I was really tired and really thirsty, but I
didn't hurt so much anymore. I just burned
and ached a little bit. That's how Duane and
Grant found me, stuffed down in that phone
booth. They took me back to my mother's
house in Snowflake. On the way somebody
said something that struck me funny, some-
thing like how everybody had been worried
about me. And I said something about how it
had only been a couple of hours. And Duane
said, Travis, feel your face!' I had a real heavy
growth of beard.

"And he said, 'You've been gone five
days'"

After stopping at his mother's house, Duane
drove Travis to his own home in Glendale, a
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medical help. But Steward turned out to be a
hypnotherapist, not a doctor, and Duane
took Travis back home.

Shortly thereafter, they received a call
from Jim Lorenzen, international director of
one of the most respected UFO investigat-
ing organizations, the Aerial Phenomena
Research Organization (APRO). Lorenzen
immediately arranged for Travis to be exam-
ined by doctors Howard Kandell and Joseph
Saltz.

The medical examination determined
that Travis was not suffering from any un-
usual physical injuries: he had allegedly lost
from ten to fourteen pounds but might have
received some nourishment during his dis-
appearance. Dr. Kandell noted "a 2mm red
spot in the crease of the right elbow" that
could have been a puncture wound, not
inconsistent with the thorn wounds with
which woodcutters are normally afflicted
during their work. The wound was healing

-and approximately one to three days old. Dr.
Kandell stated: "His condition was not that
of a man who had been wandering around
the woods for five days, but the possibility
could not be ruled out."

Late on November 11 Sheriff Gillespie
questioned Walton: his story fitted exactly
with the stories of the six witnesses. But
Gillespie came away unconvinced. The Na-
tional Enquirer and APRO assumed unoffi-
cial responsibility for investigating the case.'
The Enquirer paid hotel and test expenses.

Uinvei&ity of Cahlurnia prolessoi of hydiaul-
ic engineering and research director of
APRO. Under hypnosis Walton exactly re-
counted his original story, with increased
detail, and without the intense fear pre-
viously evidenced in him. Harder concluded
that he was not lying; it was not a hoax.

On November 15 the Enquirer hired
polygraph expert John McCarthy to test
Travis. But the polygraph measures stress,
not lies. And Walton was obviously suffering
from intense stress already. McCarthy said
that he would take that into account. His
questions dealt with the UFO story and the
possibility that Travis had lied to Harder and
Gillespie. McCarthy reached this conclu-
sion: "It was obvious during the examination
that he was deliberately attempting to dis-
tort his respiration pattern. Based on his
reactions on all charts, it is the opinion of this
examiner that Walton, in concert with oth-
ers, is attempting to perpetrate a UFO hoax,
and that he has not been on any spacecraft."

However, Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, chairman
of the Southwest Psychoanalytic Associa-
tion and a court-recognized expert in the
field, said the polygraph session was mean-
ingless. Speaking for the half-dozen experts
who had examined Walton at the time, he
noted that "a comprehensive battery of psy-
chiatric and medical exams was conducted
on Travis Walton, and our conclusion, which
was absolute, is that this young man is not
lying, that there is no collusion involved. The
[full test] results show he really believes

"This is the only banging we're allowed to do around here."
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/UFO. But my evaluation of the boy's story is
: that although he believes this is what hap-
^pened, it was all in his own mind. I feel he

suffered from a combination of imagination
and amnesia [transitory psychosis]—that
he did not go on a UFO, but simply was
wandering around during the period of his
disappearance. But I'm unable to account
for five witnesses having the same story and
passing lie-detector tests about it."

Subsequently, a whole new host of "hoax
charges" arose concerning those tests. But
by then the "facts" of the case had been
mangled beyond easy redemption. Each
"factual" error, distortion, misconception,
falsehood, was automatically repeated in
investigative reports and news stories. If the
reporters had checked more carefully, they
might have discovered how flawed some of
this "evidence" was.

For example, "suspicious" statements al-
legedly made by Mary Walton Kellett "to
troopers" at her ranch the night 'shewas told
Travis had disappeared were tracked back
to Deputy Ken Coplan (the only "trooper"
present). He denied that she had made the
statements.

After laborious backtracking, Coplan was
also identified as the original source for this
story: before the "abduction" Travis had
called a.radio talk show and volunteered to
be a guest. The talk-show host called him a
kook. After the "abduction" Travis called
again and said, "Now who's the kook?"
Coplan said he did not know of any such talk
show; he denied making the original state- ,
ment—which, by then, had become "evi-
dence" against Walton.

Despite Duane Walton's hyperactive
statements to investigators about his UFO
"pact" with Travis, a thorough investigation •
of the Waltons' previous UFO interest,
showed a normal interest, which is shared
by approximately 100 million Americans.

During Mary Walton Kellett's polygraph
test, she was questioned most pointedly

' about being a UFO buff. She denied this,
and the test indicated that she answered •
truthfully. But the test also indicated "ani-
mosity" toward Sheriff Gillespie in that re-
gard:"Sure," she admits. "He safout there [at
the search] and told me of two or three
incidents when he had seen UFOs. Twice
when he was out hunting in the woods.
Once when he was escorting another car.
back to Holbrook. A lighted object ran the

. other car off the road. Later he came back,
and the thing was still sitting there." (Both
policemen and other witnesses confirmed
hearing Gillespie tell the same stories.)
"Then he turns around and calls me a UFO .
buff, and everybody in the press picks up on
that, like we're all nuts, hallucinating or
something like that.

"Gillespie's stories would have ruined
him. He's got an elected job. He doesn't
want to lose it by admitting that he knows
there are UFOs. We have seen lights, lighted
objects, and almost everyone around here
has seen them. We don't discuss them

,.t,fc ,1 ueiUiiniy uutsn'l give us a reason
for creating a hoax. We had no reason for
that. And we sure don't have the money it
would take to manufacture what all these
witnesses say they saw."

The accusers charged that Travis plied
the work crew with UFO stories, until they
were ready to "see what he wanted them to
see." But the witnesses deny this. Says John
Goulette: "In the month and a half I worked
on that job, it only came up once or twice....
Travis said that if he ever saw one out there,
he'd try to communicate with it.... We saw
what we saw, and it wasn't any story Travis
had told us. It was real."

So the controversy swirls about the little
town of Snowflake and its most notable (if
not most respectable) citizen, Travis Walton.
No one can prove that he was abducted by a
UFO; nobody can prove that he was not.
Officially, the police have closed the case:
the Walton story is feasible but not prob-

"I couldn't get those
eyes out of

my head.... When they
blinked.it

was like window shades
goin'upand

down."

able. If it turns out to be a hoax, the hoaxers
will be prosecuted for creating public mis-
chief.

Walton and Rogers say that people ex-
plain the story according to their fields of
expertise: the cops see it as a crime, a hoax;
drug experts see it as a drug experience;
the psychiatrists see it as something in the
mind, probably roojedjn childhoocMan-

"t'asie's arid/or depfivationT(atemporarypsy-
. chosis somehow shared by six witnesses).
And Travis says: "The ideal UFO witness
would have to be someone who was never in
trouble, never saw anything mystifying be-
fore, nevei thought of UFOs, never spoke of
them, never even heard of them at all.
Maybe, just maybe, he'd be believed."

So scratch one fifth-grader at the Snow-
flake school. His teacher noticed that the
boy seemed sleepy and inattentive in class.
She told him: "You're going to have to stop
watching television at night and go to bed

• on time."
"I don't watch television at night," he

replied.
"Then why are you so sleepy every day?"
"Because we watch the UFOs from my

bedroom. Sometimes they're back by the
hills all night long."

uuvv was wuiking on the Glen Hake ranch,
ten miles outside town, one night when a
bright light suddenly popped on directly
above the drill rig. The men all looked up,
startled, and had to shield their eyes from
the intense light. After a while, the light
popped off, and the thing, whatever it was,
was gone. Immediately, the foreman came
racing down the dirt road from the highway,
screeched his car to an abrupt stop, and
quickly jumped out.

Trying unsuccessfully to be casual, he
asked, "Did you, uh, fellas see what I just
saw?"

They excitedly affirmed that they had and
asked him what it was anyway.

"I don't know what in the world it was," the
foreman said, "but I'm damned glad you saw
it, too. I'd never have said a word about it if
you hadn't seen it."

So it's entirely possible that a lot more
people have seen UFOs than will admit to
having done so. Nobody likes being
ridiculed^One woman, whose car was "just,
turned right off" by one, said~: "No way I'm
going to tell people about it, so they can say
I'm out hallucinating on drugs at night. I'd die
if that ever got around."

Glen Flake said: "A lot of these people are
... good, honest, reliable people.... We've
seen the lights. They're maybe a half a mile
off and moving. And then they just stop. Or
they shoot off at crazy angles. I don't know
what they are.... When I think about all the
Walton story, all the fors and all the againsts,
I tend to believe it. Or, I can't disbelieve it, like
my brother does. I don't believe it, and I don't
disbelieve it. I just don't know what the truth
is."

And that is about where the evidence
leads in the Travis Walton case.

One night, right in the midst of the full
hubbub over the story, Flake was on desk
duty at sheriff's headquarters in Holbrook.
"We were getting calls from all over the
country about the UFOs," he explains. "TV,
newspapers, magazines. Even some from
Europe. On the dispatcher's radio the sher-
iff's office in Pinetop broke in, and their
deputies were talking about a blue-red-
whitejight sittjng out there, not moving, just
clwigmg cbloYThey're about sixty to seven-"
ty miles south of us. Then the St. John's
sheriff station came on, about sixty miles
east of Pinetop, and they were watching the
same thing. So we went outside and looked,
and we saw it, too. It was just sitting in the

• middle of this triangle of sheriff's stations,
not going anyplace and changing color from
red to blue to white.

"About then, we got a call from Boston, or
Chicago, and the man says: 'Have you seen
any more UFOs?' and he's kind of laughing .
And I said, 'Sure, we're watching one right
now.'

"He nearly fell over, had me go out and
check if it was still there. It was. 'Well, what is
it?' he wants to know, real excited.

"I don't know what it is. It's just there, and
. it's not moving, and it wasn't there before.

You tell me what it is." Of—gj
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WHY
^ Travis WaltojLac-

tually abducted by a UFO
in front of six witnesses in
Arizona on November
5th, 1975, or is the whole
story a hoax? _"
- Even now, nobody
knows for sure.

On the day of the alleged
abduction, seven men were
working as woodcutters on
the Mogotton Rim of Sit-
greaves Apache National
Forest in the mountains of

^Eastern Central Arizona.
When-.they finishedv work,

the seven men loaded their
gear into a double cab pickup -
truck and started for home in
Snowflake, Ariz. Michael
Rogers, 28, was driving the
truck along a forest service
access road when they spotted
a UFO.

Says Rogers:" "I saw this
saucer shaped object, glowing
bright yellow, hovering about
15 feet off the ground and
about 25 yfards from the
truck.

"It was about 15 to 20 feet in
diameter and was about eight
feet high."

While the other six men
watched the hovering craft
with fear, 22-year-old Travis
Walton got out of the truck

.'and ran over to the craft.
Then, say the six witnesses, a
greenish-blue flash appeared
from the craft. -

According to JohnGoulette,
the light beam shot out and "it
hit-him like a jolt."

Says^Travis: "As I ran
towards the object, something
hit me like an electric shock. I
fell backwards and everything
went black."

The other six men were now
"shocked out of their wits."
They drove off but returned
when they saw the UFO speed
away in a northeasterly direc-
tion.

Travis was nowhere to be
seen. They searched and
found nothing. They then
called in the local sheriff who
organized a search party but
there was no trace of Travis.

During the days that fol-
lowed, there were 25 official
reports of.UFO sightings
registered with the local
authorities.

UFO investigator William
Spaulding,went to the reported
UFO landing site^SNovember
9th and later reported that he
had found residual magnetism
on the site but that all traces of
any radiation had vanished in
the four days since the UFO
was reported.

At the time, Spaulding said
there were only three pdfsibil"
ities. The witnesses had killed
Travis and hidden his body,
they were telling the truth or

the whole story was a hoax.
He added that in his opinion,
there was only a 10 percent
chance that it was a hoax.,

The six witnesses were then
given a lie detector test. All
told exactly the same story
and five of them passed with
flying colors. According to the
operator of the polygraph, this
could not happen if they had
planned vthe story,as a hoax.

The sixth witness tested
proved to have inconclusive
results. It was impossible to
say if he was lying or telling
the truth.

On November llth, Grant
Neff, Travis' brother-in-law,
got a call from Travis who said
he-was hurt and needed help.
Travis said he was in a phone
booth and gave the location.
Neff then called Duane Travis
and told him to go and pick up

BELIEVk
TRAVIS?
his brother. When Neff and
Travis' brother arrived they
found Travis laying on the
floor of the booth. He com-
plained of pains in his head
and chest. He looked ex-
hausted and Ke had a heavy
growth of beard.

According to Travis, he had
been abducted and taken
aboard the space craft where
he saw both humanoid crea-
tures and human beings who
did not speak to'him.

He said he 4iad been exa-
mined by the aliens and kept
aboard the spaceship for how
long he didn't really know. He
was then anesthetized and
remembered nothing'more
until he woke up lying on the
pavement of the highway
about a quarter of a mile away
from Heber, Ariz.

Travis tried to eat but .said
he felt nausea. Later, his
brother took him to a local
hospital where he was given a
thorough physical examina-
tion. , ^

Blood a^id urine tests
proved he had not been under
the influence of drugs or al-
cohol and he had no traces of
injury. But he>had lost ten
pounds.

Travis has refused to take a
lie detector test saying that the
trauma of his kidnaping has

- left him in a confused mental
state.

/ A psychotherapist agreed
with him saying that the poly-
graph registers stress, not
veracity in the story. Ob-
viously Travis had been under;.
great stress and this would" -
show.

Where was Travis?
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5 Pass Polygraph

Stories of Arizona
UFO Bolt 'Not Lies'

By Peter Reich
t CMciaa Trfcun*
„ PHOENIX — Five of six'Arizona men
wbo say they saw a companion, Travis
Walton, felled by a blue bolt of light-
ning as be approached a saucer-shaped
UFO have passed lie tests on the matter.

But are they really telling the truth?
Draw your own conclusions.
Police Sgt. Allen Schmidt, of the

Arizona Department of Public Safety in
Phoenix, which administered the lie
tests to the six men, said:

"The men all were asked, 'Did you
tell the truth about actually seeing a
UFO Nov. 5 when Travis Walton
disappeared?'

" "ALL SIX men answered .'yes* to the
question. Results showed that five of
the men were telling the truth when
they said 'yes.'

"The sixth test result was inconclu-
sive, apparently because" the subject —
Allen Dalis — was in such an agitated
state that the polygraph could not make
• conclusive determination of truth."

Sgt. Schmidt, a 12 year veteran of the
Arizona police department, said "The
test results indicated that these persons
were telling the truth. They saw some-
thing which they believed to be a UFO.

-But, of course, that does not mean they
actually saw a UFO —- only that they
sincerely believe they did."
; The man hit by the blue bolt, Travis

•Walton — who, like the others is a for-
estry worker — was missing for five
days before turning up Nov. 10 in a
telephone booth at a service station in
Heber, Ariz., about 12 miles from
where the seven told of seeing the UFO.

. ABOUT 90 men, in helicopters, cars,
on horseback, and on foot, had searched
three days for him without locating
him.

•- When Walton reappeared, he told a
wild story of being spirited off in a UFO
and examined by weird, hairless beings
|n a white room.
'-• He volunteered to take a lie test —
but failed to show up Friday, as sched-
uled, at the ADPS polygraph office in
Phoenix. ,^.

f' His brother, Duane7 told The Tribune
that Travis decided-against taking the
polygraph test there "because the DPS

i people are biased."
He also indicated that Travis is miffed

with the Navajo county sheriff's depart-
ment because "we had an agreement
with the sheriff to undergo the poly-

graph tests in the strictest confidence/
and the press learned about it."

BUT HE INSISTED that Travis still
plans to take a polygraph test "by a
reputable tester" in the near future.

Even if Travis were to take such a
test, and pass, of course, it would not
mean that he actually was taken aboard
a Flying Saucer, as he claims, but only
that he believes he was, Sgt. Schmidt
said.

Several other persons who have told
of being taken aboard UFOs have stuck
to their stories under hypnosis, another
method of ascertaining "truthfulness."

Two classic cases involve a man and a
boy who said they were taken aboard a
UFO while fishing near Pascagoula,
Miss., in October, 1973, and a couple
who said they were abducted by space
creatures near Exeter, N.H., the night of
Sept. 19,1961.

THE FISHERMEN — Charles Hick-
son, 42, and Calvin Parker,. 18 — stuck
to their story that they were examined
by three crab-clawed creatures with
wrinkled gray skin and pointed ears,
despite the best efforts of experts to
shake their account.

Authorities said that under hypnosis,
- the pair appeared "scared to death and
shaking all over" as they told of their
experience.

In the New England "humanoid en-
counter," Betty and Barney Hill, return-
ing by car from a Canadian vacation,
said they what resembled a huge pan-
cake with windows, and could discern
. figures inside, looking at them.

Shortly thereafter, the Hills said, they
heard a strange "electronic beeping"
and began to feel a curious tingling
sensation. Both then lost consciousness.

When they awoke, they said, they
were in their car — but 30 miles to the
south, and it was two hours later. The
Hills have stuck to their story to this
day. „



Man claiming he was aboard
UFO is not lying, experts say
By PETER REICH
© Chicago Tribune

, TUCSON, ARIZ. — Travis
Walton, 22, who says he was
taken aboard a UFO in Ari-
zona earlier this month, is not
lying, several scientists who
have examined him agree.

Coral Lorenzen, of Tucson,
Ariz., secretary treasurer of
the Aerial Phenomena Re-
search Organization (APRO),
said: •

"From the evidence at
hand, we don't see how any
hoax could have been per-
petrated. We are convinced
that something quite bizarre
happened to Travis."
Experts Agree

A team of experts, including
a psychiatrist and a hypnotist,
c h e c k e d out Walton and
concluded he was not lying
when he told of seeing a sau-
cer-shaped UFO (unidentified
flying object), running toward
it, blacking out, and awak-
ening inside the craft, where
several strange-looking crea-
tures were examining him.

The psychiatrist, Dr. Gene
R o s e n b a u m , o f Durango,
Colo-, says he and others per-
formed "a comprehensive bat-
tery of psychiatric and medi-
cal exams," on Walton.
Not Lying ,

In a press release, Dr.
Rosenbaum declared: "Our
conclusion, which was abso-'
lute, is that this young man is
not lying, that there is no col-
lusion involved. M ^

"The resulfepoT psychiatric
tests and hypnosis show he I

really ~ believes these things,
that he is not lying."

Also examining Walton was
Dr. James Harder, APRO's
research director, who is a
civil engineer at the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley,
and a hypnotist.
Humanoid Creatures

Lorenzen said under hyp-
nosis, Walton provided details
about the "humanoid" crea-
tures aboard the UFO that
"match unpublished descrip-
tions we have received from
other persons who have had
similar experiences."

She also said APRO exam-
iners asked the six fellow for-
estry workers who say they
saw Walton run towards^ sau-
cer-shaped UFO last Nov. 5 to
draw pictures of the craft,
"and all the pictures match."
Five of the six passed lie de-
tector tests concerning the in-
cident; the sixth test was in-
conclusive.

Michael Rogers, 28, foreman
of the crew with which Walton
worked, said he was driving
the dual-cab pickup truck in
which Walton and the others
were riding when they spotted
the UFO on Nov. 5.
2 Pie Pans

Rogers said: "There were
seven, of us — four in back,
three in front. We spotted this
thing in a clearing, about 25
yards from the road. It looked
like two pie pans, one upside
down, hovering about 15 feet
above the ground.

'It was about 15 feet in
A -^

diameter, about 8 feet high,
and it had some markings but
they were too complicated to
describe.

"It was glowing all over —
a yellowish white. It was
twilight when we saw it, and
it seemed to light up the area.,
I'd never seen anything like it
before."

Bolt of Blue
Rogers said Walton jumped

from the truck and ran to-
wards the UFO when a bolt of
blueish light emanated from
the UFO and Walton fell.

"We all panicked and drove
off," Rogers said. "When we
came back, about 15 minutes
later, Travis was gone and
there was no sign of the
UFO."

The six reported Travis' dis-
appearance to the sheriff's of-
fice. A three-day search by
nearly 50 men turned up noth-
ing.

, Travis telephoned from a
service station in Heber, 12
miles from where the men
say they saw the UFO, five
days later, and told his story.

But he refused to take a lie
test offered by the Arizona
Department of Public Safety,
and has avoided newsmen.
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5 Witnesses Pass Lie Test While Claiming.

Arizona Man Captured by UFO
In one of the most baffling cases ever recorded, a young- aborer was

taken aboard a UFO — in full view of six terrified co-worlcrs — and
held for five days. I

The stunned witnesses readily agreed to take lie-detector tests.Five passed,
proving they were telling the truth. The sixth was so nervous that tie results of
his test were inconclusive.

The abducted man, 22-year-old Travis Walton of Snowflake, Aiz., suddenly
disappeared when struck by
a dazzling ray from the
strange hovering, saucer-
shaped object, his fellow
workers told police and The
ENQUIRER.

In gripping detail, the wit-
nesses described the chilling
incident:

Dwayne Smith, 21: "It was
a spaceship, there's no doubt
of that — and Travis went on

By TONY BRENNA, JOHN M. CATHORT, CHRIS
FULLER, PAUL JENK'NS, NICK LONiHURST,

ROBERT G. SMITH and JEFF WILLS

it. He got out of our truck,
walked toward it — and just
vanished!"

Kenneth Peterson, 25: "I
saw a bluish light come from
the machine and Travis went
flying — like he'd touched a
hot wire."

Alan Dalis, 21: "It sent out

just vanished! Mike_Rogers,
who was drivijg the truck,
screamed 'Shut'he door!' and
gunned past thl saucer.

"When we ould see the
saucer wasn't following us,
Mike stopped th< truck and we
all got out, shouting and

a blue ray, and the last we saw
of Travis was his silhouette
outlined, arms outstretched.
We couldn't believe what was
happening — the horror was
unreal!"
'Mike Rogers, 28: "We were

all scared! We couldn't think
of any other explanation ex-
cept that Travis had been
taken off by the saucer."

John Goulette, 21: "I^know
what I saw — and it wasn't
anything from this earth!"
.Steve Pierce, aged 17, of

Snowflake said: "I was just as
frightened as the others when
we saw the UFO.

"It hovered, rocking slight-
ly, just 25 yards away from us
and emitted this yellow light."

And Navajo County (Ariz.)
Sheriff Marlin Gillespie stated:
"The results of the polygraph
examinations show there's no
doubt they're telling the truth
— right down.the line.

"I thought at first there was
a very good possibility it was
a hoax — but not now. I've
been in law enforcement over
18 years and I've never known
anything like this. I feel sure
that all 6 of them saw a UFO."

Dr. James Harder, professor
of engineering at the Univer-
sity of California was elated:
"This is the first abduction I
know of that was witnessed by
other people."

Walton abruptly turned up
five days after his disappear-
ance — dehydrated, bewilder-
ed and with a curious puncture
mark on his right arm.

"I remember waking up on
a road about eight miles from
where I was picked up by the
saucer," the stunned man told
The ENQUIRER. "It was near
the town of Heber.'

"I ran into town as fast as
my legs would carry me. I
was terrified.

"I rushed into the first
phone booth I came to and
called my mother, who sent
my brother Duane to pick me
up. On the way to my mother's
home, I told Duane what had
happened . . . and to my re-
lief, he believed me."

Walton had disappeared
Nov. 5 as he and a crew of

screaming at e*ch other with
fear in our face: and terror in
our hearts. Thin we saw a
Dash in the trees, and figured
the saucer was leaving.

"We went bade to the spot
where the saucei had been . .
but Travis was lone. He went
on the spaceship, there's no
doubt of that.

"We went and reported what
had happened. We didn't ^ex-
pect anyone to believe us, and
nobody did — until we took lie
detector tests."

Because Walton wasn't able
to recall all the details of his
amazing experience, The EN
QUIRER arranged for him to
be interviewed under hypnosis
by Dr. Harder, a member o

SKETCH of hovering UFO
drown by Mike Rogers and
Dwayne Smith.

tree trimmers were heading
home at dusk along an iso-
lated mountain road. Crew
member Dwayne Smith said
they were about 12 miles from
Heber when they suddenly
spotted the saucer hovering in
a clearing beside the road.

"I was numb with disbelief
— and terrified!" said .Smith.
"The UFO was smooth, and
was giving off a yellowish-
orange light.

'^We watched it in shock a ,
fe,w_secojids,_then_suddenly--Xl)aJBNQUIREirs-presfigio«&
Travis jumped out of our truck
and started walking toward
the saucer. We all shouted:
'Get back, you fool!' But he
just kept going.

"He walked beneath the
saucer — then a blue ray shot
down from the saucer and he

EXPERTS QUIZ abducted man, Travis Walton (center).
At left is Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, at right Dr. James Harder.

Dr. Harder that as • he ap-
proached the craft for a closer
look, he was hit by something
and suddenly everything went
>lack.
""When I woke up, there was
strong light in my eyes and
had problems focusing. I was

panicked because there was a
errible pain in my head and

chest," he told Dr. Harder.
"My mind cleared a little

and 1 thought I was in a hospi-
tal. I was lying on a table on
my back, and these figures
were standing over me.

"It was weird. They weren't
human — they were creatures.

"They looked like well-devel-
oped 'fetuses to me — they
were about 5 feet tall and wore
tight-fitting tan-brown robes
Their skin was white like a

Blue Ribbon Panel on UFOs
The hypnotic session wa

witnessed by three Phoenix
physicians, Drs. Robert Gane
lin, Joseph Saltz and Howarc
Kandell, as well as psychi
atrist Dr. Jean Rosenbaum

Under hypnosis, Walton tol<
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mushroom and they had no SHERIFF Marlin Gillespie:
clear features. They made no «j«m sure tney saw UFO."

ing aboard the craft — and his
sounds.

"Their faces had no texture
or color, and there was no
hair. Their foreheads were
domed ^ and their eyes were
very large. They had long fin-
gers — but no fingernails.

"I panicked and jumped up,
clear plastie-tray

MAP shows the area where, witnesses say, Travis Walton
was taken aboard a flying saucer.

that was lying on my chest to
the floor. I grabbed a trans-
parent tube and tried to smash
it, to use it as a weapon. But
it wouldn't break."

Dr. Harder said Walton was
knocked out again — and when
he awoke he was lying on the
pavement about a quarter of a
mile from Heber.

"Travis said he remembers
seeing the craft take off into
the sky," the scientist said.

Dr. Harder, who spent eight
hours interviewing Walton and
another three hours talking to
the witnesses, told The EN-
QUIRER that "after consider-
ing all the known facts" he's
convinced Walton was taken
aboard an alien craft.

"This is supported by Tra-
vis' description of the crea-
tures, which exactly matchei
a description given in another,
unpublicized UFO encounter a
few hundred miles away three
months earlier," he said. "My
conclusion is that we must adc
this case to the dozen or more
cases of reported abductions."
s Details of the other UFO en
(counter to which Dr. Harder
\referred were revealed to The
JENQUIRER by Jim Lorenzen
/head of the Aerial Phenomena
' Research Organization.
\ "It happened in New Mex

ico," said Lorenzen. "A man
was out alone
on the deser
watching a me
teor shower

EYEWITNESSES: Left to right ore Dwayne Smith, Kenneth Peterson,
Alan Dalis, Mike Rogers and John Goulette. All say that they saw
Walton walk toward a flying saucer and vanish.

when a saucer
shaped craft
suddenly drop
ped out of the
sky near him.

"The man la
ter said he re-
membered be

escription of the creatures he
aw fitted the description giv-
:n by Walton.
"There's been no publicity

about this case because the
man feels it would jeopardize
•hls~ job"ttrdiscuss -it;"——-=-

Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, a psy-
chiatrist, was asked by The
ENQUIRER to interview Wal-
on and evaluate his story.

"As a ,result of extensive
examinations, I concluded that
he boy was not lying," de-

clared Dr. Rosenbaum, chair-
man of the Southwest Psycho-
analytic Assn.

"There was no hoax involv-
ed. He really believes he was
abducted by a UFO.

"But my evaluation of the
boy's story is that although he
Delieves this is what happened,
t was all in his own mind. I
feel he suffered from a com-
bination of imagination and
amnesia — mat he did not go
on a UFO, but simply was"
wandering around during the
period of his disappearance.

"But I'm unable to account"
for five witnesses having the
same story and passing the
lie-detector tests."

Dr. Howard Kandell, who
examined Walton 15 hours
after his reappearance, ex-
pressed doubt that the young 3
man had simply been wander/
ing around. /

"Although he lost weight
from water evaporation, he
was obviously well-nourished
when he was brought to my
office," said .the physician.

"A sample of urine I tested
supported this fact. Also, his
condition was not that of a-
man who'd been wandering
about the woods for 5 days.

"And there was a small
puncture wound on the inside
of his right arm — the kind
you get from a blood test. But
he said that nobody had stuck
a needle in his arm.

• i'The entire thing is very
puzzling."



Doctors Report Incredible Breakthrough.

Amazing New Treatment
Cures Leukemia Victims

Given Only Weeks to Live
By DAN MCDONALD

An amazing breakthrough in the treatment of deadly leukemia
has been made — curing victims of the disease who had been given
only weeks to live.

Dr. E. Donnall Thomas, professor of medicine at the University of
Washington in Seattle, is giving bone marrow transplants to terminal
leukemia patients — and he is saving more and more of them from
death.

The disease, sometimes called "cancer of the blood," claims 21,000 new
victims in the U.S. each year.

"We don't take patients for bone marrow transplants unless their leukemia
has failed to respond to all regular treatment — in other words, unless they're
terminal," explained Dr. Thomas. "On the average, they have about one
month to live.

"Yet 11 out of 70 patients who had,the transplant from 1969 to June 1974
are still alive — and the survival rate is growing higher continually. Two
have survived for more than 5 years." A patient who survives for 5 years is j

considered, by doctors to be cured j
"The transplant gave me back myf

life," said Phil Smith, 31, a Seattle i
roofer. '

"I was very near death when my
doctor referred me to Dr. Thomas.

"I had the operation Oct. 20, 1972 — i
a day I'll never forget — it's the day|
1 got my life back.

"Over 3 years later, I'm without a
trace of leukemia."

Dr. Q.B. DeMarsh, the doctor who
referred Smith to Dr. Thomas, said:
"With the type of leukemia Smith had,
the cure rate with normal treatment
is almost nothing. I gave him no more
than a month to live. But I examined
him recently and there is no trace of

on

^HEAVY WORK is no problem for
roofer Phil Smith, who was near

.death three years ago but is now
completely free of leukemia.

_______
the transplant is a pretty Washin
University coed, Tamy Terkla, 19.

Said Dr. Thomas: "When she came
to me she had pneumonia and other
infections in addition to leukemia. She
probably had only a few weeks at most
to live.

"We performed -the operation on
Apr. 18, 1972. Now there is no trace of
leukemia, and it's been more than 3
years since the operation."

Dr. Thomas said the most difficult
thing about the operation is to find a

Washingt

Having a Roaring Time.
When this brother and sister team is hungry, they let everybody know
about it! Shaggy-maned Jack and kid sister Jill roar for their lunch at
Lion Country Safari, West Palm Beach, Fla. A keeper brought them
slabs of raw meat just a few moments later.

donor whose tissue type matches that
of the patient.

"Matching tissue type is like match-
ing blood types, but more complex,"

techniques for identifying tissue types
of unrelated people, so that we can
set up a donor bank."

Leukemia causes the patient's white
blood cells to become diseased. These
cells are produced by the bone mar-
row.

"We take the donor's bone marrow,
usually through the hip, and inject it
into a vein of the patient's," Dr.
Thomas explained. "The bone mar-
row cells go through the patient's body

Mark (S.W.A.T.) Shera and Singer
Barbara Deutsch: We're in Love

Handsome actor Mark Shera of
"S.W.A.T." admits he's "deeply in
love with the most wonderful girl
in the world" — lovely singer-ac-
tress Barbara Deutsch of the pop
group "Busby & Berkley."

"Barbara is golden to me.
' "She's the kind of woman that guys
would cut off their right arms for,"
declared Shera, giving his lady a lov-
ing glance. '

Barbara smiled * and- kissed Shera
tenderly on the cheek. "Honey, if I'm
fold, then you're whatever is more
precious than that," she whispered
softly.

The happy couple, who spoke with
ITie ENQUIRER in the living room
of Shera's cozy Hollywood apartment,
have kept steady company since they
first met in 1973 while they were ap-
pearing together in the New York
play, "Godspell."

"I fell in love with Barbara the first
time I laid eyes on her," said the
[lark-haired actor, gently squeezing
tier hand.

"But all the guys were after her,
and I didn't think I had a chance.

"Finally I asked her out, and she
ooked at me with those fantastic blue
;yes and said softly, 'I'd""love to!'

Was I surprised! From that first date,
Barbara has been the only girl in my
life."

Shera — who's 26, as is Barbara —
admitted he went through "pure hell"
when he moved to Hollywood to star
in "S.W.A.T.," leaving Barbara behind
in New York.

Shera's duties with the hit show
"S.W.A.T." occupy most" of his week
He's on the set from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Barbara
keeps busy, too — she joined "Busby
& Berkley" after moving to California,
and is constantly involved in recording
and nightclub engagements.

"We eat out all of the tinie because
I can't cook, and neither can Mark,"
grinned Barbara,. "On weekends we
love to take drives through Beverly
Hills and Bel Air, looking at all the
beautiful homes."

Neither has been married before
They admitted they've seriously dis-
cussed a walk down the aisle — but
Shera noted:

"Marriage, is a big step, and before
we take that step we both want to be
very, very sure."

Barbara added with a smile: "Let's
just say that we both have it in the
backs of our minds."

— ALAN MARKFIELD

IT WAS LOVE at first sight, says
S.W.A.T. star Mark Shera with
singer-actress Barbara Deutsch.

chemistry system and filter into his
own bone marrow.

"If the treatment is successful, new-
ly formed, healthy white cells will be
found in the patient's blood within a

"These new cells will continue to be
produced by the patient's body until
he builds up his own tolerance to the
disease.

"If we're lucky, there will be no
traces of leukemia. v

"Potentially, this offers one of the
biggest breakthroughs we could ever
hope for in combating other types of
cancer, too.

"Doctors will be able to give much
stronger doses of chemotherapy that
will destroy the bone marrow if they
know the bone marrow can be replac-_
ed."

A leading expert at Johns Hopkins
University, Dr. George Santos, who
has also been doing research into bone
marrow transplants, told The EN-
QUIRER:

"One always has to be careful in
using the word 'cure' when dealing
with cancer.

"But there is no doubt that people
have been cured by Dr. Thomas, using
his transplant method."

Study Shows...
Quitting Smoking Does Hot
Cause Weight Gains in
Men Aged 45 and Over

There is no significant link between
quitting smoking and gaining weight
among men 45 years and older.

Dr. Raymond Bosse and Dr. Arthur
Garvey, in a 5-year- study conducted
for the Veterans" Administration in
Boston, report that smoking had no
effect on weight patterns of 1,633 men
over the age of 45.

Concluded the researchers:
"The fact that giving up smoking

does not result in weight gain in older
men belies the argument that it is best
to continue smoking rather than risk
obesity."
NATIONAL
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